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Information  
This information is provided on matters which may affect members of the public. If you have any queries on 
procedural matters, please contact a member of the City’s Governance team via 
governance@cityofperth.wa.gov.au 

 

Question Time for the Public 
An opportunity is available at Council meetings for members of the public to ask a question about any issue 
relating to the City. This time is available only for asking questions and not for making statements. Complex 
questions requiring research should be submitted as early as possible to allow the City time to prepare a 
response. 

The Presiding Member may nominate an officer to answer the question and may also determine that any 
complex question requiring research be answered in writing. No debate or discussion can take place on any 
question or answer. 

To ask a question, please complete the Public Question Time form available on the City’s website 
www.perth.wa.gov.au/council/council-meetings.  

 

Deputations 
To submit a deputation request, please complete the Deputation Request form available on the City’s website 
www.perth.wa.gov.au/council/council-meetings.  

 

Disclaimer 
Members of the public should note that in any discussion during a meeting regarding any item, a statement 
or indication of approval by any council member, committee member or officer of the City is not intended to 
be, and should not be taken as, notice of approval from the City. No action should be taken on any item 
discussed at a meeting of Council prior to written advice on the Committee or Council’s resolution being 
received.  

Any plans or documents contained in these minutes may be subject to copyright law provisions (Copyright Act 
1968, as amended) and the express permission of the copyright owner(s) should be sought prior to their 
reproduction. 

  

mailto:governance@cityofperth.wa.gov.au
http://www.perth.wa.gov.au/council/council-meetings
http://www.perth.wa.gov.au/council/council-meetings
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1. Declaration of Opening 
 

2. Acknowledgement of Country/Prayer 
 

3. Attendance  

 Apologies 

 Leave of Absence 

 Applications for Leave of Absence   
 

4. Announcements by the Lord Mayor  
 

5. Public Participation 

 Public Questions 
Questions on Notice – Ordinary Council Meeting held 27 July 2021 

Q1 Submitted by Steve Hart – 11 Ventnor Avenue, West Perth WA 6005 

Given that the Council voted on 25th May 2021 (Item 12.5) to cut the funding for the 
Nativity Event from $330,000 to $50,000, which will be insufficient for this event to 
proceed, will the Lord Mayor, in keeping with his election commitment to do his utmost 
to see the Nativity Event reinstated, seek to have the funding restored to the level the 
staff recommendation stated is needed to conduct this event? 

A1 Provided by Lord Mayor Basil Zempilas 

I was a driving force in having the Nativity Event reinstated after it had been cancelled 
by the City of Perth Commissioners.  Despite a reduced budget, it will not prevent the 
City of Perth from providing an outstanding Nativity event that is the equal of the Nativity 
Event held in 2020. 

 

Q2 Submitted by Steve Hart – 11 Ventnor Avenue, West Perth WA 6005 

Can the Mayor explain how voting in support of the motion to reduce the funding for 
the Nativity Event from $330,000 to $50,000 is consistent with his election commitment 
to 'do his utmost' to see the Nativity event restored, and his comment at the reduced 
event in Forrest Place last year, that 'it was the wish of the people' that the Nativity be 
part of the Christmas celebrations in the City of Perth. 

A2 Provided by Lord Mayor Basil Zempilas 

I campaigned and was committed to a Nativity Event being restored and that was 
achieved in 2020.  A similar size and scale Nativity Event will be held in 2021. Along with 
the Christmas Lights Trail, it will be a feature and focus of activities in the City of Perth 
this Christmas. 
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Q2 Submitted by Judy Davies – 2/11 Scalby Street, Scarborough WA 6019 

Can the Lord Mayor please explain why when he said in 2020 in relation to the 
Traditional Christmas Nativity Production Show, “Trust me - I will make it happen” and 
then in 2021 he voted in favour of slashing the funding from $330,000 to $50,000 thus 
ensuring that this event cannot proceed in its traditional format? 

A2 Provided by Lord Mayor Basil Zempilas  

The Elected Members reinstated the Nativity Event in 2020.  It will continue in 2021.  The 
City of Perth has an ongoing commitment to celebrating Christmas and supporting 
retailers during this period. 

 

 Deputations 
 

6. Disclosures of Interests 
Name  Councillor Liam Gobbert  

Item number and title  11.1 Final Adoption of Amendment No. 46 to City Planning Scheme No. 2 
and Amendment No. 4 to Local Planning Scheme No. 26 (Normalised 
Redevelopment Areas) 

Nature of interests Direct Financial, Proximity and Impartiality 
Interest description  ‘CPS2 Amendment No. 46 

1) b) Proximity – the subject lot is adjacent to my residence  
1) c) Financial – the property is managed by my employer 
1)   f) Impartiality – the CEO of subject lot is known to me  
1) q) Impartiality – an employee of the lessee of the subject site is a close 

personal friend  
1) w) Proximity – the portion of Adelaide Terrace directly abuts my 

residence  
1) x) Financial – the subject site is managed by my employer.’ 

 
Name  Councillor Liam Gobbert 

Item number and title  12.1 Arts Sponsorship – Financial Year 2021/22  

Nature of interest Direct Financial  
Interest description  ‘I attended WAAPA’s 30th anniversary event as a representative of the City’.  

 
Name  Councillor Liam Gobbert 

Item number and title  12.1 Arts Sponsorship – Financial Year 2021/22  

Nature of interest Impartiality  
Interest description  ‘I represented the City and gave a speech on behalf of the City at the 

WAMfest launch event’. 
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Name  Councillor Liam Gobbert 

Item number and title  12.1 Arts Sponsorship – Financial Year 2021/22  

Nature of interest Impartiality  
Interest description  ‘I attended the Christmas Spectacular event in 2020 as a representative of 

the City. The Philanthropic and Corporate Development Manager is a close 
personal friend’. 

 
Name  Councillor Rebecca Gordon  

Item number and title  12.1 Arts Sponsorship – Financial Year 2021/22 

Nature of interest Impartiality  
Interest description  ‘I have accepted tickets to events hosted by Performing Arts Centre Society 

Inc (t/a The Blue Room Theatre) and AWESOME Arts Australia Ltd. These 
have been below the reporting threshold but may give rise to an impartiality 
interest’. 

 
Name  Councillor Rebecca Gordon 

Item number and title  12.1 Arts Sponsorship – Financial Year 2021/22 

Nature of interest Proximity  
Interest description  ‘11/838 Hay Street. One of the proposed locations for the lighting is in the 

laneway/thoroughfare adjacent to my apartment’. 
 

Name  Deputy Lord Mayor Sandy Anghie  

Item number and title  12.1 Arts Sponsorship – Financial Year 2021/22 

Nature of interests Impartiality  
Interest description  1. Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts Limited (PICA) – I attended a lunch 

this year where PICA did a presentation on an exhibition.  
2. West Australian Ballet Company Inc. – The CEO and board members are 

known to me. I am also a former board member of WA Ballet.  
3. The Lester Prize – I attended the opening last year as a representative of 

the City and have attended the prize over the past 15 years. I also met 
with John Langoulant and Annie Silberstein on 13 May 2021 and I 
advised them I couldn’t talk about their sponsorship application at that 
meeting and we did not discuss that (a member of the City’s Governance 
team attended).  

4. Barking Gecko Theatre Company Ltd – I have met with them on a number 
of occasions in the past year (twice) but we did not discuss their 
sponsorship application.  

5. The Contemporary Dance Company of Western Australia Ltd T/A Co3 – I 
am a current donor and the CEO and board members are known to me.  
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6. West Australian Opera – The CEO and board members are known to me. 
I have met with the CEO in the past year, not in relation to their 
sponsorship application.  

7. AWESOME Arts Australia Ltd – I have met with the CEO in the past year, 
not in relation to their sponsorship application. 

8. STRUT Dance – STRUT Dance contacted me to meet in relation to a 
sponsorship application, but I then referred them directly to the 
Administration and did not meet. 

 
Name  Michelle Reynolds – Chief Executive Officer  

Item number and title  18.3 Light It Up – Phase One – West End Location 

Nature of interest Impartiality 
Interest description  ‘I am friends with Martin Blade the co-owner of Margaret River Factory and 

Sewing Room. The Laneway Light it Up as recommended is in the vicinity of 
his business.’ 

 

7. Confirmation of Minutes  

Recommendation 
That Council CONFIRMS the minutes of the Ordinary Council Meeting held on 27 July 2021 as a true and 
correct record.  

 

8. Questions by Members which due notice has been given  

 

9. Correspondence  
 

10. Petitions 
  

https://perth.wa.gov.au/council/council-meetings/ordinary-council-meeting-july-2021
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11. Planning and Economic Development Alliance Reports  

 Final Adoption of Amendment No. 46 to City Planning Scheme No. 2 and Amendment No. 
4 to Local Planning Scheme No. 26 (Normalised Redevelopment Areas) 

Responsible Officer Daniel High - Acting General Manager Planning and Economic 
Development 

Voting Requirement Simple Majority  
Attachments Attachment 11.1A - Scheme Amendment Report – Amendment No. 46 

to City Planning Scheme No. 2  
Attachment 11.1B - Scheme Amendment Report – Amendment No. 4 
to Local Planning Scheme No. 26 
Attachment 11.1C - Local Planning Policies 
Attachment 11.1D - City Planning Scheme No. 2 Heritage List  
Attachment 11.1E - Schedule of Submissions  

 

Purpose 
To consider the submissions received with respect to Amendment No. 46 to City Planning Scheme No. 2 (CPS2) 
and Amendment No. 4 to Local Planning Scheme No. 26, and to resolve whether to support the Amendments, 
with or without modifications, or not to support.  

Recommendation 
That Council: 

1. SUPPORTS Amendment No. 46 to City Planning Scheme No. 2 without modification as detailed in 
Attachment 11.1A 

2. SUPPORTS Amendment No. 4 to Local Planning Scheme No. 26 (Normalised Redevelopment Areas) 
without modification as detailed in Attachment 11.1B 

3. ADOPTS the Local Planning Policies (Development Control and Design Guidelines) as detailed in 
Attachment 11.1C, subject to the gazettal of Amendment No. 46 and Amendment No. 4 

4. APPROVES the entry of places in the City Planning Scheme No. 2 Heritage List as detailed in Attachment 
11.1D, subject to the gazettal of Amendment No. 46 and Amendment No. 4.   
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Background 
1. Since the 1990’s with the creation of the then East Perth Redevelopment Authority, six Redevelopment 

Areas have been created across the City of Perth (the City).  This resulted in all planning provisions within 
the Metropolitan Region Scheme (MRS) and the City’s local planning scheme applicable to these 
Redevelopment Areas being repealed and replaced with the now Development WA’s Central Perth 
Redevelopment Scheme (CPRS).  

2. The six Redevelopment Areas are: 

a. Claisebrook Cove 

b. Riverside 

c. New Northbridge 

d. Perth Cultural Centre 

e. Perth City Link 

f. Elizabeth Quay 

3. Once the majority of the land in a Redevelopment Area is developed, planning control for the area is 
transferred back to the City or the Western Australian Planning Commission, a process known as 
normalisation.  

4. Normalisation is facilitated by subtracting a portion of land from the Redevelopment Area and 
reintroducing it into the MRS and the City’s local planning schemes.  

5. Local Planning Scheme No. 26 (LPS26) was created specifically to facilitate the transfer of planning 
scheme and policy provisions back to the City.  This scheme contains the land use permissibilities and 
design guidelines that are specific to the redevelopment areas. LPS26 is structured in accordance with 
Development WA’s redevelopment scheme to facilitate the seamless transfer of statutory planning 
provisions during normalisation. LPS26 currently includes 12 previously normalised redevelopment 
precincts since its creation in 2004. 

6. LPS26 operates in conjunction with CPS2. CPS2 provides the administrative ‘statutory’ head of power 
for the City to be the statutory planning authority for the former redevelopment areas. 

7. This current normalisation process commenced with Development WA reviewing its project areas and 
identifying several precincts to be normalised between 2020 – 2023. On 22 November 2019, the 
Minister for Lands approved the commencement of the first of these stages of normalisation.  

8. The Metropolitan Redevelopment Authority Act 2011 (MRA Act) provides several processes for 
normalisation of redevelopment areas. The State Solicitor’s Office has confirmed that for the current 
stage of normalisation, the City’s local planning schemes will need to be amended to reintroduce the 
relevant zones, reserves and development requirements over a Redevelopment Area, while a 
redevelopment scheme continues to operate over the land. Once the local planning scheme has been 
amended, the change will not come into statutory effect until the land is subtracted from the 
Redevelopment Area and the redevelopment scheme no longer applies.  

9. This normalisation process solely addresses the transfer of statutory planning powers back to the City 
of Perth.  It does not involve the handover of physical assets, such as footpaths, trees and lighting, which 
has a separate asset management and handover process. 
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10. At its meeting held on 29 September 2020, Council resolved to:  

a. Initiate Amendment No. 46 to CPS2 and Amendment No. 4 to LPS26 (Normalised Redevelopment 
Areas) as standard amendments.  

b. Endorse for public consultation the initiated Scheme Amendments.  

c. Endorse for public consultation the amended CPS 2 Heritage List. 

d. Endorse for public consultation the proposed Local Planning Policies.  

11. The proposed Scheme Amendments, Local Planning Policies and amended Heritage List will transfer 
Development WA’s existing planning provisions into the City’s local planning framework for the 
following areas which are scheduled to be normalised (i.e., transferred from Development WA’s to the 
City’s planning control) between 2021 and 2023.  The proposal is therefore largely administrative and 
maintains consistency with the City’s approach to previous stages of normalisation. 

No. Development WA Project Area Precincts 

1 Claisebrook Village Royal Street West 

Plain Street 

PTA Transport Corridor 

PTA Depot 

2 New Northbridge Museum Street 

Lake Street 

3 Perth City Link Horseshoe Bridge Plaza (Yagan Square) 

4 Perth Cultural Centre James Street 

William Street 

5 Elizabeth Quay Barrack Square 

6 Riverside Queens 

Queens Gardens 

WACA 

Trinity College 

Gloucester Park 

Hillside 

 

12. Stage 1 of the normalisation program encompasses: Plain Street; PTA Depot; PTA Transport Corridor; 
Lake Street; Museum Street; James Street; William Street; and Barrack Square. The remaining precincts 
are scheduled to be normalised in subsequent stages.  

13. After the City’s local planning schemes have been amended, the Metropolitan Redevelopment Authority 
(MRA) Regulations will be amended to remove the applicable land (redevelopment areas) from its 
Central Perth Redevelopment Scheme (CPRS) which is when normalisation occurs.  Each stage of 
normalisation requires a separate amendment of the MRA regulations.   
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Proposal  
Local Planning Scheme Amendments 

14. Amendment No. 46 to CPS2 will: 

a. Amend the Scheme Map to broaden the Normalised Redevelopment Area to encompass the 
subject land 

b. Reflect the MRS reservations over the subject land 

c. Make minor administrative amendments to the scheme text and maps  

15. Amendment No. 4 to LPS26 will: 

a. Amend the Scheme Map to encompass the subject land 

b. Introduce project area visions; precinct statements of intent, land use permissibility tables and 
maximum plot ratios (where relevant) over the subject land 

16. The scheme amendment reports are provided in Attachment 11.1A and Attachment 11.1B.  

17. Development WA’s Heritage List 

a. The Heritage List identifies numerous heritage places across the subject land and divides these 
places into management levels. All level 1-3 heritage places across the subject land will be included 
within the City’s Heritage List as illustrated in Attachment 11.1D.  

18. Local Planning Policies – in addition to the proposed scheme amendments outlined above: 

a. The City’s CPS2 Local Planning Policy 5.1 Parking Policy will be amended to carry over the existing 
parking standards which apply to the subject land under the CPRS. 

b. Development WA’s design guidelines for the following precincts are proposed to be adopted by 
the City as new local planning policies:  

o Precinct EP13 Plain Street 

o Precinct 22 Museum Street 

o Precinct 36 James Street 

o Precinct 37 William Street 

o Precinct 40 Barrack Square 

The above site-specific design guidelines apply to the stage 1 normalisation areas only. Design 
guidelines for the remaining areas of the subject land will be introduced progressively when the 
normalisation of these areas occurs. Given that Development WA may rescind, amend or adopt 
new design guidelines prior to subsequent stages of normalisation, it is appropriate to defer 
consideration of these documents until normalisation is confirmed. 

c. The following Development WA development policies will be adopted by the City as a local 
planning policy which will apply within the LPS26 areas: 

o Green Building; 
o Public Art; 
o Affordable and Diverse Housing; and 
o Adaptable Housing.  
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19. The provisions of the policies above are proposed to remain as existing with the exception of the cash 
in lieu components of the Providing Public Art and Affordable and Diverse Housing policies which have 
been removed. These mechanisms have been omitted as the City currently does not have the 
operational planning framework if cash in lieu funds were to be collected.  The Council can consider this 
further in the preparation of the new Local Planning Scheme No. 3, which will consolidate the City’s 
planning schemes and policies into one planning framework. 

20. All proposed local planning policies are contained in Attachment 11.1C.  

21. In accordance with section 58 of the MRA Act, the proposed scheme amendments, amended Heritage 
List and amended or new local planning policies will come into effect once the precincts are subtracted 
from Development WA’s planning scheme and gazetted. 

 

Stakeholder Engagement 
22. The Scheme Amendments were referred to the Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) for 

consideration of the need for environmental assessment. On 22 December 2020, the EPA advised that 
the amendments would not need to be assessed. 

23. The Scheme Amendments were advertised for public comment from 22 April 2021 to 10 June 2021. The 
methods of advertising included: 

a. A notice published in the Stirling and Vincent Reporter on 22 April 2021 and the Perth Voice 
newspaper on 24 April 2021. 

b. 499 letters sent to landowners, occupiers and stakeholders within the Stage 1 and Stage 2 
normalisation redevelopment areas.  

c. Letters sent to relevant State Government agencies. 

d. Information published on the City’s website which can be accessed here.  

e. Information made available for viewing at the City Customer Experience Centre and the City 
Library.   

24. Ten submissions were received: three from community members, one from an adjoining local 
government and six from State government agencies.  

25. One community member was concerned with the proposed land uses within Precinct EP25: Queens and 
how they might enable land uses that are not permitted by a strata by-law or covenant (refer to 
Attachment 11.1E).  

26. The Perth City Farm was generally supportive of the proposed land use categories for Precinct EP5: Royal 
Street West and were keen to ensure that a number of specific land uses could be accommodated in 
the future.  It sought clarification with respect to the heritage listing of the property and suggested that 
additional reference be made to the protection and conservation of Aboriginal Heritage.  

27. The Western Australian Cricket Association (WACA) supports the proposed zoning and heritage listing 
of the site.  It was keen however to see the design guidelines for the site reviewed prior to adoption by 
Council and for future consideration to be given to applying plot ratio to the site to provide greater 
certainty of development yield and scale.  The WACA was keen to ensure that land uses which are being 
proposed as part of its current development application will continue to remain conforming uses upon 
normalisation.   

https://perth.wa.gov.au/building-and-planning/planning-framework/planning-schemes
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28. The North Metropolitan TAFE was supportive of the Precinct 22: Museum Street provisions proposed to 
be applied to its properties to the north of Aberdeen Street.  It did however express concerns about the 
inclusion of 12 and 14 Aberdeen Street and 147-149 Beaufort Street, Perth, on the City’s Heritage List.  

29. The Department of Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries was supportive of the proposed 
Scheme Amendments.  

30. The City of Vincent, Landgate, Department of Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions and the 
Heritage Council of Western Australia had no comments and/or objections to the proposed Scheme 
Amendments.  

31. The Department of Transport (Main Roads WA) provided recommendations with respect to removing 
or applying the Primary Regional Road reservation under the Metropolitan Region Scheme.   

32. Attachment 11.1E summarises the submissions received and includes the Administration’s response to 
these.  

 

Discussion 
33. The key matters raised in the submissions related to land use permissibilities, heritage listing as well as 

the review of the WACA design guidelines and application of plot ratio to the site.   

34. The land use planning provisions under the proposed Scheme Amendments are enabled through the 
Planning and Development Act 2005 which operates separately to the Strata Titles Act 1985, Transfer of 
Land Act 1898 and the Community Titles Act 2018. It is the applicant/landowners’ responsibility to 
ensure that they have other necessary approvals and comply with any other relevant legislation such as 
that outlined.  

35. Both Perth City Farm and the WACA were keen ensure that a number of specific land uses could be 
accommodated on their sites, and in the case of the WACA remain conforming upon normalisation. 

36. All land use categories will be either preferred or contemplated within Precinct EP5: Royal Street West 
(applying to Perth City Farm) and Precinct EP29: WACA (applying to the WACA) apart from Category 3 
Light Industry which will be prohibited.  The specific land uses referred to by Perth City Farm and the 
WACA (except for a garden centre operating outdoors) are not considered to fall within Category 3:  
Light Industry and therefore will be either preferred or contemplated under LPS 26.   

37. Perth City Farm sought clarification with respect to the heritage listing of its site. North Metropolitan 
TAFE expressed concerns with respect to the heritage listing of 12 and 14 Aberdeen Street and 147-149 
Beaufort Street, Perth.   

38. Perth City Farm as well as 12 and 14 Aberdeen Street and 147-149 Beaufort Street, Perth are all currently 
listed on Development WA’s Central Perth Heritage Inventory (CPHI).  The City is proposing to transfer 
these properties to the City’s Heritage List as part of this normalisation process to ensure that 
appropriate heritage protection remains in place.  It is understood from discussions with Development 
WA that the CPHI was prepared using industry standards and in consultation with stakeholders, 
landowners and property occupiers.  It is noted that the City Farm land is owned by Development WA. 

39. The WACA is proposed for inclusion in stage two of normalisation and as such the WACA design 
guidelines are not proposed to be adopted at this time.  It is understood from discussions with 
Development WA that they do not intend to review the WACA design guidelines prior to the site being 
normalised.  The City can consider reviewing the WACA design guidelines, if needed, in the future.  This 
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is best done as part of reviewing the existing masterplan for the Riverside Redevelopment Area through 
the preparation of a Precinct (Structure) Plan.  The draft Local Planning Strategy identifies this as a 
medium-term action (5+ years). 

40. The WACA currently supports that there is no plot ratio applied to its site; however, acknowledges the 
value of applying plot ratio in providing greater certainty of anticipated development yield and scale.  
The WACA would like to discuss the application of plot ratio to the site with the City at a later date.  

41. The City can consider applying plot ratio to the WACA site through the future Precinct (Structure) Plan 
process or possibly through the preparation of the Local Planning Scheme No. 3. 

42. None of the key matters raised are considered to result in the need for modifications to the proposed 
Scheme Amendments, local planning policies or amended heritage list. 

 

Decision Implications 
43. Council is required to pass a resolution to either: 

a. Support the proposed Scheme Amendments, Local Planning Policies and amended Heritage List 
without modification; 

b. Support the proposed Scheme Amendments, Local Planning Policies and amended Heritage List 
with modification; or 

c. Not support the proposed Scheme Amendments, Local Planning Policies and amended Heritage 
List. 

44. In accordance with Regulation 53 of the Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) 
Regulations 2015, CPS2 Amendment No. 46 and LPS26 Amendment No. 4 are required to be provided 
to the Western Australian Planning Commission for its consideration and recommendation to the 
Minister for planning for a final decision.  

 

Strategic, Legislative and Policy Implications 
Strategy 

Pillar (Outcome) Liveable  

Issue Specific Strategies and 
Plans:  

City of Perth draft Local Planning Strategy  

 

Legislation, Delegation of Authority and Policy 

Legislation: Planning and Development Act 2005  

Section 75(a)(b) – Amending scheme  

Provides legislative power to the Council to initiate changes to its 
planning scheme.  

Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 
2015  

http://www.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/viewdoc/au/legis/wa/consol_act/pada2005236/s75.html
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Legislation, Delegation of Authority and Policy 

Division 3 – Process for Standard Amendments to Local Planning 
Scheme - Regulations 47 to 56  

Outlines the requirements for local governments to undertake a 
standard scheme amendment process. 

Schedule 2 – Deemed Provisions of Local Planning Schemes 

Clause 3 – Local planning policies  

Clause 4 – Procedure for making local planning policy   

Clause 8 – Heritage List 

Clause 87 – Requirements for making documents available to the 
public 

Planning provisions that apply to all local planning schemes.  

City Planning Scheme No. 2  

City Planning Scheme No. 2 provides the administrative power to 
determine development applications and amend local planning 
policies. The scheme applies to land within the City’s local government 
boundary (except Crawley-Nedlands).  

Local Planning Scheme No. 26 (Normalised Redevelopment Areas) 

Sets out the planning provisions for all normalised redevelopment 
areas within the City’s local government boundary.  

Authority of Council/CEO: Local Government Act 1995 

Section 3.4 Functions may be legislative or executive 

Council is performing its legislative function.   

Planning and Development Act 2005  

Gives local governments powers in relation to Local Planning 
Schemes, Local Planning Policies and Heritage Protection.  

Policy: Perth Parking Policy 2014  

This policy sets out the approach by the State government to the 
development and management of parking facilities and provision of 
non-residential parking bays that fall within the Perth Parking 
Management Area. This policy helps with the implementation of the 
Perth Parking Management Act 1999. 

   

http://www.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/viewdoc/au/legis/wa/consol_reg/padpsr2015527/s47.html
http://www.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/viewdoc/au/legis/wa/consol_reg/padpsr2015527/sch2.html
http://www.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/viewdoc/au/legis/wa/consol_act/lga1995182/s3.4.html
https://www.transport.wa.gov.au/mediaFiles/projects/DOT_P_Gaz182ParkPol.pdf
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Financial Implications 
45. The financial implications of the recommendations are accommodated within the existing budget 

allocated for planning scheme amendments. 

Account Number 1079-100-10-10068 Operating  

 

Account Description CPS2 Amendment 46 and LPS26 Amendment No. 4  

Total Budget $6,000 

Budget – This report $0 

Remaining Budget $6,000 

Budget Impact Printing, gazettal and public notice of finalised amendments.  

 

Relevant Documents 
Nil.  
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Further Information 
Following the Agenda Briefing Session held on 24 August 2021, further information is provided: 

46. Regarding normalisation in the areas, generally, areas that are not normalised still have significant 
development to occur (i.e. Perth City Link) or another strategic reason for being held onto by the State 
through DevelopmentWA’s planning control and determination through their planning scheme.  

The City does have a say through negotiation with DevelopmentWA under the Metropolitan 
Redevelopment Act 2011, noting that Council resolved at its meeting held on 29 September 2020 to 
initiate Amendment No. 46 to CPS2 and Amendment No. 4 to LPS26 as standard amendments and to 
commence consultation on all the Scheme Amendments, the amended CPS2 Heritage List and the 
proposed Local Planning Policies. 

The Girls School is being normalised without the later stage development being completed, however, 
the City understands the Development Application (DA) is pending with DevelopmentWA and will be 
determined prior to this phase of normalisation being gazetted. The DA will be referred the DA for 
comment as per current process for DevelopmentWA areas. 

47. The wording on page 18 of Attachment 11.C, item 3.6.1 was queried. It is advised the wording is correct 
in terms of a ‘maximum of 110sqm for three-bedroom apartments’ and not more than 45m2 for studios 
and one bed dwellings. Please note the 45m2 for the one bedroom is an average. 

These are the existing policies that apply in these DevelopmentWA areas and attempt to provide diverse 
housing performance standards (i.e. smaller, and therefore lower price to fit the affordable and diverse 
housing intent of the policy). The following notation under this section “Variations to the above 
requirements may be considered for specific purpose housing or for other dwellings for a specific needs 
group” means flexibility can be considered. Note that these requirements apply only to the affordable 
housing target as set out in objective 3.3 (i.e. a percentage of 10-15% for residential and 12% for mixed 
use developments across the total development). 

48. Regarding Attachment 11.1C, page 18, Planning Policy Manual – Part 2, Section 2.40 Area EP13 – Plain 
Street Precinct: 

This section is limited to just the lots within the Old Girls School Precinct. 

Under the land use permissibility table for this site, Transient and Permanent Residential land use 
categories are “Preferred uses”, however this requirement is not specific to one building only meaning 
the uses could be separated across different buildings.  

Although the DA for the Old Girls School is likely to be determined by DevelopmentWA with the City 
commenting via referral, the City is likely to support the proposed uses subject to the controls and 
conditions within the City’s Special Residential (Serviced and Short-Term Accommodation) Policy. 

Aspects of the Policy which assist in minimising land use conflict of this nature include: 

• Registration requirements 
• Provision of Management Plans (involving noise, disturbances, complaints, security, storage and 

parking etc) 
• Separation of uses and access through the design of the building 
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49. Regarding Attachment 11.1C, page 10, Planning Policy Manual – Part 2, Section 2.40 Area EP13 – Plain 
Street Precinct: 

The Heritage Council of WA’s advice to DevelopmentWA on the Design Guidelines recommended a two-
metre separation between the proposed northern towers and the heritage building. This was required 
to assist with addressing Heritage Council’s previous advice relating to maintaining structural and 
aesthetic integrity of the heritage building, access for maintenance and cleaning of the heritage facade.  

Any new DA will be referred to the Heritage Council of WA to consider heritage impact, however they 
have already supported the standards set out in the design guidelines. 

This separation has in principle been determined as being an acceptable development outcome within 
this precinct as per the Design Guidelines originally developed by DevelopmentWA, noting The EP13 
Plain Street design guidelines were updated and approved in June 2020 by DevelopmentWA.   

50. Regarding Attachment 11.1C, page 13, Planning Policy Manual – Part 2, Section 2.40 Area EP13 – Plain 
Street Precinct: 

There are two tall towers directly behind the heritage building (overlooking Bronte Street). The most 
significant heritage façade was considered when viewing from Wellington Street and was investigated 
by the State Heritage Council. The orientation of the diagram is indicative only of what the built form 
may look like. 

On Lot 775 the built form controls are specified on Table 1: Primary Controls Table (on page 11). This lot 
is colour coded as a “high” tower zone and has a plot ratio of 7:1 across the site which controls the 
height. It does not have a specified maximum height under the design guidelines.  

Existing developments are included in the area as they are under DevelopmentWA Planning control 
being located within the redevelopment area when it was established. They are covered within the 
relevant site-specific guidelines (Lots 67, 68, 110, 111) on page 12. 

51. Regarding Attachment 11.1C, page 11, Planning Policy Manual – Part 2, Section 2.41 Area 40 – Barrack 
Square Precinct: 

The towers have already been determined by DevelopmentWA under their planning scheme and are 
currently under construction. 

52. Regarding Attachment 11.1C, page 13, Planning Policy Manual – Part 2, Section 2.41 Area 40 – Barrack 
Square Precinct: 

Solar access being set at 1 September was determined by DevelopmentWA when they developed the 
solar access criteria in the design guidelines for this site and included computer 3D modelling. It is not 
unusual to choose the alternative in warmer climates to respond to different performance criteria such 
as maximum times of useability i.e. sun in the middle of the day when people use the public realm (10am 
– 2pm). 

53. Regarding Attachment 11.1C, page 20, Planning Policy Manual – Part 2, Section 2.41 Area 40 – Barrack 
Square Precinct: 

Under the land use permissibility table for this precinct on page 10 “Transient Residential’ is a 
contemplated land use and “Permanent Residential” is a prohibited land use (denoted by the X) meaning 
there will not be this conflict between land uses. 
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54. Regarding Attachment 11.1C, Planning Policy Manual – Part 2, Section 2.41 Area 40 – Barrack Square 
Precinct: 

These policies were developed by DevelopmentWA prior to EV charging being commonplace, so it is 
considered unlikely they were to be implicit in the “exemplar sustainable design” particularly for an area 
that was “transient residential”. 

Note the Plain Street design guidelines were more recently updated by DevelopmentWA and therefore 
consider more sustainable design elements in a residential area (i.e. they have the provision for charging 
stations for electric vehicles and scooters). 

All of the City Local Planning Policies will be reviewed as part of the preparation of Local Planning Scheme 
3 and will include environmentally sustainable design (ESD). 
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FORM 2A 

 

RESOLUTION TO PREPARE AMENDMENT TO LOCAL PLANNING SCHEME  

CITY OF PERTH 

CITY PLANNING SCHEME NO. 2 

AMENDMENT NO. 46 

RESOLVED that the Local Government pursuance to section 75 of the Planning and Development 
Act 2005, amend the above Local Planning Scheme by:  

 
1. Amending the Scheme Map to introduce ‘Normalised Redevelopment Area’ over: 

a) Lot 323 (No. 100), 440 (No. 16), 451 (No. 14) and 8003 (No. 20) Aberdeen Street, Perth;  
b) Lot 1000 (No. 10) Adelaide Terrace, East Perth; 
c) Lot 1188 (No. 2) Barrack Square, Perth;  
d) Lots 775 (No. 20), 110 (No. 26), 111 (No. 24) and 112 (No. 22) Bronte Street, East Perth;  
e) Lots 103 (No. 1) and 102 (No. 2) Bremer Promenade, East Perth; 
f) Lots 1-2 (No. 8), 4-6 (No.2), 6-9 (No. 15-21), 28-29 (No.6), 33 (No. 12), 123 (No. 13), 

151 (No. 1) City Farm Place, East Perth;  
g) Lots 60 (No. 2) Francis Street, Perth; 
h) Lot 152 (No. 7) Lime Street, East Perth; 
i) Lots 1507 (No. 39), 555 (No. 3), 1, 410 (No. 40), 411 (No. 40), 569, 754, 755 and 765 

Nelson Avenue, East Perth 
j) Lots T15 – 21 (No. 40), 0-6 (No. 42-62), 29-32 (No.42-62), 62-63 (No. 42-62), 66 (No. 

42-62) and 500-503 (No. 42-62), Nelson Avenue, East Perth;  
k) Lots 88 (No. 145), 408 (No. 139), 411 (No. 131), 412 (No. 153) and 450 (No. 137) 

Newcastle Street, Perth;  
l) Lots 30, 31 and 570 Nile Street, East Perth; 
m) Lots 773 (No. 132), 101 (No. 110) and 305 (No. 100) Plain Street, East Perth; 
n) Lot 0 (No. 158-204), 500-501 (No. 158-204), Lot 22 (No. 168), Lot 23 (No. 170) Royal 

Street, East Perth;  
o) Lot 3 Trafalgar Road, East Perth; 
p) Lots 506 (No.2) and 821 (No. 2) Trinity Avenue, East Perth; 
q) Lot 774 (No. 2) Wellington Street, East Perth; 
r) Lots 68 (No. 17) and 67 (No. 19) Wickham Street, East Perth; 
s) Lots 1 (No. 318), 150 (No. 314), 404 (No. 312), 403 (No. 310), 1262 (No. 306), Lots 1 

(No. 242), 2 (No. 240), 3 (No. 238), 4 (No. 236), 5 (No. 234), 34 (No. 230), 20 (No. 198-
206), 101 (No. 208), 102 (No. 214), 1115 (No. 218), 1296 (No. 224), 1306 (No. 194), 
2006 (No. 232) William Street, Perth; 

t) Reserve 48583 (P059844), 53231 (P406739) and 46904 (P068128), 
u) Lots 9007 (P406739), 50 (D005603), 8008 (P413106) and 0 (P001079). 
v) Bollaert Lane, Bremer Promenade, De Vlamingh Avenue, Erskine Link, Hoy Poy Street, 

Lipfert Street, Moreau Parade Museum Street, Slyth Way, 
w) Portion of Aberdeen Street, Adelaide Terrace, Barrack Street, Beaufort Street, Bollaert 

Lane, Braithwaite Street, Bronte Street, Hale Street, Hay Street, Horatio Street, James 
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Street, Kensington Street, Lime Street, Lord Street, Michael Close, Nelson Avenue, 
Nelson Crescent, Nile Street, Plain Street, Riverside Drive, Royal Street, Waterloo 
Crescent, Wellington Street, William Street, Zempilas Road Road Reserves.  

x) Lot 556 (Valdura Place and Barrack Square Road Reserves); 
 

2. Amend Schedule 3 P2 Cultural Centre (CC) by replacing the text ‘refer to the Metropolitan 
Redevelopment Authority for the classification of uses within this Precinct’ to ‘Refer to 
Local Planning Scheme No. 26 for the classification of uses within this Precinct.’  

 
3. Amending all scheme maps and text by replacing references to ‘Metropolitan 

Redevelopment Authority’ with ‘DevelopmentWA’ and references to ‘MRA’ with ‘DevWA’.  
 

The amendment is standard under the provisions of the Planning and Development (Local 
Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015 for the following reasons: 
 

• the amendment would have minimal impact on land in the scheme area that is not the 
subject of the amendment; and 
 

• the amendment does not reflect in any significant environmental, social, economic or 
governance impacts on land in the scheme area. 

 
 
 

Dated this __ day of ____ 2020  
 

 
 

 
__________________________________ 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 
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SCHEME AMENDMENT REPORT 

 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
The purpose of this amendment is to incorporate several DevelopmentWA (DevWA) 
redevelopment precincts, which are intended to be normalised, into City Planning Scheme No. 2 
(CPS2). The amendment is largely administrative as it involves the integration of the existing 
statutory planning framework from DevWA’s Central Perth Redevelopment Scheme (CPRS) into 
the City’s local planning scheme framework. Amendment No. 46 to CPS2 is proposed in 
conjunction with Amendment No. 4 to Local Planning Scheme No. 26 (LPS26). 
 
2.0 BACKGROUND 
 
2.1 Normalisation Process 
 
Numerous Redevelopment Areas have been created across the City of Perth in which planning 
control was removed from the City and granted to DevWA under the Metropolitan 
Redevelopment Authority Act (MRA Act). All planning provisions within the Metropolitan Region 
Scheme (MRS) and City’s local planning scheme applicable to these Redevelopment Areas were 
repealed and replaced with DevWA’s Central Perth Redevelopment Scheme (CPRS).  
 
Once the majority of the land in a Redevelopment Area is developed, planning control for the 
area is transferred back to the City, a process known as normalisation. Normalisation is facilitated 
by subtracting a portion of land from the Redevelopment Area through Regulations and 
reintroducing it into the MRS and the City’s local planning schemes. 
 
2.2 Local Planning Scheme No. 26 
 
To facilitate normalisation, in 2007 LPS26 was introduced to operate in conjunction with CPS2. It 
is structured in accordance with DevWA’s CPRS to facilitate the seamless transfer of statutory 
planning provisions during normalisation. LPS26 already encompasses 12 normalised 
redevelopment precincts. All LPS26 areas are defined as ‘Normalised Redevelopment Area’ 
under CPS2.   
 
2.3 Normalisation Commencement 
 
DevWA, pursuant to the Metropolitan Redevelopment Authority Act 2011 (MRA Act), has 
undertaken a review of its project areas and have identified several precincts to be normalised 
in stages between 2020 – 2023. On 22 November 2019, the Minister for Lands approved the 
commencement of the first of these stages of normalisation. DevWA undertook stakeholder and 
public consultation on the proposed normalisation process, with no formal public comment 
received during this period. Through stakeholder consultation, the City has been liaising with 
DevWA to manage the transfer of the planning framework.   
 
The MRA Act provides several processes for normalisation of redevelopment areas, specifically 
sections 35, 57 and 58. Notwithstanding, the State Solicitors Office has confirmed that for the 
current stage of normalisation section 58 will need to be followed. S58 enables a local planning 
scheme to be amended to reintroduce the relevant zones, reserves and development 
requirements over a Redevelopment Area, while a redevelopment scheme continues to operate 
over the land. Once the local planning scheme has been amended, it will not operate until the 
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land is subtracted from the Redevelopment Area and the redevelopment scheme no longer 
applies.  
 
Amendment No. 46 to CPS2 in conjunction with Amendment No. 4 to LPS26 have been prepared 
in accordance with s58 of the MRA Act. 
 
2.5 Location 
 
The land subject of the proposed scheme amendment (‘subject land’) encompasses 16 precincts 
across 6 DevWA project areas. These areas are listed in Table 1 and illustrated in Figure 1.  
 
Table 1: DevWA precincts subject of Amendment No. 46 to CPS2.  

Development WA Project Area Precincts 

Claisebrook Village 

Royal Street West 
Plain Street 

PTA Transport Corridor 
PTA Depot 

New Northbridge 
Museum Street 

Lake Street 

The Link (Perth City Link) Horseshoe Bridge Plaza (Yagan Square) 

Perth Cultural Centre 
James Street 

William Street 

Elizabeth Quay Barrack Square 

Riverside 

Queens 
Queens Gardens 

WACA 
Trinity College 

Gloucester Park 
Hillside 

 
Stage 1 of the normalisation program is scheduled to be completed in 2020 and encompasses: 
Plain Street; PTA Depot; PTA Transport Corridor; Lake Street; Museum Street; James Street; 
William Street; and Barrack Square. The remaining precincts are scheduled to be normalised in 
subsequent stages between 2021 and 2023. Stage 1 of the normalisation program is illustrated 
in Figure 2.  
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Figure 1: Amendment No. 46 to CPS2 Location Plan 

 

Figure 2: Stage 1 Normalisation Plan 
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3.0 PLANNING FRAMEWORK 
 
3.1 State and Regional Planning Context 
 
The following MRS zones and reserves apply over the precincts subject of this local planning 
scheme amendment: 

• Central City Area; 

• Urban; 

• Civic and Cultural; 

• Public Purposes – Technical School; 

• Public Purposes – Technical Use; 

• Public Purposes – Special Uses; 

• Parks and Recreation; 

• Waterways; 

• Railways; 

• Primary Regional Roads; and 

• Other Regional Roads. 
 
These zones and reservations are consistent with the existing land uses and the statutory 
planning framework applicable to the subject land. In accordance with s58 of the MRA Act, the 
MRS has no effect over the subject land until the redevelopment scheme ceases to apply to the 
land through normalisation.  
 
The MRS zones and reserves which apply over the subject land are illustrated in Figure 3.  
 
Figure 3: Metropolitan Region Scheme Map 
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3.2  Local Planning Schemes and Policies 
 
The City of Perth’s local planning scheme was repealed over the subject land when the 
redevelopment areas were created under the former East Perth Redevelopment Act 2001 and 
Subiaco Redevelopment Act 1994. Amendment No. 46 to CPS2 and Amendment No. 4 to LPS26 
will incorporate the subject land into the respective schemes along with associated planning 
provisions. Once amended, the local planning schemes will not take effect until the 
redevelopment scheme ceases to apply to the land through normalisation, which is scheduled to 
be undertaken in stages between 2020 – 2023.  
 
4.0 PROPOSAL 
 
4.1 Overview of Scheme Amendment 
 
The proposed scheme amendment to CPS2 will: 

• Amend the Scheme Map to introduce ‘Normalised Redevelopment Area’ over all areas 
of the subject land which is zoned under the MRS; and 

• Make minor administrative amendments to the scheme text and maps. 
 
The proposed amendments are illustrated in Schedules 1 and 2. 
 
4.2 CPS2 Heritage List 
 
The CPS2 Heritage List is proposed to be amended to include all extant level 1-3 places within 
the CPRS Heritage Inventory as illustrated in Attachment E.  
 
4.3 Local Planning Policies 
 
In addition to the proposed scheme amendment outlined above: 

• CPS2 Local Planning Policy 5.1 Parking Policy is proposed to be amended to carry over 
the existing parking standards which apply to the subject land under the CPRS; and 

• Minor administrative amendments are proposed to the CPS2 Precinct Plans; 

• DevWA’s design guidelines for the following precincts are proposed to be adopted by 
the City as new local planning policies: 

o Precinct EP13 Plain Street; 
o Precinct 22 Museum Street; 
o Precinct 36 James Street; 
o Precinct 37 William Street; and 
o Precinct 40 Barrack Square; 

The design guidelines above apply to the stage 1 normalisation areas only. Design 
guidelines for the remaining areas of the subject land will be introduced progressively 
when the normalisation of these areas occurs; and  

• The following DevWA development policies are proposed to be adopted by the City as a 
new local planning policy which will apply over the stage 1 normalisation areas only: 

o Green Building; 
o Providing Public Art; 
o Affordable and Diverse Housing; and 
o Adaptable Housing. 
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The provisions of the policies above are proposed to remain as existing with the 
exception of the cash in lieu components of the Providing Public Art and Affordable and 
Diverse Housing policies which have been removed.  
 

These policy amendments are facilitated separately to the scheme amendments but should be 
assessed in conjunction with the proposed scheme amendment.  
 
4.4 Scheme Amendment Classification 
 
The Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015 include three 
categories for amending local planning schemes - basic, standard and complex. The proposed 
amendment is largely administrative and involves the adoption of planning provisions that are 
consistent with the existing statutory planning framework which currently applies to the subject 
land under the MRA Act. The amendment will therefore have will have minimal impact on the 
subject land or surrounding locality and will not result in any significant environmental, social, 
economic or governance impacts. Given this, the amendment is considered to be a standard 
amendment. 
 
4.5 Planning Justification 
 
The proposed scheme amendment and local planning policies are largely administrative as they 
will facilitate the transfer of DevWA’s existing statutory planning provisions into the City’s local 
planning framework, consistent with the City’s previous approach to normalisation. Therefore, 
the amendment will generally not alter the statutory planning framework which currently applies 
to the subject land. Changes are proposed however to the following key provisions.  
 
Heritage 
 
Numerous heritage places are located across the subject land and are recorded within DevWA’s 
Heritage Inventory. This Heritage Inventory is adopted under the CPRS and forms part of the 
statutory planning framework for the subject land. The Heritage Inventory divides heritage 
places into four management levels as detailed in Table 2.  
 
Table 2: Development WA Heritage Inventory Management Levels 

Management Level Description 

Level 1 –  
Place of State Significance 

Places included in the State Register of Heritage Places and will 
be afforded the highest level of protection both through the 
provisions of the Heritage Act and Local Planning Scheme and 
Heritage Development Policy. 

Level 2 –  
Place of Local Significance 

Places of local significance and will be afforded a high level of 
protection through the provisions of the Local Planning 
Scheme and Heritage Development Policy. 

Level 3 –  
Place of Lesser Significance 

Conservation of these places is highly desirable through 
adaptive reuse, however proposed partial or full demolition 
may be considered on a case by case basis in accordance with 
the Local Planning Scheme and Heritage Development Policy.  

Level 4 –  
Historic site 

Historic sites with few or no built features and should be 
retained as a record for archival purposes. Their significance 
should be recognised through interpretation in any 
redevelopment of the site. 
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The City of Perth’s Heritage List under CPS2 records all heritage places within the scheme area 
and does not divide these places into management levels. The City’s previous approach to 
normalisation involved transferring all level 1 – 3 heritage places from DevWA’s Heritage 
Inventory onto the CPS2 Heritage List. DevWA’s Management Level 4 did not exist during the 
previous stages of normalisation.  
 
The proposed amendment to the CPS2 Heritage List maintains consistency with the City’s 
previous approach by transferring all level 1 – 3 Heritage Places from DevWA’s Heritage 
Inventory onto the CPS2 Heritage List. Level 4 historic sites have a low level of protection  under 
DevWA’s Heritage Inventory and it is considered inappropriate to transfer these places to the 
CPS2 Heritage List, where they would be subject to stringent conservation or adaptation 
requirements. These sites will be recorded by the City for archival purposes, in accordance with 
DevWA’s Heritage Inventory. 
 
Design Guidelines 
 
DevWA have adopted numerous design guidelines over precincts within the subject land. 
However, only those which apply to precincts within stage 1 of normalisation are proposed to be 
adopted by the City as local planning policies in conjunction with the proposed scheme 
amendment. The remaining design guidelines which apply to the subject site will be progressively 
adopted by the City prior to subsequent stages of normalisation and will be subject to a separate 
advertising process.  
 
Given that DevWA may rescind, amend or adopt new design guidelines prior to subsequent 
stages of normalisation, it is considered appropriate to defer the adoption of these documents 
until normalisation is confirmed.  
 
Development Policies 
 
Under DevWA’s statutory planning framework, development within the subject land is assessed 
in accordance with the Central Perth Development Policies which encompass the following 
themes:  

• Green Buildings; 

• Heritage Places; 

• Sound and Vibration Attenuation; 

• Providing Public Art; 

• Additional Structures; 

• Signage; 

• Home Based Business; 

• Hosting Public Events; 

• Affordable and Diverse Housing; and 

• Adaptable Housing. 
 

In conjunction with the proposed scheme amendment, the development policies for Green 
Buildings, Public Art, Affordable and Diverse Housing and Adaptable Housing are proposed to be 
adopted by the City as a local planning policy which will apply over stage 1 normalisation areas 
only. The provisions of the policies above are proposed to remain as existing with the exception 
of the cash in lieu components of the Providing Public Art and Affordable and Diverse Housing 
policies which have been removed.  
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The City’s existing planning framework has no planning provisions which suitably respond to 
these four development themes and as such, the adoption of a new local planning policy will 
ensure the continuation of these development requirements over the subject land. The 
remaining six themes encompassed by DevWA’s development policies are not proposed to be 
adopted as they relate to development requirements which are adequately addressed within the 
City’s existing local planning policies.  
 
This new local planning policy will apply to stage 1 normalisation areas only to avoid amending 
the existing planning framework which applies to redevelopment areas which have already been 
normalised. 
 
5.0 CONCLUSION 
 
Amendment No. 46 to CPS2, in conjunction with Amendment No. 4 to LPS26 and associated local 
planning policies, will facilitate the normalisation of several precincts within DevWA’s Central 
Perth Redevelopment Area by integrating the existing statutory planning provisions from the 
CPRS into CPS2 and LPS26. The amendment is largely administrative and is consistent with the 
City’s approach to previous stages of normalisation.  
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PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT ACT 2005 
 
 

RESOLUTION TO AMEND LOCAL PLANNING SCHEME 

CITY OF PERTH 

CITY PLANNING SCHEME NO. 2 

AMENDMENT NO. 46 

RESOLVED that the Local Government pursuance to section 75 of the Planning and Development 
Act 2005, amend the above Local Planning Scheme by:  

 
1. Amending the Scheme Map to introduce ‘Normalised Redevelopment Area’ over: 

a) Lot 323 (No. 100), 440 (No. 16), 451 (No. 14) and 8003 (No. 20) Aberdeen Street, Perth;  
b) Lot 1000 (No. 10) Adelaide Terrace, East Perth; 
c) Lot 1188 (No. 2) Barrack Square, Perth;  
d) Lots 775 (No. 20), 110 (No. 26), 111 (No. 24) and 112 (No. 22) Bronte Street, East Perth;  
e) Lots 103 (No. 1) and 102 (No. 2) Bremer Promenade, East Perth; 
f) Lots 1-2 (No. 8), 4-6 (No.2), 6-9 (No. 15-21), 28-29 (No.6), 33 (No. 12), 123 (No. 13), 

151 (No. 1) City Farm Place, East Perth;  
g) Lots 60 (No. 2) Francis Street, Perth; 
h) Lot 152 (No. 7) Lime Street, East Perth; 
i) Lots 1507 (No. 39), 555 (No. 3), 1, 410 (No. 40), 411 (No. 40), 569, 754, 755 and 765 

Nelson Avenue, East Perth 
j) Lots T15 – 21 (No. 40), 0-6 (No. 42-62), 29-32 (No.42-62), 62-63 (No. 42-62), 66 (No. 

42-62) and 500-503 (No. 42-62), Nelson Avenue, East Perth;  
k) Lots 88 (No. 145), 408 (No. 139), 411 (No. 131), 412 (No. 153) and 450 (No. 137) 

Newcastle Street, Perth;  
l) Lots 30, 31 and 570 Nile Street, East Perth; 
m) Lots 773 (No. 132), 101 (No. 110) and 305 (No. 100) Plain Street, East Perth; 
n) Lot 0 (No. 158-204), 500-501 (No. 158-204), Lot 22 (No. 168), Lot 23 (No. 170) Royal 

Street, East Perth;  
o) Lot 3 Trafalgar Road, East Perth; 
p) Lots 506 (No.2) and 821 (No. 2) Trinity Avenue, East Perth; 
q) Lot 774 (No. 2) Wellington Street, East Perth; 
r) Lots 68 (No. 17) and 67 (No. 19) Wickham Street, East Perth; 
s) Lots 1 (No. 318), 150 (No. 314), 404 (No. 312), 403 (No. 310), 1262 (No. 306), Lots 1 

(No. 242), 2 (No. 240), 3 (No. 238), 4 (No. 236), 5 (No. 234), 34 (No. 230), 20 (No. 198-
206), 101 (No. 208), 102 (No. 214), 1115 (No. 218), 1296 (No. 224), 1306 (No. 194), 
2006 (No. 232) William Street, Perth; 

t) Reserve 48583 (P059844), 53231 (P406739) and 46904 (P068128), 
u) Lots 9007 (P406739), 50 (D005603), 8008 (P413106) and 0 (P001079). 
v) Bollaert Lane, Bremer Promenade, De Vlamingh Avenue, Erskine Link, Hoy Poy Street, 

Lipfert Street, Moreau Parade Museum Street, Slyth Way, 
w) Portion of Aberdeen Street, Adelaide Terrace, Barrack Street, Beaufort Street, Bollaert 

Lane, Braithwaite Street, Bronte Street, Hale Street, Hay Street, Horatio Street, James 
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Street, Kensington Street, Lime Street, Lord Street, Michael Close, Nelson Avenue, 
Nelson Crescent, Nile Street, Plain Street, Riverside Drive, Royal Street, Waterloo 
Crescent, Wellington Street, William Street, Zempilas Road Road Reserves.  

x) Lot 556 (Valdura Place and Barrack Square Road Reserves); 
 

2. Replacing the existing provision under Schedule 3 P2 Cultural Centre (CC) with the 
following: 
‘Refer to Local Planning Scheme No. 26 for the classification of uses within this Precinct.’ 

 
3. Amending all scheme maps and text by replacing references to ‘Metropolitan 

Redevelopment Authority’ with ‘DevelopmentWA’ and references to ‘MRA’ with ‘DevWA’.  
 

The amendment is standard under the provisions of the Planning and Development (Local 
Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015 for the following reasons: 
 

• the amendment would have minimal impact on land in the scheme area that is not the 
subject of the amendment; and 
 

• the amendment does not reflect in any significant environmental, social, economic or 
governance impacts on land in the scheme area. 
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FORM 6A 
COUNCIL ADOPTION  
 
This Standard Amendment was adopted by resolution of the Council of the City of Perth at the 
Ordinary Meeting of the Council held on the 29 day of September, 2020. 
 
 

........................................................ 

LORD MAYOR 

 

......................................................... 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 

 
COUNCIL RESOLUTION TO ADVERTISE  
 
by resolution of the Council of the City of Perth at the Ordinary Meeting of the Council held on 
the 29 day of September, 2020, proceed to advertise this Amendment.   
 
 

.......................................................... 

LORD MAYOR 

 

  ........................................................... 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 

COUNCIL RECOMMENDATION 
 
This Amendment is recommended [for support/ not to be supported] by resolution of the City 
of Perth at the Ordinary Meeting of the Council held on the _____ day of ___ 20__ and the 
Common Seal of the City of Perth was hereunto affixed by the authority of a resolution of the 
Council in the presence of: 
 
 
 

........................................................ 

 

LORD MAYOR 

 

 

.......................................................... 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 
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FORM 6A CONTINUED 
 

WAPC ENDORSEMENT (r.63) 
 

 

 

........................................................ 

DELEGATED UNDER S.16 OF 
THE P&D ACT 2005 

 

 

DATE............................................... 

 
 
APPROVAL GRANTED 
 
 
 

......................................................... 

 MINISTER FOR PLANNING 
 
 

  

DATE................................................. 
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FORM 2A 

 

RESOLUTION TO PREPARE AMENDMENT TO LOCAL PLANNING SCHEME  

CITY OF PERTH 

LOCAL PLANNING SCHEME NO. 26 

AMENDMENT NO. 4 

RESOLVED that the Local Government pursuance to section 75 of the Planning and Development 
Act 2005, amend the above Local Planning Scheme by:  

 
1. Amending the Scheme Map to introduce ‘Scheme Area’ over: 

a) Lots 402 (No. 22-52), 440 (No. 16), 451 (No. 14), 802 – 803 (No. 12) 64 - 65 (No. 12), 
301 - 302 and 304 - 308 (No. 12), 8003 (No. 20), 1286 (No. 19), 502 (No. 25) and 323 
(No. 100) Aberdeen Street, Perth; 

b) Lot 1000 (No. 10) Adelaide Terrace, East Perth; 
c) Lots 504 (No. 1) and 1188 (No. 2) Barrack Square, Perth; 
d) Lots 103 (No. 1) and 102 (No. 2) Bremer Promenade, East Perth; 
e) Lots 775 (No. 20), 110 (No. 26), 111 (No. 24) and 112 (No. 22) Bronte Street, East Perth; 
f) Lots 1-2 (No. 8), 4-6 (No.2), 6-9 (No. 15-21), 28-29 (No.6), 33 (No. 12), 123 (No. 13), 

151 (No. 1) City Farm Place, East Perth;  
g) Lots 60 (No. 2) and 510 (No. 25) Francis Street, Perth; 
h) Lot 1233 (No. 70) Hay Street, East Perth;  
i) Lot 152 (No. 7) Lime Street, East Perth; 
j) Lot 1507 (No. 39), 555 (No. 3), Part Lot 556 (No.1), 1, 410 (No. 40), 411, 569, 754, 755 

and 765 Nelson Avenue, East Perth; 
k) Lots T15 – 21 (No. 40), 0-6 (No. 42-62), 29-32 (No.42-62), 62-63 (No. 42-62), 66 (No. 

42-62) and 500-503 (No. 42-62), Nelson Avenue, East Perth;  
l) Lots 88 (No. 145), 408 (No. 139), 410 (No. 133), 411 (No. 131), 412 (No. 153) and 450 

(No. 137) Newcastle Street, Perth;  
m) Lots 30, 31 and 570 Nile Street, East Perth;  
n) Lots 773 (No. 132), 101 (No. 100) and 305 (No. 100) Plain Street, East Perth; 
o) Portion of Lot 642 (No. 171) Riverside Drive, Perth;  
p) Lot 0 (No. 158-204), 500-501 (No. 158-204), Lot 22 (No. 168), Lot 23 (No. 170), 1051 

(No. 138), 1238 (No. 140), Royal Street, East Perth;  
q) Lot 3 Trafalgar Road, East Perth;  
r) Lots 506 (No.2) and 821 (No. 2) Trinity Avenue, East Perth;  
s) Lot 774 (No. 2) Wellington Street, East Perth;  
t) Lot 68 (No. 17) and 67 (No. 19) Wickham Street, East Perth;  
u) Lots 1 (No. 318), 150 (No. 314), 404 (No. 312) and 403 (No. 310) and 1262 (No. 306), 

1 (No. 242), 2 (No. 240), 3 (No. 238), 4 (No. 236), 5 (No. 234), 34 (No. 230), 20 (No. 
198-206), 101 (No. 208), 102 (No. 214), 103 (No. 252), 1115 (No. 218), 1279 (No. 260), 
1280 (No. 266-268), 1281 (No. 270-272), 1282 (No. 274-276), 1283 (No. 278-282), 
1296 (No. 224), 1306 (No. 194), 2006 (No. 232) William Street, Perth;  

v) Lots 9009 (P406739), 500 (P054478), 0 (P0599), 8008 (P413106) and 123 (P001079); 
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w) Reserves 48583 (P059844), 53231 (P406739) and 46904 (P068128); 
x) Lot 556 (Valdura Place and Barrack Square Road Reserves); 
y) Bollaert Lane, Bremer Promenade, De Vlamingh Avenue, Erskine Link, Hoy Poy Street, 

Lipfert Street, Moreau Parade, Museum Street, Slyth Way Road Reserves; 
z) Portion of Aberdeen Street, Adelaide Terrace, Barrack Street, Beaufort Street, 

Braithwaite Street, Bronte Street, Francis Street, Hale Street, Hay Street, Horatio 
Street, James Street, Kensington Street, Lime Street, Lord Street, Michael Close, 
Nelson Avenue, Nelson Crescent, Nile Street, Plain Street, Riverside Drive, Roe Street, 
Royal Street, Waterloo Crescent, Wellington Street, William Street, Zempilas Road 
Road Reserves. 

aa) Portion of the Swan River. 
 
2. Renumbering clauses 4.6 – 4.12 to 4.7-4.13. 

 
3. Inserting a new clause 4.6 as follows: 
 

4.6 Precinct EP5: Royal Street West 
 
4.6.1 Precinct Statement of Intent: 

Complementing the vibrancy of Royal Street Central’s “high street”, the Royal 
Street West Precinct will be a medium to high density mixed land use area. It will 
have a strong component of residential development, with a diversity of housing 
type and tenure, as well as commercial, retail, community and education land 
uses. Due to its close proximity to two train stations, this Precinct will be a 
leading example of transport oriented development principles. North 
Metropolitan TAFE and City Farm are important community assets which are to 
be retained in the Precinct and supported. 

 
4.6.2  The following table lists the Preferred, Contemplated and Prohibited uses within 

Precinct EP5: Royal Street West: 
 

Royal Street West Precinct  

Land Use Category  Use Symbol 

Category 1 Culture and Creative Industry  P 

Category 2 Commercial  C 

Category 3 Light Industry  X 

Category 4 Retail  C 

Category 5A Permanent Residential  P 

Category 5B Transient Residential  P 

Category 6 Community  P 

Category 7 Dining and Entertainment  C 

 
4. Inserting new clauses 4.14 – 4.16 as follows: 
 

4.14 Precinct EP13: Plain Street 
 
4.14.1 Precinct Statement of Intent: 

The Plain Street Precinct provides opportunities for a mixed land use 
development, being predominately residential and commercial land uses. 
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Development fronting Plain Street is to be compatibly scaled with the Old Perth 
Girls School Building, whilst development fronting other streets is to be 
consistent with existing development in each street, while enhancing 
streetscape amenity. A strong proportion of residential development is sought, 
with the majority of commercial and retail development positioned to activate 
Plain Street. View corridors to the East Perth Cemetery are to be maximised. The 
redevelopment or adaptive re-use of the Main Roads WA site for residential use 
would be supported, if no longer required by Main Roads. 

 
4.14.2  The following table lists the Preferred, Contemplated and Prohibited uses within 

Precinct EP13: Plain Street: 
 

Plain Street Precinct  

Land Use Category  Use Symbol 

Category 1 Culture and Creative Industry  C 

Category 2 Commercial  P 

Category 3 Light Industry  C 

Category 4 Retail  C 

Category 5A Permanent Residential  P 

Category 5B Transient Residential  P 

Category 6 Community  C 

Category 7 Dining and Entertainment  C 

 
4.14.3 For Lot 112 and 775 Bronte Street, East Perth maximum plot ratio is 7.0. The 

maximum plot ratio may be increased to 8.0 subject to satisfying the provisions 
of the Perth Girls School Design Guidelines. 

 
For Lot 774 Wellington Street, East Perth maximum plot ratio is 2.5. 

 
For Lots 67 and 68 Wickham Street, East Perth and Lots 110 and 111 Bronte 
Street, East Perth maximum plot ratio is 4.0. The maximum plot ratio may be 
increased 5.0 if the lots are amalgamated in accordance with the Perth Girls 
School Design Guidelines. 

 
4.15  Precinct EP16A: PTA Transport Depot 
 
4.15.1  Precinct Statement of Intent: 

The PTA Depot Precinct is a depot for the Perth Transport Authority (PTA). There 
is a need to retain transport infrastructure and activities in this area for a period 
of time, suitable to meet the needs of the PTA. Over the longer term however, 
there are critical mass and connectivity opportunities for the Precinct, with 
redevelopment into a mixed land use inner city Precinct with a transit integrated 
development focus. Future land uses could include medium to high density 
residential development supported by retail, commercial and entertainment 
uses. Development along the Precinct’s eastern boundary should provide an 
entry point to the Project Area from the north. 

 
 Note: Precinct EP16A: Plain Street is reserved for Railways under the Metropolitan 

  Region Scheme.   
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4.16  Precinct EP16B: PTA Transport Corridor  
 
4.16.1  Precinct Statement of Intent: 

The Transport Corridor Precinct is a relatively small Precinct located along the 
northern edge of the Project Area adjacent to the rail line. Similar to Precinct 
16A, this Precinct serves the infrastructure functions of the PTA. There is also 
the long-term potential for redevelopment of this site, should the transport 
infrastructure functions be no longer needed. Future redevelopment of the 
Precinct should integrate with the style of development within the adjacent 
Belvidere Precinct, whilst also providing an appropriate design response to its 
location adjacent to the river, the freeway and the Power Station Project Area. 

 
Note:  Precinct EP16B: PTA Transport Corridor is reserved for Railways under the 

Metropolitan Region Scheme.  
 
5. Inserting a new clause 5.6 as follows: 
 

5.6 Precinct 22: Museum Street 
 
5.6.1 Precinct Statement of Intent: 

The Museum Street Precinct is to continue its important role in providing 
educational and institutional buildings and social infrastructure, which provides 
a strong connection with the adjoining Perth Cultural Centre Project Area. 
Increased educational development will deliver a campus feel to the Precinct 
and is to be developed with a focus on sustainability, vibrancy and health and 
wellbeing. Development of the Museum Street Park, as well as other well 
designed institutional development will strengthen the character and 
connectivity of the Precinct.  

 
The Museum Street Precinct will also include some retail and mixed-use 
development, with a focus on strengthening the nodes of activity at the 
junctions where Newcastle Street meets William Street and Beaufort Street. 

 
5.6.2 The following table lists the Preferred, Contemplated and Prohibited uses within 

Precinct 22: Museum Street: 
 

Museum Street Precinct  

Land Use Category  Use Symbol 

Category 1 Culture and Creative Industry  P 

Category 2 Commercial  C 

Category 3 Light Industry  X 

Category 4 Retail  P 

Category 5A Permanent Residential  P 

Category 5B Transient Residential  P 

Category 6 Community  P 

Category 7 Dining and Entertainment  C 

 
5.6.3 Maximum Plot Ratio: 3.0 
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6. Inserting a new Part 6 as follows: 
 

PART 6: PERTH CITY LINK PROJECT AREA 
 
6.1  Perth City Link Project Area Vision 
The vision for the Perth City Link Project Area is to link the city centre and Northbridge 
with a new vibrant urbanism that embraces inner city lifestyles and character, and 
distinctly reflects Perth’s 21st century aspirations.  
 
Redevelopment of the Project Area will exemplify the Scheme Principles. Connectivity will 
be central – reconnecting Perth to Northbridge, connection to major public transport, 
pedestrian connection through the area and connecting people together through civic 
places and social events. Quality design, sustainable development and critical mass will 
also be pursued. 
 
Development will include reducing the barrier of the Fremantle rail line, intensity and 
diversity of residential, commercial, entertainment and retail activities, and lively civic 
spaces and quality streetscapes. This will result in a creation of a bold, robust urban 
neighbourhood woven into the existing fabric of Perth. 
 
6.2 Precinct 35: Horseshoe Bridge Plaza (Yagan Square) 
 
6.2.1 Precinct Statement of Intent:  

The Yagan Square Precinct will create a physical point of reference for visitors 
and provide an opportunity to define the locality as a key destination of inner 
city Perth. A central public square will be the focus of the Precinct. It will provide 
a social and meeting place for people and will form a major pedestrian hub 
between the Perth Train Station, sunken bus terminal infrastructure and 
pedestrian flow along William Street. 
 
The development of the Precinct’s retail and commercial land uses will further 
reinforce the commercial heart of the Perth city centre. High density residential 
development will provide further opportunities for enhanced critical mass and 
activation. At street level a range of retail and dining uses will contribute to an 
engaging pedestrian experience that will link the city centre with the cultural 
and entertainment hub of Northbridge. A two-way traffic connection will be re-
established over the Horseshoe Bridge and will connect Roe and Wellington 
Streets. 

 
6.2.2 The following table lists the Preferred, Contemplated and Prohibited uses within 

Precinct 35: Horseshoe Bridge Plaza (Yagan Square): 
 

Yagan Square Precinct  

Land Use Category  Use Symbol 

Category 1 Culture and Creative Industry  C 

Category 2 Commercial  P 

Category 3 Light Industry  X 

Category 4 Retail  P 

Category 5A Permanent Residential  P 
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Yagan Square Precinct  

Land Use Category  Use Symbol 

Category 5B Transient Residential  P 

Category 6 Community  C 

Category 7 Dining and Entertainment  P 

 
7. Inserting a new Part 7 as follows: 
 

PART 7: PERTH CULTURAL CENTRE PROJECT AREA 
 
7.1  Perth Cultural Centre Project Area Vision 
The vision for the Perth Cultural Centre Project Area is to realise the potential of the State’s 
principle cultural hub in the heart of the city centre. An exciting urban environment will 
be created, which is infused with creativity, culture and talent. It will provide visitors with 
a space that will engage the senses and contribute to the uniqueness of the area by way 
of its function, aesthetics and design.  

 
Redevelopment of the Project Area will exemplify the Scheme Principles and create a 
people focused place that embraces diversity. The area will develop with a rich mix of 
cultural facilities and creative industries, supported by educational, entertainment, retail 
and residential development and an engaging public realm. 

 
The incorporation of heritage conservation, adaptive reuse and a distinct Western 
Australian character into the design and function of the buildings and spaces will help to 
reinforce the Project Area’s cultural identity. New opportunities for development, 
increased activity, improved movement, and better integration of the Project Area into its 
surrounds will greatly improve the attraction and safety of the area. 
 
7.2 Precinct 36: James Street 
 
7.2.1 Precinct Statement of Intent: 

At the heart of the James Street Precinct is many of Perth’s key cultural 
institutions, including several buildings of heritage value. The Precinct will be 
renewed and revitalised as a true creative and cultural heart, with a quality mix 
of land uses set amongst a vibrant and engaging public realm.  

 
The public realm of the Precinct will be enhanced through works and events that 
focus on creating an exciting place for people. Activation and physical 
enhancement of the area will be important and some opportunities may exist 
for improved environmental integrity of the natural assets.  

 
Any new development must be high quality, interesting, safe and engage visitors 
and passers-by. Development should be reflective of the unique cultural and 
creative function of the Precinct and sensitive to its unique heritage character. 

 
7.2.2 The following table lists the Preferred, Contemplated and Prohibited uses within 

Precinct 36: James Street: 
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James Street Precinct  

Land Use Category  Use Symbol 

Category 1 Culture and Creative Industry  P 

Category 2 Commercial  C 

Category 3 Light Industry  X 

Category 4 Retail  C 

Category 5A Permanent Residential  C 

Category 5B Transient Residential  C 

Category 6 Community  P 

Category 7 Dining and Entertainment  P 

 
7.3 Precinct 37: William Street 
 
7.3.1 Precinct Statement of Intent: 

To the north of the cultural centre heart, the area north of Francis Street will 
continue to perform its educational role, with institutional uses set in quality 
heritage buildings, supported by ancillary retail, dining and office development.  
 
The William Street Precinct will be revitalised through new development activity, 
better use of existing buildings and an improved streetscape. The Precinct will 
feature complementary heritage and contemporary architecture, including a 
State listed Heritage Precinct, a world class new performing arts venue, new and 
refurbished buildings, and a stimulating public realm. 
 
A key element of the Precinct will focus on improving the appearance and use of 
the degraded and underutilised sites along the eastern side of William Street, 
including adaptive reuse of heritage places and some urban infill where 
appropriate. This will provide new opportunities for creative industries to 
flourish and new restaurants cafés and shops. Commercial and residential 
development that provide opportunities for increasing the student and 
workforce populations will also help to bring a critical mass to activate the 
cultural centre and surrounds. 
 
Revitalisation of William Street will reinforce its important role as a major 
pedestrian and traffic route, connecting the Authority’s New Northbridge, Perth 
Cultural Centre and Perth City Link Project Areas and connecting to the wider 
inner-city area. 

 
7.3.2 The following table lists the Preferred, Contemplated and Prohibited uses within 

Precinct 37: William Street: 
 

William Street Precinct  

Land Use Category  Use Symbol 

Category 1 Culture and Creative Industry  P 

Category 2 Commercial  C 

Category 3 Light Industry  X 

Category 4 Retail  P 
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William Street Precinct  

Land Use Category  Use Symbol 

Category 5A Permanent Residential  C 

Category 5B Transient Residential  C 

Category 6 Community  C 

Category 7 Dining and Entertainment  P 

 
8. Inserting a new Part 8 as follows: 
 

PART 8: ELIZABETH QUAY PROJECT AREA 
 
8.1  Elizabeth Quay Project Area Vision 
The vision for the Elizabeth Quay Project Area is to create a seamless extension of Perth 
city’s north-south axis with an exciting new urban destination that connects the city centre 
to the Swan River. Elizabeth Quay is an important step in the evolution of Perth from a 
functional centre of commerce and trade, to a more diverse, international centre for living, 
visiting, business, entertainment and culture.  
 
Redevelopment of the Project Area will exemplify the Scheme Principles, creating new 
places for people in high quality built and landscaped setting which recognises and 
interprets the diverse history and heritage significant of the Project Area. All components 
of Elizabeth Quay will incorporate design features that achieve the highest possible 
standard of sustainability. These sustainable design features will focus on the key areas of 
energy and water conservation, transport, materials, operational management, indoor 
environmental quality, pollution abatement and the flexibility and adaptability of spaces. 
In order to make the most significant advances in relation to environmental performance, 
sustainability measures are to be considered and incorporated at both the Precinct and 
built form level.  
 
Establishment of the Elizabeth Quay Project Area will make a significant contribution to 
the city’s public domain, with over five hectares of public space catering for a variety of 
recreational and social needs. Elizabeth Quay Project Area will include the creation of a 
new river inlet, framed by a continuous public promenade and new island within the inlet 
which will provide a unique location for recreation and public events. Built form 
surrounding the inlet will be of a scale and quality befitting Perth as a capital city and 
adding to the critical mass of the city through multistorey buildings providing new 
residences, tourist accommodation and workplaces. The Project Area will be a major 
transit oriented hub of development that is directly serviced by train, bus and ferry, with 
excellent pedestrian and cyclist connectivity through to the wider Perth city area. 
 
8.2 Precinct 40: Barrack Square 

 
8.2.1 Precinct Statement of Intent: 

Central to the development of Elizabeth Quay is providing a more vibrant and 
connected context for Barrack Square and the Bell Tower. These icons of Perth 
will be an integrated component of the broader Elizabeth Quay project, and will 
benefit from the critical mass of visitors that the redevelopment will bring.  
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Barrack Square will continue to be a key destination for visitors and the wider 
community, as well as the main embarking point for commercial boating 
activities. An active mix of uses will be fostered in the Precinct, focused primarily 
on hospitality, retail and short stay accommodation.  

 
A high quality public realm, recognising the area’s history and integrating with 
that of the Redevelopment of the Inlet Precinct, will add to the continued 
popularity of the Barrack Square Precinct.  

 
8.2.2 The following table lists the Preferred, Contemplated and Prohibited uses within 

Precinct 40: Barrack Square: 
 

Barrack Square Precinct  

Land Use Category  Use Symbol 

Category 1 Culture and Creative Industry  C 

Category 2 Commercial  P 

Category 3 Light Industry  X 

Category 4 Retail  P 

Category 5A Permanent Residential  X 

Category 5B Transient Residential  C 

Category 6 Community  C 

Category 7 Dining and Entertainment  P 

 
9. Inserting a new Part 9 as follows: 
 

PART 9: RIVERSIDE PROJECT AREA 
 
9.1  Riverside Project Area Vision 
The vision for the Riverside Project Area is to reinstate this 40 hectare area of inner city 
riverside land as the main eastern gateway to the Perth city centre, through landmark 
architecture, quality design and landscaping treatments that reflect a sense of arrival into 
the centre of a capital city. Redevelopment of the Project Area will also place a strong 
focus on connection with the Swan River and promote enjoyment and use of the foreshore 
and river by both residents and visitors, as well as an enhanced natural environment 
where required. 
 
Redevelopment of the Project Area will exemplify the Scheme Principles, balancing the 
attainment of critical mass of people, business and activity with environmental integrity in 
riverfront development. Excellence in design will include sustainable buildings and people 
focused public realm. 
 
Riverside will develop as a bustling, vibrant place made up of a wide range of residential, 
commercial and leisure development that takes advantage of the Project Area’s 
prominent location and its attractive natural features. 

 
9.2 Precinct EP25: Queens  
 
9.2.1 Precinct Statement of Intent:  
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The Queens Precinct will be developed to form a vital community hub for 
residents and workers, as well as attracting visitors to the area. It will be a mixed 
land use Precinct comprising residential, commercial, retail and dining uses. 
Community and civic facilities that support the community hub will also be 
contemplated for the Precinct. 

 
A range of densities and built form will provide new opportunities for permanent 
living and commercial development. Permanent and transient residential 
development in this and other Precincts will facilitate a critical mass of people 
for revitalisation of the Project Area. High quality building design will include 
taking advantage of the outstanding aspect and views of the Swan River and 
Queens Gardens. 

 
9.2.2 The following table lists the Preferred, Contemplated and Prohibited uses within 

Precinct EP25: Queens: 
 

Queens Precinct  

Land Use Category  Use Symbol 

Category 1 Culture and Creative Industry  C 

Category 2 Commercial  P 

Category 3 Light Industry  X 

Category 4 Retail  P 

Category 5A Permanent Residential  P 

Category 5B Transient Residential  P 

Category 6 Community  C 

Category 7 Dining and Entertainment  P 

 
9.2.3 For 1 – 2 Bremer Promenade, East Perth maximum plot ratio is 2.0. 
 
 For the northern portion of 10 Adelaide Terrace, East Perth maximum plot ratio 

is 2.0. 
 
 For the central portion of 10 Adelaide Terrace, East Perth maximum plot ratio is 

2.5. 
 
 For the southern portion of 10 Adelaide Terrace, East Perth maximum plot ratio 

is 4.0. 
 
 Note: refer to the Queens Design Guidelines for the boundaries of the northern, 

central and southern portions of 10 Adelaide Terrace, East Perth.  
 
 For Lots 101 (No. 100) and 305 (No. 100) Plain Street, East Perth maximum plot 

ratio is 8.0. The maximum plot ratio may be increased to 9.0 subject to satisfying 
the provisions of the Chemistry Centre Design Guidelines. 

 
9.3 Precinct EP28: Queens Gardens 
 
9.3.1 Precinct Statement of Intent:  
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Further to the east, the Queens Gardens Precinct provides the Project Area with 
a fantastic community asset for residents and visitors to enjoy. Queens Gardens 
has been a public park and important community place for over a century. The 
gardens are included on the State Register of Heritage Places. The gardens 
provide a high level of amenity to the surrounding areas and it is intended that 
the gardens will continue to be a central leisure and meeting place for people. 

 
The intent for Queens Gardens is to conserve its recreational and aesthetic 
qualities while celebrating its heritage significance. Development will not be 
allowed within the Precinct other than the establishment of small, ancillary 
structures, such as a café or kiosk or structures to support recreational uses and 
the enjoyment of the parkland. 

 
Note:  Precinct EP28: Queens Gardens is reserved for Parks and Recreation under the 

Metropolitan Region Scheme.  
 
9.4 Precinct EP29: WACA 
 
9.4.1 Precinct Statement of Intent:  
The Western Australian Cricket Association (WACA) ground has played a significant role in 
the history of Perth and is recognised for its social and recreational significance. The WACA 
ground will continue to play an important part in the recreation and social function of the 
Riverside Project Area. While retaining the existing sporting grounds, part of the Precinct 
may be redeveloped to connect to the surrounding urban environment. There may also 
be opportunities in the future for public access to the site when it is not in use for 
significant events. 
 
Redevelopment of the WACA site should provide a more outward looking presence to 
better integrate the site into the community that is developing around it. Buildings are to 
provide minimal setbacks to the street and activated edges. 
 
Street level development should comprise retail, entertainment and commercial uses that 
will enliven the Precinct outside of major events and extend the diversity of use beyond 
its primary cricket function. Opportunity exists for significant residential or mixed-use 
development in the north-eastern, south-eastern and western ends of the site. Any 
development on the periphery of the site is to take into consideration view corridors and 
solar access to surrounding development and the public realm. 
 
9.4.2 The following table lists the Preferred, Contemplated and Prohibited uses within 

Precinct EP29: WACA: 
 

WACA Precinct  

Land Use Category  Use Symbol 

Category 1 Culture and Creative Industry  C 

Category 2 Commercial  C 

Category 3 Light Industry  X 

Category 4 Retail  C 

Category 5A Permanent Residential  P 

Category 5B Transient Residential  P 
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WACA Precinct  

Land Use Category  Use Symbol 

Category 6 Community  P 

Category 7 Dining and Entertainment  P 

 
9.5 Precinct EP30: Trinity College 
 
9.5.1 Precinct Statement of Intent:  

Located at the eastern end of the city, Trinity College is a well-established 
important community asset, and the school is encouraged to remain in the 
Precinct, with its recreation, theatre, music and educational facilities being 
allowed to be further developed along some areas of the riverfront. 

 
Future development of the Precinct, particularly to the eastern side adjacent to 
the river, must provide sufficient setbacks to ensure public connectivity along 
the river foreshore. Exploring the possibility of public use of the school’s facilities 
will also be supported. Limited non-educational development on the western 
side of the site may be contemplated, to complement the school’s operations 
and ensure its future viability. 

 
9.5.2 The following table lists the Preferred, Contemplated and Prohibited uses within 

Precinct EP30: Trinity College: 
 

Trinity College Precinct  

Land Use Category  Use Symbol 

Category 1 Culture and Creative Industry  C 

Category 2 Commercial  X 

Category 3 Light Industry  X 

Category 4 Retail  X 

Category 5A Permanent Residential  X 

Category 5B Transient Residential  X 

Category 6 Community  P 

Category 7 Dining and Entertainment  X 

 
9.6 Precinct EP31: Gloucester Park 
 
9.6.1 Precinct Statement of Intent:  

Gloucester Park is the biggest land holding within the Riverside Project Area and 
has been used by the Western Australian Trotting Association for over 70 years 
as the home of harness racing. The significance of this use within the area is 
recognised by the site being listed on the State Register of Heritage Places. The 
size of the site provides the opportunity for the trotting facilities to be retained 
and enhanced with ancillary sporting and recreational uses, as well as 
redevelopment around the periphery of the site. Development of the edges of 
the site will enable a more outward looking presence, to better integrate the site 
into the community that is developing around it. Public accessibility through the 
site will also be encouraged. 
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Any redevelopment of the site should provide a diversity of quality designed 
commercial, residential and community development. The bulk of development 
is to be located to the west of the trotting track to take advantage of the 
topography of the land and the significant views. Lower scale development 
should occur on the east of the site to provide a more intimate relationship with 
the Swan River. Public connectivity along the river foreshore is to be retained 
and enhanced. 

 
9.6.2 The following table lists the Preferred, Contemplated and Prohibited uses within 

Precinct EP31: Gloucester Park: 
 

Gloucester Park Precinct  

Land Use Category  Use Symbol 

Category 1 Culture and Creative Industry  X 

Category 2 Commercial  C 

Category 3 Light Industry  X 

Category 4 Retail  C 

Category 5A Permanent Residential  P 

Category 5B Transient Residential  P 

Category 6 Community  P 

Category 7 Dining and Entertainment  C 

 
9.7 Precinct EP32: Hillside 
 
9.7.1 Precinct Statement of Intent:  

The Hillside Precinct is situated on high ground providing ‘height on height’ 
development opportunities. All lots will promote quality design via podium 
development to ensure a human scaled environment occurs at street level. 
Towers will be tallest at the northern edge of the Precinct to take advantage of 
the high ground, while the lowest towers will be located along the southern 
portion of the Precinct, which in turn will provide a softened edge to Queens 
Gardens, as well as maximising natural sunlight to, and minimising 
overshadowing of, the gardens. 

 
Hillside will be predominantly a residential Precinct contributing to the critical 
mass of Riverside, with ground level retail to assist in activating the corner of 
Plain Street and Nelson Crescent. Some retail/commercial uses will be located 
to complement future retail/commercial uses on the southern edge of the 
Precinct opposite the WACA. A new sleeved public car park will be located within 
the podium levels of the Precinct to replace the existing at-grade car park. 

 
9.7.2 The following table lists the Preferred, Contemplated and Prohibited uses within 

Precinct 32: Hillside: 
 

Hillside Precinct  

Land Use Category  Use Symbol 

Category 1 Culture and Creative Industry  X 

Category 2 Commercial  P 
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Hillside Precinct  

Land Use Category  Use Symbol 

Category 3 Light Industry  X 

Category 4 Retail  C 

Category 5A Permanent Residential  P 

Category 5B Transient Residential  P 

Category 6 Community  C 

Category 7 Dining and Entertainment C 

 
9.7.3 Maximum plot ratio: 4.0.  

 
10. Inserting the following into Schedule 1: Interpretations: 

 

Plot Ratio For EP13: Plain Street; EP25: Queens; EP32: Hillside; and 22: 
Museum Street only: 

• means the ratio of Gross Floor Area to the area of land 
within the boundaries of the lot/s on which the building/s is 
located. 

• Gross Floor Area: means the gross total of the area of all 
floors within a building including the thickness of all walls 
but excluding non-habitable floor space in basements; areas 
used exclusively for the parking of wheeled vehicles at or 
below ground level; lift shafts, stairs, and stair landings, 
open balconies, verandahs, courtyards, and roof terraces; 
lobbies or amenities common to more than one dwelling or 
occupancy; machinery/air conditioning/plant rooms. 

 
Note: For all other precincts, Plot Ratio is defined in accordance with 
City Planning Scheme No. 2.   

 
The amendment is standard under the provisions of the Planning and Development (Local 
Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015 for the following reasons: 
 

• the amendment would have minimal impact on land in the scheme area that is not the 
subject of the amendment; and 
 

• the amendment is largely administrative and does not reflect in any significant 
environmental, social, economic or governance impacts on land in the scheme area. 

 
 
 

Dated this __ day of ____ 2020  
 

 
 

 
__________________________________ 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 
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SCHEME AMENDMENT REPORT 

 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 
 
The purpose of this amendment is to incorporate several DevelopmentWA (DevWA) 
redevelopment precincts, which are intended to be normalised, into Local Planning Scheme No. 
26 (LPS26). The amendment is largely administrative as it involves the integration of the existing 
statutory planning framework from DevWA’s Central Perth Redevelopment Scheme (CPRS) into 
LPS26. Amendment No. 4 to LPS26 is proposed in conjunction with Amendment No. 46 to City 
Planning Scheme No. 2 (CPS2).  
 
2.0 BACKGROUND 
 
2.1 Normalisation Process 
 
Numerous Redevelopment Areas have been created across the City of Perth in which planning 
control was removed from the City and granted to DevWA under the Metropolitan 
Redevelopment Authority Act (MRA Act). All planning provisions within the Metropolitan Region 
Scheme (MRS) and City’s local planning scheme applicable to these Redevelopment Areas were 
repealed and replaced with DevWA’s Central Perth Redevelopment Scheme (CPRS).  
 
Once the majority of the land in a Redevelopment Area is developed, planning control for the 
area is transferred back to the City, a process known as normalisation. Normalisation is facilitated 
by subtracting a portion of land from the Redevelopment Area through Regulations and 
reintroducing it into the MRS and the City’s local planning schemes. 
 
2.2 Local Planning Scheme No. 26 
 
To facilitate normalisation, in 2007 LPS26 was introduced to operate in conjunction with CPS2. It 
is structured in accordance with DevWA’s CPRS to facilitate the seamless transfer of statutory 
planning provisions during normalisation. LPS26 already encompasses 12 normalised 
redevelopment precincts. All LPS26 areas are defined as ‘Normalised Redevelopment Area’ 
under CPS2.   
 
2.3 Normalisation Commencement 
 
DevWA, pursuant to the Metropolitan Redevelopment Authority Act 2011 (MRA Act), has 
undertaken a review of its project areas and identified several precincts to be normalised in 
stages between 2020 – 2023. On 22 November 2019, the Minister for Lands approved the 
commencement of the first of these stages of normalisation. DevWA undertook stakeholder and 
public consultation on the proposed normalisation process, with no formal public comment 
received during this period. Through stakeholder consultation, the City has been liaising with 
DevWA to manage the transfer of the planning framework. 
 
The MRA Act provides several processes for normalisation of redevelopment areas, specifically 
sections 35, 57 and 58. Notwithstanding, the State Solicitors Office has confirmed that for the 
current stage of normalisation, section 58 will need to be followed. S58 enables a local planning 
scheme to be amended to reintroduce the relevant zones, reserves and development 
requirements over a Redevelopment Area, while a redevelopment scheme continues to operate 
over the land. Once the local planning scheme has been amended, it will not operate until the 
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land is subtracted from the Redevelopment Area and the redevelopment scheme no longer 
applies. 
  
Amendment No. 46 to CPS2 in conjunction with Amendment No. 4 to LPS26 have been prepared 
in accordance with s58 of the MRA Act. 
 
2.5 Location 
 
The land subject of the proposed scheme amendment (‘subject land’) encompasses 16 precincts 
across 6 DevWA project areas. These areas are listed in Table 1 and illustrated in Figure 1.  
 
Table 1: DevWA precincts subject of Amendment No. 46 to CPS2.  

Development WA Project Area Precincts 

Claisebrook Village 

Royal Street West 
Plain Street 

PTA Transport Corridor 
PTA Depot 

New Northbridge 
Museum Street 

Lake Street 

The Link (Perth City Link) Horseshoe Bridge Plaza (Yagan Square) 

Perth Cultural Centre 
James Street 

William Street 

Elizabeth Quay Barrack Square 

Riverside 

Queens 
Queens Gardens 

WACA 
Trinity College 

Gloucester Park 
Hillside 

 
Stage 1 of the normalisation program is scheduled to be completed in 2020 and encompasses: 
Plain Street; PTA Depot; PTA Transport Corridor; Lake Street; Museum Street; James Street; 
William Street; and Barrack Square. The remaining precincts are scheduled to be normalised in 
subsequent stages between 2021 and 2023. Stage 1 of the normalisation program is illustrated 
in Figure 2.  
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Figure 1: Amendment No. 3 to LPS26 Location Plan 

 

Figure 2: Stage 1 Normalisation Plan 
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3.0 PLANNING FRAMEWORK 
 
3.1 State and Regional Planning Context 
 
The following MRS zones and reserves apply over the precincts subject of this local planning 
scheme amendment: 

• Central City Area; 

• Urban; 

• Civic and Cultural; 

• Public Purposes – Technical School; 

• Public Purposes – Technical Use; 

• Public Purposes – Special Uses; 

• Parks and Recreation; 

• Waterways; 

• Railways; 

• Primary Regional Roads; and 

• Other Regional Roads. 
 
These zones and reservations are consistent with the existing land uses and the statutory 
planning framework applicable to the subject land. In accordance with s58 of the MRA Act, the 
MRS has no effect over the subject land until the redevelopment scheme ceases to apply to the 
land through normalisation.  
 
The MRS zones and reserves which apply over the subject land are illustrated in Figure 3.  
 
Figure 3: Metropolitan Region Scheme Map 
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3.2  Local Planning Schemes and Policies 
 
The City of Perth’s local planning scheme was repealed over the subject land when the 
redevelopment areas were created under the former East Perth Redevelopment Act 2001 and 
Subiaco Redevelopment Act 1994. Amendment No. 4 to LPS26 and Amendment No. 46 to CPS2 
will incorporate the subject land into the respective schemes along with associated planning 
provisions. Once amended, the local planning schemes will not take effect until the 
redevelopment scheme ceases to apply to the land through normalisation, which is scheduled to 
be undertaken in stages between 2020 – 2023.  
 
4.0 PROPOSAL 
 
4.1 Overview of Scheme Amendment  
 
The proposed scheme amendment to LPS26 will: 

• amend the LPS26 Scheme Map to encompass the subject land as illustrated in Schedules 
1 and 2; 

• introduce project area visions for: Perth City Link; Perth Cultural Centre; Elizabeth Quay; 
and Riverside; 

• introduce precinct statements of intent for all precincts within the subject land; 

• introduce land use permissibility tables for all precincts within the subject land which are 
zoned under the MRS; and 

• introduce maximum plot ratios for: Precinct EP13 Plain Street; Precinct 22 Museum 
Street; Precinct EP25 Queens and Precinct EP32 Hillside (all other precincts do not 
prescribe maximum plot ratios under the existing CPRS statutory framework). 
 

4.2 Local Planning Policies 

In addition to the proposed scheme amendment outlined above: 

• DevWA’s design guidelines for the following precincts are proposed to be adopted by 
the City as new local planning policies: 

o Precinct EP13 Plain Street; 
o Precinct 22 Museum Street; 
o Precinct 36 James Street; 
o Precinct 37 William Street; and 
o Precinct 40 Barrack Square; 

The design guidelines above apply to the stage 1 normalisation areas only. Design 
guidelines for the remaining areas of the subject land will be introduced progressively 
when the normalisation of these areas occurs; and  

• The following DevWA development policies are proposed to be adopted by the City as a 
new local planning policy which will apply over the stage 1 normalisation areas only: 

o Green Building; 
o Providing Public Art; 
o Affordable and Diverse Housing; and 
o Adaptable Housing. 

The provisions of the policies above are proposed to remain as existing with the 
exception of the cash in lieu components of the Providing Public Art and Affordable and 
Diverse Housing policies which have been removed.  
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These policy amendments are facilitated separately to the scheme amendment but should be 
assessed in conjunction with the proposed scheme amendment.  
 
4.3 Scheme Amendment Classification 
 
The Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015 include three 
categories for amending local planning schemes - basic, standard and complex. The proposed 
amendment is largely administrative and involves the adoption of planning provisions that are 
consistent with the existing statutory planning framework which currently applies to the subject 
land under the MRA Act. The amendment will therefore have will have minimal impact on the 
subject land or surrounding locality and will not result in any significant environmental, social, 
economic or governance impacts. Given this, the amendment is considered to be a standard 
amendment. 
 
4.4 Planning Justification 
 
The proposed scheme amendment and local planning policies are largely administrative as they 
will facilitate the transfer of DevWA’s existing statutory planning provisions into the City’s 
planning framework, consistent with the City’s previous approach to normalisation. Therefore, 
the amendment will generally not alter the statutory planning framework which currently applies 
to the subject land. Changes are proposed however to the following key provisions.  
 
Unlisted Land Use Categories 
 
Under the CPRS land use table, uses are categorised as either ‘P’ (Preferred), ‘C’ (Contemplated) 
or unspecified. Those uses which are unspecified are ‘generally considered inconsistent with the 
precinct intent and may be inappropriate for that precinct’. However, these uses may be 
considered for approval where appropriate justification is provided, subject to public advertising. 
In contrast, the land use tables under LPS26 categorise uses as ‘P’ (Preferred), ‘C’ (Contemplated) 
or ‘X’ (Prohibited) which cannot be approved. 
 
Despite the discretion for approval under the CPRS, the City’s previous approach to 
normalisation involved converting all unspecified uses under the CPRS to ‘X’ uses under LPS26. 
This conversion was made to maintain consistency with the CPS2 approach and to provide 
greater assurance in regard to appropriateness of uses. Amendment No. 4 maintains consistency 
with the City’s previous approach by converting the majority of unspecified uses under CPRS to 
‘X’ uses under LPS26.  
 
Changes are proposed however to unspecified uses within the Plain Street and WACA precincts 
as detailed below. 
 
Plain Street and WACA Precincts Land Use Permissibility 
 
The current land use table under the CPRS identifies ‘Culture and Creative Industry’ as an 
unspecified use for the Plain Street and WACA precincts. This however is inconsistent with the 
recent visions identified for the precincts under the Perth Girls School Design Guidelines and the 
WACA masterplan concepts which identify ‘Culture and Creative Industry’ as a key land use.  
 
To ensure that the LPS26 can facilitate the current vision for these precincts, ‘Cultural and 
Creative Industries’ has been listed as a ‘C’ use under the Plain Street and WACA Precinct land 
use tables. 
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Maximum Plot Ratio 
 
Four of the precincts within the subject land are subject to maximum plot ratios prescribed 
within DevWA’s respective design guidelines. This is inconsistent with the City’s planning 
framework which prescribes maximum plot ratios within the local planning scheme rather than 
the respective design guidelines.  
 
To maintain consistency with the City’s existing framework, the proposal seeks to insert the 
maximum plot ratio controls, where they exist, for the subject land into LPS26. 
 
Plot Ratio Definition 
 
All precincts within the DevWA’s Central Perth Redevelopment Area with maximum plot ratios 
apply the ‘plot ratio’ definition under the CPRS. Currently, the normalised redevelopment areas 
under LPS26 are subject to the ‘plot ratio’ definition under CPS2. However, the plot ratio 
definitions under the CPRS and CPS2 contain inconsistent floor area exclusions which are exempt 
from plot ratio. For example, the CPS2 definition excludes above ground private parking from 
the plot ratio area of a building whereas the CPRS definition does not. As a result, an equivalent 
maximum plot ratio limit may facilitate inconsistent building sizes under the separate planning 
schemes.  
 
For precincts with relatively low maximum plot ratios, the inconsistent definition is unlikely to 
produce a substantial difference in building scale. However, for precincts such as EP13 Plain 
Street and EP25 Queens which allow maximum plot ratios of 8:1 and 9:1 respectively, the 
inconsistencies may enable significant differences in building scale. 
 
To ensure that normalisation does not facilitate a scale of building which was not envisioned for 
a precinct under the CPRS, Amendment No. 4 proposes to insert the CPRS ‘plot ratio’ definition 
into LPS26 for all precincts within the subject land which prescribe maximum plot ratios. This will 
ensure that the subject land, once normalised, will be assessed under the same plot ratio 
provisions which currently apply to the land.  
 
Northbridge Special Entertainment Precinct 
 
The CPRS establishes the Northbridge Entertainment Precinct which includes a Special Control 
Area (SCA) encompassing portions of the subject land. The purpose of this Entertainment 
Precinct is to protect the important role of entertainment activities whilst maintaining a diverse 
urban environment in the area.  
 
This SCA and associated development requirements have not been incorporated into 
Amendment No. 4 to LPS26 as this matter is being concurrently addressed through Amendment 
41 to CPS2.  
 
Design Guidelines 
 
DevWA have adopted numerous design guidelines over precincts within the subject land. 
However, only those which apply to precincts within stage 1 of normalisation are proposed to be 
adopted by the City as local planning policies in conjunction with the proposed scheme 
amendment. The remaining design guidelines which apply to the subject site will be progressively 
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adopted by the City prior to subsequent stages of normalisation and will be subject to a separate 
advertising process.  
 
Given that DevWA may rescind, amend or adopt new design guidelines prior to subsequent 
stages of normalisation, it is considered appropriate to defer the adoption of these documents 
until normalisation is confirmed.  
 
Development Policies 
 
Under DevWA’s statutory planning framework, development within the subject land is assessed 
in accordance with the Central Perth Development Policies which encompass the following 
themes:  

• Green Buildings; 

• Heritage Places; 

• Sound and Vibration Attenuation; 

• Providing Public Art; 

• Additional Structures; 

• Signage; 

• Home Based Business; 

• Hosting Public Events; 

• Affordable and Diverse Housing; and 

• Adaptable Housing. 
 

In conjunction with the proposed scheme amendment, the development policies for Green 
Buildings, Public Art, Affordable and Diverse Housing and Adaptable Housing are proposed to be 
adopted by the City as a local planning policy which will apply over stage 1 normalisation areas 
only. The provisions of these policies are proposed to remain as existing with the exception of 
the cash in lieu components of the Providing Public Art and Affordable and Diverse Housing 
policies which have been removed.  
 
The City’s existing planning framework has no planning provisions which suitably respond to 
these four development themes and as such, the adoption of a new local planning policy will 
ensure the continuation of these development requirements over the subject land. The 
remaining six themes encompassed by DevWA’s development policies are not proposed to be 
adopted as they relate to development requirements which are adequately addressed within the 
City’s existing local planning policies.  
 
This new local planning policy will apply to stage 1 normalisation areas only to avoid amending 
the existing planning framework which applies to redevelopment areas which have already been 
normalised. 
 
5.0 CONCLUSION 
 
Amendment No. 4 to LPS26, in conjunction with Amendment No. 46 to CPS2 and associated local 
planning policies, will facilitate the normalisation of several precincts within DevWA’s Central 
Perth Redevelopment Area by integrating the existing statutory planning provisions from the 
CPRS into LPS26 and CPS2. The amendment is largely administrative and is consistent with the 
City’s approach to previous stages of normalisation.  
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PLANNING & DEVELOPMENT ACT 2005 
 
 

RESOLUTION TO AMEND LOCAL PLANNING SCHEME 

CITY OF PERTH 

LOCAL PLANNING SCHEME NO. 26 

AMENDMENT NO. 4 

RESOLVED that the Local Government pursuance to section 75 of the Planning and Development 
Act 2005, amend the above Local Planning Scheme by:  

 
1. Amending the Scheme Map to introduce ‘Scheme Area’ over: 

a) Lots 402 (No. 22-52), 440 (No. 16), 451 (No. 14), 802 – 803 (No. 12) 64 - 65 (No. 12), 
301 - 302 and 304 - 308 (No. 12), 8003 (No. 20), 1286 (No. 19), 502 (No. 25) and 323 
(No. 100) Aberdeen Street, Perth; 

b) Lot 1000 (No. 10) Adelaide Terrace, East Perth; 
c) Lots 504 (No. 1) and 1188 (No. 2) Barrack Square, Perth; 
d) Lots 103 (No. 1) and 102 (No. 2) Bremer Promenade, East Perth; 
e) Lots 775 (No. 20), 110 (No. 26), 111 (No. 24) and 112 (No. 22) Bronte Street, East Perth; 
f) Lots 1-2 (No. 8), 4-6 (No.2), 6-9 (No. 15-21), 28-29 (No.6), 33 (No. 12), 123 (No. 13), 

151 (No. 1) City Farm Place, East Perth;  
g) Lots 60 (No. 2) and 510 (No. 25) Francis Street, Perth; 
h) Lot 1233 (No. 70) Hay Street, East Perth;  
i) Lot 152 (No. 7) Lime Street, East Perth; 
j) Lot 1507 (No. 39), 555 (No. 3), Part Lot 556 (No.1), 1, 410 (No. 40), 411, 569, 754, 755 

and 765 Nelson Avenue, East Perth; 
k) Lots T15 – 21 (No. 40), 0-6 (No. 42-62), 29-32 (No.42-62), 62-63 (No. 42-62), 66 (No. 

42-62) and 500-503 (No. 42-62), Nelson Avenue, East Perth;  
l) Lots 88 (No. 145), 408 (No. 139), 410 (No. 133), 411 (No. 131), 412 (No. 153) and 450 

(No. 137) Newcastle Street, Perth;  
m) Lots 30, 31 and 570 Nile Street, East Perth;  
n) Lots 773 (No. 132), 101 (No. 100) and 305 (No. 100) Plain Street, East Perth; 
o) Portion of Lot 642 (No. 171) Riverside Drive, Perth;  
p) Lot 0 (No. 158-204), 500-501 (No. 158-204), Lot 22 (No. 168), Lot 23 (No. 170), 1051 

(No. 138), 1238 (No. 140), Royal Street, East Perth;  
q) Lot 3 Trafalgar Road, East Perth;  
r) Lots 506 (No.2) and 821 (No. 2) Trinity Avenue, East Perth;  
s) Lot 774 (No. 2) Wellington Street, East Perth;  
t) Lot 68 (No. 17) and 67 (No. 19) Wickham Street, East Perth;  
u) Lots 1 (No. 318), 150 (No. 314), 404 (No. 312) and 403 (No. 310) and 1262 (No. 306), 

1 (No. 242), 2 (No. 240), 3 (No. 238), 4 (No. 236), 5 (No. 234), 34 (No. 230), 20 (No. 
198-206), 101 (No. 208), 102 (No. 214), 103 (No. 252), 1115 (No. 218), 1279 (No. 260), 
1280 (No. 266-268), 1281 (No. 270-272), 1282 (No. 274-276), 1283 (No. 278-282), 
1296 (No. 224), 1306 (No. 194), 2006 (No. 232) William Street, Perth;  

v) Lots 9009 (P406739), 500 (P054478), 0 (P0599), 8008 (P413106) and 123 (P001079); 
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w) Reserves 48583 (P059844), 53231 (P406739) and 46904 (P068128); 
x) Lot 556 (Valdura Place and Barrack Square Road Reserves); 
y) Bollaert Lane, Bremer Promenade, De Vlamingh Avenue, Erskine Link, Hoy Poy Street, 

Lipfert Street, Moreau Parade, Museum Street, Slyth Way Road Reserves; 
z) Portion of Aberdeen Street, Adelaide Terrace, Barrack Street, Beaufort Street, 

Braithwaite Street, Bronte Street, Francis Street, Hale Street, Hay Street, Horatio 
Street, James Street, Kensington Street, Lime Street, Lord Street, Michael Close, 
Nelson Avenue, Nelson Crescent, Nile Street, Plain Street, Riverside Drive, Roe Street, 
Royal Street, Waterloo Crescent, Wellington Street, William Street, Zempilas Road 
Road Reserves. 

aa) Portion of the Swan River. 
 
2. Renumbering clauses 4.6 – 4.12 to 4.7-4.13. 

 
3. Inserting a new clause 4.6 as follows: 
 

4.6 Precinct EP5: Royal Street West 
 
4.6.1 Precinct Statement of Intent: 

Complementing the vibrancy of Royal Street Central’s “high street”, the Royal 
Street West Precinct will be a medium to high density mixed land use area. It will 
have a strong component of residential development, with a diversity of housing 
type and tenure, as well as commercial, retail, community and education land 
uses. Due to its close proximity to two train stations, this Precinct will be a 
leading example of transport-oriented development principles. North 
Metropolitan TAFE and City Farm are important community assets which are to 
be retained in the Precinct and supported. 

 
4.6.2  The following table lists the Preferred, Contemplated and Prohibited uses within 

Precinct EP5: Royal Street West: 
 

Royal Street West Precinct  

Land Use Category  Use Symbol 

Category 1 Culture and Creative Industry  P 

Category 2 Commercial  C 

Category 3 Light Industry  X 

Category 4 Retail  C 

Category 5A Permanent Residential  P 

Category 5B Transient Residential  P 

Category 6 Community  P 

Category 7 Dining and Entertainment  C 

 
4. Inserting new clauses 4.14 – 4.16 as follows: 
 

4.14 Precinct EP13: Plain Street 
 
4.14.1 Precinct Statement of Intent: 

The Plain Street Precinct provides opportunities for a mixed land use 
development, being predominately residential and commercial land uses. 
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Development fronting Plain Street is to be compatibly scaled with the Old Perth 
Girls School Building, whilst development fronting other streets is to be 
consistent with existing development in each street, while enhancing 
streetscape amenity. A strong proportion of residential development is sought, 
with the majority of commercial and retail development positioned to activate 
Plain Street. View corridors to the East Perth Cemetery are to be maximised. The 
redevelopment or adaptive re-use of the Main Roads WA site for residential use 
would be supported, if no longer required by Main Roads. 

 
4.14.2  The following table lists the Preferred, Contemplated and Prohibited uses within 

Precinct EP13: Plain Street: 
 

Plain Street Precinct  

Land Use Category  Use Symbol 

Category 1 Culture and Creative Industry  C 

Category 2 Commercial  P 

Category 3 Light Industry  C 

Category 4 Retail  C 

Category 5A Permanent Residential  P 

Category 5B Transient Residential  P 

Category 6 Community  C 

Category 7 Dining and Entertainment  C 

 
4.14.3 For Lot 112 and 775 Bronte Street, East Perth maximum plot ratio is 7.0. The 

maximum plot ratio may be increased to 8.0 subject to satisfying the provisions 
of the Perth Girls School Design Guidelines. 

 
For Lot 774 Wellington Street, East Perth maximum plot ratio is 2.5. 

 
For Lots 67 and 68 Wickham Street, East Perth and Lots 110 and 111 Bronte 
Street, East Perth maximum plot ratio is 4.0. The maximum plot ratio may be 
increased 5.0 if the lots are amalgamated in accordance with the Perth Girls 
School Design Guidelines. 

 
4.15  Precinct EP16A: PTA Transport Depot 
 
4.15.1  Precinct Statement of Intent: 

The PTA Depot Precinct is a depot for the Perth Transport Authority (PTA). There 
is a need to retain transport infrastructure and activities in this area for a period 
of time, suitable to meet the needs of the PTA. Over the longer term however, 
there are critical mass and connectivity opportunities for the Precinct, with 
redevelopment into a mixed land use inner city Precinct with a transit integrated 
development focus. Future land uses could include medium to high density 
residential development supported by retail, commercial and entertainment 
uses. Development along the Precinct’s eastern boundary should provide an 
entry point to the Project Area from the north. 

 
Note:  Precinct EP16A: Plain Street is reserved for Railways under the Metropolitan 

Region Scheme.  
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4.16  Precinct EP16B: PTA Transport Corridor  
 
4.16.1  Precinct Statement of Intent: 

The Transport Corridor Precinct is a relatively small Precinct located along the 
northern edge of the Project Area adjacent to the rail line. Similar to Precinct 
16A, this Precinct serves the infrastructure functions of the PTA. There is also 
the long-term potential for redevelopment of this site, should the transport 
infrastructure functions be no longer needed. Future redevelopment of the 
Precinct should integrate with the style of development within the adjacent 
Belvidere Precinct, whilst also providing an appropriate design response to its 
location adjacent to the river, the freeway and the Power Station Project Area. 

 
Note:  Precinct EP16B: PTA Transport Corridor is reserved for Railways under the 

Metropolitan Region Scheme.  
 
5. Inserting a new clause 5.6 as follows: 
 

5.6 Precinct 22: Museum Street 
 
5.6.1 Precinct Statement of Intent: 

The Museum Street Precinct is to continue its important role in providing 
educational and institutional buildings and social infrastructure, which provides 
a strong connection with the adjoining Perth Cultural Centre Project Area. 
Increased educational development will deliver a campus feel to the Precinct 
and is to be developed with a focus on sustainability, vibrancy and health and 
wellbeing. Development of the Museum Street Park, as well as other well 
designed institutional development will strengthen the character and 
connectivity of the Precinct.  

 
The Museum Street Precinct will also include some retail and mixed-use 
development, with a focus on strengthening the nodes of activity at the 
junctions where Newcastle Street meets William Street and Beaufort Street. 

 
5.6.2 The following table lists the Preferred, Contemplated and Prohibited uses within 

Precinct 22: Museum Street: 
 

Museum Street Precinct  

Land Use Category  Use Symbol 

Category 1 Culture and Creative Industry  P 

Category 2 Commercial  C 

Category 3 Light Industry  X 

Category 4 Retail  P 

Category 5A Permanent Residential  P 

Category 5B Transient Residential  P 

Category 6 Community  P 

Category 7 Dining and Entertainment  C 

 
5.6.3 Maximum Plot Ratio: 3.0 
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6. Inserting a new Part 6 as follows: 
 

PART 6: PERTH CITY LINK PROJECT AREA 
 
6.1  Perth City Link Project Area Vision 
The vision for the Perth City Link Project Area is to link the city centre and Northbridge 
with a new vibrant urbanism that embraces inner city lifestyles and character, and 
distinctly reflects Perth’s 21st century aspirations.  
 
Redevelopment of the Project Area will exemplify the Scheme Principles. Connectivity will 
be central – reconnecting Perth to Northbridge, connection to major public transport, 
pedestrian connection through the area and connecting people together through civic 
places and social events. Quality design, sustainable development and critical mass will 
also be pursued. 
 
Development will include reducing the barrier of the Fremantle rail line, intensity and 
diversity of residential, commercial, entertainment and retail activities, and lively civic 
spaces and quality streetscapes. This will result in a creation of a bold, robust urban 
neighbourhood woven into the existing fabric of Perth. 
 
6.2 Precinct 35: Horseshoe Bridge Plaza (Yagan Square) 
 
6.2.1 Precinct Statement of Intent:  

The Yagan Square Precinct will create a physical point of reference for visitors 
and provide an opportunity to define the locality as a key destination of inner 
city Perth. A central public square will be the focus of the Precinct. It will provide 
a social and meeting place for people and will form a major pedestrian hub 
between the Perth Train Station, sunken bus terminal infrastructure and 
pedestrian flow along William Street. 
 
The development of the Precinct’s retail and commercial land uses will further 
reinforce the commercial heart of the Perth city centre. High density residential 
development will provide further opportunities for enhanced critical mass and 
activation. At street level a range of retail and dining uses will contribute to an 
engaging pedestrian experience that will link the city centre with the cultural 
and entertainment hub of Northbridge. A two-way traffic connection will be re-
established over the Horseshoe Bridge and will connect Roe and Wellington 
Streets. 

 
6.2.2 The following table lists the Preferred, Contemplated and Prohibited uses within 

Precinct 35: Horseshoe Bridge Plaza (Yagan Square): 
 

Yagan Square Precinct  

Land Use Category  Use Symbol 

Category 1 Culture and Creative Industry  C 

Category 2 Commercial  P 

Category 3 Light Industry  X 

Category 4 Retail  P 

Category 5A Permanent Residential  P 
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Yagan Square Precinct  

Land Use Category  Use Symbol 

Category 5B Transient Residential  P 

Category 6 Community  C 

Category 7 Dining and Entertainment  P 

 
7. Inserting a new Part 7 as follows: 
 

PART 7: PERTH CULTURAL CENTRE PROJECT AREA 
 
7.1  Perth Cultural Centre Project Area Vision 
The vision for the Perth Cultural Centre Project Area is to realise the potential of the State’s 
principle cultural hub in the heart of the city centre. An exciting urban environment will 
be created, which is infused with creativity, culture and talent. It will provide visitors with 
a space that will engage the senses and contribute to the uniqueness of the area by way 
of its function, aesthetics and design.  

 
Redevelopment of the Project Area will exemplify the Scheme Principles and create a 
people focused place that embraces diversity. The area will develop with a rich mix of 
cultural facilities and creative industries, supported by educational, entertainment, retail 
and residential development and an engaging public realm. 

 
The incorporation of heritage conservation, adaptive reuse and a distinct Western 
Australian character into the design and function of the buildings and spaces will help to 
reinforce the Project Area’s cultural identity. New opportunities for development, 
increased activity, improved movement, and better integration of the Project Area into its 
surrounds will greatly improve the attraction and safety of the area. 
 
7.2 Precinct 36: James Street 
 
7.2.1 Precinct Statement of Intent: 

At the heart of the James Street Precinct is many of Perth’s key cultural 
institutions, including several buildings of heritage value. The Precinct will be 
renewed and revitalised as a true creative and cultural heart, with a quality mix 
of land uses set amongst a vibrant and engaging public realm.  

 
The public realm of the Precinct will be enhanced through works and events that 
focus on creating an exciting place for people. Activation and physical 
enhancement of the area will be important and some opportunities may exist 
for improved environmental integrity of the natural assets.  

 
Any new development must be high quality, interesting, safe and engage visitors 
and passers-by. Development should be reflective of the unique cultural and 
creative function of the Precinct and sensitive to its unique heritage character. 

 
7.2.2 The following table lists the Preferred, Contemplated and Prohibited uses within 

Precinct 36: James Street: 
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James Street Precinct  

Land Use Category  Use Symbol 

Category 1 Culture and Creative Industry  P 

Category 2 Commercial  C 

Category 3 Light Industry  X 

Category 4 Retail  C 

Category 5A Permanent Residential  C 

Category 5B Transient Residential  C 

Category 6 Community  P 

Category 7 Dining and Entertainment  P 

 
7.3 Precinct 37: William Street 
 
7.3.1 Precinct Statement of Intent: 

To the north of the cultural centre heart, the area north of Francis Street will 
continue to perform its educational role, with institutional uses set in quality 
heritage buildings, supported by ancillary retail, dining and office development.  
 
The William Street Precinct will be revitalised through new development activity, 
better use of existing buildings and an improved streetscape. The Precinct will 
feature complementary heritage and contemporary architecture, including a 
State listed Heritage Precinct, a world class new performing arts venue, new and 
refurbished buildings, and a stimulating public realm. 
 
A key element of the Precinct will focus on improving the appearance and use of 
the degraded and underutilised sites along the eastern side of William Street, 
including adaptive reuse of heritage places and some urban infill where 
appropriate. This will provide new opportunities for creative industries to 
flourish and new restaurants cafés and shops. Commercial and residential 
development that provide opportunities for increasing the student and 
workforce populations will also help to bring a critical mass to activate the 
cultural centre and surrounds. 
 
Revitalisation of William Street will reinforce its important role as a major 
pedestrian and traffic route, connecting the Authority’s New Northbridge, Perth 
Cultural Centre and Perth City Link Project Areas and connecting to the wider 
inner city area. 

 
7.3.2 The following table lists the Preferred, Contemplated and Prohibited uses within 

Precinct 37: William Street: 
 

William Street Precinct  

Land Use Category  Use Symbol 

Category 1 Culture and Creative Industry  P 

Category 2 Commercial  C 

Category 3 Light Industry  X 

Category 4 Retail  P 
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William Street Precinct  

Land Use Category  Use Symbol 

Category 5A Permanent Residential  C 

Category 5B Transient Residential  C 

Category 6 Community  C 

Category 7 Dining and Entertainment  P 

 
8. Inserting a new Part 8 as follows: 
 

PART 8: ELIZABETH QUAY PROJECT AREA 
 
8.1  Elizabeth Quay Project Area Vision 
The vision for the Elizabeth Quay Project Area is to create a seamless extension of Perth 
city’s north-south axis with an exciting new urban destination that connects the city centre 
to the Swan River. Elizabeth Quay is an important step in the evolution of Perth from a 
functional centre of commerce and trade, to a more diverse, international centre for living, 
visiting, business, entertainment and culture.  
 
Redevelopment of the Project Area will exemplify the Scheme Principles, creating new 
places for people in high quality built and landscaped setting which recognises and 
interprets the diverse history and heritage significant of the Project Area. All components 
of Elizabeth Quay will incorporate design features that achieve the highest possible 
standard of sustainability. These sustainable design features will focus on the key areas of 
energy and water conservation, transport, materials, operational management, indoor 
environmental quality, pollution abatement and the flexibility and adaptability of spaces. 
In order to make the most significant advances in relation to environmental performance, 
sustainability measures are to be considered and incorporated at both the Precinct and 
built form level.  
 
Establishment of the Elizabeth Quay Project Area will make a significant contribution to 
the city’s public domain, with over five hectares of public space catering for a variety of 
recreational and social needs. Elizabeth Quay Project Area will include the creation of a 
new river inlet, framed by a continuous public promenade and new island within the inlet 
which will provide a unique location for recreation and public events. Built form 
surrounding the inlet will be of a scale and quality befitting Perth as a capital city and 
adding to the critical mass of the city through multistorey buildings providing new 
residences, tourist accommodation and workplaces. The Project Area will be a major 
transit oriented hub of development that is directly serviced by train, bus and ferry, with 
excellent pedestrian and cyclist connectivity through to the wider Perth city area. 
 
8.2 Precinct 40: Barrack Square 

 
8.2.1 Precinct Statement of Intent: 

Central to the development of Elizabeth Quay is providing a more vibrant and 
connected context for Barrack Square and the Bell Tower. These icons of Perth 
will be an integrated component of the broader Elizabeth Quay project, and will 
benefit from the critical mass of visitors that the redevelopment will bring.  
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Barrack Square will continue to be a key destination for visitors and the wider 
community, as well as the main embarking point for commercial boating 
activities. An active mix of uses will be fostered in the Precinct, focused primarily 
on hospitality, retail and short stay accommodation.  

 
A high quality public realm, recognising the area’s history and integrating with 
that of the Redevelopment of the Inlet Precinct, will add to the continued 
popularity of the Barrack Square Precinct.  

 
8.2.2 The following table lists the Preferred, Contemplated and Prohibited uses within 

Precinct 40: Barrack Square: 
 

Barrack Square Precinct  

Land Use Category  Use Symbol 

Category 1 Culture and Creative Industry  C 

Category 2 Commercial  P 

Category 3 Light Industry  X 

Category 4 Retail  P 

Category 5A Permanent Residential  X 

Category 5B Transient Residential  C 

Category 6 Community  C 

Category 7 Dining and Entertainment  P 

 
9. Inserting a new Part 9 as follows: 
 

PART 9: RIVERSIDE PROJECT AREA 
 
9.1  Riverside Project Area Vision 
The vision for the Riverside Project Area is to reinstate this 40 hectare area of inner city 
riverside land as the main eastern gateway to the Perth city centre, through landmark 
architecture, quality design and landscaping treatments that reflect a sense of arrival into 
the centre of a capital city. Redevelopment of the Project Area will also place a strong 
focus on connection with the Swan River and promote enjoyment and use of the foreshore 
and river by both residents and visitors, as well as an enhanced natural environment 
where required. 
 
Redevelopment of the Project Area will exemplify the Scheme Principles, balancing the 
attainment of critical mass of people, business and activity with environmental integrity in 
riverfront development. Excellence in design will include sustainable buildings and people 
focused public realm. 
 
Riverside will develop as a bustling, vibrant place made up of a wide range of residential, 
commercial and leisure development that takes advantage of the Project Area’s 
prominent location and its attractive natural features. 

 
9.2 Precinct EP25: Queens  
 
9.2.1 Precinct Statement of Intent:  
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The Queens Precinct will be developed to form a vital community hub for 
residents and workers, as well as attracting visitors to the area. It will be a mixed 
land use Precinct comprising residential, commercial, retail and dining uses. 
Community and civic facilities that support the community hub will also be 
contemplated for the Precinct. 

 
A range of densities and built form will provide new opportunities for permanent 
living and commercial development. Permanent and transient residential 
development in this and other Precincts will facilitate a critical mass of people 
for revitalisation of the Project Area. High quality building design will include 
taking advantage of the outstanding aspect and views of the Swan River and 
Queens Gardens. 

 
9.2.2 The following table lists the Preferred, Contemplated and Prohibited uses within 

Precinct EP25: Queens: 
 

Queens Precinct  

Land Use Category  Use Symbol 

Category 1 Culture and Creative Industry  C 

Category 2 Commercial  P 

Category 3 Light Industry  X 

Category 4 Retail  P 

Category 5A Permanent Residential  P 

Category 5B Transient Residential  P 

Category 6 Community  C 

Category 7 Dining and Entertainment  P 

 
9.2.3 For 1 – 2 Bremer Promenade, East Perth maximum plot ratio is 2.0. 
 
 For the northern portion of 10 Adelaide Terrace, East Perth maximum plot ratio 

is 2.0. 
 
 For the central portion of 10 Adelaide Terrace, East Perth maximum plot ratio is 

2.5. 
 
 For the southern portion of 10 Adelaide Terrace, East Perth maximum plot ratio 

is 4.0. 
 
 Note: refer to the Queens Design Guidelines for the boundaries of the northern, 

central and southern portions of 10 Adelaide Terrace, East Perth.  
 
 For Lots 101 (No. 100) and 305 (No. 100) Plain Street, East Perth maximum plot 

ratio is 8.0. The maximum plot ratio may be increased to 9.0 subject to satisfying 
the provisions of the Chemistry Centre Design Guidelines. 

 
9.3 Precinct EP28: Queens Gardens 
 
9.3.1 Precinct Statement of Intent:  
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Further to the east, the Queens Gardens Precinct provides the Project Area with 
a fantastic community asset for residents and visitors to enjoy. Queens Gardens 
has been a public park and important community place for over a century. The 
gardens are included on the State Register of Heritage Places. The gardens 
provide a high level of amenity to the surrounding areas and it is intended that 
the gardens will continue to be a central leisure and meeting place for people. 

 
The intent for Queens Gardens is to conserve its recreational and aesthetic 
qualities while celebrating its heritage significance. Development will not be 
allowed within the Precinct other than the establishment of small, ancillary 
structures, such as a café or kiosk or structures to support recreational uses and 
the enjoyment of the parkland. 

 
Note:  Precinct EP28: Queens Gardens is reserved for Parks and Recreation under the 

Metropolitan Region Scheme.  
 
9.4 Precinct EP29: WACA 
 
9.4.1 Precinct Statement of Intent:  
The Western Australian Cricket Association (WACA) ground has played a significant role in 
the history of Perth and is recognised for its social and recreational significance. The WACA 
ground will continue to play an important part in the recreation and social function of the 
Riverside Project Area. While retaining the existing sporting grounds, part of the Precinct 
may be redeveloped to connect to the surrounding urban environment. There may also 
be opportunities in the future for public access to the site when it is not in use for 
significant events. 
 
Redevelopment of the WACA site should provide a more outward looking presence to 
better integrate the site into the community that is developing around it. Buildings are to 
provide minimal setbacks to the street and activated edges. 
 
Street level development should comprise retail, entertainment and commercial uses that 
will enliven the Precinct outside of major events and extend the diversity of use beyond 
its primary cricket function. Opportunity exists for significant residential or mixed-use 
development in the north-eastern, south-eastern and western ends of the site. Any 
development on the periphery of the site is to take into consideration view corridors and 
solar access to surrounding development and the public realm. 
 
9.4.2 The following table lists the Preferred, Contemplated and Prohibited uses within 

Precinct EP29: WACA: 
 

WACA Precinct  

Land Use Category  Use Symbol 

Category 1 Culture and Creative Industry  C 

Category 2 Commercial  C 

Category 3 Light Industry  X 

Category 4 Retail  C 

Category 5A Permanent Residential  P 

Category 5B Transient Residential  P 
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WACA Precinct  

Land Use Category  Use Symbol 

Category 6 Community  P 

Category 7 Dining and Entertainment  P 

 
9.5 Precinct EP30: Trinity College 
 
9.5.1 Precinct Statement of Intent:  

Located at the eastern end of the city, Trinity College is a well-established 
important community asset, and the school is encouraged to remain in the 
Precinct, with its recreation, theatre, music and educational facilities being 
allowed to be further developed along some areas of the riverfront. 

 
Future development of the Precinct, particularly to the eastern side adjacent to 
the river, must provide sufficient setbacks to ensure public connectivity along 
the river foreshore. Exploring the possibility of public use of the school’s facilities 
will also be supported. Limited non-educational development on the western 
side of the site may be contemplated, to complement the school’s operations 
and ensure its future viability. 

 
9.5.2 The following table lists the Preferred, Contemplated and Prohibited uses within 

Precinct EP30: Trinity College: 
 

Trinity College Precinct  

Land Use Category  Use Symbol 

Category 1 Culture and Creative Industry  C 

Category 2 Commercial  X 

Category 3 Light Industry  X 

Category 4 Retail  X 

Category 5A Permanent Residential  X 

Category 5B Transient Residential  X 

Category 6 Community  P 

Category 7 Dining and Entertainment  X 

 
9.6 Precinct EP31: Gloucester Park 
 
9.6.1 Precinct Statement of Intent:  

Gloucester Park is the biggest land holding within the Riverside Project Area and 
has been used by the Western Australian Trotting Association for over 70 years 
as the home of harness racing. The significance of this use within the area is 
recognised by the site being listed on the State Register of Heritage Places. The 
size of the site provides the opportunity for the trotting facilities to be retained 
and enhanced with ancillary sporting and recreational uses, as well as 
redevelopment around the periphery of the site. Development of the edges of 
the site will enable a more outward looking presence, to better integrate the site 
into the community that is developing around it. Public accessibility through the 
site will also be encouraged. 
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Any redevelopment of the site should provide a diversity of quality designed 
commercial, residential and community development. The bulk of development 
is to be located to the west of the trotting track to take advantage of the 
topography of the land and the significant views. Lower scale development 
should occur on the east of the site to provide a more intimate relationship with 
the Swan River. Public connectivity along the river foreshore is to be retained 
and enhanced. 

 
9.6.2 The following table lists the Preferred, Contemplated and Prohibited uses within 

Precinct EP31: Gloucester Park: 
 

Gloucester Park Precinct  

Land Use Category  Use Symbol 

Category 1 Culture and Creative Industry  X 

Category 2 Commercial  C 

Category 3 Light Industry  X 

Category 4 Retail  C 

Category 5A Permanent Residential  P 

Category 5B Transient Residential  P 

Category 6 Community  P 

Category 7 Dining and Entertainment  C 

 
9.7 Precinct EP32: Hillside 
 
9.7.1 Precinct Statement of Intent:  

The Hillside Precinct is situated on high ground providing ‘height on height’ 
development opportunities. All lots will promote quality design via podium 
development to ensure a human scaled environment occurs at street level. 
Towers will be tallest at the northern edge of the Precinct to take advantage of 
the high ground, while the lowest towers will be located along the southern 
portion of the Precinct, which in turn will provide a softened edge to Queens 
Gardens, as well as maximising natural sunlight to, and minimising 
overshadowing of, the gardens. 

 
Hillside will be predominantly a residential Precinct contributing to the critical 
mass of Riverside, with ground level retail to assist in activating the corner of 
Plain Street and Nelson Crescent. Some retail/commercial uses will be located 
to complement future retail/commercial uses on the southern edge of the 
Precinct opposite the WACA. A new sleeved public car park will be located within 
the podium levels of the Precinct to replace the existing at-grade car park. 

 
9.7.2 The following table lists the Preferred, Contemplated and Prohibited uses within 

Precinct 32: Hillside: 
 

Hillside Precinct  

Land Use Category  Use Symbol 

Category 1 Culture and Creative Industry  X 

Category 2 Commercial  P 
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Hillside Precinct  

Land Use Category  Use Symbol 

Category 3 Light Industry  X 

Category 4 Retail  C 

Category 5A Permanent Residential  P 

Category 5B Transient Residential  P 

Category 6 Community  C 

Category 7 Dining and Entertainment C 

 
9.7.3 Maximum plot ratio: 4.0.  

 
10. Inserting the following into Schedule 1: Interpretations: 

 

Plot Ratio For EP13: Plain Street; EP25 Queens; EP32 Hillside; and 22: Museum 
Street only: 

• means the ratio of Gross Floor Area to the area of land 
within the boundaries of the lot/s on which the building/s is 
located. 

• Gross Floor Area: means the gross total of the area of all 
floors within a building including the thickness of all walls 
but excluding non-habitable floor space in basements; areas 
used exclusively for the parking of wheeled vehicles at or 
below ground level; lift shafts, stairs, and stair landings, 
open balconies, verandahs, courtyards, and roof terraces; 
lobbies or amenities common to more than one dwelling or 
occupancy; machinery/air conditioning/plant rooms. 

 
Note: For all other precincts, Plot Ratio is defined in accordance with 
City Planning Scheme No. 2.   

 
The amendment is standard under the provisions of the Planning and Development (Local 
Planning Schemes) Regulations 2015 for the following reasons: 
 

• the amendment would have minimal impact on land in the scheme area that is not the 
subject of the amendment; and 
 

• the amendment is largely administrative and does not reflect in any significant 
environmental, social, economic or governance impacts on land in the scheme area. 
 



 

 

FORM 6A 
 
COUNCIL ADOPTION  
 
This Standard Amendment was adopted by resolution of the Council of the City of Perth at the 
Ordinary Meeting of the Council held on the 29 day of September, 2020. 
 
 
 

........................................................ 

LORD MAYOR 

 

 

......................................................... 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 

COUNCIL RESOLUTION TO ADVERTISE  
 
by resolution of the Council of the City of Perth at the Ordinary Meeting of the Council held on the 
29 day of September, 2020, proceed to advertise this Amendment.   
 
 

......................................................... 

LORD MAYOR 

 

......................................................... 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 

COUNCIL RECOMMENDATION 
 
This Amendment is recommended [for support/ not to be supported] by resolution of the City of 
Perth at the Ordinary Meeting of the Council held on the _____ day of ___ 20__ and the Common 
Seal of the City of Perth was hereunto affixed by the authority of a resolution of the Council in the 
presence of: 

 

 

......................................................... 

LORD MAYOR 

 

 

.......................................................... 

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Application  

These Policies apply to land as identified in Figure 1. This area applies to Plain Street, James Street, 
Lake Street, William Street, Museum Street and Barrack Square Precincts as defined in the City of Perth 
Local Planning Scheme No. 26 (Normalised Redevelopment Areas)(herein called ‘the Scheme’). 
 
Figure 1: Policy Application Area 
 

 

1.2 Relationship to Planning Scheme and Planning Policies  

These Policies are intended to supplement the provisions of the Scheme and should be read in 
conjunction with the Scheme and other Planning Policies.  
 
The Deemed Provisions set out in the Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 
2015 also form part of the Scheme Text.  
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2.0 GREEN BUILDING 

2.1 Policy purpose  

This policy details the requirements for the delivery of sustainable buildings that contribute towards a 
reduction in emissions, waste and operational costs, and provides performance standards for the 
assessment of development applications for new buildings. 

2.2 Background  

Today, buildings produce 20 per cent of Australia’s greenhouse gas emissions through the use of 
energy during operation and they also consume large amounts of potable water for non-drinking 
purposes. In addition, the construction of buildings, including demolition waste, contributes 40 per 
cent of all the materials sent to landfill.  
 
The Sustainable Australia Report by the National Sustainability Council in 2013 identified that while 
Australia has a recognised high quality of living there are a number of key challenges which need to be 
met. These challenges include planning more sustainable cities, reducing greenhouse gas emissions 
and adapting to climate change, reducing the environmental impact of economic growth, protecting 
biodiversity and ecosystems, sustainable food and agriculture and tackling inequality and 
disadvantage.  
 
Sustainable design, construction and operation of buildings (referred to as ‘green buildings’) protects 
our environment, secures today’s living standards and future–proofs our community against rising 
energy, water and waste disposal costs. The development of new precincts and buildings provides 
opportunities to advance green buildings and initiatives that reduce emissions and resource 
consumption.  
 
Through these design guidelines, each development site is allocated as either Tier 1, 2 or 3, which 
corresponds to the required building 6, 5 or 4 Star Green Star ‘As Built’ rating by the Green Building 
Council of Australia. 

2.3 Objectives  

• To promote the sustainability of redevelopment areas through the development of 
environmentally sustainable buildings and precincts.  

• To support and encourage innovative approaches to sustainable design, construction and 
management of buildings and precincts.  

• To facilitate the design, construction and operation of environmentally sustainable buildings 
and precincts, that include efficient resource and energy use and reduce emissions and waste. 

2.4 Development approval requirements  

The development application must demonstrate that the proposal meets the Acceptable Development 
Standards and that the proposal is consistent with the principles and provisions of the Scheme and any 
other statutory provisions that may apply. 

2.5 Performance standard for development approval  

Green Star System  
The tier rating for each site will be identified in the Design Guidelines for each project area or precinct. 
Unless nominated as either a Tier 1 or Tier 2 site, all other sites within the Redevelopment Area are 
identified as Tier 3 sites. The requirements for Tier 1, 2 and 3 sites are outlined below; 
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 Tier 1 Tier 2 Tier 3 
Green Star Rating  6 Star  5 Star 4 Star 
Working Drawings  GBCA Registration and 

Design Review 
certification from a 
Green Building 
Professional  

GBCA Registration and 
Design Review 
certification from a 
Green Building 
Professional  

Design Review 
certification to be 
provided from a 
Suitably Qualified 
Professional.  

Practical Completion As Built certification 
from the GBCA 

As Built certification 
from the GBCA 

As Built certification 
from the GBCA or a 
detailed report from a 
Suitably Qualified 
Professional.  

 
Tier 1 and Tier 2  

• New buildings on any Tier 1 or Tier 2 site are required to achieve ‘Design Review’ and ‘As Built’ 
certification from the Green Building Council of Australia (GBCA).  

• The applicant is required to provide confirmation that the project has been registered with the 
GBCA together with a Design Review assessment which demonstrates that the development 
will achieve the required green star rating. The documentation is to be provided prior to a 
building permit being issued from the local government. 

• To ensure that the credits identified in the Design Review certification have been implemented 
and that the required Green Star rating has been achieved, the applicant is to provide 
documentation which demonstrates that ‘As Built’ certification has been received from the 
GBCA. The documentation is to be provided within 12 months of the practical completion of 
the development.  

• Alternative sustainable building design and certification systems other than the GBCA may be 
considered, where the applicant demonstrates an achievement equivalent to the above 
Acceptable Development Standards. 

• In demonstrating that the building has been designed to an equivalent Green Star Rating, a 
SDAR will be required to be prepared by a Suitably Qualified Professional and submitted at 
working drawings stage, which provides an assessment of the proposed design against the 
following criteria. 

 
Tier 3  

• Unless nominated as a Tier 1 or Tier 2 site, all sites within the Redevelopment Area are 
identified as Tier 3 sites. New buildings on any Tier 3 site are required to be designed and 
constructed to achieve a 4 Star Green Star rating, or equivalent.  

• To ensure that the credits identified in the Design Review certification have been implemented 
and that the required Green Star rating has been achieved, the applicant is to provide 
documentation which demonstrates that ‘As Built’ certification has been received from the 
GBCA. The documentation is to be provided within 12 months of the practical completion of 
the development.  

• Alternatively, the applicant is required to provide a Sustainable Design Assessment Report 
(SDAR) prepared by a Suitably Qualified Professional which demonstrates that the 
development has been designed to achieve ESD outcomes which are equivalent to a 4 Star 
Green Star rated building. The SDAR is to be provided prior to a building permit being issued 
from the local government.  

• For buildings which have an equivalent Green Star rating, the applicant is to provide a detailed 
report prepared by a Suitably Qualified Professional which demonstrates that all infrastructure 
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and initiatives identified in the SDAR have been implemented. The report is to be provided at 
practical completion stage and prior to occupation of the building. 

 
Precinct Sustainable Development Systems  
Where a development proposal includes four or more buildings and a public open space or public plaza 
area, such as a precinct or master-planned area, incorporation of sustainable development initiatives 
at the precinct level is required. 
 
This requirement applies to proposals regardless of whether the area is to be developed under one 
development application or through a number of development applications by the same land owner, 
and applies in addition to individual green building requirements in accordance with Acceptable 
Development Standards A1.  
 
The applicant is to provide a detailed precinct sustainability strategy, prepared by a Suitably Qualified 
Professional, detailing the sustainable initiatives to be included in the precinct design, construction 
and operation, including both the public realm and buildings. The strategy is to be submitted with the 
first development application, with certification of implementation of the strategy prepared by a 
Suitably Qualified Professional at each stage of practical completion of the development.  
 
The precinct sustainability strategy is to address the following elements:  

• minimisation of resource use, including water, energy and materials;  
• minimisation of waste and emissions;  
• efficient infrastructure provision and use;  
• landscape and ecology; 
• access and transport;  
• precinct and building management;  
• community outcomes; and  
• rating or benchmarking of the sustainability initiatives against current industry best practice, 

consistent with a 5 Star Green Star Communities rating or an alternative rating system as 
approved by the City. 

2.6 Performance standard for development 

2.6.1 Alternative Sustainable Building Systems   

Alternative sustainable building design and certification systems other than the GBCA may be 
considered where the applicant demonstrates an achievement equivalent to the above Acceptable 
Development Standards.  
 
In demonstrating that the building has been designed to an equivalent Green Star Rating, a SDAR will 
be required to be prepared by a Suitably Qualified Professional and submitted at working drawings 
stage, which provides an assessment of the proposed design against the following criteria:  

• Indoor environmental quality; 
• Energy efficiency; 
• Water efficiency; 
• Stormwater management – Integrated water management; 
• Building materials;  
• Transport – Green travel plans; 
• Waste management; 
• Urban ecology; 
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• Innovation; 
• Construction/building management  

 
Amongst other aspects the SDAR must also:  

• identify relevant sustainability targets and performance standards; and 
• document the means by which the appropriate target or performance is to be achieved.  

 
A practical completion of the development a Suitably Qualified Professional is required to submit a 
comprehensive report which demonstrates that all initiatives identified in the SDAR have been 
implemented in the final design. 
 
Please refer to the Information Sheet on Preparing a Sustainable Design Assessment Report.  
 
Glossary of terms:  

Green Building Professional  A relevant professional who has undertaken a 
course and exam with the Green Building Council 
of Australia and has been approved as an 
Accredited Professional to prepare Green Star 
documentation and reports. 

As Built Certification  Assessment of the finished building by the Green 
Building Council of Australia at practical 
completion. Once achieved, the building retains 
an indefinite Green Star rating 

Best Practice  A combination of commercially proven 
techniques, methodologies and systems, 
appropriate to the scale of development and site 
specific opportunities and constraints, which are 
demonstrated and locally available and have 
already led to optimum ESD outcomes. Best 
practice in the built environment encompasses 
the full life of the build. 

ESD Environmentally sustainable development, or 
ESD, is the environmental component of 
development to ensure that the health, diversity 
and productivity of the environment is 
maintained or enhanced for the benefit of future 
generations 

Green Star Rating  A national sustainability rating scheme 
developed by the Green Building Council of 
Australia that provides certification based on a 
building’s performance against specific 
environmental design criteria. Green Star covers 
a number of categories that assess the 
environmental impact that is a direct 
consequence of a project’s site location, design, 
construction and building management. 

Suitably Qualified Person  A person with relevant qualifications and 
experience that enables them to provide 
assessment and reporting of sustainable design 
and development. 
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Sustainable Design Assessment Report (SDAR) A report prepared by a Suitably Qualified 
professional at Working Drawings stage that 
addresses the 10 Key Sustainable Building 
Categories and demonstrates that a holistic ESD 
review has been undertaken during a project’s 
design.  

Tier Rating  Rating system that allocates each site a Tier 
Rating of 1, 2 or 3 in the applicable precinct or 
project area’s design guidelines. The tier rating 
corresponds to a Green Star rating in accordance 
with the Performance Standards of this policy 

2.7 Information sheet on submitting a sustainable design assessment report  

2.7.1 What is a Sustainable Design Assessment Report (SDAR)? 

An SDAR is a Sustainable Design Assessment Report of an approved development required to be 
submitted at the working drawings stage. A SDAR addresses the 10 Key Sustainable Building Categories 
identified in Planning Policy 1.3 - Green Buildings and demonstrates that a holistic Environmental 
Sustainable Design (ESD) review has been undertaken during a project’s design. 
 
Amongst other aspects an SDAR must:  

• Demonstrate how each of the 10 key Sustainable Design Categories has been addressed; 
• Identify relevant sustainability targets and performance standards; and  
• Document the means by which the development will achieve the equivalent Green Star rating.  

 
The nature of larger developments provides the opportunity for increased environmental 
benefits and the opportunity for major resource savings. A Suitably Qualified Professional is 
required to prepare a SDAR.  
 
This reference document is designed to provide guidance on how to prepare a SDAR. The 
document outlines objectives, ESD issues, response guidelines and references for all 10 Key 
Sustainable Building Categories. 

2.7.2 Section Guides  

The following sections outline information that might typically be included within a SDAR. 
 
Project Information:  
The report should state the property address as well as the proposed development’s use and extent 
and should describe neighbouring buildings that impact on or may be impacted by the development. 
The report should outline relevant areas, such as site permeability, water capture areas and gross floor 
area of different building uses. Applicants should describe the development’s sustainable design 
approach and summarise the project’s key ESD objectives, including any targets and benchmarks.  
 
Environmental Categories:  
The report is required to address each of the 10 Key Sustainable Building Categories and demonstrate 
how the design meets the objectives of each category. Applicants are requested to review Best Practice 
requirements, as well as any mandatory obligations under each category. The following pages indicate 
the type of information to address under each Key Sustainable Building Category.  
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Objectives:  
The intent of each Key Environmental Category is outlined through a list of main objectives. Applicants 
are requested to review these and ensure that their project’s objectives are aligned.  
 
Design Issue:  
This section should comprise a list of topics that might be relevant within the environmental category. 
As each application responds to different opportunities and constraints, it is not required to address 
all issues. The list is non-exhaustive and topics can be added to tailor to specific application needs. 
Applicants should ensure that where a design response is discussed, reference is made to the relevant 
drawing or report where the aspect has been reflected in the design. 
 
Assessment Method Description:  
The report should explain what standards have been used to assess the applicable issues. As SDARs 
are required for larger projects, where sustainability approaches can have the biggest gains, applicants 
should seek to apply more rigorous standards.  
 
Benchmarks Description:  
The report is to briefly explain the benchmark applied as outlined within the required standard. A 
benchmark description is required for each environmental issue that has been identified as relevant.  
 
How does the proposal comply with the benchmarks?  
The report should show how the proposed design meets the benchmarks of the required standard 
through making references to the design brief, drawings, specifications, Consultant reports or other 
evidence that proves compliance with the required benchmark.  
 
ESD Matters on Architectural Drawings:  
Architectural drawings should reflect all relevant ESD matters where feasible. As an example, window 
attributes, sun shading and materials should be noted on elevations and finishes schedules, water 
tanks and renewable energy devices should be shown on plans. The site’s permeability should be 
clearly noted, and relevant calculations included. It is also recommended to indicate water catchment 
areas on roof or site plans to confirm water reuse calculations. 
 
Appendices:  
All relevant reports and modelling data are to be appended to the SDAR This can include but is not 
limited to relevant energy modelling software results. 

2.8 SDAR Report – Submission Requirements 

2.8.1 Indoor Environment Quality (IEQ)  

 
Objectives:  
To achieve a healthy indoor environment quality for the wellbeing of building occupants. To provide a 
naturally comfortable indoor environment will lower the need for building services, such as artificial 
lighting, mechanical ventilation and cooling and heating devices.  
 
Issues:  
Topics to be addressed include:  

• Thermal Comfort  
• Natural Ventilation  
• Daylight  
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• External Views
• Orientation of single aspect dwellings
• Glare Prevention
• Hazardous Materials and VOC
• Electric Lighting Levels
• Acoustics
• Other

Responses: 
The report is required to address the above topics and demonstrate how the design meets the 
objectives. The response should include the following: 

• Assessment Method Description
• Benchmarks Description
• How does the proposal comply with the benchmarks?

Relevant Standards: 
• Green Star, BREEAM and LEED provide benchmarks for relevant issues
• Good Environmental Choice Australia Standards
• BCA provisions provide minimum standards;

References and Useful information: 
Good Environmental Choice Australia Standards www.geca.org.au 
Your Home www.yourhome.gov.au

2.8.2 Energy Efficiency 

Objectives:  
To ensure the efficient use of energy. To reduce total operating greenhouse emissions. To reduce 
energy peak demand. To reduce associated energy costs. 

Issues: 
• Topics to be addressed include:
• Building Fabric enhanced over minimum BCA requirements
• Operating Energy
• Energy Sub-Metering
• Peak Energy Demand Reduction
• Efficient Shading
• Glazing Treatments
• Access to Natural Daylight
• Lighting Efficiency
• Lighting Zoning
• Air leakage minimised
• Efficient HVAC system
• HVAC zoning
• Efficient onsite generation of electricity
• Allowance for efficient fans and pumps (e.g. VSD)
• Other

Responses: 
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The report is required to address the above topics and demonstrate how the design meets the 
objectives. The response should include the following:  

• Assessment Method Description  
• Benchmarks Description  
• How does the proposal comply with the benchmarks? 

 
Relevant Standards:  

• Green Star, BREEAM and LEED provide benchmarks for relevant issues  
• Window Efficiency Rating Scheme (WERS) compares summer and winter performance  
• Minimum Energy Performance Standards (MEPS) Regulations in Australia  
• Energy Ratings are available for various appliances, incl. air-conditioning  
• BCA provisions provide minimum standards.  

 
References and Useful Information:  
Building Code Australia www.abcb.gov.au  
Window Efficiency Rating Scheme (WERS) www.wers.net  
Minimum Energy Performance Standards (MEPS) www.energyrating.gov.au  
Energy Efficiency www.resourcesmart.vic.gov.au 

2.8.3 Water Efficiency  

Objectives:  
• To ensure the efficient use of water.  
• To reduce total operating potable water use.  
• To encourage the collection and reuse of stormwater.  
• To encourage the appropriate use of alternative water sources (e.g. grey water).  
• To minimise associated water costs 

 
Issues:  

• Topics to be addressed include:  
• Minimising Amenity Water Demand  
• Water Meter  
• Landscape irrigation  
• Efficient Fixtures 
• Heat Rejection Water  
• Fire Systems Check Water Consumption  
• Other 

 
Responses:  
The report is required to address the above topics and demonstrate how the design meets the 
objectives. The response should include the following:  

• Assessment Method Description  
• Benchmarks Description  
• How does the proposal comply with the benchmarks? 

 
Relevant Standards:  

• Green Star, BREEAM and LEED provide benchmarks for relevant issues  
• Water Efficient Labelling Scheme (WELS) provides information on appliances and fittings; 

highest available ratings are recommended  

http://www.energyrating.gov.au/
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• Water Services Association of Australia, The national Water Conservation Rating and Labelling 
Scheme  

• BCA provisions provide minimum standards. 
 
References and Useful Information:  
Water Efficient Labelling Scheme (WELS) www.waterrating.gov.au  
Water Services Association of Australia www.wsaa.asn.au  
Waterwise Western Australia https://www.watercorporation.com.au/Waterwise  

2.8.4 Stormwater Management  

Objectives:  
• To reduce the impact of stormwater run-off.  
• To improve the water quality of stormwater run-off.  
• To achieve best practice stormwater quality outcomes.  
• To incorporate water sensitive urban design principles. 

 
Issues:  
Topics to be addressed include: 

• Site Permeability  
• Discharge to Sewer  
• Watercourse Pollution  
• Stormwater Detention  
• Stormwater Treatment  
• Other 

 
Responses:  
The report is required to address the above topics and demonstrate how the design meets the 
objectives. The response should include the following:  

• Assessment Method Description  
• Benchmarks Description  
• How does the proposal comply with the benchmarks? 

 
Relevant Standards:  

• Green Star, BREEAM and LEED provide benchmarks for relevant Issues  
• Water Sensitive Urban Design  
• Water Services Association of Australia, The national Water Conservation Rating and Labelling 

Scheme  
• BCA provisions and the Building regulations provide minimum standards. 

 
References and Useful Information:  
Department of Environmental Regulation https://www.water.wa.gov.au/urban-water/urban-
development 
Water Services Association of Australia www.wsaa.asn.au  
Department of Parks and Wildlife http://www.dpaw.wa.gov.au/  
Waterwise Western Australia https://www.watercorporation.com.au/Waterwise  

2.8.5 Building Materials  

Objectives:  

http://www.wsaa.asn.au/
https://www.watercorporation.com.au/Waterwise
https://www.water.wa.gov.au/urban-water/urban-development
https://www.water.wa.gov.au/urban-water/urban-development
http://www.wsaa.asn.au/
http://www.dpaw.wa.gov.au/
https://www.watercorporation.com.au/Waterwise
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To minimise the environmental impacts of materials used by encouraging the use of materials with a 
favourable lifecycle assessment based on the following factors:  

• Fate of material.  
• Recycling/Reuse. 
• Embodied energy.  
• Biodiversity.  
• Human health.  
• Environmental toxicity.  
• Environmental responsibility. 

 
Issues:  
Topics to be addressed include: 

• Reuse of Materials and other Recycled Materials  
• Embodied Energy of Materials (e.g. concrete, steel, aluminium etc)  
• Toxicity  
• Sustainable Timber  
• Design for Disassembly  
• Transport  
• Suitability  
• Maintenance/Durability  
• Other 

 
Responses:  
The report is required to address the above topics and demonstrate how the design meets the 
objectives. The response should include the following:  

• Assessment Method Description  
• Benchmarks Description  
• How does the proposal comply with the benchmarks? 

 
Relevant Standards:  

• Green Star, BREEAM and LEED provide benchmarks for relevant Issues  
• Forest Stewardship Council Certification Scheme  
• BCA provisions provide minimum standards. 

 
References and Useful Information:  
Building Materials, Technical Manuals www.yourhome.gov.au  
Embodied Energy Technical Manual www.yourhome.gov.au  
Good Environmental Choice Australia Standards www.geca.org.au  
Forest Stewardship Council Certification Scheme www.fsc.org 

2.8.6 Transport 

Objectives:  
To minimise car dependency. To ensure that the built environment is designed to promote the use of 
public transport, walking and cycling.  
 
Issues:  
Topics to be addressed include:  

• Minimising the provision of car parks for conventional vehicles  
• Providing bike storage  

http://www.yourhome.gov.au/
http://www.geca.org.au/
http://www.fsc.org/
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• Providing Access to Showers  
• Car sharing  
• Green Travel Plan  
• Improving Pedestrian Spaces  
• Other 

 
Responses:  
The report is required to address the above topics and demonstrate how the design meets the 
objectives. The response should include the following:  

• Assessment Method Description  
• Benchmarks Description  
• How does the proposal comply with the benchmarks? 

 
Relevant Standards:  

• Green Star, BREEAM and LEED provide benchmarks for relevant Issues  
• Plain Street Design Guidelines 

 
References and Useful Information:  
Off-setting Car Emissions Options www.greenfleet.com.au 

2.8.7 Waste Management  

Objectives:  
To ensure waste avoidance, reuse and recycling during the design, construction and operation stages 
of development. To ensure long term reusability of building materials. 
 
Issues:  
Topics to be addressed include:  

• Construction Waste Management Plan  
• Operation Waste Management Plan  
• Access and storage for recycling and green waste  
• Other 

 
Responses:  
The report is required to address the above topics and demonstrate how the design meets the 
objectives. The response should include the following:  

• Assessment Method Description  
• Benchmarks Description  
• How does the proposal comply with the benchmarks? 

 
Relevant Standards:  

• Green Star, BREEAM and LEED provide benchmarks for relevant Issues  
• ISO14001 Environmental Management System (EMS) 

 
References and Useful Information:  
Better Practice Guide for Waste Management in Multi-Unit Dwellings (2002)  
Waste reduction in office buildings (2002) www.environment.nsw.gov.au 

2.8.8 Urban Ecology  

Objectives:  

www.greenfleet.com.au
http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/
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• To protect and enhance biodiversity.  
• To provide sustainable landscaping.  
• To protect and manage all remnant indigenous plant communities.  
• To encourage the planting of indigenous vegetation. 

 
Issues:  
Topics to be addressed include:  

• On site topsoil retention  
• Reuse of already developed land  
• Maintaining/Enhancing Ecological Value  
• Reclaiming contaminated land  
• Other 

 
Responses:  
The report is required to address the above topics and demonstrate how the design meets the 
objectives. The response should include the following:  

• Assessment Method Description  
• Benchmarks Description  
• How does the proposal comply with the benchmarks? 

 
Relevant Standards:  

• Green Star, BREEAM and LEED provide benchmarks for relevant Issues  
 
References and Useful Information:  
Australian Research Centre for Urban Ecology www.arcue.botany.unimelb.edu.au  
Greening Australia www.greeningaustralia.org.au 
Green Roof Technical Manual www.yourhome.gov.au  
Parks and Wildlife www.dpaw.wa.gov.au 

2.8.9 Innovation  

Objectives:  
To encourage innovative technology, design and processes in all development, which positively 
influence the sustainability of buildings. 
 
Issues:  
Topics to be addressed include:  

• Significant enhancements to the environmental performance  
• Defining synergies between building elements and building uses  
• Innovative social improvements  
• New technology  
• Good passive design approach  
• Responding to local climate conditions  
• New design approach  
• Other 

 
Responses:  
The report is required to address the above topics and demonstrate how the design meets the 
objectives. The response should include the following:  

• Assessment Method Description  

http://www.greeningaustralia.org.au/
http://www.dpaw.wa.gov.au/
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• Benchmarks Description  
• How does the proposal comply with the benchmarks? 

 
Relevant Standards:  

• Green Star, BREEAM and LEED provide benchmarks for relevant Issues  
• Exceeding typical performance benchmarks or enhancing typical building processes  
• Plain Street Design Guidelines and Design Excellence Strategy  
• Office of the Government Architect Better Places and Spaces  
• BCA provisions provide minimum standards; improvements on these minimum requirements 

are strongly encouraged 
 

References and Useful Information:  
Green Building Council Australia www.gbca.org.au  
The Innovation Gateway www.innovation.wa.gov.au  
Environment Design Guide www.environmentdesignguide.com.au 

2.8.10 Construction and Building Management 

Objectives:  
To encourage a holistic and integrated design and construction process and ongoing high performance. 
 
Issues:  
Topics to be addressed include:  

• Construction Environmental Management Plan  
• Contractor has valid ISO14001 accreditation  
• Operation Environmental Management Plan  
• Building Tuning  
• Building User’s Guide  
• Stormwater pollution reduction Strategy (construction and operation)  
• Other 

 
Responses:  
The report is required to address the above topics and demonstrate how the design meets the 
objectives. The response should include the following:  

• Assessment Method Description  
• Benchmarks Description  
• How does the proposal comply with the benchmarks? 

 
Relevant Standards:  

• Green Star, BREEAM and LEED provide benchmarks for relevant Issues  
 

References and Useful Information:  
International Organization for standardization – ISO14001 – Environmental Management Systems 
  

http://www.innovation.wa.gov.au/
http://www.environmentdesignguide.com.au/
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3.0 AFFORDABLE AND DIVERSE HOUSING   

3.1 Policy purpose  

This policy details the requirements for the delivery of affordable and diverse housing in residential 
and mixed-use developments and provides performance standards for assessment of development 
applications that include a residential component. 

3.2 Background  

A built environment offering a diversity of housing types, sizes and tenure options, over a range of 
prices, can help create robust and vital communities by:  

• ensuring that households and individuals in housing need or housing stress can access 
accommodation appropriate to their income levels and their short term and long term housing 
needs;  

• providing accommodation appropriate to the needs of key workers, in proximity to places of 
employment and public transport;  

• catering for people from a variety of demographic backgrounds and thereby enhancing socio-
economic diversity; and  

• catering for the evolving accommodation needs of residents. 
 
The urban renewal of Perth has resulted in median house prices generally above the metropolitan 
average, making it difficult for households on low to moderate incomes to live in the area. Specific 
attention is therefore required to ensure that diversity of housing type, tenure and affordability is 
incorporated into the built environment, providing accommodation options that are suitable to a 
broad range of residents, including families of different sizes and types, couples, single people, retirees, 
key workers, students, and those in need or temporary, transitional or crisis accommodation 

3.3 Objective 

• To support the growth of sustainable communities across the redevelopment area by 
facilitating housing affordability, diversity and choice. 

• To ensure development of a range of housing types offering variety in built form, size, 
typology, product and tenure.  

• To support people experiencing housing stress, including through facilitating a range of 
affordable housing options, such as social housing and affordable owner occupier housing. 

• To assist in achieving 10-15% affordable housing target by requiring residential and mixed-use 
developments to include a minimum of 12% as affordable housing. 

3.4 Development Approval Requirements 

Development applications must clearly demonstrate that the proposal meets the Performance 
Standards for Development Approval (section 3.6). All development applications must also 
demonstrate that the proposal is consistent with the principles and provisions of the Scheme and any 
other statutory provisions that may apply. 

3.5 Submission Requirements 

Development applications must include a schedule of dwellings, detailing dwelling numbers, types size 
and tenure. Applications must also identify those dwellings to be allocated as Affordable Dwellings. 
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3.6  Performance standards for development approval 

3.6.1 Diverse Housing Performance Standards 

1. A range of dwellings types are provided in all residential and mixed-use developments,
measured by the number of bedrooms in each dwelling as per the following:
Studio and one bedroom dwelling requirements

o At least 20% of dwellings to be studio or single bedroom dwellings with a maximum
provision of 40%.

o The average floor area of all studio and single bedroom dwellings is to be not more
than 45m2.

Three or more bedrooms dwelling requirements 
o At least 10% of dwellings are to be three or more bedroom dwellings and have a

maximum floor area of 110m2 each.
o Note: the above provisions apply to multiple dwelling and/or group dwelling

developments, with the percentage requirements to be rounded down to the nearest
whole unit. Variations to the above requirements may be considered for specific
purpose housing (such as student housing) or for other dwellings for a specific needs
group, such as key workers.

2. Dwellings with three or more bedrooms are designed to suit a range of households, such as
families with children, work at home occupiers, or shared ‘group’ accommodation households. 
For these dwellings each bedroom should be of an appropriately habitable size (minimum
12m2).

3.6.2 Affordable Housing Performance Standards 

3. Any multiple dwelling or group dwelling development shall provide a minimum of 12% of 

dwellings as affordable housing for either social housing or affordable owner occupier housing 

(refer to section 5. Glossary of Terms for definitions).

Note: the percentage requirements are to be rounded down to the nearest whole unit.

4. When more than one affordable dwelling is required to be provided within a development, a 

range of dwelling types and sizes shall be provided.

Note: A range of dwellings types is a mix of one, two and three bedroom units.

5. The affordable dwellings shall be integrated and dispersed throughout a development to 
achieve a mix of building orientation and to avoid all affordable dwellings being located in one 
part of a development.

6. The affordable dwellings shall be externally finished to the same standard, quality and level of 

detail as other housing within the development.

Note: the internal finishes may be of a lower specification than other dwellings within the 

development.

7. The affordable dwellings shall be sold by the developer to a housing provider approved by the 
City of Perth at construction cost, at the time of practical completion of the development.
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3.7 Glossary of terms  

Affordable Housing  Whilst the term “affordable housing” can 
generally encompass a range of housing options 
to meet the affordability of low and moderate 
income earners, in this policy affordable housing 
refers particularly to dwellings provided to 
eligible occupiers as either Affordable Owner 
Occupier Housing or Social Housing. 

Affordable Owner Occupier Housing  Affordable Owner Occupier Housing (AOO) is 
provided through the shared equity program. 
Under the program eligible owner occupiers can 
purchase a share of equity in an AOO dwelling in 
a co-ownership arrangement with the State 
Housing Authority or other housing provider 
nominated by the City of Perth. 

Construction Cost Chart  The Construction Cost Chart is a table of 
construction costs published by the City of Perth, 
and reviewed from time to time by the City of 
Perth’s nominated quantity surveyor, together 
with an allowance for inflation as published in 
the Consumer Price Index plus a percentage 
allowance for contingency purposes. 

Construction Cost  Construction Cost is the cost of building an 
affordable dwelling (excluding GST), determined 
in accordance with City of Perth’s Construction 
Cost Chart. Construction Cost does not include 
land value or any profit margin 

Dwelling  A building or a portion of a building being used, 
adapted, or designed or intended to be used for 
the purposes of human habitation on a 
permanent basis by a single person, a single 
family, or no more than six persons who do not 
comprise a single family. 

Eligible Occupiers  Eligible occupiers for AOO and social housing are 
required to meet specific sets of eligibility 
criteria, including a maximum individual or 
household income level. 

Housing Stress  Households are considered to be in housing 
stress where households that fall within the 
bottom 50% of income levels are paying in 
excess of 30% of their gross income on housing 
rent or mortgage payments. 

Key Workers  Key Workers are those people employed in 
occupations that provide essential services 
necessary for economic growth and the vitality 
of an area. Many key workers find it difficult to 
access appropriate accommodation in areas 
close to their workplaces, leading to potential 
labour shortages in areas with high property 
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prices. This can constrain the economic and 
social growth of central Perth. 

Permanent Residential  Includes single houses, group dwellings, multiple 
dwellings and housing for permanent, non-
transient accommodation. 

Social Housing Social Housing is housing rented to eligible 
people by the State Housing Authority or not for 
profit housing providers, with eligible tenants 
determined by the relevant housing provider 

Specific Purpose Housing  means a dwelling or collection of dwellings 
designed and/ or set aside for a specific or 
special accommodation need usually of a 
permanent nature, including but not limited to 
aged persons, students, care takers dwelling, 
communal living, disability living and designated 
affordable housing. 
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4.0 ADAPTABLE HOUSING   

4.1 Policy purpose  

This policy details the requirements for the delivery of adaptable housing in residential and mixed-use 
developments and provides performance standards for assessment of development applications that 
include a residential component.  

4.2 Background  

Universal design principles into residential developments supports the changing needs of home 
occupants across their lifetime and to ensure the supply of homes which are easier to enter, move 
around and live in.  
 
Approximately 20% of the Australian population is affected by a disability to some degree. The chance 
of having a disability increases with age, with 50% of people over the age of 60 being affected by a 
disability. As the Western Australian population ages, the incidence of disability will continue to grow. 
Supporting the supply of adaptable housing will cater for people who require a high level of 
accessibility, such as seniors, carers and people with small children, and will allow people who develop 
certain disabilities to remain comfortably living in their current dwelling as well as enabling current 
residents to age in place.  
 
It is more cost effective to include adaptable design features at building design stage. International 
research indicates that it is 20 times more efficient to design houses for change rather than retrofit 
them when unplanned necessity arises. 

4.3 Objective 

• To facilitate social diversity by providing adaptable housing that allows residents to age in 
place.  

• To provide residential development that accommodates the different needs and abilities of 
residents.  

• To promote high levels of housing accessibility for both residents and visitors. 

4.4 Development Approval Requirements 

Development applications must clearly demonstrate that the proposal meets the Performance 
Standards for Development Approval (section 4). All development applications must also demonstrate 
that the proposal is consistent with the principles and provisions of the Scheme and any other statutory 
provisions that may apply. 

4.5 Submission Requirements 

Accessibility Report  
Where required, an Accessibility Report is to be prepared by a suitably qualified person demonstrating 
how the Performance Standards of this policy will be achieved in the proposed development. 

4.6 Performance standards for development approval  

1. 20% of the total number of residential dwellings (to be rounded down to the nearest whole 
dwelling) should incorporate the following Core Livable Housing Design Elements advocated 
by Liveable Housing Australia:  
• A safe, continuous and step-free path of travel from the street entrance and/ or parking 

area to a dwelling entrance that is level;  
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• At least one, level (step-free) entrance into the dwelling;  
• Where the parking space is part of the dwelling access it should allow a person to open 

their car door fully and easily move about the vehicle;  
• Internal doors and corridors that facilitate comfortable and unimpeded movement 

between spaces;  
• A toilet on the ground (or entry) level that provides easy access;   
• A bathroom which contains a hobless (step-free) shower recess;  
• Reinforced walls around the toilet, shower and bath to support the safe installation of grab 

rails at a later date; and  
• A continuous handrail on one side of any stairway where there is a rise of more than 1 

meter.  
 
Note: further guidance on the core Livable Housing design elements can be found in the Livable 
Housing Design Guide. 

4.7 Glossary of terms  

Accessibility Report  A report prepared to demonstrate how the 
proposed development will meet the 
performance standards set out in this policy. 

Adaptable Housing  Adaptable housing, as defined in Australian 
Standard AS4299, is housing that can be adapted 
to provide access for the physically disabled. For 
example, grab rails can be fitted to internal walls 
and level flat entry ways with wide doorways are 
provided. 

Liveable Housing Australia  A not-for-profit partnership between 
community and consumer groups, government 
and the residential building industry to 
champion safer, more comfortable and easier to 
access homes for everybody, everyday, at all 
stages of life. 

Permanent Residential  Includes single houses, group dwellings, multiple 
dwellings and housing for permanent, non-
transient accommodation. 

Suitable Qualified Person  An accessibility consultant, planning consultant 
or architect with demonstrated knowledge of 
applicable Building Code of Australia 
requirements, or similar. 

Universal Design Principles  The design of products and environments to be 
usable by all people, to the greatest extent 
possible, without the need for adaptation or 
specialised design 
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5.0 PUBLIC ART   

5.1 Policy purpose  

This policy details the requirements for public art contributions as part of a development proposal and 
provides performance standards to guide the assessment of development applications that include 
public art. 

5.2 Background  

There are many benefits associated with including public art within the public realm of each of its 
project areas, on both public and private land. Public art contributes to the identity of a place in various 
ways: by interpreting and highlighting local culture and customs, contributing positively to the overall 
design and visual appearance of a place, and adding to the liveliness, familiarity, and legibility of a place 
through the creation of memorable experiences and landmarks. Public art also creates work 
opportunities for artists, businesses and manufacturers, and can play a major role in cultural tourism. 
 
Creating great places for people can be supported by considering the public realm as a living canvas to 
reflect and enrich the culture and creativity of areas through the integration of permanent, temporary 
and ephemeral art. 

5.3 Objective 

• To foster a sense of place and enhance public enjoyment, engagement and understanding of 
places through the integration of high quality public art that responds to the context of its 
location. 

• To enhance the appearance, character and value of places through the inclusion of high quality 
public art and to encourage animated and lively public spaces. 

• To establish best practice in the commissioning of public art in the development process. 

5.4 Development Approval Requirements 

Development applications must clearly demonstrate that the proposal meets the Performance 
Standards for Development Approval. All development applications must also demonstrate that the 
proposal is consistent with the principles and provisions of the Scheme and any other statutory 
provisions that may apply.  

5.5 Criteria for public art not requiring development approval  

Some temporary or ephemeral public art, such as performance art or temporary exhibitions, may not 
constitute development and therefore may not require development approval.  
 
Note: all other local, State and Commonwealth government legislation or requirements must be 
complied with. 

5.6 Submission Requirements 

Public Art Report  
A Public Art Report for all proposed artworks is to be prepared and submitted with the development 
application to ensure public art is integrated into public place and building designs. At the discretion 
of the City of Perth the report may be assessed as a condition of development approval, and submitted 
as part of the working drawings process (prior to the local government building permit). 
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For large scale development projects, such as those including a number of buildings and a public 
domain area, a public art strategy should also be prepared, outlining the themes, locations and 
installation staging of artwork across the development site/s. 
 
The use of an experienced public art consultant is encouraged, to assist in the commissioning and 
coordination of the public art project. Public art consultancy fees may be included in the artwork 
budget (contribution costs) for up to 15% of the total public art budget. 
 
The Public art report is to include:  

• A site plan of the development footprint, public spaces and the artwork location/s. 
• A written design concept for the artwork, including explanations about research, artwork 

themes and a statement detailing compliance with the applicable framework. 
• Artwork documentation – drawings, plans to scale with dimensions, materials, colours, 

installation details/sections, perspective views and lighting / night time views. 
• Artist’s qualifications, experience and suitability for the project. 
• Cost calculations showing: 

o total development construction cost 
o public art contribution cost 
o itemised costs for each artwork 
Public art contribution costs are limited to: artist’s fees and insurances, public art 
consultant’s fees, artwork labour and manufacturing costs, materials, transport and 
installation costs, cost of naming plaque and artwork specific lighting costs. 

• Proposals for artwork located on or over public land must include an engineer’s certification, 
a copy of relevant public liability insurance, and written consent of the land owner and/or the 
City of Perth with the management control of the land. 

• A maintenance report prepared by the artist, including consent from the artist for any ongoing 
care or maintenance of the artwork by the building owner or public authority. 

• A letter written by the commissioner of the artwork acknowledging the implications of the 
Copyright Amendment (Moral Rights) Act 2000 including how the artist will be acknowledged 
(naming plaque), accepting maintenance obligations, and consenting to the publication of 
images of the artwork. 

5.7 Performance standards for development approval  

1. The artwork has been specifically designed for the building or site on which it is to be located. 
2. The artwork can be clearly seen from, or is located in, the public realm. 
3. The artwork contributes to an attractive, stimulating environment and does not detract from 

the amenity, safety or function of the public realm. 
4. The artwork is of high aesthetic quality, and permanent artworks are durable and easy to 

maintain. 
5. The artwork is consistent with any applicable public art strategy for the precinct. 
6. The artwork is to be designed and created by a professional artist (as defined in the policy 

glossary). 
7. The public art contribution is to be provided in accordance with the public art contribution 

matrix below: 
 

Construction Cost Required Contribution  
Up to $2million  Contributions are optional and negotiable. 
$2million to $50million  Minimum 1% contribution provided as public art  
Over $50million  $500,000 plus 0.5% for every construction cost 

dollar over $50million, provided as public art  
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5.8 Glossary of terms  

Art Consultant  Public art professional who can assist in 
developing and co-ordinating public art projects, 
engaging artists or providing advice on public art 
proposals. 

Construction Cost  All costs associated with the preparation, 
construction and full completion of a 
development, including all materials, labour, 
servicing and ancillary costs. To ensure accurate 
calculation of public art contribution an 
applicant may be required to provide cost 
breakdowns and/or certification from a quantity 
surveyor to confirm construction cost. 

Ephemeral Art  Art that is transitory in nature, usually designed 
as an experience or event and lasting for only a 
short period, such as performance art, music, 
dance or exhibitions. 

Public Art   Artistic work that is created and located for 
public accessibility. Public art is either located in 
or clearly seen from the public realm, such as a 
street, park, urban plaza or public building. It 
includes all art forms and may be permanent, 
temporary or ephemeral art. Public art may be 
freestanding or integrated into buildings 
exteriors, 
it may take the form of unique functional objects 
(such as gates, balustrades or seats), but does 
not include architectural design, advertising 
signs or commercial branding. 

Public Art Report   Report prepared and submitted for approval to 
ensure public art is included in the development. 
(See Submission Requirements for further 
details). 

Professional Artist  For the purpose of this policy a professional 
artist can be defined as a person who meets a 
minimum of two or more of the following 
criteria:  

• A person who has a university 
qualification or high level technical 
college qualification in visual or fi ne art, 
or other art form where relevant. 

• A person who has a track record of 
exhibiting their own original artworks at 
reputable art galleries. 

• A person who has had their own original 
artwork purchased by major public 
collections including (but not limited to) 
the Art Gallery of Western Australia, any 
of the university collections or Artbank. 
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• A person who earns more than 50% of 
their income from arts related activities 
such as teaching, selling artwork or 
undertaken art commissions. 

 
Note: variations from these requirements may 
be considered where young, emerging and 
indigenous artists or students may be 
considered appropriate. 

Temporary Art  Artwork designed to be installed for a short 
timeframe (e.g. 1 week to 1 year), such as 
artwork in a seasonal program or art made with 
materials that are intended to only last for a 
limited time. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Application 

These guidelines apply to land bound by Newcastle Street to the north, Beaufort Street to the east, 
Aberdeen Street to the south and William Street to the west, as shown in Figure 1. This area is within 
Precinct 22: Museum Street as defined in the City of Perth Local Planning Scheme No. 26 (Normalised 
Redevelopment Areas)(herein called ‘the Scheme’). 

1.2 Relationship to Planning Scheme and Planning Policies 

These Design Guidelines are intended to supplement the provisions of the Scheme and should be read 
in conjunction with the Scheme, in particular those provisions relating to the New Northbridge Project 
Area, Precinct 22 Museum Street, and other Planning Policies.  

The Deemed Provisions set out in the Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 
2015 also form part of the Scheme Text.  

The Scheme identifies Preferred, Contemplated and Prohibited uses for Precinct 22 Museum Street 
and stipulates maximum plot ratio. In determining any application for development approval, the local 
government will have regard to these Design Guidelines, the Scheme and other Planning Policies. 

1.3  Desired Character 

The Museum Street Precinct is strategically located in close proximity to the Perth Cultural Centre 
Precinct. In keeping with the major institutional establishments located within its proximity, This 
Precinct is identified for institutional/educational purposes. In addition, the Precinct will provide the 
basis for a direct link between the Cultural Centre Precinct to the south and the Lindsay Street Precinct 
to the north. 

Currently located within the Precinct is the St. John's Lutheran Church and church hall, the North 
Metropolitan TAFE's Art School, and a number of heritage listed buildings on Beaufort and William 
Streets. The existing building stock is a unique blend of Federation, Gothic and late 20th Century 
Modern architecture. 

Land uses surrounding the Precinct include the North Metropolitan TAFE  and the Perth Cultural Centre 
Precinct to the south, commercial/residential uses to the north and commercial uses to the east and 
west. 

The Precinct has the potential to accommodate several significant educational buildings. Development 
on this Precinct should be of a high quality contemporary design that is compatible with the diverse 
nature of the existing building stock within the Precinct. It should also have a strong streetscape 
presence and encourage pedestrian movement through the Precinct. 

1.4 Objectives 

The objectives for the Precinct are to: 
• encourage high quality built form in keeping with the Precinct's profile as a significant

educational site;
• provide appropriate open space areas suited to the activities and users of the Precinct;
• impose specific land use controls to maximise the prominence of buildings but limit

overshadowing of heritage buildings and open space areas;
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• impose appropriate streetscape development controls to ensure that the internal and 
street interfaces of buildings are activated and promote a sense of vitality and interest; 
impose appropriate controls to ensure the development is in accordance with sustainability 
principles;

• increase the significance of existing heritage buildings by encouraging a contemporary design 
response from infill development;

• encourage built form to promote security and safety within the Precinct through the 
activation of streets, under-width roads and laneways; and

• foster connectivity within the Museum Street Precinct as well as between the Precinct, the 
Perth Cultural Centre Precinct and Northbridge by strengthening both visual and physical links. 
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Figure 1: Museum street precinct plan 
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Table 1: Summary Information* 

*Note: Numbers in table refer to DevelopmentWA design guidelines
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2.0 BUILDING DESIGN 

2.1  Building Appearance and Streetscape 

New development should employ contemporary design solutions and maximise opportunities to 
create ‘landmark’ buildings, such as on Lots 402-406.  New development is to draw reference from the 
existing streetscape elements and provide for the activation of all street frontages where possible.  

Elements such as awnings, balconies and windows are required to add interest and expression to 
buildings. The entrance to buildings should also be clearly defined and dwellings should be designed 
to encourage passive surveillance of the public realm from living areas and balconies. This enables 
‘eyes on the street’, helping reduce the occurrence of antisocial behaviour. 

Development on all the lots within the Precinct must incorporate elements such as windows to 
encourage passive surveillance of the internal streets and the centralised open space area. 

New development should maintain heights that are sympathetic with the heights of adjoining existing 
buildings. Developments should be innovative in design, incorporating modern construction 
techniques and a modern aesthetic. Architectural design that alludes to historical building typologies 
will not be accepted. Building elevations within the Museum Street Precinct should be articulated to 
provide visual interest and de tail to the development.  

The street or ‘public face’ of the building (including laneways) should be detailed to provide visual 
richness and variety, highlight rhythms, reduce apparent bulk and enhance its individual identity. This 
can be achieved through the use of colour, texture and materials, surface modelling and the 
integration of art. The height of proposed development in relation to existing buildings plays an 
integral role in the establishment of consistent rhythm of the streetscape. 

The built form of buildings is an important factor in determining how successfully the streetscapes can 
be activated, and must encourage the creation of a safe, pedestrian based, efficient and accessible 
Precinct. Development must also create an active and vibrant environment by reinforcing the interface 
between internal and external uses along the street front and providing passive surveillance.  

Building materials have the potential to significantly impact upon the overall character of an area. 
Materials that are encouraged within the Museum Street Precinct include corrugated iron, steel and 
timber features, recycled brick and limestone. 

2.2  Plot Ratio, Setbacks and Heights 

Building setbacks and heights must be within the parameters detailed in Table 1 – Summary 
Information and the Lot Specific Guidelines in Section 6. 

Side Setbacks 
Buildings within the Precinct can generally be developed to a nil side setback. However, consideration 
will be given to:  

• solar access requirements of the guidelines; and
• impacts on the privacy and access to light/ventilation of adjoining properties.
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Building Height Limits 
Building heights within the Precinct are generally limited to three storeys up to 12m. Additional 
development in the form of undercroft levels may be necessary to manage the existing level changes, 
however any underground development must be mindful of impacts on the tunnel. 

It should be noted that a minimum floor to floor height of 2.7m applies to all development within the 
Precinct, except for undercroft parking areas, where minimum height requirements under the BCA will 
apply. 

2.3  Sustainable Building Design 

Sustainable building design is an important objective for the Museum Street Precinct. All new buildings 
will be required to comply with Tier 3 Green Star requirements, with the achievement of Tier 2 or Tier 
1 strongly encouraged. Green Star tier requirements are as outlined in Planning Policy 1.3 – 
Development Policies for Normalised Redevelopment Areas.  

2.4  Student Housing 

An innovative trend in the design of contemporary student housing is to provide high quality living, 
social and recreation experiences in order to produce more successful students and reduce the 
incident of crime and antisocial behaviour. 

Whilst traditional models of student housing focused on the provision of basics such as minimal spaces 
to eat, sleep and study, contemporary models also encourage students to relax, meet people, study, 
play and entertain through the provision of well-equipped rooms that include kitchens, bathrooms and 
high-quality furnishings as well as sports and movie theatres, high quality computer suites, fully 
equipped common kitchens and dining rooms. 

Student housing is encouraged within the Museum Street Precinct. 

3.0 CAR PARKING AND ACCESS 

3.1 Vehicle Access Gates, Carport and Garages  

Generally vehicular access to lots will be via Hoy Poy Street, Lipfert Street and Leadlight Lane. Access 
gates, carports and garages are to be designed and detailed so as to add character to the streetscape. 
This can be achieved by: 

• considering the internal streets as activated small streets rather than traditional rear laneways, 
and therefore designing structures abutting these streets with due attention to built form
detail and streetscape activation; and

• designing parking areas as an integral component of the development and treating these areas 
with similar design intentions to the rest of the development.

The local government will not permit areas of open parking to be developed that are not appropriately 
softened or screened from adjacent streets or access ways. 

In addition, adequate vehicle manoeuvring/turning space must be provided off laneways. 
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3.2 Pedestrian Access  

The Precinct will attract a high volume of pedestrians per day. It must therefore be designed as a major 
pedestrian and cycle zone, with appropriate consideration of access issues and potential conflict with 
vehicles, both within and surrounding the Precinct. 

Whilst a high pedestrian volume is anticipated, the tendency to limit pedestrian movement to within 
the Precinct only must be avoided. Pedestrian movement must be encouraged along the peripheries 
of the Precinct, particularly along William and Aberdeen Streets, in order to activate and strengthen 
them economically. 

Through pedestrian movement from Aberdeen to Newcastle Streets via the open space and Lipfert 
Street is encouraged, hence connecting the Perth Cultural Centre Precinct and areas to the north. 
Through pedestrian movement from William Street through to Leadlight Lane, via Lipfert Street and 
the rear ends of Lots 409 and 410 is also encouraged. This will assist in directing pedestrian flow 
towards the wider Northbridge area. 

4.0 HERITAGE LISTED PROPERTIES 
Heritage listed properties within the Precinct include: 

State Register of Heritage Places: 
Lot 411, Lot 412, Lot 9510 (Church building only) 

The above properties are afforded protection under the Heritage Act 2018. This means that all 
development proposals for these properties must be referred to the Heritage Council of Western 
Australia for advice prior to being determined and that advice must be complied with. 

City of Perth Heritage List: 
Lots 1, 150, 64, 65, 301, 302, 404, 800, 802-808 and 9510 (Church building only) 

4.1  Setbacks and Heights  

Development on lots that either contain or adjoin buildings of heritage significance should generally 
respect the established streetscape in terms of building setbacks, existing building heights and 
presentation. 

Setbacks 
Lots containing buildings of heritage significance have established front and side setbacks that should 
be maintained. 

Building Height Limits 
The Precinct contains several large heritage buildings which dominate the streetscapes, including the 
substantial two storey Federation-styled buildings on Lots 412 and 411 Newcastle Street, as well as 
the St John's Lutheran Church.  

As such, building height and bulk on Lots 406 and 9510 should be lower adjacent to the heritage 
buildings in order to prevent overshadowing and to maintain the presence of these buildings. 

4.2  Vehicle Access, Gates, Carport and Garages  

Primary vehicle access for the heritage lots shall be as follows: 
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Lots 1, 150 and 404 Hoy Poy Street 
Lot 411 Leadlight Lane 
Lot 412 Lipfert Street 
Lots 64, 65, 301, 302, 800, 802-808 Leadlight Lane 
Lot 9510 Lipfert Street (via an undercroft parking area) 

5.0 OTHER CONSIDERATIONS 

5.1  Power Supply  

A standard allowance of power will be allocated to lots within the Precinct. In the event that future 
owners/occupiers have additional power requirements over and above the standard load allocation, 
it will be their responsibility to obtain the additional power directly from Western Power. This 
responsibility shall include the installation of any additional transformer sites that Western Power may 
require. 

5.2  Service Enclosures   

Servicing requirements must be carefully considered so as not to detract from the amenity of the 
Precinct. 

6.0 LOT SPECIFIC GUIDELINES 

6.1  Lot 402 – Design Guidelines and Performance Standards 

In addition to information contained in Section 1 – Core/Common Design Guidelines, the following 
specific information applies to development on Lot 402. 

Preferred Land Use 
The preferred land use for Lot 402 is educational establishment. Contemplated uses include 
commercial, retail, residential, community uses, recreation, entertainment, service and light industry. 

An active frontage to William Street is strongly encouraged. This may be achieved through active uses 
such as student galleries, cafes, alfresco areas, a canteen, common room or dining room. 

Setbacks 
Lot 402 must have nil setbacks to its boundaries with William and Aberdeen Streets, as well as the 
public open space to the east. 

Site Coverage 
Site coverage should be a minimum of 80% to ensure a scale of development in keeping with the 
Precinct's intent of creating landmark educational buildings. 

Building Height 
Development at Lot 402 must not exceed a maximum height limit of three storeys up to 12m as it 
presents to Aberdeen and William Streets. The natural slope of the land away from Aberdeen Street 
towards Lipfert Street can accommodate additional height in the form of an undercroft parking area 
at the rear of the site. 

Access 
All vehicular access must be obtained from Lipfert Street. 
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Pedestrian access must be obtained from both William and Aberdeen Streets. 

Appearance 
The development of Lot 402 should be of a high standard, befitting its status as a major institutional 
building within close proximity to the Perth Cultural Centre Precinct, as well as its landmark location 
at the corner of William and Aberdeen Streets. 

The building should draw reference from existing surrounding buildings, whilst being innovative in 
design and incorporating modern construction techniques and a modern aesthetic. 

Development on this lot should address all street frontages as well as the public open space, 
incorporating windows and other elements to encourage passive surveillance of surrounding areas. 
Exposed blank walls are not permitted. Elevations should be activated and vertically articulated. 
Recessed sections are also to be articulated to provide visual interest and activate the street frontage. 

The design of the building should facilitate the creation of continuous and contained streetscapes 
dominated by the built form. It should also encourage the physical interaction between buildings and 
pedestrians at street level, particularly along William Street.  

Generally, the buildings should incorporate: 
• full articulation of the ground level;
• highly legible primary entrances;
• vertical proportioning through the use of appropriate fenestration and facade detail;
• facades that vary in height to add a level of interest to the streetscape; and
• continuous pedestrian protection from sun and rain through the use of a suspended awning

between 2.1m-2.5m wide along William, Aberdeen and Lipfert Streets.

Entry Statement 
A prominent entry point to the building must be created at the corner of William and Aberdeen Streets. 
This entry statement must create a strong visual impact on the streetscape, and provide an inviting 
space for people to gather. If an outdoor element is proposed, appropriate climatic protection must 
be provided (given the southern facing aspect of this location), to ensure the space is comfortable in 
winter. 

A second entry point to the building should also be provided near the corner of Aberdeen Street and 
the public open space. 

William Street Activation 
The development on Lot 402 must ensure the activation of its William Street frontage. For information 
on the specific design requirements, refer to Section 1 – Core/Common Design Guidelines. 

Finished Floor Levels 
Given the undulating nature of the Precinct, the design of buildings must take into account site level 
changes whilst ensuring that resulting development maintains active frontages at street level, 
particularly along William and Aberdeen Streets. 

Corner Sites 
Corner sites tend to be the most prominent. Buildings situated at road intersections play a special role 
in defining the quality of adjoining public spaces and are often landmarks which assist people's 
understanding of the environment. 
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The elevations should reinforce the corner to which the development addresses. Special corner 
treatment is encouraged and may take the form of, but not be limited to: 

• parapet facade higher than flanking parapet (maximum 1.5m above permissible building
height); and

• cantilevered canopy higher at truncation of intersection than flanking canopies.

Northbridge Tunnel Development Standards 
Applicants should refer to Section 1.6.1 for performance standards relating to development over the 
Northbridge Tunnel to ensure that the integrity of the tunnel is maintained. A Tunnel Impact Statement 
is required to be submitted with any development application for Lot 402. 

6.2  Lot 403 – Design Guidelines and Performance Standards 

In addition to information contained in Section 1 – Core/Common Design Guidelines, the following 
specific information applies to development on Lot 403. 

Preferred Land Use 
The preferred land use for Lot 403 is mixed use, retail, commercial and educational facilities. 
Contemplated uses include residential, recreation, entertainment, community uses, service and light 
industry. 

Setbacks 
Lot 403 must have a nil setback to its boundary with William Street. 

Site Coverage 
Site coverage up to a maximum of 100% is permitted, in keeping with existing development on 
surrounding lots of a similar size. 

Building Height 
The maximum building height for Lot 403 is two storeys up to 9m. 

Access 
All vehicular access must be obtained from Hoy Poy Street. 

Appearance 
The development of Lot 403 should be of a high standard drawing reference from existing surrounding 
buildings, whilst being innovative in design and incorporating modern construction techniques and a 
modern aesthetic. 

Development shall address both William Street and the southern boundary, incorporating windows 
and other elements to encourage passive surveillance of the street and public areas, particularly the 
adjacent access way on Lot 1262. Exposed blank walls are not permitted. Elevations should be detailed 
with multiple openings and are to be vertically articulated. Recessed sections are also to be articulated 
to provide visual interest and activate the street frontage. 

The design of the building should facilitate the creation of continuous and contained streetscapes 
dominated by the built form. It should also encourage the physical interaction between buildings and 
pedestrians at street level. 

Generally, the building should incorporate: 
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• full articulation of the ground level;
• highly legible primary entrances;
• vertical proportioning through the use of appropriate fenestration and facade detail;
• facades that vary in height to add a level of interest to the streetscape;
• and
• continuous pedestrian protection from sun and rain through the use of a suspended awning

between 2.1m-2.5m wide along William Streets.

In the event that paving is proposed along the southern portion of the site, the material and colour of 
paving is to match that used on Lot 1262 to ensure a seamless integration of pedestrian areas. 

Finished Floor Levels 
Given the undulating nature of the Precinct, the design of buildings must take into account site level 
changes, whilst ensuring that resulting development maintains active frontages at street level, 
particularly along William Street. 

Northbridge Tunnel Development Standards 
Applicants should refer to Section 1.6.1 for performance standards relating to development over the 
Northbridge Tunnel to ensure that the integrity of the tunnel is maintained. A Tunnel Impact Statement 
is required to be submitted with any development application for Lot 403. 

6.3  Lots 406 and 407 – Design Guidelines and Performance Standards  

In addition to information contained in Section 1 – Core/Common Design Guidelines, the following 
specific information applies to development on Lots 406 and 407. 

Preferred Land Use 
The preferred land use for Lots 406 and 407 is educational establishment. Contemplated uses include 
commercial, retail, residential, community uses, recreation, entertainment, service and light industry. 

Setbacks 
Lots 406 and 407 must have nil setbacks to their northern boundary, except for a 5m front setback for 
Lot 406 for the first 10m from its boundary to Lot 412, in keeping with the established setback of the 
existing heritage building. 

Nil setbacks are preferred for all other boundaries. 

Site Coverage 
Site coverage should be a minimum of 80% to ensure a scale of development in keeping with the 
Precinct's intent of creating landmark educational buildings. 

Building Height 
The maximum building height for Lots 406 and 407 is three storeys up to 12m, except for within 10m 
of the boundary of Lot 406 with Lot 412, where the development must be stepped down to two storeys 
up to 9m. 

Access 
All vehicular access must be obtained from Lipfert Street. 
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Appearance 
The development of Lots 406 and 407 should be of a high standard, befitting their status as major 
institutional buildings within close proximity to the Perth Cultural Centre Precinct. The buildings should 
also draw reference from existing surrounding buildings, whilst being innovative in design and 
incorporating modern construction techniques and a modern aesthetic. 

Development on both lots should address all street frontages, incorporating windows and other 
elements to encourage passive surveillance of all surrounding streets. Exposed blank walls are not 
permitted. Elevations should be detailed with multiple openings and are to be vertically articulated. 
Recessed sections are also to be articulated to provide visual interest and activate the street frontage. 

The design of the buildings should facilitate the creation of continuous and contained streetscapes 
dominated by the built from. It should also encourage the physical interaction between buildings and 
pedestrians at street level. 

Generally, the buildings should incorporate: 
• full articulation of the ground level;
• highly legible primary entrances;
• vertical proportioning through the use of appropriate fenestration and facade detail;
• facades that vary in height to add a level of interest to the streetscape; and
• continuous pedestrian protection from sun and rain through the use of a suspended awning

between 2.1m-2.5m wide along Newcastle and Lipfert Streets.

Finished Floor Levels 
Given the undulating nature of the Precinct, the design of buildings must take into account site level 
changes, whilst ensure that resulting development maintains active frontages at street level, 
particularly along Newcastle and Lipfert Streets as far as possible. 

Corner Sites 
Corner sites tend to be the most prominent. Buildings situated at road intersections play a special role 
in defining the quality of adjoining public spaces and are often landmarks which assist people's 
understanding of the environment. 

The elevations should reinforce the corner to which the development addresses. Special corner 
treatment is encouraged and may take the form of, but not be limited to: 

• parapet facade higher than flanking parapet (maximum 1.5m above permissible building
height); and

• cantilevered canopy higher at truncation of intersection than flanking canopies.

Northbridge Tunnel Development Standards 
Applicants should refer to Section 1.6.1 for performance standards relating to development over the 
Northbridge Tunnel to ensure that the integrity of the tunnel is maintained. A Tunnel Impact Statement 
is required to be submitted with any development application for Lots 406 and 407. 

6.4  Lots 408, 409 and 410 – Design Guidelines and Performance Standards 

The preferred land use for Lots 408, 409 and 410 is educational establishment. 

Contemplated uses include commercial, retail, residential, community uses, recreation, 
entertainment, service and light industry. 
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Setbacks 
Lots 408, 409 and 410 must have nil setbacks to their northern boundary. 

Nil setbacks are preferred for all other boundaries, although this may vary depending on the specific 
design requirements of each building. 

Site Coverage 
Site coverage should be a minimum of 80% to ensure a scale of development in keeping with the 
Precinct's intent of creating landmark educational buildings. 

Building Height 
The maximum building height for Lots 408, 409 and 410 is three storeys up to 12m. 

Access 
All vehicular access must be obtained from Lipfert Street and Leadlight Lane. Through pedestrian 
movement between Aberdeen and Newcastle Streets via Lot 410 and the TAFE building should be 
encouraged. Pedestrian movement from Lipfert Street to Leadlight Lane via the rear end of Lots 408-
410 should also be encouraged. 

Appearance 
The development of Lots 408, 409 and 410 should be of a high standard, befitting their status as major 
institutional buildings within close proximity to the Perth Cultural Centre Precinct. The buildings should 
also draw reference from existing surrounding buildings, whilst being innovative in design and 
incorporating modern construction techniques and a modern aesthetic. 

Development on these lots should address all street frontages, incorporating windows and other 
elements to encourage passive surveillance of all surrounding streets. Exposed blank walls are not 
permitted. Elevations should be detailed with multiple openings and are to be vertically articulated. 
Recessed sections are also to be articulated to provide visual interest and activate the street frontage. 

The design of the buildings should facilitate the creation of continuous and contained streetscapes 
dominated by the built form. It should also encourage the physical interaction between buildings and 
pedestrians at street level. 

Generally, the buildings should incorporate: 
• full articulation of the ground level;
• highly legible primary entrances;
• vertical proportioning through the use of appropriate fenestration and facade detail;
• facades that vary in height to add a level of interest to the streetscape; and
• continuous pedestrian protection from sun and rain through the use of a suspended awning

between 2.1m-2.5m wide along Newcastle and Lipfert Streets.

Interface with Existing Surrounding Buildings 
Lot 410 must maintain an active interface to both the TAFE building to the south and Lot 411 to the 
east. This must be both in terms of both a visual and direct pedestrian link (as well as a vehicular link 
where appropriate). Any open space areas between these lots must be carefully designed to ensure 
appropriate public amenity and must be in keeping with the heritage requirements of Lot 411. 
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Finished Floor Levels 
Given the undulating nature of the Museum Street Precinct, the design of buildings must take into 
account site level changes, whilst ensuring that resulting development maintains active frontages at 
street level, particularly along Newcastle Street and to Leadlight Lane as far as possible. 

Corner Sites 
Corner sites tend to be the most prominent. Buildings situated at road intersections play a special role 
in defining the quality of adjoining public spaces and are often landmarks which assist people's 
understanding of the environment. 

The elevations should reinforce the corner to which the development addresses. Special corner 
treatment is encouraged and may take the form of, but not be limited to: 

• parapet facade higher than flanking parapet (maximum 1.5m above permissible building
height); and

• cantilevered canopy higher at truncation of intersection than flanking canopies.

Northbridge Tunnel Development Standards 
Applicants should refer to Section 1.6.1 for performance standards relating to development over the 
Northbridge Tunnel to ensure that the integrity of the tunnel is maintained. A Tunnel Impact Statement 
is required to be submitted with any development application for Lots 408, 409 and 410. 

6.5  Lots 9510 – Design Guidelines and Performance Standards 

In addition to information contained in Section 1 – Core/Common Design Guidelines, the following 
specific information applies to development on the northern portion of Lot 9510. 

A Heritage Impact Assessment is required for development on this lot given its proximity and 
relationship with the St John's Lutheran Church. 

Preferred Land Use 
Lot 9510 is intended for community use (public worship). 

Setbacks 
Development on the northern portion of Lot 9510 may have nil setbacks to its boundaries except for 
the boundary with the existing Church buildings (southern boundary) which must be set back 2m. 

Building Height 
The maximum building height for Lot 9510 is two storeys up to 9m, except for the eastern portion of 
the lot which steps down to one storey up to 4m, in line with the western wall of the Church building. 

Access 
All vehicular access must be obtained from Lipfert Street, via an undercroft parking area. 

Appearance 
The development on the northern portion of Lot 9510 should be of a high standard, befitting its 
location adjacent to the St. John's Lutheran Church. The buildings should also draw reference from 
existing surrounding buildings, whilst being innovative in design and incorporating modern 
construction techniques and a modern aesthetic. 

Development on this lot should provide visual interest and ensure an activated frontage to the open 
space by incorporating openings, windows, recessed sections and other elements. Exposed blank walls 
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are not permitted. Elevations should be vertically articulated and recessed sections are also to be 
articulated to provide visual interest and activate the street frontage. 

The forecourt area between the new building, the Church and the Church hall must be appropriately 
treated to strengthen the relationship between the Museum Street and the Perth Cultural Centre 
Precincts. 

Generally, the building should incorporate: 
• full articulation of the ground level;
• highly legible primary entrances;
• vertical proportioning through the use of appropriate fenestration and facade detail; and
• facades that vary in height to add a level of interest to the streetscape.

Finished Floor Levels 
Given the undulating nature of the Precinct, the design of buildings must take into account site level 
changes. 

6.6 Lots 1262 – Design Guidelines and Performance Standards 
In addition to information contained in Section 1 – Core/Common Design Guidelines, the following 
specific information applies to Lot 1262. 

Land Use 
The principal function of development situated on Lot 1262 is to provide for emergency access to and 
from the Northbridge Tunnel. For this reason, the areas surrounding the building shall be designed to 
ensure that access to and from the building is unrestricted. 

Landscaping 
The areas surrounding the tunnel escape building are to incorporate high quality hard and soft 
landscaping consistent with the urban setting and surrounding development. The northern portion of 
Lot 1262 is to be paved to facilitate access to the tunnel escape building, and to serve as a pedestrian 
link between William and Lipfert Streets. 

Safety 
The design of the surrounding open space shall ensure pedestrian safety and security via the provision 
of appropriate lighting and landscaping treatment. Landscaping shall not obscure pathways or create 
entrapment spots. 

Public Art Screening 
To enhance the environment and provide visual richness, public art screening shall be provided along 
the street front elevation of the tunnel escape building. 
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Figure 2: Urban Design Assessment – Newcastle Street 
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Figure 3: Urban Design Assessment – Aberdeen Street 
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Figure 4: Urban Design Assessment – Lots 402, 403 & 1262 
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Figure 5: Urban Design Assessment – Lots 406 & 407 
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Figure 6: Urban Design Assessment – Lots 408, 409 & 410 
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Figure 7: Urban Design Assessment – Lot 9510 
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7.0 PRECINCT CHARACTER IMAGERY 

7.1 Activity  

The Precinct will be characterised by landmark vocational, educational and training buildings. 

Compatible uses including commercial, retail, residential, community, recreation, entertainment, 
service and light industrial activities will be considered on their merits in the context of their proposed 
location. 

7.2 Movement 

Traffic movement through the Precinct is directed along internal access roads (Lipfert and Hoy Poy 
Streets). 

Pedestrian movement is encouraged along the external streets and through the Precinct via the open 
space, connecting the Perth Cultural Centre Precinct and the areas north of the Precinct. 

7.3 Landscaping 

The open space area will be landscaped with soft and hard elements and is intended to be an integral 
component of the Precinct's development. 

7.4 Building Design 

Development should employ contemporary design solutions and maximise opportunities to create 
'landmark' buildings. 

A mixture of building materials is encouraged that provide a contemporary interpretation of the 
original building fabric within the Precinct. 

Building elevations should be articulated to provide visual interest and detail to the development. 

Figure 8: Artist Impression of Museum Street Precinct  
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Figure 9: Tunnel Influence and Effect 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Application  

These guidelines apply to land by Aberdeen Street to the north, Beaufort Street to the east, Roe Street 
to the south and established development to the west, as shown in Figure 1. This area is within Precinct 
36: James Street as defined in the City of Perth Local Planning Scheme No. 26 (Normalised 
Redevelopment Areas) (herein called ‘the Scheme’). 
 
Figure 1: James Street Precinct   

 

1.2 Relationship to Planning Scheme and Planning Policies  

These Design Guidelines are intended to supplement the provisions of the Scheme and should be read 
in conjunction with the Scheme and other Planning Policies.  
 
The Deemed Provisions set out in the Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 
2015 also form part of the Scheme Text.  
 
The Scheme identifies Preferred, Contemplated and Prohibited uses for Precinct 36 James Street. In 
determining any application for development approval, the local government will have regard to these 
Design Guidelines, the Scheme and other Planning Policies. 

1.3  Objectives 

All development must contribute to achieving these overall objectives: 

James Street Precinct 
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• Maximisation of the potential social, environmental and economic benefits afforded to these 
transit-oriented development precincts by virtue of their location adjacent to a railway/bus 
station. 

• Respond to and integrate with the historic urban fabric of the adjacent City and Northbridge’s 
historical context. 

• Complement existing land uses through the introduction of appropriate new land uses and 
activities. 

• Achieve sound urban design outcomes and a high level of visual and environmental amenity. 
• Recognise/interpret/protect places and objects of recognised indigenous or cultural heritage 

significance. 
• Demonstrate best-practice ecologically sustainable development. 
• Contribute to the provision of a diversity of spatial and activity experiences for the community. 
• Maximise universal access to the place. 
• Protect the environment from damage caused by development activity. 
• Create safe places through application of Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design 

(CPTED) principles. 

2.0 LAND USE AND ACTIVITY  
• Incorporate a mixture of compatible and mutually beneficial land uses within mixed-use 

developments. 
• Where possible include land uses that will achieve a high level of activation at pedestrian 

interfaces, such as cafés and retail shops. 
• Active development frontages to strategic points along the exterior of buildings, including 

buildings such as the Performing Arts Centre in the Northbridge Creative Quarter and the 
Multi-purpose Indoor Entertainment and Sports Stadium in the Northbridge Link precinct. 

3.0 BUILT FORM 

3.1  Height 

• Building/podium heights along existing street frontages should generally reflect those of 
important structures on the other side of the perimeter roads.  

• New buildings within the Northbridge Creative Quarter precinct should generally not be lower 
than 2 storeys nor exceed the height of existing higher buildings in the precinct, principally the 
Art Gallery, Alexander Library Building and existing Museum building. 

• New buildings within the Northbridge Link precinct should not be lower than 3 storeys and 
may range up to 25 storeys provided that there is a podium structure of 3 to 5 levels addressing 
the street for any such development taller than 5 levels. However, it is acknowledged that the 
use of podiums is not always appropriate for all building types, such as stadia. Where the use 
of podiums in a development is deemed to be inappropriate, the developer will be required to 
address issues of scale and grain in more innovative ways. 

• Development on the northern side of proposed urban spaces and key pedestrian links should 
be limited to a height appropriate to ensure reasonable levels of winter solar access to those 
spaces.  

3.2  Setbacks  

• Reinforce the public realm through development built up to street frontages and the edge of 
public spaces. Exceptions may be considered where greater setbacks are appropriate to 
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provide sight lines, emphasise architectural features or building entrances, create desirable 
public spaces, or to frame important views or vistas. 

3.3  Building Design  

• New development should be of high-quality and demonstrate architectural and design 
excellence, as befits this high profile location. 

• Demonstrate respect for the vertical and horizontal scales, materials, form and setting of any 
adjacent heritage building/s without mimicking historical architectural style. 

• Retain heritage buildings where appropriate, and if adapting them to new uses, conserve the 
significant fabric of the buildings where feasible. 

• Respond to the qualities of the location and environment as well as reflecting the nature of 
the building’s use/s and internal processes, through contemporary architectural expression. 

• New development should respect the fine urban grain of established development, 
particularly along Wellington, William and James Streets. 

• Incorporate interesting elements into building façades that contribute to a lively, colourful and 
stimulating environment. 

• Provide continuous pedestrian shelter along key pedestrian routes in a manner consistent with 
any existing pattern of adjacent development. 

• Articulate all visible elevations through detailing, design and materials appropriate to the 
point/s of view from which they will be visible, particularly on large sites. Walls that are blank, 
unarticulated and lacking in visual interest will not be permitted in any visually prominent 
location. Adjacent to pedestrian routes and public spaces a high level of detailing is expected. 

• Include smaller tenancies at street level to provide opportunities to balance out larger scale 
development and enhance traditional finer grain forms of development. 

• On corner sites, address each public frontage and the corner through appropriate architectural 
treatment. 

• Consider design flexibility appropriate to accommodate changes in use over time, without the 
need for major structural alterations. 

• Activate building frontages with balconies and visually permeable openings, particularly at the 
pedestrian level to enable “eyes on the street” and interaction between private spaces and 
the public realm. 

• The principles of CPTED are to inform the design of any new development. 

3.4 Ecologically Sustainable Design   

• Demonstrate Australian best practice ecologically sustainable design (ESD), or better, in all 
new buildings. This implies equivalence with a minimum of a 4-star rating for the appropriate 
building type under the Green Building Council of Australia rating systems. Applications should 
demonstrate how the proposed development will achieve best practice in the following 
elements, as applicable: 

o Building management during construction, commissioning and handover to the 
building owner. 

o Indoor environmental quality for the health, amenity and safety of future occupants. 
o Operational energy efficiency. 
o Transportation – encouragement of alternative forms of transport through the 

provision of end-of-trip facilities including motorcycle and bicycle parking, showers, 
change-rooms and lockers. 

o Water-use minimisation and efficiency in appliances, systems and landscaping. 
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o Materials – recycling, minimal material wastage during construction and operation, 
and minimal use of environmentally harmful materials in construction, use of 
materials with low embodied energy. 

o Land use and ecology – site remediation and enhanced biodiversity. 
o Minimal release of harmful emissions into the atmosphere and waterways during 

construction and operation. 

3.5 Public Art   

• Developers will be required to provide integrated and meaningful (place-relevant) public 
artworks within developments equivalent in value to 1% of the estimated construction cost in 
accordance with Planning Policy 1.3 – Development Policies for Normalised Redevelopment 
Areas. 

4.0 CAR PARKING AND ACCESS  

3.1 Car Parking    

• Provide adequate (in the context that these are transit-oriented development precincts), safe 
and convenient parking for the tenants of property within the site, but limit provision to the 
demand constraint level provided in the Perth Parking Policy. 

3.2 Vehicle Access and Service Access    

• Provide safe and efficient service and tenant vehicular access via service areas connected to 
the vehicle movement network. 

• Screen vehicle parking and service areas from public view. In particular car parking areas 
should be concealed behind commercial, retail or residential units along all street frontages. 
In the event that this is not feasible then the building elevations of car parking areas will be 
required to be articulated to provide visual interest and variety. 

• Minimise the potential for conflict between vehicles and pedestrians. 

3.3 Pedestrian Access and Linkages    

• Clearly define building entry points (within a hierarchy of entrances where appropriate) from 
all perimeter streets, paths and lanes. 

• Contribute to the creation of safe, clearly identified and attractive pedestrian routes between 
the city and Northbridge and within the precinct. 

• Provide safe, clear and direct links to the public transport system. 
• Street level pedestrian crossing points are preferred over new grade-separated crossings. 
• Design new buildings to which the public has access, in accordance with the draft Disability 

Standards for Access to Premises (Premises Standard) to ensure compliance with the 
Commonwealth Disability Discrimination Act 1992. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Application  

These guidelines apply to land bound by Aberdeen Street to the north, Perth Cultural Centre to the 
east, Roe Street to the south and William Street to the west, as shown in Figure 1. This area is within 
Precinct 37: William Street as defined in the City of Perth Local Planning Scheme No. 26 (Normalised 
Redevelopment Areas)(herein called ‘the Scheme’). 
 
Figure 1: William Street Precinct   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The Design Guidelines are set out under a series of design related headings that include the following: 
 
Objectives:  
The objectives outline the intended outcome for each provision. It is mandatory to achieve the 
objectives. Due regard will be given to the achievement of the objectives in determining development 
applications or making any other discretionary decisions under the Design Guidelines and the Scheme. 
 
Acceptable Outcomes 
The Acceptable Outcomes establish specific measures and outcomes, which will assist with ensuring 
the specific objectives are met. However, there may be alternative solutions to demonstrate 
consistency with the objectives. These will be considered on a case-by-case basis. 

1.2 Relationship to Planning Scheme and Planning Policies  

These Design Guidelines are intended to supplement the provisions of the Scheme and should be read 
in conjunction with the Scheme and other Planning Policies.  
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The Deemed Provisions set out in the Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 
2015 also form part of the Scheme Text.  
 
The Scheme identifies Preferred, Contemplated and Prohibited uses for Precinct 37 William Street. In 
determining any application for development approval, the local government will have regard to these 
Design Guidelines, the Scheme and other Planning Policies. 

1.3  Vision and Objectives 

The William Street Precinct represents the fine grained, lower scale physical interface between 
Northbridge and the larger scaled, institutional developments to the east. Significantly, the Precinct 
already accommodates a number of activities desirable in a ‘creative industries hub’. Retaining these 
activities and complementing them with other appropriate land uses will help draw people into the 
area and the adjoining James Street Precinct of the Perth Cultural Centre Project Area. 
 
The overarching vision for the William Street precinct is to be revitalised through new development 
activity, better use of existing buildings and an improved streetscape. The Precinct will feature 
complementary heritage and contemporary architecture, including a State listed heritage precinct, a 
world class new performing arts venue, new and refurbished buildings and a stimulating public realm.  
 
A key focus of planning for the Precinct is on improving the appearance and use of degraded and 
underutilised sites, including adaptive reuse of heritage places and some urban infill where 
appropriate. This will provide new opportunities for creative industries to flourish and for new 
restaurants, cafés and shops. 
 
Revitalisation of William Street will reinforce its important role as a major pedestrian and traffic route, 
linking the Perth Cultural Centre and The Link project areas and connecting to the wider inner city area.  

1.4 Heritage Precinct  

All the properties within the William Street Precinct are listed collectively as a “Place of State 
Significance” on the Heritage Council of Western Australia’s State Register of Heritage Places. The 
listing recognises the collective heritage significance of the existing properties. 
 
The William Street Precinct is a unique precinct with a continuous collection of buildings along the 
eastern side of William Street that physically reflect the first development boom which occurred north 
of the Perth Railway Station. This area underwent rapid development during the late 19th Century and 
early 20th Century, largely due to the gold rush and associated influx of migrants. 
 
Lot 1296 of the Precinct, Rechabite Hall, is also listed individually on the State Register in its own right. 
Rechabite Hall was constructed in 1924 and until 1978 was the headquarters for the Rechabite Society 
in Perth, used as a meeting place and for social events. The long-term association with entertainment 
and cultural activities not only contributes to the streetscape and broader Perth Cultural Centre 
Precinct but also to the community’s sense of place. 
 
All applications for development approval within the William Street Precinct will be referred to the 
Heritage Council of WA for assessment and advice prior to the local government making a 
determination on the application. 
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2.0 GENERAL GUIDELINES  

2.1  Sustainability   

Design Intent: 
Development within the William Street Precinct is expected to contribute to a more sustainable future 
by incorporating elements that represent best sustainability practice, as a minimum. 
 
The best opportunity to incorporate environmentally and socially sustainable features is in new-build 
developments, however adaptation of existing development for new uses is also a sustainable practice, 
as it reuses existing building fabric and assists in social sustainability through the retention of familiar 
places that add to local identity and cultural continuity. 
 
Objective: 

• To ensure that new development contributes positively to a sustainable future through 
thoughtful design and management. 

• To ensure that refurbishment and adaptation of existing development maximises the 
application of sustainable design and management practice. 

 
Acceptable Development Criteria: 

• Development applications for refurbishments or additions to existing buildings are to be 
accompanied by a statement identifying the manner in which the proposal addresses the 
following with regard to their sustainability credentials: 

o Disposal of demolition material and construction waste; 
o New materials and fixtures selected; 
o The proposed use of the building and its contribution to social and economic benefits 

for the community. 

2.2  Heritage   

Design Intent: 
It is essential that the heritage significance of the precinct, individual buildings and fabric is not 
adversely affected by new development. 
 
Objective: 

• To conserve, reinstate or adapt as appropriate, existing building fabric that has heritage 
significance in its own right or contributes to the heritage significance of the precinct, and 
achieve a built form outcome that respects the grain, cadastre, height, massing and 
proportions of the established William Street streetscape. 

2.3  Public Realm   

The public realm is the streets, laneways and open spaces within which buildings are located and which 
are accessible to the public. Activation of the public realm is an essential component of the vision for 
the Perth Cultural Centre Project Area. There is opportunity in the William Street Precinct to engage 
with the existing rear laneways and create exceptional public spaces to complement the adjacent 
James Street Precinct and the Northbridge entertainment area. 
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2.3 1 Activation    

Design Intent: 
The William Street Precinct will be an active hub of retail, entertainment, creative and cultural 
industries. Ground floor activities contribute to a vibrant, diverse and interactive streetscape with 
upper level activities providing surveillance of the adjacent streets and promoting a safe urban 
environment. 
 
Objective: 

• To conserve, reinstate or adapt as appropriate, existing building fabric that has heritage 
significance in its own right or contributes to the heritage significance of the precinct, and 
achieve a built form outcome that respects the grain, cadastre, height, massing and 
proportions of the established William Street streetscape. 

 
Acceptable Development Criteria: 

• Building frontages to streets or laneways must avoid the use of blank walls and extensive 
service areas. 

• Inactive and residential uses at ground floor are to be avoided. 
• Pedestrian access through sites is encouraged, such as through the creation of arcades, 

thoroughfares and mid-block linkages. 
• Ground floor levels are to be active (in particular retail and dining and entertainment). 
• New development and land uses are to maximise visual and physical interaction with the street 

and laneway. 

2.3 2 Signage    

Design Intent: 
Signage in William Street should be integrated into the architecture of buildings and will need to 
respect the heritage context of the Precinct. 
 
Objective: 

• To ensure signage is integrated into building design and improves the overall appearance and 
legibility of the streetscape. 

2.3 3 Laneways    

Design Intent: 
Laneways represent a significant opportunity for activation and pedestrian access. Within the William 
Street Precinct, the rear laneways provide connectivity, add interest to the pedestrian experience and 
may allow small, niche businesses that contribute to the liveliness of the city to secure inner city space 
at a more affordable rate.  
 
Laneways are also the primary means of servicing buildings and are the only opportunity for vehicle 
access onto sites fronting William Street. 
 
Objective: 

• To enliven the existing laneways by providing for safe passage of pedestrians and vehicles, 
creating an active interface with buildings and providing opportunities for tree planting, 
lighting, and service vehicle access. 
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Acceptable Development Criteria: 
• The ground plane between buildings and laneways shall not be enclosed by fences or other 

physical barriers. 
• The building setback area adjacent to the laneway is to be developed with levels and finishes 

consistent with those in the laneway. 
• Ground floor lane frontages should facilitate interaction between the interior and the exterior. 
• Open style courtyards and alfresco spaces should be created where possible in building 

setback areas. 

2.3 4 Safety    

Design Intent: 
Both the perception and reality of safety and security are strongly influenced by the design of buildings 
and public spaces. A variety of techniques can be employed to reduce the incidence of crime and 
antisocial behaviour, in turn improving feelings of safety and ownership 
 
Objectives 

• To ensure development creates a safe environment both in day time and at night for building 
occupiers, residents, visitors and pedestrians. 

 
Acceptable Development Criteria: 

• Developments incorporate the principles of CPTED (Crime Prevention Through Environmental 
Design), such as those detailed in the WA Planning Commission’s publication ‘Designing Out 
Crime’. 

• Ground and upper levels should be designed to provide active or passive surveillance of 
William Street and the rear lanes. 

2.3 5 Public Art    

Design Intent: 
Public art helps to promote a sense of place and local identity and contributes to place making. Public 
art within the William Street Precinct should reflect the heritage context of the site and the broader 
cultural significance of the Perth Cultural Centre. 
 
Objectives 

• To create an interesting and creative environment through the use of public art that reflects 
the historic significance and cultural context of the precinct. 

3.0 BUILDING DESIGN 
Design Intent: 
Opportunities for new built form within the Precinct are nestled between the two contrasting 
environments of the pedestrian scaled context of William Street’s heritage buildings and streetscape, 
and the newer and larger scaled institutional buildings located in the Perth Cultural Centre. Well 
designed and executed new development will successfully transition between the scales of these two 
environments, while expressing a contemporary aesthetic response to the former. Buildings should be 
responsive to the established character of William Street and provide a high degree of amenity. 
 
Objective: 

• To encourage new development that is contemporary yet compatible with the established 
streetscape character in terms of scale, proportion and materials. 
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Acceptable Development Criteria: 
• Pedestrian entrances to ground floor use are to be at grade to the adjacent footpath. 
• The horizontal and vertical articulation and fenestration of the street facade/s of new 

development is to reflect the fine grain patterns and rhythms established by the early buildings 
in the Precinct, regardless of the dimensions of the development site. Shopfronts should 
generally be between 5m and 8m wide. 

• Horizontal alignment of architectural elements in new street facades, including windows and 
doors, canopies, verandahs, balconies, string lines and other horizontal articulation, should be 
consistent with that of adjacent existing buildings.  

• Entry/exits to upper floor tenancies are to be located directly off the street frontages. 
 
Objective: 

• To encourage buildings that are easily adapted to a variety of appropriate uses over time 
without major intervention or loss of architectural integrity. 

 
Acceptable Development Criteria: 

• The ground floor, floor-to-floor height is to be a minimum of 4m to reflect the string line of the 
heritage buildings in the Precinct. 

• New building construction materials and techniques should facilitate internal adaptation. 
 
Objective: 

• To encourage development that contributes to a legible and pedestrian friendly environment. 
 
Acceptable Development Criteria: 

• The articulation of the street facade is to inform the location of pedestrian access into 
buildings. 

• The ground floor street frontages should be visually transparent and facilitate interaction 
between the interior and exterior. 

3.1  Materials and Finishes  

Design Intent: 
Materials and finishes used in new buildings will influence the degree to which development fits into 
the established streetscape character. Quality materials and finishes that will stand the test of time 
should be used. 
 
Objective: 

• To ensure a variety of high quality, durable materials and finishes are used within the precinct 
that are reflective of traditional materials used within the heritage precinct. 

 
Acceptable Development Criteria: 

• Colours and materials for new development are to be compatible with the heritage finishes of 
the area. 

• A schedule of proposed colours and materials is to be provided as part of any application for 
development. 

• The use of face blockwork, reconstituted limestone blockwork or reflective glass is not 
permitted. 

• All external walls are to include articulation, visual detailing and quality finishes. 
• New development should incorporate a mix of materials. 
• Where a large area of single material is proposed, it is to be broken down into smaller 

elements. 
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3.2  Awnings  

Design Intent: 
Awnings are an important characteristic of the William Street pedestrian environment and provide 
pedestrian amenity. New development and refurbishment should therefore ensure that this 
characteristic is continued and reinforced. 
 
Objective: 

• To ensure continuity of the pedestrian scale experience and pedestrian shelter along the 
William Street footpath and all street frontages. 

 
Acceptable Development Criteria: 

• Existing awnings should be retained and restored where ever possible. Where no awning 
remains on an existing building, a simple awning should be reconstructed. For new buildings, 
an awning is to be provided along the entire length of its street facades, consistent with 
adjacent awnings. 

• The soffit of the awning is to be between 2.8m and 3.6m above ground level, having regard to 
footpath levels and adjacent development. Awnings are to be setback 600mm from the street 
kerbline. 

• The awning is to extend a minimum of 2.4m over the footpath unless to do so conflicts with 
required setbacks from the roadway by an applicable local law or other regulation, in which 
case it is to extend as far as possible. 

3.3  Roof Form  

Design Intent: 
Consideration must be given to the design of roof forms, particularly to respect the existing heritage 
character of the Precinct. 
 
Objective: 

• Building roof lines and silhouettes are to provide a positive contribution to the established 
heritage streetscape character of William Street. 

 
Acceptable Development Criteria: 

• No visible pitched roofs are permitted except to continue an existing pitched roof form on an 
existing building. The building facade may have a vertical parapet ‘lip’ up to 1m high to mask 
the roof from view of the street and provide a positive contribution to the roofscape. 

• Exposed gables are not an appropriate roof form in the William Street Precinct. 
• New development or additions may include contemporary roof forms and materials such that 

new development is clearly distinguishable from original buildings. However, new roof forms 
should be sympathetic to existing heritage roof forms. 

3.4  Private Open Space  

Design Intent: 
The provision of private open space within residential development contributes to health and quality 
of life. Private open space should complement buildings whilst being usable and allowing for a 
reasonable level of privacy for occupants. 
 
Objective: 

• To provide secure and functional private open space for residential development. 
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Acceptable Development Criteria: 
• Private open space is to be designed to prevent direct overlooking to or from neighbouring

apartments (apartments on the same site or an adjacent site).
• Private open space shall meet the following minimum criteria:

Dwelling Size Minimum Balcony/Terrace 
area 

Minimum Dimension 

Studio/1 bedroom 6sqm 2.5m 
2 or more bedrooms 10sqm 2.5m 

• No balcony may extend beyond a lot boundary.
• Balconies and terraces must be directly accessible from a habitable room (e.g. bedroom,

lounge room).

3.5  Roof Gardens and terraces 

Design Intent: 
There is potential within the William Street Precinct for roofs and setbacks behind building parapets 
to be developed as usable terraces for residential recreation or for commercial or cultural purposes. 
Roof terraces would enhance activation of William Street and add a further dimension to the type of 
space available. All or part of roofs and terraces may also possibly be developed as green (vegetated) 
roofs, which have environmental benefits. 

Objective: 
• To encourage the creation and use of roof terraces and green roofs in both residential and

non-residential buildings.

Acceptable Development Criteria: 
• Terraces may be developed on roofs and behind parapets for use in association with one or 

more activities accommodated in a building.
• Roof terraces may not themselves be roofed. Any proposed shelter (e.g.: shade structures, 

rain protection) must comply with setback and building envelope provisions and not be visible 
from any street.

• Residential roof terraces are not included in the calculation of net floor area for planning 
purposes however may be included by other legislation or regulations. Public/commercial uses 
such as roof top cinemas, bars and restaurants are included in net floor area.

• Roof tops and outdoor areas are governed by the Environmental Protection (Noise) 
Regulations. Uses such as bars and cinemas will need to demonstrate compliance with 
the Noise Regulations and/or locally applicable noise regulations.

3.6 Universal Access  

Design Intent: 
One of the means to achieving a sustainable community is to ensure that all buildings are universally 
accessible. Designing for universal access will particularly assist people with disabilities, carers, older 
people and people with small children. Design for access will need sensitive consideration in the 
heritage context of William Street. 

Objective: 
• To make the William Street Precinct an inclusive, accessible environment for all people.

Acceptable Development Criteria: 
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• A report prepared by an accredited access consultant shall be submitted to demonstrate that 
all development proposals involving new construction or a change of use comply with the 
access obligations of the Disability Discrimination Act and all applicable Australian Standards. 

3.7 Dwelling Diversity and Affordability   

Design Intent: 
Residential development within the precinct should capitalise on the opportunities and demand 
presented by the close proximity of a number of educational and cultural institutions, in particular the 
North Metropolitan TAFE college, and provide a diverse range of dwelling sizes and configurations to 
suit the potential market, particularly students, hospitality and creative industry workers. 
 
Objective: 

• To promote the establishment of a residential population within the William Street Precinct 
through the provision of affordable and diverse housing opportunities, particularly for 
students, creative industry workers and hospitality workers. 

3.8 Acoustics   

Design Intent: 
The proximity of the William Street Precinct to the heart of the Perth Cultural Centre, the State Theatre 
Centre and the Northbridge entertainment precinct means that development within the precinct is 
likely to be exposed to noise from external sources, particularly from nightlife, significant events 
(festivals, concerts) and traffic. The various entertainment and hospitality activities within the William 
Street Precinct will also be the source of potential noise. 
 
Development within the William Street Precinct is to accommodate a compatible mix of 
entertainment, lifestyle and residential land uses, through appropriate design and acoustic 
attenuation. 
 
Objective: 

• To ensure acoustic comfort in internal spaces and provide for minimal transfer of noise 
between uses within the precinct without the necessity to impose extraordinary restrictions 
on outdoor and entertainment activities. 

4.0 SERVICES AND ACCESS  

4.1 Parking   

Design Intent: 
The William Street Precinct is ideally situated to take advantage of transit-oriented development, with 
Perth Train Station, bus routes and several public car parks in close proximity. Individual sites within 
the precinct are physically constrained, making the provision of on-site car parking difficult. 
Development within the William Street Precinct is to accommodate a compatible mix of 
entertainment, lifestyle and residential land uses, through appropriate design and acoustic 
attenuation. 
 
Objective: 

• To limit the visual and other impacts of on-site car parking provision and encourage the use of 
alternative modes of transport. 
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Acceptable Development Criteria: 
• Any new car parking is to be located within a single basement level car park, or sleeved behind 

active street frontages. 
• A minimum of 20% of available bay space is to be dedicated for motorcycles and scooters. 
• Provide car parking in accordance with the following table: 

 
Use Type  Maximum Number of Parking Bays  
Commercial; retail; culture; and creative 
industry 

In accordance with Perth Parking Policy  

Permanent Residential  Maximum 1.0 bay/dwelling  
Resident Visitor  No car bays permitted  
Others  No car bays permitted  

 
Objective: 

• To provide safe and convenient bicycle storage and end of trip facilities to encourage the use 
of public transport, walking and cycling, in lieu of private vehicles. 

 
Acceptable Development Criteria: 

• For new buildings and development that increases net lettable area, bicycle parking and end-
of-trip facilities are to be provided at the following minimum rate: 

 
Use Type  Minimum Number of Bicycle Parking 

Facilities 
Non-residential - Tenant  1 secure bicycle parking space per 100sqm 

of new net lettable floor space. 
 
1 shower and locker (end of trip facilities) 
per 5 bicycle spaces. 

Non-residential – Visitor/Courier   1 bicycle parking space per building (rack, 
rail or similar).  

Residential – resident   1 secure bicycle parking space for each 
dwelling.   

Residential – Visitor  1 bicycle parking space (rack, rail or 
similar) provided in a publicly accessible 
location for every 5 dwellings. 

4.2 Vehicular Access   

Design Intent: 
The location of access points will be controlled so as to ensure public realm amenity and activation are 
achieved. 
 
Objective: 

• To ensure that access to car parking facilities does not dominate streetscapes or create conflict 
with pedestrians or other vehicle movement. 

 
Acceptable Development Criteria: 

• Any on-site parking is to be accessed only via one single width crossover and ramp from the 
laneway, per development site. 
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• No car parking is accessed directly from William Street, James Street, Francis Street or 
Aberdeen Street. 

• Parking areas to be screened and provide a quality finish where adjacent to the public realm. 

4.3 Building Services   

Design Intent: 
The location of building services has the potential to negatively impact on the visual quality and 
character of buildings and adjacent spaces if not carefully considered. 
 
Objective: 

• To ensure that services and related hardware required for the function of buildings do not 
have a negative impact on the character and amenity of the Precinct. 
 

Acceptable Development Criteria: 
• Air conditioning units must not be visible from the street and must not be located above the 

roof line of buildings. 
• Piped and wired services are to be screened from public view. 
• Fire booster cabinets, services boxes and other service infrastructure are to be designed to 

integrate into the building and minimise visual impact on the streetscape. 
• All meters are to be contained within development lots to the requirements of appropriate 

authorities, with screening to be integrated into the overall development. 
• Outdoor clothes drying areas, screened from view of public areas, are to be provided for 

residential developments to minimise the need for clothes dryers. 
• Commercial utility and waste storage areas must be screened from view of public areas and 

from sensitive uses such as residential development. 
• Building services and infrastructure should not be chased into any significant heritage fabric 

and should be surface mounted. 

4.4 Storage for Dwellings 

Design Intent: 
Storage is an essential component for residential dwellings. 
 
Objective: 

• To ensure that dwellings are provided with secure, functional and accessible storage areas in 
addition to bicycle parking facilities. 

 
Acceptable Development Criteria: 

• A minimum lockable storage area of 4m2 with a minimum internal dimension of 1.5m is 
required for each dwelling. This storage space is not to be provided as a substitute for bicycle 
parking, which is additional. 

5.0 SPECIFIC GUIDELINES 

5.1 Redevelopment  

Redevelopment within the William Street Precinct offers the opportunity for urban renewal and 
revitalisation of this important inner city precinct. However, redevelopment opportunities must be 
considered in the context of the State heritage listing of the Precinct, the individual listing of each 
building on the Heritage List and the scale and character of development within and around the Perth 
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Cultural Centre Project Area. The redevelopment potential of each development site is limited by these 
factors. 
 
Generic developable areas or building envelopes have not been prescribed by these Design Guidelines 
as development potential is to be established through detailed heritage impact assessment of each 
site, which will inform the appropriate design response. 
 
Any proposal for additional development or redevelopment of a site will be assessed on its individual 
merits against the principles and provisions of these Design Guidelines and other relevant plans or 
advice of the Heritage Council of Western Australia. Development proposals will require detailed 
written justification and a heritage impact statement.   

5.2 Extensions and Additions   

Many of the development sites have the potential to accommodate extensions or new additions, 
particularly to the rear of existing buildings, where appropriately designed. This requires careful 
consideration of the bulk, scale and setback of the built form together with quality of design and 
materials. 
 
Proposals for extensions and any other substantial additions to a site will need to demonstrate an 
appropriate design response to the existing heritage building and the Precinct as a whole. Proposals 
will require submission of a detailed written justification and a heritage impact statement. 

5.3 Building Height   

The height and visual impact of new built form will influence the character and experience of William 
Street and surrounding streets and lanes, and will have an impact on the significance of the existing 
heritage buildings. The scale of new development should contribute positively to the Precinct and the 
streetscape as a whole, including both sides of William Street, the laneways, side streets and street 
corners, as well as the core of the Perth Cultural Centre to the east. 
 
The maximum building height for each development site is set out in Section 4.3 Site Specific 
Guidelines. Building height is controlled by two measures, the maximum height is given in metres (e.g. 
12m) and the maximum scale is given in storeys (e.g. 3 storeys).  
 
It is important to note that these are maximum potential heights only and cannot be applied “as of 
right” across the whole of each site. The height and location of any new building elements must be 
assessed against a detailed heritage impact statement and an appropriate design response for the site. 

5.4 Setbacks   

The building setbacks for extensions, additions or new development have not been prescribed in 
Section 4.3 Site Specific Guidelines. Appropriate setbacks should be determined on a site specific basis 
with due regard to the height and scale of the development being proposed and the established 
setback pattern. 
 
The setbacks of new development should be informed by the significant heritage buildings and should 
not impact or influence their interpretation in a negative manner. Setbacks of built form should also 
be designed to maintain the pedestrian scale of William Street and side streets and be respectful of 
the narrow width of the rear lanes. 
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Generally development at ground floor level should be built up to the street and laneway boundaries, 
to provide an activated and interesting streetscape at the pedestrian level. 
 
Extensions and new development at upper floor levels, particularly on sites where part or all of a 
heritage building is being retained, should generally be setback behind the building line of the existing 
building and not overwhelm the heritage significance of the original building. 
 
Figure 2: Line of Site diagram  

 
 
Figure 3: William Street Precinct comprises 15 development sites   
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6.0 SITE SPECIFIC GUIDELINES* 
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*Note: Numbers in tables refer to DevelopmentWA design guidelines 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Application 

These guidelines apply to land bound by Wickham Street to the north, Plain Street to the east, 
Wellington Street to the south and established development to the west, as identified in Figure 1. This 
area is within Precinct EP13: Plain Street as defined in the City of Perth Local Planning Scheme No. 26 
(Normalised Redevelopment Areas)(herein called ‘the Scheme’). 

Figure 1: Plain Street Precinct 

The Perth Girls School Design Guidelines (the Design Guidelines) are intended to guide conservation 
and redevelopment of the lots that make up the subject site and ensure delivery of the vision and 
objectives of the Scheme.  

The Design Guidelines require development proposals within the subject site to deliver high-quality 
design outcomes while respecting and celebrating the heritage significance of the Perth Girls School 
building. The Design Guidelines establish design objectives and acceptable outcomes for all 
development within the site. 

The Design Guidelines have been prepared and adopted in accordance with the requirements of the 
Scheme. The Design Guidelines provide a flexible approach to deliver high-quality developments 
that meet the objectives and requirements for development applications.  

The Design Guidelines are set out under a series of design related headings that include the following: 
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Objectives 
The objectives outline the intended outcome for each provision. It is mandatory to achieve the 
objectives. Due regard will be given to the achievement of the objectives in determining development 
applications or making any other discretionary decisions under the Design Guidelines and the Scheme. 

Acceptable Outcomes 
The Acceptable Outcomes establish specific measures and outcomes, which will assist with ensuring 
the specific objectives are met. However, there may be alternative solutions to demonstrate 
consistency with the objectives. These will be considered on a case-by-case basis. 

Figures, Tables and Images 
Figures, tables and diagrams – provide specific criteria that visually represents development standards. 
Photographs and illustrations – these are for illustrative purposes only and does not imply acceptance 
that the same outcome in all cases, as context may vary. 

1.2 Relationship to Planning Scheme and Planning Policies 

These Design Guidelines are intended to supplement the provisions of the Scheme and should be read 
in conjunction with the Scheme, in particular those provisions relating to the Claisebrook Project Area, 
Precinct EP13: Plain Street, and other Planning Policies.  

The Deemed Provisions set out in the Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 
2015 also form part of the Scheme Text.  

The Scheme identifies Preferred, Contemplated and Prohibited uses for Precinct EP13: Plain Street and 
stipulates maximum plot ratio. In determining any application for development approval, the local 
government will have regard to these Design Guidelines, the Scheme and other Planning Policies. 

1.3 Discretionary Clause 

The Design Guidelines provide the opportunity for a development application to meet the Objectives 
through a range of design solutions. A development application may be approved where the applicant 
has departed from the Acceptable Outcomes where, it is demonstrated that the alternative solution(s): 

a) is considered to clearly meet the relevant Objective(s) of the Design Guidelines; and
b) where a significant variation from a Primary Control is proposed, the application achieves

Design Excellence and delivers additional community and environmental benefits, beyond that 
required by the requirements of the Design Guidelines.

Each application will be assessed on its own merits having regard to the matters above and the 
requirements of the Scheme 

1.4 Site Context 

The site is comprised of seven lots, as identified in Figure 1. Lots 774 and 775 form the Perth Girls 
School site which is a State listed heritage place. Lot 774 Wellington Street includes the heritage listed 
Perth Girls School (fmr) buildings.  

East Perth Cemeteries, Pioneer Gardens and the Main Roads Western Australia headquarters are 
located opposite the site on the eastern side of Plain Street.  
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Development immediately surrounding the site, to the north, south and west, predominantly 
comprises of a mix of townhouses and mid-rise apartment buildings ranging from two to 12 storeys. A 
cluster of small-scale commercial uses is also established along the northern side of Wickham Street; 
whilst a large public car park identified for future high density development, sits to the south-east.  

The site is located atop the second most elevated point in the city, with sweeping views possible from 
future development across the East Perth landscape and the Swan River. East facing development on 
Lot 775 will have access to views across the Cemetery, towards Matagarup Bridge and Optus Stadium. 
It is also surrounded by recreation spaces, with Wellington Square, Pioneer Gardens, Queens Gardens 
and the river foreshore within walking distance.  

The site is within the Transperth Free Transit Zone, and is well serviced by the existing high frequency 
bus routes and Yellow CAT that operate along Wellington Street. 

Figure 2: Site Context 

1.5 History 

Prior to European settlement the subject site and surrounds were occupied by the Whadjuk 
Nyoongar people. The hill top on which the Perth Girls School precinct is located is of particular 
historic cultural significance to the Whadjuk Nyoongar people, as a high point where ceremonies 
marking the transition from boy to manhood were held.  

During the early years of European settlement, the site formed part of the East Perth Cemeteries, with 
Presbyterian and Chinese burial grounds historically located on Lot 775. When the cemetery was 
closed in 1899, families of the deceased were given the option to transfer remains to Karrakatta 
Cemetery. Some remains were left and the playing fields and some outbuildings were subsequently 
constructed on the land. A separate exhumation project is underway prior to redevelopment of the 
site.  
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The site is now named in reference to the former Perth Girls School, and its associated playing fields, 
which were constructed over Lots 774 and 775 in 1936. The Perth Girls School operated at the site 
until 1962.  
 
From 1963 onwards the subject site was used as an office and vehicle licensing inspection centre by 
the Western Australian Police. Despite the change in land use, the school building and grounds have 
undergone little change since completion of their original construction, with the exception of 
superficial modifications to meet the modern requirements of a state government department. 

1.6 Heritage Listing  

The Perth Girls School site is listed on the State Register of Heritage Places in accordance with the 
provisions of the Heritage Act 2018 (the Heritage Act). The adjacent East Perth Cemeteries is also listed 
on the State Register of Heritage Places and is classified by the National Trust of Australia (WA).  
 
The Perth Girls School building is recognised for its aesthetic significance as a particularly fine example 
of the use of the inter-war stripped classical style. The design excellence and architectural merit of the 
building was recognised by a Royal Institute of British Architects award in 1939.  
 
The building remains a prominent landmark in the area. It is of particular note as it is of a scale and 
prominence more often associated with large government departments than with an educational 
building. The building also demonstrates a particular phase in the philosophy of female education, and 
represented the cutting edge of education practice in the 1930s.  
 
In accordance with the Heritage Act, all development applications for the site are required to be 
referred to the Heritage Council of Western Australia (HCWA) for consideration, with development 
approval that is inconsistent with HCWA advice unable to be granted. 

1.7 Vision  

The subject site presents a large scale revitalisation opportunity at the centre of East Perth, with an 
iconic hill-top presence and distinctive heritage character. It is envisaged that new development will:  

• Recognise, celebrate and build upon the site's Aboriginal and European cultural heritage 
significance and the area’s history to facilitate authentic redevelopment which amplifies the 
local sense of place.  

• Capitalise upon the hill-top position and respond to the natural topography of the site by 
stepping development to follow the terrain and capture views across the city and Swan River. 

• Showcase best practice urban design, adaptive heritage re-use and sustainability initiatives, to 
develop a distinctive and vibrant local hub.  

• Support sustainable development, by providing the opportunity for people to live close to 
employment, their daily needs, social facilities and leisure activities, reducing private car use 
and travel time and promoting alternative modes of transportation to and from the site, whilst 
supporting local business and community development.  

• Leverage the site’s unique attributes to attract a mix of land uses to enhance the offerings in 
the local area, bringing more people, activity and diversity to the neighbourhood of East Perth.  

• Increase the East Perth population through attractive, quality design and amenities, as well as 
through a diverse range of affordable permanent housing options to encourage a 
multigenerational local community.  

 
Key elements of the vision include:  
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• The Perth Girls School building is retained and celebrated at the heart of the precinct, through 
adaptive reuse and activation, with a culture and creative industry focus and the lower levels 
of the buildings open to the public.  

• New additions are positioned and scaled to respect the significance of the Perth Girls School 
building and maintain views to the heritage facade from the street edges.  

• Tallest building forms are located at the high point of the hill and away from lower residential 
buildings on surrounding sites.  

• The landmark status of the site is acknowledged through innovative and iconic building design 
that responds to the existing heritage character and context.  

• Human scale modulation of built form is achieved along the street edges, responding to the 
proportions of the heritage building modules as well as the local urban grain.  

• Activation is focused within and around the Perth Girls School building, as well as the street 
edges of Wellington and Bronte Streets.  

• Opportunity for a single level retail and dining offering on Wellington Street, cut into existing 
ground levels to minimise visual interruption to the heritage facade.  

• High-quality, landscaped public spaces are provided that align with pedestrian desire lines and 
respond to micro-climate conditions.  

• Mature trees are retained / incorporated into the landscape design to add amenity, reduce 
the urban heat island effect and maintain established tree corridors. 

• Plain Street is developed as a tree lined boulevard with a green edge that visually links to the 
East Perth Cemeteries green space.  

• Parking is concealed from view in underground basements, with vehicle access points 
consolidated on Wellington Street, Bronte Street and Wickham Street.  

• The development interface along both sides of Bronte Street is designed to prioritise safe 
pedestrian movement and encourage traffic calming.  

• Development is designed and configured to encourage and support the use of active travel 
modes, including cycling. 

 
Figure 3: Vision Elements 
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Figure 4: Indicative section of vision through the Southern Perth Girls School Site   

 

2.0 DESIGN QUALITY, CHARACTER AND HERITAGE  

2.1  Design Quality 

Design excellence means achieving an exceptional outcome by addressing all principles of good design 
and going above and beyond these. Recognition of design excellence is not done by checklist but 
through a process of evaluation and an advisory design review process with input from experienced 
independent professionals.  
 
State Planning Policy 7.0: Design of the Built Environment sets out the following Design Principles to 
guide design, review and decision making to deliver good design outcomes: 

• Context and character - good design responds to and enhances the distinctive characteristics 
of a local area, contributing to a sense of place. 

• Landscape quality - good design recognises that together landscape and buildings operate as 
an integrated and sustainable system, within a broader ecological context. 

• Built form and scale - good design ensures that the massing and height of development is 
appropriate to its setting and successfully negotiates between existing built form and the 
intended future character of the local area. 

• Functionality and build quality - good design meets the needs of users efficiently and 
effectively, balancing functional requirements to perform well and deliver optimum benefit 
over the full life-cycle. 

• Sustainability - good design optimises the sustainability of the built environment, delivering 
positive environmental, social and economic outcomes. 

• Amenity - good design provides successful places that offer a variety of uses and activities 
while optimising internal and external amenity for occupants, visitors and neighbours, 
providing environments that are comfortable, productive and healthy. 

• Legibility - good design results in buildings and places that are legible, with clear connections 
and easily identifiable elements to help people find their way around. 
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• Safety - good design optimises safety and security, minimising the risk of personal harm and 
supporting safe behaviour and use. 

• Community - good design responds to local community needs as well as the wider social 
context, providing buildings and spaces that support a diverse range of people and facilitate 
social interaction.  

• Aesthetics - good design is the product of a skilled, judicious design process that results in 
attractive and inviting buildings and places that engage the senses.  

 
Objectives  

• New developments will actively pursue achievement of Design Excellence to create highly 
valued and responsive environments that meet the needs of users, support the community 
and strengthen sense of place.  

 
Acceptable Outcomes  

• Built form, open space and public realm designs satisfy the above principles of good design 
and meet all objectives of the Design Guidelines relevant to design quality and amenity.  

• High-quality and cohesive palettes of materials and finishes are incorporated into the built 
form and landscape design.  

• All buildings are designed by Registered Architects, with ongoing involvement of the architect, 
from design to completion of construction, to ensure design quality is maintained from 
development application stage to construction stage.  

• Design Excellence is demonstrated for proposals that exceed the Primary Controls. 

2.2  Character and Heritage   

The Aboriginal and European historical cultural significance of the site and setting should be recognised 
and celebrated to facilitate authentic redevelopment which amplifies the local sense of place (refer 
sections 1.8 History and 1.9 Heritage Listing). 
 
Built Form Heritage  
The Perth Girls School is a landmark building, located in a culturally significant setting next to East Perth 
Cemeteries. It is recognised historically for its architectural merit and contribution to the education of 
young women in Western Australia.  
 
The building retains a high level of authenticity. The building was recognised for its creative design and 
innovative excellence for the "E" shaped plan, the special provision of science and domestic wings, the 
Model Cottage, assembly hall, and new radio, clock, and mechanical ventilation systems, high natural 
light levels, and built in equipment.  
 
The Model Cottage is a small cottage attached to the school building, located within the eastern 
courtyard. It is the only known surviving example of a purpose-built domestic education cottage in the 
State. 
 
Objectives  

• The Perth Girls School building, including the Model Cottage, will be retained and adaptively 
reused with minimal external and internal alterations. 

• New development will be designed and located to demonstrate a respectful response to the 
architectural language and symmetry of the existing Perth Girls School building, maintain views 
to the heritage facade from the street edges, and achieve best practice heritage conservation 
and adaptive reuse, consistent with the requirements of the Heritage Council of Western 
Australia.  
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• The broader history of the site, including Noongar history, East Perth Cemeteries and historic 
landscape and native vegetation and School and Police history will be integrated within new 
development through meaningful and well-designed integrated interpretation.  

 
Acceptable Outcomes  

• Development showcases the heritage significance of the Perth Girls School building, 
including important aspects of its curtilage, through activation and public access, with 
minimal intervention. 

• New development and landscape designs respect and complement the historic Perth Girls 
School building by referencing and interpreting the symmetry, scale, rhythm and 
materiality of the building.  

• The existing ground levels around the heritage buildings, other than to the south west 
frontage, are preserved to avoid damp and structural issues.  

• The scale, positioning and layout of new development addresses issues of interface and 
impact with the heritage building, including, but not limited to structural and aesthetic 
integrity, access for maintenance and cleaning of the heritage facade, and the physical 
interventions required for accessibility.  

• A two metre separation is provided between the proposed northern towers and the 
heritage building, with the exception of a lightweight structure linking the tower and the 
heritage building and a small amount of cantilevering at a high level.  

• New development at the south west corner of the southern site is cut into existing ground 
levels, with a maximum overall height below the existing Finished Floor Level (FFL) of the 
main entry to the heritage building (Approx. 24m AHD), and configured to minimise any 
visual interruption to the heritage facade.  

• The lower levels (first 14m) of any new development to the north of the Perth Girls School 
building are to be designed to maximise visual permeability through to the heritage 
facade, with walls and other obstructions minimised.  

• New development is setback from Plain Street to maintain view lines to the Perth Girls 
School building, as well as to create an enhanced pedestrian environment along Plain 
Street opposite East Perth Cemeteries.  

• The design of new development considers the micro-climate of the heritage courtyards, 
so that they are attractive and comfortable to ensure design appeal and success. 

• The Model Cottage is meaningfully integrated into any proposed development of the site.  
• New services and service areas are located where they do not impact on significant spaces 

or original heritage fabric.  
• The original plan and spatial structure (i.e. circulation, relationship between spaces and 

volume) can be read within the adapted building. 
• All works to the Perth Girls School sites are undertaken in accordance with the Perth Girls 

School Conservation Plan prepared by Palassis Architects in May 1997 and the Update to 
The Conservation Plan prepared by Palassis Architects in June 2015 (the Conservation Plan 
documents), or as otherwise amended. 

• Heritage interpretation elements are incorporated into the design of new development, 
recognising the historic themes and aspects of aesthetic, historic, scientific and social 
significance identified in the Register of Heritage Places Assessment documentation and 
Conservation Plan documents. 

• New development, particularly on the northern site, is designed to respect and respond 
to the cultural significance of the adjacent East Perth Cemetery and the site's history as a 
former part of this cemetery is acknowledged through heritage interpretation.  

• A Heritage Impact Statement is required to be submitted as part of any development 
application for the Perth Girls School sites.  
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3.0 BUILDING DESIGN 

3.1  Primary Controls – Perth Girls School Site (Lots 112, 774 and 775)    

The below Primary Controls Table, Table 1, provides the primary development standards for 
development on the northern and southern Perth Girls School sites, which comprise of Lots 775 and 
112 Bronte Street and Lot 774 Wellington Street. 
 
Table 1: Primary Controls Table 

 
Figure 5: Primary Controls for Perth Girls School Sites 
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3.2 Primary Controls – Single Lots (Lots 67, 68, 110 and 111)     

The below Primary Controls Table, Table 2, provides the primary development standards for all 
development on Lots 67, 68, 110 and 111. Should the lots be amalgamated, the 'Amalgamated' 
controls will apply.  
 
Table 2: Primary Controls Table – Single Lots 

 
Figure 6: Primary Controls for Single Lots 
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Figure 7: Maximum Height Distribution Diagram 

 

3.3  Plot Ratio    

Objective 
• Plot ratio floor space will be distributed on the site in the form of well-considered design 

outcomes that appropriately respond to the built form context of the locality, streetscape 
character and the heritage significance of the Perth Girls School building.  

• Plot ratio floor space will be proportionate to community benefits delivered at the site, 
including heritage conservation and adaptation for public access, sustainability, public art, 
housing affordability and dwelling diversity outcomes.  

 
Acceptable Outcomes  

• In accordance with Table 1, a maximum plot ratio of 7:1 on the northern Perth Girls School site 
and a maximum plot ratio of 2.5:1 to the southern Perth Girls School site, subject to satisfying 
all Objectives of the Design Guidelines, the Scheme and other statutory requirements, 
including the achievement of:  

o a minimum 5 Star Green Star rating (as built certification) for new buildings;  
o a minimum 12% or more dwellings within the development provided as Affordable 

Housing; 
o a minimum 20% or more dwellings within the development provided as Adaptable 

Housing based on the Core Liveable Housing Design Elements advocated by Liveable 
Housing Australia; and  

o Integration of public art into the development.  
• A maximum plot ratio of 8:1 on the northern Perth Girls School site, where in addition to the 

requirements for 7:1 above, the development achieves Design Excellence and satisfies the 
following:  

o heritage conservation and adaptive reuse of the Perth Girls School building as the first 
stage of any development proposal, including areas of public access;  

o the criteria of section 1.3 Discretionary Clause of this document;  
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o the development would have no greater impact on traffic movements on the local 
road network than a compliant development;  

o the variation would not have a significant adverse impact on the current or intended 
amenity of the locality, and ensures an appropriate transition of scale from the site to 
the surrounding built form context; and 

o the development achieves the following:  
 a minimum of 15% or more dwellings with the development provided as 

Affordable Housing.  
 the development achieves a 6 Star Green Star rating (as built certification), or 

demonstrated equivalent targeted alternative including an on-site grey water 
re-use scheme for landscape irrigation, toilet and laundry use.  

 an innovative program to minimise residential private vehicle use is provided 
on-site, combined with a reduction in parking bays to a maximum average of 
0.8 bays per dwelling.  

• In accordance with Table 2, a maximum plot ratio of 4:1 on single lots, and a maximum plot 
ratio of 5:1 on amalgamated lots subject to satisfying all Objectives of the Design Guidelines, 
the Scheme and other statutory requirements.  
 

(Note: Acceptable Outcomes related to Green Star rating, Adaptable Housing, Affordable Housing or 
Public Art are to be in accordance with Planning Policy 1.3 – Development Policies for Normalised 
Redevelopment Areas). 

 
Figure 8: Indicative Massing Diagrams 
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3.4  Building Height and Form     

Objective 
• New development on the southern site will be positioned and scaled to allow the heritage 

Perth Girls School building to be the key feature and visual focus of the site, protecting 
sightlines to the facade, whilst creating opportunities for improved public realm engagement 
and streetscape activation.  

• Development on the northern sites will be positioned, scaled and articulated to respond to the 
surrounding context, Perth Girls School heritage building, streetscape and site topography; 
ensuring that significant height of any towers is offset by human scale design at street level 
and setbacks from neighbouring development.  

 
Acceptable Outcomes 

• Development on the northern precinct includes a range of building heights, with low to 
medium rise towers to the western side (adjacent to existing lower scale development) and 
medium to high rise tower/s to the southeast side, emphasising the ridge line of the 
topography and the hill-top aspect.  

• New development opportunities on the southern precinct are limited by the need to provide 
respectful space, separation and views of the Perth Girls School building. Mid-rise towers may 
be possible between the building and Bronte Street, or elevated above the internal courtyards.  

• Development in the south-west forecourt of the Perth Girls School site is designed to enhance 
views of the heritage building and provide a highly activated and engaging interface with 
Wellington Street. Any new building is single storey and excavated into the site, such that the 
height of all new structures is below the existing FFL of the main entry to the heritage building 
(approx. 24m AHD), is visually transparent at the street edge with a maximum average 
basement projection height of 1m above NGL and is setback a minimum of 3 metres from the 
street boundary.  

• The ‘high tower zone’ accommodates a landmark tower element to accentuate and define the 
hilltop, positioned at the south east-most corner of Lot 775 to minimise interface impacts with 
neighbouring development (refer Figure 7).  

• A maximum site coverage at ground floor level of 85% on the northern precinct and 55% on 
the southern precinct, to facilitate the provision of deep soil zones and landscaped areas at 
ground level and for natural light penetration.  
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• Basement floor plates are consolidated beneath the building footprint already nested above, 
with careful consideration and design of any basements proposed beneath heritage structures. 

• Podium/lower tower levels are broken into human scale components through modulation, 
articulation, fine grained expression and variation in architectural detailing, materials, colours 
and textures, to create a visually interesting base for the tower above and contribute to a high 
amenity pedestrian experience.  

• Roof tops are landscaped to provide an attractive outlook from above and incorporate 
functional spaces which promote surveillance of the street below.  

• A 6m x 6m built form truncation is provided at each street corner for pedestrian and vehicle 
sight lines.  

• Any exposed area of basement car parking is screened from public view through the use of 
landscaping, setbacks and/or embedded elements of visual interest responsive to the site 
context.  

• If built form is to be delivered through a staged approach, staged delivery of built form to 
achieve positive streetscape outcomes throughout the development timeframe is 
demonstrated. 

3.5  Tower Design     

Objective 
• Tower design, floorplates and arrangement will minimise building bulk, maximise potential for 

views, and ensure occupants have access to direct natural light and ventilation, while providing 
appropriate privacy separation.  

• Towers will demonstrate exemplary contemporary design and provide visual interest through 
innovative use of materials and construction methods. 
 

Acceptable Outcomes  
• Towers to ground (without podium) demonstrate an activated and engaging, human scale 

ground floor pedestrian interface.  
• A minimum 8m setback from the street boundary to any tower component, as measured from 

the lot boundary to the front façade of a building. 
• On the southern Perth Girls School site, increased tower separation may be required subject 

to a heritage impact assessment.  
• Towers on the southern Perth Girls School site are to be raised above the ridge line of the 

Perth Girls School building, with a 3-4 storey (14m) activated undercroft with circulation cores 
and other internal structures minimised, to allow unconstrained views to the heritage building.  

• Tower floorplates on the northern Perth Girls School site are restricted to a maximum ratio of 
50% of the tower envelope zone to facilitate the development of slender towers that minimise 
bulk and provide opportunities for views and solar access between buildings. 

• Towers are separated by a minimum distance of 15 to 20 metres to ensure occupants have 
access to direct natural light, ventilation and provide appropriate separation for privacy 
purposes, as illustrated in Figure 5.  

• Balcony projections into the street setback or internal tower separation areas may be 
considered, subject to achieving 12m minimum privacy separation, where permanently 
unenclosed/unscreened on at least two sides and expressed beyond the tower floor plate, 
with separation between projections to break up the appearance of mass.  

• All façades are designed and articulated as if they were the primary frontage of the building. 
• Building façades are designed to express the proportion of individual elements with a strong 

relationship and rhythm, provide interest through the inclusion of complementary 
architectural treatments and respond to the articulation and modular rhythm of the Perth Girls 
School architecture.  
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• Any tower element over 20 storeys in height is to feature one or more horizontal break(s) in 
the tower form, or increased setbacks to the upper levels to facilitate a landscaped terrace, to 
provide visual relief and assist with wind mitigation. 

3.6  Roof Design     

Objective 
• The roof, as the fifth facade of a building, will be treated as an important component of the 

overall design composition and provide a memorable contribution to the local identity and 
way-finding in the city context.  

• Roof spaces will be designed and used to enhance the amenity and sustainability of 
developments through use as landscaped open space and/or accommodating sustainability 
infrastructure, such as photovoltaic panels. 

 
Acceptable Outcomes  

• Tower elements and roofs are to be designed to contribute positively to the City skyline, with 
feature lighting of the roofline encouraged. 

• Incorporate and conceal roof plant and lift overruns as an integral part of roof design, taking 
into consideration how the design of the roof level will appear from the street level as well as 
the outlook from above.  

• Incorporate sustainability elements such as rain water, solar or wind collectors into an 
innovative building design solution. 

• Podium and tower roofs are designed to provide accessible, functional and useable areas for 
commercial, communal residential or public use, respond to climatic conditions including 
‘green roof’ access to northern sun, and promote surveillance of the street below.  

• Weather mitigation measures and/or protection devices, responsive to the microclimate, are 
integrated into the design of rooftop outdoor spaces to enhance their usability in a range of 
weather conditions.  

• Awnings and soffits visible from the public realm are of a high-quality design integrated with 
the overall façade composition, and feature built in lighting where possible to enhance safety 
and visual interest. 

3.7  Materials and Finishes      

Objective 
• High-quality materials and finishes will be incorporated into building and landscape designs, 

which contribute to a high standard of design and enhance the quality of the public and private 
realm.  

• Materials and finishes will contribute successfully to the overall design aesthetic and respond 
to the heritage significance of the site and local context, contributing to a sense of place. 

 
Acceptable Outcomes  

• A contemporary design aesthetic is clearly expressed through a cohesive palette of high 
quality, innovative and imaginative materials and finishes, appropriate for the inner-city 
context, with distinct references to the heritage significance of the site.  

• The original Perth Girls School fabric is sensitively referenced in the design of new 
development. 

• Employ robust, low maintenance materials in the higher parts of a building (prefinished 
materials rather than paint), and natural, tactile and visually interesting materials at the lower 
levels near the public interface to reinforce a human scale.  
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• Incorporate high performance glazing products to achieve sustainability outcomes, while 
maintaining a transparent interface with the street through the use of clear glazing, with low 
reflectivity, at ground level.  

• Avoid extensive use of glazing in building forms to avoid adverse light and heat reflection on 
adjoining spaces.  

• A detailed materials schedule is required to be submitted as part of any development 
application to confirm achievement of the Acceptable Outcomes and/or Objective for 
materials and finishes. 

3.8  Land Use      

Objective 
• A diverse mix of creative, cultural and active land uses will be provided at the southern site to 

support the residential population in East Perth, sustain ongoing activation of the public realm, 
and assist with achieving the Perth Girls School Vision. 

• New development at the northern site and single lots will be predominantly residential, 
supporting inner city population growth and viable activation of the southern site.  

• Residential uses will be located to take advantage of views around the city (where available). 
• The Perth Girls School building will be predominantly occupied by cultural and creative land 

uses that preserve the heritage character and minimise impacts to the building fabric, bringing 
public access and public life to the site.  

• Land uses will not undermine the performance of the nearby Hay Street East and Royal Street 
activity centres.  

 
Acceptable Outcomes   

• A diverse mix of residential development is provided within the sites, and located to take 
advantage of views where possible, including primarily permanent residential as well as 
serviced apartments, short stay dwellings, aged care accommodation, student housing and 
affordable housing.  

• The Perth Girls School building is occupied by an innovative and diverse mix of land uses with 
retail, commercial, and dining and entertainment uses that will complement and support the 
long-term viability of arts and cultural and creative industry uses within the building. For 
example, small scale cinema, theatres, art galleries and artist studios are mixed with 
restaurants, small bars, creative retail opportunities, health services or childcare. 
Opportunities for affordable live-work spaces for artists are also encouraged.  

• There is an opportunity in the Wellington Street forecourt for a well-designed single storey 
retail use (e.g. shops, market or supermarket) to serve the East Perth population, subject to 
active frontages to Wellington Street, basement parking and preserving key views to the Perth 
Girls School building.  

• A retail impact assessment report will be prepared by a suitably qualified consultant, and 
submitted as part of any development application proposing a significant retail component, 
with a specific focus on the Hay Street East and Royal Street activity centres. 

• Single lots will contribute to a diverse mix of residential dwellings.  
• Land uses align with the preferred land uses listed in Table 3.  
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Table 3: Preferred Land Uses 

 

3.9  Active Edges       

Objective 
• Development will be designed to address and activate primary streets and key frontages, with 

high levels of physical and visual interaction between buildings and pedestrians at the street 
level to facilitate a safe, vibrant, diverse and inviting environment.  

 
Acceptable Outcomes  

• Provide activation of buildings by:  
o incorporating a variety of uses at ground level, with the provision of entry doors 

providing direct pedestrian access from the street, shop-fronts, operable doors and 
windows to cafés and restaurants; 

o incorporating active uses, balconies and roof top spaces overlooking the street; and  
o designing façades to be visually transparent at ground level to promote surveillance 

of the street and visible indoor activity. 
• Building entry points are:  

o a clearly identifiable element within the façade design;  
o sheltered, well-lit and highly visible spaces to enter the building; and 
o provided with clear sight lines to and from the street to provide for a safe 

environment.  
• Utilities and service infrastructure are either located within basement(s) or screened from 

public view and seamlessly integrated into the design of the development in terms of location, 
material use and architecture.  

• Utilities and service infrastructure are minimised along all streets frontages.  
• Fencing within the front setback area is no higher than 1.2m above finished ground level of 

the adjacent footpath or road and at least 75% visually permeable. Fencing along Plain and 
Wellington Streets is avoided.  

• The difference between the finished ground floor level and footpath level is minimised and 
managed to provide universal access to all entry points and minimise the disruption of physical 
and visual interaction with public realm.  

• Retail development on Wellington Street is designed to provide an active frontage with direct 
access to and from the street to maximise physical and visual interactivity along this edge, with 
a continuous, lightweight awning projection over the adjacent public realm for weather 
protection.  

• Development at the corner of Bronte and Plain Streets is designed to support active land uses 
and engage with the public realm, such as through the provision of bi-fold doors to promote 
alfresco dining, and a focus of public life and activity along these street edges. 
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Figure 9: Conceptual Visualisation of Wellington Street and Landscaping 

 

3.10  Wind 

Objective 
• Buildings and public spaces will be designed and oriented to prevent any increase in adverse 

wind conditions surrounding the site and mitigate the impacts of wind on outdoor amenity, to 
achieve appropriate levels of comfort and safety commensurate with the intended function of 
each outdoor space.  

 
Acceptable Outcomes 

• The design of buildings and open space areas is informed by wind tunnel and/or computer 
model testing, during concept and detailed design stages to avoid induced winds in outdoor 
spaces, including the public realm.  

• Wind amelioration strategies are integrated into the building design from concept stage to 
achieve appropriate comfort levels for the proposed land uses and the intended function of 
associated outdoor spaces, including the adjacent public realm (such as alfresco dining, 
play/recreation, window shopping, waiting in plazas/at building entries and residential private 
and communal open space areas).  

• Use of ‘add-ons’ such as screening or landscaping to provide direct wind amelioration will only 
be accepted as a tool to fine tune the design.  

• No permanent weather protection structures, such as wind barriers for alfresco areas, are 
permitted in the public realm (with the exception of overhead awnings attached to the 
building).  

• A wind impact report, prepared by a qualified wind consultant, is submitted as part of the 
development application, which details the modelling undertaken and measures implemented 
to satisfy the Acceptable Outcomes and/or Objective for wind. 
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3.11  Natural Light and Ventilation        

Objective 
• Buildings will be orientated and internal spaces arranged to maximise direct access to natural 

light and ventilation within and through the development to optimise internal amenity and 
sustainability.  

• The impact of overshadowing from new development on neighbouring buildings and open 
spaces, including the public realm, will be minimised to preserve the amenity of the 
surrounding area. 

 
Acceptable Outcomes  

• The massing and orientation of building forms is informed by a shadow analysis, from concept 
stage, to minimise the impact of shadow cast by the development on surrounding sites and 
maximise sunlight penetration into the building, streets and public places.  

• The design maximises north aspect and the number of single aspect south facing apartments 
is minimised.  

• Living rooms and private open spaces are oriented to maximise access to direct sunlight (refer 
to part 4.1 of the R-Codes Vol.2 for further design guidance on solar access).  

• Dual aspect apartments have a maximum depth of 18m, measured from glass line to glass line.  
• Every habitable room (as defined in the R-Codes Vol.2) has a window in an external wall with 

a total minimum area of not less than 10% of the floor area of the room, with natural light not 
borrowed from other rooms or light wells.  

• Measures for shading and glare control are incorporated in the design, with particular 
consideration of summer heat/glare conditions.  

• At least 60% of apartments are naturally cross ventilated (refer to part 4.2 of the R-Codes Vol.2 
for further design guidance on cross ventilation).  

• All common internal corridors have access to natural light and natural ventilation.  
• Well-located, screened outdoor clothes drying areas are provided for each dwelling, or in a 

central shared space.  
• At least 50% or 125m2, whichever is the lesser, of the communal and public open space areas 

should receive a minimum of two hours of sunlight each day between 10am and 2pm from 
August through to April.  

• A report(s) and/or diagram(s), prepared by a suitably qualified professional is required to be 
submitted as part of any development application to demonstrate satisfaction of the 
Acceptable Outcomes and/or Objectives for natural light and ventilation. 

3.12 Apartment Size and Layout         

Objective 
• Apartment size and layout will support resident amenity and lifestyles, with functional, well 

organised room configurations that enable adaptability.  
• A diversity of dwelling size, tenure and affordability options will be provided that are suitable 

to a range of residents/household types, including families and key workers. 
 
Acceptable Outcomes  

• Minimum floor to ceiling heights as follows:  
o Habitable rooms 2.7m; and  
o Non-habitable rooms 2.4m.  

• Master bedrooms have a minimum area of 10m2 and other bedrooms 9m2 (excluding 
wardrobes).  

• Bedrooms have a minimum dimension of 3m (excluding wardrobe space).  
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• Living rooms or combined living/dining rooms have a minimum width of:  
o 3.6m for studio and 1-bedroom apartments; and  
o 4m for 2-bedroom or greater apartments.  

• Habitable room depths do not exceed 3x the ceiling height.  
• Adequate internal storage space is provided within each dwelling for daily needs, separate to 

the minimum storage space required, including kitchen, bathroom, bedroom and laundry 
storage cupboards/wardrobes. 

• Noise sensitive rooms (such as living areas and bedrooms) are located to avoid noise impacts 
from mechanical plants, lifts, building services, non-residential uses, car parking, communal 
areas and other dwellings.  

• Wardrobes in adjacent bedrooms are co-located to act as sound buffers 
• Compliance with Planning Policy 1.3 – Development Policies for Normalised Redevelopment 

Areas Part 3 - Affordable and Diverse Housing and Part 4 - Adaptable Housing. 

3.13 Private Open Space         

Objective 
• Functional and useable private open space will be provided to enhance resident amenity, and 

provide depth and visual interest to the building form.  
• Private open space will be sited, oriented and designed to appropriately respond to the 

environmental context. 
 
Acceptable Outcomes  

• All apartments have primary balconies (or courtyards) meeting the standards of Table 4. 
• Private open space design is integrated into and contributes to the overall architectural form 

and detail of the building.  
• Private open space is:  

o oriented to maximise access to northern sunlight where possible;  
o directly accessible from and connected to a habitable living space within the dwelling;  
o designed to be practical, useable and appealing;  
o designed to reduce the level of noise reaching the apartment facade, including 

acoustically solid balustrades and/or acoustic absorption to the underside of the soffit 
within the balcony; and  

o not used for car parking, storage or placement of air-conditioning units.  
• A minimum of 75% of the area above a 1 metre balustrade/handrail is permanently unenclosed 

(balcony) or fully openable (winter garden).  
• Enclosed balconies (winter gardens) may be considered for upper levels of towers, where 

there is a demonstrated need or benefit, provided the winter gardens:  
o meet the minimum size requirements for balconies and don’t replace a functional 

space internally;  
o include an operable sliding/lifting glass system to give a clear opening between the 

balustrade and soffit and enable the space to function as a balcony in fine weather;  
o meet drainage and floor finish standards for an outdoor environment;  
o are naturally ventilated; and  
o are designed to appropriately balance natural light access with environmental 

performance, ensuring appropriate levels of internal comfort.  
• Enclosed balconies, including winter gardens, are included in the calculation of plot ratio area. 
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Table 4: Balcony/Courtyard Acceptable Outcomes 

 

3.14 Storage         

Objective 
• All dwellings are provided with a dedicated storage space proportionate to the dwelling size, 

to preserve the liveability and functionality of residential apartments and reduce the need for 
storage off-site.  

 
Acceptable Outcomes  

• Provision of a store with a minimum area of 4m2, and a minimum dimension of 1.5m, for 
apartments with 2 or less bedrooms.  

• Provision of a store with a minimum area of 5m2, and a minimum dimension of 1.5m, for 
apartments with 3 or more bedrooms.  

• External stores are secure, fully screened and designed and located to be readily accessible in 
proximity to dwellings (external to apartments but integrated within the building/basement) 
and do not require the movement of parked vehicles for access purposes.  

• Sufficient internal storage areas are provided within each residential dwelling. 

3.15 Circulation and Common Space          

Objective 
• Circulation and common spaces are designed as functional, welcoming and attractive spaces, 

to create spaces with a high level of amenity and comfort that foster a sense of community.  
 
Acceptable Outcomes 

• Circulation corridors are at least 1.5m in width.  
• The width of a lift landing exceeds the internal depth of the lift car.  
• Day light and natural ventilation is provided to all common circulation spaces, with windows 

positioned to optimise daylight and capture views, such as adjacent to the core or at ends of 
corridors.  

• Corridor layouts provide clear direct and legible access routes.  
• Corridors greater than 12m in length from the lift core include design measures to improve 

amenity, such as spaces for seating, widening at apartment entries and/or varied ceiling 
heights. 

3.16 Visual Privacy           

Objective 
• The orientation and design of buildings, windows and balconies minimises direct overlooking 

of habitable rooms and private outdoor living areas within the site and of neighbouring 
properties, without excessive reliance on high sill levels or permanent screening of windows 
and balconies.  
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Acceptable Outcomes  

• Major openings and balconies achieve a minimum setback distance of 6m from common lot 
boundaries, and 12m separation within the site.  

• Protection of privacy is achieved with minimal screening, to preserve natural light access and 
amenity.  

3.17 Communal Open Space            

Objective 
• Communal open space will be integrated within the development and designed to enhance 

amenity for residents or workers and support a variety of activities and functions.  
 
Acceptable Outcomes  

• A minimum area equivalent to 20% of the lot area is provided as communal open space in the 
form of landscaped, accessible podium/roof terraces and/or plazas.  

• Communal open space is to be incorporated into the design of the buildings and actively 
programmed as gardens, green space or active or passive recreation space.  

• A portion of the communal open space shall be provided at ground level including deep soil 
zones to allow for the growth of mature trees.  

3.18 Landscape Design             

Objective 
• A mix of soft and hard landscape treatments, including mature plantings in deep soil zones, 

will be integrated into developments at ground levels, rooftops, balconies and on building 
façades, to provide amenity and contribute positively to streetscape character and a strong 
sense of place.  

• The landscape design will be contextually responsive and environmentally sensitive, provide 
shelter and shade in public and communal spaces to enhance comfort and amenity levels, and 
assist in reducing the urban heat island effect and management of stormwater runoff.  

• Landscape design and ground floor setbacks contributes to the creation of Plain Street as a 
tree-lined boulevard with a green edge, visually linking to the East Perth Cemeteries green 
space.  

• High-qualityat ground landscaping will enhance the setting of the Perth Girls School heritage 
building and its cultural heritage significance and any public spaces provided on site. 

 
Acceptable Outcomes  

• All development applications are to include a landscape plan that has been prepared in 
accordance with the Water Corporation’s waterwise criteria for landscaping, and the following 
Acceptable Outcomes.  

• Biophilic design principles are incorporated throughout the development internally and 
externally. 

• Landscape design is to be viable and sustainable through:  
o minimisation of water and maintenance hungry landscaping, through use of native and 

water-wise plants and/or irrigation and water reuse infrastructure;  
o selection of tree and shrub species considers size at maturity and the potential for 

roots to compete; management of runoff from rainfall events in accordance with 
water sensitive urban design principles; and  
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o minimisation of deciduous tree species, as their lack of canopy cover during winter 
results in larger stormwater volumes and high leaf litter blocks stormwater systems 
and releases excess nutrients to receiving waterbodies.  

• Landscape design contributes to amenity and recreation through:  
o provision of social spaces (e.g. barbecue areas and vegetable gardens) and clothes 

drying area(s);  
o provision of deep root soil zones with mature trees and soft landscaping, equating to 

at least 10% of the site area (refer to section 3.3 of the R-Codes Vol.2 for further 
guidance on the design of deep soil areas);  

o enhancing microclimate by considering prevailing winds, sun angles and a balance 
between evergreen and deciduous trees; and  

o provision of ‘green roofs’ to reduce storm water generation, enhance the soft 
landscape aesthetic of the development, improve thermal massing and assist in 
reducing the urban heat island effect.  

• Landscape design contributes to the amenity and user comfort of the streetscape and builds 
upon the existing sense of place and heritage. 

• Landscape design provides high quality, landscaped public spaces that align with major 
pedestrian routes and desire lines. 

• Landscaped rooftops sustain medium scale vegetation.  
• Landscape design utilises existing trees where possible and any new trees are positioned so as 

to frame rather than obstruct key views to the heritage building.  

3.19 Environmental Sustainability             

Objective 
• Sustainable initiatives will be integrated into the design, construction and management of new 

buildings and open spaces to limit the environmental impact of new development. 
• Development will ensure resource efficiency, minimise use of non-renewable energy and 

potable water and reduce the production of waste, pollution and other damaging emissions. 
 
Acceptable Outcomes  

• All new buildings achieve a minimum 5 Star Green Star Rating (‘Design Review’ and ‘As Built’ 
certification from the Green Building Council of Australia (GBCA), and demonstrate that the 
following specific initiatives are incorporated into the design:  

o water efficiency;  
o strategies to minimise potable water usage through rain water capture and re-use 

and/or waste water recycling;  
o energy efficiency and energy efficient fixtures and appliances; and  
o a naturally comfortable indoor environment including access to natural light and 

ventilation as well as thermal comfort levels. 
• Development incorporates passive solar design measures to optimise heat storage in winter 

and reduce heat transfer in summer.  
• Development incorporates carbon zero or carbon neutral design considerations.  
• A Green Star assessment report, prepared by a suitably qualified consultant (GBCA certified 

assessor), is required to be submitted as part of any development application to confirm 
satisfaction of the Acceptable Outcomes and/or Objectives.  

• Stormwater run-off from constructed impervious surfaces generated by small rainfall events 
is retained or detained onsite and treated at-source as much as practical.  

• In the event that ongoing management of groundwater is required, for example due to 
basement levels or use of subsoil drains, any water quality issues will need to be addressed. 
The groundwater may need to be treated prior to leaving the site.  
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• Prior to any dewatering operations occurring on site, a Dewatering Management Plan is to be 
prepared and submitted in accordance with the relevant standards of the Department of 
Biodiversity, Conservation and Attractions. 

• Compliance with Planning Policy 1.3 – Development Policies for Normalised Redevelopment 
Areas Part 2 – Green Buildings.  

3.20 Safety  

Objective 
• Developments will be designed to minimise the opportunity for crime and maximise the sense 

of safety through the design and management of built and landscaped environments, including 
maximising passive surveillance of the public realm and incorporation of lighting, to highlight 
architectural features, and support a safe urban environment during all hours of the day and 
night.  

 
Acceptable Outcomes  

• A report prepared by a suitably qualified professional will be required to be submitted as part 
of any development application to confirm that the development has been designed in 
accordance with Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED) principles.  

• Lighting is integrated into the built form at street level and upper floors to highlight 
architectural features, main entrances, parking areas, landscaping and the corners of buildings, 
to reinforce the sense of place and enhance safety at night.  

• Ground floor and podium levels are designed to provide passive surveillance of the public 
realm. 

3.21 Universal Access   

Objective 
• Buildings will incorporate equitable universal design principles allowing people with disabilities 

or those who require high levels of accessibility to live, work and visit the Redevelopment Area.  
 
Acceptable Outcomes  

• Universal access is provided in accordance with the requirements of the Disability 
Discrimination Act 1992 and relevant Australian standards.  

• Where the ground floor is elevated above finished footpath level ramps that facilitate universal 
access shall be accommodated within the interior of the building to reduce their visual impact 
and assist in achieving a strong built edge to the street boundary. 

• Compliance with Planning Policy 1.3 – Development Policies for Normalised Redevelopment 
Areas Part 4 – Adaptable Housing. 

4.0 PARKING ACCESS AND SERVICES  

4.1  Site Access  

Objective 
• The number, size and visual impact of vehicle access points to each lot will be minimised to 

reduce conflict between pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles and to promote attractive 
streetscapes by prioritising safe and accessible pedestrian/cyclist movements.  

• Clear, direct and safe access connections will be provided to and from cyclist, pedestrian and 
public transport routes.  
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Acceptable Outcomes 
Pedestrian and Cyclist Access:  

• Safety is maintained by minimising conflict points between vehicles and pedestrian/cyclist 
movements through careful site planning to achieve separated access routes for the different 
modes of travel. 

• Pedestrian and cyclist access from the street and from car park and bicycle parking areas shall 
be clear, direct and safe. All pedestrian and cyclist entrances shall have casual surveillance 
from within the development and shall be covered to provide protection from the elements.  

• Development and open spaces are oriented to be easily accessible from adjacent cycling routes 
to encourage site access by bicycle (refer Figure 10).  

• Pedestrian entrances and access ways are designed and configured to provide direct, legible 
access to nearby public transport connections.  

 
Vehicle Access:  

• Vehicle access is to be generally in accordance with Figure 10, and supported by a detailed 
Access Strategy to demonstrate appropriate consideration of access and egress arrangements 
to and from the site and minimise impacts on the existing network, including: 

o Residential character of Bronte and Wickham Streets; 
o Public transport connections along Wellington Street; and  
o The signalised intersection at the corner of Plain and Wellington Streets, with the cost 

of any required modifications to existing traffic and transport infrastructure to 
facilitate safe and functional access to be borne by the applicant/developer.  

• Vehicle and loading dock/service access is combined to minimise adverse impacts on the 
streetscape.  

• Crossovers shall be located to avoid existing street trees and provide sufficient clearance to 
allow for root and canopy growth. 
 

Figure 10: Access Plan 
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4.2  Car Parking   

Objective 
• The provision of on-site car parking bays will be minimised, and parking areas designed, to 

encourage use of alternative, more sustainable forms of transport, and provide future proofing 
for new vehicle technologies.  

• Parking areas are located and designed with careful consideration for site levels, public realm 
impacts and the potential for future adaptive reuse.  

 
Acceptable Outcomes  

• Parking is to be provided in accordance with Table 5.  
• All non-residential parking bays are required to be licensed by the Department of Transport in 

accordance with the Perth Parking Policy 2014 and Perth Parking Management Act 1999.  
• A commercial car park may be considered to support weekly retail needs for East Perth 

residents subject to a Transport Impact Assessment and Management Plan submitted at the 
development application stage to mitigate any impacts on the immediate and surrounding 
roads and the operation of the development generally.  

• Parking is located within a basement and/or concealed behind the building façade and sleeved 
with active uses, with all above ground parking to be counted in the calculation of plot ratio. 
At least 50% of the basement parking floor area is to be below natural ground level, in order 
for it to be excluded from plot ratio calculations.  

• Parking areas, especially those above ground, are designed to be adaptable for future uses, for 
example:  

o floor to floor heights of at least 3.1m;  
o car parking not located on ramps; and  
o the structure of the building makes provision for future adaptive reuse with the ability 

to insert openings for natural light and ventilation.  
• Basement parking is designed with consideration to levels across the site and will not protrude 

more than 1m above natural ground level at any point, unless stated otherwise in these Design 
Guidelines, to minimise blank walls and prevent negative visual impact on the streetscape and 
active edges.  

• Charging stations for electric vehicles and scooters are incorporated into parking areas, with 
the electrical supply to provide vehicle charging capacity for at least 50% of the total number 
of bays. 

• Provisions of bays for innovative car-sharing programs, reciprocal parking, shared parking 
arrangements and car stackers are encouraged, to maximise efficiency of use.  

• Provision of a minimum of two bays for fixed-point (i.e., not floating) car sharing vehicles in 
any public car parking area.  

• A Transport Impact Assessment (TIA), prepared in accordance with the WAPC's TIA Guidelines 
2016 and supported by SIDRA modelling, and a Car Parking and Traffic Management Plan is 
required to be submitted as part of any development application to demonstrate effective and 
safe management of traffic movements to, from and within the car parking areas, including 
service and waste vehicle access. 
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Table 5: Car Parking Requirements 

 

4.3  Bicycle Parking and End-Of-Trip Facilities  

Objective 
• The configuration and design of buildings will encourage and support the use of alternative 

active travel modes, including cycling.  
 
Acceptable Outcomes  

• Developments are provided with bicycle parking and end of trip facilities in accordance with 
Table 6.  

• All bicycle parking facilities are to be designed and constructed in accordance with Australian 
Standard 2890.3 (as amended) and Austroads Guide to Traffic Engineering Practice Part 14 – 
Bicycles.  

• Bicycle parking for visitors should be located at ground level adjacent to the building entry and 
such that it:  

o allows for passive surveillance from public spaces such as from roads and other 
buildings;  

o does not disrupt pedestrian movement(s);  
o is accessible from the road and cycle path; and 
o is in well-lit areas.  

• Bicycle parking facilities for commuting staff are designed in accordance with CPTED principles 
to promote the safety and security of users and be co-located to promote efficient use.  

• Lockers and locker rooms are ventilated and of a size sufficient to allow the storage of cycle 
attire and equipment.  

• Charging stations for electric bicycles and other micro mobility means are incorporated into 
bicycle parking areas, with the electrical supply and car parking distribution boards to provide 
vehicle charging capacity for at least 50% of the total number of bays.  

• Non-residential car bays located near bicycle and end or trip facilities, are designed to facilitate 
later adaptation for expanded bike parking facilities in future, should the demand profiles 
change.  

• Where incorporated into private storerooms, residential bicycle parking spaces are designed 
and marked as designated spaces at the front of the storage areas, and are provided in addition 
to the required minimum area.  

• A Bicycle and End-of-Trip Facility Management Plan is required to be prepared and submitted 
as part of any development application, to demonstrate appropriate regimes for regular 
cleaning and maintenance, monitoring of use and occupancy rates, and locker allocations. 
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Table 6: Bicycle Parking Requirements and End-of-Trip Facilities 

 

4.4 Building Services   

Objective 
• Services and related hardware required for the function of buildings are designed and located 

in a manner that ensures they meet changing needs over time and do not negatively impact 
on the architectural design of the building or the character and amenity of the area. 

• Site and building services are to be fully integrated into the design of buildings or screened 
from public view. 
 

Acceptable Outcomes  
• Loading and service areas, storage areas and ancillary equipment such as mechanical plant, 

piped and wired services, fire booster cabinets, service meters and roof plant are concealed 
from public view and integrated into the architectural design in a manner that does not 
undermine the amenity of the area or quality of the development.  

• Where required to be accessible from the street, services and any associated cabinets will be 
located on secondary streets and integrated in architectural treatment of facade, in terms of 
both colour and design.  

• Air conditioning units, pool filtration equipment, motors, pumps and mechanisms and similar 
items must be suitably located in areas that minimise the impact on neighbours, screened from 
public view from all directions, and be compliant with the provisions of the Environmental 
Protection (Noise) Regulations 1997.  

4.5 Waste Reduction and Management   

Objective 
• Waste Management will be planned and co-ordinated as an integral component of the design 

and development process, with bin enclosures screened from view of the street and located 
to ensure odours and sound emissions are minimised.  

• Sustainable waste management will be achieved through the combined strategies of waste 
reduction, reuse and recycling, waste awareness and performance monitoring.  

 
Acceptable Outcomes  

• Development is to incorporate sufficient space for on-site storage and collection of waste, in 
accordance with waste collection requirements.  

• A Waste Management Plan is to be prepared and provided at development application stage 
to demonstrate satisfaction of the above Objectives.  

• Development is to be designed to facilitate recycling of waste. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Application  

These guidelines apply to land bound by Barrack Street and The Esplanade to the north, Riverside Drive 
to the east, Swan River to the south and Lot 10 to the west, as shown in Figure 1. This area is within 
Precinct: Barrack Square as defined in the City of Perth Local Planning Scheme No. 26 (Normalised 
Redevelopment Areas)(herein called ‘the Scheme’). 
 
Figure1: Barrack Square Precinct 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Design Guidelines set out the design objectives for buildings and other development standards for 
land within Elizabeth Quay that must be achieved and a related set of performance standards that 
satisfy the stated objective. 
 
Design Intent  

• A statement outlining the design philosophy for each Objective. 
 
Objectives 

• Describes the main goal which must be achieved. It is mandatory to meet the Objective. 
 
Acceptable Development Criteria 

• Performance standards identify design criteria which will satisfy the specific Objective. 
Compliance with all of the criteria will, through whatever method, achieve the Objective. 
However, individual criteria are not mandatory and alternative solutions for complying with 
the Objective may be considered. 

1.2 Relationship to Planning Scheme and Planning Policies  

These Design Guidelines are intended to supplement the provisions of the Scheme and should be read 
in conjunction with the Scheme and other Planning Policies.  
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The Deemed Provisions set out in the Planning and Development (Local Planning Schemes) Regulations 
2015 also form part of the Scheme Text.  
 
The Scheme identifies Preferred, Contemplated and Prohibited uses for Precinct 40: Barrack Square 
and stipulates maximum plot ratio. In determining any application for development approval, the local 
government will have regard to these Design Guidelines, the Scheme and other Planning Policies. 

1.3  Vision  

The vision of Elizabeth Quay Project is to transform the relationship between the city and the river and 
enhance the identity of central Perth. Elizabeth Quay will be a highly interactive civic space, accessible 
to the whole region and within walking distance of all major facilities within central Perth.  
 
The key principles of the development are: 

• To deliver an iconic place and world class destination which signifies Perth globally in the 21st 
century. 

• To create a major destination between Barrack Street and William Street which anchors the 
city along an axis that links Northbridge, the Cultural Centre and the Central Business District 
(CBD) to the waterfront. 

• To contribute to the transformation of the Perth CBD into a vibrant place to live and work and 
visit with high-quality public spaces. 

• To establish a transit-oriented hub of development in accordance with Perth and Peel@3.5 
million that is directly serviced by ferry, bus and train and provides good access for pedestrians, 
cyclists and emergency vehicles. 

• To seamlessly integrate with the surrounding city and foreshore including the provision of a 
high-quality pedestrian environment that is universally accessible. 

• To provide active and contemporary civic space in the form of a continuous waterfront 
promenade for all the citizens of Perth to enjoy at all times of the year. 

• To create a unique and inspirational urban environment through innovative and exemplary 
architectural design. 

• To be an exemplar of leading edge sustainability and design whilst recognising and interpreting 
the cultural heritage significance of Elizabeth Quay.  

1.4 Site Heritage  

Prior to European settlement the site of Elizabeth Quay Project was extensively used by Noongar 
people. The river and associated wetland systems are important landscape features to the Noongar 
people which hold considerable cultural and heritage significance. 
 
Since European settlement in 1829 the form of the Swan River foreshore has changed significantly. 
During the early period of European settlement Elizabeth Quay area operated as the Perth Port and 
was the focal point for transport, commerce and leisure in the city. 
 
In the late 19th century construction of the Perth railway station on Wellington Street removed the 
need for Perth Port and made the river foreshore available purely for recreational pursuits. As a result, 
large scale works were undertaken to reclaim portions of the foreshore to create a linked series of 
public open spaces. 
 
The reclaimed Esplanade Reserve witnessed the State’s proclamation of self-government in 1890 and 
was the site of the first ANZAC day parade in 1916. Foreshore reclamation continued through the early 
20th century as far as the Causeway with the creation of Riverside Drive and the Narrows Interchange. 

mailto:Peel@3.5
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Since that time Riverside Drive has come to be seen as a barrier that separates the city form the Swan 
River and there has been a sustained desire to reconnect the city to the river to make Perth a truly 
waterfront. 

1.4 Land Use and Staging 

Elizabeth Quay has been designed as a place for everyone, and a balanced land use mix is critical to 
the overall success of its development over the long term. 
 
A key principle of the Elizabeth Quay Masterplan is to deliver commercial, residential, retail and 
hotel/short stay within the development. These complimentary uses will ensure that Elizabeth Quay is 
an active city precinct around the clock, offering a range of opportunities for living, working, visiting 
the area. Public realm areas have been specifically designed with these uses in mind, providing active 
and passive spaces to engage, experience and relax. 
 
Being on the doorstep of the city it is important that Elizabeth Quay presents well and attracts people 
through all stages of development build-out. As such development applications for interim and 
temporary uses that support the project vision for activation and align with the Place Plan are 
encouraged. 
 
Upon full development it is expected that Elizabeth Quay will provide an additional level of housing 
choice within the Perth central area, and contribute to the supply of much needed short-stay 
accommodation for business and leisure visitors. 
 
The Design Guidelines specify the mix of land uses to be included within development sites throughout 
the project area. 

2.0 PUBLIC REALM  

2.1  Public Realm Design Principles   

The Elizabeth Quay Master Plan envisages a major new high-quality public space for Perth. The public 
realm is a key driver of the Master Plan and will provide a variety of public spaces serving different 
functions and offering different experiences. 
 
In particular, the creation of a new inlet and island will provide opportunities for a unique alfresco 
dining experience and encourage the community to engage with the Swan River as a key city 
destination. 
 
The design philosophy behind the high quality, innovative Elizabeth Quay Project is to develop a multi-
functional and vibrant social environment with highly connective pedestrian, vehicular and public 
transport networks. 
 
The design of the urban environment will recognise the cultural heritage significance of Elizabeth Quay 
and create a variety of spaces that offer a range of open, intimate, passive and semi-active gathering 
areas. 
 
A combination of well-designed hard and soft landscaping features will provide shade and shelter and 
create a comfortable pedestrian environment with safe universal access at all times of the day and 
night. 

https://developmentwa.com.au/documents/539-elizabeth-quay-master-plan/viewdocument/539
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2.2  Connection to the City   

Elizabeth Quay Master Plan extends the existing city grid down to the river. Buildings will frame the 
new inlet and extend William Street and Barrack Street strengthening the primary north-south corridor 
through the Perth CBD. 
 
The existing secondary streets of Howard Street and Sherwood Court will be continued through the 
new project ensuring strong connections with the existing city. 
 
The Elizabeth Quay Project Area will integrate seamlessly with the existing CBD grid and streets, 
providing excellent access to the wider city, surrounding open space and public transport links. 

2.3  Streets   

Streets within Elizabeth Quay Project shall be designed as shared pedestrian/cycle /vehicle spaces that 
give priority to pedestrians. Streetscape treatments will incorporate materials which express the 
role and character of different spaces. 
 
The materiality and composition of the street that exists within the CBD must be carried through to 
the Project Area and the use of different materials and road treatments should be kept to a minimum. 
 
Street spaces shall accommodate the key movement desire lines for pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles. 
 
The development shall incorporate a bike path linking Elizabeth Quay with the existing cycle network 
around the site. Streets will be designed in accordance with specified sections and plans. 
 
Figure 2: Street Network 
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Figure 3: Pedestrian Network 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
Figure 4: Cycle Network 
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2.4  Public Realm Design Elements   

The Elizabeth Quay Master Plan identifies several key public realm design elements. These design 
elements should respond to the location and history of Elizabeth Quay and the opportunities created 
by public spaces with varying terrains. 
 
These areas have been identified as places of cultural significance or as areas that provide opportunity 
to capitalise on specific experiences or locations. The location of these design elements is shown in 
figure 5. 
 
The public realm should be conceived as a series of spaces that integrate with one another with 
seamless transition to create a contiguous environment for Elizabeth Quay. 
 
The public realm in Elizabeth Quay Project Area shall provide a high-quality public space that 
incorporates a variety of structures as well as hard and soft landscaping that facilitates a variety of uses 
throughout the day and night. 
 
Public art and heritage interpretation will be integrated into the public realm in accordance with the 
Integrate Elizabeth Quay Public Art and Heritage Interpretation Strategies. 
 
Figure 5: Public Realm Design Elements 
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2.4 1 Barrack Square   

Barrack Square will integrate the existing functions of the Barrack Street jetty into the project and build 
on this activity to create a major city destination at the southern end of Barrack Street. 
 
The western edge of Barrack Square will be framed by activated, contemporary development of a scale 
consistent around the inlet. Development to the south and east of Barrack Square will be of a smaller 
scale that is consistent and complimentary to the existing built form in those locations. 
 
Barrack Square provides a large pedestrian plaza at the southern end of Barrack Street. The roadways 
surrounding Barrack Square will be shared pedestrian priority zones with a high-quality finish and a 
nominated bus and taxi set down and pick up area will also be provided.  
 
Barrack Square will incorporate a wide central spine that will allow flexible use of the space, for various 
events such as markets or special events such as a parade. 
 
Landscaping will incorporate a water feature to support the existing Bell Tower building and the 
eastern side of Barrack Square will integrate the existing feel of the Supreme Court Garden planting 
through the retention of large existing trees and additional plants. 
 
Barrack Square contains remnant historical plantings, particularly in the south east and south west 
corners, these plantings together with the road layout indicate evidence of the Union Jack design 
employed in the formal layout of the of the Square in 1905. 
 
This heritage significance of the square should be recognized and interpreted in accordance with the 
Elizabeth Quay Heritage Interpretation Strategy. The Vlamingh memorial will be relocated in 
consultation with the Heritage Council of WA. 
 
Figure 6: Barrack Square Precinct 
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2.4.2  Lanes    

Elizabeth Quay incorporates three lanes. Barrack Lane, William Lane and Riverside Lane form 
important pedestrian connections between William Street and the promenade and Barrack Square, 
Riverside Drive and the Promenade. 
 
The spaces will be more intimate in scale than either Barrack Square or the Promenade and provide 
entry to Elizabeth Quay from the east and west. 
 
Barrack Lane and Riverside Lane will respond to the materials of the Promenade and Barrack Square, 
seamlessly connecting the spaces. 
 
Barrack Lane and Riverside Lane will accommodate the change in level between Barrack Street and the 
Promenade while ensuring universal access is maintained. 
 
A kiosk building will terminate Riverside Lane on the Promenade and activate the space. The building 
edges of site 9 and 10 which frame Riverside Lane will also be activated. 
 
Figure 7: Laneways 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.0 BUILDING DESIGN 

3.1  Buildings and the Public Realm   

The street blocks have been designed to facilitate a relatively seamless transition between the existing 
urban fabric and the water’s edge, as a continuation of the city grid. 
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Buildings surround the water body to create an urban ‘frame’ to public spaces. Site envelopes 
prescribed in Section 5 will maintain sight lines and view corridors established in the Master Plan, 
ensuring that overshadowing of the inlet is minimized and that important elements of the public realm 
have access to sunlight. 
 
The Master Plan provides an indicative built form to demonstrate desirable building types for 
development within Elizabeth Quay Project. Notionally, the Master Plan provides a range of heights 
from three to five storey podiums, with tower elements of up to 36 storeys. 
 
However, development sites are intended to be flexible and to avoid over-regulation of heights and 
setbacks. variation of building height or setbacks may be supported where innovation and exemplary 
design quality can be demonstrated to have a positive impact on the project area and the city skyline 
as a whole. 
 
Design of individual sites must be responsive to neighbouring sites, the existing context and the public 
realm, and provide a positive contribution to the Project Area as a whole. Buildings should 
demonstrate design excellence, include fine grain architectural detail and be designed and oriented to 
minimize the impact of wind and overshadowing on the public realm. 
 
The final form and function of the buildings is to ensure both civic quality and suitability for each 
particular site with a focus on the interface and activation of the adjacent public realm. 

3.2  Podiums   

Design Intent 
Elizabeth Quay will be organised around mid-rise podiums with tower elements above that are setback 
from the street. The podium/tower design will facilitate the breaking up of the visual presence of the 
towers and provide view lines between the buildings. 
 
The podiums present an opportunity for a diversity of use with a scale differentiation to the towers 
above; providing a sense of human scale to the streetscape and an appropriate built form response to 
the street context. The podiums also provide an ideal opportunity for increased upper level activation 
with roof top gardens. 
 
Objective 
All developments are to exhibit a ‘fine grain’ and ‘human scale’ character at the podium and street 
level to ensure a quality street edge and reduce building bulk and massing. 
 
Acceptable development criteria 

• Ensure that podiums address human scale in height and through design elements, such as 
balconies, windows and roof terraces. 

• Building facades shall consider the alignment and proportion of neighbouring buildings and fit 
appropriately into the broader city context. 

• Materials and Architectural features are to be used to articulate the built form to introduce 
fine-grain elements and assist in wind amelioration. 

• Continuous pedestrian awnings are to be provided to all primary streets and to activate 
frontages to secondary streets. 

• Active uses including communal terraces and gardens shall be incorporated into podium roofs. 
• Podium roofs shall be designed to limit potential overlooking of residential areas 
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3.3  Towers   

Design Intent 
Towers in Elizabeth Quay will make a positive addition to the Perth city skyline. Tower elements will 
not present as a ‘wall’ of development and will be separated and proportioned to break up the visual 
presence of the towers and maintain key view corridors. 
 
Towers will demonstrate exemplary contemporary design and provide visual interest through 
innovative use of materials and construction methods. 
 
Objective 
All developments will demonstrate exemplary contemporary design and innovation through the 
exploration of the tower typology. Towers will be appropriately ‘proportioned and separated to 
integrate with the existing Perth skyline whilst maintaining important view corridors and minimising 
any overshadowing of neighbouring buildings and the public realm. 
 
Acceptable development criteria 

• Maintain view corridors as shown in figure 8. 
• Maximise visual permeability through the site from all vantage points 
• Position and orient the tower element(s) to maximize solar access to the public realm and 

assist in wind amelioration. 
• Articulate and step the tower at different intervals to break up building mass and maximise 

views. 
• Through use of materials or structure emphasize verticality of tower element(s). 
• Towers that ‘come to ground’ or occupy portions of the setback areas as set out in Section 5.2 

may be supported if it can be demonstrated that other design criteria have been met. 
 
Figure 8: View Corridors 
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3.4  Public Art   

Design Intent 
Elizabeth Quay will recognise and celebrate the historical significance of the site and its contribution 
to the evolution of Perth as a city. Heritage interpretation is an important part of Elizabeth Quay and 
will shape the experiences of visitors, workers and residents. 
 
Objective 
To recognise and interpret the cultural heritage of Elizabeth Quay through the creation of new public 
spaces and public art integration. 
 
Acceptable development criteria 

• Development of heritage interpretation in Elizabeth Quay public realm shall be in accordance 
with the Elizabeth Quay Heritage Interpretation Strategy. 

• New buildings and public spaces should interpret the cultural heritage significance of Elizabeth 
Quay through integrated contemporary design responses. 

3.5  Heritage  

Design Intent 
Elizabeth Quay will recognise and celebrate the historical significance of the site and its contribution 
to the evolution of Perth as a city. Heritage interpretation is an important part of Elizabeth Quay and 
will shape the experiences of visitors, workers and residents. 
 
Objective 
To recognise and interpret the cultural heritage of Elizabeth Quay through the creation of new public 
spaces and public art installations. 
 
Acceptable development criteria 

• Development of heritage interpretation in Elizabeth Quay public realm shall be in accordance 
with the Elizabeth Quay Heritage Interpretation Strategy. 

• New buildings and public spaces should interpret the cultural heritage significance of Elizabeth 
Quay through integrated contemporary design responses. 

3.6  Solar Access  

Design Intent 
Solar access to new developments and the public realm is an important factor in the achievement of a 
successful built form outcome. The space between podiums and the footprint of the building towers 
above are to be designed to reduce overshadowing and permit natural sunlight into the streets, 
promenade and parks. 
 
Objective 
Developments are to be designed to minimise their impact on the amenity of the public realm and 
neighbouring developments. 
 
Acceptable development criteria 

• Maintain minimum levels of solar access in the public realm on 1 September as shown in Figure 
9. 

• Consider the likely impact of adjacent development on the public realm, the cumulative impact 
of shadow from all development must not reduce solar access to less than the minimum levels 
as shown in Figure 9. 

• Ensure that buildings and open spaces have access to sunlight and outlook. 

https://developmentwa.com.au/documents/537-heritage-interpretation-strategy/viewdocument/537
https://developmentwa.com.au/documents/537-heritage-interpretation-strategy/viewdocument/537
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• Orientate new buildings to optimise sunlight and outlook and to minimise overshadowing. 
 
Figure 9: Minimum solar access to public realm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.7  Wind  

Design Intent 
The strong wind directions for Perth are typically east to north-east (morning) and south-west to west 
(afternoon). In order to ensure pedestrian comfort and safety, buildings are to be designed to mitigate 
the impacts of wind on the public realm and safeguard the overall outdoor amenity of the 
development. 
 
Objective 
Developments are to be designed to provide acceptable environmental wind conditions in the public 
realm in accordance with the pedestrian comfort criteria for activity. 
 
Acceptable development criteria 

• Achieve acceptable environmental wind conditions in the public realm as shown in Figure 10. 
• Take into account prevalent climatic conditions when planning the location of activities, 

particularly at ground floor and podium level: 
o Stationary long term refers to activities where people remain in the same location for 

15 minutes or more e.g. outdoor dining areas, cafes, theatres and recreational 
playgrounds. 

o Stationary short term refers to activities where people remain in the same location 
between 5 and 15 minutes e.g. window shopping, waiting in plazas and building 
entrances. 
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o Walking refers to activities where people are neither in constant motion nor remain in 
the same location, like walking and cycling. 

o Waterfront refers to activates exposed to the natural setting of the Swan River. 
• Engage a qualified wind consultant to undertake wind tunnel and /or computer model testing 

during concept and detailed design stages to avoid induced winds into the public realm. 
• A report, prepared by a qualified wind consultant, will be required to be submitted as part of 

any development application to confirm compliance with the acceptable environmental wind 
conditions. 

• Integrate wind amelioration strategies into the building design from concept stage to meet the 
relevant pedestrian comfort criteria for activity set out in Table 1. Use of ‘add-ons’ such as 
screening or landscaping to provide direct wind amelioration will only be accepted as a tool to 
fine tune the design. 
 
Table 1: Pedestrian comfort criteria for activity: 

Activity  Acceptable Criteria  
Stationary long term  Peak gust speed during the hourly average 

with a probability of exceedance of 0.1% in 
any 22.50 wind direction sector does not 
exceed 10 ms-1  

Stationary short term  Peak guest speed during the hourly average 
with a probability of exceedance of 0.1% in 
any 22.50 wind direction sector does not 
exceed 13 ms-1.  

Walking  Peak gust speed during the hourly average 
with a probability of exceedance of 0.1% in 
any 22.50 wind direction sector does not 
exceed 16 ms-1.  

Waterfront  Peak gust speed during the hourly average 
with a probability of exceedance of 0.1% in 
any 22.50 wind direction sector does not 
exceed 20 ms-1.  
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Figure 10: Acceptable Public Realm Wind Criteria 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.8  Architectural Design  

Design Intent 
Elizabeth Quay represents the opportunity to create an iconic urban destination which will signify 
Perth in the 21st century and set the benchmark for future developments. Developers are to create 
architecture and public spaces that are exemplary in design quality at all levels of detail. 
 
Development applications will be required to demonstrate exemplary, inspirational, innovative and 
creative designs that display an understanding of the public realm as the key element to the success 
of the Elizabeth Quay Project. 
 
Elizabeth Quay is an opportunity for developers and designers to embrace innovation. New ideas and 
approaches are encouraged and variations should be demonstrated to be innovative in design quality 
and excellence.  
 
These guidelines outline the baseline requirements of architectural quality, however, creative 
exploration of typologies, materials and strategies for the building sites are expected. 

3.8  Architectural Expression  

Design Intent 
High-quality buildings make an exemplary contribution to the quality of the public realm, providing 
pedestrian friendly streetscapes and contributing to the built fabric of the city. Elizabeth Quay Project 
should achieve a high standard of architectural design that offers a contemporary aesthetic. 
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Buildings should respond positively to the environment and the heritage of the site, creating a unique 
sense of place and generate interest in the city skyline. 
 
Objective: 

• Buildings within Elizabeth Quay are to demonstrate exemplary design quality of an 
international standard, generating interesting, innovative and creative architectural 
expression whilst remaining respectful to the Perth context. 

 
Acceptable Development Criteria: 

• All buildings must be designed by registered architects. 
• Demonstrate innovative design by incorporating contemporary construction techniques and 

architectural excellence. 
• Respond to adjacent buildings, streetscape design and city identity when developing a design 

solution. 
• Buildings on corner lots are to provide a legible and memorable experience. The developments 

are to acknowledge the intersection of the adjoining streets through their position and 
massing on the site. Since the characteristics along intersecting streets may vary, the building 
design and architectural detail on corner sites should respond to the difference in conditions. 

• Public Art within development sites must be in accordance with the Elizabeth Quay Heritage 
Interpretation Strategy and the Elizabeth Quay Public Art Strategy. 

• Signage and graphics should be an integral component of the design of buildings and facades, 
to avoid ‘cluttering’ the public domain and to compliment the architectural expression of the 
building. 

3.9  Materials  

Design Intent 
Buildings in Elizabeth Quay will be of a high-quality finish that reflects the significance of the Project 
Area and the broader West Australian landscape. 
 
Objective: 

• Developments should incorporate the use of high-quality locally sourced materials to create 
innovative and exemplary design outcomes whilst recognising the cultural significance of the 
site. 

 
Acceptable Development Criteria: 

• Materials should be of an extremely high-quality to reflect the significance of Elizabeth Quay 
and the cultural heritage of the site. 

• Wherever possible, materials should be locally sourced to minimise embodied energy levels 
and create a unique sense of place. 

• The material selection should be appropriate for the Perth climate and reflect the broader 
West Australian landscape through the use of local hard-scape and soft-scape materials. 

• Materials should be employed and detailed in ways that are innovative and non-conventional. 

3.10  Building Layout and Orientation   

Design Intent 
The orientation and configuration of internal spaces and uses has a significant impact on the 
functionality of buildings and the amenity of workers, residents and visitors. The design of all new 
buildings should take into account solar access, with towers aligned to reduce overshadowing and to 
take advantage of natural cross ventilation and access to natural light. View corridors between the city 
and the Swan River should also be retained. 

https://developmentwa.com.au/documents/537-heritage-interpretation-strategy/viewdocument/537
https://developmentwa.com.au/documents/537-heritage-interpretation-strategy/viewdocument/537
http://cdn.mra.wa.gov.au/production/documents-media/documents/central-perth/elizabeth-quay/file/perth-waterfront-public-art-strategy.pdf
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Objective: 

• To enhance the amenity of residents and workers all buildings are to be designed to provide 
usable functional spaces that accommodate desired uses in a manner that maximises solar 
access and passive ventilation whilst minimising overshadowing and overlooking of adjacent 
buildings. 
 

Acceptable Development Criteria: 
• Maintain view corridors as shown in figure 8 
• Provide at least 20 metres spacing between towers to secure outlook, daylight access and 

privacy for residents. 
• Residential apartments are to be designed so that all living areas and balconies have access to 

northern daylight and winter sunshine wherever possible. 
• Provide functional private open space for individual dwellings in the form of balconies or an 

appropriate alternative, using an innovative design response. 
• Provide appropriate shading to windows to minimise solar heat gain, considering orientation, 

glare, etc. 
• Incorporate natural cross ventilation through residential apartments. 
• Towers are to be designed to ensure that all sides of the building provide visual interest. 
• All residential units are to be provided with an external store room with a minimum area of 

4m2 and a minimum internal dimension of 1.5m and minimum height of 2.2m 

3.11  Communal Open Space   

Design Intent 
Development sites to provide communal open space at roof top and podium levels, by incorporating 
roof terraces into the design of the building. 
 
Objective: 

• Podiums and tower roof spaces will be designed as accessible and functional areas for 
communal use by residents and or visitors. 

 
Acceptable Development Criteria: 

• A minimum area equivalent to 20% of the lot area is to be provided as communal open space 
in the form of plazas and/or terraces in or on the podium levels and/or as part of the 
roofscapes. 

• These areas should be incorporated into the design of the building and actively programmed 
as gardens, green space, or active or passive recreational space. 

• An allowance of space for communal activity is also to be provided within buildings. These 
should be designated areas such as recreational facilities (gyms, pools etc) and communal 
facilities (shared kitchens, meeting rooms, multimedia rooms, games rooms etc). 

• Forecourts and lobbies should also be designed as communal spaces which respond to both 
the public and private realm, rather than as blank thoroughfares. 

3.12 Sustainability   

Design Intent 
Elizabeth Quay will be an exemplar project in terms of urban sustainability. Sustainable design 
elements are to be integrated into architectural design rather than becoming the dominant feature, 
creating ‘Design that is Sustainable, not Sustainable Design’. 
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Objective: 
• Buildings will be designed to achieve international excellence for environmental sustainability 

through innovative design, construction and management. 
 
Acceptable Development Criteria: 

• Refer to Planning Policy 1.3 – Development Policies for Normalised Redevelopment Areas - 
Green Building. 

3.13 Roofs   

Design Intent 
Careful consideration is to be given in the design of roof tops. Active open space at roof level provides 
opportunity to create a unique sense of place for Elizabeth Quay. Roofs will be used to provide 
landmark features which can help define a sense of place within the city context. 
 
Objective: 

• Roof forms will be an integral and functional aspect of the overall building design, which 
contribute positively to the amenity offered to residents, workers and visitors of Elizabeth 
Quay. 

 
Acceptable Development Criteria: 

• Incorporate and conceal plant and lift overruns as an integral part of roof design. 
• Incorporate elements such as solar or wind collectors into an innovative building design 

solution. 
• New towers are to be designed to contribute positively to the skyline through distinctive 

shaping of the roof and upper floors of the building. 
• Incorporate external lighting and signage to accentuate the roof as part of an innovative, high-

quality building design. 
• Roof tops should be functional and at a minimum 50% accessible, providing functions that 

contribute to the amenity and vibrancy of Elizabeth Quay. 
• Incorporate communal gardens and orchards on roof spaces where possible. 
• To provide an urban habitat and reduce building heat gain, innovative local xerophytic plant 

species could be planted on roof decks which are not accessible by people. Stormwater from 
roofs should be collected and reused as irrigation. 

3.14 Universal Access   

Design Intent 
A principle objective of Elizabeth Quay Project is the establishment and maintenance of a sustainable 
community – the success of which depends largely on the diversity and robustness of this community. 
One of the means to achieving this is to ensure that all buildings in Elizabeth Quay are to be universally 
accessible. That is they are designed to be usable by people of all ages, incomes and abilities to the 
greatest extent possible without the need for adaptation. Designing for access will not only assist 
people with disabilities but also carers, older people and people with small children. 
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Objective: 
• Developments provide a universally accessible environment as an integral component of each 

building. 
 
Acceptable Development Criteria: 

• A report prepared by an accredited access consultant will be required to be submitted as part 
of any development application to demonstrate that all development proposals comply with 
the access obligations of the Disability Discrimination Act and all applicable Australian 
Standards. 

• To ensure universal access the accredited access consultant should have on-going input at all 
stages of the design and construction process, including project completion. 

• Refer to Planning Policy 1.3 – Development Policies for Normalised Redevelopment Areas - 
Green Building - Adaptable Housing. 

3.15 Dwelling Diversity   

Design Intent 
In addition to designing for access, the Authority is committed to maintaining and enhancing 
residential diversity within Elizabeth Quay through the delivery of diverse housing stock and residential 
choice in three key areas: 

• A range of dwelling types 
• Affordable housing 
• Adaptable buildings 

 
Objective: 

• Developments are required to provide a variety of dwelling sizes and types in order to create 
a diverse, sustainable development with varied activities, accessible to a broad socio-economic 
population. 

 
Acceptable Development Criteria: 

• Refer to Planning Policy 1.3 – Development Policies for Normalised Redevelopment Areas - 
Green Building - Affordable and Diverse Housing. 

3.16 Safety   

Design Intent 
Buildings have an impact on perceptions of safety and security. In order to create a safe urban 
environment during all hours of the day and night developments should minimize the opportunity for 
crime and maximize the sense of safety through the design and management of built and landscaped 
environments. 
 
Objective: 

• Ensure that all developments are safe and secure for residents, workers and visitors and 
contribute to the safety of the public realm. 

 
Acceptable Development Criteria: 

• A report, prepared by an accredited CPTED consultant, will be required to be submitted as part 
of any development application to confirm that the development has been designed in 
accordance with:- 

o Design principles of Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design (CPTED); 
o Local Planning Policy ‘Designing Out Crime’; and/or 
o Western Australian Planning Commission ‘Designing out Crime Planning Guidelines’ 
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3.17 Acoustics   

Design Intent 
The development of mixed use buildings within an inner city context provides the potential for noise 
intrusion and emissions, especially considering the locality of the Bell Tower, bus and rail stations and 
night time activation. Such issues must be addressed at the planning and design stage to ensure that 
appropriate measures are taken to minimise impacts. 
 
Objective: 

• Ensure all developments are designed and constructed to incorporate high performance 
acoustic attenuation measures and materials. 

4.0 ACCESS AND SERVICING 

4.1  Car Parking   

Design Intent 
Elizabeth Quay is ideally located to take advantage of and implement Transit-Oriented Design (TOD). 
The proximity of The Esplanade Station, the Perth Bus Station, Ferry Terminal and the location a 
priority shared path running along the foreshore provide the ingredients to optimise the benefits of 
TOD.  
 
Limitations in car parking provision will encourage the use of alternative modes of transport and a 
reduction in private car use and contribute to the delivery of a more pedestrian friendly environment. 
 
Objective: 

• Provide secure car parking for residents and workers which has a minimal impact on the urban 
form and the amenity of the locality whilst promoting the utilisation of alternative modes of 
transport, such as public transport and cycling. 

 
Acceptable Development Criteria: 

• Parking shall be provided in accordance with the following table: 
 

Non Residential  Maximum car parking bays in accordance 
with the Perth Parking Policy  
 
In addition scooter/motorbike parking shall 
be provided at 1 bay per 10 parking bays of 
the total parking bays provided.  

Residential  Maximum car parking of 0.7 bays per 
dwelling.  
 
In addition scooter/motorbike parking 
provided at 1 bay per 5 parking bays of the 
total parking bays provided 

 
• Pedestrian access to underground parking shall be provided within buildings and not within 

the public realm. 
• Provide well considered pedestrian access from the car park to lobbies, foyers and individual 

apartment entrances. 
• Design parking areas to assist with orientation, including directional signage. 
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• All parking areas are to be designed in accordance with AS2890.1 and are to be well lit, safe 
and secure. 

• All non-residential parking bays are required to be licensed by the Department of Transport in 
accordance with the Perth Parking Management Act. A License Application is to be submitted 
to the Office of State Revenue following receipt of Development Approval from the Authority. 

 
Objective: 

• Parking facilities shall be integral to the development and where aboveground sleeved or 
creatively screened from view to enhance the pedestrian environment. 

 
Acceptable Development Criteria: 

• Basement level parking is encouraged wherever possible through the use of space saving 
parking technology such as car stackers, car lifts and automotive parking systems. 

• Alternative methods of parking shall be provided to achieve greater efficiency from parking 
areas including shared use of parking bays between different land uses and the provision of 
‘car pooling’ bays to decrease overall parking provision. 

• Where parking is provided at ground floor or podium level it shall be screened from view and 
sleeved behind other activities such as retail or office. 

4.2  Bicycle Parking   

Design Intent 
Through the provision of convenient end of trip facilities and secure bicycle parking, developments in 
Elizabeth Quay will encourage the use of bicycles as a convenient form of transport 
 
Objective: 

• Developments will provide safe and secure bicycle storage and end-of-trip facilities to 
encourage alternative methods of transport. 

 
Acceptable Development Criteria: 

• Provide secure bicycle parking and end of trip facilities in accordance with the following table: 
 

Commercial   Secure bicycle parking for a minimum of 
10% of building staff (based on 1 person 
per 15m2 of Net Lettable Area (NLA); 

Accessible showers Minimum of two female and two male 
showers, located in separate changing rooms, 
for the first 10 bicycle parking bays. additional 
shower facilities to be provided at a rate of 
one male and one female shower for every 10 
bicycle parking bays thereafter. 

Changing facilities  One secure locker for each bicycle parking 
bay. 

Visitor Bicycle Storage  A minimum of 10 bicycle parking bays located 
in the public realm and signed near the main 
public entrance to the building. 

Residential  Bicycle parking facilities for multiple 
dwellings, short-stay accommodation and 
serviced apartments shall be provided at a 
minimum of 1 bay per three units. 
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• Bicycle parking facilities are to be designed, located and constructed in accordance with AS 
2890.3 and Austroads Guide to Traffic Engineering Practice Part 14 – Bicycles. 

• The changing rooms must be secure facilities capable of being locked and located adjacent to 
the showers in a well-lit area which is capable of easy surveillance. 

• Lockers and change rooms should be well ventilated and be of a size sufficient to allow the 
storage of cycle clothing and equipment. 

• The end of journey facilities should be located as close as possible to the bicycle parking 
facilities. 

4.3  Vehicle Access  

Design Intent 
To ensure provision of safe, secure, accessible and visually acceptable parking for residents and 
workers, it is important to minimise the visual impact of access to garages by incorporating these 
elements as integral components of the building design. Vehicle movement must not compromise 
pedestrian movement and safety. 
 
Objective: 

• Ensure that the design and location of vehicle access and circulation does not compromise 
pedestrian movement and safety or the design quality of the building and public spaces. 

 
Acceptable Development Criteria: 

• A Traffic Impact Assessment compiled by a qualified traffic engineer must be submitted with 
any application for Development Approval. The report should make reference to the location 
of the Primary and Secondary frontages defined in the Lot Specific Guidelines and identify the 
main vehicle, bicycle and pedestrian routes through Elizabeth Quay Project. 

• Vehicle access shall be designed and detailed as an integral component of the development 
and be incorporated into the design treatment of the streetscapes. 

• Vehicle crossovers must be located and designed not to impede pedestrian and cyclist 
movement and allow for safe and efficient access to the adjoining carriageway. 

• Vehicle access gates should not detract from the architectural character of the streetscape or 
the visual quality of the buildings. 

• Loading, service and car park access areas should be located and designed to minimise impact 
on the public realm. Single discrete crossovers and vehicle access points are preferred over 
multiple or large, combined alternatives. 

• Service areas should be incorporated as integral components of both the building and the 
streetscape through a consistent language of materials and design. 

4.4  Building Services  

Design Intent 
The servicing functions of a building will be designed to ensure that the potential to have a negative 
impact on the amenity of the building, surrounding developments and the public realm is reduced. 
 
Objective: 

• Ensure that the servicing requirements for any development do not impact negatively on the 
character and amenity of the public realm. 

 
Acceptable Development Criteria: 

• Loading and service areas should be located and designed to minimise their visibility from, and 
impact on the amenity of the public realm. 
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• Air conditioning units must not be visible from the street or above the roofline of buildings. 
• Piped and wired services are to be concealed from public view. 
• FESA pumps and booster cabinets, transformers and any other utility requirements shall be 

incorporated into the design of the building in such a way to minimize the impact on the extent 
of activated frontages and the public realm. 

• Service meters and related infrastructure are to be wholly contained within the subject lot 
boundary and fully integrated into the development to minimise any impact on the 
streetscape. 

• The provision of outdoor clothes drying areas is encouraged, wherever possible, as a way of 
minimising the use of clothes dryers (and therefore reducing energy consumption). Clothes 
drying areas shall be appropriately screened so as not to be visible from the street. 

• Provide secure and accessible facilities for mail and parcel drop off that are integrated into the 
building design. 

 
Objective: 

• Ensure that waste management is planned and coordinated as an integral component of the 
design and development process. 

 
Acceptable Development Criteria: 

• A Waste Management Plan is to be prepared and must be submitted as part of the 
Development Approval application. 

• Ensure that on-site waste management and hygienic storage facilities are considered in design, 
taking into account the need for easy access for drop off and collection, that limits pedestrian 
and vehicle disruption. 

• Plan kitchens and waste storage/collection areas to allow sorting of waste for recycling 
purposes. 

• Screen service yards and bin enclosures from general view to prevent the release of odours 
and sound emissions. 

• Screening mechanisms should be integrated into the design of the building. Ensure that service 
areas are in appropriate locations. 
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Street Name Street Number Name of Place Other Frontages 

Aberdeen Street No. 10 West Australian 
School of Art, Design 
and Media 

cnr Beaufort Street 

No. 12 Alexander Galleries 
Warehouse 

 

No. 14 House  

No. 100 Women’s Health 
Care House 

Zempilas Street, 
Michael Close 

Beaufort Street Nos. 147-149 c. 1895 Building  

City Farm Place No. 1 City Farm  

Francis Street No. 25 Alexander Library  

Hay Street 
 

No. 70 
 

Peter Pan Statue 
(Queens Gardens) 

Plain Street, Nelson 
Crescent, Hay Street 

Nelson Crescent 
 

No. 39 W.A.C.A Grounds Hale Street, Hay 
Street, Braithwaite 
Street 

Roe Street 
 

 Perth Cultural Centre 
Heritage Precinct 

Beaufort Street, 
Francis Street 

No. 4 Art Gallery of 
Western Australia 
(Main Gallery 
Building) 

 

William Street Nos. 174-182 Old Governor 
Broome Hotel Site 

 

Nos. 174-182 Chester Building  

Nos. 174-182 1898 Building  

Nos. 174-182 1934 Building  

Nos. 194-198 Perth Hostel  

Nos. 200-206 c. 1897 Building  

Nos. 200-206 c. 1907/11 Building cnr James Street 

Nos. 208-212 Noarlinga Chambers cnr James Street 

No. 214 National Bank (fmr)  

Nos. 218-222 Rosen Building  

No. 224 Rechabite Hall  

No. 230 c. 1925 Building  

Nos. 232-240 Taylor’s Building  

No. 242 c. 1905 Building cnr Francis Street 

No. 246 Commercial Bank 
(fmr)  

cnr Francis Street 

No. 252 House  

No. 258 House  

No. 260 Baldwin Buildings  

Nos. 266-268 1906 Building  

Nos. 270-272 c. 1896 Building  

Nos. 278-282 c. 1897 Building  

Nos. 278-282 1913 Building cnr Aberdeen Street 

No. 312 1905 Building  

No. 314 1905 Building  



 

 

Street Name Street Number Name of Place Other Frontages 

No. 318 1905 Corner Building cnr Newcastle Street 

 



Schedule of Submissions  

City Planning Scheme No. 2 - Amendment No. 46 and  

Local Planning Scheme (Normalised Redevelopment Areas) No. 26 – Amendment No. 4 

Summary of Submissions (10 in total) 

Date Received Submitter Normalisation 
Stage 

Comment City’s Response/Action 

1. 11 June 2021 Strata

property 

occupier on 

behalf of 

owner. 

302/71 Hay 

Street, East 

Perth, 6004 

Stage 2 a) Covenants and by-laws under the Strata

Titles Act 1985 (SLA), Transfer of Land

Act 1898 (TLA), Community Titles Act

2018 (CTA) can operate to restrict the

use of land (or building space) or

mandate the use of land (or building

space) for a particular purpose. (eg, by-

laws not to use apartments for AirBnB

operations)

While Visions and Statement of Intents

in the local planning scheme are

relevant to determining applications

under the Planning and Development

Act 2005 (PDA), they should not be

construed as legislative approval to

override interests in land under the

TLA, SLA or CTA.

a) Noted.  The PDA operates separately to the SLA,

TLA and CTA.

b) Noted.  It is the applicant/landowners

responsibility to ensure that that they have any

other necessary approvals and comply with any

other relevant legislation including the SLA, TLA

and CTA.  The City advises development

applicants accordingly.

Attachm
ent 11.1E



 

 Summary of Submissions (10 in total) 

Date Received  Submitter Normalisation 
Stage 

Comment City’s Response/Action  

Landowners and strata communities 

should be able to make covenants and 

by-laws that impose a more restrictive 

use on their property than what is 

provided in the planning Vision and 

Statement of Intent.  

 

The intended works contemplated in 

planning approvals may be unlawful to 

carry out because they may be 

prohibited under instruments made 

under the TLA, STA and CTA. 

2.  28 May 2021 Department 
of Local 
Government, 
Sport and 
Cultural 
Industries – 
Perth 
Cultural 
Centre 
Precinct 

Stage 1  a) Acknowledge normalisation as a 

standard practice and supportive of the 

planning scheme amendments. 

b) The proposed Scheme Amendments do 

not apply to the Perth Cultural Precinct 

as it is shown as a regional reserve 

under the Metropolitan Region Scheme.  

Any development applications will be 

forward to City of Perth for referral to 

the Western Australian Planning 

Commission for approval.  

c) Notes that the Western Australian 

Cricket Association (WACA) site will be 

Noted. 



 

 Summary of Submissions (10 in total) 

Date Received  Submitter Normalisation 
Stage 

Comment City’s Response/Action  

part of stage 2 normalisation which is 

part of the Perth City Deal project 

which is at the planning stage. The 

department will continue to work 

closely with the City Deals Partners on 

the project.   

3.  3 June 2021 City of 
Vincent – 
adjoining 
local 
government 
to Museum 
St Precinct 

Stage 1  No objections to proposed amendments.  Noted.  

4.  9 June 2021  Landgate   No comments on the proposed 

amendments as they do not affect 

Landgate's functions, administered 

legislation, or the integrity of the Lands 

Register. 

Noted.  

5.  9 June 2021 North 
Metropolitan 
TAFE - 
Multiple 
campuses in 
Perth and 
East Perth 

Stage 1 and 
Stage 2 
precincts 

a) Concerned about the inclusion of 12 
and 14 Aberdeen Street and 147-149 
Beaufort Street, Perth, on the City 
Planning Scheme No. 2 Heritage List as 
they are not listed on the State 
Government’s inherit database.  

 

a) Noted.  The City’s Administration is unclear as to 
why these properties are not included in the 
State Government’s inherit database.   
 
The properties are listed on the existing 
DevelopmentWA Central Perth Heritage 
Inventory (CPHI The City is proposing to transfer 
these properties to the City’s Heritage List upon 

http://inherit.stateheritage.wa.gov.au/Public/Inventory/Details/09afe9ec-67ab-4183-a405-6776008bc825
http://inherit.stateheritage.wa.gov.au/Public/Inventory/Details/09afe9ec-67ab-4183-a405-6776008bc825


 

 Summary of Submissions (10 in total) 

Date Received  Submitter Normalisation 
Stage 

Comment City’s Response/Action  

Question how the level 2 and level 3 
ratings for these properties have been 
assessed and determined. 

 
Neither North Metropolitan TAFE nor 
the property owner have been 
contacted in this regard.  

 
b) Supportive of the inclusion of North 

Metropolitan TAFE properties to the 
north of Aberdeen Street in the 
Museum Street Precinct and associated 
provisions.  Question whether the two 
previous masterplans have been 
considered in this initiative. 

 
c) Request that the different references to 

the TAFE campuses across the 
redevelopment precincts be changed to 
reflect the organisation, that is, the 
North Metropolitan TAFE.  

normalisation to ensure that appropriate 
heritage protection remains in place.  
 
It is understood from DevelopmentWA that the 
Central Perth HI was prepared using the 
methodology based on: 

• the State Heritage Office Basic Principles for 
Local Government Inventories 2012; 

• Criteria for the Assessment of Local Heritage 
Places and Areas 2012; 

• the International Council on Monuments 
and Sites (ICOMOS) Australia Charter for 
Places of Cultural Significant (Burra Charter), 
2013. 

 
DevelopmentWA has advised that the CPHI was 
advertised for a period of 49 days commencing 
11 December 2015. Consultation included:  

• notices in the West Australian newspaper 

and the organisation’s website; 

• individual letters to key stakeholders;  

• individual letters to landowners/occupiers 

of properties on heritage list. 

 

As part of the consultation the Minister for 

Training and occupiers of the TAFE buildings 

were contacted.   

 



 

 Summary of Submissions (10 in total) 

Date Received  Submitter Normalisation 
Stage 

Comment City’s Response/Action  

DevelopmentWA designates management levels 
(1-4) for precincts and places based on their 
heritage qualities (Statement of Significance). 
Level 1 is the highest level of protection with 
these places on the State Register of Heritage 
Places (Heritage Act of WA 2018) and level 4 is 
the lowest level.  
 
The City's Heritage List records heritage places 
but does not identify management levels. 
 

The proposed amendment will transfer all level 
1-3 heritage places from DevelopmentWA's 
Heritage Inventory onto the City’s Heritage List.  
 

b) Noted.  DevelopmentWA’s design guidelines will 
be transferred over with Design Guidelines – 
Section 2.37 Northbridge Area 37 – Museum 
Street being proposed to become a Local 
Planning Policy under the City’s CPS No. 2.  

 
c) Noted. These  minor administrative changes are 

supported.  
 



 

 Summary of Submissions (10 in total) 

Date Received  Submitter Normalisation 
Stage 

Comment City’s Response/Action  

6.  10 June 2021 Perth City 
Farm 
Incorporated 
1 City Farm 
Place, East 
Perth  

Stage 2  a) The group is very pleased to be 
mentioned as an "important community 
asset... to be retained in the Precinct 
and supported." (From LPS26 precinct 
statement of intent). 

 
b) Supportive of the City identifying 

preferred uses of 'Category 1 Culture 
and Creative Industry' and 'Category 6 
Community' for the Royal Street West 
Precinct. These align extremely well 
with City Farm’s role as a community 
and education hub.  Cultural and 
creative industries would be a highly 
compatible land use for the land 
immediately adjoining the group’s site 
to the south and to the east. 
 

c) Within the preferred land uses, the 
group hopes that possible future 
options such as a bakery, retail shop for 
gardening and sustainable living 
products, short-term student 
accommodation for workshops and Co-
Ed shed (similar to a Men's Shed) would 
be favourably considered. 
 

d) The site is listed as Level 2 - Place of 
Local Significance in the 

a) Noted.  
 

b) Noted. The land immediately adjoining the 
group’s site to the east is reserved for Public 
Purposes (Technical School) under the 
Metropolitan Region Scheme and any future 
uses on the land will need to align with this.  The 
land immediately adjoining the group’s site to 
the south is proposed to continue to be 
included in Precinct EP5:  Royal Street West 
under the City’s LPS No. 26 where culture and 
creative industry uses are preferred. 

 
c) Noted.   

 
All land use categories will be either preferred 
or contemplated within Precinct EP5:  Royal 
Street West apart from Category 3 Light 
Industry which will be prohibited.  Category 3 
Light Industry which is described as: 
 
“Low to moderate impact businesses, 
predominately based in skilled trades, 
manufacturing, goods handling, the automotive 
industry and other land uses of an industrial 
nature.”   
 
Category 3 Light Industry includes the following 
land uses:  light industry, service industry, 



 

 Summary of Submissions (10 in total) 

Date Received  Submitter Normalisation 
Stage 

Comment City’s Response/Action  

DevelopmentWA’s CPHI. Question 
whether: 

• this classification applies to the 
buildings only or to the whole of 
the site as a 27-year-old 
community-based urban farm? 

• it includes the potentially significant 
street art by well-known artists, 
now found on several of the farm 
buildings. 
 

e) The documents do not make much 
reference to the protection and 
conservation of Aboriginal cultural 
heritage. This should be given more 
prominence.  The group would like to, 
where appropriate, play a role in 
promoting Aboriginal cultural heritage. 

research and development, 
showroom/warehouse, open air sales and 
display, transport depot, service station and 
major utility infrastructure. 

 
None of the mentioned land uses (a bakery, a 
retail shop selling gardening and sustainable 
living products, short term student 
accommodation or a co-ed shed) are considered 
to fall within Category 3 – Light Industry and 
therefore will be either Preferred or 
Contemplated uses under LPS 26.   

 
If, however, gardening products are proposed to 
be sold in an open-air environment this would 
fall within Category 3 – Light Industry under LPS 
No. 26 and will be a Prohibited use.   
 
Light Industry is currently not identified as a 
preferred or contemplated use under 
DevelopmentWA’s Scheme but may be 
considered following advertising.  The proposed 
general approach to land uses which are 
currently not identified as either Preferred or 
Contemplated under Development WA’s 
scheme is to make them Prohibited under the 
City’s Scheme.  It is recommended that this 
approach be maintained for now and 



 

 Summary of Submissions (10 in total) 

Date Received  Submitter Normalisation 
Stage 

Comment City’s Response/Action  

reconsidered as part of the preparation of the 
City’s new local planning scheme. 

d) Noted. 
 
Under DevelopmentWA's CPHI the classification 
applies to Lot 151 (No. 1) City Farm Place, East 
Perth.  
 
The CPHI physical description refers to four red 
brick industrial buildings grouped around a 
service yard. One photo includes the street art 
on the side of one of the buildings.  

 
The Statement of Significance states: 
 
“The place is of aesthetic significance as an 
example of a commercial building constructed 
during the inter-war period. The place is of 
historic significance because it reflects the way 
of life of the working people of Perth in the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth century. The 
place is of rarity value as an example of an 
industrial building in East Perth dating from the 
inter war period. It has achieved social value as 
City Farm.” 
 
The proposed amendment will transfer City 
Farm from DevelopmentWA's Heritage 
Inventory onto the City’s Heritage List. It should 
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Date Received  Submitter Normalisation 
Stage 

Comment City’s Response/Action  

be noted that the City’s Heritage List does not 
divide heritage places or areas into 
management levels.  

 
e) Noted. 
 
Aboriginal cultural heritage is dealt with under 
separate legislation (Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972).   
 
Aboriginal cultural heritage is not integrated as part 
of the Planning and Development (Local Planning 
Schemes) Regulations 2015 Deemed Provisions 
unlike the Heritage Act 2018 provisions. 
 
The City’s Cultural Development Plan 2019-2029 
identifies activities that seek to recognise, promote 
and celebrate Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
culture. The City has a role in raising the profile and 
respect of Nyoongar culture.   
 
City Farm’s willingness to promote Aboriginal 
cultural heritage is noted and supported. 

7.  14 June 2021 Heritage 
Council of 
WA 

Stage 1 and 
Stage 2  

Have no concerns over proposed 
amendments as the Heritage Council of WA 
has previously provided advice on the 
planning instruments contained within the 
scheme amendments (no details provided). 
 

Noted.  
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Date Received  Submitter Normalisation 
Stage 

Comment City’s Response/Action  

8.  15 June 2021 Planning 
Consultancy 
on behalf of 
the Western 
Australian 
Cricket 
Association 
(WACA) 

Stage 2  a) Design Guidelines:  Note that WACA 
site is part of Stage 2 and the scheme 
amendments will be gazetted before 
the WACA precinct will be subtracted 
from the redevelopment area with 
policy/guidelines adoption to follow.  
 
Recommend that the guidelines and 
policy frameworks are reviewed before 
adoption with opportunity for 
stakeholders to provide input because 
of the age of the currently applicable 
frameworks.  
 

b) Zoning:  WACA support the proposed 
Central City Area zoning under the 
Metropolitan Region Scheme and 
proposed zoning under LPS 26. 

 
c) Plot Ratio: Currently support that there 

is no plot ratio for the site. 
Acknowledge however that plot ratio is 
an important tool for authorities to 
assess the appropriateness of 
development that provides certainty for 
assessors and landowners in terms of 
the anticipated development yield and 
scale.  

 

a) Design Guidelines:  Noted.  
 
It is understood from discussions with 
Development WA that they do not have any 
intention to review the WACA design guidelines 
prior to planning control being transferred from 
Development WA to the City.   
 
It is unknown when the normalisation of stage 2 
precincts will occur. 
 
The City can consider reviewing the WACA 
design guidelines closer to normalisation of the 
site.   
 

b) Zoning:  Noted. 
 

c) Plot Ratio:  Noted. The City can consider 
applying plot ratio to the WACA site closer to 
normalisation of the site. 

 
d) Heritage List:  Noted. 

 
e) Incidental and Ancillary Land Uses:  Noted. 

 
CPS2 defines  ‘predominant use’ as the use of 
land to which all other uses carried out on that 
land are subordinate, incidental or ancillary and 
an ‘incidental use’ as the use of premises which 
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Date Received  Submitter Normalisation 
Stage 

Comment City’s Response/Action  

Would like to engage with the City on 
this issue to discuss if it is appropriate 
to apply plot ratio to the subject site in 
due course, however, recognise that 
this may be more appropriately 
addressed at a later stage once more 
detailed analysis has been undertaken. 

 
d) Heritage List: WACA is supportive of the 

site being placed on the City's Heritage 
List and the City's general approach to 
heritage being adopted in the 
normalisation process. Offers good 
incentives for heritage conservation 
and appropriate site redevelopment. 

 
e) Incidental and Ancillary Land Uses: 

Current DA considers a range of land 
uses so the WACA has the potential to 
be a diverse community, sporting and 
entertainment venue for the public.  

 
DevWA may take the approach of 
applying one overall land use category, 
however there are several areas which 
accommodate different land uses that 
may operate at different times.   
 

is ancillary and subordinate to the predominant 
or primary use.  
 
Ancillary and incidental uses generally do not 
require separate development approval.  Where 
a land use is, however, considered to be more 
than incidental the City may require a ‘change 
of use’ or ‘additional use’ approval for a site.  
 

f) Land Use Definitions and Permissibilities: 
 
Noted.  All land uses will be either preferred or 
contemplated on the WACA site with the 
exception of Category 3 Light Industry which will 
be prohibited.  Category 3 Light Industry which 
is described as: 
 
“Low to moderate impact businesses, 
predominately based in skilled trades, 
manufacturing, goods handling, the automotive 
industry and other land uses of an industrial 
nature.”   
 
Category 3 Light Industry includes the following 
land uses:  light industry, service industry, 
research and development, 
showroom/warehouse, open air sales and 
display, transport depot, service station and 
major utility infrastructure. 
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Date Received  Submitter Normalisation 
Stage 

Comment City’s Response/Action  

These uses may not necessarily be 
considered 'incidental' to this main land 
use.  The facility may be used on a 
frequent basis for uses other than the 
main land use allocated.  

 
Concerned that the City’s Scheme does 
not outline that land uses may be 
incidental to a main land use and 
therefore there is a risk for non-
compliance issues when normalisation 
occurs.  

 
Request that consideration be given to 
inserting a provision into the City’s 
Scheme to ensure that the City will not 
preclude ancillary uses being 
permissible despite no specific approval 
for such use. 

 
f) Land Use Definitions and 

Permissibilities: As part of 
normalisation process there is the 
potential for changes to the scheme's 
land use definitions and permissibility 
which may create non-conforming uses 
or reduced flexibility for the site.  
 

 
Light Industry is currently not identified as a 
preferred or contemplated use under 
DevelopmentWA’s Scheme but may be 
considered following advertising.  The proposed 
general approach to land uses which are 
currently not identified as either Preferred or 
Contemplated under Development WA’s 
scheme is to make them Prohibited under the 
City’s Scheme.  It is recommended that this 
approach be maintained for now and 
reconsidered as part of the preparation of the 
City’s new local planning scheme. 
 
The proposed land uses in the current WACA 
development application include the WACA 
grounds, aquatic centre, function rooms, multi-
purpose rooms, child care, 
administration/business services, multi-purpose 
sport facility,  high performance facilities for 
sports players, health club facility, consulting 
rooms, food and beverage outlets and 
café/restaurant.  None of these land uses are 
considered to fall within Category 3 – Light 
Industry and therefore will be either Preferred 
or Contemplated uses under LPS 26.   
 
Land use definitions in CPS 2/LPS 26 are 
generally consistent with the CPRS definitions.  



 

 Summary of Submissions (10 in total) 

Date Received  Submitter Normalisation 
Stage 

Comment City’s Response/Action  

Would only support the normalisation 
of the WACA grounds on the basis that 
no land uses proposed at part of the 
'live' development application become 
non-conforming as a result of the 
normalisation process. 
 
Request that the framework is reviewed 
to ensure that the WACA can continue 
to operate as a multi-purpose venue.  
 
Request that the land use definitions be 
reviewed to ensure consistency with 
the definitions in the CPRS. 

There is an opportunity for land use definitions 
to be reviewed as part of the preparation of the 
City’s new City Planning Scheme No. 3.  

 

9.  15 June 2021 Department 
of 
Biodiversity, 
Conservation 
and 
Attractions 

Stage 1 – 
portion of 
Swan River  

DBCA have considered the proposed 
planning scheme amendments and have no 
additional comments. 

Noted.  

10.  18 June 2021 Department 
of Transport 
– Transport 
portfolio 
(Main Roads 
WA and 
Public 

Stage 1 and 
Stage 2  

Main Roads provided a series of 
recommendations with respect to removing 
or applying the Primary Regional Road 
reservation under the Metropolitan Region 
Scheme in a number of redevelopment 
areas. 

Noted.  The reservation of land under the 
Metropolitan Region Scheme (MRS) is beyond the 
scope of the subject local planning scheme 
amendments.  Any changes to the MRS will require 
discussion with the Western Australian Planning 
Commission who administers this scheme.  



 

 Summary of Submissions (10 in total) 

Date Received  Submitter Normalisation 
Stage 

Comment City’s Response/Action  

Transport 
Authority) 
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12. Community Development Alliance Reports  

 Arts Sponsorship – Financial Year 2021/22 

Responsible Officer Konrad Seidl - Acting General Manager Community Development 

Voting Requirement Simple Majority 

Attachments Attachment 12.1A – Arts Sponsorship FY2021/22 - Summary of 
Applicants 

Attachment 12.1B – Arts Sponsorship FY2021/22 – Detailed Officer 
Report 

Attachment 12.1C – Arts Sponsorship FY2021/22 - Indicative Events 
Calendar July 2021 – December 2022 

Attachment 12.1D – Arts Sponsorship Guidelines FY2021/22 

Attachment 12.1E – Amended Council Policy 4.3 - Sponsorship and Grants   
 

Purpose 
To provide arts sponsorship recommendations to Council under the Arts Sponsorship 2021/22 program and 
to consider adopting amendments to Council Policy 4.3 - Sponsorship and Grants. 

Recommendation 
That Council:  

1. ADOPTS the amendments to Council Policy 4.3 - Sponsorship & Grants: 

a. Item 29 to read: All sponsorships and grants must be acquitted prior to a decision being made on 
a subsequent application of further funding unless the activity for which the sponsorship or grant 
was awarded has not yet occurred 

b. Item 24 (a) to read: Where the sponsorship or grant is for less than $15,000, by the CEO, provided 
the application is not part of a funding round or an unsolicited offer 

2. APPROVES for 2021/22 $590,000 excluding GST (comprising $583,444 cash contribution and up 
to $6,556 in-kind support for City’s fees and charges as outlined in Attachment 12.1A): 

a Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts Limited 
for PICA Community Engagement and Artist 
Development Program 

$60,000 (excl GST) cash contribution for one 
year (FY 2021/22). 

b Performing Arts Centre Society Inc (t/a The 
Blue Room Theatre) for The Blue Room 
Theatre Artistic Program 

$65,000 (excl GST) cash contribution for one 
year (FY2021/22). 

c West Australian Ballet Company Inc. for Swan 
Lake and Children’s Ballet 

$40,000 (excl GST) cash contribution for one 
year (FY2021/22).  

d Yirra Yaakin Theatre Company for Ngalaka Daa 
Ensemble 

$18,000 (excl GST) cash contribution for one 
year (FY2021/22). 
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e The Lester Prize for The Lester Prize Public 
Program - Stories Revealed 

$80,000 (excl GST) cash contribution for one 
year (FY2021/22). 

f Barking Gecko Theatre Company Ltd. for a 
series of creative development intensives to 
imagine and plan a large-scale, multi-site 
public artwork in the City of Perth in 2023: 
Tales from the Inner City 

$40,000 (excl GST) cash contribution for one 
year (FY2021/22). 

g West Australian Music Industry Association 
Inc. for WA Music Month 

$60,000 (excl GST) cash contribution for one 
year (FY2021/22). 

h Revelation Perth International Film Festival 
Inc. for XR:WA 

$32,000 (excl GST) cash contribution for one 
year (FY2021/22). 

i Perth International Cabaret Festival Limited for 
Perth International Cabaret Festival 2022 

$30,000 (excl GST) cash contribution for one 
year (FY2021/22). 

j STRUT Dance for Pathways to the World in 
Perth 

$25,000 (excl GST) cash contribution for one 
year (FY2021/22). 

k The Contemporary Dance Company of 
Western Australia Ltd T/A Co3 for 
INRESIDENCE - Forging professional mainstage 
presentation opportunities for emerging 
choreographers 

$25,000 (excl GST) cash contribution for one 
year (FY2021/22). 

i. Alice Street Merchandising for Strange 
Festival for one-year ($40,000) 
comprising of: 

ii. $33,444 (excl. GST) cash contribution; 
and 

iii. $6,556 in-kind support for City’s fees and 
charges. 

m West Australian Opera for Opera in the City $75,000 (excl GST) cash contribution for one 
year (FY2021/22). 

 

3. APPROVES for 2022/23 $220,000 excluding GST cash contributions: 

a AWESOME Arts Australia Ltd for 2022 
AWESOME International Arts Festival for 
Bright Young Things 

$100,000 (excl GST) cash contribution for 
one year (FY2022/23). 

b West Australian Symphony Orchestra Pty Ltd 
for WASO's Family Christmas Spectacular and 
Symphony in the City 

$120,000 (excl GST) cash contribution for 
one year (FY2022/23). 

 

4. DECLINES art sponsorship for the following applicant: 

a Western Australian Academy of Performing 
Arts for Folds for one-year 

($6,000). 
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Background 
1. The City has a vision for Perth to be ‘the events heart of WA’ (Events Strategy 2025). A key principle of 

this strategy is ‘something for everyone.’ Using a portfolio approach, the City will facilitate, support and 
organise a diverse range of events including arts and culture that are inclusive, appeal to a broad range 
of demographics and provide enriching experiences for all throughout the year. To demonstrate this 
approach, an Indicative Events Calendar 2021/22 is contained within Attachment 12.1C.  

2. At its meeting held on 6 July 2021, Council endorsed three strategic pillars to inform future planning: 

a. Liveable – a community that is safe, socially cohesive, inclusive and activated 

b. Sustainable – a healthy environment, with social and economic systems in balance 

c. Prosperous – a successful, flourishing and thriving City.  

3. The City accepted applications for Arts Sponsorship during a five-week period from Tuesday, 23 March 
2021 to Tuesday, 27 April 2021. The City received 16 applications in total and a summary is outlined in 
Attachment 12.1A. 

4. The Arts Sponsorship Program supports projects seeking sponsorship of $20,000 and over for activities 
that: 

a. attract a broad audience 

b. encourage increased visitation 

c. deliver increased economic benefits to the City’s stakeholders 

d. contribute to the vibrancy 

e. enhance the reputation the City of Perth as a premier capital city and arts industry leader. 

5. The requests for sponsorship have been considered under the City’s Arts Sponsorship Program 
Guidelines for the 2021/22 Financial Year. The guidelines are based on the program offered in 
2020/2021 and have progressed separately to the paused programs due to the timing of the funding 
round.  

6. The Arts Sponsorship Round was assessed whilst the review of Council Policy 18.13 Sponsorship, Grants 
and Donations and the new policy Council Policy 4.3 Sponsorships and Grants was being considered by 
the Policy Committee and subsequently Council. As a result, the panel took into consideration the 
existing Council Policy 18.13 and Council Policy 4.3 in their assessment. 

7. Council Policy 4.3 - Sponsorship and Grants was adopted by Council at its Ordinary Council Meeting held 
on 25 May 2021. Item 24 (a) states ‘where the sponsorship or grant is for less than $10,000, by the CEO, 
provided the application is not part of a funding round or an unsolicited offer’. Item 29 states ‘all 
sponsorships and grants must be acquitted prior to a decision being made on a subsequent application 
of further funding’. There is a proposal to amend the policy as outlined in the recommendation. 

 

Discussion 
8. Sixteen applications were assessed by a four-person assessment panel, consisting of management from 

the City’s Community Development Alliance. The recommendations are carefully considered with the 
view of maintaining the integrity of the proposals. 
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9. Each assessment criterium has clear descriptions and a rating scale which guides the assessors when 
considering an appropriate score. The scores from panel members for each assessment criteria are 
averaged and ranked from highest to lowest. 

10. The Arts Sponsorship Round was highly competitive due to the quality of the applications, three of which 
were for new events which have not been sponsored by the City before. The panel agreed a minimum 
score threshold of 60% would be appropriate to demonstrate good alignment with the objectives of the 
program. Applicants scoring below the threshold are recommended for decline. 

11. Detailed Officer Assessment of all applications is included within Attachment 12.1B. Of the 16 
applications assessed, 15 are recommended to be approved and one is recommended to be declined. 

12. There are six applicants in the Arts Sponsorship round with current funding agreements in place with 
the City for projects occurring until December 2021. As their program and/or event has not yet been 
delivered, the respective acquittals are not yet due.  

13. The six applicants are: 

a. Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts – the acquittal for the 2020/21 funding is due on 21 January 
2022. City Officers can confirm that all previous funding prior to 2020/21 has been satisfactorily 
acquitted 

b. The Blue Room Theatre – the acquittal for the previous support except the 2020/21 funding which 
is due on 28 February 2022. City Officers can confirm that all previous funding prior to 2020/21 
has been satisfactorily acquitted 

c. West Australian Ballet – the acquittal for the 2020/21 funding is due on 31 December 2021. City 
Officers can confirm that all previous funding prior to 2020/21 has been satisfactorily acquitted 

d. Awesome Arts Australia Ltd – the acquittal for the 2021/22 AWESOME Festival due to be held 
September/October 2021, is due 30 November 2021. City Officers can confirm that all funding 
prior to 2020/21 has been satisfactorily acquitted 

e. The Contemporary Dance Company of Western Australia Ltd T/A Co3 – the acquittal for the 
2020/21 funding is due on 28 February 2022. City Officers can confirm that all funding prior to 
2020/21 has been satisfactorily acquitted 

f. West Australian Symphony Orchestra Pty Ltd – the acquittal for the 2021/22 event being held in 
December 2021 is due 28 February 2022. City Officers can confirm that all funding prior to 
2021/22 has been satisfactorily acquitted. 

14. Through conversations with key stakeholders such as neighbourhood groups and Tourism WA, the City 
has identified the current delegated authority of $10,000 restricts the City’s ability for quick responses 
to opportunities as they arise. For example, third-party use of street banner displays generally total 
between $10,000 and $15,000. This became apparent in conversations regarding leveraging Bledisloe 
Cup.  

15. Amendments to Council Policy 4.3 - Sponsorship & Grants are presented in Attachment 12.1E. The first 
amendment is to line 29 which reads ‘all sponsorships and grants must be acquitted prior to a decision 
being made on a subsequent application of further funding unless the activity for which the sponsorship 
or grant was awarded has not yet occurred.’ The second amendment is line 24 (a) which reads ‘where 
the sponsorship or grant is for less than $15,000, by the CEO, provided the application is not part of a 
funding round or an unsolicited offer.’ 
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Stakeholder Engagement 
Nil. 

 

Decision Implications 
16. The approval of the six applications outlined in point 13 above will be subject to Council’s endorsement 

of amended Council Policy 4.3 – Sponsorship and Grants, line 29 (Attachment 12.1E). It is proposed the 
six applicants are approved by Council with no payments to be made until the current funding is 
acquitted to the City’s satisfaction. 

17. The adoption of amended Council Policy 4.3 – Sponsorship and Grants, line 24 (a) will enable the CEO 
to approve future grant and sponsorship applications less than $15,000, provided the application is not 
part of a round or unsolicited offer. 

18. Where applicants applied for initiatives previously supported by the City, increases to funding were only 
awarded when demonstrated additional benefit to the City could be identified. In instances where an 
applicant was requesting support for a new initiative, it was benchmarked against comparable activity 
and recommendations made accordingly. 

19. It is generally not possible to support every application or the total request for each applicant, due to 
budget constraints, lack of alignment with the City’s strategic priorities and/or poor-quality applications. 
This may result is unavoidable dissatisfaction from some applicants.  

20. A City representative will negotiate sponsorship benefits with applicants in line with sponsorship funding 
amounts once approved by Council. 

 

Strategic, Legislative and Policy Implications 
Strategy 
Pillar (Outcome): Liveable 
Issue Specific Plans or 
Strategies: 

2025 Events Strategy 

Cultural Development Plan 2019-2029 
 

Legislation, Delegation of Authority and Policy 
Legislation: Regulation 12 of the Local Government (Financial Management) 

Regulations 1996 payments from municipal fund or trust fund, 
restrictions on. 

Authority of Council/CEO: Council Policy 4.3 directs that any sponsorship application for more than 
$10,000 or from a funding round be considered by Council. 

Policy: 4.3 Sponsorship and Grants - the policy directs that there be a consistent 
and transparent assessment process and criteria to guide 
recommendations to Council. An eligibility check has been conducted on 
all applications to ensure they are compliant with the Policy and the 
necessary assessment process has been followed. 

  

http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/wa/consol_reg/lgmr1996434/s12.html
http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/wa/consol_reg/lgmr1996434/s12.html
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Financial Implications 
Financial Year 2021/22 

21. The financial implications of the recommendation are accommodated within the 2021/22 annual 
budget: 

Account Number 1066-100-50-10008-7901 Operating 

Account Description Arts Sponsorship 

Total Budget $1,000,000 

Budget – This report $590,000 

Remaining Budget $190,000* 

Budget Impact Accommodated in proposed budget 

 

22. The 2021/22 budget has existing commitments to Awesome Arts Australia Ltd (approved at the July 
2019 Ordinary Council Meeting) and West Australian Symphony Orchestra Pty Ltd (approved at the 
March 2020 OCM), totalling $220,000. 

23. *Noting the current sponsorship review will clarify the distribution of remaining budget for 2021/22. 

24. The panel is not recommending multi-year funding however has proposed funding Awesome Arts 
Australia Ltd and West Australian Symphony Orchestra Pty Ltd for activities that would be supported 
with funds from 2022/23. The following outlines the indicative impact on the budget, subject to budget 
adoption in the relevant financial year: 

Financial Year 2022/23 

25. The financial implications of the recommendation for the 2022/23 budget is subject to Council adoption 
of the 2022/23 annual budget. 

Account Number TBC Operating 

Account Description Arts Sponsorship 

Estimated Total Budget TBC 

Budget – This report $220,000 

Remaining Budget TBC 

Budget Impact Accommodated in proposed budget, subject to annual budget 
adoption. 

 

Relevant Documents 
2025 Events Strategy 

 

  

https://perth.wa.gov.au/council/reports-and-important-documents
https://perth.wa.gov.au/council/reports-and-important-documents
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Further Information 
Following the Agenda Briefing Session held on 24 August 2021, further information is provided: 

26. Regarding a central portal for events, there are several central event calendars available managed by 
Tourism WA, Destination Perth and Visit Perth:  

a. Tourism WA offer a comprehensive listing for the whole State with specific listings for the Perth 
region. All Tourism WA sponsored events are featured on their website and any event holder can 
have their event listed for free on the website by registering with the Australian Tourism Data 
Warehouse. 

b. Destination Perth has a comprehensive guide which covers the greater Perth region not just the 
CBD. Anyone can register their event.   

c. Visit Perth lists events across the city including those sponsored by the City and any event being 
held in the City can be listed for free.   

27.  When evaluating sponsorship applications, audience numbers are one of several considerations, in 
addition to previous funding amounts, previous impacts/benefits of an initiative (if applicable), budget 
available, amount requested, and responses to the criteria outlined in the application. The panel could 
not identify sufficient additional benefits to the City to support an increase in funding from the previous 
year for PICA.  

28.  When comparing attendance of The Lester Prize to Fringe Festival, a 60% increase in funding from the 
previous year is recommended to pilot the new elements outlined in the Lester Prize proposal. Lester 
Prize was one of only three applications recommended for an increase in funding.   

29.  Regarding the impact of COVID-19, the City is supporting building cultural capacity with 
a $500,000 investment recommended in the report. There are also other funding partners supporting 
organisations with the impact of COVID-19, including the Department of Local Government, Sport and 
Cultural Industries with the ‘Getting the Show back on the Road+’ grant program. This program is part 
of a $76 million State Government Recovery Plan for culture and the arts.  

30.  The proposed amendment to the policy is intended to address the disadvantage presented by the 
current policy. This proposal will enable Council to make a decision on an application, even if the 
previous funding has not yet been acquitted due to the timing of the event. Payment to approved 
applicants will be withheld until satisfactory acquittal of previous funding. This will ensure applicants are 
not disadvantaged due to the timing or duration of their events. The proposed amended wording in 
paragraph 29 of the policy has now been further refined to clarify when payment is to be made. 

32. Confirmation on how The Lester Prize estimated 300,000 in attendance was sought. The Lester Prize 
advised that they estimated the attendance by using average daily pedestrian traffic estimates from 
venues including DevelopmentWA. This involved a guess at numbers of who will engage with the Portrait 
Pathways through journey interruptions as opposed to attracting audiences. To be more in line with 
standard practice of calculating event attendance, the Lester Prize provided the following breakdown of 
a 23,300 estimate in audience numbers: 

• Portrait Workshops, Activities and Group Tours – 300 based on ticketed entry 
• Youth Exhibition at Brookfield – 10,000 based on Brookfield Place data 2017-2018 
• The Lester Prize at Art Gallery of WA – 10,000 based on 7,500 in 2020 which was lower than 

anticipated due to COVID-19 
 

https://www.westernaustralia.com/au/things_to_do/events/pages/events.aspx
https://www.destinationperth.com.au/page/whats-on
https://visitperth.com/events#&EventEndDate=20210824
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The Lester Prize confirmed that a more realistic estimate of the total audience who may engage with 
artwork in the public realm when walking past the Portrait Pathway on their way through Brookfield 
Place, Perth Cultural Centre and Yagan Square is 100,000. 

33. Regarding the remaining budget and expected future sponsorship applications, the remaining budget 
was originally allocated to the Arts Grants and Quick Response Grants which are currently paused 
pending review. This budget will be allocated to programs to be determined on completion of the 
sponsorship review to meet the needs of the community and deliver on the City’s strategic pillars of 
Liveable, Sustainable and Prosperous.  

  



Arts Sponsorship FY 21/22 - Summary of Applicants 
The table below provides a summary of applicants recommended for approval for financial year 2021/22.  

Ref Applicant / 
Project 

Requested Total 
Amount 

(Cash and In-kind 
support per year) 

Estimated 
Attendance 
(provided by 
applicant) 

Previous 
Support 

(2020/21) 

Recommendation 
Total amount 

(Cash and In-kind 
support per year)  

Recommendation 
Rationale 

2) a) Perth Institute of 
Contemporary Arts 
Limited / PICA 
Community 
Engagement and 
Artist Development 
Program  

$93,280   
($93,280 cash for 
FY 2021/22)   

$80,000  
($80,000 cash for 
FY 2022/23 
budget)  

62,000 
(1 October 
2021 - 31 
December 
2022) 

$60,000 
($60,000 
cash) 

$60,000   
($60,000 cash 
for one year in FY 
2021/22)  

Same funding  
The program does not 
represent sufficient  
additional 
programming to 
support an increase in 
funding from the 
previous year.  

2) b) PERFORMING ARTS 
CENTRE SOCIETY 
INC (t/a The Blue 
Room Theatre) /  
The Blue Room 
Theatre Artistic 
Program  

$65,000  
($65,000 cash for 
FY 2021/22)  

$65,000  
($65,000 cash for 
FY 2022/23)  

27,496  
(1 January 2022 
– 31 December 
2022)

$65,000 
($65,000 
cash) 

$65,000   
($65,000 cash 
for one year in FY 
2021/22)  

Same funding 
The program 
represents equal value 
to that of the previous 
year.   

2) c) West Australian 
Ballet Company 
Inc. / Swan Lake 
and Children’s 
Ballet  

$80,000  
($80,000 cash for 
FY 2021/22)  

26,500  
(26 September 
2021 – 11 
December 
2022)  

$30,000 
($30,000 
cash) 

$40,000   
($40,000 cash 
for one year in FY 
2021/22)  

Increased funding 
$20,000 funding 
recommendation for 
Children’s 
Ballet reflects the City’s 
contribution to 
AWESOME Festival 
which is where it will 
be performed.  
Remaining $20,000 
investment is for the 
new Swan Lake 
component.   

2) d) Yirra Yaakin  
Theatre Company 
/ Ngalaka Daa Ense
mble  

$30,000  
($30,000 cash for 
FY 2021/22)  

326   
(18 April 2022 
– 7 July 2022)

$25,000 
($25,000 
cash) 

$18,000   
($18,000 cash 
for one year in FY 
2021/22)  

Decreased funding  
The requested 
amount is 66% of the 
total project cost 
which is well above the 
30% maximum 
published in the 
guidelines.   

2) e) The Lester Prize / 
The Lester Prize 
Public Program - 
Stories Revealed  

$100,000  
($100,000 cash 
for FY 2021/22) 
$100,000  
($100,000 cash 
for FY 2022/23) 

$100,000  
($100,000 cash 
for FY 2023/24) 

300,300 (15 
October 2021 – 
30 November 
2021)  

$50,000, 
($50,000 
cash) 

$80,000    
($80,000 cash 
for one year in FY 
2021/22)  

Increased funding  
Recommendation 
based on the  
increased activation  
outside of the 
gallery and increased 
attendance 
forecasted.    

Attachment 12.1A



2) f)  Barking Gecko 
Theatre Company 
Ltd. / A series of 
creative 
development 
intensives to 
imagine and plan a 
large-scale, multi-
site public artwork 
in the City of Perth 
in 2023: Tales from 
the Inner City  

$60,000   
($60,000 cash for 
FY 2021/22)  
  

12 artists per 
the three 
creative 
development 
modules = 36  
(6 December 
2021 – 5 
August 2022)  
  

$25,000  
($25,000 
cash)  
  

$40,000   
($40,000 cash 
for one year in FY 
2021/22)  
  

Increased funding  
An increase of funding 
from 2020/21 has been 
recommended as the 
activity is of a different 
nature and increased  
scale.  
When benchmarked 
against previous  
Artistic development  
sponsorship 
applications the 
request for $60,000 
was high.    

2) g)  West Australian 
Music Industry 
Association Inc /  
WA Music Month  
   

$80,000  
($80,000 cash for 
FY 2021/22)  
  
 $85,000   
($85,000 cash for 
FY 2022/23)  
  
$90,000  
($90,000 cash for 
FY 2023/24)  

19,802 (events 
held in City of 
Perth)  
(5 November 
2021 – 28 
November 
2021)  

$60,000  
($60,000 
cash)  
  

$60,000   
($60,000 cash 
for one year in FY 
2021/22)  
  

Same funding  
Sufficient additional 
benefits could not be 
identified for the City 
to support an increase 
in funding from the 
previous year.   

2) h)  Revelation Perth 
International Film 
Festival Inc. /  
XR:WA  

$40,000   
($40,000 cash for 
FY 2021/22)  

3,500  
(16 September 
2022 – 18 
September 
2022)  

$32,000  
($32,000 
cash)  
  

$32,000   
($32,000 cash 
for one year in FY 
2021/22)  

Same funding  
Sufficient additional 
benefits could not be 
identified for the City 
to support an increase 
in funding from the 
previous year.   

2) i  Perth International  
Cabaret Festival 
Limited / Perth 
International 
Cabaret Festival 
2022  

$45,000   
($45,000 cash for 
FY 2021/22)  

16,500  
(18 June 2022 – 
26 June 2022)  

N/A  $30,000   
($30,000 cash 
for one year in FY 
2021/22)  

New applicant 
When benchmarked 
against comparable  
applications, $30,000 is 
an appropriate 
contribution from the 
City.  

2) j)  STRUT Dance /  
Pathways to the 
World in Perth  

$50,000   
($50,000 cash for 
FY 2021/22)  
  
$50,000  
($50,000 cash for 
FY 2022/23)  
  
$50,000  
($50,000 cash for 
FY 2023/24)  

84,830  
(1 November 
2021 – 24 
November 
2024)  
  

$25,000  
($25,000 cash 
- cancelled 
due to COVID-
19)  
  

$25,000   
($25,000 cash 
for one year in FY 
2021/22)  
  

Same funding  
Sufficient additional 
benefits could not be 
identified for the City 
to support an increase 
in funding from the 
previous year.  
  

2) k)  The Contemporary 
Dance Company of 
Western Australia 
Ltd T/A Co3 
/ INRESIDENCE – 
Forging 

$50,000   
($50,000 cash for 
FY 2021/22)  
  
$50,000   

1,750  
(1 January 2022 
– 31 December 
2024)  
  

$25,000  
($25,000 
cash)  
  

$25,000  
($25,000 cash 
for one year in FY 
2021/22)  
  

Same funding  
Sufficient additional 
benefits could not be 
identified for the City 
to support an increase 



professional 
mainstage 
presentation 
opportunities for 
emerging 
choreographers  

($50,000 cash for 
FY 2022/23)  
  
$50,000   
($50,000 cash for 
FY 2023/24)  

in funding from the 
previous year.   

2) l)  Alice Street 
Merchandising 
/ Strange Festival  

$60,000   
($40,000 cash & 
$20,000 in-kind 
for FY 2021/22)  
  
  
  
$60,000  
($40,000 cash & 
$20,000 in-kind 
for FY 2022/23)  
  
$80,000   
($60,000 cash & 
$20,000 in-kind 
for FY 2023/24)  

50,500  
(17 June 2022 – 
26 June 2022)  

N/A  
  

$40,000   
($33,444 cash & 
$6,556 in-kind 
for one year in FY 
2021/22)  

New applicant 
When benchmarked 
against comparable 
applications, $40,000 is 
an appropriate 
contribution from the 
City.  

2) m)  West Australian 
Opera / Opera in 
the City (Opera for 
Young People, 
Opera Events, 
Opera Activations)  

$150,000   
($150,000 cash 
for FY 2021/22)  
  
$150,000  
($150,000 cash 
for FY 2022/23)  
  
$150,000  
($150,000 cash 
for FY 2023/24)  
  

36,900  
(1 December 
2022 – 31 
December 
2024)  

$145,000  
($145,000 
cash)  
  

$75,000   
($75,000 cash 
for one FY 
2021/22)  

New program 
Recommend $75,000 
on a one-year 
agreement as a 
pilot given the new 
nature of the 
programming.    

  
The table below provides a summary of applicants recommended for approval for financial year 2022/23.   
3) a)  AWESOME Arts 

Australia Ltd 
/ 2022 AWESOME 
International Arts 
Festival for Bright 
Young Things  

$110,000  
($110,000 cash 
for FY 2022/23)  
  
$110,000  
($110,000 cash 
for FY 2023/24)  
  
$110,000  
($110,000 cash 
for FY 2024/25)  

106,000  
(19 September 
2022 – 1 
October 2022)  

$100,00  
($100,000 
cash for 
2021/22)  
  

$100,000   
($100,000 cash for 
one year in FY 
2022/23)  
   
  

Same funding  
Sufficient additional 
benefits could not be 
identified for the City to 
support an increase in 
funding from the 
previous year.  
  

3) b)  West Australian 
Symphony 
Orchestra Pty Ltd 
/ WASO's Family 
Christmas 
Spectacular and 
Symphony in the 
City  

$224,529   
($224,529 cash 
for FY 2022/23)  
  
$224,529  
($224,529 cash 
for FY 2023/24)  
  
$224,529  

35,000  
(1 January 
2022 – 31 
December 
2022)  
  

$120,000 
($120,000 
cash for 
2021/22)  
  

$120,000   
($120,000 cash 
for one year FY 
2022/23)  
  
  

Same funding   
When benchmarked 
against comparable 
applications, $120,000 is 
an appropriate 
contribution from the 
City.   



($224,529 cash 
for FY 2024/25)  
  

  
The table below provides a summary of applicant recommended for decline.    
4) a)  Western 

Australian 
Academy of 
Performing Arts 
/ Folds  

$6,000  
($6,000 cash for 
FY 2021/22)  

320  
(27 September 
2021 – 6 
November 
2021)  
  

$7,000  
($7,000 
cash)  
  

Decline  The application 
demonstrated limited 
benefits to the City.  
   

The table below provides a summary of recommended funding by financial year. 

Totals 
Total Requested Total Recommended Estimated Budget 

Remaining 

FY 2021/22 Applicants requested $929,820 

$909,820 cash & 

$20,000 in-kind) 

$590,000  

(comprised of $583,444 
cash & $6,556 in-kind) 

$190,000 

  

FY 2022/23 Applicants requested $974,529 

($954,529 cash &  

$20,000 in-kind) 

$220,000.00  

(comprised of $100,000 
for AWESOME Arts 
Australia Ltd and 
$120,000 for West 
Australian Symphony 
Orchestra Pty Ltd who 
have already committed 
funding in FY 2021/22) 

TBC 

FY 2023/24 Applicants requested $854,529 

($834,529 cash & 

$20,000 in-kind) 

$0.00 TBC 
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Attachment B: Detailed Officer Assessment - Arts Sponsorship FY 2021/22 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts Limited 

Applicant Details 

Applicant Name Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts Limited 

Entity Name Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts Ltd 

Entity Type Australian Public Company 

ABN 49 009 372 927 

ABN status Active 

ATO Endorsed Charity type Charity 

Applicant Description 

1. The Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts was established in 1989 and is located in the Perth
Cultural Centre precinct.

2. The Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts is a producing and presenting institution that runs a year-
round program of changing exhibitions, season in contemporary dance, theatre, performance and
a range of interdisciplinary project. The Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts key aim is to promote,
support and present contemporary arts and to stimulate critical discussion around the arts and
broader cultural issues.

3. The Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts is stated to be one of Australia's leading centres for the
development and presentation of contemporary art and provides a platform for Australian and
international visual, performance and interdisciplinary art.

Project Details 

Project title PICA Community Engagement and Artist Development Program 

Project date 21 October 2021 – 31 December 2023 

Venue PICA 

Perth Cultural Centre precinct 

Screen spaces across CBD and Northbridge (incl. Yagan Square, 
WA Museum Boola Bardip) 

Other underutilised spaces across Northbridge & CBD to be 
determined. 

Attachment 12.1B
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Estimated attendance 133,886 

Ticket price Tickets ranging from $20 to $30 with some free components, 
detailed under project description 

Total Project Cost $707,974 

Total amount requested $93,280 (excl. GST) in 2021/22 – cash contribution 

$80,000 (excl. GST) in 2022/23 – cash contribution 

(13.17% of the total project budget in 2021/22 and 11.29% of 
the total project budget in 2022/23) 

Multiple Year Request Seeking a three calendar-year Arts Sponsorship across two 
financial years. 

Recommendation APPROVE a one-year Arts Sponsorship (FY 2021/22) 

Recommended amount $60,000 (excl. GST) – cash contribution - October 2021 – 
October 2022 in FY 2021/22 

(8.47% of the total project budget) 

Assessment score 60.5 out of 75 (80.67%) 

 

Project Description 

4. Since 2018/2019, the City has supported the applicant to deliver an annual community 
engagement and artist development program. In 2018, the applicant engaged Culture Counts to 
undertake a Data and Insight Report on the program. The key outcomes from the 2018/2019 
program were as follows:  

(a) People attending the program had a direct impact of over $3 million to the City of Perth with 
a total impact to Western Australia of $8.9 million; 

(b) 311,810 people attended the program with 49% attending for the first time and 51% return 
visitors; 

(c) 96% of creative development artists felt that the program has a local impact on the arts and 
cultural sector; 

(d) 91% of creative development artists felt that the program allowed them to collaborate with 
other artists;  

(e) 94% of creative development artists said the program helped them reach new audiences; and  

(f) 79% of creative development artists state that Perth Institute of Contemporary Arts is relevant.  

 

5. The applicant states the community engagement and artist development program is a multi-
layered and diverse artistic program consisting of innovative and creative exhibitions, 
performances and events that are refined to engage a diverse, inclusive range of people.  

 

6. The applicant states the program aims to position Perth as a leading city for arts, culture and 
tourism and designed to: 
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(a) Respond to the concerns and interests of the artists and future cultural leaders that are 
relevant to our time and place; 

(b) Encourage the exchange of ideas and knowledge sharing through open dialogue and creative 
stimulation; 

(c) Support diversity, accessibility and inclusion for cultural enrichment, and promoting a sense of 
belonging; 

(d) Build relationships with local businesses and city stakeholders to contribute vibrancy to the 
community and increased economic benefits; and 

(e) Expand partnerships and collaborations with international artists and arts organisations to 
enhance the reputation of the City of Perth as a premier capital city and arts industry leader.  
 

7. The two main components of the project are as follows: 

Engagement Program 

Date: 21 October 2021 – 31 December 2023 

Venue: PICA and Perth Cultural Centre 

Anticipated Attendance: 133,136 

Ticket Price: $30 – Adults 

$20 – Concession and Children 

A suite of community engagement activities presented year-round that the applicant states 
will capture, celebrate and expand the many themes and ideas, cultures and concerns within 
their exhibition and performance programs. The applicant states the activities will include:  

1. Celebrations of Indigenous cultures: events and activities acknowledging, celebrating 
and sharing First Nations culture and lived experiences supporting social cohesion and 
understanding, provide income for Indigenous people and attract cultural tourism in 
the city; 

2. Large scale events and activations: aimed to drive people to the city and Perth Cultural 
Centre through unique proposals and activations of the applicant’s venue to increase 
their reach and reputation in the metropolitan area and broader;  

3. Artist and curator talks: aimed to enhance the accessibility and reach of contemporary 
art, while providing professional development opportunities for artists and arts-
workers; 

4. Guest lectures, panel discussions and symposiums: drawing on diverse areas of 
knowledge and expertise, allowing broad community discussions about significant 
social, cultural, economic, technological or environmental concerns and 
breakthroughs that affect the city; 

5. Accessible and fun all-ages activities: aimed at young people and their families 
encouraging participation, social cohesion, cultural participation and wellbeing;  

6. Learning programs and resources: attracting students and aid teachers in fostering 
creativity and an understanding of contemporary art for life-long learning;  
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7. Art access programs: aimed to increase the participation for those with different 
abilities and ways of navigating the world including AUSLAN interpretations, tactile 
experiences, companion card free access and materials in large print; 

8. Exhibition openings and after-hours events: featuring live entertainment from local 
musicians and bands, with hospitality supplied by local businesses in a vibrant 
atmosphere. These free social events will be supported by community partnerships 
and marketing campaigns that ensure broad participation; 

9. Digital programming: aimed to increase the regional, national and international reach 
and accessibility of the program, while providing important global artistic and 
community connections; and 

10. Engagement Hub at PICA Reading Room: a space for local emerging artists, BIPOC 
(Black, Indigenous and People of Colour), youth groups, creative mother makers, 
culturally and linguistically diverse communities and others to connect while sharing 
and learning about contemporary art. The Engagement Hub will provide an 
opportunity and safe space that encourages socialising, sharing of knowledge and 
experiences, while learning through critical thinking and discussion in the context of 
the applicant’s diverse artistic program. 

 

Artist Development Program 

Date: 21 October 2021 – 31 December 2023 

Venue: PICA and selected offsite venues (TBC) 

Anticipated Attendance: 750 

Ticket Price: Free 

A three-tiered program of essential development opportunities for artists, made up of:  

1. Studio residencies and creative developments: aimed at local, national and 
international artists working in a variety of forms including visual arts, performance 
and interdisciplinary practices, to use the city as a source of inspiration and creativity.  
Artists are given: 

• artist fees; 

• space and time to work (either in one of the applicant’s studios or in its 
performance space);  

• technical and curatorial support and opportunities to connect with other 
artists and showcase their work in development to peers and the broader 
community as well as to local and visiting curators, directors, producers and 
presenters. 

2. Labs and workshops: allowing for the sharing of processes, technologies and inventive 
uses of materials found in contemporary art practice, while providing important 
networking and mentoring opportunities for local artists. This will include the lab that 
the applicant states forms part of the highly successful annual KISS club program and 
a new Interdisciplinary Lab, which will be held over a three-year period, for artists from 
Australia and South and South East Asia; and 

3. Professional development programs: lectures, panel discussions, forums and workshops 
aimed at artists and recent graduates that equip them with the tools needed to 
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successfully navigate an ever-changing art world and become active contributors to 
the cultural and economic development of the city;  

 

8. The applicant states three-year funding support will allow them to continue to maintain high levels 
of economic benefits to the city as well strengthening opportunities to connect with local 
businesses including and not limited to: 

(a) Inviting local businesses to partner with the program and or events by offering a special 
discount or acting as a co-host for networking events;  

(b) Presenting local businesses with creative challenges for partnership, whereby their business 
service/product/range may be expanded creatively through dialogue with the content of the 
applicants artistic programming (current partnerships with ChiCho Gelato and Alex Hotel); 

(c) Hatched National Graduate Show to attract artists and supporters from around Australia who 
stimulate the economy during their stay in Perth including hospitality and café venues, hotels 
and accommodation and retail; 

(d) Professional practice workshops for art school graduates and emerging artists providing critical 
infrastructure and incentives to stay and contribute to the cultural and economic health of the 
city; and 

(e) Evening events create important social and cultural focus for the growing number of people 
living in the CBD and surrounding suburbs and has a flow on economic benefit for nearby 
hospitality venues. 

 

COVID Contingency Plan 

9. The applicant has submitted information to the City of Perth as to how they would adapt the event 
should COVID restrictions be reinstated and what measures that they would put in place to ensure 
the health and safety of attendees and staff. 

 

Previous Support and Acquittals (5-year period) 

Year Amount Project 

2016/17 $30,000 Pip & Pop: When Happiness Ruled 

2017/18 $20,000 I don’t want to be there when it happens and 
Remedial Works 

2018/19 $49,000 Community Engagement & Artist Development 
Program 

2019/20 $60,000 Community Engagement & Artist Development 
Program 

2020/21 $60,000 Community Engagement & Artist Development 
Program  

TOTAL $219,000 
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10. The City of Perth has received an acquittal for the previous support except the 2020/21 funding 
which is due on 31 December 2021. City officers can confirm that all previous funding prior to 
2020/21 has been satisfactorily acquitted.  
 

Sponsorship Recognition 

11. In addition to the broader benefits of the sponsorship outlined above, the applicant will provide 
the following opportunities for acknowledgement of the City’s support if awarded the requested 
amount: 
(a) City of Perth will be acknowledged as Community Engagement Partner;  
(b) City of Perth’s sponsor profile on event/program website; 
(c) Opportunity to display City of Perth signage at the event/program; 
(d) City of Perth will receive verbal recognition of support at all events; 
(e) City of Perth logo recognition on all program promotional material and event/program 

website including the following: 
(i) PICA Entrance Foyer Screen; 
(ii) 4.75-metre high building banners will be displayed on the front of the PICA building 

(viewed by over 30,000 people daily); 
(iii) A0 light box posters will be displayed on either side of the main entrance to PICA (viewed 

by over 30,000 people daily); 
(iv) Flyers promoting public programs and events; 
(v) Advertising materials (as agreed); 
(vi) Electronic collateral including event e-invitations, PICA website (average 4,000 monthly 

users) and PICA fortnightly e-newsletter (distributed to over 7,000 subscribers); and 
(vii) Exhibition Education Notes that are distributed to schools, teachers and education 

professionals. 
(f) Marketing and Public Relations Partnership: the applicant will collaborate with the City of 

Perth on a Partnership Plan, including: 
(i) Social Media Content Plan across all platforms (anticipated audience of over 34,700) 

including two posts recognising the City of Perth’s sponsorship; 
(ii) City of Perth will be acknowledged on all media releases; 
(iii) City of Perth will be provided with access to venue, curator and artists (where possible) as 

well as photo/images, videos and questions and answers for exclusive content for City of 
Perth’s digital marketing channels Perth marketing use; and 

(iv) Cross Promotion: the applicant will engage in meaningful collaboration with City of Perth 
to identify and amplify suitable opportunities for joint promotion. The applicant will 
actively advocate for (and where possible) participate in the following activities: City of 
Perth programs and events, in particular events that are relevant and of interest to PICA 
audiences i.e. arts events and activities, City of Perth public art commissions, City of Perth 
Public Art Program and other art initiatives, City of Perth activities centred around the 
Perth Cultural Centre and any relevant City of Perth marketing campaigns.  

(g) City of Perth will be recognised in the PICA Annual Report; 
(h) City of Perth will be given access to research data on audiences for insights into arts and 

culture audiences living in and visiting Perth;  
(i) Opportunity for a City of Perth Representative to officiate at events (as agreed); and 
(j) The City of Perth will have the ability to hire the PICA venue (at the City of Perth’s cost and 

subject to availability) during the program. 
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Art Sponsorship – Assessment Scorecard  

12. The application was assessed in accordance with Policy 18.13 and revised Policy 4.3, under the 
2021/22 Art Sponsorship Guidelines . 
 

13. The application was assessed by a four-person assessment panel. Scoring has been averaged for 
each outcome that was addressed. 

 
14. The application has received an assessment score above the 60% minimum threshold required 

for support. The assessment score of 80.67% is considered very high when benchmarked against 
other applications in this program and indicates a strong alignment with the objectives of the 
program. 

 

Essential Assessment Criteria 

Applicants are required to address a minimum number of assessment criteria based 
on the amount requested. 

• Over $20,000 (Address ALL of the essential criteria) 

Score 
(max 5) 

Does the project demonstrate artistic excellence? 4.00 

Does the project deliver arts activity that represents Perth’s unique cultural identity? 4.125 

Does the project encourage the participation of the broader community and identify 
strategies to widen audience engagement? 

4.00 

Does the project help encourage a sense of community, provide opportunities for the 
community to connect, participate in cultural life and increase vibrancy within the 
city and its neighbourhoods? 

3.875 

Does the project stimulate the local economy and provide opportunities for 
engagement with local businesses? 

3.875 

Does the project enhance the city’s reputation, raise the profile of Perth and position 
it as a Capital City that is internationally recognisable, unique, inviting and an arts 
industry leader? 

3.75 

Does the project support the development of the local arts and cultural sector 
through the provision of professional development opportunities such as skills 
development, networking, connection and/or collaborations? 

4.625 

Does the project celebrate the diversity of Perth and demonstrate an inclusive 
approach? 

4.25 

Are environmental and sustainable practices integrated into the project? 3.625 

Does the project celebrate Aboriginal culture? 4.125 

Project Delivery 
 

Does the applicant have a demonstrated capacity to manage all aspects of the 
event?  

4.75 

Does the project demonstrate financial viability through evidence of support from 
other government agencies, business or community organisations? 

3.25 

What is the level and value of sponsorship benefits provided to the City? 4.125 
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COVID-19 Risk Mitigation 
 

Does the event have measures in place to ensure the health and safety of attendees 
and staff at the event? 

4.125 

Does the applicant have a reasonable and realistic contingency plan should 
restrictions on large gatherings be enforced at the time of the event? 

4.00 

TOTAL ASSESSMENT SCORE: 60.5 out of 75 (80.67%) 

 

Assessment Panel Comments 

15. The Assessment Panel ranked this application highest in this Art Sponsorship Round.  
 

16. The Assessment Panel agreed the application demonstrates the applicant is a fundamental part 
of the visual arts ecology in the city and provides not only opportunities to local emerging artists 
but an annual program that appeals to a diverse range of audiences through free artistic 
experiences of modern art. The applicant is also an active participant in the Northbridge 
community and is integral to the neighbourhood profile and character. 
 

17.  The Panel stated the application aligns with the City’s 2025 Event Strategy with the ability to 
leverage the City’s campaigns and contribute to the portfolio approach for the annual calendar 
(winter and school holidays) and has a high level of inclusivity aligning their annual program to 
the City’s Disability Access and Inclusion Plan and Reconciliation Action Plan.  

 
18. The Panel recognise the applicant has applied for $13,280 for 21 October 2021 to 31 December 

2021, to align to the funding request to their annual calendar year program. 
 

19. The Panel have recommended $60,000 per annum for one-year sponsorship which is the same 
level of funding awarded in 2020/21. The Panel could not identify sufficient additional benefits to 
the City to support an increase in funding. 
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Performing Arts Centre Society Inc T/A The Blue Room Theatre 

 

Applicant Details 

Applicant Name Performing Arts Centre Society Inc (t/a The Blue Room Theatre) 

Entity Name Performing Arts Centre Society Inc 

Entity Type Other Incorporated Entity 

ABN 26 252 073 745 

ABN status Active 

ATO Endorsed Charity type Charity 

 

Applicant Description 

1. The Blue Room Theatre (“The Blue Room”) is an independent, Northbridge-based theatre 
organisation established in 1989. Located in its own venue in the Perth Cultural Centre, The Blue 
Room enables the development of new Australian theatre by providing performing artists with a 
venue, resources and support to create and produce their work.  

 

2. The Blue Room aims to be recognised as the preeminent organisation in Australia for independent 
performing artists to present their work and an indispensable voice for new Australian theatre 
from the west coast. 

 

Project Details 

Project title The Blue Room Theatre 2022 & 2023 Artistic Program 

Project date 1 January 2022 – 31 December 2023 

Venue The Blue Room Theatre 

Estimated attendance 27,496 

Ticket price Ranging from $20 to $40, with some free events, detailed under 
project description 

Total Project Cost $1,975,097 

Total amount requested $65,000 (excl. GST) per annum – cash contribution  

(3.29% of the total project budget) 

Multiple Year Request Seeking a two-year Arts Sponsorship 

Recommendation APPROVE a one-year Arts Sponsorship (FY 2021/22) 

Recommended amount $65,000 (excl. GST) – cash contribution  

(3.29% of the total project budget) 

Assessment score 59.25 out of 75 (79%) 
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Project Description 

3. The applicant aims to develop and sustain a thriving independent theatre scene in Perth. The 
applicant  works to foster new local talent and new work through a year-round program presenting 
and developing new independent contemporary performance from Western Australia for Perth 
audiences and visitors to experience. 

 

4. The program operates across the full range of contemporary theatre practice including playwriting, 
dance and physical theatre, spoken word and devised work (collaborative, often improvisatory 
work by a performing ensemble).  

 

5. The applicant states for the 20 previous years, they were supported through four-year funding 
from the Australian Council, the applicant’s key organisational funding, however a decline in 
funding has meant the applicant has been designated as a ‘unfunded excellence’. The applicant 
states they remain committed to supporting local artists to develop and present new live 
performances works for Perth audiences to experience independent theatre in the Perth Cultural 
Centre. 

 

6. The applicant is seeking funding for the 2022 and 2023 Artistic Program which present activity 
across 40 weeks in the city, with consistent year-round programming that provides an impact for 
local businesses and activates and supports safe night-time economy of the Perth Cultural Centre 
and Northbridge. The applicant states across the 40 weeks a total of 42 new works will be brought 
to the stage in front of 27,500 audience members. The artistic program will be complemented by 
a professional development program for theatre practitioners and a range of audience 
engagement activities throughout the year. 

 

7. The 2022 and 2023 Artistic Program consists of the following three components: 

Winter Nights 

Date: 9 August 2022 – 26 August 2023 

Venue: The Blue Room Theatre 

Anticipated Attendance: 1,568 

Ticket Price: $25 - Adults  

$15 - Children  

Launched in 2018, Winter Nights is a festival which provides a forum for the exploration and 
experimentation of the craft, culture and process of making theatre and establishing early 
engagement with audiences.  

 

The Winter Nights festival will be held in August and will have a focus on supporting emerging 
local talent in the development and presentation of two, two-week season presentations, 
alongside two facilitated programs of 15 new works-in-development from dance and theatre 
artists, reaching a total of 684 audience members. 
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The short works program will employ three mid-career artists who will provide a curatorial vision 
for each week and well as providing specialised and intensive mentorship to 45 local 
programmed artists to enhance their professional capability.  

 

Winter Nights will program a series of panels, talks or conversations that engage with process, 
interrogate craft and culture, discuss timely topics relevant to the sector and/or seek to answer 
questions. Four forums will be facilitated as part of the 2022 Festival, which will engage and 
feature diverse voices and intercultural exchange through the activation of the applicant’s 
partnership with Yirra Yaakin Theatre Company.  

 

The 2023 Festival will run similarly, although the applicant states they will continue to be 
responsive to the professional development needs of their artists in designing each component.  

 

Summer Nights 

Date: 27 January 2022 – 11 February 2022 

Venue: The Blue Room Theatre 

Anticipated Attendance: 5,128 

Ticket Price: $28 – Adults  

$15 - Concession 

The applicant will present 12 independent works as part of a new-look Summer Nights Program, 
to be presented over the course of two and a half weeks across January – February 2022. The 
applicant states the season will build upon the longstanding success of Summer Nights as part 
of FRINGE Festival.  

 

Summer Nights will feature a curated program for audiences to enjoy, and unparalleled high-
level support of artists in their development and creation of new, innovative work. Audiences 
will be able to enjoy the applicant’s newly renovated and upgraded venue and see multiple 
shows per night, with six productions running in the venue each evening.  

 

The applicant states the Summer Nights season will increase their ticket guarantee to artists at 
a minimum 75% of net box office revenue, along with the provision of myriad in-kind support 
including venue and equipment hire, front of house staff, ticketing services, an umbrella 
marketing campaign, provision of producing, technical and marketing advice, and a technical 
manager to oversee and execute production of the season. The programming will support over 
90 artists and will feature over 75% locally led works, presented alongside national independent 
productions, which facilitates an opportunity for a national skills-exchange and audience 
entertainment.  

 

Development Season 

Date: 19 April 2022 – 9 December 2023 

Venue: The Blue Room Theatre 
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Anticipated Attendance: 20,800 

Ticket Price: $34 - Adults 

$20 - Concession 

$15 - Children 

The applicant states they are unique among Australian venues with a core annual season that 
supports the development and presentation of independent theatre with exclusive use of two 
black box theatre spaces for two or three-week public seasons, all of which include an additional 
one week of technical set up in the theatre.  

 

The applicant states the intensive opportunity creates professional expectations and provides 
the conditions for deep artistic development and audience engagement as well as implementing 
ticket pricing that will reflect the form and genre, artist and audience experience, and 
popularity with affordable tickets priced between $20-$40, reaching over 8,000 attendees 
across the annual season.  

 

The 2022 and 2023 Development Season will support a total 15 productions with a financial seed 
fund and in-kind support including a venue and equipment hire, front of house staff to facilitate 
the presentation season, a mentorship fund provision and high-level production, technical, 
marketing and audience support through information packs, production meetings and advice. 

 

The applicant states the Development Season allows for flexibility in programming by including 
four shorter two-week seasons, which will provide emerging artists with a viable and supported 
professional development and creative opportunity, without the risk or pressure of a longer 
season. Along with 11 full three-week seasons, the Development Season will support an average 
of 10 artists per production.  

 

Other free events or professional development opportunities presented as part of the annual 
program include:  

• Launch Event and Awards nights to bring the industry and community together to 
showcase and celebrate programmed artists and their work; 

• Play readings from Yirra Yaakin Theatre Company’s Writers Group; 

• A series of artist Questions & Answers and panel discussions;  

• Incidental professional development opportunities; and 

• Tertiary Partnerships with Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts and Hayman 
Theatre Company (Curtin University) supporting seasons that provide pathways and 
professional development for soon to be graduates. 

 

8. The applicant outlined over the 40 weeks: 

(a) 400 local artists and artworkers are employed in the venue; 

(b) attendees will spend up to $300 and an average of $35.76 in Northbridge per visit to the venue;  
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(c) an increase in local Western Australian made and supplied products will be made available tat 
the venue including the newly launched Spinifex Brewery; and 

(d) continue the formal partnership with the Alex Hotel and other partnerships with local 
businesses including and not limited to: Chi Cho Gelato, Bivouac, William Street Cycle Co, No 
Mafia, Flipside and Shadow Wine Bar. 

 

COVID Contingency Plan 

9. The applicant has submitted information to the City of Perth as to how they would adapt the event 
should COVID restrictions be reinstated and what measures that they would put in place to ensure 
the health and safety of attendees and staff. 

 

Previous Support and Acquittals (5-year period) 

Year Amount Project 

2016/17 $72,351 2017 Artistic Program 

2017/18 $55,000 2018 Artistic Program 

2018/19 $58,000 2019 Artistic Program 

2019/20 $58,000 2020 Artistic Program 

2020/21 $65,000 2021 Artistic Program 

TOTAL $308,351 

 

10. The City of Perth has received an acquittal for the previous support except the 2020/21 funding 
which is due on 28 February 2022. City officers can confirm that all previous funding prior to 
2020/21 has been satisfactorily acquitted.  

Sponsorship Recognition 

11. In addition to the broader benefits of the sponsorship outlined above, the applicant will provide 
the following opportunities for acknowledgement of the City’s support if awarded the requested 
amount: 
(a) City of Perth will be Supporting Partner; 
(b) City of Perth logo recognition on all program promotional material including: 

(i) Development Season at the highest level of recognition; 
(ii) Summer Nights and Winter Nights printed collateral; 
(iii) All posters, flyers and promotional material relating to all parts of the annual Artistic 

Program; 
(iv) Media releases and packs and all promotional and info packs given to artists  
(v) 2022 Annual Report and 2023 Annual Report; 
(vi)  All EDM distributions to subscribers and members; and   
(vii) All advertising the applicant undertakes. 

(c) City of Perth logo recognition on event/program website on the base of every page; 
(d) City of Perth sponsor profile on event/program website; 
(e) Opportunity to display City of Perth signage at the event/program including a free-standing 

City of Perth banner prominently in the stairwell leading up to both theatre spaces for the 
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Launch event, Christmas events and Winter Nights Festival which runs for two and a half 
weeks; 

(f) City of Perth will be verbally acknowledged at all public events and proceedings, including the 
season and program launches, awards night and events relating to the Winter Nights short 
works season; and 

(g) The Lord Mayor or City of Perth Representative provided with the opportunity to speak and 
officially launch the awards night in December each year and the Development Season 
Launch in April each year. 
 

Art Sponsorship – Assessment Scorecard  

12. The application was assessed in accordance with Policy 18.13 and revised Policy 4.3, under the 
2021/22 Art Sponsorship Guidelines . 
 

13. The application was assessed by a four-person assessment panel. Scoring has been averaged for 
each outcome that was addressed. 

 
14. The application has received an assessment score above the 60% minimum threshold required 

for support. The assessment score of 79% is considered high when benchmarked against other 
applications in this program and indicates a strong alignment with the objectives of the program. 

 
 

Essential Assessment Criteria 

Applicants are required to address a minimum number of assessment criteria based 
on the amount requested. 

• Over $20,000 (Address ALL of the essential criteria) 

Score 
(max 5) 

Does the project demonstrate artistic excellence? 3.75 

Does the project deliver arts activity that represents Perth’s unique cultural identity? 3.625 

Does the project encourage the participation of the broader community and identify 
strategies to widen audience engagement? 

3.875 

Does the project help encourage a sense of community, provide opportunities for the 
community to connect, participate in cultural life and increase vibrancy within the 
city and its neighbourhoods? 

3.75 

Does the project stimulate the local economy and provide opportunities for 
engagement with local businesses? 

3.75 

Does the project enhance the city’s reputation, raise the profile of Perth and position 
it as a Capital City that is internationally recognisable, unique, inviting and an arts 
industry leader? 

3.75 

Does the project support the development of the local arts and cultural sector 
through the provision of professional development opportunities such as skills 
development, networking, connection and/or collaborations? 

4.50 

Does the project celebrate the diversity of Perth and demonstrate an inclusive 
approach? 

4.125 

Are environmental and sustainable practices integrated into the project? 3.875 
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Does the project celebrate Aboriginal culture? 3.875 

Project Delivery 
 

Does the applicant have a demonstrated capacity to manage all aspects of the 
event?  

4.875 

Does the project demonstrate financial viability through evidence of support from 
other government agencies, business or community organisations? 

4.125 

What is the level and value of sponsorship benefits provided to the City? 3.75 

COVID-19 Risk Mitigation  

Does the event have measures in place to ensure the health and safety of attendees 
and staff at the event? 

3.75 

Does the applicant have a reasonable and realistic contingency plan should 
restrictions on large gatherings be enforced at the time of the event? 

3.875 

TOTAL ASSESSMENT SCORE: 59.25 out of 75 (79%) 

 
 

Assessment Panel Comments 

15. The Assessment Panel states the applicant has consistently provided vital opportunities for 
emerging actors, directors, and writers over the last 20 years and is an important institution in 
the City of Perth’s cultural infrastructure. 
 

16. The applicant has a proven track record for success and has served as a launchpad for some of 
the City's most innovative theatre makers, such as the founders of The Last Great Hunt. 

 
17. The 2022 and 2023 Artistic Program will provide at least 40 weeks per year of night-time activity 

in the Perth Cultural Centre and Northbridge and see close to 27,500 attendees each year.  

 

18. The Panel recognise the applicant has lost their core operational funding through the Australian 
Council and City’s funding will ensure emerging local actors, directors and writers are continued 
to be provided with a launchpad into the performing arts sector that is active all year round and a 
fundamental part of the performing arts sector. 

 
19. The Panel recommends $65,000 per annum on a one-year agreement and encourage the 

applicant to explore further opportunities to engage local businesses around the Perth Cultural 
Centre and Northbridge to demonstrate to full impact the program has on the city.   
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West Australian Ballet Company Inc. 

 

Applicant Details 

Applicant Name West Australian Ballet Company Inc. 

Entity Name West Australian Ballet Company  

Entity Type Other Incorporated Entity 

ABN 55 023 843 043 

ABN status Active 

ATO Endorsed Charity type Charity 

 

Applicant Description 

1. West Australian Ballet was established in 1952 and was the first ballet company formed in 
Australia.  

 

2. West Australian Ballet offers an extensive program of dance throughout the year, with three to 
four major seasons in Perth (His Majesty’s Theatre and the State Theatre Centre) as well as regional 
touring throughout Western Australia, choreographic workshops, an education program and other 
community activities.  

 

3. West Australian Ballet's mission is to enrich people’s lives through dance. West Australian Ballet 
run a portfolio of programs for disadvantaged community groups as well as an educational 
outreach program with individuals and schools in metropolitan and regional areas. 

 

4. In 2022, West Australian Ballet will celebrate its 70th anniversary.  

 

Project Details 

Project title Swan Lake and Children’s Ballet 

Project date 26 September 2022 – 11 December 2022 

Venue His Majesty's Theatre  

Perth Cultural Centre (outdoor space) 

Estimated attendance 26,500 

Ticket price Children’s Ballet is free with tickets ranging from $70 to $97 for 
Swan Lake, details under project description 

Total Project Cost $2,242,919 

Total amount requested $80,000 (excl. GST) - cash contribution   

(3.57% of the total project budget) 
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Multiple Year Request N/A 

Recommendation APPROVE a one-year Arts Sponsorship (FY 2021/22) 

Recommended amount $40,000 (excl. GST) – cash contribution as follows: 

• $20,000 – 2022 Children’s Ballet at AWESOME Festival;  

• $20,000 – Swan Lake performed in November and 
December 2022 

(1.78% of the total project budget) 

Assessment score  59.25 out of 75 (79%) 

 

Project Description 

5. The applicant is seeking funding support for two productions, Children’s Ballet and Swan Lake.  

 

6. The applicant states that both productions will: 

(a) offer public dance performances over a sustained period, giving 26 individual opportunities for 
the public to participate in arts activities over five weeks (reaching an estimated total audience 
of 26,500); 

(b) feature Aboriginal Creation/Dreamtime storylines – including a traditional Noongar story set in 
Perth; 

(c) be brand-new productions, developed by the applicant in collaboration with a network of 
cultural and artistic professionals across Perth and beyond;  

(d) feature programming specifically intended to develop new audience segments and increase 
visitation to the ballet (and by extension, the City of Perth); 

(e) focus on encouraging participation by creating accessible opportunities in specific ways e.g. 
open-air/free performances/community group and schools-only shows; 

(f) portray aspects of the city’s local history and cultural heritage; and 

(g) celebrate nature and local flora and fauna including native Australian animals, the Australian 
bush, the Swan River and Perth’s iconic Black Swan. 

 

7. The Children’s Ballet was initially created by the applicant as a three-year development program 
(2019 - 2021) to create a new offering for very young children and to bridge the gap identified for 
available age-appropriate arts programming for children aged 3-7.  

 

8. The applicant held the initial pilot of the Children’s Ballet in 2019 as part of the AWESOME 
International Arts Festival for Bright Young Things in collaboration with creatives from Western 
Australian Academy of Performing Art, Perth Symphony Orchestra, independent local artists 
including a sound engineer, as well as other funding partners. The applicant states the pilot was 
successful with the Children’s Ballet concept deemed viable to continue into the second and third 
years, with a completely new ballet to be developed each year.  
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9. To create the production, the applicant states they will undertake three distinct creative 
development phases to develop and deliver the Children’s Ballet: 

(a) Narrative and composition development (choreographer and composer) (late 2021);  

(b) Choreographic development and studio rehearsals (early 2022);  

(c) Choreographic showcase (early 2022). 

 

10. The additional information on the Children’s Ballet production are as follows: 

Children’s Ballet 

Date: 26 September 2022 – 30 September 2022 

Venue: Perth Cultural Centre Northbridge (Outdoor Amphitheatre) 

Anticipated Attendance: 6,000 

Ticket Price: Free 

The children’s ballet is a family friendly, vibrant and colourful production.  

 

The 30-minute free production will form part of the 2022 AWESOME International Arts for Bright 
Young Things taking place live during the daytime in the Perth Cultural Centre during the 2022 
September school holidays (dates to be confirmed). Families attending will also be able to 
participate in other 2022 AWESOME International Arts for Bright Young Things activities 
happening nearby including shows, workshops and/or visiting the State Library or Museum.  

 

The production will start at 11:00am daily and finish at 11:30am with professional led teaching 
artists hosting additional public participation workshops for approximately 15-30 minutes 
afterwards to show for children to learn the ballet's basic moves with the music and meet the 
dancers. 

 

11. The second production the applicant states will be a unique and brand-new retelling of the iconic 
classical ballet Swan Lake. The applicant claims that Swan Lake is considered to be the pinnacle of 
achievement for any professional ballet company and is in the repertoire of ballet companies in 
most major cities around the world.  

 

12. The applicant has stated they have had a long-held ambition to present Swan Lake and in 2022, 
they will be able to align the production with their 70th anniversary.  

 

13. The applicant begun creating a landmark production of the story – which will bring together 
Noongar dance, song and storytelling in a uniquely Western Australian version of the ballet. The 
applicant will gently navigate the colonial past and contextualising aspects of the Noongar Black 
Swan story, with the new production of Swan Lake being set in the Swan River Colony (now known 
as Perth) just prior to the turn of the 20th century.  

 

14. The additional information on the Swan Lake production are as follows: 
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Swan Lake  

Date: 17 November 2022 – 11 December 2022 

Venue: His Majesty’s Theatre 

Anticipated Attendance: 20,500 

Ticket Price: $97.00 – Adult  

$88.00 - Concession 

$79.00 - Child 

The applicant states Swan Lake has been the most requested work for performance since their 
inception. The applicant states they have been carefully establishing their organisation for 
almost a decade to create a work of the scale of Swan Lake, by increasing dancer numbers, 
endurance and technical ability as well as artistic leadership and reputation.  

 

The applicant states they wanted to push boundaries to continue programming working which 
informs, challenges and enriches audiences and chose therefore to re-cast this work in a way 
that breaks new ground, showcasing the company at the peak of professional practice along 
with Nyungar dance, song and storytelling.  

 

The applicant in consultation with Balladong Wadjuk Nyungar Elder, Uncle Barry McGuire, led 
to the vision of a Swan Lake with a true Perth identity with Uncle Barry McGuire allowing the 
applicant to integrate his family’s own story of the Black Swan (Kuljak-Maalii Ba). Uncle Barry 
McGuire and artists from Gya Ngoop Keeninyarra will join on stage to thread the tale of Perth 
with the narrative of Swan Lake.  

 

The applicant states the production will take two years to build, with work already commenced, 
to be premiered in November 2022 at His Majesty’s Theatre. The season will feature 21 shows 
including a free community dress rehearsal for people from community groups including people 
with disabilities and their carers and five daytime matinees (of which one will be for schools). 

 

COVID Contingency Plan 

15. The applicant has submitted information to the City of Perth as to how they would adapt the 
performances should COVID restrictions be reinstated and what measures that they would put in 
place to ensure the health and safety of attendees and staff. 

 

Previous Support and Acquittals (5-year period) 

Year Amount Project 

2016/17 $55,000 Great Leaps Program 

2017/18 $0 N/A 

2018/19 $20,000 2019 Community Dress Rehearsals 

2019/20 $25,000 Community Dress Rehearsals 
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2020/21 $30,000 Children’s Ballet 

TOTAL $130,000 

 

16. The City of Perth has received an acquittal for the previous support except the 2020/21 funding 
which is due on 31 December 2021. City officers can confirm that all previous funding prior to 
2020/21 has been satisfactorily acquitted.  
 

Sponsorship Recognition 

17. In addition to the broader benefits of the sponsorship outlined above, the applicant will provide 
the following opportunities for acknowledgement of the City’s support if awarded the requested 
amount: 
(a) City of Perth will be Major Partner;  
(b) City of Perth will have logo recognition on all program promotional material including: 

(i) hard copy souvenir programs produced specially for Swan Lake, which will be distributed 
or sold to patrons throughout the season; 

(ii) Season 2022 annual subscription brochure, on the 'Applause' page under Major Partners, 
which acknowledges all corporate partners and distributed to approximately 10,000 
people throughout the year;  

(iii) Season Applause boards: A0 size boards which will hang prominently at Stalls Circle and 
Dress Circle levels (above the Grand Staircase), where they are highly visible to all patrons 
and display the logos and accreditation of all corporate partners; 

(iv) on the 'sponsor strip': A0 lightbox posters outside His Majesty's Theatre in the lead up to 
and during Swan Lake. These posters feature only logos of Major Partners; 

(v) Awesome Arts Festival Program for the Children’s Ballet; and 
(vi) All printed advertising campaign materials for Swan Lake, including flyers, posters, press 

advertisements which only Major Partners are placed on. These are typically produced for 
the lead-up to the Season 6-8 weeks in advance. 

(c) Online and Digital: 
(i) Digital 'logo loops' featuring Major Partners only: large digital screens in high footfall 

areas at His Majesty's Theatre and the State Theatre Centre for each main stage 
production in 2022 will display the City of Perth’s logo on a loop throughout the season.  

(ii) A0 digital LED screen at the West Australian Ballet Company Centre in Maylands; 
(iii) The applicant’s website with a link to the City of Perth's website (as of April 2021, 120,000 

impressions average per month); 
(iv) City of Perth will be acknowledged on the applicant’s social media channels, with the 

posts relating to a progressive campaign throughout the year agreed between the City 
and the applicant; 

(d) City of Perth’s sponsor profile on event/program website; and 
(e) Opportunity to display City of Perth signage at the event/program. 

 

Art Sponsorship – Assessment Scorecard  

18. The application was assessed in accordance with Policy 18.13 and revised Policy 4.3, under the 
2021/22 Art Sponsorship Guidelines. 
 

19. The application was assessed by a four-person assessment panel. Scoring has been averaged for 
each outcome that was addressed. 
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20. The application has received an assessment score above the 60% minimum threshold required 
for support. The assessment score of 79% is considered high when benchmarked against other 
applications in this program and indicates a strong alignment with the objectives of the program. 

 
 

Essential Assessment Criteria 

Applicants are required to address a minimum number of assessment criteria based 
on the amount requested. 

• Over $20,000 (Address ALL of the essential criteria) 

Score 
(max 5) 

Does the project demonstrate artistic excellence? 4.00 

Does the project deliver arts activity that represents Perth’s unique cultural identity? 4.125 

Does the project encourage the participation of the broader community and identify 
strategies to widen audience engagement? 

3.75 

Does the project help encourage a sense of community, provide opportunities for the 
community to connect, participate in cultural life and increase vibrancy within the 
city and its neighbourhoods? 

3.625 

Does the project stimulate the local economy and provide opportunities for 
engagement with local businesses? 

3.625 

Does the project enhance the city’s reputation, raise the profile of Perth and position 
it as a Capital City that is internationally recognisable, unique, inviting and an arts 
industry leader? 

3.625 

Does the project support the development of the local arts and cultural sector 
through the provision of professional development opportunities such as skills 
development, networking, connection and/or collaborations? 

3.625 

Does the project celebrate the diversity of Perth and demonstrate an inclusive 
approach? 

3.875 

Are environmental and sustainable practices integrated into the project? 3.50 

Does the project celebrate Aboriginal culture? 4.50 

Project Delivery 
 

Does the applicant have a demonstrated capacity to manage all aspects of the 
event?  

4.50 

Does the project demonstrate financial viability through evidence of support from 
other government agencies, business or community organisations? 

4.25 

What is the level and value of sponsorship benefits provided to the City? 3.875 

COVID-19 Risk Mitigation  

Does the event have measures in place to ensure the health and safety of attendees 
and staff at the event? 

4.25 
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Does the applicant have a reasonable and realistic contingency plan should 
restrictions on large gatherings be enforced at the time of the event? 

4.125 

TOTAL ASSESSMENT SCORE: 59.25 out of 75 (79%) 

 

Assessment Panel Comments 

21. The Assessment Panel recognises the applicants strong ability to deliver high quality 
performances that add vibrancy to city and encourage audiences to spend, dine and shop in the 
city including high-end hospitality venues, hotels and accommodation and local businesses.  
 

22. The Panel agreed the Children Ballet aligns with the City’s 2025 Event Strategy in particularly 
school holiday programming by offering free family-friendly performances to audiences of 1,500 
in the September school holidays at the Perth Cultural Centre, activating the precinct and 
Northbridge during the day. 

 
23. The Panel state the Swan Lake performances form part of the applicant’s core business and 

question if it the City’s role to fund a state body to deliver this. Whilst the performances 
integrate the unique aboriginal story of the Black Swan, the tickets are high priced (ranging from 
$70 - $97) and provides barriers for the community to experience ticketed performances unless 
at the one free community dress rehearsal and five day-time matinees.  

 

24. The Panel recommend $40,000 and a one-year agreement as follows: 

• $20,000 – 2022 Children’s Ballet at AWESOME Festival; and 

• $20,000 – Swan Lake performed in November and December 2022.  
 

25. The Panel states the reduced funding for the Children’s Ballet, from $30,000 to $20,000, is to 

reflect the City’s contribution to the AWESOME Festival. 

 

26. It is preferable for the City to continue to work closely with the applicant to evaluate the 

outcomes of the 2021/22 Children’s Ballet and Swan Lake before committing to a longer-term 

agreement.   
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Yirra Yaakin Theatre Company 

 

Applicant Details 

Applicant Name Yirra Yaakin Theatre Company 

Entity Name Yirra Yaakin Aboriginal Corporation 

Entity Type Other Incorporated Entity 

ABN 45 619 201 395 

ABN status Active 

ATO Endorsed Charity type Public Benevolent Institution 

 

Applicant Description 

1. Yirra Yaakin Theatre Company is a not for profit, performing arts organisation dedicated to bringing 
First Nations’ stories to the world.  

 

2. Yirra Yaakin (Yir-raarh Yaarh-kin) means ‘Stand Tall’ in Noongar and is based in the heart of the 
Noongar Nation, a distinct Aboriginal cultural groups from the south-west of Western Australia. 

 

3. Yirra Yaakin presents an annual program of contemporary First Nations’ theatre, commissions and 
develops new Aboriginal writers, delivers an education program, and provides mentoring and 
employment opportunities for First Nations artists. 

 

Project Details 

Project title Ngalaka Daa Ensemble 

Project date 18 April 2022 – 7 July 2022 

Venue The intensive week followed by the 10-week program, will be 
run out of the King Street Arts Centre (WAYTCo. offices and 
rehearsal spaces) with the final performance outcome 
proposed to take place in a City of Perth venue of artistic and 
cultural significance, Boola Bardip in 2021. 

Estimated attendance 300 

Ticket price Free 

Total Project Cost $45,000 

Total amount requested $30,000 (excl. GST) - cash contribution 

(66.66% of the total project budget) 

Multiple Year Request No 

Recommendation APPROVE a one-year Arts Sponsorship (FY 2021/22) 
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Recommended amount $18,000 (excl. GST) – cash contribution in FY 2021/22 

(40% of the total project budget) 

Assessment score 57.375 out of 75 (76.50%) 

 

Project Description 

1. The Ngalaka Daa Youth Ensemble program is a collaboration coming into its fifth year between the 
applicant, WA and Youth Theatre Company (WAYTCo) and Propel Youth Arts. The organisations all 
intend to develop young aboriginal artists and celebrate and share Noongar language and culture. 

 

2. The program was created from the Junior Sonneteers Program; a youth ensemble developed by 
the applicant in 2018 which focuses on the sharing and survival of Noongar language, the passing 
on of First Nations knowledge and culture and the development of performance and theatre-
making skills.  

 

3. The applicant states the program serves a way to foster and introduce young aboriginal performers 
to the arts community within the City of Perth. The program is a skills development program and 
the applicant states at its heart is the intention of offering young and emerging artists the 
opportunity to work beside professional artists and cultural experts in order to build their 
performance, professional and life skills.  

 

4. The applicant states many of these young people struggle with accessibility and the confidence to 
be a part of the art scene, and the collaboration with the experience of WAYTCo’s existing 
ensembles it provides a safe and encouraging access to space within the city’s vibrant arts hub at 
the King Street Art Centre as well as Boola Bardip WA Museum and the Perth Cultural Centre.  

 

5. The applicant states the program will evolve in 2022 to run over a 10-week period and consisting 
of 1 x 3.5-hour weekly workshop as well as including 2 x 1-week intensive workshops held at either 
end of the program. Further information on the two intensives are as follows: 

(a) First Intensive: Focusing on auditioning participants through a series of engaging and inclusive 
theatre-based activities including those participating in the KickstART Youth Festival. Following 
the audition week, 26 students (13 Indigenous and 13 non-Indigenous) will be selected to take 
part in the 10-week program. During this time the successful participants will gain access to 
various professional artists and theatre practitioners, mentors and Noongar language speakers 
and will receive intensive individual development in theatre-making, performance and 
Noongar language skills at a professional level.  

(b) Second Intensive: Held during NAIDOC week and will focus on the preparation for the final 
performances which will showcase the students and the program to the wider Perth 
community.  

 

6. The applicant states the final performances will be a multidisciplinary theatre-based piece 
performed largely in Noongar language. The applicant will also invite back participants who were 
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involved in the first intensive but not successful in the program to participate in a smaller aspect 
of the final performance to reiterate inclusion and accessibility.  

 

7. A further breakdown on the three main components of the program are as follows: 

Workshops 

Date: 11 April 2022 – 13 June 2022, 1pm – 8:30pm 

Venue: Kings St Arts Centre 

Anticipated Attendance: 45 

Ticket Price: Free 

The workshops will be facilitated by: 

• Della Rae Morrison (who will instruct the workshops in Noongar language and culture as 
well as discussing the performance from a Noongar perspective); and  

• James Berlyn (who will focus on teaching performance, including voice and movement 
and direct final performance showings).  

The 10-week facilitated workshops and sessions will aim to allow students to learn, create and 
perform the texts and scripts that have been translated into Noongar. This will progress into the 
rehearsal schedule, leading up to the final performance to showcase the culmination of the 
students' hard work and skills and also to share Noongar language and culture with the wider 
community. 

 

Rehearsals 

Date: 27 June 2022 – 1 July 2022, 1pm – 8:30pm 

Venue: King St Arts Centre 

Anticipated Attendance: 45 

Ticket Price: Free 

In the lead up to the final performance there will be one week of intensive rehearsal sessions 
that the students will undertake. The week will be treated as a production week, with intensive 
rehearsals, technical plotting etc.  

 

Final Public Performance (NAIDOC Week) 

Date: 6 July 2022, 6pm – 7pm 

Venue: WA Museum (Boola Bardip) 

Anticipated Attendance: 300 

Ticket Price: Free 

The final public performance will be held at the end of the scheduled intensive workshop and 
rehearsal periods and will coincide with NAIDOC Week 2022. The final performance will 
integrate the texts and scripts that have been translated into Noongar as directed and created 
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by the facilitators and artists. The final performance will be free for the wider community to 
attend as a key part of the NAIDOC week celebrations.  

 

COVID Contingency Plan 

8. The applicant has submitted information to the City of Perth as to how they would adapt the event 
should COVID restrictions be reinstated and what measures that they would put in place to ensure 
the health and safety of attendees and staff. 

 

Previous Support and Acquittals (5-year period) 

Year Amount Project 

2016/17 N/A  

2017/18 N/A  

2018/19 N/A  

2019/20 $25,000 Youth Ensemble Collaboration with WAYTCo and 
Propel Youth Arts 

2020/21 N/A  

TOTAL $25,000 

 

9. The City of Perth has received an acquittal for the previous support and City officers can confirm 
that all previous funding has been satisfactorily acquitted.  
 

Sponsorship Recognition 

10. In addition to the broader benefits of the sponsorship outlined above, the applicant will provide 
the following opportunities for acknowledgement of the City’s support if awarded the requested 
amount: 
(a) City of Perth will be Project Partner; 
(b) City of Perth logo recognition on all program promotional material; 
(c) City of Perth logo recognition on event/program website; 
(d) City of Perth sponsor profile on event/program website; 
(e) Opportunity to display City of Perth signage at the event/program; 
(f) City of Perth acknowledged on all social media platforms; and 
(g) The applicant will happily discuss how they can provide any additional sponsorship benefits 

to the City of Perth for their funding of the event/program. 
 

Art Sponsorship – Assessment Scorecard  

11. The application was assessed in accordance with Policy 18.13 and revised Policy 4.3, under the 
2021/22 Art Sponsorship Guidelines . 
 

12. The application was assessed by a four-person assessment panel. Scoring has been averaged for 
each outcome that was addressed. 
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13. The application has received an assessment score above the 60% minimum threshold required 

for support. The assessment score of 76.5% is considered high when benchmarked against other 
applications in this program and indicates a strong alignment with the objectives of the program. 

 
 

Essential Assessment Criteria 

Applicants are required to address a minimum number of assessment criteria based 
on the amount requested. 

• Over $20,000 (Address ALL of the essential criteria) 

Score 
(max 5) 

Does the project demonstrate artistic excellence? 4.125 

Does the project deliver arts activity that represents Perth’s unique cultural identity? 3.625 

Does the project encourage the participation of the broader community and identify 
strategies to widen audience engagement? 

3.75 

Does the project help encourage a sense of community, provide opportunities for the 
community to connect, participate in cultural life and increase vibrancy within the 
city and its neighbourhoods? 

3.75 

Does the project stimulate the local economy and provide opportunities for 
engagement with local businesses? 

3.25 

Does the project enhance the city’s reputation, raise the profile of Perth and position 
it as a Capital City that is internationally recognisable, unique, inviting and an arts 
industry leader? 

3.75 

Does the project support the development of the local arts and cultural sector 
through the provision of professional development opportunities such as skills 
development, networking, connection and/or collaborations? 

4.75 

Does the project celebrate the diversity of Perth and demonstrate an inclusive 
approach? 

4.375 

Are environmental and sustainable practices integrated into the project? 2.375 

Does the project celebrate Aboriginal culture? 5.00 

Project Delivery 
 

Does the applicant have a demonstrated capacity to manage all aspects of the 
event?  

4.875 

Does the project demonstrate financial viability through evidence of support from 
other government agencies, business or community organisations? 

2.75 

What is the level and value of sponsorship benefits provided to the City? 3.375 

COVID-19 Risk Mitigation  

Does the event have measures in place to ensure the health and safety of attendees 
and staff at the event? 

3.75 

Does the applicant have a reasonable and realistic contingency plan should 
restrictions on large gatherings be enforced at the time of the event? 

3.875 
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TOTAL ASSESSMENT SCORE:  57.375 out of 75 (76.5%) 

 
 

Assessment Panel Comments 

14. As per the 2021/22 Art Sponsorship Guidelines, the maximum contribution of sponsorship 
provided by the City of Perth cannot exceed 30% of the total project budget. Funding requests 
may include a combination of both cash and in-kind support for City of Perth fees and charges, at 
the discretion of the City of Perth.  
 

15. The Council can use their discretion to exceed the maximum contribution of sponsorship the 
above 30% of the total project budget.  

  
16. The Assessment Panel recommends $18,000, 40% of the total project budget, as they believe the 

application demonstrates: 
(a) Strong cultural development outcomes developing aboriginal and non-aboriginal youth who 

may not have been provided with opportunities such as this program; 
(b) Alignment to the City’s Reconciliation Action Plan through the engagement of aboriginal and 

non-aboriginal youth; 
(c) Alignment to the City’s 2-25 Event Strategy  by engaging youth in the July school holidays as 

well as activating the Perth Cultural Centre; 
(d) Strong alignment to Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts and future opportunities 

after the program;  
(e) The applicant applied for $30,000 and reducing the recommendation sponsorship funding 

amount will have impacts on the applicant to deliver the program; and 
(f) Funding will enable the applicant to build their capacity with the minimal reliance on the City.  
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The Lester Prize 

 

Applicant Details 

Applicant Name The Lester Prize 

Entity Name The Lester Prize 

Entity Type Other Incorporated Entity 

ABN 76 562 139 103 

ABN status Active 

ATO Endorsed Charity type Charity 

 

Applicant Description 

1. The Lester Prize (formerly ARTrinsic Inc), a not-for-profit organisation, founded in 2007 to provide 
an avenue for artists to exhibit works of portraiture within Western Australia. The City has 
supported the organisation since its inception. 

 

2. The Lester Prize was formerly known as the Black Swan Prize for Portraiture, however changed its 
name in 2018 in honour of the award’s leading patron, Richard Lester as part of an extensive 
rebrand. 

 

Project Details 

Project title The Lester Prize Public Program - Stories Revealed 

Project date 15 October 2021 – 30 November 2021 

Venue Brookfield Place 

Hay Street Mall (UC) 

William Street (UC)  

Padbury Walk (Forrest Chase)  

Franck Café AGWA  

Perth Cultural Centre (UC)  

140 St Georges Terrace, Perth (UC) 

Forrest Place (UC)  

Yagan Square (UC)  

Yagan Square Digital Tower (UC)  

Northbridge Piazza Super Screen (UC)  

City of Perth Library (UC)  

State Library (UC)  
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Urban Orchard  

Selected retail and hospitality outlets (in negotiation) 

Estimated attendance 100,300 

Ticket price Tickets range from $15 to $30 with some free components, 
detailed under project description 

Total Project Cost $599,300 

Total amount requested $100,000 (excl. GST) per annum – cash contribution 

(16.68% of the total project budget) 

Multiple Year Request Seeking a three-year Arts Sponsorship 

Recommendation APPROVE a one-year Arts Sponsorship (FY 2021/22) 

Recommended amount $80,000 (excl. GST) – cash contribution as follows: 

• $50,000 – The Lester Prize and the Lester Prize Youth 
Prize Exhibition; and 

• $30,000 – Portrait Pathways, Portrait Workshops, 
Activities and Guided Tours. 

(13.34% of the total project budget) 

Assessment score  57.25 out of 75 (76.33%) 

 

Project Description 

3. The applicant engaged Culture Counts to evaluate the impact of 2020 event, the 14th anniversary 
for the event and its fifth year at the Art Gallery of WA. Culture Counts reported the impact the 
annual event has on the community is as follows: 

(a) 86% of respondents thought it was important for the event to happen in Perth;  

(b) 87% of respondents were satisfied with their overall experience; 

(c) 84% of artists thought the exhibition was well thought through and presented;  

(d) 86% of attendees thought the exhibition was well thought through and presented; and 

(e) Over half (58%) of attendees experienced The Lester Prize for the first time in 2020, 
demonstrating the success of the applicant drawing new audiences to the annual event. 
 

4. The economic impact on the city and state was not calculated for the event.  

 

5. The applicant states The Lester Prize is an exhibition that is highly regarded by artists, collectors 
and institutions and valued as a measure of excellence. The Lester Prize is judged by nationally and 
internationally renowned leaders in the art and cultural sector.  

 

6. The applicant has stated the calibre and number of nominated artworks have improved each year, 
with 750 entries in 2020, with only the best selected by the judging panel for the competitive 
exhibition for finalists.  
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7. In 2021, the applicant will build a Portrait Pathway which will take art out of the gallery and into 
the streets of the city. The Portrait Pathway will take place from 16 October 2021 to 29 November 
2021, with the theme ‘revealed’ with the aim to allow participants to the opportunity to engage 
with the city to reveal the essence of Perth.  

 

8. The Portrait Pathway will consist of a pathway of exhibition cubes which will be situated through 
the city between the Salon des Refusés Exhibition and Youth Prize in Brookfield Place through 
William and Hay Streets to Forrest Place and the Perth Cultural Centre and finally to the exhibition 
within the Art Gallery of WA.  

 

9. The applicant will use street decals and exhibition light boxes that will tell stories along the Portrait 
Pathway. The Portrait Pathway will be anchored at each end by the Lester Prize Youth Awards and 
Salon des Refusés Exhibition in Brookfield Place and the Lester Portrait Prize Exhibition in the 
Centenary Galleries in the Art Gallery of WA.  

 

10. The applicant will engage a local tour company, Oh Hey WA, to conduct free pre-registered walking 
and talking tours that will engage visitors of all ages and draw them through the city and into the 
galleries. The tours will also engage local businesses at each ‘portrait stop’ by offering associated 
activities in foyers of buildings, lunch in cafes and cocktails in evening venues to add another level 
of immersion to the experience.  

 

11. The applicant states the Art Gallery of WA wetland and frontage as well as the Alex Hotel will be lit 
up by VJZoom projecting images of the portraits from inside the gallery creating an outdoor show 
with larger-than-life images to dazzle the city scape. The applicant states these external elements 
will entice further people into the city and engage them in the activities offered in each of the 
primary venues, stay in the city and spend time in the businesses between the two venues, 
particularly on the weekends. 

 

12. The three components of the program includes as follows: 

The Lester Prize and the Lester Youth Prize 

Date: 16 October 2021 – 20 October 2021 

Venue: Art Gallery of WA and Brookfield Place 

Anticipated Attendance: 200,000 

Ticket Price: Free 

Held 10am – 5pm daily, The Lester Prize and Lester Youth Prize Exhibitions is an annual event 
that will display portraits by nationally recognised artists. All prize monies are donated by 
private philanthropists and organisations who support excellence in portraiture.  

Note: No City of Perth or public funding is allocated to prizes. 
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Portrait Pathways 

Date: 16 October 2021 – 29 November 2021 

Venue: Between Brookfield Place on St Georges Terrace across the city to 
the Perth Cultural Centre 

Anticipated Attendance: 100,000 

Ticket Price: Free 

Available daily from 10am – 10pm (times TBC), the 2021 program will introduce a series of 
outdoor events tailored by the applicant to engage the wider community. The applicant states 
each associated event will be portraiture themed and will include Soapbox storytelling 
partnering with Centre for Stories, glowing exhibition cubes glowing with 2021 portraits, pop-
up caricature portraits being available and scavenger hunt style quizzes for children with a 
portraiture theme.  

 

Portrait Workshops, Activities and Group Tours 

Date: 16 October 2021 – 29 November 2021 

Venue: Art Gallery of WA and vacant shopfront in the city 

Anticipated Attendance: 300  

Ticket Price: $25 - Adult 

$15 - Concession 

Portrait Workshops 

The applicant will present a series of Portrait Workshops to the general public with finalist 
artists. The applicant states the Portrait Workshops will provide participants with an insight 
into the mechanics of creating a portrait as well as the underlying stories and motivation 
conveyed in the artwork.  

Activities  

The applicant states they will partner with organisations such as Propel Youth Arts WA for 
BIPOC (Black, Indigenous and People of Colour) Youth, Community Arts Network, Alzheimer's 
WA and the Starlight Foundation to offer free workshops and creative activities. The applicant 
state the activities and activations will appear in a variety of locations from large, open areas 
to intimate corners. They will ‘pop up’ in places like the glass foyer of 140 St Georges Terrace 
to cafes and retail business. The applicant are in discussions with Boffins Books, Museum of 
Perth in London Court and the Atlas Building to explore opportunities to activate these spaces. 

 

Group Tours 

The applicant will run special curator and artist tours for groups which will aim to integrate 
local businesses shop fronts and vacant shop fronts to feature portraits in the aim to add 
colour and vibrancy to the city. The applicant will also partner with Oh Hey WA to host special 
art tours across the city.  
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COVID Contingency Plan 

13. The applicant has submitted information to the City of Perth as to how they would adapt the event 
should COVID restrictions be reinstated and what measures that they would put in place to ensure 
the health and safety of attendees and staff. 

 

Previous Support and Acquittals (5-year period) 

Year Amount Project 

2016/17 $30,000 Black Swan Prize for Portraiture 

2017/18 $60,000 Black Swan Prize for Portraiture 

2018/19 $60,000 Black Swan Prize for Portraiture 

2019/20 $60,000 The Lester Prize 

2020/21 $50,000 The Lester Prize Exhibition and Public Program 

TOTAL $260,000 

 

14. The City of Perth has received an acquittal for the previous support and City officers can confirm 
that all previous funding has been satisfactorily acquitted.  
 

Sponsorship Recognition 

15. In addition to the broader benefits of the sponsorship outlined above, the applicant will provide 
the following opportunities for acknowledgement of the City’s support if awarded the requested 
amount: 
(a) City of Perth will be Presentation Partner;  
(b) City of Perth logo recognition on all program promotional and marketing material throughout 

the year including: posters, brochures, advertising and promotional signage, On the Big 
Screen displays and Outdoor Exhibition Boxes across the City; 

(c) City of Perth will also be acknowledged Presentation Partner on all key marketing collateral 
relating to the exhibition created by venue partners such as the Art Gallery of WA, 
Metropolitan Redevelopment Authority etc; 

(d) City of Perth logo recognition on event/program website; 
(e) City of Perth sponsor profile on event/program website; 
(f) Opportunity to display City of Perth signage at exhibitions (excluding AGWA) and community 

events; 
(g) Lord Mayor or City of Perth Representative have the opportunity to attend the Main Awards 

Night to be held at the Art Gallery of Western Australia 
(h) Lord Mayor or City of Perth Representative have the opportunity to speak at the Youth 

Awards Night to be held at Brookfield Place (200 guests in attendance); 
(i) Lord Mayor or City of Perth Representative provided with the opportunity to partake in a 

group art activation in the City, tour of the Portrait Pathways and outdoor workshops; 
(j) Provision of content creation opportunities for the City of Perth (utilising artworks created by 

Australia’s finest portraiture artists); 
(k) City of Perth logo inclusion on exhibition signage throughout the duration of the exhibitions, 

including corporate evenings, community events and award nights; 
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(l) City of Perth logo inclusion on the projection screens at the Main Awards Night and Youth 
Awards Night; 

(m) City of Perth will be acknowledged as Presentation Partner in media presentations or 
interviews; 

(n) City of Perth logo inclusion and recognition as Presentation Partner on Piazza screens and 
City of Perth Library screen for the digital exhibitions; 

(o) City of Perth will be promoted on ‘what’s on’ websites and art competition directories; 
(p) City of Perth promoted in relevant Art magazines (as appropriate); 
(q) City of Perth promoted on all social media platforms, including cross promotion with 

sponsors and exhibition partners (reach of over 60,000 audience); 
(r) City of Perth logo inclusion on official invitations to the Main Awards Night and Youth Awards 

Night; and 
(s) City of Perth logo inclusion and acknowledged as Presentation Partner in all e-newsletters by 

the applicant (5,000 subscribers) and e-newsletter through the Art Gallery of WA (24,500 
subscribers). 
 

Art Sponsorship – Assessment Scorecard  

16. The application was assessed in accordance with Policy 18.13 and revised Policy 4.3, under the 
2021/22 Art Sponsorship Guidelines . 
 

17. The application was assessed by a four-person assessment panel. Scoring has been averaged for 
each outcome that was addressed. 

 
18. The application has received an assessment score above the 60% minimum threshold required 

for support. The assessment score of 76.33% is considered high when benchmarked against 
other applications in this program and indicates a strong alignment with the objectives of the 
program. 

 

Essential Assessment Criteria 

Applicants are required to address a minimum number of assessment criteria based 
on the amount requested. 

• Over $20,000 (Address ALL of the essential criteria) 

Score 
(max 5) 

Does the project demonstrate artistic excellence? 4.125 

Does the project deliver arts activity that represents Perth’s unique cultural identity? 3.875 

Does the project encourage the participation of the broader community and identify 
strategies to widen audience engagement? 

4.25 

Does the project help encourage a sense of community, provide opportunities for the 
community to connect, participate in cultural life and increase vibrancy within the 
city and its neighbourhoods? 

4.125 

Does the project stimulate the local economy and provide opportunities for 
engagement with local businesses? 

3.875 

Does the project enhance the city’s reputation, raise the profile of Perth and position 
it as a Capital City that is internationally recognisable, unique, inviting and an arts 
industry leader? 

4.00 
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Does the project support the development of the local arts and cultural sector 
through the provision of professional development opportunities such as skills 
development, networking, connection and/or collaborations? 

4.375 

Does the project celebrate the diversity of Perth and demonstrate an inclusive 
approach? 

3.25 

Are environmental and sustainable practices integrated into the project? 2.875 

Does the project celebrate Aboriginal culture? 2.375 

Project Delivery 
 

Does the applicant have a demonstrated capacity to manage all aspects of the 
event?  

4.75 

Does the project demonstrate financial viability through evidence of support from 
other government agencies, business or community organisations? 

3.50 

What is the level and value of sponsorship benefits provided to the City? 3.75 

COVID-19 Risk Mitigation  

Does the event have measures in place to ensure the health and safety of attendees 
and staff at the event? 

4.125 

Does the applicant have a reasonable and realistic contingency plan should 
restrictions on large gatherings be enforced at the time of the event? 

4.00 

TOTAL ASSESSMENT SCORE: 57.25 out of 75 (76.33%) 

 
 

Assessment Panel Comments 

19. The Assessment Panel recognises the applicant’s engagement and consultation with the City 
officers when developing their application to ‘think big’, outside the Gallery and be unique and 
different to other applications.  
 

20. The Panel states the application demonstrates how the applicant will engage and attract people 
throughout the city to experience visual arts through the Portrait Pathway and outside the 
Gallery. 

 

21. The applicant demonstrates partnering with local businesses such as Oh Hey WA to deliver free 
pre-registered guided tours, Boffins Books, Museum of Perth in London Court and the Atlas 
Building to explore opportunities to activate these spaces as well as the Perth Cultural Centre. The 
application did not include any in-kind costs and the Panel was unable determine if the City would 
be supporting the outdoor activations. 

 

22. The Panel benchmarked the application against other applications seeking $100,000 and the Panel 
agree the request is high and is double the funding the City provided in 2020/21 ($50,000). The 
Panel recommend the applicant to source funding opportunities through State Government and 
Lotterywest to support the program in future years. 
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23. An increase in funding has been recommended based on the increased programming and 
activation outside of the gallery. In 2020/21 the applicant attracted 100,500 visitors and were 
awarded $50,000. Through the extended programming the applicant is expecting to reach 
300,300 visitors.  

 

24. The Panel recommend $80,000 for a one-year sponsorship to be as a pilot program to trial the new 
aspects stated under the project description.  

 

25. It is preferable to the Panel that the City continues to work closely with the applicant to evaluate 
outcomes of the 2021/22 pilot before committing to a longer-term agreement. The Panel agrees 
this will enable the City to understand the impact to the city. 
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Barking Gecko Theatre Company Ltd 

 

Applicant Details 

Applicant Name Barking Gecko Theatre Company Ltd. 

Entity Name Barking Gecko Theatre Company Ltd. 

Entity Type Australian Public Company 

ABN 23 052 424 683 

ABN status Active 

ATO Endorsed Charity type Charity 

 

Applicant Description 

1. Barking Gecko Theatre Company Ltd is an Australian theatre company that create theatre 
productions for children and families. Barking Gecko Theatre Company Ltd is a major employer of 
local theatre-makers and regularly provide opportunities for their talents to develop their skills and 
then be showcased at a national level.  

 

2. Barking Gecko Theatre Company Ltd is a not for profit registered charity who each year stage two 
to three productions at the State Theatre Centre of WA, which then tour across regional WA and 
on to Australian capital cities, often receiving invitations to tour their work to international venues 
and festivals.  

 

3. Barking Gecko Theatre Company Ltd outline they create theatre of the highest quality that is : 

(a) aesthetically rich, emotionally resonant works of ambition, sophistication and scale; and  

(b) when it comes to creating theatre for young audiences their motto is: for the smallest, only the 
finest.  

 

4. In addition to the stage productions, Barking Gecko Theatre Company Ltd engage thousands of 
WA primary school students annually in their Creative Learning Programs, supporting professional 
learning opportunities for children. 

 

Project Details 

Project title A series of creative development intensives to imagine and plan 
a large-scale, multi-site public artwork in the City of Perth in 
2023: Tales from the Inner City. 

Project date 6 December 2021 – 5 August 2022 

Venue The three creative development intensives will be held in the 
rehearsal room of the State Theatre Centre of WA, Northbridge. 
The staging of Tales from the Inner City in 2023 will take place 
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at various indoor and outdoor locations across the City of Perth. 
A key outcome of the creative development intensives will be 
to identify and shortlist these locations. Throughout 2022, 
Barking Gecko will liaise with the City’s sponsorship, activations 
and facilities teams to investigate the proposed locations and 
determine their potential for the project. 

Estimated attendance 32 (12 artists per three creative development modules) 

Ticket price Free 

Total Project Cost $217,680 

Total amount requested $60,000 (excl. GST) - cash contribution 

(27.56% of the total project budget) 

Multiple Year Request No 

Recommendation APPROVE a one-year Arts Sponsorship (FY 2021/22) 

Recommended amount $40,000 (excl. GST) – cash contribution  

(18.37% of the total project budget) 

Assessment score 56 out of 75 (74.67%) 

 

Project Description 

5. Tales from the Inner City is an immersive public artwork for families which work aims to come to 
life across the city while responding to Perth's unique architecture and landscape. The applicant 
states the work will be a series of intimate and epic installations, site specific performances and 
ephemeral encounters that will premiere early 2023 as part of the Perth Festival.  

 

6. The applicant has re-imagined work of the book Tales from the Inner City by Shaun Tan, a Western 
Australian storyteller. Shaun Tan created the book from the following one question: ‘what would 
happen if animals lived in places that were normally reserved only for human beings?’. The 
applicant states Shaun Tan has created an extraordinary collection of poetry, prose and artworks 
fashioned into 25 short stories that are exquisite, surreal and haunting.  

 

7. The applicant’s adaptation of Tales from the Inner City is re-imagined into three creative 
development modules and is seeking funding for these three modules only and not the final staging 
of the work.  

 

8. The three creative development modules are as follows: 

(a) Module 1: Headquarters: A series of four to six rooms constructed in either an existing space, 
or be purpose built in a public space in Perth CBD. Each ‘room’ is an instillation inspired by a 
different story from the book, with audiences travelling from room to room.  

(b) Module 2: Satellite Performances: Audiences then venture from the Headquarters into the 
Perth CBD to discover three-five different immersive, site specific performances. These would 
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be crafted theatrical experiences (approx.10-15 min) that are adaptations of the more 
narrative-based stories from the book.  

(c) Module 3: The Journey: Connecting the Headquarters and Satellites will be a series of 
ephemeral visual art works in the city that act as ‘breadcrumbs’ for the audience to follow. 
These could include exquisite Shaun Tan inspired billboards of lost cats or horses projected 
across buildings.  

 

9. The applicant anticipated it will take 75 minutes to experience the all ages work. The applicant will 
hold three, two-week long creative development intensives in 2021 (November 2021) and 2022 
(March and August). The three creative development modules will bring together nationally and 
locally recognised theatre makers, visual and sound artists, to re-imagine Shaun Tan’s work in the 
public realm, using the city as a canvas and stage. These artists will collaborate on all artistic 
components of the work including script, direction, visual design, sound and lighting.  

 

10. The applicant states they have the ambition to tour Tales from the Inner City nationally and 
internationally and they have already secured financial investment from Sydney Festival, Brisbane 
Festival, RISING Festival in Melbourne and Adelaide, all of whom are interested in presenting the 
work in their respective cities.  

 

11. The applicant states that they will prioritise the engagement of local artists, arts workers and 
businesses to maximise the impact the Tales of Inner City has on the local economy for both the 
three creative development intensive modules and staging of the work in 2023. The applicant 
outlines how they will aim to achieve the following direct and broader economic impact on the 
city: 

(a) Direct Expenditure: 

(i) Employ local artists and arts workers; 

(ii) Engage local business to supply materials, labour and services; 

(iii) Venue hire; 

(iv) Travel expenditure for interstate artists including local accommodation and transport; and  

(v) Contract local businesses to construct sets and temporary project infrastructure.  

(b) Broader Economic Impact: 

(i) Ancillary spending by approximately 80,000 people visiting the city to experience Tales 
from the Inner City including parking, cafes, restaurants and retail; 

(ii) New visitors for cultural institutions that are venue for Tales from the Inner City; 

(iii) Long-term employment for local artists and arts workers engaged to tour Tales from the 
Inner City nationally and internationally; and 

(iv) Networking and professional development opportunities local artists and arts workers. 
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COVID Contingency Plan 

12. The applicant has submitted information to the City of Perth as to how they would adapt the event 
should COVID restrictions be reinstated and what measures that they would put in place to ensure 
the health and safety of attendees and staff. 

 

Previous Support and Acquittals (5-year period) 

Year Amount Project 

2016/17 $15,000 Sugarland 

2017/18 N/A  

2018/19 N/A  

2019/20 N/A  

2020/21 $25,000 New Audiences.New Stories.New Writers. 

TOTAL $40,000 

 

13. The City of Perth has received an acquittal for the previous support and City officers can confirm 
that all previous funding has been satisfactorily acquitted.  
 

Sponsorship Recognition 

14. In addition to the broader benefits of the sponsorship outlined above, the applicant will provide 
the following opportunities for acknowledgement of the City’s support if awarded the requested 
amount: 
(a) City of Perth will be acknowledged as City of Imagination Partner; 
(b) City of Perth logo recognition on all program promotional material including the City of Perth 

sponsor profile under ‘our partners’ on the website, show programs and annual report; 
(c) City of Perth logo recognition on event/program website; 
(d) City of Perth will be acknowledged in all speech by the applicant’s Executive Producer and 

Chief Executive Officer at sponsored events; 
(e) Opportunity to display City of Perth signage at the event/program including in the State 

Theatre Centre foyer during Perth shows; 
(f) City of Perth logo recognition on State Theatre Centre foyer screens during Perth shows;  
(g) City of Perth has the opportunity to provide signage to be displayed in the rehearsal room for 

the duration for the creative developments;   
(h) The applicant will announce the City of Perth sponsorship one edition of the applicant’s 

monthly e-newsletter (3,711 audience);  
(i) City of Perth will be acknowledged on all social media platforms (10,531 audience);  
(j) Following each of the creative development intensives, a social media on all platforms, the 

City of Perth will be acknowledged for sponsorship for the making of Tales from the Inner 
City; 

(k) The applicant will work closely with the City of Perth Digital Team to create a behind the 
scenes video for the City of Perth digital platforms into the making of Tales from the Inner 
City. This video project can include footage from the creative developments, interviews with 
artists and stills; 
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(l) The applicant will work closely with the City of Perth to create a special theatre experience 
for a local community group listed on the City of Perth’s website, City Advisory Group or City 
volunteers. This special experience will take people behind the scenes and include a talk from 
one of the theatre artists involved in Tales from the Inner City; and  

(m) Where possible, the City of Perth will be acknowledged as supporting the work’s creative 
development, in promotion material of the presenting arts festival, on the Tales from the 
Inner City national and international tours. 
 

Art Sponsorship – Assessment Scorecard  

15. The application was assessed in accordance with Policy 18.13 and revised Policy 4.3, under the 
2021/22 Art Sponsorship Guidelines . 
 

16. The application was assessed by a four-person assessment panel. Scoring has been averaged for 
each outcome that was addressed. 

 
17. The application has received an assessment score above the 60% minimum threshold required 

for support. The assessment score of 74.67% is considered high when benchmarked against 
other applications in this program and indicates a good alignment with the objectives of the 
program. 

 
 

Essential Assessment Criteria 

Applicants are required to address a minimum number of assessment criteria based 
on the amount requested. 

• Over $20,000 (Address ALL of the essential criteria) 

Score 
(max 5) 

Does the project demonstrate artistic excellence? 3.875 

Does the project deliver arts activity that represents Perth’s unique cultural identity? 4.125 

Does the project encourage the participation of the broader community and identify 
strategies to widen audience engagement? 

3.875 

Does the project help encourage a sense of community, provide opportunities for the 
community to connect, participate in cultural life and increase vibrancy within the 
city and its neighbourhoods? 

3.625 

Does the project stimulate the local economy and provide opportunities for 
engagement with local businesses? 

3.25 

Does the project enhance the city’s reputation, raise the profile of Perth and position 
it as a Capital City that is internationally recognisable, unique, inviting and an arts 
industry leader? 

3.875 

Does the project support the development of the local arts and cultural sector 
through the provision of professional development opportunities such as skills 
development, networking, connection and/or collaborations? 

4.125 

Does the project celebrate the diversity of Perth and demonstrate an inclusive 
approach? 

3.75 

Are environmental and sustainable practices integrated into the project? 3.375 
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Does the project celebrate Aboriginal culture? 3.25 

Project Delivery 
 

Does the applicant have a demonstrated capacity to manage all aspects of the 
event?  

4.625 

Does the project demonstrate financial viability through evidence of support from 
other government agencies, business or community organisations? 

3.00 

What is the level and value of sponsorship benefits provided to the City? 3.625 

COVID-19 Risk Mitigation  

Does the event have measures in place to ensure the health and safety of attendees 
and staff at the event? 

3.875 

Does the applicant have a reasonable and realistic contingency plan should 
restrictions on large gatherings be enforced at the time of the event? 

3.75 

TOTAL ASSESSMENT SCORE: 56 out of 75 (74.67%) 

 

Assessment Panel Comments 

18. The Assessment Panel recognise the application is seeking funding support for the creative 
development of the Tales from the Inner City and any funding for the 2023 premiere staging at 
the Perth Festival will be at additional request. 
 

19. The Panel acknowledged the creative development in its entirety and the potential impact on the 
city through an immersive public artwork attracting families to enjoy installations and 
performances at the 2023 Perth Festival, aligning with the City’s 2025 Events Strategy. 

 
20. An increase of funding from 2020/21 has been recommended as the activity in this application is 

of a different nature and comparison. 
 

21. The Panel recommend $40,000 for a one-year agreement with City officers to work closely with 
the applicant to maximise outcomes.  
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West Australian Music Industry Association Inc 

 

Applicant Details 

Applicant Name West Australian Music Industry Association Inc 

Entity Name The West Australian Music Industry Association Incorporated 

Entity Type Other Incorporated Entity 

ABN 19 395 503 276 

ABN status Active 

ATO Endorsed Charity type Not endorsed 

 

Applicant Description 

1. The West Australian Music Industry Association is the peak body for contemporary music, 
representing and servicing the interests of those making, marketing, touring and recording music 
here and now in Western Australia. Their mission is to champion West Australian music.  

 

2. The West Australian Music Industry Association aims to strengthen and advance contemporary 
West Australian music by developing, celebrating and connecting the musicians, industry 
professionals and general public on a local, national and international and international platform. 

 

Project Details 

Project title WA Music Month 

Project date 5 November 2021 – 28 November 2021 

Venue Murray St Mall/Forrest Place (subject to availability) 

Quay Note industry networking event - boat on the Swan River 

Yagan Square 

Perth Cultural Centre amphitheatre 

Urban Orchard 

AGWA roof top 

PCC Wetlands Stage 

PCC Museum precinct 

State Theatre Centre 

State Theatre Centre courtyard 

Badlands Bar 

The Bird 

Lynotts 
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Mustang Bar 

Universal Bar 

Amplifier 

Capitol 

The Sewing Room 

The Ellington 

Murray Mews 

Northbridge Piazza 

Convenients 

Estimated attendance 58,325 

Ticket price Tickets range from $35 to $140 with some free components, 
detailed under project description 

Total Project Cost $286,500 

Total amount requested $80,000 (excl. GST) in 2021/22 – cash contribution 

$85,000 (excl. GST) in 2022/23 – cash contribution 

$90,000 (excl. GST) in 2023/24 – cash contribution  

(27.92% of the total project budget in 2021/22) 

Multiple Year Request Seeking a three-year Arts Sponsorship 

Recommendation APPROVE a one-year Arts Sponsorship (FY 2021/22) 

Recommended amount $60,000 (excl. GST) per annum – cash contribution  

(20.94% of the total project budget) 

Assessment score 54.5 out of 75 (72.67%) 

 

Project Description 

3. In 2019, the applicant delivered WAMFest, the peak annual showcase and celebration of original 
WA contemporary music a series of outdoor concerts, venue showcases, family-friendly events in 
the city that were all centred around WA music.  

 

4. The applicant states the total direct impact on the city for the 2019 event was $999,649 with a 
total multiplied impact on the city of $2,894,808.  

 

5. The 2020 WAMFest was re-scheduled due to COVID-19 to March 2021. The applicant made the 
decision to change WAMFest and presented the larger inaugural WA Music Week program. In 
November 2021, the applicant states they are evolving and spreading the WA Music Week 
program to deliver the inaugural WA Music Month.  
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6. The applicant states the WA Music Month is an annual celebration of live original West Australian 
music with a wide range of events and activities that showcase all levels of West Australian music. 
The applicant states the WA Music Month will be the biggest event of its kind in the world, 
presenting only local original artists as will be a celebratory event for the whole community, as well 
as a market and audience development opportunity for WA artists.  

 

7. The applicant state they will program the event to engage and attract a diverse audience across 
age and culture, and present music in community-accessible spaces to ensure family-friendly 
environments including at large percentage of the programming at the Perth Cultural Centre that 
will have an artist merchandise tent, food vendors, bar (mostly likely in partnership with PICA Bar) 
and decorative elements throughout. The applicant aims to create the Perth Cultural Centre a safe 
event hub for event goers to be able to enjoy live local music.  

 

8. The additional information on the project components being held in the city are as follows: 

Snap Shot Music Photography Exhibition 

Date: 1 November 2021 – 3 December 2021 

Venue: Northbridge Piazza, Big Screen 

Anticipated Attendance: 15,000 

Ticket Price: Free 

Snap Shot is a curated digital music photography exhibition that depicts the music scene in 
WA across the years. The applicant states the exhibition, represents around 100 years of music 
in WA, drawing from the State Library’s collections and the work of numerous music 
photographers to present a series of images that represent the changing scene and diversity 
of music in WA. The exhibition doesn't only feature artists in bands - it also features artists 
and audiences, Snap Shot provides a graphical representation of the changing face of music, 
venues and audiences over time and will be accompanied by a soundtrack of WA music, 
curated by a number of members of the WA music community. The exhibition will run for 
approximately four weeks, with this iteration of the exhibition being presented on the big 
screen at the Northbridge Piazza. 

 

WA Music Awards  

Date: 16 November 2021 

Venue: Perth Concert Hall (TBC) 

Anticipated Attendance: 1,000 

Ticket Price: $35 

The applicants states this is the WA music industry’s night of nights, the WA Music Awards, or 
WAMis, as they are well known. Artists, industry and audiences gather together to celebrate 
the talents and achievements of the previous year, awarding the year's best. The event 
features performances from the year’s nominees and Hall of Fame inductees. In March 2021, 
the applicant held the WAM is at His Majesty's Theatre for the first time, with Tame Impala 
performing to close the event. The applicant states His Majesty’s Theatre isn't available on the 
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2022 date, however, they are looking at venues including the Perth Concert Hall and 
Metropolis City as potential locations to host the awards. 

 

WA Music Conference (WAMCon) 

Date: 19 November 2021 – 20 November 2021 

Venue: State Theatre Centre (TBC) 

Anticipated Attendance: 250 

Ticket Price: $140 

Held 10am – 4pm daily, the applicant states the annual two-day music conference traditionally 
engages speakers and presenters from all facets of the industry, drawn from across Australia 
and internationally. The applicant states it one of the key professional development 
opportunities for the broader music industry available in WA. WAMCon is held at the State 
Theatre Centre, and features keynote addresses by music leaders, panel sessions across a 
broad variety of topics, and ’speed dating’ style networking sessions to allow locals to meet 
and greet music industry professionals and leaders. 

 

Live – Perth 

Date: 19 November 2021 – 20 November 2021 

Venue: Various in Perth and Northbridge 

Anticipated Attendance: 18,300 

Ticket Price: Free 

The applicant states this is the cornerstone of the WA Music Month program as a series of live 
showcases as the showcases are dynamic and fun opportunities for the public to come out 
and enjoy as a series of free events across Perth and Northbridge. The applicant also states 
the event provides curated opportunities for visiting music industry professionals, who are 
also speakers at the conference, to see and hear local new and emerging talents perform to 
appreciative audiences.  

The applicant states this approach has led to a considerable number of tangible outcomes 
including local artists signing to labels and booking agencies as well as performance 
opportunities at international festivals.  

By presenting a concentrated event program, the applicant states it creates a dynamic music 
precincts where audiences and visitors can easily move from venue to venue, seeing and 
hearing new local acts they might have otherwise missed.  

The precinct is centred on the Perth Cultural Centre, with several spaces within it hosting 
events such as the Urban Orchard, WA Museum promenade, Art Gallery of WA roof top and 
Perth Cultural Centre amphitheatre.  

The events are free and programmed with age and genre diversity considered to draw in a 
broad audience. The outdoor, community spaces used also provide great opportunities for 
the applicant to include youth programming, including Rock Scholars, North Metro TAFE and 
Girls Rock! bands.  
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321 Song writing Sessions  

Date: 18 November 2021 

Venue: SAE Qantm Creative Media Institute, Northbridge 

Anticipated Attendance: 12 

Ticket Price: Free 

The applicant in partnership with Australasian Performing Right Association and Australasian 
Mechanical Copyright Owners Society Limited (APRA AMCOS) will be presenting a WA edition 
of 321 Song writing Workshops for selected West Australian songwriters. The full day 
workshop will be held at SAE Qantm Media Institute (TBC) on the Thursday prior to WAMCon. 
The applicant states this is the third time they have run this intensive song writing program as 
a side element to the conference program and participation is by application. The session will 
pairs four groups of three songwriters to collaborate over a two-hour period, with each group 
producing one song by session’s end. APRA AMCOS will appoint a profiled songwriter and 
APRA AMCOS ambassador as a mentor on the project. 

 

Quay Note Boat Networking Event  

Date: 19 November 2021 

Venue: Paddlesteamer Decoy, Swan River 

Anticipated Attendance: 200 

Ticket Price: $30  

The applicant will bring national and international music industry leaders together with WA’s 
emerging artists and arts workers on the Paddlesteamer Decoy in a professional development 
and networking opportunity. The event will see live performances by two local acts whilst 
sailing up and down the Swan River overlooking the city. 

 

Women’s Music Network (WNM) Meeting – WA Music Month Edition 

Date: 20 November 2021 

Venue: Somewhere close to the State Theatre Centre (TBC) 

Anticipated Attendance: 40 

Ticket Price: Free 

The applicant states the WNM Meetings will be held several times a year and will feature a 
prominent female, trans or non-binary keynote speaker from the WA music industry 
presenting about their own experiences in the development of their careers. WMN meetings 
are free, open to all female, trans or non-binary people based in WA at all career levels and 
across all disciplines, with the series aiming to help build confidence, provide career insights 
and inspiration, plus increase networks. WAM will hold a special WAMM edition of WMN 
during the conference program, inviting all non-male conference speakers to attend and be 
part of this important and empowering networking opportunity for the WA music sector. 
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9. The additional information on the project components being held out of the city’s boundaries are 
as follows: 

Hear and Now 

Date: 4 November 2021 

Venue: TBC 

Anticipated Attendance: 6,000 

Ticket Price: $44 

Hear and Now is the opening event of the WA Music Month program. Two small stadium sized 
events are proposed over these two days, each featuring some well-known headlining acts 
from WA, aimed at attracting a broad audience of more mainstream music lovers. These 
events will be accessible to people of all ages and will provide the audiences with a full stadium 
show experience. 

 

Music Everywhere  

Date: 7 November 2021 – 14 November 2021 

Venue: Various (TBC) 

Anticipated Attendance: 8,250 

Ticket Price: $10 

The applicant states the event will be live and original music events into communities all over 
the WA. Pending State Government, the applicant will offer financial incentives for venues to 
program WA original talent into their venues throughout this ten-day period as part of WA 
Music Month. Coordinated by the applicant, they will facilitate the program to put live music 
events into every region in WA at least once during the period.  

 

Live – Fremantle  

Date: 26 November 2021 – 28 November 2021 

Venue: Various, Fremantle 

Anticipated Attendance: 14,500 

Ticket Price: Free 

The applicant will present a series of events across two or three days in Fremantle as part of 
WA Music Month. The Fremantle events will complement the city events, whilst allowing the 
applicant to decentralise their programming activity and increase the diversity of their 
audiences. The applicant states the program will likely include outdoor performances in the 
Kings Square area, as well as in the Princess May Park and/or the Esplanade Reserve. 

 

Scarbs Beach Party 

Date: 14 November 2021 

Venue: Scarborough Beach and nearby locations 
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Anticipated Attendance: 10,000 

Ticket Price: Free 

The applicant will present live original music on Scarborough Beach and nearby music venues 
in the surrounding area. This applicant has designed the event to be an easy, accessible 
opportunity to bring people to celebrate and share the joy and fulfilment that can result 
directly through attendance of live music events. Scarbs Beach Party is a free event comprising 
of live local music across four or five stages on and around Scarborough Beach, utilising the 
Scarborough Beach Amphitheatre and beach for a stage, as well as nearby live music venues.  

 

10. The applicant stated from the March 2021 WA Music Week, the following percentage of 
respondents ‘agreed’ or ‘strongly agreed’ that the program rated highly for: 

(a) 92% - Cultural Contribution; 

(b) 93% - Vibrancy;  

(c) 91% - Safety;  

(d) 86% - Positive Impact on Wellbeing; and 

(e) 95% of those surveyed stated that it was important that events like WAMFest happen here in 
the city. 

 

COVID Contingency Plan 

11. The applicant has submitted information to the City of Perth as to how they would adapt the event 
should COVID restrictions be reinstated and what measures that they would put in place to ensure 
the health and safety of attendees and staff. 

 

Previous Support and Acquittals (5-year period) 

Year Amount Project 

2016/17 $40,000 WAM Festival 

2017/18 $40,000 WAMFest 

2018/19 $40,000 WAMFest 

2019/20 $20,000 WAMFest 

2020/21 $60,000 WAMFest 2021 

TOTAL $200,000 

 

12. The City of Perth has received an acquittal for the previous support and City officers can confirm 
that all previous funding has been satisfactorily acquitted.  
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Sponsorship Recognition 

13. In addition to the broader benefits of the sponsorship outlined above, the applicant will provide 
the following opportunities for acknowledgement of the City’s support if awarded the requested 
amount: 
(a) City of Perth will be Supporting Sponsor i.e. ‘proudly supported by City of Perth’; 
(b) City of Perth logo recognition on all program promotional material, event website and media 

releases; 
(c) City of Perth sponsor profile on event/program website; 
(d) Opportunity to display City of Perth signage at the event/program; 
(e) One full page advertisement in the WAM Festival digital event program, and the printed 

WAMCon program;  
(f) City of Perth recognised in program material as a sponsor of one WA Music Award category; 
(g) Leaderboard/Graphic Interchange Format (GIP) banner advertisement and MREC 

advertisement (artwork to be supplied by City of Perth) in rotation on website and in 
WAMplifier eNews for a one-year period; 

(h) City of Perth acknowledged in a minimum of 20 social media posts (across all platforms), 
including tagging and use of designated hashtags; 

(i) Two feature posts on WAM's social media channels about the City's sponsorship in the WAM 
Festival (content to be provided by the City in conjunction with applicant);  

(j) Active engagement with and promotion of any activation ideas or leveraging activities the 
City may propose, such as feature videos similar of participating Festival artists;  

(k) City of Perth Representatives provided with the opportunity to create a music playlist on 
Spotify and/or Soundcloud for promotion through WAM and the City of Perth channels;  

(l) Opportunity for the Lord Mayor or Deputy Lord Mayor or Councillors to speak or present at 
any festival launch event; and 

(m) A City of Perth representative will be provided with the opportunity to attend the Quay Note 
industry networking event on the Swan River (TBC as sponsorship for this activity may be 
affected). 
 

Art Sponsorship – Assessment Scorecard  

14. The application was assessed in accordance with Policy 18.13 and revised Policy 4.3, under the 
2021/22 Art Sponsorship Guidelines . 
 

15. The application was assessed by a four-person assessment panel. Scoring has been averaged for 
each outcome that was addressed. 

 
16. The application has received an assessment score above the 60% minimum threshold required 

for support. The assessment score of 72.67% is considered high when benchmarked against 
other applications in this program and indicates a good alignment with the objectives of the 
program. 

 
 

Essential Assessment Criteria 

Applicants are required to address a minimum number of assessment criteria based 
on the amount requested. 

• Over $20,000 (Address ALL of the essential criteria) 

Score 
(max 5) 
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Does the project demonstrate artistic excellence? 3.25 

Does the project deliver arts activity that represents Perth’s unique cultural identity? 3.625 

Does the project encourage the participation of the broader community and identify 
strategies to widen audience engagement? 

3.50 

Does the project help encourage a sense of community, provide opportunities for the 
community to connect, participate in cultural life and increase vibrancy within the 
city and its neighbourhoods? 

4.25 

Does the project stimulate the local economy and provide opportunities for 
engagement with local businesses? 

3.75 

Does the project enhance the city’s reputation, raise the profile of Perth and position 
it as a Capital City that is internationally recognisable, unique, inviting and an arts 
industry leader? 

3.75 

Does the project support the development of the local arts and cultural sector 
through the provision of professional development opportunities such as skills 
development, networking, connection and/or collaborations? 

4.125 

Does the project celebrate the diversity of Perth and demonstrate an inclusive 
approach? 

3.625 

Are environmental and sustainable practices integrated into the project? 3.375 

Does the project celebrate Aboriginal culture? 3.25 

Project Delivery 
 

Does the applicant have a demonstrated capacity to manage all aspects of the 
event?  

4.625 

Does the project demonstrate financial viability through evidence of support from 
other government agencies, business or community organisations? 

3.125 

What is the level and value of sponsorship benefits provided to the City? 3.375 

COVID-19 Risk Mitigation  

Does the event have measures in place to ensure the health and safety of attendees 
and staff at the event? 

3.625 

Does the applicant have a reasonable and realistic contingency plan should 
restrictions on large gatherings be enforced at the time of the event? 

3.25 

TOTAL ASSESSMENT SCORE: 54.5 out of 75 (72.67%) 

 

Assessment Panel Comments 

17. The Assessment Panel states the application demonstrates strong cultural outcomes and the 
progression from WAMFest to WA Music Month is an important event across the state including 
multiple components that provide activation in the city and Northbridge, as well developing the 
local music sector and showcase Perth's cultural offering.  
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18. The WA Music Month will be the only contemporary music festival in the City and has a solid, 
varied program highlighting the best of Perth music with a proven track record of high 
attendance including families. 
 

19. The Panel has highlighted that the City has entered into a licence agreement with the applicant 
to activate the Northbridge Piazza. There is some concern that aside from the photographic 
exhibition on the super screen in Northbridge Piazza, no events during WA Music Month appear 
to be scheduled at this location.  

 
20. The Panel recognises the WA Music Month in its entirety but have recommended a reduction in 

funding to align to other Local Government contributions and support the Live Perth component, 
which is free and will attract people including families into the city to experience live music while 
activating the Perth Cultural Centre and surrounding areas. 

 
21. The Panel have noted that in the previous funding, there was approximately $1,200 of in-kind 

costs for the City’s fees and charges which are not included in the application. 
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Revelation Perth International Film Festival Inc 

 

Applicant Details 

Applicant Name Revelation Perth International Film Festival Inc. 

Entity Name Revelation Perth International Film Festival Inc. 

Entity Type Other Incorporated Entity 

ABN 61 039 339 914 

ABN status Active 

ATO Endorsed Charity type Not endorsed 

 

Applicant Description 

1. Revelation Perth International Film Festival Inc. is a not-for-profit organisation that delivers the 
Revelation Perth International Film Festival annually, as well as professional development events 
for the WA creative industries. 

 

2. The Revelation Perth International Film Festival has been in operation for 24 years and in 
collaboration with a range of partners has achieved: 

(a) Commission and producing of approximately 20 short documentaries and VR works which have 
employed more than 100 individuals across the screen and performance sector; and 

(b) Developed its own international accessible film streaming service, auspices up to three young 
screen-based individuals through Propel Youth Arts and mentors up to five emerging industry 
practitioners annually. 

 

Project Details 

Project title XR:WA 

Project date 16 September 2022 – 18 September 2022 

Venue PICA 

Art Gallery of WA 

WA Museum 

WA State Library 

The Alex Hotel 

Estimated attendance 3,500 

Ticket price Free 

Total Project Cost $191,750 

Total amount requested $40,000 (excl. GST) - cash contribution 
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(20.86% of the total project budget) 

Multiple Year Request No 

Recommendation APPROVE a one-year Arts Sponsorship (FY 2021/22) 

Recommended amount $32,000 (excl. GST) – cash contribution  

(16.68% of the total project budget) 

Assessment score 53.625 out of 75 (71.5%) 

 

Project Description 

3. The applicant is seeking support to the fourth XR:WA. XR:WA is a two-day festival, that aims to 
showcase Virtual Reality (VR), Extended Reality (XR), Augmented Reality (AR), Artificial 
Intelligence/machine learning (AI), games and immersive technologies. The event aims to explore 
both the commercial and cultural possibilities of the technologies and will include an industry 
conference, free public activities and exhibitions. 

 

4. The 2022 event will be held throughout the Perth Cultural Centre precinct, making use of multiple 
venues including Art Gallery of WA, WA State Library, PICA, the WA Museum and the Alex Hotel. 
The event will include local practitioners and screen artists from sectors including education and 
training, science and innovation, art and entertainment, mining and resources and technical 
hardware and software.  

 

5. Additional information on the two main components of XR:WA as follows: 

Industry Program 

Date: 16 September 2022 – 17 September 2022 

Venue: Art Gallery WA 

State Library 

PICA 

WA Museum 

The Alex Hotel 

Anticipated Attendance: 1,500 

Ticket Price: Free 

XR:WA will include a two-day industry-facing platform geared toward excellence in business and 
creative practice with a focus on Perth and Western Australian content. It is a central focus of 
XR:WA to encourage national and international business development for local practitioners and 
businesses working in the area of immersive technology, games and associated areas. The 
applicant aims to generate attention and business for local companies and screen artists. The 
program will aim to facilitate business-to-business networking opportunities with practitioners 
and business representatives and streamed to international audiences as well as being made 
available post-event. The program will be complemented professional development for the local 
industry, including workshops, masterclasses, panels and intensive hot-house sessions.  
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Public Exhibition 

Date: 17 September 2022 – 18 September 2022 

Venue: Perth Cultural Centre 

Art Gallery WA 

State Library 

PICA 

WA Museum 

Anticipated Attendance: 2,000 

Ticket Price: Free 

A two-day public access program of activities across the Perth Cultural Centre, including Art 
Gallery WA, State Library, PICA and WA Museum, showcasing local, national and internationally 
produced works. The program will include a showcase of games, VR, AR, AI and technology and 
hybrid arts activity.  

 

6. The applicant states the event is designed to actively work with local businesses to: 

(a) Highlight and platform start-ups and the available spaces they may inhabit; 

(b) Spotlight their works and business; 

(c) Connect local businesses to each other; 

(d) Encourage independent programs and ancillary activity located within walking/CAT bus trip 
from one to another; and 

(e) Create social and networking hubs of an evening which aims to drive participants to local 
businesses. 

 

COVID Contingency Plan 

7. The applicant has submitted information to the City of Perth as to how they would adapt the event 
should COVID restrictions be reinstated and what measures that they would put in place to ensure 
the health and safety of attendees and staff. 

 

Previous Support and Acquittals (5-year period) 

Year Amount Project 

2016/17 $20,000 Revelation Film Fest 

2017/18 $92,240 Invigorate Perth 

2018/19 $32,000 XR:WA 

2019/20 $32,000 XR:WA 

2020/21 $5,000 FourByFour 

TOTAL $181,240 
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8. The City of Perth has received an acquittal for the previous support and City officers can confirm 
that all previous funding has been satisfactorily acquitted.  
 

Sponsorship Recognition 

9. In addition to the broader benefits of the sponsorship outlined above, the applicant will provide 
the following opportunities for acknowledgement of the City’s support if awarded the requested 
amount: 
(a) City of Perth will be Presenting Partner; 
(b) City of Perth logo recognition on all program promotional material including all printed and 

electronic such as:  
(i) posters; 
(ii) media releases;  
(iii) all venue/talks holding slides;  
(iv) presentation of Perth: Innovation talk to City of Perth-based organisations; and 
(v) EDM’s (1 per month to over 2,500 subscribers). 

(c) City of Perth logo recognition on event/program website; 
(d) City of Perth sponsor profile on event/program website; 
(e) City of Perth logo inclusion and acknowledged at the cinema/web trailer screening which will 

run 2 months prior to Festival at all Luna screens and every session during the Film Festival 
(anticipated 80,000 audience exposure); 

(f) City of Perth logo recognition and acknowledged in a written banner on all social media posts 
on all platforms (14,770 audience); 

(g) Opportunity to display City of Perth signage at the event/program including key venue and 
Perth Cultural Centre directional signage and pull up banners;  

(h) City of Perth banner signage in the workshop and panel room during the Film Festival (where 
session not sponsored by another partner); 

(i) City of Perth Representative will be provided with the opportunity to speak, facilitate in a 
panel or workshop or masterclass session during the Film Festival; 

(j) City of Perth Representative will be provided with the opportunity to present one keynote 
address including onstage banner and holding slide; 

(k) City of Perth logo projected in large-scale outdoor venue installation projections; 
(l) City of Perth will be provided with the opportunity to have naming rights of specific spaces or 

event(s) during the Film Festival i.e. City of Perth Keynotes, City of Perth Experimental Lab 
etc; and 

(m) The applicant will explore with the City of Perth other content development opportunities.  
 

Art Sponsorship – Assessment Scorecard  

10. The application was assessed in accordance with Policy 18.13 and revised Policy 4.3, under the 
2021/22 Art Sponsorship Guidelines . 
 

11. The application was assessed by a four-person assessment panel. Scoring has been averaged for 
each outcome that was addressed. 

 
12. The application has received an assessment score above the 60% minimum threshold required 

for support. The assessment score of 71.50% is considered high when benchmarked against 
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other applications in this program and indicates a good alignment with the objectives of the 
program. 

 
 

Essential Assessment Criteria 

Applicants are required to address a minimum number of assessment criteria based 
on the amount requested. 

• Over $20,000 (Address ALL of the essential criteria) 

Score 
(max 5) 

Does the project demonstrate artistic excellence? 3.5 

Does the project deliver arts activity that represents Perth’s unique cultural identity? 3.875 

Does the project encourage the participation of the broader community and identify 
strategies to widen audience engagement? 

3.25 

Does the project help encourage a sense of community, provide opportunities for the 
community to connect, participate in cultural life and increase vibrancy within the 
city and its neighbourhoods? 

3.125 

Does the project stimulate the local economy and provide opportunities for 
engagement with local businesses? 

3.50 

Does the project enhance the city’s reputation, raise the profile of Perth and position 
it as a Capital City that is internationally recognisable, unique, inviting and an arts 
industry leader? 

3.625 

Does the project support the development of the local arts and cultural sector 
through the provision of professional development opportunities such as skills 
development, networking, connection and/or collaborations? 

3.875 

Does the project celebrate the diversity of Perth and demonstrate an inclusive 
approach? 

3.875 

Are environmental and sustainable practices integrated into the project? 3.25 

Does the project celebrate Aboriginal culture? 2.50 

Project Delivery 
 

Does the applicant have a demonstrated capacity to manage all aspects of the 
event?  

4.00 

Does the project demonstrate financial viability through evidence of support from 
other government agencies, business or community organisations? 

3.875 

What is the level and value of sponsorship benefits provided to the City? 3.875 

COVID-19 Risk Mitigation  

Does the event have measures in place to ensure the health and safety of attendees 
and staff at the event? 

3.75 

Does the applicant have a reasonable and realistic contingency plan should 
restrictions on large gatherings be enforced at the time of the event? 

3.75 

TOTAL ASSESSMENT SCORE: 53.625 out of 75 (71.50%) 
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Assessment Panel Comments 

13. The Assessment Panel state the two-day festival integrates international industry conference and 
public showcase in the Perth Cultural Centre of an emerging key sector for the city: innovation 
and technology and emerging industries.  
 

14. The industry conference will showcase the excellence in business and creative practice with a 
focus on Perth and Western Australian content on an international stage as well as encouraging 
national and international business development for local practitioners and businesses and  
generating attention and business for local companies and screen artists.  

 
15. The public exhibition will engage and attract over 2,000 people into the City and will activate the 

Perth Cultural Centre and surround areas, aligning to the City’s 2025 Event Strategy. 
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Perth International Cabaret Festival Limited 

 

Applicant Details 

Applicant Name Perth International Cabaret Festival Limited 

Entity Name Perth International Cabaret Festival Limited 

Entity Type Australian Public Company 

ABN 35 638 023 542 

ABN status Active 

ATO Endorsed Charity type Not endorsed 

 

Applicant Description 

1. Perth International Cabaret Festival is a not-for-profit company established in 2019 by Ali Welburn 
and Graham Lovelock.  

 

2. Perth International Cabaret Festival vision is to deliver a festival of indulgence in cabaret with the 
aim to: 

(a) Deliver a high-quality program that includes the full range of cabaret styles and honours many 
cultures; 

(b) Provide a vibrant entertainment event during winter in Perth; 

(c) Present the best local, national and international artists; and  

(d) Become a part of the Australian and International touring cabaret circuit. 

  

3. The Perth International Cabaret Festival celebrates culture and the art of telling stories in many 
forms, influences and origins.  

 

Project Details 

Project title Perth International Cabaret Festival 2022 

Project date 18 June 2022 – 26 June 2022 

Venue His Majesty's Theatre, Perth (multiple performance spaces 
within the one venue) 

Estimated attendance 16,500 

Ticket price Ranging from $30 to $79.95 with some free events 

Total Project Cost $717,250 

Total amount requested $45,000 (excl. GST) - cash contribution 

(6.27% of the total project budget) 
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Multiple Year Request No 

Recommendation APPROVE a one-year Arts Sponsorship (FY 2021/22) 

Recommended amount $30,000 (excl. GST) – cash contribution  

(4.18% of the total project budget) 

Assessment score 53.375 out of 75 (71.17%) 

 

Project Description 

4. The applicant states that until 2021, Perth was the only major capital city in Australia that didn’t 
have a dedicated, pure cabaret festival.  

 

5. In 2021, the applicant ran the inaugural festival from 19 June 2021 to 26 June 2021 at His Majesty’s 
Theatre. This was the state’s first dedicated cabaret festival and honoured the great tradition of 
storytelling, storytelling set to music. The applicant aims to rival the best cabaret festivals 
nationally and internationally and provide a platform for pure cabaret in all its styles and forms 
and a medium for unique identity and stories of Perth to be broadcast across the world. 

 

6. The applicant is seeking funding support to deliver the 2022 Festival from 18 June 2022 to 26 June 
2022 within the performance spaces at His Majesty's Theatre Perth, in the aim to be the new 
winter festival to Perth.  

 

7. The applicant has stated the inaugural Artistic Director for 2021 Festival is internationally 
acclaimed cabaret artist Michael Griffiths, a graduate of WAAPA and a Helpmann award winner 
and will continue on as Artistic Director for the 2022 Festival season. 

 

8. The components of the program are as follows: 

Community Involvement Program  

Date: 19 June 2022 – 25 June 2022 

Venue: His Majesty’s Theatre 

Anticipated Attendance: 2,500 

Ticket Price: Free 

The Community Involvement Program will include free public workshops and panel sessions with 
the 2022 Festival artists as well as providing mentoring to young local artists.  

The applicant states they will deliberately select a range of artists and shows that will: 

• reflect the local community;  

• have the interest and popularity for engage the local community; and 

• have the potential to deliver public workshops and panel sessions to support the aim of 
increasing access to cabaret through partnerships with local community groups.  
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The applicant outlines this will form part of the applicant’s new Audience Development Strategy 
to attract audiences who may not have been to His Majesty's Theatre or seen live theatre or 
cabaret before.  

 

The applicant states they are in discussions with the: 

• Modern Maori Quartet (MMQ) from NZ among other artists from culturally and 
linguistically diverse background. MMQ have never toured publicly to Perth before and 
the applicant are discussing the opportunities for MMQ to deliver free community 
workshops to the New Zealand and Maori community in Western Australia; and 

• Vika and Linda Bull to premiere their cabaret show ‘Between Two Shores’ as well as the 
opportunity to deliver free masterclass sessions featuring Vika and Linda and 
coordinated by the Festival’s Artistic Director, with young and emerging local artists. 

 

9. The applicant states the Festival is curated and programmed at attracting international and 
national talent but they are dedicated to providing performance and development opportunities 
to local WA artists. The applicant states similar to the 2021 Festival, more than 50% of the Festival’s 
programming will be WA artists who are selected through an Expression of Interest process. 

 

10. In addition to engaging local artists, the applicant states the 2022 Festival will explore beyond the 
one-core hub concept to include other appropriate cabaret style venues within the vicinity of His 
Majesty’s Theatre in the aim to promote the Festival being centred around the theme of ‘Cabaret 
in the West End’, drawing on the international reputation of West End theatre and playing into the 
West End of Perth precinct. 

 

11. The applicant has stated they have formed a strong relationship with the internationally-renowned 
Adelaide Cabaret Festival (the largest festival of its kind in the world) who will assist the applicant 
to attract leading international artists to Perth.  

 

12. In 2023, the applicant envisage moving the Festival to either late May or early June 2023, 
strategically to position the Festival ahead of the Adelaide Cabaret Festival, making the Perth 
Festival the first cabaret festival on the Australian/New Zealand touring cabaret circuit. This date 
will also align with the WA Day long weekend which the applicant states will open opportunities 
for extending the Community Involvement Program to incorporate some larger-scale free 
community activations in the city.  

 

COVID Contingency Plan 

13. The applicant has submitted information to the City of Perth as to how they would adapt the event 
should COVID restrictions be reinstated and what measures that they would put in place to ensure 
the health and safety of attendees and staff. 

 

Previous Support and Acquittals (5-year period) 

14. The City of Perth has not previously supported this applicant.  
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Sponsorship Recognition 

15. In addition to the broader benefits of the sponsorship outlined above, the applicant will provide 
the following opportunities for acknowledgement of the City’s support if awarded the requested 
amount: 
(a) City of Perth will be Principal Local Government Partner;  
(b) The Perth International Cabaret Festival will be taking place solely within the City of Perth 

boundaries in 2021, 2022 and 2023;  
(c) City of Perth logo recognition on all program promotional material including but not limited 

to: website, print advertising, digital marketing, member and participant communications and 
media releases; 

(d) City of Perth sponsor profile on event/program website; 
(e) Opportunity to display City of Perth signage at the event/program; 
(f) City of Perth will be provided with the opportunity to include a welcome message in the 

official Festival program; 
(g) City of Perth half page advertisement in the Festival program (any production and art costs 

associated not included); 
(h) City of Perth Representative/s provided with the opportunity to make a speech at the official 

launch event of the Festival;  
(i) City of Perth Representative/s provided with the opportunity to make a speech at the official 

event for the Festival Founding Supporters; 
(j) City of Perth recognition as the Principal Local Government Partner in all acknowledgements 

at the official launch of the Festival; 
(k) City of Perth will be verbally acknowledged in all formal speeches; 
(l) City of Perth parking will be promoted as preferred parking option during the Festival (where 

possible); and  
(m) City of Perth will have access to the final Culture Counts report statistics from the Festival. 

 

Art Sponsorship – Assessment Scorecard  

16. The application was assessed in accordance with Policy 18.13 and revised Policy 4.3, under the 
2021/22 Art Sponsorship Guidelines . 
 

17. The application was assessed by a four-person assessment panel. Scoring has been averaged for 
each outcome that was addressed. 

 
18. The application has received an assessment score above the 60% minimum threshold required 

for support. The assessment score of 71.17% is considered high when benchmarked against 
other applications in this program and indicates a good alignment with the objectives of the 
program. 

 
 

Essential Assessment Criteria 

Applicants are required to address a minimum number of assessment criteria based 
on the amount requested. 

• Over $20,000 (Address ALL of the essential criteria) 

Score 
(max 5) 

Does the project demonstrate artistic excellence? 3.50 

Does the project deliver arts activity that represents Perth’s unique cultural identity? 3.625 
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Does the project encourage the participation of the broader community and identify 
strategies to widen audience engagement? 

3.375 

Does the project help encourage a sense of community, provide opportunities for the 
community to connect, participate in cultural life and increase vibrancy within the 
city and its neighbourhoods? 

3.375 

Does the project stimulate the local economy and provide opportunities for 
engagement with local businesses? 

3.75 

Does the project enhance the city’s reputation, raise the profile of Perth and position 
it as a Capital City that is internationally recognisable, unique, inviting and an arts 
industry leader? 

3.50 

Does the project support the development of the local arts and cultural sector 
through the provision of professional development opportunities such as skills 
development, networking, connection and/or collaborations? 

4.00 

Does the project celebrate the diversity of Perth and demonstrate an inclusive 
approach? 

3.50 

Are environmental and sustainable practices integrated into the project? 3.125 

Does the project celebrate Aboriginal culture? 3.375 

Project Delivery 
 

Does the applicant have a demonstrated capacity to manage all aspects of the 
event?  

3.75 

Does the project demonstrate financial viability through evidence of support from 
other government agencies, business or community organisations? 

3.875 

What is the level and value of sponsorship benefits provided to the City? 3.875 

COVID-19 Risk Mitigation  

Does the event have measures in place to ensure the health and safety of attendees 
and staff at the event? 

3.375 

Does the applicant have a reasonable and realistic contingency plan should 
restrictions on large gatherings be enforced at the time of the event? 

3.375 

TOTAL ASSESSMENT SCORE: 53.375 out of 75 (71.17%) 

 

Assessment Panel Comments 

19. The Assessment Panel agreed the new event to Perth and Western Australia will engage and 
attract people into the city over the winter months to His Majesty’s Theatre, Hay Street and West 
End, aligning to the City’s 2025 Event Strategy. 
 

20. The Festival will engage international artists whilst the applicant has a strong commitment to 
provide local performance and development opportunities with a benchmark of more than 50% 
of the festivals programming to be WA and local artists. 
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21. The Panel encourage the applicant to explore opportunities to engage further with the City’s 
2025 Event Strategy to integrate into the City’s winter campaign and activate the His Majesty’s 
Theatre and Hay Street businesses.  
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STRUT Dance 

 

Applicant Details 

Applicant Name STRUT Dance 

Entity Name STRUT dance incorporated 

Entity Type Other Incorporated Entity 

ABN 22 021 834 488 

ABN status Active 

ATO Endorsed Charity type Charity 

 

Applicant Description 

1. STRUT Dance (STRUT) is the National Choreographic Centre based at the King Street Arts Centre. 

 

2. STRUT aims to be an innovative arts model that supports development, collaboration and 
presentation opportunities for independent dance artists from across Australia and the Asia Pacific 
region.  

 

3. STRUT aims to support world-class dance techniques and choreographic methodology to enrich 
the local dance sector and help ignite and inspire development. 

 

Project Details 

Project title Pathways to the World in Perth 

Project date 1 November 2021 – 24 November 2024 

Venue King Street Arts Centre 

State Theatre Centre of WA - Rehearsal Rooms, Heath Ledger 
Theatre and Theatre Underground 

Boola Bardip - WA Museum - Venue wide / The City Space 

Perth Concert Hall - Venue wide 

Estimated attendance 84,830 

Ticket price Workshops are ticketed at $400 per person or $200 concession, 
and performances ticketed ranging from $40 to $75 with free 
components 

Total Project Cost $446,702 

Total amount requested $50,000 (excl. GST) per annum - cash contribution 

(11.19% of the total project budget) 
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Multiple Year Request Seeking a three-year Arts Sponsorship 

Recommendation APPROVE a one-year Arts Sponsorship (FY 2021/22) 

Recommended amount $25,000 (excl. GST) per annum – cash contribution 

(5.60% of the total project budget) 

Assessment score  53.25 out of 75 (71%) 

 

Project Description 

4. Since 2014, the applicant states they have offered the independent Western Australian dance and 
physical theatre sectors exclusive access to multi-year programs of development, mentorship and 
presentation with companies and artists operating on the world stage including and not limited to: 
Batsheva Dance Company, William Forsythe, Hofesh Shechter, Crystal Pite and Punchdrunk UK.  

 

5. The applicant state the ‘Pathway to the World Perth’ program will continue to service the sector 
with an internationally benchmarked program of development, collaboration and presentation 
opportunities that puts local venues and artists onto the international stage.  

 

6. The ‘Pathway to the World Perth’ will invite international and national artists and/or companies to 
partner to be co-creators’ partners that consist of workshop delivery and culminate into large-
scale presentation outcomes in a range of the city’s venues and festivals. 

 

7. The applicant is seeking three-year funding support to be able to partner with international and 
national artists and/or companies to deliver the program model of:  

(a) Workshops - two-week intensive workshops delivered within the City of Perth to between 200-
500 participating artists from across Australia and Asia-Pacific Region. These workshops will 
unpack methodology that underpin the creators’ vision as a tool for the participating artists 
own development and conclude with a public showing of key learnings; 

(b) Showings - the showing acts as a strategic audience development, fundraising and marking 
opportunity to build in momentum and capacity across the three-year delivery;  

(c) Auditions - for participating artists, the workshop content builds towards a formal audition 
process and access to the final performance outcome; and 

(d) Final Performance - final large-scale presentation.  

 

8. Currently the applicant is in the final year of their partnership with the following co-creators: 

(a) Crystal Pite (Canada) - the applicant states she is an in-demand stage artist from Canada that 
has her choreography on the repertoire of esteemed dance companies internationally 
including Netherlands Dance Theatre and Paris Opera Ballet. The applicant will two of her 
seminal creations “The Statement” and “Solo/Echo” for the 2022 Perth Festival which will be a 
first for an Australian dance organisation; 

(b) Lucy Geurin (Victoria) - the applicant states she is recognised as one of Australia’s most 
awarded choreographic talents from Victoria with a choreographic palette that is diverse, 
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poetic and ultra-refined. The applicant states her process is as generous as it is contemplative, 
and her capacity to build community wherever she operates is immensely aspirational; and 

(c) Annette Carmichael (Western Australia) - the applicant states she is recognised as one of 
Australia’s leading regional voices from Western Australia. A multi-year partnership will 
culminate in a large-scale performance event distributed across multiple sites and 
communities in the regional south-west, with live and projected elements throughout the city 
space of WA Museum (Boola Bardip) which has been designed by Dutch Starchitect Rem 
Koolhaas. 

 

9. In the final year of the partnership with the above co-creators, within the requested sponsorship 
funding period, the applicant state they have the ability to enter into the new multi-year 
partnerships with the following co-creators: 

(a) Sidi Larbi Cherkaoui (Belgium) - the applicant states he is a Belgian-Moroccan multi-disciplinary 
artist that collides is a pioneer in the industry having worked the Paris Opera Ballet, Beyoncé 
Knowles and Alanis Morrissette. The applicant states his artworks are wildly innovative and 
hugely accessible who will be able to expand an organisations brand narrative and success; 

(b) Peeping Tom Theatre (Belgium) - the applicant state the Peeping Tom Theatre is a Belgian dance 
theatre company who are physical theatre wizards who address the growing fluidity across 
performance disciplines. They offer independent dance, theatre and music artists a 
phenomenal skill-set of creative methodologies, culminating in series of immersive space 
activations across the city; 

(c) Aakash Odedra Company (United Kingdom/India) - the applicant state is a leading dance-theatre 
making company named after its Artistic Director, Aakash Odedra. The company’s work 
address the cultural challenge of Indian immigration and movement across the world. Aakash 
Odedra will work with local South East Asian communities in Perth; and  

(d) Handspring Puppet Theatre Company (South Africa) - based in South Africa, the applicant state 
the Handspring Puppet Theatre Company are the artists behind the successful theatre 
spectacle ‘Warhorse’ from the United Kingdom National Theatre and the animation of their 
large-scale puppets demand a bespoke movement discipline that is physical, poetic and highly 
original. 

 

10. Additional information of the program for the next three years (December 2021 to November 
2024) is as follows: 
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11. The applicant states the program allows local artists and audiences to access international 
programs and performances while also engaging and attracting approximately 730 international 
and national attendees to Perth and the city through direct workshop engagement, international 
leadership delivery and festival attendance.   

12. Economic impact surveys undertaken by the applicant during the performance seasons 
demonstrate a 25% - 30% increase in patronage in the city venues and businesses.  

 

COVID Contingency Plan 

13. The applicant has submitted information to the City of Perth as to how they would adapt the event 
should COVID restrictions be reinstated and what measures that they would put in place to ensure 
the health and safety of attendees and staff. 

 

Previous Support and Acquittals (5-year period) 

Year Amount Project 

2016/17 $10,000 MoveMe -Group application with Ausdance WA, Co:3 
and Performing Lines 

2017/18 $12,500 One Flat Thing, Reproduced Performance Season – 
Perth Festival 2018 

2018/19 $12,500 Sunset – Creative Development 

2019/20 $25,000 Hofesh in the Yard Performance Season - Perth 
Festival 2020 

2020/21 $25,000 The Statement 
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TOTAL $85,000 

 

14. The City of Perth has received an acquittal for the previous support and City officers can confirm 
that all previous funding has been satisfactorily acquitted.  
 

Sponsorship Recognition 

15. In addition to the broader benefits of the sponsorship outlined above, the applicant will provide 
the following opportunities for acknowledgement of the City’s support if awarded the requested 
amount: 
(a) City of Perth will be Supporting Sponsor; 
(b) City of Perth logo recognition on all program promotional material including posters, flyers, 

Perth Festival Brochure (85,000 copies will be printed) and targeted EDMs to anticipated 
audience of 10,754; 

(c) City of Perth logo recognition on event/program website; 
(d) City of Perth’s sponsor profile on event/program website; 
(e) Opportunity to display City of Perth signage at the event/program; 
(f) City of Perth collateral displayed at all future STRUT events and presentations; 
(g) City of Perth will be verbally acknowledged at all events including at workshops and 

workshop showings, auditions and performances to an anticipated audience greater than 
75,000;  

(h) City of Perth will be verbally acknowledged at fundraising events and philanthropic touch-
points to anticipated audience of 350; 

(i) City of Perth will be verbally acknowledged in any media, radio or tv advertisements or 
interviews; 

(j) The Lord Mayor or Deputy Lord Mayor or Councillors will be provided with the opportunity to 
speak in a special ABC report. The documentation for the ABC report begins filming during 
the workshop/audition period and goes to air during peak presentation as promotion for the 
Perth Festival and STRUT Dance season; and 

(k) The Lord Mayor or Deputy Lord Mayor or Councillors will be provided with the opportunity to 
speak at either a: 
(i) workshop showings; or 
(ii) major presentation openings; or  
(iii) a more bespoke experience, to attend rehearsals and meet the creative team and visit 

venues during technical rehearsals. 
 

Art Sponsorship – Assessment Scorecard  

16. The application was assessed in accordance with Policy 18.13 and revised Policy 4.3, under the 
2021/22 Art Sponsorship Guidelines . 
 

17. The application was assessed by a four-person assessment panel. Scoring has been averaged for 
each outcome that was addressed. 

 
18. The application has received an assessment score above the 60% minimum threshold required 

for support. The assessment score of 71% is considered high when benchmarked against other 
applications in this program and indicates a good alignment with the objectives of the program. 
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Essential Assessment Criteria 

Applicants are required to address a minimum number of assessment criteria based 
on the amount requested. 

• Over $20,000 (Address ALL of the essential criteria) 

Score 
(max 5) 

Does the project demonstrate artistic excellence? 4.125 

Does the project deliver arts activity that represents Perth’s unique cultural identity? 2.875 

Does the project encourage the participation of the broader community and identify 
strategies to widen audience engagement? 

3.00 

Does the project help encourage a sense of community, provide opportunities for the 
community to connect, participate in cultural life and increase vibrancy within the 
city and its neighbourhoods? 

2.875 

Does the project stimulate the local economy and provide opportunities for 
engagement with local businesses? 

3.875 

Does the project enhance the city’s reputation, raise the profile of Perth and position 
it as a Capital City that is internationally recognisable, unique, inviting and an arts 
industry leader? 

3.75 

Does the project support the development of the local arts and cultural sector 
through the provision of professional development opportunities such as skills 
development, networking, connection and/or collaborations? 

4.625 

Does the project celebrate the diversity of Perth and demonstrate an inclusive 
approach? 

3.25 

Are environmental and sustainable practices integrated into the project? 3.50 

Does the project celebrate Aboriginal culture? 2.00 

Project Delivery 
 

Does the applicant have a demonstrated capacity to manage all aspects of the 
event?  

4.625 

Does the project demonstrate financial viability through evidence of support from 
other government agencies, business or community organisations? 

3.875 

What is the level and value of sponsorship benefits provided to the City? 3.75 

COVID-19 Risk Mitigation  

Does the event have measures in place to ensure the health and safety of attendees 
and staff at the event? 

3.50 

Does the applicant have a reasonable and realistic contingency plan should 
restrictions on large gatherings be enforced at the time of the event? 

3.625 

TOTAL ASSESSMENT SCORE: 53.25 out of 75 (71%) 
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Assessment Panel Comments 

19. The Assessment Panel agreed the application demonstrates cultural development outcomes 
through mentoring and professional development opportunities and workshops for local 
independent dance and physical theatre artists by renowned international and national artists 
and/or companies while activating city venues and festivals for large-scale presentation outcomes.  

 

20. The applicant is a leader in the arts industry as they provide the unique opportunity for local 
artists with the ability to upskilled in Perth and in the city by international and national artists 
where they wouldn’t have had the opportunity to unless they travel interstate or internationally. 
The large-scale presentation outcomes are a part of the Perth Festival are sell out shows. 

 
 

20. The Panel have recommended $25,000 per annum for one-year sponsorship which is the same 
level of funding awarded in 2020/21. The Panel could not identify sufficient additional benefits to 
the city to support an increase in funding. 
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The Contemporary Dance Company of Western Australia Ltd T/A Co3 

 

Applicant Details 

Applicant Name The Contemporary Dance Company of Western Australia Ltd 
T/A Co3 

Entity Name The Contemporary Dance Company of Western Australia 
Limited 

Entity Type Australian Public Company 

ABN 69 169 595 537 

ABN status Active 

ATO Endorsed Charity type Charity 

 

Applicant Description 

1. The Contemporary Dance Company of Western Australia T/A Co3 is a Perth-based company which 
aims to support and inspire the development of contemporary dance. Led by Artistic Director, 
Raewyn Hill, Co3 is guided by the key programming principles of curate, commission, and create.  

 

2. Based out of the King Street Arts Centre, Co3 produces an annual program of mainstage works and 
delivers a range of programs using contemporary dance and performing arts as a foundation to 
support the holistic, personal development of people through youth, education and engagement 
programs. 

 

Project Details 

Project title INRESIDENCE – Forging professional mainstage presentation 
opportunities for emerging choreographers 

Project date 1 January 2022 – 31 December 2024 

Venue King Street Arts Centre 

State Theatre Centre of Western Australia 

Estimated attendance 1,500 

Ticket price Performances are ticketed with prices ranging from $25 to $40 
with some free components, detailed under project description 

Total Project Cost $185,000 

Total amount requested $50,000 (excl. GST) per annum – cash contribution 

(27.02% of the total project budget) 

Multiple Year Request Seeking a three-year Arts Sponsorship 

Recommendation APPROVE a one-year Arts Sponsorship (FY 2021/22) 
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Recommended amount $25,000 (excl. GST) per annum – cash contribution  

(13.51% of the total project budget) 

Assessment score 52.625 out of 75 (70.17%) 

 

Project Description 

3. The applicant states they have identified a gap in the West Australian contemporary dance sector, 
for presentation opportunities for dance works made by emerging independent choreographers 
are preclusive as well as funding being limited to only initial developments of new work and small-
scale performance opportunities but don’t extend to mainstage presentation. 

 

4. The applicant states to address this gap they have established an annual commissioning season, 
INRESIDENCE, which aims to provide independent emerging choreographers with a platform to 
present work on the mainstage in the city, with support, resources and expertise of a professional 
company.  

 

5. INRESIDENCE was founded on the applicant’s philosophy of facilitating the next generation of 
artists, enriching artistic practice and relieving associated pressures in the pursuit of creating and 
presenting new work.  

 

6. INRESIDENCE will aim to support an emerging choreographer each year (2022, 2023, 2024) to 
present a full-length work on the mainstage. Emerging choreographers will be encouraged to apply 
to the program through an Expression of Interest process and will need to propose work that will 
be in either its second or third stage of development.  

 

7. In consultation with the applicant’s Artistic Discourse Committee, Board and Artistic Director, 
Raewyn Hill, an emerging Choreographer will be invited to present a work in the applicant’s annual 
artistic program.  

 

8. The applicant will provide each Choreographer in the INRESIDENCE program:  

(a) A stipend; 

(b) Contribution to performer/creative personnel wages; 

(c) Studio and venue hire; 

(d) Production and stage management support; 

(e) Documentation Support (photography, videography etc);  

(f) Choreographic mentoring and professional development support from Artistic Director, 
Raewyn Hill;  

(g) Business management support from Executive Director, Alana Culverhouse; 

(h) Marketing, ticketing and events support; and  
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(i) Networking opportunities and support to select a creative team (Lighting Designer, Costume, 
Set, Sound etc).  

 

9. INRESIDENCE aims to provide a pathway to support development of new contemporary dance 
work and avenues to present performances and opportunities to make it possible for 
professional dancers and creatives to remain and live in Perth and support a successful career.  
 

10. The applicant has stated INRESIDENCE will recognise the calibre of West Australian choreographers 
and emerging local talent. The outcomes of INRESIDENCE are: 

(a) Establishing an annual program that generates paid employment for emerging choreographers 
and local artists;  

(b) Provision of professional pathway opportunities for emerging choreographers and dancers to 
present their work on the mainstage; 

(c) Enabling access to the applicant’s resources including studio space, venue and production 
support and contribution to artists fees; 

(d) Incubating and fostering emerging artists through mentorship with Artistic Director, Raewyn 
Hill and, supporting choreographic practice; 

(e) Development of new dance works and increase in presentation of dance works in WA; 

(f) Building dance audiences in WA and for the applicant; 

(g) Providing opportunities for professional artists and arts workers to establish a career and 
remain and live in Perth; 

(h) Contributing to the organisational sustainability of the applicant;  

(i) Increased visitation to the City of Perth through attendance to the performance season and 
artists and arts workers attending rehearsals in the CBD; 

(j) Stimulation of local economic activity by audiences visiting local eateries, bars and retail outlets 
around the State Theatre Centre WA before/after shows; and 

(k) Contributing to City of Perth nightlife.  

 

11. The applicant has outlined the City’s funding will contribute to the choreographer commission 
fee, wages and fees for the creative personnel and performers, production and staging costs, 
venue hire and towards professional documentation including photography, videography and 
editing.  

 

12. Additional information on the key components of the program are as follows: 

INRESIDENCE Performance (Working Title) 

Date: 13 October 2022 – 16 October 2022 

Venue: State Theatre Centre of WA  

Anticipated Attendance: 1,500 

Ticket Price: $40 - Adult 
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$36 - Concession 

$25 - Children 

The presentation outcome for the INRESIDENCE initiative sitting within the applicant’s Artistic 
Program. The applicant states this season will form its third public-facing performance offering 
on an annual basis and long-term at the State Theatre Centre of WA, however depending on the 
Choreographer’s vision, there is interest to explore alternate performance locations within the 
Perth CBD.  

 

INRESIDENCE Performance will be a week-long ticketed season with performances at 7:30pm 
and daytime matinees. Throughout the season, the applicant will hold a series of functions 
including and not limited to an Opening Night function and Question and Answer session that 
will be open to the public.  

 

INRESIDENCE Development 

Date: 12 September 2022 – 7 October 2022 

Venue: State Theatre Centre of WA/King Street Arts Centre/Various 
Locations within the City of Perth 

Anticipated Attendance: 100 

Ticket Price: Free 

INRESIDENCE Development is a final development/rehearsal period that precedes the final 
presentation and sees the Choreographer work in the studio with their performers to further 
develop their existing work into a full-length (for example over 60 minutes in length) production 
ready for presentation on the main stage (venue with large audience capacity).  

During this period, the Artistic Director will provide mentorship to the Choreographer providing 
guidance around artistic and production decision making. The Choreographer will be 
encouraged to hold studio work-in-progress showings, serving as networking opportunities as 
well as a means to gain external feedback to further influence or improve decision making for 
the final presentation. During this development, the Artistic Director will work with the 
Choreographer to identify and bring in the creative and production personnel into the studio to 
explore production elements to build the scale of the work.  

 

INRESIDENCE Open Classes 

Date: 12 September 2022 – 7 October 2022 

Venue: State Theatre Centre of WA and Various  

Anticipated Attendance: 150 

Ticket Price: Free 

Open Classes are scheduled daily throughout the INRESIDENCE Development and are open to 
independent professional dance practitioners through registration. The free diverse classes are 
delivered by various Perth artists and instructors in forms including yoga, contemporary, ballet, 
Tai Chi and training techniques (fighting monkey, performance mind-set) in the aim to provide 
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skill-development based programs or classes to keep themselves active and connected to their 
local dance community.  

Held at the INRESIDENCE development venue (e.g. State Theatre Centre of WA / King Street Arts 
Centre studios) the classes attract visitation into the Perth CBD during the middle of day and 
non-peak times. Most artists often visit nearby cafes and eateries before and after class, 
supporting local businesses. Attendance to the open classes will be by registration. 

 

13. The applicant has stated the INRESIDENCE program will stimulate the local economy through: 

(a) Providing employment for an emerging choreographer, artists and art workers; 

(b) Attracting visitations to the CBD particularly the Northbridge and CBD; 

(c) The applicant will actively explore cross-promotional opportunities with local businesses in 
Perth CBD including hospitality businesses and hotels to develop food and ticket packages 
and/or food/beverage discounts for artists and participants; 

(d) The applicant will offer local business opportunity to include appropriate offers in 
communications related to the performance; and 

(e) The applicant will draw on existing connections to Northbridge hospitality retailers including 
Chi Cho Gelato, Shadow Wine Bar/Alex Hotel and Bivouac and will continue conversations 
about arranging dining and ticketing packages; and 

(f) INRESIDENCE Open Classes will take place mid-morning daily attracting artist into the city at 
non-peak times. 

 

COVID Contingency Plan 

14. The applicant has submitted information to the City of Perth as to how they would adapt the event 
should COVID restrictions be reinstated and what measures that they would put in place to ensure 
the health and safety of attendees and staff. 

 

Previous Support and Acquittals (5-year period) 

Year Amount Project 

2016/17 $15,000 Co3 Arts & Community Access Program 

2017/18 $20,000 CoYouth Ensemble City Activation Dance Project 

2018/19 $18,000 

$20,000 

Dance in our City of Perth Film Series 

Co3 Professional Development Arts Hub & Community  

Engagement Program  

2019/20 $40,000 Sector Development Program 

2020/21 $25,000 Sector Development Program 

TOTAL $138,000 
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15. The City of Perth has received an acquittal for the previous support except the 2020/21 funding 
which is due on 28 February 2022. City officers can confirm that all funding prior to 2020/21 has 
been satisfactorily acquitted.  
 

Sponsorship Recognition 

16. In addition to the broader benefits of the sponsorship outlined above, the applicant will provide 
the following opportunities for acknowledgement of the City’s support if awarded the requested 
amount: 
(a) City of Perth will be Presenting Partner for the INRESIDENCE performance season; 
(b) City of Perth will be acknowledged as Dance Sector Development Partner for the 2022 

program; 
(c) City of Perth logo recognition on all program promotional material and associated print, 

digital, event programs, website, e-newsletters and digital screen slideshows or projections 
displayed in foyer (where applicable); 

(d) City of Perth logo inclusion in video content / promotional trailers produced and published 
for the INRESIDENCE Program. 

(e) City of Perth sponsor profile on event/program website; 
(f) City of Perth acknowledged in social media posts related to INRESIDENCE Program; 
(g) City of Perth signage displayed at INRESIDENCE Performance season in venue foyer; 
(h) City of Perth signage displayed in studio space for open classes; 
(i) City of Perth signage displayed at associated Opening Night functions or Q&As;  
(j) Opportunities to cross promote key City of Perth programs in monthly e-newsletters (up to 2 

per year); 
(k) City of Perth Representatives provided with the opportunity to speak at the pre-show and/or 

post-show events of performances of INRESIDENCE; 
(l) City of Perth Representatives provided with the opportunity to attend 

rehearsal/development showings; and  
(m) Opportunity to offer tickets as giveaway prizes for City of Perth social media promotions 

(subject to capacity). 
 

Art Sponsorship – Assessment Scorecard  

17. The application was assessed in accordance with Policy 18.13 and revised Policy 4.3, under the 
2021/22 Art Sponsorship Guidelines . 
 

18. The application was assessed by a four-person assessment panel. Scoring has been averaged for 
each outcome that was addressed. 

 
19. The application has received an assessment score above the 60% minimum threshold required 

for support. The assessment score of 70.17% is considered high when benchmarked against 
other applications in this program and indicates a good alignment with the objectives of the 
program. 

 
 

Essential Assessment Criteria 

Applicants are required to address a minimum number of assessment criteria based 
on the amount requested. 

Score 
(max 5) 
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• Over $20,000 (Address ALL of the essential criteria) 

Does the project demonstrate artistic excellence? 3.875 

Does the project deliver arts activity that represents Perth’s unique cultural identity? 3.375 

Does the project encourage the participation of the broader community and identify 
strategies to widen audience engagement? 

3.125 

Does the project help encourage a sense of community, provide opportunities for the 
community to connect, participate in cultural life and increase vibrancy within the 
city and its neighbourhoods? 

3.25 

Does the project stimulate the local economy and provide opportunities for 
engagement with local businesses? 

3.25 

Does the project enhance the city’s reputation, raise the profile of Perth and position 
it as a Capital City that is internationally recognisable, unique, inviting and an arts 
industry leader? 

3.50 

Does the project support the development of the local arts and cultural sector 
through the provision of professional development opportunities such as skills 
development, networking, connection and/or collaborations? 

4.375 

Does the project celebrate the diversity of Perth and demonstrate an inclusive 
approach? 

3.25 

Are environmental and sustainable practices integrated into the project? 3.25 

Does the project celebrate Aboriginal culture? 2.375 

Project Delivery 
 

Does the applicant have a demonstrated capacity to manage all aspects of the 
event?  

4.50 

Does the project demonstrate financial viability through evidence of support from 
other government agencies, business or community organisations? 

3.25 

What is the level and value of sponsorship benefits provided to the City? 3.625 

COVID-19 Risk Mitigation  

Does the event have measures in place to ensure the health and safety of attendees 
and staff at the event? 

3.75 

Does the applicant have a reasonable and realistic contingency plan should 
restrictions on large gatherings be enforced at the time of the event? 

3.875 

TOTAL ASSESSMENT SCORE: 52.625 out of 75 (70.17%) 

 
 

Assessment Panel Comments 

20. The Assessment Panel recognise the impact Co3 has on the city as the state’s contemporary dance 
company which demonstrates strong cultural development outcomes through providing 
independent emerging choreographers with a platform to present original work with support, 
resources and expertise. 
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21. Through the INRESIDENCE program, the applicant uses adaptive spaces and integrates empty 
warehouses within the city to stage performances with mixed dances and virtual reality (FRAMEVR) 
while activating and attracting a broader audience into Northbridge and surrounding areas. 

 

22. The Panel have recommended $25,000 per annum for one-year sponsorship which is the same 
level of funding awarded in 2020/21. The Panel couldn’t identify sufficient additional benefits to 
the City to support an increase in funding.  

 

23. The Panel identified opportunity for the City to support to promotion of the program and 
performances. 
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Alice Street Merchandising  

 

Applicant Details 

Applicant Name Alice Street Merchandising 

Entity Name The trustee for Alice Street Trust 

Entity Type Discretionary Trading Trust 

ABN 43 936 098 124 

ABN status Active 

ATO Endorsed Charity type Not endorsed 

 

Applicant Description 

1. Established in 2021, Alice Street Merchandising is a Perth-based event management company 
develop, curate and deliver large-scale commercial and community events throughout Western 
Australia. 

 

2. Alice Street Merchandising is owned and operated by Mr Glenn Watson, who has over 15 years’ 
experience in event management and has worked with State Government, private event producers 
and others. 

 

Project Details 

Project title Strange Festival 

Project date 17 June 2022 – 26 June 2022 

Venue Forrest Place 

Town Hall 

Yagan Square 

CoP Library 

RAC Arena 

Cathedral Square  

QT Hotel 

London Court 

Carillon Arcade 

Raine Square 

Equus Arcade 

Piccadilly Arcade 

A number of commercial building lobbies 
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A number of residential building lobbies 

WA Museum (Y2+) 

State Library (Y2+) 

Perth Cultural Centre (Y2+) 

Alex Hotel (Y2+) 

Northbridge Piazza (Y2+) 

Estimated attendance 50,500 

Ticket price Tickets for $250 for the Feast event with the remaining free, 
detailed under project description 

Total Project Cost $390,000 

Total amount requested $60,000 (excl. GST) per annum in 2021/22 and 2022/23, as 
follows: 

• $40,000 (cash contribution); and  

• Up to $20,000 (in-kind support for City’s fees and 
charges). 

(15.38% of the total project budget) 

 

$80,000 (excl. GST) per annum in 2023/24, as follows: 

• $60,000 (cash contribution); and 

• Up to $20,000 (in-kind support for City’s fees and 
charges). 

(20.51% of the total project budget) 

Multiple Year Request Seeking a three-year Arts Sponsorship 

Recommendation APPROVE a one-year Arts Sponsorship (FY 2021/22) 

Recommended amount $40,000 (excl. GST) as follows: 

• $33,444 (cash contribution); and 

• $6,556 (in-kind support for City’s fees and charges) as 
follows: 

• Forrest Place: 

• Application fee = $99 

• Hire fee per day fee (based on low 
impact with additional 50% for 8 days @ 
$385.50= $3,084; and 

• Bump-in/out for 2 days @ $94 = $188. 

• Town Hall - 24 June 2022: 

• Room Hire Fee for Main Hall – Day 
Hourly Rate (8 hours @ $162 per hour) = 
$972; 

• Room Hire Fee for Main Hall – Evening 
Rate (4 hours @ $200 per hour) = $600; 
and 
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• Booking administration fee = $41 . 

• Town Hall – 25 June 2022: 

• Room Hire Fee for Main Hall – Day 
Hourly Rate (8 hours @ $162 per hour) = 
$972; and 

• Room Hire Fee for Main Hall – Evening 
Rate (4 hours @ $200 per hour) = $600. 

(10.25% of the total project budget) 

Assessment score  52.25 out of 75 (69.67%) 

 

Project Description 

3. Strange is a new family-friendly festival aimed to be held annually in June within the Perth CBD. 
The Festival aims to attract people into the Perth CBD over 10-day period in the winter months to 
explore spaces people may have not seen before while experiencing the strangeness that is the 
human experience, from the paranormal to the esoteric.  

 

4. The applicant states the Festivals mission statement is: to widen the paradigm of contemporary 
art into the peripheral’. By design, the Festival is a platform for the unusual, alternative and 
exceptional to encourage artists to lean in to the strange and showcase peripheral corners to their 
cultural and artistic vision.  

 

5. The Festival will have activations and installations across Perth CBD and Northbridge and will form 
part of a trail to encourage attendees to walk the city and lean in to new experiences – not only 
installations themselves but laneways and other spaces they may have never considered 
experiencing.  

 

6. The applicant will partner with art organisations such as Community Arts Network WA, Artsource, 
Propel Youth Arts WA and others to collaborate to encourage local artists who previously may not 
have had the opportunity to form part of a Festival due to the format and themes of their work. 
As part of the engagement process with installation venues, opportunities will be identified to 
connect particular artists with venues to collaborate on a custom installation.  

 

7. The free components of the Festival are as follows: 

Effigy 

Date: 17 June 2022 – 26 June 2022 

Venue: Forrest Place (duration) 

TBC (finale) 

Anticipated Attendance: 20,000 

Ticket Price: Free 

Held daily, 10am – 7pm with finale showing from 6pm on 26 June 2022. 
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The applicant states Effigy provides the opportunity for attendees to incinerate the hate and 
pain of the past by giving them an effigy that will burn during the conclusion of the Festival.  

The Effigy will be a massive sphere that will be able to hold little notes from each night 
throughout the Festival. The Effigy is the centre piece to the Festival and is an interactive art 
installation that will be on display from the opening on Strange to the conclusion.  

From 6pm on 26 June 2022, the Effigy will be moved to a more suitable place to be set alight 
and will conclude the Festival. 

 

Strange Lore 

Date: 17 June 2022 – 26 June 2022 

Venue: Malls, Lobbies and Vacant Retail Spaces  

Anticipated Attendance: 20,000 

Ticket Price: Free 

Held daily from 10am – 9pm, a major focus of the Festival is the sharing of local Western 
Australian lore, opening the doors to the weird and wonderful stories that shape Western 
Australia. The applicant will engage Aboriginal elders and others to share ghost stories, yarns 
and history with attendees.  

The formats will include: spoken word, live performance, audio recordings and projections. 

The applicant will host multiple stories across multiple venues throughout the Festival duration, 
through partnerships with owners and managers of vacant spaces across the city and in 
collaboration with Activate Perth and other organisations.  

 

Ocular & Aural Strange 

Date: 17 June 2022 – 26 June 2022 

Venue: Malls, Lobbies and Vacant Retail Spaces 

Anticipated Attendance: 20,000 

Ticket Price: Free 

Held daily, 10am – 9pm, the applicant will engage with owners and managers of vacant spaces 
across the city and fill them with absorbing, strange audio and visual installations throughout 
the Festival duration and in collaboration with Activate Perth and other organisations to pair 
each installation with a suitable venue/location.  

 

Podcasts 

Date: 17 June 2022 – 26 June 2022 

Venue: Various 

Anticipated Attendance: 10,000 

Ticket Price: Free 

The applicant states they will be engaging with creators of podcasts of the weird and wonderful. 
Podcast hosts such as Last Podcast on the Left, Mysterious Universe and Casefile will be invited 
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to perform live shows for attendees. With the aim to discuss the esoteric, paranormal and 
malicious side of the human experience, these podcasts will be either recorded broadcasts of 
select pieces and/or ticketed, live performances with the hosts. 

 

8. The ticketed components of the festival are: 

Feast 

Date: 24 June 2022 – 26 June 2022 

Venue: Perth Town Hall 

Anticipated Attendance: 200 

Ticket Price: $250 

The applicant states ‘Feast’ will be an immersive dinner experience. The evening will be hosted 
by actors that have written and rehearsed an interactive tragedy and attendees will be 
entertained over a four-hour period each night. 

 

COVID Contingency Plan 

9. The applicant has submitted information to the City of Perth as to how they would adapt the event 
should COVID restrictions be reinstated and what measures that they would put in place to ensure 
the health and safety of attendees and staff. 

 

Previous Support and Acquittals (5-year period) 

10. The City of Perth has not previously supported this applicant.  
 

Sponsorship Recognition 

11. In addition to the broader benefits of the sponsorship outlined above, the applicant will provide 
the following opportunities for acknowledgement of the City’s support if awarded the requested 
amount: 
(a) City of Perth will be Major Sponsor and/or Naming Rights for the Forrest Place activation 

(TBA); 
(b) City of Perth logo recognition on all program promotional material including print and 

electronic media; 
(c) City of Perth logo recognition on event/program website; 
(d) City of Perth sponsor profile on event/program website; 
(e) Opportunity to display City of Perth signage including banners and flags at the 

event/program; 
(f) City of Perth will be verbally acknowledged during any formalities during opening and closing 

events; and 
(g) City of Perth will have access to footage and images of the Festival. 

  

Art Sponsorship – Assessment Scorecard  

12. The application was assessed in accordance with Policy 18.13 and revised Policy 4.3, under the 
2021/22 Art Sponsorship Guidelines . 
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13. The application was assessed by a four-person assessment panel. Scoring has been averaged for 

each outcome that was addressed. 
 
14. The application has received an assessment score above the 60% minimum threshold required 

for support. The assessment score of 69.67% is considered high when benchmarked against 
other applications in this program and indicates a good alignment with the objectives of the 
program. 

 
 

Essential Assessment Criteria 

Applicants are required to address a minimum number of assessment criteria based 
on the amount requested. 

• Over $20,000 (Address ALL of the essential criteria) 

Score 
(max 5) 

Does the project demonstrate artistic excellence? 3.50 

Does the project deliver arts activity that represents Perth’s unique cultural identity? 3.375 

Does the project encourage the participation of the broader community and identify 
strategies to widen audience engagement? 

3.75 

Does the project help encourage a sense of community, provide opportunities for the 
community to connect, participate in cultural life and increase vibrancy within the 
city and its neighbourhoods? 

4.00 

Does the project stimulate the local economy and provide opportunities for 
engagement with local businesses? 

4.00 

Does the project enhance the city’s reputation, raise the profile of Perth and position 
it as a Capital City that is internationally recognisable, unique, inviting and an arts 
industry leader? 

3.50 

Does the project support the development of the local arts and cultural sector 
through the provision of professional development opportunities such as skills 
development, networking, connection and/or collaborations? 

3.375 

Does the project celebrate the diversity of Perth and demonstrate an inclusive 
approach? 

2.625 

Are environmental and sustainable practices integrated into the project? 3.50 

Does the project celebrate Aboriginal culture? 3.25 

Project Delivery 
 

Does the applicant have a demonstrated capacity to manage all aspects of the 
event?  

2.50 

Does the project demonstrate financial viability through evidence of support from 
other government agencies, business or community organisations? 

3.625 

What is the level and value of sponsorship benefits provided to the City? 3.50 

COVID-19 Risk Mitigation  
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Does the event have measures in place to ensure the health and safety of attendees 
and staff at the event? 

3.75 

Does the applicant have a reasonable and realistic contingency plan should 
restrictions on large gatherings be enforced at the time of the event? 

4.00 

TOTAL ASSESSMENT SCORE: 52.25 out of 75 (69.67%) 

 

Assessment Panel Comments 

15. The Assessment Panel agreed the application demonstrates a strong commitment to supporting 
the development of uniquely West Australian cultural tourism offering in a new original and 
exciting concept that will attract families to the city in the winter months, aligning with the City’s 
2025 Event Strategy.  
 

16. The Festival will create a trail which will activate the Perth CBD and Northbridge while utilising 
unused spaces, the Perth Town Hall and Forrest Place with activations and installations. The event 
will also align with the City’s Reconciliation Action Plan through the applicant engaging with 
aboriginal elders and the commitment for the Festival to engage a minimum of 10% aboriginal 
artists.  

 

17. The Assessment Panel state as this is a new festival, providing one-year of seed funding is more 
appropriate than immediately entering into a multi-year agreement.  
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West Australian Opera 

 

Applicant Details 

Applicant Name West Australian Opera 

Entity Name The Western Australian Opera Co Inc 

Entity Type Other Incorporated Entity 

ABN 45 432 889 655 

ABN status Active 

ATO Endorsed Charity type Charity 

 

Applicant Description 

1. West Australian Opera is an incorporated not-for-profit association and Western Australia’s only 
full-time, professional opera company. Established in 1967, West Australian Opera celebrated its 
50th anniversary in 2017.  

 

2. West Australian Opera aims to present world-class, diverse, innovative works that bring audiences 
and artists together to celebrate sung stories that are relevant to our people, time, and places 
while fostering innovation, collaboration, sustainability, and the development of the art form. 

 

3. West Australian Opera produces an annual season of main stage productions at His Majesty’s 
Theatre, a regional program, an education program and auxiliary activities including concerts and 
community events. 

 

4. West Australian Opera’s offices, and a significant proportion of the company’s annual program, 
are located within the City of Perth local government boundaries. 

 

Project Details 

Project title Opera in the City (Opera for Young People, Opera Events, Opera 
Activations) 

Project date 1 December 2022 – 31 December 2024 

Venue His Majesty's Theatre, 825 Hay Street 

Government House Ballroom, St Georges Terrace 

City of Perth Library 

4 x "secret locations" in Perth CBD (with attached F&B) each 
year 

3 x  larger activation locations in Perth CBD each year 
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Estimated attendance 36,900 

Ticket price Tickets prices average to $45 with some free components  

Total Project Cost $1,501,299 

Total amount requested $150,000 (excl. GST) per annum - cash contribution 

(9.99% of the total project budget) 

Multiple Year Request Seeking three-year Arts Sponsorship 

Recommendation APPROVE a one-year Arts Sponsorship (FY 2021/22) 

Recommended amount $75,000 (excl. GST) – cash contribution  

(4.99% of the total project budget) 

Assessment score 49.50 out of 75 (66%) 

 

Project Description 

5. The applicant is seeking three-year funding for Opera in the City, a bespoke purpose-driven series 
of projects aimed at engaging people with opera and reducing the barriers for participation in the 
art form.  

 

6. The applicant has identified the following five strategic pillars Opera in the City program will be 
aligned to: 

a) Diversity - the applicant will program and present work which celebrates and promotes the 
diversity of Australian artists, creatives, and audiences; 

b) Commissioning - the applicant will commission new work based on West Australian stories and 
commission re-imaginings of extant work by West Australian creatives; 

c) Build Capacity in the WA Sector - the applicant will be leaders in their field and will be open to 
work with all companies and artists as it is the most collaborative of the art forms and they will 
work to be more open and engaged; 

d) Develop and Celebrate Singers and Artists - the applicant will be known as a company that 
provides training and opportunities for emerging artists, mid-career artists and senior artists 
across all programs in the company; and  

e) Access and Participation - the applicant will develop and present work that can be enjoyed and 
engaged with by new audiences and by all audiences across the huge expanse of Western 
Australia. 

 

7. Opera in the City consists of three projects, the applicant states the three projects will see a 
minimum of 16 events being held in the city and presented as part of West Australian’s Opera’s 
annual calendar of events annually.  

 

8. Additional information on the three projects are as follows:  
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City of Perth Opera for Young People  

The City of Perth Opera for Young People is aimed at engaging young people and families with 
the art form as well as exploring contemporary themes and new Western Australian stories.  

Performances 

The applicant proposes a world premiere performance season of a children’s opera based on a 
book or story which will see a minimum of four performances in His Majesty’s Theatre 
including a special relaxed performance for audience members with autism spectrum disorder, 
down syndrome and those sensitive to sensory variance.  

For the 2021/22 season, the applicant has secured the rights to the children’s book Our Little 
Inventor by author and illustrator Sher Rill Ng. The story is about a young girl from the country, 
Nell, and her invention which she takes to the people in the big city. The themes of the story 
include: a strong female protagonist; women in STEM; sustainability; climate change; and 
fighting for what you believe in.  

 

Community Outreach and Engagement Activation 

The applicant will deliver a series of high impact outreach and free engagement activation 
activities that aims to reach the entire community to create opportunities for individuals to 
connect through the power of the human voice with the goals of:  

• Sharing stories unique to this time and place that are for all to enjoy; 

• Connecting the community and sharing the joy of a live performance;  

• Attracting and re-engaging diverse audiences;  

• Supporting artistic development of youth across a variety of art disciplines and enable 
youth audiences to enjoy a work that was produced with and by their peers; and 

• Promoting social inclusion by removing barriers for both artists and audiences.  

 

Other engagement activities include a key community launch event; residency with key artist 
(for example an author-in-residence at Perth City Library) including public workshops and 
activities; and workshops and activities based on the themes of the work (including theatre 
workshops with make-up artistry based on the show and community singing workshops). 

 

City of Perth Opera Events 

The City of Perth Opera Events are aimed at providing a high-profile Opera concert or event that 
takes opera to new places and people. The two events proposed are: 

1. The applicant will deliver a significant opera concert or event annually with the programming 
intent to be unique, innovative and exciting and likely to appeal to new and diverse 
audiences between 12,000 – 16,000 each year. For the 2021/22 season, the applicant will 
recreate the 1786 opera contest between Mozart and Salieri at Emperor Joseph II’s Court; 
and 

2. City of Perth Secret Opera will see the applicant deliver a minimum of four annual series of 
short one-hour opera moments at unique ‘secret’ locations in found spaces in Perth CBD 
with tickets to include a food and beverage offering from a local hospitality business. 
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City of Perth Opera Activations 

The City of Perth Opera Activations aligned to the City’s three campaigns and aims to directly 
engage at least 1,500 – 2,000 people each activation: 

1. West Australia Opera April Season aligned with City of Perth Autumn campaign; 

2. West Australia Opera July Season aligned with City of Perth Winter campaign; and 

3. West Australia Opera September Season aligned with City of Perth Spring campaign. 

 

The applicant will collaborate with strategic partners and city businesses to design and deliver a 
high-impact activity and engagement. The applicant states each activation will be supported 
with a significant media and public relations campaign with the aim to build on previous 
activations activities held in the city as a part of sponsorship. Past activations include:  

1. Hansel and Gretel Kids Chocolate Workshops/Sue Lewis Chocolatier; 

2. Stories and Storytellers Dinner/Wildflower at the city’s State Buildings; 

3. Themed progressive dinners with Brookfield (4 venues); 

4. Opera Films/Palace Cinemas in Raine Square; 

5. Cooking with Opera/Crew and King at the Heritage Wine Bar; Balthazar; Chicho Gelato; 
Garum; and Mary Street Bakery; 

6. Costume exhibits at ENEX; and  

7. 2021 Opera in the Park Hampers/Sue Lewis Chocolatier at the Garum; Post, The State 
Buildings; Mary Street Bakery; and the Heritage Wine Bar. 

 

9. In 2020, the applicant states: 
(a) their metropolitan program had a combined event expenditure total impact of over 

$1,116,000 with the full program having a direct economic impact of $6,931,188; and 
(b) 80% of people agree in a Culture Counts survey they experienced an aesthetic enrichment 

from attending the applicants city event.  

 

COVID Contingency Plan 

10. The applicant has submitted information to the City of Perth as to how they would adapt the event 
should COVID restrictions be reinstated and what measures that they would put in place to ensure 
the health and safety of attendees and staff. 

 

Previous Support and Acquittals (5-year period) 

Year Amount Project 

2016/17 $160,000 City of Perth Opera in the Park 

2017/18 $120,000 City of Perth Opera in the Park 

2018/19 $120,000 City of Perth Opera in the Park 
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2019/20 $145,000 Opera in the Park and City-wide Activations 

2020/21 $145,000 Opera in the Park and City-wide Activations 

TOTAL $690,000 

 

11. The City of Perth has received an acquittal for the previous support and City Officers can confirm 
that all previous funding has been satisfactorily acquitted.  
 

Sponsorship Recognition 

12. In addition to the broader benefits of the sponsorship outlined above, the applicant will provide 
the following opportunities for acknowledgement of the City’s support if awarded the requested 
amount: 
(a) City of Perth will be recognised as WAO’s Event and Activation Partner and Major Partner or 

Opera in the City Partner with Naming Rights; 
(b) City of Perth’s logo recognition on all program promotional and marketing material including 

with title above logo ‘Opera in the City or Opera in the City Partner with Naming Rights on 
and not limited to: 
(i) Advertisements;  
(ii) Media releases and press kits; 
(iii) Brochures (printed and digital);  
(iv) E-newsletters; 
(v) Social Media; 
(vi) Marketing and promotional collateral including flyers, posters, programmes, pre-show 

event guide and invitations; and 
(vii) Signage and Billboards (including but not limited to outdoor advertising and in venue 

signage) and on-screen partners slides, including logo-loop on surtitle screens pre-
performance and during interval. 

(c) City of Perth’s logo recognition on Annual Report. 
(d) City of Perth logo recognition on event/program website; 
(e) City of Perth sponsor profile on event/program website; 
(f) City of Perth has Naming Rights to the following: City of Perth Opera in the City program 

including the three projects: City of Perth Opera for Young People, City of Perth Secret Opera 
and City of Perth ‘name of concert event’; 
(i) The applicant will work with the City to create a signage plan for each event (based on 

visibility, access and venue) and this will include and not limited to: banner signage on 
either side of staircase in His Majesty's Theatre at Opera for Young People and entrance 
to Opera for Young People outreach events and opera events. 

(b) Other Recognition: 
(i) Any other opportunities that may be mutually developed and agreed between the 

company and the City throughout the course of the partnership. 
 
 

Art Sponsorship – Assessment Scorecard  

13. The application was assessed in accordance with Policy 18.13 and revised Policy 4.3, under the 
2021/22 Art Sponsorship Guidelines . 
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14. The application was assessed by a four-person assessment panel. Scoring has been averaged for 
each outcome that was addressed. 

 
15. The application has received an assessment score above the 60% minimum threshold required 

for support. The assessment score of 66% is considered high when benchmarked against other 
applications in this program and indicates a good alignment with the objectives of the program. 

 
 

Essential Assessment Criteria 

Applicants are required to address a minimum number of assessment criteria based 
on the amount requested. 

• Over $20,000 (Address ALL of the essential criteria) 

Score 
(max 5) 

Does the project demonstrate artistic excellence? 3.375 

Does the project deliver arts activity that represents Perth’s unique cultural identity? 2.50 

Does the project encourage the participation of the broader community and identify 
strategies to widen audience engagement? 

3.125 

Does the project help encourage a sense of community, provide opportunities for the 
community to connect, participate in cultural life and increase vibrancy within the 
city and its neighbourhoods? 

3.375 

Does the project stimulate the local economy and provide opportunities for 
engagement with local businesses? 

4.00 

Does the project enhance the city’s reputation, raise the profile of Perth and position 
it as a Capital City that is internationally recognisable, unique, inviting and an arts 
industry leader? 

3.625 

Does the project support the development of the local arts and cultural sector 
through the provision of professional development opportunities such as skills 
development, networking, connection and/or collaborations? 

3.625 

Does the project celebrate the diversity of Perth and demonstrate an inclusive 
approach? 

2.50 

Are environmental and sustainable practices integrated into the project? 1.875 

Does the project celebrate Aboriginal culture? 1.875 

Project Delivery 
 

Does the applicant have a demonstrated capacity to manage all aspects of the 
event?  

4.625 

Does the project demonstrate financial viability through evidence of support from 
other government agencies, business or community organisations? 

3.125 

What is the level and value of sponsorship benefits provided to the City? 3.75 

COVID-19 Risk Mitigation  

Does the event have measures in place to ensure the health and safety of attendees 
and staff at the event? 

4.25 
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Does the applicant have a reasonable and realistic contingency plan should 
restrictions on large gatherings be enforced at the time of the event? 

3.875 

TOTAL ASSESSMENT SCORE: 49.50 out of 75 (66%) 

 

Assessment Panel Comments 

16. The Assessment Panel recognises the applicant as a creative organisation that actively engages 
with the city through innovative collaborations with local businesses as well as delivering high 
quality events in a neighbourhood approach.  
 

17. Through previous funding from the City, the applicant has demonstrated their ability to deliver 
cultural development and economic impacts to the city. 
 

18. The application demonstrates a different approach to the Opera in the City program. In its entirety, 
a minimum of 16 events will be held in the city and presented as part of West Australian Opera’s 
annual calendar of events. Previously, the City supported the ‘City of Perth Opera in the Park’ which 
is has not been included in the application. 

 

19. The Panel raises concerns on the sustainability of the program and the ability to meet outcomes 
outlined in the application. The ‘Secret Opera’ is an innovative way to collaborate with local 
businesses but the community are unable to plan to attend these events which may limit impact.  

 

20. The Panel recommend $75,000 for a one-year agreement as a pilot program with City officers to 
work closely with the applicant to measure the cultural development outcomes of the program 
and the impact it has on the city.   
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AWESOME Arts Australia Ltd 

  

Applicant Details 

Applicant Name AWESOME Arts Australia Ltd 

Entity Name Awesome Arts Australia Ltd 

Entity Type Australian Public Company 

ABN 57 075 789 383 

ABN status Active 

ATO Endorsed Charity type Charity 

 

Applicant Description 

1. AWESOME Arts Australia Ltd is a not-for-profit contemporary arts company for young people 
established in 1996.  

 

2. AWESOME Arts Australia Ltd purpose is to: 

(a) Make a meaningful difference in the lives of children, their families and educators through 
connection/engagement with and participation in arts and creativity;  

(b) Facilitate access for everyone to engage with high quality and engaging arts and cultural 
experiences; and 

(c) To be activity engage and contributing to community.  

 

3. AWESOME Arts Australia Ltd aims to engage with young people through exciting, inspiring, 
accessible and challenging arts activities and programs. Based in the Perth Cultural Centre, 
AWESOME Arts Australia Ltd presents the annual AWESOME International Arts Festival for Bright 
Young Things. 

 

Project Details 

Project title 2022 AWESOME International Arts Festival for Bright Young 
Things 

Project date 19 September 2022 – 1 October 2022 

Venue Perth Cultural Centre  

State Library of WA  

Art Gallery of WA  

State Theatre Centre of WA  

WA Museum Boola Bardip  

PICA  
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The Blue Room Theatre  

His Majesty's Theatre 

Estimated attendance 106,000 

Ticket price Tickets will range from $5 to $30 with some free components, 
details under the project description 

Total Project Cost $1,106,504 

Total amount requested $110,000 (excl. GST) per annum - cash contribution  

(9.94% of the total project budget) 

Multiple Year Request Seeking a three-year Arts Sponsorship 

Recommendation APPROVE a one-year Arts Sponsorship (FY 2022/23) 

Recommended amount $100,000 (excl. GST) – cash contribution  

(9.03% of the total project budget) 

Assessment score 56.75 out of 75 (75.67%) 

 

Project Description 

4. The AWESOME International Arts Festival for Bright Young Things (AWESOME) is an annual Perth-
based free and affordable multi-form arts event for children, families including pensioners and 
concession card holders and schools. The City of Perth was a foundation partner of the event in 
1996.  

 

5. The applicant states AWESOME is one of only three international festivals for children in Australia 
and the only festival presented annually. The applicants states the overall economic impact to the 
city for the spending during AWESOME was $1,021,799 in 2019 and grew to $1,981,149 in 2020. 

 

6. AWESOME is presented in September and early October over two weeks. The applicant creates a 
festival precinct at the Perth Cultural Centre, including a diverse program consisting of theatre, 
dance, film, exhibitions, street exhibitions, street performances, concerts, creative workshops with 
professional artists from the disability community and a range of free interactive activities.  

 

7. The first week of the festival is presented exclusively for school excursion groups and early learning 
centres and the second week offering programming for the general public which is also the first 
week of the September school holidays.  

 

8. The applicant states to maximise learning outcomes and extend festival experience in the 
classroom for school excursion groups and early learning centres, they provide curriculum-linked 
education resource kits, specifically designed to cater for each year level as well as well as engaging 
schools through their 'Little Impressions Program' which uses education resources to engage 
classrooms in making artworks that are then exhibited at AWESOME.  
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9. AWESOME encourages and enables families to spend quality time together in the city. The 
program is specifically designed to be equally enjoyable for adults and aims to foster exploration, 
conversation and growth, providing Western Australian families and educators with opportunities 
to connect with each other and their community.  

 

10. AWESOME also includes artwork specifically made for children of all abilities and access needs. The 
applicant state they work directly with families and children within the disability community and a 
variety of arts organisations and community groups to ensure the program are assessible including 
marketing materials, venues, activities and all communications.  

 

11. AWESOME has a nationally recognised Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) Guide which is a 
navigational tool for families with ASD and since its inception in 2014 has assisted families with 
complex needs navigate the Festival and its activities. The applicant states they are constantly 
committed to improve this tool and will be conducting a formal review of the ASD guide in 2021 
with Professor Andrew Whitehouse from the Telethon Kids Institute.   

 

12. The key components of the Festival are as follows: 

Free Activities, Exhibitions and Performances  

Date: 19 September 2022 – 1 October 2022 

Venue: Various 

Anticipated Attendance: 100,000 

Ticket Price: Free 

The applicant will present a diverse program of free interactive activities, performances, 
exhibitions and other special events at the 2022, 2023 and 2024 Festivals. The free program of 
events is advertised online and through the Festival program, with additional free pop-up 
activities. The applicant states they will deliver free family-friendly guided public art tours in 
the CBD and Northbridge which will activate public art as well as exploring the use of QR-codes 
to expand the offering to self-guided tours alongside the normal guided tours.  

 

Ticketed Theatre Shows, Performances and Workshops  

Date: 19 September 2022 – 1 October 2022 

Venue: Various 

Anticipated Attendance: 6,000 

Ticket Price: $15 – Adult and Children 

$5 - Concession 

The applicant will present a curated program of theatre shows, creative workshops and a 
number of interactive activities which will be ticketed. Exclusive ticketed programming for 
school and early childhood audiences will take place from 19 September 2022 to 23 
September 2022. The general public ticketed season of the festival will take place in 
conjunction with the free program from 27 September 2022 to 1 October 2022. 
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13. The applicant outlines in addition to their full-time and part-time staff, AWESOME engage over 120 
local volunteers and artists. The applicant undertakes a range of programs to promote local 
businesses and encourage patronage in the city. These include: 

(a) Volunteer Discount Program – the applicant engages with local businesses for small discounts 
and deals for the volunteer workforce valid throughout the festival. The applicant states this 
not only provides a thank you to the volunteer workforce but introduces new patronage and 
revenue to these local businesses; and 

(b) The applicant partners with local cafes and lunch spaces to develop family-friendly lunch 
offering as well as other businesses such as Chico Gelato to create a ‘Festival Gelato’. 

 

COVID Contingency Plan 

14. The applicant has submitted information to the City of Perth as to how they would adapt the event 
should COVID restrictions be reinstated and what measures that they would put in place to ensure 
the health and safety of attendees and staff. 

 

Previous Support and Acquittals (5-year period) 

Year Amount Project 

2017/18 $90,000 AWESOME Festival 

2018/19 $90,000 AWESOME Festival 

2019/20 $100,000 AWESOME Festival 

2020/21 $100,000 AWESOME Festival   

2021/22 $100,000 AWESOME Festival (approved at July 2019 Ordinary 
Council Meeting in a two-year agreement) 

TOTAL $480,000 

 

15. The City of Perth has received an acquittal for the previous support, except the 2021/22 AWESOME 
Festival with the event to be held September/October 2021 and acquittal due 30 November 2021. 
City officers can confirm that all funding prior to 2020/21 has been satisfactorily acquitted.  

 

Sponsorship Recognition 

16. In addition to the broader benefits of the sponsorship outlined above, the applicant will provide 
the following opportunities for acknowledgement of the City’s support if awarded the requested 
amount: 
(a) City of Perth will be a Major Partner; 
(b) Logo recognition on all program promotional material including: 

(i) AWESOME Festival Program (digital and printed); 
(ii) AWESOME Annual Report; 
(iii) Site Signage; 
(iv) two social media posts to promote the partnership to the current 13,306 audience on 

these platforms; and 
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(v) one inclusion in an EDM to AWESOME Festival database to promote the partnership to 
7,207 subscribers. 

(c) City of Perth logo and sponsor profile on the 'Current Partners' page on the AWESOME 
Website;  

(d) City of Perth logo will appear within the logo block on sponsor banners at the AWESOME 
Festival site; 

(e) One full page colour advertisement in the AWESOME Program; 
(f) The Lord Mayor or appropriate City of Perth representative provided with the opportunity to 

deliver a speech and open the AWESOME Festival at the VIP event; and 
(g) One City of Perth pull up banner will be displayed at an indoor venue during the duration of 

the event. 
 

Art Sponsorship – Assessment Scorecard  

17. The application was assessed in accordance with Policy 18.13 and revised Policy 4.3, under the 
2021/22 Art Sponsorship Guidelines. 
 

18. The application was assessed by a four-person assessment panel. Scoring has been averaged for 
each outcome that was addressed. 

 
19. The application has received an assessment score above the 60% minimum threshold required 

for support. The assessment score of 75.67% is considered high when benchmarked against 
other applications in this program and indicates a strong alignment with the objectives of the 
program. 

 
 

Essential Assessment Criteria 

Applicants are required to address a minimum number of assessment criteria based 
on the amount requested. 

• Over $20,000 (Address ALL of the essential criteria) 

Score 
(max 5) 

Does the project demonstrate artistic excellence? 3.75 

Does the project deliver arts activity that represents Perth’s unique cultural identity? 3.75 

Does the project encourage the participation of the broader community and identify 
strategies to widen audience engagement? 

4.25 

Does the project help encourage a sense of community, provide opportunities for the 
community to connect, participate in cultural life and increase vibrancy within the 
city and its neighbourhoods? 

3.75 

Does the project stimulate the local economy and provide opportunities for 
engagement with local businesses? 

3.75 

Does the project enhance the city’s reputation, raise the profile of Perth and position 
it as a Capital City that is internationally recognisable, unique, inviting and an arts 
industry leader? 

3.75 

Does the project support the development of the local arts and cultural sector 
through the provision of professional development opportunities such as skills 
development, networking, connection and/or collaborations? 

3.50 
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Does the project celebrate the diversity of Perth and demonstrate an inclusive 
approach? 

4.25 

Are environmental and sustainable practices integrated into the project? 3.875 

Does the project celebrate Aboriginal culture? 3.375 

Project Delivery 
 

Does the applicant have a demonstrated capacity to manage all aspects of the 
event?  

5.00 

Does the project demonstrate financial viability through evidence of support from 
other government agencies, business or community organisations? 

3.50 

What is the level and value of sponsorship benefits provided to the City? 3.125 

COVID-19 Risk Mitigation  

Does the event have measures in place to ensure the health and safety of attendees 
and staff at the event? 

3.875 

Does the applicant have a reasonable and realistic contingency plan should 
restrictions on large gatherings be enforced at the time of the event? 

3.25 

TOTAL ASSESSMENT SCORE: 56.75 out of 75 (75.67%) 

 
 

Assessment Panel Comments 

20. The Assessment Panel agreed AWESOME aligns with the City’s 2025 Event Strategy and Disability 
Access and Inclusion Plan as well as demonstrating the capacity to manage all aspects of the 
festival and its activities.  
 

21. The applicant activates the Perth Cultural Centre precinct as well as Northbridge and CBD in the 
September school holidays with families including people with disabilities through free or 
affordable shows, performance, workshops and other activities. AWESOME demonstrates an 
economic benefit to the city of nearly $2,000,000 as well as stimulating local businesses through 
the Volunteer Discount Program and other initiatives.  
 

22. The Panel acknowledges the requested amount by the applicant of $110,000 per annum for a 
three-year Art Sponsorship is an increase of $10,000 to the 2021/22 amount approved by the 
City for the 2021 Festival. The applicant states the increase is due to COVID-19 and CPI. The Panel 
states it is not clear as to the impact COVID-19 will have on their events and program in 2022 and 
2023 and is not a reason to increase the City’s funding.  
 

23. The Assessment Panel recommend $100,000 per annum for one-year in FY 2022/23, as the 
applicant have committed funding from the City in 2021/22 for the 2021 festival. 
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West Australian Symphony Orchestra Pty Ltd 

 

Applicant Details 

Applicant Name West Australian Symphony Orchestra Pty Ltd 

Entity Name West Australian Symphony Orchestra Pty Ltd 

Entity Type Australian Private Company 

ABN 26 081 230 284 

ABN status Active 

ATO Endorsed Charity type Charity 

 

Applicant Description 

1. The West Australian Symphony Orchestra is the state's largest performing arts company. 
Established in 1928, the West Australian Symphony Orchestra is based at the Perth Concert Hall.  

 

2. The West Australian Symphony Orchestra is a not-for-profit arts organisation with a vision of 
performance excellence and deep engagement in the community.  

 

3. The West Australian Symphony Orchestra delivers an annual calendar of fifty concert 
performances, regional tours, innovative education and community programs, and enjoys artistic 
partnerships with West Australian Opera and West Australian Ballet.  

 

4. In 2019, West Australian Symphony Orchestra presented 1,220 performances to over 200,000 
attendees, engaged over 60,000 participants in community outreach and education programs, and 
had the economic impact on the WA economy totalling over $74 million.  

 

Project Details 

Project title WASO's Family Christmas Spectacular and Symphony in the City 

Project date 1 January 2022 – 31 December 2022 

Venue RAC Arena  

Supreme Court Gardens 

Estimated attendance 35,000 

Ticket price Free 

Total Project Cost $748,430 

Total amount requested $224,529 (excl. GST) per annum - cash contribution  

(30% of the total project budget) 
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Multiple Year Request Seeking a three-year Arts Sponsorship 

Recommendation APPROVE a one-year Arts Sponsorship (FY 2022/23) 

Recommended amount $120,000 (excl. GST) – cash contribution in FY 2022/23  

(16.03% of the total project budget) 

Assessment score 50.125 out of 75 (66.83%) 

 

Project Description 

5. Since 2007, the City has supported the applicant to deliver a range of free community outdoor 
symphony concerts within the City. The applicant states that since 2007, over 250,000 people have 
enjoyed these annual concerts.  

 

6. The applicant are seeking a three-year funding support to plan artist engagement initiatives and 
collaborative marketing opportunities as well as to deliver two concerts: West Australian 
Symphony Orchestra (WASO) Family Christmas Spectacular and Symphony in the City.   

 

7. In 2020, the concerts were impacted by COVID-19 restrictions. The applicant states they were able 
to re-invent the concerts from a single performance outdoor concert to a ticketed family Christmas 
concert at RAC Arena.  

 

8. The applicant states the 2020 event generated an economic impact on the city of $2.5 million and 
was attended by over 10,000, 65% of these attending for the first time. Culture Counts also 
reported: 

(a) 85% of attendees came into the City from the Perth metropolitan area just for the concert; and 

(b) 86% of attendees stating that they would not have visited the area without the event.  

 

9. The applicant states they are innovatively changing the 2022 format to incorporate two new 
concerts of different audience appeal: an outdoor orchestral celebration of the role music plays in 
enriching people’s life; and an arena family Christmas celebration. The applicant believes this 
approach will provide people with greater access to the cultural vibrancy and joy provided by their 
music as well as attracting a greater number of people into the city on two different occasions.  

 

10. This applicant aims to produce two events to bookend the City’s annual cultural calendar in 2022 
through to 2024: WASO Family Christmas Spectacular and Symphony in the City.  

 

11. Additional information on the two events are as follows: 

WASO’s Family Christmas Spectacular 

Date: December 2022 (date to be confirmed) 

(dates and scheduling for 2023 and 2024 would be similar to 2022) 
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Venue: RAC Arena 

Anticipated Attendance: 20,000 

Ticket Price: Free and registration essential 

The WASO's Family Christmas Spectacular is a free family Christmas concert of carols and 
festive celebration showcasing local musical talent. The event will be staged over two 
performances (matinee and evening concerts) at RAC Arena, with the RAC Arena having the 
ability to accommodate an audience of 20,000 over two shows.  

The applicant states the aim of the concerts is to bring the community together: 

• To share a live cultural experience; 

• Support WASO’s goal to be engaged, connected and embedded within our 
community;  

• Support the City of Perth’s goal of providing vibrant and friendly experiences for 
everyone; and  

• For the City to be the 'home of Christmas'.  

 

Symphony in the City 

Date: March 2022 (date to be confirmed) 

(dates and scheduling for 2023 and 2024 would be similar to 2022) 

Venue: Supreme Court Gardens (to be confirmed) 

Anticipated Attendance: 15,000 

Ticket Price: Free 

The applicant states the Symphony in the City is an evening of music, transforming Supreme 
Court Gardens into the world’s biggest concert hall for one night. The free, large-scale outdoor 
event providing an orchestra playing popular classical music in a beautiful city outdoor venue. 

 

It is scheduled for early March 2022 and aims to attract an audience of 15,000 people. The 
applicant states the goal for this event is to provide an opportunity for the community to come 
together to celebrate the role music plays in providing joy to society and enriching our cultural 
fabric.  

 

12. The applicant states the nature and scale of the two concerts create employment opportunities to 
82 highly-skilled international and local musicians in the orchestra, 15 local subcontractors and the 
ideal platform to profile local artist and present artist development opportunities.  

 

13. The applicant states it is anticipated the two events over the next three-years will deliver an 
estimated economic impact on the city of $7 million each year.  

 

COVID Contingency Plan 

14. The applicant has submitted information to the City of Perth as to how they would adapt the event 
should COVID restrictions be reinstated and what measures that they would put in place to ensure 
the health and safety of attendees and staff. 
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Previous Support and Acquittals (5-year period) 

Year Amount Project 

2017/18 $150,000 Symphony in the City 

2018/19 $210,000 $150,000 – Symphony in the City 

$60,000 – Additional funding to include Carols  

2019/20 $180,000 $150,000 – Symphony in the City 

$30,000 – Additional funding to include Carols 

2020/21 $150,000 Symphony in the City 

2021/22 $120,000 Symphony in the City (approved at March 2020 
Ordinary Council Meeting in a two-year agreement) 

TOTAL $810,000 

 

15. The City of Perth has received an acquittal for the previous support except the 2021/22 funding 
with the event being held in December 2021 and the acquittal due 28 February 2022. City 
officers can confirm that all funding prior to 2021/22 has been satisfactorily acquitted.  
 

Sponsorship Recognition 

16. In addition to the broader benefits of the sponsorship outlined above, the applicant will provide 
the following opportunities for acknowledgement of the City’s support if awarded the requested 
amount: 
(a) City of Perth will be a Platinum Partner and Supporting Sponsor; 
(b) City of Perth will be recognised as a Supporting Partner of the sponsored concert and 

activations, and would be recognised as a Platinum Partner on all Corporate Partner 
representations. 

(c) City of Perth logo recognition on all program promotional material; 
(d) City of Perth logo recognition on event/program website; 
(e) City of Perth sponsor profile on event/program website; 
(f) Opportunity to display City of Perth signage at the event/program; 
(g) Sponsored Concert and City-based Activation Sponsorship Benefits: 

(i) City of Perth will be provided with the opportunity to include a welcome message in the 
sponsored concert program which will distributed to a 6,000 – 7,000 audience; 

(ii) City of Perth one half-page advertisement in the sponsored concert program (artwork 
provided by City of Perth); 

(iii) City of Perth Representative provided with the opportunity to speak at the sponsor 
function of the free community event; 

(iv) A dedicated resource to work with City of Perth to develop event leveraging and 
activation opportunities which may include supply of City of Perth branded merchandise 
such as apparel for volunteers, or promotional packs for distribution at event by City of 
Perth volunteers; 

(v) Opportunity for City of Perth to engage in commercial opportunities to support the 
sponsored concert and all city-based activations; and 
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(vi) Social media joint planning with the applicant for collaborative posts and tags on social 
media channels acknowledging the City of Perth. 

(h) Platinum Partnership Benefits: 
(i) City of Perth will have access to audio, still photography and/or footage for City of Perth 

marketing purposes (subject to copyright and artist approvals);  
(ii) City of Perth will have access during a rehearsal to record audio, still photography and/or 

footage for City of Perth marketing purposes (subject to availability, copyright, venue and 
artist approvals); and 

(iii) Two full-page mono advertisements, or four half-page mono adverts, to be placed in a 
Masters or Classics Series program. 

 

Art Sponsorship – Assessment Scorecard  

17. The application was assessed in accordance with Policy 18.13 and revised Policy 4.3, under the 
2021/22 Art Sponsorship Guidelines . 
 

18. The application was assessed by a four-person assessment panel. Scoring has been averaged for 
each outcome that was addressed. 

 
19. The application has received an assessment score above the 60% minimum threshold required 

for support. The assessment score of 66.87% is considered high when benchmarked against 
other applications in this program and indicates a good alignment with the objectives of the 
program. 

 
 

Essential Assessment Criteria 

Applicants are required to address a minimum number of assessment criteria based 
on the amount requested. 

• Over $20,000 (Address ALL of the essential criteria) 

Score 
(max 5) 

Does the project demonstrate artistic excellence? 4.00 

Does the project deliver arts activity that represents Perth’s unique cultural identity? 3.25 

Does the project encourage the participation of the broader community and identify 
strategies to widen audience engagement? 

4.00 

Does the project help encourage a sense of community, provide opportunities for the 
community to connect, participate in cultural life and increase vibrancy within the 
city and its neighbourhoods? 

3.75 

Does the project stimulate the local economy and provide opportunities for 
engagement with local businesses? 

3.375 

Does the project enhance the city’s reputation, raise the profile of Perth and position 
it as a Capital City that is internationally recognisable, unique, inviting and an arts 
industry leader? 

3.5 

Does the project support the development of the local arts and cultural sector 
through the provision of professional development opportunities such as skills 
development, networking, connection and/or collaborations? 

2.375 
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Does the project celebrate the diversity of Perth and demonstrate an inclusive 
approach? 

3.125 

Are environmental and sustainable practices integrated into the project? 2.25 

Does the project celebrate Aboriginal culture? 2.125 

Project Delivery 
 

Does the applicant have a demonstrated capacity to manage all aspects of the 
event?  

4.875 

Does the project demonstrate financial viability through evidence of support from 
other government agencies, business or community organisations? 

3.00 

What is the level and value of sponsorship benefits provided to the City? 3.375 

COVID-19 Risk Mitigation  

Does the event have measures in place to ensure the health and safety of attendees 
and staff at the event? 

3.75 

Does the applicant have a reasonable and realistic contingency plan should 
restrictions on large gatherings be enforced at the time of the event? 

3.375 

TOTAL ASSESSMENT SCORE: 50.125 out of 75 (66.83%) 

 

Assessment Panel Comments 

20. The Assessment Panel recognises the applicants ability to deliver high standard and international 
calibre events that attract people, in particular families, into the city as well as the economic 
impact of $2.5 million. 
 

21. The Panel have taken into consideration the Council’s decision and comments at the March 2020 
Ordinary Council Meeting to approve Symphony in the City for two-years ($150,000 in 2020/21 
and $120,000 in 2021/22). The Council agreed the City required the applicant to: 
(a) deliver more programming that was deeply connected or reflective of Perth's heritage and 

cultural identity; and 
(b) investigate a funding model that is more financially sustainable, with the cost to produce the 

events being very high. 
 

22. The Panel have benchmarked against other sponsorships such as Artrage to deliver Fringe 
Festival and with the commitment for Symphony in the City in 2021/22, they recommend 
$120,000 per annum for one-year in FY 2022/23, as follows:  
(a) $60,000 – WASO Christmas Family Spectacular; and  
(b) $60,000 – Symphony in the City. 

 
23. It has been estimated that the City of Perth fees and charges for the Symphony in the City would 

be up to $15,000 and this is not reflected in the application.  
 

24. The Panel encourage the applicant to ticket WASO Family Christmas Spectacular at family 
friendly prices at the Perth Arena. 
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Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts 

 

Applicant Details 

Applicant Name Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts 

Entity Name Edith Cowan University 

Entity Type Other Incorporated Entity 

ABN 54 361 485 361 

ABN status Active 

ATO Endorsed Charity type Charity 

 

Applicant Description 

1. The Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts at Edith Cowan University operates as a 
Registered Training Organisation.  

 

2. The Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts is recognised nationally and internationally 
and provides a comprehensive range of performing arts training in Australia. The courses the 
Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts offer are competitive and all prospective students 
undertake an audition and/or interview as part of the application process.  

 

3. Each year, the Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts (WAAPA) present over 300 public 
performances. 

 

Project Details 

Project title Folds 

Project date 27 September 2021 – 6 November 2021 

Venue WA Museum Boola Bardip 

Estimated attendance 320 

Ticket price Tickets ranging from $20 to $25 with some free events 

Total Project Cost $39,600 

Total amount requested $6,000 (excl. GST) cash contribution 

(15.15% of the total project budget) 

Multiple Year Request No 

Recommendation DECLINE 

Recommended amount $0 

Assessment score 43.50 out of 75 (58%) 
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Project Description 

4. The applicant states ‘Folds’ is a new, devised performance created in response to and held at, the 
WA Museum Boola Bardip, from 4 November 2021 to 6 November 2021.  

 

5. The applicant states ‘Folds’ will: 

(a) draw on many thousands of stories contained at the WA Museum Boola Bardip and will build 
a performance that is directly in response to the stories of the people, cultures, languages and 
landscapes of Perth and Western Australia; and 

(b) provide a unique opportunity for audiences to engage with the WA Museum Boola Bardip and 
site through immersive performance through a new and original work that is created 
specifically in response to certain exhibits and spaces in the venue. 

 

6. The performance will be directed by Associate Dean of Performance, Dr Frances Barbe (who has 
more than twenty years’ experience as an international performer, director, choreographer and 
teacher, specialising in an exciting movement and image-based style of performance) in 
collaboration with second year ‘Bachelor of Performing Arts Performance Making’ students.  

 

7. The applicant states the performance work will be immersive and site-specific work that will 
provide the opportunity to professional develop young performers at WAAPA in how to engage 
respectfully and effectively with non-theatre sites to create new, exciting and innovative 
performance experiences for their audiences and community. Noongar artists and leaders will be 
consulted to acknowledge the Indigenous history of the location, and to involve aboriginal 
perspectives in the performance around this site and the theme of folding layers of history.  

 

8. The applicant states the City’s funding will assist with: 

(a) the cost associated with WA Museum Boola Bardip including the necessary security costs for 
performances and rehearsals; 

(b) the costs of creating a unique documentation of the process and final production through 
video with the aim to encourage other sites, venues and local governments to consider 
activation through performance; and 

(c) raising the production values of the performance through technical equipment (lighting and 
sound) and design elements (costume, props and set).  

 

COVID Contingency Plan 

9. The applicant has submitted information to the City of Perth as to how they would adapt the event 
should COVID restrictions be reinstated and what measures that they would put in place to ensure 
the health and safety of attendees and staff. 
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Previous Support and Acquittals (5-year period) 

10. The City of Perth has not previously supported this applicant.  
 

Sponsorship Recognition 

11. In addition to the broader benefits of the sponsorship outlined above, the applicant will provide 
the following opportunities for acknowledgement of the City’s support if awarded the requested 
amount: 
(a) City of Perth will be Local Government Partner on Folds (the specific performance event) to 

be held at the WA Museum Boola Bardip; 
(b) City of Perth logo recognition on all program promotional material; 
(c) City of Perth logo recognition on event/program website including website homepage banner 

offering a click-through to the event page; 
(d) City of Perth sponsor profile on event/program website; 
(e) Opportunity to display City of Perth signage at the event/program; 
(f) The applicant will release a dedicated press release of the City of Perth sponsorship to all 

local and national media outlets. The press release will be promoted across the applicant’s 
social media (31,000 audience) and ECU Matters newsletter (30,000 ECU staff and student 
audience); 

(g) Digital advertising across The Guardian, Mammamia, Vice, and Music Feeds acknowledging 
the City of Perth as Local Government Partner;  

(h) Radio advertising campaign on RTRFM acknowledging the City of Perth as Local Government 
Partner;  

(i) City of Perth logo inclusion on 300 x A2 glossy posters distributed across the Perth 
metropolitan area; and  

(j) The WA Museum will cross promote the event through their communication networks, 
website and social media. 
 

Art Sponsorship – Assessment Scorecard  

12. The application was assessed in accordance with Policy 18.13 and revised Policy 4.3, under the 
2021/22 Art Sponsorship Guidelines . 
 

13. The application was assessed by a four-person assessment panel. Scoring has been averaged for 
each outcome that was addressed. 

 
14. The application has received an assessment score above the 60% minimum threshold required 

for support. The assessment score of 58% is considered low when benchmarked against other 
applications in this program and indicates an average alignment with the objectives of the 
program. 

 

Essential Assessment Criteria 

Applicants are required to address a minimum number of assessment criteria based 
on the amount requested. 

• Over $20,000 (Address ALL of the essential criteria) 

Score 
(max 5) 

Does the project demonstrate artistic excellence? 2.875 

Does the project deliver arts activity that represents Perth’s unique cultural identity? 3.375 
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Does the project encourage the participation of the broader community and identify 
strategies to widen audience engagement? 

2.875 

Does the project help encourage a sense of community, provide opportunities for the 
community to connect, participate in cultural life and increase vibrancy within the 
city and its neighbourhoods? 

2.75 

Does the project stimulate the local economy and provide opportunities for 
engagement with local businesses? 

2.50 

Does the project enhance the city’s reputation, raise the profile of Perth and position 
it as a Capital City that is internationally recognisable, unique, inviting and an arts 
industry leader? 

2.625 

Does the project support the development of the local arts and cultural sector 
through the provision of professional development opportunities such as skills 
development, networking, connection and/or collaborations? 

3.375 

Does the project celebrate the diversity of Perth and demonstrate an inclusive 
approach? 

2.875 

Are environmental and sustainable practices integrated into the project? 2.00 

Does the project celebrate Aboriginal culture? 2.75 

Project Delivery 
 

Does the applicant have a demonstrated capacity to manage all aspects of the 
event?  

3.375 

Does the project demonstrate financial viability through evidence of support from 
other government agencies, business or community organisations? 

2.75 

What is the level and value of sponsorship benefits provided to the City? 3.00 

COVID-19 Risk Mitigation  

Does the event have measures in place to ensure the health and safety of attendees 
and staff at the event? 

3.25 

Does the applicant have a reasonable and realistic contingency plan should 
restrictions on large gatherings be enforced at the time of the event? 

3.125 

TOTAL ASSESSMENT SCORE: 43.5 out of 75 (58%) 

 

Assessment Panel Comments 

15. The applicant requests the City cover the costs of the following: 
(a) security for rehearsals ($750 per day x 2 days = $1,500) and performances ($750 per day x 4 

days = $3,000) at a private state government venue, WA Museum Boola Bardips;  
(b) creating a unique documentation through still and video photography ($1,500) with the aim 

to encourage other sites, venues and local governments to consider activation through 
performance; and  

(c) raising the production values of the performance through technical equipment (lighting and 
sound) and design elements (costume, props and set).  

The costs of security at the WA Museum are approximately 11% of the applicants total program 
expenditure costs and the panel state there is limited value in the City covering this expense. It 
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was also suggested that perhaps a student from ECU could assist with the documentation and 
photography at no cost. 
 

16. The panel state while the program aims to achieve cultural development outcomes to the city by 
providing opportunities for emerging young performers to develop, produce innovative 
performances and engage noongar artist and leaders, the application provides limited 
information on the artistic content of the work as well as demonstrating limited sponsorship 
benefits for the City.  

 
17. The application estimated a relatively small attendance of 320 people, within the private venue 

of WA Museum, offering limited benefits and exposure to the wider community.  
 
18. The applicant stated that the event/project would still go ahead without the City of Perth’s 

funding and if they were to receive 50% of the request, they would be impacted by having less 
capacity for the production components. 

 
19. The panel recommends declining the application as it scored low against the assessment criteria 

for the reasons stated above and encourage the applicant to work with City officers in future 
sponsorship and grant rounds.  

 



Indicative Events Calendar July 2021-December 2022 - Art Sponsorship Round FY 2021/22 

Indicative Events Calendar July 2021- December 2022 
*Art Sponsorship application recommended for APPROVAL at 31 August 2021 Ordinary Council Meeting

(Note: this does not include the annual artist and cultural development programs for Strut, WA Opera, PICA, Barking Gecko, Co3 and The Blue Room) 

The below calendar does not reflect Arts Sponsorship applications recommended for DECLINE. 

The below list of events is an indicative 'snapshot' ONLY, to be used only as a guide to demonstrate an average event calendar for the City of Perth. 
Events below are subject to event approval, successful sponsorship application and Council approval (if applicable).  
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NAIDOC Week 
Opening Ceremony 

Targa West 
2021 Australian 
Masters Games 

Perth International 
Jazz Festival 

SensAtion Gallery 
2021/22 

SensAtion Gallery 
2021/22 

SensAtion Gallery 
2021/22 

*WASO Symphony
in the City 

*Strange Festival 

Maali Festival 
AFL Masters 

Carnival 
*Lester Prize PrideFEST 

*WASO Family
Christmas

Spectacular (2021 
confirmed, 2022 

application) 

Perth Chinese New 
Year Fair 

*Perth
International 

Cabaret Festival 

Winter Lights at 
Brookfield Place 

*Awesome Arts
Festival (2021

confirmed, 2022
application)  

City of Perth 
Festival of Sail 

*(2022) 
Yirra Yaakin - 
Ngalaka Daa 

Ensemble 

*(2022) 
XR:WA 

*(2022) 
WA Music Month 

*(2022) 
Yirra Yaakin - 
Ngalaka Daa 

Ensemble 

*(2022) 
Yirra Yaakin - 
Ngalaka Daa 

Ensemble 

*(2022) 
Yirra Yaakin - 
Ngalaka Daa 
Ensemble  

*(2022) 
Children’s Ballet 

(WA Ballet at 
Awesome Fest) 

*(2022) 
WA Ballet – Swan 

Lake 

*(2022) 
WA Ballet – Swan 

Lake 

FA
C
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A
TE

D
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V
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TS
 

Oktoberfest Fisher Beach Party Origin 
Perth Leisure and 
Lifestyle Festival 

Indonesian Cultural 
Festival 

City Wine Van Gogh Alive 

Mining Emergency 
Response Comp 

Polo in the City Pinknic 

Pineapple Club 

C
IT

Y-
LE

D
 E

V
EN

TS
 

Perth by Light  
(Winter Festival) 

Twilight Hawkers Market 

Christmas Nativity 
Australia Day 

Festival & Skyworks 
Lunar New Year 

Heritage Perth 
Weekend 

New Year's Eve 

Perth Home Grown Market 

Christmas Lights Trail 

Community 
Food/Wine/Beer/Pr

oduce 
LIVE MUSIC SPORT ARTS & CULUTRE 

Attachm
ent 12.1C



Arts Sponsorship 
Guidelines
2021/2022
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Strut Dance performance of Hofesh in the Yard. Credit: Anthony Tran

Cover image: AWESOME Festival 2020. Credit: Richard Watson
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  Prosperity

A city with a diverse and resilient 
economy capitalising upon its unique 
competitive advantages and creative 
reputation, attracting sustainable 
investment in education, tourism, 
entertainment, commerce, technology 
and trade.

Performance

A city led by a Council and supported 
by an administration that is committed 
to sound strategy and governance, 
excellence in customer service and 
effective and sincere engagement with 
all stakeholders. 

  Partnership

A City that has earned the respect and 
support of the local industry through  
strong partnerships with state bodies, 
industry and community groups and 
other key stakeholders. 

  Place

A well-planned and functional built 
form environment, promoting world 
class architecture, appreciation of 
heritage, diversity of land use and a 
sustainable, affordable and accessible 
integrated transport system. 

2  Planet

A city that respects, protects and fosters 
its natural environment, embraces 
the principles of sustainability and 
acknowledges the impacts of our 
changing climate. 

3

4 5 6

  People

A safe, activated and welcoming city 
that celebrates its diversity and sense 
of community, providing unique 
educational, cultural, sporting and 
lifestyle offerings.

1

Strategic Community Plan

Through Arts Sponsorship, 
the City supports projects that 
represent a broad range of 
high-quality arts activity and 
creative cultural practice. Arts 
sponsorship is accessible to a 
wide range of organisations 
that identify the arts as their 
primary purpose and can 
demonstrate that their project 
or program strongly aligns with 
the assessment criteria.

Arts Sponsorships typically drive 
significant cultural, economic, 
and social outcomes. This 
program supports projects seeking 
sponsorship of $20,000 and over for 
activities that;

• attract a broad audience;

• encourage increased visitation;

• deliver increased economic;

• benefits to the City’s stakeholders;

• contribute to the vibrancy and;

• enhance the reputation the City of 
Perth as a premier capital city and 
arts industry leader.

Sponsorship benefits provided in 
recognition of the City’s support 
can include commercial leverage, 
promotion, activation or exposure.

Introduction
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D E L H I

11

D U B A I

13

B E I J I N G

11

C H E N G D U

12

D O H A

11

B A N G A L O R E

6

K U A L A  L U M P U R

5

S I N G A P O R E

12

S H A N G H A I

8

H O N G  K O N G

4

J A K A R T A

8

M A U R I T I U S

11

J O H A N N E S B U R G

6

A U C K L A N D

6

C H R I S T C H U R C H

24 N E W  Y O R K

17
LONDON

MATILDA BAY

SWAN RIVER

NEDLANDS/CRAWLEY

EAST PERTH

CLAISEBROOK

NORTHBRIDGE

CENTRAL PERTH

WEST PERTH

KINGS PARK &
BOTANICAL
GARDENS

The Local 
Context
The City of Perth is progressing 
a city neighbourhood planning 
and engagement approach, 
in which six distinct city 
neighbourhoods are defined. 
The city’s neighbourhoods are 
Central Perth, Northbridge, West 
Perth, East Perth, Claisebrook 
and Crawley-Nedlands. Each 
of these neighbourhoods have 
distinct identities, opportunities 
and challenges, which this 
neighbourhood approach will 
work towards addressing.

Black Swan State Theatre Company 
- Julia Hales performance in You 
Know We Belong Together at 
Heath Ledger Theatre.  
Credit: Toni Wilkinson
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Eligibility Criteria

All applications for Grants and 
Sponsorships with the City of 
Perth must meet the following 
eligibility criteria. Additional 
criteria may apply for individual 
programs and these are listed 
under the relevant section. 

To be eligible to receive sponsorship 
or grants funding from the City, the 
applicant must:

• have submitted the application prior to 
the project commencement date with 
sufficient time to enable consideration 
by the City and Council; 

• offer a project or initiative within the 
City of Perth local government area; 
or if not within the City of Perth local 
government area, the project or 
initiative demonstrates a direct impact 
on the City of Perth meeting its goals 
under the Strategic Community Plan; 
and 

• demonstrate financial viability without 
the City’s funding (an individual or 
project may not be viable without 
the City’s support, however the 
organisation must be).

The City will not consider 
applications from: 

• the Commonwealth or State 
Government Departments; 

• a political party; 

• an applicant that supports, promotes 
or facilitates violence, intolerance or 
discrimination; 

• an employee or elected members of 
the City of Perth, or their immediate 
family;  

• an applicant that has outstanding 
debts to the City of Perth;  

• an applicant who is in legal conflict 
with the City of Perth;

• an applicant that has failed to provide 
satisfactory acquittal reporting for any 
previous City of Perth funding;

• an applicant that has already received 
City of Perth funding (including in-
kind) for the same project within the 
same financial year; or

• an applicant that has already applied 
for City of Perth funding (including in-
kind) for the same project within the 
same financial year and been refused; 
and

• an applicant that conducts themselves 
in a way considered to be injurious or 
prejudicial to the character or interests 
of the City of Perth.

The City of Perth will not consider 
applications for the following projects 
or project expenses: 

• projects where the primary purpose is 
political; 

• projects that denigrate or exclude 
parts of the community or have an 
adverse effect on public health, safety, 
the environment or heritage; and 

• projects that request reimbursement 
of funds already spent; 

• projects that are for debt reduction or 
operational deficits; and 

• project legal expenses. 

The City of Perth will not support 
recurrent operational funding, including, 
but not limited to wages, salaries, or 
administrative overheads. Further details 
on eligibility and requirements can be 
found in the City’s Sponsorship Policy 
at perth.wa.gov.au/en/council/reports-
and-important-documents/policies

WASO Christmas Symphony 2020. Credit: Rebecca Mansell

https://www.perth.wa.gov.au/en/council/reports-and-important-documents/policies
https://www.perth.wa.gov.au/en/council/reports-and-important-documents/policies
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How to Apply
All applications must be submitted through the City’s 
approved online management portal, SmartyGrants  
(perth.smartygrants.com.au). More information about 
grants and sponsorship opportunities offered by the 
City of Perth is available at www.perth.wa.gov.au/en/
live-and-work/grants-and-sponsorship 
You are required to discuss your application with a 
City Sponsorship Officer prior to submission to ensure 
you are applying in the most suitable program.

HOW TO APPLY?

First Step

Contact a City of Perth Sponsorship 
Officer to discuss your application

P: 08 9461 3333  
E: sponsorship@cityofperth.wa.gov.au

More information:  
www.perth.wa.gov.au/live-and-work/
grants-and-sponsorship

Co3 Youth Artist Development. Credit: Stefan Gosatti

Assessment Process

Decisions and Notifications

Applications will be assessed against the 
assessment criteria outlined under the 

relevant program.

Applications are assessed by a minimum 
two-person assessment panel, which 
may recommend full, part or no funding 
to the decision-making authority 
(generally City of Perth Council). The 
recommendation is carefully considered 
with the view of maintaining the integrity 
of the proposal.  

Where applicable applications will be 
assessed in a competitive environment 
(funding round) against other 

applications received in the relevant 
program. The City of Perth regularly 
receives more funding applications 
than the available budget can 
accommodate. Therefore, successful 
applications are those that best satisfy 
the assessment criteria.  

The City of Perth reserves the right 
to request further information in 
considering any application, as well as 
the right to reject any application that 
does not meet the eligibility criteria.  
The City of Perth must comply with 
the Local Government Act in regard 
to making information available to 

the general public. An assessment of 
your application will form part of the 
Council Report which is made publicly 
available on the City of Perth website 
and subject to potential Freedom of 
Information (FOI) requests. Please make 
it known to the Sponsorship Officer if 
information provided in your application 
is commercially sensitive so as to protect 
trade secrets, information that has 
commercial value, or information about 
the business, professional, commercial 
or financial affairs of a person, so 
this information can be treated as 
Commercial-in-Confidence.

Applications may be accepted or 
rejected and the decision is final and 
not subject to any further appeal within 
the City. 

Applications requesting less than 
$20,000 will be approved by the City, 
with applications requesting more than 
$20,000 approved by Council. 

Allow for 8 weeks to be notified of a 
decision for Quick Response Grants 
and up to 4 months to be notified of 
a decision under all other grants and 
sponsorship programs. 

http://perth.smartygrants.com.au
https://www.perth.wa.gov.au/en/live-and-work/grants-and-sponsorship
https://www.perth.wa.gov.au/en/live-and-work/grants-and-sponsorship
http://www.perth.wa.gov.au/live-and-work/grants-and-sponsorship
http://www.perth.wa.gov.au/live-and-work/grants-and-sponsorship
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Funding 
Agreements
Successful applicants for grants and 
sponsorships must enter into a written 
funding agreement with the City 
before any funding is provided to the 
successful applicant. 

Sponsorship 
Term
Grants and sponsorships will have a 
one-year term unless approved by 
Council where they can then have 
a maximum two-year term, at the 
discretion of the City and dependent 
on the quality of the application, 
satisfaction of assessment criteria 
and the strategic outcomes likely to 
be achieved.

Acquittal 
Process
Successful applicants will be 
required to submit an acquittal 
report through SmartyGrants 
within three months of project 
completion. All grants and 
sponsorships must be acquitted 
prior to a decision being made 
on a subsequent application for 
funding. Acquittal reports will 
be considered as part of future 
funding applications. 

Opera in the Park 2021. Credit: Rebecca Mansell
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Eligibility

To be eligible to receive an Arts 
Sponsorship, applicants must meet 
all of the Eligibility Criteria outlined on 
page 5 of these guidelines.

In addition to the eligibility criteria on 
page 5, the applicant must:

• be a legally constituted entity 
or individual with an Australian 
Business Number (ABN) or be under 
the auspice of an Australian legal 
entity; and

• formally identify arts as their 
primary purpose; 

• have appropriate insurances and 
licences where required, as outlined 
under the City’s Activity Approvals 
or other relevant policies and 
procedures.

Types of Projects Not Supported:

• Fundraising initiatives.

Key Dates

The City provides one opportunity 
to apply for Arts Sponsorship each 
Financial Year. Applications must 
provide a public outcome within the 
specified timeframe.

ANNUAL FUNDING ROUND   
For activities between  
21 October 2021 - 31 December 2022

Applications 
open

23 March 2021

Application 
deadline

27 April 2021,  
4pm AWST

Notification 
of decision

1 September 2021

Arts Sponsorship

WAMFest 2019. Credit: Annie Harvey

Types of Expenditure Not Supported:

Capital expenditure such as 

• the purchase or lease of real estate,

• building, renovation, repair or 
maintenance of private buildings or; 

• purchase of major equipment 
or material goods such as office 
furniture, computers or infrastructure 
that could be relocated; and 

• Interstate and overseas travel 
expenses.

Funding Levels Available

Sponsorship over $20,000 (excluding GST) 
is available in this program. Applicants 
requesting funding less than $20,000 are 
encouraged to apply in the Arts & Culture 
Quick Response Grants program, due to 
open in the coming months.

Funding requests may include cash or 
in-kind support or a combination thereof. 
In-kind support is for the use of the City’s 
facilities and services. In-kind support will 
be considered within the totality of funds 
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MAXIMUM 
CONTRIBUTION
The maximum contribution of 
sponsorship provided by the 
City of Perth cannot exceed 
30% of the total project budget. 
Funding requests may include 
a combination of both cash 
and in-kind support for City of 
Perth fees and charges, at the 
discretion of the City of Perth.

Essential Criteria

• How does the project demonstrate 
artistic excellence?

• How does the project deliver arts 
activity that represents Perth’s unique 
cultural identity?

• How does the project encourage 
the participation of the broader 
community and identify strategies to 
widen audience engagement?

• How does the project help encourage 
a sense of community, provide 
opportunities for the community to 
connect, participate in cultural life 
and increase vibrancy within the city 
and its neighbourhoods?

• How does the project stimulate 
the local economy and provide 
opportunities for engagement with 
local businesses?

• To what extent does the project 
enhance the city’s reputation, raise 
the profile of Perth and position it as 
a Capital City that is internationally 
recognisable, unique, inviting and an 
arts industry leader?

• How does the project support 
the development of the local 
arts and cultural sector through 
the provision of professional 
development opportunities such 
as skills development, networking, 
connection and/or collaborations?

• To what extent does the project 
celebrate the diversity of Perth and 
demonstrate an inclusive approach?

• To what extent are environmental 
and sustainable practices integrated 
into the project?

• To what extent does the project 
celebrate Aboriginal culture?

COVID-19 Risk Mitigation

• What measures are in place to 
ensure the health and safety of 
attendees and staff at the project? 

• What is your contingency plan 
should restrictions on large 
gatherings be enforced at the time 
of your project?

Project Delivery 

• Does the applicant have a 
demonstrated capacity to manage 
all aspects of the project?

• Does the project demonstrate 
financial viability through evidence 
of support from other government 
agencies, business or community 
organisations?

• What is the level and value of 
sponsorship benefits  
provided to the City?

Assessment Criteria

WA Ballet performance of Snugglepot and Cuddlepie at the 2020 Awesome Festival. Credit: Bradbury Photography
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CONTACT US

Sponsorship Officer 

sponsorship@cityofperth.wa.gov.au 

(08) 9461 3333 

perth.wa.gov.au/en/live-and-work/

grants-and-sponsorship

FAQ and other information

1. Can I assume my project will 
be funded if it has been funded 
in previous years? 
The City of Perth is committed to 
ensuring the assessment process is fair 
and equitable. Recurring annual funding 
is not guaranteed. The City of Perth 
recommends you also seek additional 
funding from other sources. Additional 
funding sources will strengthen your 
application. 

2. How many times can I apply? 
Applicants may apply for sponsorship 
for several projects however each 
project may only receive sponsorship 
once in each financial year.

3. I want to use a City owned 
venue. Is this included in my 
sponsorship? 
Organisers are reminded that use 
of the City’s banners, streets, malls, 
buildings, laneways and reserves is 
subject to separate application and 
approval. Visit perth.wa.gov.au/live-
and-work/hire-and-bookings for more 
information. Organisers are responsible 
for securing all appropriate permits and 
bookings. Fees and charges for these 
services may be provided in-kind by 
the City, subject to the outcome of a 
sponsorship application (see FAQ #4).

4. I’d like to apply for in-kind 
support. Is this possible?
Applicants can request in-kind support 
for City of Perth fees and charges 
associated with their project. This is 
to be included in the overall grant/
sponsorship requested amount for 
consideration by and at the discretion 
of the City of Perth. Please contact a 
Sponsorship Officer to discuss available 
in-kind support.

5. Are the details of my 
application confidential? 
No. The City of Perth must comply with 
the Local Government Act in regard 
to making information available to the 
general public. An assessment of your 
application will form part of the Council 
Report which is made publicly available 
on the City of Perth website and subject 
to potential Freedom of Information 
(FOI) requests. Please make it known to 
the Sponsorship Officer if information 
provided in your application is 
commercially sensitive so as to protect 
trade secrets, information that has 
commercial value, or information about 
the business, professional, commercial 
or financial affairs of a person, so 
this information can be treated as 
Commercial-in-Confidence. 

6. How will I know if my 
application is successful?
For Quick Response Grants a City 
Officer will contact you to advise you 
of the outcome of your application 
within 8 weeks. For applications in all 
other grants and sponsorship programs 
a City Officer will contact you in 
writing approximately 4 months after 
the closing date to advise you on the 
outcome of your application. 

7. How long does it take to 
receive funding after my 
project is approved? 
The payment policy for the City of 
Perth is 30 days from the end of the 
month in which the invoice is received. 
Payment of funding will be made on 
achievement of milestones linked 
to project deliverables. Payments 
will not be made until the relevant 
financial year.

DISABILIT Y ACCESS AND INCLUSION
Access and inclusion is about ensuring that all public services are available to all 
community members, including those who have a disability, so that they have 
the opportunity and choice to participate in all aspects of community life. To 
the extent that it is practicable, the applicant is required to provide universal 
access to sponsored project, as outlined in the City of Perth’s Disability Access 
and Inclusion Plan. The applicant will need to be able to provide a copy of their 
Disability Access and Inclusion Plan for the sponsored project if requested. You 
will be required to report on the accessibility of your project at the conclusion 
of your project as part of the acquittal report. A copy of the Disability Services 
Commission’s Guide to Disability Access and Inclusion Plans for Local 
Government Contractors is available for download here.

LOBBYING
Applicants may not lobby, or seek to influence the decision-making of Elected 
Members and administrative staff, in relation to their submitted funding 
applications. If, during the period between submitting a funding application and 
a determination by Council, an applicant seeks to lobby any Elected Member 
of the City of Perth or administrative staff, or attempts to provide additional 
information, either directly or indirectly, on any matter relating to the funding 
application to an Elected Member, the person/organisation may be disqualified 
and the sponsorship or grant excluded from being considered for approval.

mailto:sponsorship%40cityofperth.wa.gov.au%20%20?subject=
perth.wa.gov.au/en/live-and-work/grants-and-sponsorship
perth.wa.gov.au/en/live-and-work/grants-and-sponsorship
perth.wa.gov.au/live-and-work/hire-and-bookings
perth.wa.gov.au/live-and-work/hire-and-bookings
https://rgcopcorpweb920-cdn-endpoint.azureedge.net/-/media/Project/COP/COP/COP/Documents-and-Forms/Live-and-Work/Documents/Community-Services-and-Facilities/Disability-Access-and-Inclusion-Plan-2016-2020.pdf?rev=6001a958bac94b00a0348ba79fcddc9c&modified=20181128024752&hash=27FAC56D3F2CF8CE0C6DF71F0D1DA7B7
https://rgcopcorpweb920-cdn-endpoint.azureedge.net/-/media/Project/COP/COP/COP/Documents-and-Forms/Live-and-Work/Documents/Community-Services-and-Facilities/Disability-Access-and-Inclusion-Plan-2016-2020.pdf?rev=6001a958bac94b00a0348ba79fcddc9c&modified=20181128024752&hash=27FAC56D3F2CF8CE0C6DF71F0D1DA7B7
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CP 4.3| Sponsorship and Grants 1 

Policy Objective 2 

The purpose of the Policy is to provide for the good governance of grant and sponsorship arrangements between the City 3 
of Perth and other organisations. 4 

5 

Policy Scope 6 

This Policy is applicable to: 7 

a. any grant or sponsorship arrangement where the City of Perth funds another organisation’s project or initiative;8 

or9 

b. any sponsorship received by the City of Perth, apart from sponsorship from the Commonwealth or State10 
Government or their agencies and authorities.11 

12 

Policy Statement 13 

Definitions 14 

1. In this policy event has the meaning given to it in section 5.90A of the Local Government Act 1995 and its15 
regulations.16 

Note: Section 5.90A of the Local Government Act 1995 states the following:17 

event includes the following —18 

(a) a concert;19 

(b) a conference;20 

(c) a function;21 

(d) a sporting event;22 

(e) an occasion of a kind prescribed for the purposes of this definition.23 

funding panel means the panel established under this policy. 24 

grant means cash and/or in-kind contributions provided to a recipient for a specific, eligible purpose. This is as 25 
part of an approved grant program, with the understanding that there will be a defined outcome that directly or 26 
indirectly benefits the public, but with no expectation of a commercial return to the City. 27 

Immediate family means a person's: 28 

a. spouse or de-facto partner;29 

b. parents, grandparents, siblings or children; or30 

c. spouse or de-facto partner’s parents, grandparents, siblings or children.31 

in-kind support means where the City provides the value of its resources, goods or services to eligible parties 32 
instead of cash as part of a sponsorship or grant. In-kind support will be attributed a monetary value and 33 
considered within the totality of funds provided by the City to the eligible party. For this purpose, these may 34 
include: 35 

Attachment 12.1E
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a. use of the City’s facilities and services, at no or reduced cost to the eligible party, inclusive of fees and charges 36 
for venues, parks, reserves, road reserves, thoroughfares, malls, streets, public places, banners, power, 37 
Council services fees, noise management, public building fees, waste management, parking permits, on- 38 
street car parking bay reservation for events. 39 

b. services inclusive of, but not limited, cross promotional marketing opportunities, expert advice, community 40 
consultation, event management, activation and leveraging. 41 

personal benefit means any gift or benefit for the purposes of the Local Government Act 1995 or applicable code 42 
of conduct. 43 

sponsorship means a commercial arrangement in which a sponsor provides a contribution in-kind or in money, to 44 
support an activity in return for certain specified benefits. Sponsorship is not philanthropic. A sponsor expects to 45 
receive a reciprocal return on investment, beyond modest acknowledgement. 46 

2. Any reference in this policy to a dollar threshold for decision making or a funding limit is taken to be the combined 47 
amount of cash and in-kind support funding. 48 

 49 

City of Perth Sponsorship and Grants 50 

Aims 51 

3. Through the provision of sponsorships and grants, the City of Perth aims to: 52 

a. support a range of projects and initiatives that meet the diverse needs of the City’s community; 53 

b. support a range of projects and initiatives that deliver an economic return for the City’s business 54 
community; 55 

c. support the delivery of aspirations outlined in the City’s Strategic Community Plan; and 56 

d. support the objects of the City under the City of Perth Act 2016. 57 

Detailed objectives associated with specific sponsorship and grant programs are outlined in the City’s 58 

sponsorship and grants guidelines. 59 

4. By obtaining sponsorship for City of Perth activities the City can deliver an improved range of events, initiatives 60 
and services to the community. 61 

5. Sponsorship and grants must not: 62 

a. compromise the City’s values, public image, ability to fulfil its functions or influence decisions or actions 63 
of the City; 64 

b. be injurious or prejudicial to the character or interests of the City; 65 

c. conflict with the City’s strategic aspirations and policies; 66 

d. provide personal benefit to: 67 

i. City employees or elected members; 68 

ii. the employees or directors of the person or body receiving or providing sponsorship or receiving a 69 
grant. 70 

  71 
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 72 

Programs and Guidelines 73 

6. The Chief Executive Officer (CEO) will establish sponsorship and grants guidelines providing the operational 74 

details and administration of the City’s sponsorship and grants programs. 75 

7. The sponsorship and grants guidelines must be: 76 

a. consistent with this policy and relevant legislation; and 77 

b. made publicly available on the City’s website. 78 

8. The sponsorship and grants guidelines will cover: 79 

a. funding categories; 80 

b. application timeframe and process; 81 

c. the minimum and maximum amounts that can be applied for; 82 

d. additional eligibility criteria specific to the relevant program; 83 

e. assessment criteria; 84 

f. assessment process; 85 

g. items that are not eligible for funding; 86 

h. acquittal processes. 87 

 88 

Eligibility 89 

9. In addition to any criteria included in the sponsorship and grants guidelines, to be eligible to receive sponsorship 90 
or grants funding from the City, the applicant must: 91 

a. have submitted the application prior to the project commencement date with sufficient time to enable 92 
consideration by the City and Council; 93 

b. offer a project or initiative within the City of Perth local government area or if not within the City of Perth 94 
local government area, the project or initiative clearly demonstrates a direct impact on the City of Perth 95 
meeting its aspirations under the Strategic Community Plan; and 96 

c. demonstrate financial viability without the City’s funding (an individual event or project may not be viable 97 
without the City’s support; however, the organisation must be). 98 

10. In addition to any criteria included in the sponsorship and grants guidelines, the City will not consider applications 99 
from: 100 

a. the Commonwealth or State Government Departments; 101 

b. a political party; 102 

c. an applicant that supports, promotes or facilitates violence, intolerance or discrimination; 103 

d. an employee or elected member of the City of Perth, or their immediate family, however this does not 104 
include an application from an organisation that an employee, elected member or their immediate family 105 
member may be part of; 106 

e. an applicant that has outstanding debts to the City of Perth; 107 
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f. an applicant who is in legal conflict with the City of Perth; 108 

g. an applicant that has failed to provide satisfactory acquittal reporting for any previous City of Perth 109 
funding; 110 

h. an applicant that has already received City of Perth funding (including in-kind) for the same project within 111 
the same financial year; or 112 

i. an applicant that conducts themselves in a way considered to be injurious or prejudicial to the character 113 
or interests of the City of Perth. 114 

11. The City’s sponsorship and grants will not support recurrent operational funding, including but not limited to, 115 
wages, salaries or administrative overheads. 116 

12. In addition to any criteria included in the sponsorship and grants guidelines, the City will not consider applications 117 
for the following projects or project expenses: 118 

a. projects where the primary purpose is political; 119 

b. projects that denigrate or exclude parts of the community or have an adverse effect on public health, 120 
safety, the environment or heritage; and 121 

c. projects that request reimbursement of funds already spent; 122 

d. projects that are for debt reduction or operational deficits; and 123 

e. project legal expenses. 124 

13. Applicants seeking sponsorships or grants from the City must not lobby, seek to influence or canvass the decision-125 
making of elected members or employees, in relation to their applications. Any applicant who does so will have 126 
their application rejected. 127 

Application and funding process 128 

Applications  129 

14. Applications for sponsorship or grants funding must be submitted in the manner and at the time determined by 130 
the Chief Executive Officer. 131 

15. Applications should specify if they seek cash, in-kind support or both and the amount. 132 

16. Applications can be sourced in different ways, as provided in the sponsorship and grants guidelines, including: 133 

a. Funding rounds where the City will advertise for sponsorship and grants which result in competitive 134 
assessment against the assessment criteria for the program; 135 

b. Exhaustive funding, where the sponsorship or grant program may operate on an ongoing basis and, 136 
provided the application meets the eligibility criteria and the assessment criteria, it will be funded until 137 
the budgeted funding is exhausted; or 138 

c. Unsolicited offers where the City receives a request for sponsorship or a grant despite not advertising for 139 
sponsorship or a grant. 140 

17. Nothing in this policy prevents the City from actively seeking to sponsor an organisation, project or activity on its 141 
own initiative, without an external application, provided this sponsorship is approved by the Council. 142 

Assessment of applications  143 

18. All applications for sponsorship and grants will be assessed against assessment criteria identified in the 144 
sponsorship and grants guidelines. 145 
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19. Applications worth less than $10,000 will be assessed by the employees appointed by the CEO, with applications 146 
worth more than $10,000 assessed by the City’s funding panel. 147 

20. The funding panel will: 148 

a. consist of at least three suitably qualified and experienced people, none of whom shall be elected 149 
members, appointed by the CEO; 150 

a. assess sponsorship and grant applications; and 151 

b. provide recommendations if sponsorship and grant applications should be accepted or rejected to the 152 
Council. 153 

Unsolicited offers  154 

21. Where the City receives an unsolicited offer for sponsorship or a grant, the offer should be referred to the funding 155 
panel for initial assessment with the exception of unsolicited offers for matched funding in excess of 156 

$150,000 in which case the matter is presented to Council. 157 

22. If the panel considers the unsolicited offer to be worthy of further consideration, the organisation will be invited 158 
to make a formal application as though it were a funding round. 159 

23. For the panel to make a recommendation to accept an unsolicited offer it must: 160 

a. not have been able to be lodged during a funding round, and thereby subject to a competitive evaluation; 161 

b. bring extraordinary benefits and opportunities to the City; and 162 

c. be received with sufficient time before the proposed activity, to allow appropriate due diligence, 163 
assessment and council approval to occur. 164 

Decisions on applications  165 

24. Applications may be accepted or rejected: 166 

a. Where the sponsorship or grant is for less than $150,000, by the CEO, provided the application is not part 167 
of a funding round or an unsolicited offer. 168 

b. In all other circumstances, by the Council. 169 

25. The decision of the CEO or Council is final and not subject to any further appeal within the City. 170 

Funding agreements and acquittal  171 

26. If approved, the successful applicant for sponsorship or a grant must enter into a written agreement (funding 172 
agreement) with the City before any funding is provided to the successful applicant. 173 

27. The funding agreement must: 174 

a. set out the terms and conditions for the sponsorship or grant; 175 

b. not exceed a period of three years; 176 

c. require the successful applicant to provide an acquittal report within three months of the conclusion of 177 
the funded project. The City may grant extensions in extenuating circumstances; 178 

d. allow the City to terminate the arrangement if: 179 

i. the successful applicant does not comply with the funding agreement; or 180 

ii. the successful applicant takes an action, whether related to the project or not, that brings the City 181 
or its reputation into disrepute. 182 
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e. require the applicant to repay all funding provided to the applicant under the funding agreement if they: 183 

i. fail to provide an acquittal report; 184 

ii. do not otherwise comply with the funding agreement; or 185 

iii. take an action, whether related to the project or not, that brings the City or its reputation into 186 
disrepute; 187 

and should the applicant not repay the funding that the City may seek an order from a court of competent 188 
jurisdiction. 189 

28. Where a funding agreement extends for longer than 12 months that agreement must contain a requirement that 190 
the recipient of the sponsorship or grant provide an annual financial report to the City which contains: 191 

a. A statement of income and expenditure, relating to the activity funded which must be signed by: 192 

i. The chairperson or chief executive officer or equivalent; and 193 

ii. The treasurer or chief financial officer or equivalent. 194 

b. A certification from a qualified auditor who must: 195 

i. not be an officer or employee of the organisation; 196 

ii. not be an employee or elected member of the City; 197 

iii. be registered as a company auditor or equivalent under a law in force in the State of Western 198 
Australia; and 199 

iv. a member or fellow of the Institute of Chartered Accountants, the Australian Society of Certified 200 
Practicing Accountants or the National Institute of Accountants. 201 

29. All sponsorships and grants must be acquitted prior to payment being made for subsequent approved funding 202 
applications. 203 

30. Following the sponsored project and receipt of acquittal, the City should evaluate if the sponsorship achieved their 204 
objectives and the agreement was met. 205 

31. The acquittal report and the City’s evaluation must be considered as part of any further application for grants 206 

or sponsorships by the same person or organisation. 207 

Sponsorship of City events and projects 208 

32. The City may seek sponsorship from other organisations of its activities, events and projects. 209 

33. The City will to seek sponsorship for its activities under the incoming sponsorship guidelines, provided that: 210 

a. This policy applies as far as reasonably practical to those applications; 211 

b. Applications to sponsor the City’s activities or projects should be assessed by the funding panel; and 212 

c. Council is the decision maker on applications to sponsor the City where the amount of sponsorship to be 213 
received is more than $50,000, otherwise the CEO may accept or reject the application. 214 

d. A funding agreement must be entered into and may be negotiated by the CEO as appropriate. 215 

Reporting and promotion of sponsorship and grants to and from the City 216 

34. All sponsorship and grant arrangements shall be reported on in the annual report and all records inclusive of 217 
applications, assessment and decisions documents and funding agreement maintained in the record management 218 
system. 219 
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35. The City of Perth reserves the right to publicise its sponsorships and grants and the projects sponsored. 220 

36. The City of Perth will require successful sponsorship and grant applicants to appropriately promote the City in 221 
return for their funding as set out in the funding agreement. 222 

Managing conflicts of interest relating to sponsorship and grants to and from the City 223 

37. In the administration and awarding of sponsorship and grants any real, potential or perceived conflicts of interest 224 
are to be managed in keeping with the Local Government Act 1995, its regulations and the codes of conduct. To 225 
achieve this employees, funding panel members and elected members with any involvement in an application 226 
shall declare: 227 

a. any financial, indirect financial or proximity interests that they have with any application; and 228 

b. any impartiality interests they have with any application. 229 

38. Where a person discloses a financial, indirect financial or proximity interest the following shall occur. If: 230 

a. The person is a funding panel member, they must not participate in the panel and the CEO should appoint 231 
another person as a funding panel member; 232 

b. The person is an employee administering this policy, they must not be involved with the administration 233 
of that application or funding round; 234 

c. the application is referred to a committee or Council, the requirements of the Act and Regulations will be 235 
adhered to. 236 

39. Where an impartiality interest by an employee or funding panel member is disclosed, the interest should be 237 
referred to the CEO to establish if it continues to be appropriate for that person to be involved in the assessment 238 
process. 239 

40. Attendance at events or acceptance of tickets relating to sponsorship or grants are to be dealt with in accordance 240 
with the Policy 1.1 Attendance at Events Policy and the relevant Code of Conduct. 241 
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 Commemorative Works Request – St Mary’s Anglican Girls’ School Centenary Plaque  

Responsible Officer Konrad Seidl – Acting General Manager Community Development 

Voting Requirement Simple Majority 
Attachments Attachment 12.2A - St Mary’s Anglican Girls’ School – Application to 

City of Perth – CP1.6 Commemorative Works 

Attachment 12.2B - Letter of Support – Perth Diocesan Trustees 

Attachment 12.2C - Detailed assessment of commemorative works 
request under Council Policy 4.9 Commemorative Works – St Mary’s 
Anglican Girls’ School centenary plaque. 

 

Purpose 
St Mary’s Anglican Girls’ School will celebrate their 100th anniversary in September 2021 and are seeking 
Council approval to install a commemorative plaque at the entrance to the original school site, 42-46 Colin 
Street, West Perth. 

Recommendation 
That Council APPROVES installation of a commemorative plaque to acknowledge St Mary’s Anglican Girls’ 
School’s 100th anniversary, in the footpath adjacent to the original school site, 42-46 Colin Street, West Perth. 
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Background 
1. St Mary’s Anglican Girls’ School (the applicant) are seeking Council approval to install a commemorative 

plaque to acknowledge the school’s 100th anniversary. The applicant is proposing to install the plaque 
in the footpath adjacent to the original school site, 42-46 Colin Street, West Perth. The school officially 
opened at the site on 14 September 1921 and remained there until the end of 1970 when the school 
relocated to its new campus in Karrinyup, Western Australia. The applicant will celebrate the centenary 
milestone on 14 September 2021.  

2. As this plaque commemorates the history of St Mary’s Anglican Girls’ School and the former site of the 
St Mary’s Anglican Girls’ School buildings, it is subject to assessment under Council Policy 4.9 
Commemorative Works. As stated in the policy, decision to approve or decline this commemorative 
works request must be by resolution of Council. 

3. The City received this commemorative works request from the applicant on 15 June 2021. The applicant 
appointed independent consultants, Extent Heritage, to compile an application and assessment report 
(Attachment 12.2A) to support the request in the context of former Council Policy 1.6 Commemorative 
Works. 

4. The applicant did not seek advice from the City prior to lodging their request and therefore were not 
aware that Council Policy 1.6 Commemorative Works was under review at the time of lodgement.  

5. At the 27 July 2021 Council meeting, Council Policy 1.6 Commemorative Works was revoked and Council 
Policy 4.9 Commemorative Works was adopted. 

6. This request meets the criteria and requirements of the revoked 1.6 and adopted 4.9 Commemorative 
Works policies. Consequently, it will be assessed under the Council Policy 4.9 Commemorative Works 
and an assessment is provided in the discussion section of this report. 

 

Discussion 
7. A high-level assessment of this commemorative works request is provided below: 

Assessment 
criteria/requirements for 
commemorative works (as 
per CP4.9, section 3) 

Assessment 
criteria 
requirements 
met? 
Yes/No 

Notes (references to CP4.9 provided in brackets) 

3.1 Cultural significance 
 

Yes This requested work meets two criteria: 
1. Historic significance (3.1, b, i) 
2. Social significance (3.1, b, iv) 

Yes The work proposes to reinstate a dimension of cultural 
significance that no longer physically exists, the school 
buildings, at the proposed site (3.1, c). 

3.2 Subjects Yes The requested work meets the subjects criteria for new 
commemorative works (3.2, a, i-iv). 

Yes The school’s centenary has not been commemorated 
elsewhere in the Perth metropolitan region (3.2, d). 
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3.3 Sites Yes The requested work meets the site requirements (3.3, 
a-c). 

3.4 Design, construction and 
maintenance 

Yes The applicant has provided details of the requested 
work’s design, materiality, fabricator and proposed 
installation (3.4, a). Refer to Attachment 12.2A for 
details. 

3.5 Community engagement Yes The applicant has provided a: 
• Letter of support from property owners of 42-46 

Colin Street, West Perth - Perth Diocesan Trustees 
(Attachment 12.2B). 

• Statement of consultation with past and present St 
Mary’s Anglican Girls’ School community 
(Attachment 12.2B). 

3.6 Funding of 
commemorative works 

Yes The applicant agrees that they will meet all expenses 
relating to the fabrication and installation of the 
plaque, consultant and the services of a professional 
heritage consultant (3.6). 

 
8. A detailed assessment is contained within Attachment 12.2C. 

9. The applicant has provided evidence of community engagement with the St Mary’s Anglican Girls’ School 
community and the property owner of 42-46 Colin Street, the Perth Diocesan Trustees. Installation of 
the proposed commemorative plaque at the proposed site is deemed low risk as the community 
engagement undertaken demonstrates the cultural significance of the site to the St Mary’s Anglican 
Girls’ School community and the proposed commemorative work is minor in scale. Therefore, broader 
community consultation is not deemed necessary in the assessment of this commemorative works 
request. 

10. Following installation of the commemorative work, it will become an asset of the City. It will be managed 
and maintained in line with conservation and care protocols outlined in Council Policies 4.7 Cultural 
Collections and 4.8 Public Art. 

 

Stakeholder Engagement 
11. The application and assessment report (Attachment 12.2A) compiled by independent consultants Extent 

Heritage, states that consultation has taken place with past and present St Mary’s Anglican Girls’ School 
community regarding the centenary celebrations. These discussions include the installation of a 
commemorative centenary plaque to acknowledge the site on Colin Street in West Perth where the 
school was established and had its first campus. 

12. The applicant has supplied a letter of support from the property owners, the Perth Diocesan Trustees, 
who support the installation of the centenary plaque in the footpath outside 42-46 Colin Street, West 
Perth (Attachment 12.2B). 

13. Section 3.5 ‘Community engagement’ of Council Policy 4.9 Commemorative Works requires that 
appropriate community consultation is undertaken to ensure that community interests are represented 
in the commemorative works decision making process.  
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Decision Implications 
14. Council decision will determine whether a commemorative plaque is approved for installation. 
 

Strategic, Legislative and Policy Implications 
Strategy 
Pillar (Outcome) Liveable 
Issue Specific Strategies and 
Plans:  

Heritage Strategy 2020-2024 
The City works with the community to identify significant places and 
stories that represent the history and diverse cultures of Perth and will 
showcase and celebrate these places and stories through initiatives 
such as commemorative works. 

 

Legislation, Delegation of Authority and Policy 
Legislation: Nil. 
Authority of Council/CEO: Council Policy 4.9 states that approval or decline of commemorative 

works proposals must be by resolution of Council. 
Policy: 4.9 Commemorative Works 

  

Financial Implications 
15. All costs associated with this commemorative works request are to be financed by the applicant, in 

accordance with the Policy. The applicant has acknowledged that they will meet all expenses relating to 
the fabrication and installation of the plaque, consultant and the services of a professional heritage 
consultant. 

16. The financial implications of the recommendation is accommodated within the existing budget. 

Account Number 1061-100-10-10040-7268 Operating 
Account Description Conservation Public Art 
Total Budget $240,000.00 
Budget – This report $60,000.00 
Remaining Budget $59,280.00 
Budget Impact $720.00 

 

Relevant Documents 
City of Perth Heritage Strategy 2020-2024 
 

  

https://perth.wa.gov.au/council/reports-and-important-documents
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Further Information 
Following the Agenda Briefing Session held on 24 August 2021, further information is provided: 

17. To clarify, the $60,000 budget relates to the annual maintenance across all works, the annual 
expenditure in relation to this project is $720. 

18. Regarding the size of the plaque, the St Mary’s Anglican Girls’ School community commissioned the 
design of the plaque and submitted it for the City’s approval. 
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10 June 2021 
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Michelle Reynolds, Chief Executive Officer 
Attn: Kylie Johnson, Acting General Manager, Community Development 
The City of Perth 
GPO Box C120 
Perth WA 6839 

Dear Ms Reynolds, 

Re-St Mary's Anglican Girls' School Commemorative Centenary Footpath Plaque, 1921 - 2021, 
Colin Street West Perth 

To celebrate the centenary of St Mary's Anglican Girls' School, the School is making application to 
create a commemorative footpath plaque at 42-46 Colin Street West Perth, the original site of the 
School from 1921 to 1970. 

Independent heritage consultants, Extent Heritage, have written an application and assessment 
report, detailing the relevant structural, significance and historical documentation necessary for a 
City of Perth CP1.6 Commemorative Works application. 

The creation of a school footpath plaque in Colin Street is essential to the continuing heritage and 
narrative of the School. It will not only give the current students and school community a reference 
point for the founding location of the School, but a permanent tribute for generations to come. No 
buildings or infrastructure of the original school remain, but the School's connection to West Perth is 
eternal, and our origins as a parish and city school are central to our ongoing story. 

We make this application with great anticipation that in our centenary year, we can celebrate once 
again, in the streets of West Perth. 

Kind regards, 

Mrs Judith Tudball 
Principal 

ST MARY'S ANGLICAN GIRLS' SCHOOL 
PO Box 105 Karrinyup Western Australia 6921 

T: +61 93419111 | W: stmarys.wa.edu.au 
E: stmarys@stmarys.wa.edu.au 

CRICOS Number 00454C 
ABN 40 685 613 219 

Attachment 12.2A
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CP1.6 Commemorative Works 
City of Perth Policy: CP1.6 Commemorative Works 

Applicant: St Mary's Anglican Girls' School 

Commemorative Work Type: Plaque 

Location: footpath, 42-46 Colin Street, West Perth 

Brief description of Commemorative Work Type: 

The plaque will be a bronze memorial tablet inscribed with text and image (school logo) 
commemorating the centenary of the first St Mary's Anglican Girls' School which was located at 
42-46 Colin Street (current street numbering), West Perth from 1921-1970. The present St 
Mary's Anglican Chapel at 42 Colin Street was constructed in 1980, after the original St Mary's 
Church, Parish Hall and School buildings were all demolished, and the School had relocated to 
its new campus in Karrinyup by the end of 1970. However, the current Chapel contains some 
original elements from the first St Mary's Church including the landmark rose stained-glass 
window. The plaque commemorating the School's establishment at this site is proposed to be 
placed in the paving in the approximate location of the former entry to the School grounds. 

The plaque is proposed to be installed in September 2021, to coincide with the centenary of St 
Mary's foundation on 14 September 1921. 

Details of the proposed St Mary's Anglican Girls' School Centenary Footpath Plaque: 

• constructed of cast bronze 
• fabricated by Talbot Walsh Engraving and Signs 
181 Star Street Carlisle 6101 

(08) 9470 5555: 

http://talbotwalsh.com.au/product cataloque/cat%C2%A7plaques o!b plates c!b /prd% 
C2%A7cast bronze plaaues.html 

• size 390mm x 390mm 
• completely replacing an existing path paver 
• one paver row from the lawn, in-between the St Mary's Chapel, 42 Colin Street, and 

the old school buildings, 46 Colin Street 
• avoiding existing telecommunications, plumbing and service outlets, driveways and 

parking facilities 
• built to withstand vehicles and heavy wear 

Refer Figure 5, proposed text and logo for the plaque. 
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Figure 1: Above and below - showing the location and size of the commemorative plaque in relation to 
site and paving 
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Figure 2: Showing the location of the former St Mary's Parish Hall and School complex from Colin 
Street, south of the St Mary's Anglican Chapel. 

Figure 3: The current St Mary's Anglican Chapel to the rear (south elevation and front entry), built 1980 
on the site of the 1906 St Mary's Church. To the front of the chapel is a later hall addition. 
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Figure 4: Site plan showing the historic St Mary's School precinct between Colin Street and Emerald 
Terrace c1950s, including the Church and Rectory and adjacent residences used as boarding houses 
and other school functions. 
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List of School properties by the late 1950s: 

Note - The backs and sides of properties had fences removed to allow for communal areas, 
school grounds, gardens, access to laundry and toilet facilities and walkways, therefore creating 
a school precinct from Colin Street and Ord Street to Emerald Terrace. 

St Mary's Church of England, Colin Street (currently known as 42 Colin Street) 

St Mary's Church of England Parish / School Hall with additional classrooms, offices and 
services, Colin Street (currently known as 46 Colin Street) 

40 Colin Street 

38 Colin Street 

16 Ord Street 

18 Ord Street 

The Rectory', being used as School House boarding house, 5 Emerald Terrace 

7 Emerald Terrace 

9 Emerald Terrace 

11 Emerald Terrace 

Not on map: 

'Craigmore', corner of Kings Park Road and Outram Street 

42 Ventnor Ave, the new Rectory 
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Figure 5: Proposed commemorative plaque text and design 

«££delit£S-

1921 - 2021 

CELEBRATING THE CENTENARY OF 

ST MARY'S ANGLICAN GIRLS' SCHOOL 

Founded on this site as the 
Church of England Girls' School, St Mary's West Perth 

14 September 1921 
by the Reverend Charles Lawrence Riley OBE 

Rector of the Parish 

Colin Street West Perth was the site of the School until 1970 
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1. Principles 
Heritage Listings 

The following responds to the Principles guiding the City of Perth's approach to 
commemorative works. 

The commemorative plaque for St Mary's Anglican Girls' School: 

• Will be a material feature in the landscape corresponding to a place of cultural significance, 
being located in the paving in front of where the former School was located, at the entry to 
the School grounds. 

• Is supported by appropriate evidence to give access to an understanding of the cultural 
significance embodied in the place. 

• Will have a positive impact upon the use of place in the city, is compatible with the uses of 
a places and not detrimental to the cultural significance of a place. 

• Supports the co-existence of diverse cultural values held by people in our community 
through recognition, respect and encouragement. 

• Provides a marker in the landscape for the participation of communities for whom the place 
has cultural significance. 

2. Cultural Significance 
2.1 The following collection and presentation of evidence clearly establishes the cultural 

significance of the work and its relationship to the site and community. 

Refer to Attachment A - History of St Mary's Anglican Girls' School (including St 
Mary's Church, Parish Hall and Rectory) 

2.2 Criteria for Significance 

2.1 This submission has been prepared for the collection and presentation of evidence that 
clearly establishes cultural significance of St Mary's Anglican Girls' School and its 
relationship to the site (including the present St Mary's Chapel and the former St Mary's 
Parish Hall), the suburb of West Perth, the community and the City of Perth. 

2.2 Refer to Section 5.2 for the assessment of cultural heritage significance of St Mary's 
Anglican Girls' School. 

2.3 The commemorative work (plaque) will contribute to the conservation of a place of 
cultural significance in the following ways: 

Will provide a focus for commemorative events and activities that relate to the 
historic former presence of St Mary's Anglican Girls' School as well as the present 
St Mary's Chapel. 

Will provide a reminder and tangible marker in the landscape of the historic former 
presence of St Mary's Anglican Girls' School at this location (including the former St 
Mary's Parish Hall) and the original St Mary's Church since all original buildings 
have been demolished and no other indicative markers for the School are currently 
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at the site. The current St Mary's Chapel in some ways serves to interpretive the 
original Church and School in addition to its functional role as a local Parish Church. 

The plaque will not only trigger memories of St Mary's School specifically, but also 
the other small private schools that were established in the West Perth area in the 
late 19th early 20th centuries it was a residential area. The plaque will be a physical 
reminder and raise awareness of this aspect of West Perth's and Perth's history. 

2.4 The commemorative work is not an historical feature or heritage item that will require 
ongoing conservation and the nature of the material means that it is a robust element 
with regards exposure to the elements. 

2.5 Should new information come to light that effects the content of the plaque this can be 
addressed by the applicant by the provision of a new plaque. The installation of the 
plaque is enhanced by the presence of the present St Mary's Chapel which has strong 
historic associations with the former school site but is not dependent on the ongoing 
existence of the Chapel. Should the Chapel be removed, the plaque will still maintain its 
relevance and significance to this location. 

Additional notes: 

The former site of St Mary's Anglican Girls' School is not the subject of any heritage listings at 
State or Local Government level. 

The present St Mary's Anglican Church is not the subject of any heritage listings at State or 
Local Government level.1 The church is recorded in the Anglican Church Inventory (1996). 

3. Subjects for Commemorative Works 
3.1 (a) St Mary's Anglican Girls' School contributed to the history of the City of Perth and its 

development, in particular the suburb of West Perth, as part of a collection of former and 
historic schools, churches and halls that were originally established in the City before 
the move out of many of these facilities and services to the developing suburban areas 
in the mid-20ttl century. 

3.1 (b) The establishment of St Mary's Parish in West Perth and the subsequent development 
of the Parish Hall, Church and School triggered the development of West Perth more 
broadly and the impact of its presence extended across other locations in and around 
Perth City. The demolition of the School and its relocation out to Karrinyup was 
representative of a broader change happening in West Perth and the City generally in 
which residential development was pushed out of the central city area and into the newer 
suburbs. 

3.1 (c) The story of the establishment and development of St Mary's School at this location 
contributes to the community's sense of identification with this site in West Perth and the 
City more broadly and is particularly enhanced by the continued presence of the 
Anglican Church at this location in the St Mary's Chapel. 

1 Refer InHerit, State Heritage Office, Place No. P11641 
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3.2 St Mary's Anglican Girls' School (including the Parish Hall) and Church were demolished 
in 1980, and even after the intervening 40 years, the site still holds value and meaning 
to the present St Mary's Anglican Girls' School community, past and present staff and 
students and affiliates and to those who lived and grew up in West Perth when the 
School was located here. 

3.3 n/a 

3.4 There are no other commemorative works for the original St Mary's Anglican Girls' 
School in place elsewhere in the Perth metropolitan area. The commemoration of the 
school at this location is enhanced and made more meaningful by the presence of the 
St Mary's Chapel which holds some original elements from the first 1906 St Mary's 
Church. 

4. Sites for Commemorative Works 
The proposed commemorative work: 

• is site specific (4.1) - refer to Attachment A - History of St Mary's Anglican Girls' School 
(including St Mary's Church, Parish Hall and Rectory) 

• will not negatively impact on the existing uses of the place (site of installation) by the broader 
community (4.2) 

• does not have implications for any known approved plans for the proposed site (4.3) 

5. Criteria and Requirements for New Commemorative Works 
5.1 The proposed commemorative plaque meets all the requirements set out in the City's 

Contributed Assets Policy 9.15 for the City of Perth to accept ownership of the asset. Its 
design and construction will be of a professional standard and is appropriate in fabric 
and scale to the proposed installation site. The fabric is robust to minimise maintenance 
requirements. 

5.2 Assessment and Statement of Cultural Heritage Significance 

St Mary's Anglican Girls' School (former), located at 42-46 Colin Street has cultural heritage 
significance for the following reasons: 

Historic Significance 

St Mary's Anglican Girls' School contributed to the history of the City of Perth and its 
development, in particular the suburb of West Perth, as part of a collection of former and 
historic schools, churches and halls that were originally established in the City before 
the move out to the developing suburban areas. All these former schools combined have 
made an outstanding contribution to changing the course of history and development of 
this site specifically on Colin Street, as well as of West Perth and the City of Perth more 
generally. 

The establishment of St Mary's Parish in West Perth and the subsequent development 
of the Parish Hall, Church and School triggered the development of West Perth and 
reflected the status of this significant residential area in the late ^/early 20th centuries, 
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and the impact of its presence extended across other locations in and around Perth city. 
The demolition of the School and its relocation out to Karrinyup was representative of a 
broader change happening in West Perth and the City in general in which residential 
development was gradually pushed out of the central city area and into the newer 
suburbs with these inner-city suburbs converting to commercial, business and 
professional uses. 

St Mary's School and Church were made possible and thrived because of the hands-on 
efforts, assistance and generosity of its staff, parishioners and students' families and 
their connections in Perth society. In addition to the contributions and dedication of the 
Riley family, other well-known citizens of Perth were involved in the establishment of the 
Parish and School and its early governance, and lent their support, spheres of influence 
and personal financial assistance - through donations, bequests and other contributions 
- to the School during its time in West Perth and through to the present day. 

Aesthetic Significance 

Although St Mary's School has been demolished, and the original St Mary's Church and 
Parish Hall, the present St Mary's Chapel holds the original landmark rose stained-glass 
window in its tower that has aesthetic significance to the site and the original buildings, 
along with the other stained-glass windows and original plaques and memorabilia 
contained in the present Chapel. 

Scientific Significance 

The site of the former St Mary's Anglican Girls' School may have archaeological potential 
as the collection of buildings and facilities for the School at its peak extended across the 
campus from Colin Street to Emerald Terrace. 

Social or Spiritual 

The site to be commemorated by the plaque still holds value, meaning and a sense of 
place to the present St Mary's Anglican Girls' School community, past and present staff 
and students and affiliates and to those who lived and grew up in West Perth when the 
School was located here. 

The commemorative work is associated with the former St Mary's Anglican School site 
that was in turn associated with St Mary's Parish and hence the first St Mary's Church 
and present St Mary's Chapel that was established and still exists at this site since 1899 
and is still a functioning parish for the local Anglican and broader community. 

St Mary's School also has strong associations with Hale School - formerly the Anglican 
High School for boys - which is commemorated at the Constitutional Centre on Havelock 
Street and The Cloisters on St Georges Terrace, as well as many of the other Parish 
Schools established in the City of Perth, some of which are still in the City. 
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6. Community 
As part of the broader centenary celebrations for the School and commemorations, which 
included the launch of the book in February 20212 and other events at the School, St Mary's 
has undertaken extensive consultation with its past and present school community around the 
installation of a commemorative plaque to acknowledge the site where the School was 
established and its first campus. The exercise has reignited the interest and enthusiasm of the 
original School site where the School began and grew into the School that it is today, its historic 
routes in the City of Perth and the many significant and prominent people of Perth who were 
instrumental in its establishment. The consultation process and organisation of events to reflect 
on and present their history has also affirmed the valuable role of the School's heritage centre 
and archives and its important and rich collection of historic material, objects and information. 

7. Funding 
All expenses relating to the fabrication and installation of the plaque, consultant and the services 
of a professional heritage consultant will be met by St Mary's. 

8. Donor Acknowledgement 
Only the school's logo will be appearing on the plaque. There are no benefactors or donors to 
be acknowledged on the plaque. 

9. Ownership and Management 
St Mary's acknowledges that the plaque, once approved for installation, will be owned, managed 
and maintained by the City of Perth and will become an asset of the City. 

2 Offen, Richard, A Place to Grow: St Mary's Anglican Girls' School, 1921-2021, St Mary's Anglican 
Girls' School [Advance Press] 2021. 
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Attachment A 

History and Development of St Mary's Anglican Girls' School (including St 
Mary's Church, Parish Hall and Rectory) 

Historic Overview 

The Anglican Parish of St Mary's was established in West Perth in 1897 with the first Parish 
Hall built in Colin Street in 1899, the Rectory in Emerald Terrace in 1901 and St Mary's Church 
built in 1906 also in Colin Street alongside the Parish Hall. St Mary's Anglican Girls' School (the 
Church of England Girls' School, St Mary's West Perth) opened in the Parish Hall in 1921 and 
remained at its West Perth campus for nearly 50 years when it relocated to its new Karrinyup 
campus. Although the original St Mary's Church and Parish Hall were demolished in 1980, the 
Parish is still functioning today in Colin Street in its new Chapel of St Mary Anglican Church built 
in 1980 and comprising some of the original elements of the first church building. 

Background 

During the 19th century many schools were established in the Perth city area before the urban 
spread in the middle of the 20th century that drew families further out into the new and expanding 
suburban areas. In this earlier period, having schools in the city meant they were close to home, 
local parish churches and other community and social services and in walking distance or with 
easy access to transport if needed. These city schools also made use of the public open spaces 
and parklands as well as the early sporting facilities and grounds that had already been 
established in the city including the Esplanade, Kings Park and the Swan River or would share 
facilities with the other nearby city schools. 

These early schools of Perth were public (or government) schools as well as small private 
schools established for boys and girls and usually run by female teachers. Along with St Mary's 
and Hale School (originally known as the High School), other significant early schools 
established in and around Perth city from the mid-19th to early 20th c entury included Bishop 
Hale's School (Cloisters), Mercedes College, CBC Perth (later Aquinas College and Trinity 
College) and St Brigid's College, as well as the first government primary and high schools such 
as Perth Boys School and Perth Modern School. By the mid^O"1 century several, although not 
all, of these schools were relocated out to new campuses in the suburbs where they could 
further expand as Perth city also developed and grew to become more the domain of 
government, business, tourism and commercial activity as opposed to residential and 
community services. 

St Mary's Church of England and St Mary's Anglican Girls' School 

From the 1880s, West Perth started to develop into Perth's most desirable residential suburb, 
particularly spurred on by the gold boom of the 1890s. Many families were now making their 
homes in West Perth, predominantly of middle to upper class means who were active in 
government, the civil service, business and commerce, and many of whom were well-known 
and prominent citizens (both men and women) of Perth and beyond. Living in West Perth 
provided the convenience of the office, business, theatres, clubs and department stores in the 
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central city area being within walking distance or a short tram ride or drive in the car (for those 
who could afford it) to home. Its high prominence on Mount Eliza provided views over the city 
and the Swan River that would be highlighted by the development of Kings Park and Parliament 
House. 

As the suburb of West Perth developed and the residential population grew, so too did the 
demand by residents for their own parish and services and facilities in their own community 
including churches and good local schools for their children. Originally part of the Parish of St 
George's Anglican Cathedral - located in central Perth - after successful petitions by West Perth 
residents the West Perth Mission was established in October 1898. There was land already 
available on which to build their parish facilities as in 1890 the Anglican Diocese had been 
granted a large portion of land in West Perth by the State Government in the area bounded by 
Colin, Ord and Hay streets and Emerald Terrace (then called Emerald Hill Terrace). In March 
1899, the foundation stone was laid by Bishop Riley for the local St Mary's Parish Hall in Colin 
Street. Other memorial stones were also laid for the hall representing the families of Forrest, 
Hassell, Kelsall, Leeder, Mosey, Sholl, Strickland, Webster, Saltwell, Dent and Hackett who 
were instrumental in its establishment. The Hall was designed by the well-known and prominent 
architect of the time Sir Joseph John Talbot Hobbs. It was formally opened on 30th April 1899 
and immediately served the local community well for a variety of purposes. 

St Mary's West Perth formally became a Parish on 1st October 1899. By 1901, a rectory was 
built at 5 Emerald Terrace for the local parish priest. This was designed by architect Percy 
William Harrison, who had established a good reputation having already designed many fine 
residences in West Perth and nearby suburbs and other churches and halls around the State 
for the Anglican Diocese. On 18th November 1905, the foundation stone was laid for the new St 
Mary's Church of England by the Governor, Admiral Sir Frederick Bedford, and on 6th May 1906 

the completed church was consecrated by Archbishop Charles Owen Leaver Riley. The church 
was also designed by Harrison, although Harrison's original design was not fully realised at the 
time as there were not enough funds to include the bell tower and colonnade and it was 
anticipated that these would be added later. 

A girls' church school for the St Mary's West Perth parish was first considered as early as 1905. 
However, having just built the church which stretched the parish funds plus the onset of the first 
World War looming, the plans for a school was deferred. Finally, on 14th September 1921, St 
Mary's Church of England Girls' School opened in the Parish Hall on Colin Street with 98 pupils. 
St Mary's had evolved from the amalgamation of other small schools that had been established 
in the West Perth area - the Girls' Grammar School at Meerilinga (Hay Street), the Alexandra 
High School which was already based in St Mary's Parish Hall. Later the Anglican Sisters' 
Cowandilla School (Bellevue Terrace) - which had previously been part of the Perth College 
Junior School - and the private Roseworthy School (Ord Street) joined St Mary's. Some of the 
founding staff from these other schools also taught at St Mary's. 

The Church and School of St Mary's were made possible and thrived because of the hands-on 
efforts, assistance and generosity of its staff, parishioners and students' families and their 
connections in Perth society. Reverend Charles Lawrence Riley was the first rector of St Mary's 
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Church and was the school's first principal and Chairman of the Board.3 A passionate educator, 
Riley had come to Western Australia with his family in 1895 when his father Charles Owen 
Leaver Riley had been appointed as Bishop of Perth, later becoming its first Archbishop. 
Reverend C L Riley not only helped with teaching at the school but often lent his hand to building 
and maintenance tasks. In addition to the contributions and dedication of the Riley family, other 
well-known citizens of Perth were involved in the establishment of the Parish and School and 
its early governance, and lent their support, spheres of influence and personal financial 
assistance - through donations, bequests and other contributions - to the new school. Significant 
members of the Perth community and pioneering families of Western Australia were members 
of the first Board, including the Revered Charles Lawrence Riley OBE, Mrs Edith Cowan OBE 
MLA4, Mr Ernest Augustus Lee Steere, Mr John Henry Maxwell Lefroy and Mr Joseph John 
Holmes MLC. Many prominent people were also strong supporters and benefactors of the 
School, including Mr Harry and Benjamin Boan, Mr Frank Wittenoom, Sir John Winthrop 
Hackett, Sir Anthony Langlois Bruce Lefroy, Mrs Frances Craig MBE and later, Sir Thomas 
Wardle. In particular, St Mary's was fortunate in being the recipient school for the Hackett 
Bequest, an endowment from the estate of Sir John Winthrop Hackett, that was awarded in 
1927 and ensured its survival through the hard times. The school's first appointed Head 
Mistress, Miss Ethel Dannatt, was instrumental and still remembered to this day in laying the 
foundations for the school's traditions, academic standards and development in her 14 years at 
the school. Miss Dannatt's belief that girls should be given all opportunities to study a strong 
academic curriculum was an attitude that was significant and well-ahead of its time. 

The School provided education for girls from Kindergarten to Leaving or Matriculation level, and 
boys from Kindergarten to aged eight (Year 3). The School provided education predominately 
to those in the West Perth and surrounding areas, but also for country students through boarding 
and home stay facilities. Although a Church of England Parish school, children of many religious 
denominations were welcomed at the school, with Reverend Riley and the Board adopting a 
very open enrolment policy. The Parish Hall was added to and the school buildings gradually 
extended through to Emerald Terrace, and more buildings around West Perth were acquired as 
the student numbers grew and additional classrooms and facilities were needed. 

From the time the School was established, the activities and presence of the School and its 
students reached out beyond its Colin Street campus to many other parts of West Perth and the 
city, leaving an extensive footprint and having an important impact on the social and cultural life 
of the area. Private houses were leased for boarding houses, teaching spaces, religious 
services, kindergarten and administration. The original St Mary's Rectory later became the main 
administration and service facilities for the boarding houses, and a house at 42 Ventnor Avenue 
was then used as the Rectory. The house next to the School at 40 Colin Street, Hamilton House, 
was purchased and used initially as a Kindergarten and then as school offices, classrooms and 
boarding facilities. From 1959 to 1966 the School leased Craigmore, on the corner of Kings 

3 The memory of Bishop Riley is still a significant part of St Mary's today with a window in the current 
Chapel at St Mary's Karrinyup dedicated to him as well as the Riley Founders' Bursary, the Bishop 
Riley Bequest Society and Riley House. 

4 Edith Cowan would also hold her campaigns in the St Mary's Parish Hall for her West Perth seat of 
the Legislative Assembly. 
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Park Road and Outram Streets West Perth as a boarding house. None of these former boarding 

houses - either leased or owned by the Diocese - are still standing.5 

As well as their own sporting facilities and courts in the school campus, the Swan River, 
Government Observatory tennis courts, running tracks in Kings Park and the Hale School oval 
were all used for sport and swimming, horses from Mr Mclnerny's stables in James Street were 
taken to Kings Park for the students' riding lessons. The students and teachers caught the 
ferries from Barrack Street Jetty to Point Walter for school picnics. Bishop's Chapel in the 
grounds of Bishop's House, Spring Street, was also used by the school for religious services. 
So too, charitable work was undertaken by the students reached out to the broader community 
including raising money for the Children's Hospital, and donating money for rent, cooking meals 
and making clothes for disadvantaged families, orphans and the homeless. 

St Mary's connection to the Anglican High School for boys (later named Hale School), 
established in 1913 in Havelock Street West Perth, was also forged in these early years in the 
city with the schools becoming brother and sister schools to each other. Many of the boys who 
went to St Mary's up until Year 3 went on to Hale School. St Mary's used the playing fields at 
Hale School and Hale School would use St Mary's Church for worship and the Parish Hall for 
concerts. The schools would also join up for educational and social activities. The relationship 
and collaboration between these two schools continues today, with the current Hale School now 
located in Wembley Downs not far from St Mary's. 

The Move out of West Perth 

By the 1960s, the character of West Perth was changing dramatically from residential to 
commercial with many of its grand residences being converted into offices and professional 
suites as well as restaurants, cafes and bars or being demolished to make way for new 
multistorey office blocks. With few families still living in West Perth and the campus limited in 
how it could further expand, the future of the School was no longer feasible in its West Perth 
location and so land in the new suburb of Karrinyup was set aside. This move mirrored Hale 
School's relocation of its school campus out of West Perth to another new northern suburb, 
Wembley Downs, in 1961. 

By 1970, the new St Mary's campus in the suburb of Karrinyup had been completed and by the 
end of the year, after nearly 50 years in West Perth and with almost 400 students, St Mary's 
West Perth had completely closed and relocated, with most of its West Perth assets being sold 
and realised. 

By 1973, the proposal by the Vestry of St Mary's (the executive body) to demolish the aging 
church as well as the school buildings had been announced. The plan was to build a new 
headquarters for the Anglican Health and Welfare Centre and a new smaller chapel that would 
accommodate the dwindling congregation at St Mary's. The school/original Parish Hall were to 
be demolished, but there were concerted attempts to at least save the Church from demolition. 
Former students, parents, staff, local parishioners and other interested parties formed the 
Friends of St Mary's and lobbied the Vestry and also raised a petition that was presented to the 

5 From 1936 until 1955, an additional junior school for children aged 3 to 8 was opened at St Margaret's 
Church Parish Hall, Tyrell Street Nedlands. 
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City of Perth. However, their efforts were without success and the Vestry continued with the 
demolition plans of all the buildings. The last service took place in the 1906 St Mary's Church 
on 16th March 1980. However, a concession was that some of the original stained-glass 
windows would be salvaged and reinstalled in the new chapel, including the impressive rose 
stained-glass window that had been the major feature of the historic church, as well as the 
commemorative plaques and marble honour roll. The new St Mary's Chapel was completed and 
dedicated on 20th December 1980.6 In 2016, a St Mary's Girl Rose was planted in the Chapel's 
garden that had been especially cultivated for the 95th anniversary of the School's 
establishment. 

The Health and Welfare Centre built in the 1980s was eventually demolished and in its place 
the multi-storey commercial tower there today was erected essentially on the footprint of the 
former Parish Hall and School buildings. 

6 Some other elements were saved and installed in the new Chapel of St Mary built at the School 
campus in Karrinyup. There were some items from the original church that ended up in private 
ownership. Some of these, including the brass Eagle Lectern originally donated by the former Mayor 
of Perth, Richard Vincent to the Church in 1921 in memory of his wife, were located and have been 
installed in the School's Chapel of St Mary. 
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Mr. J. Talbot Hobbs is tho architect, sad 
tbo eoat at tho building is rolimstod at 
£*M Considering its oiso.it will ho a 
lowrfcahly nbosp boitdiag It U intra Jod 

Sh-1sr it more comfortable IB ooaimor. 
Ii »bit whoa oood ia tho erasing it shall bo 
ligutad with alootrieity. 

As altoady staud, thoro waa a Urfo 
path art nr. aad tbo partly-erected buildioj 
woo ssada to look rrry gay with bright-
calotarod baatiar Oao ood of ths hall 
waa ooroanod ot aad suppiic.1 witli tablas 
sot for afternoon tea l>a<at<J« tho 
luitdiug wars tho stcmrs which w#ra to ha 
laid, thai la tho aorth-«aat corarr the 
Biekcw's. aad bearing the inscription ; 
" AJTD.O. This stoaa was laid by tho 
Bishop at Forth. Match K. |HW»" loo 
oaly two othor rtoaoa bran of inrcriptioae 
waro tbooa sat to tho right aad loft of tbo 
satraaoa at tbo writ, that on tbo right 

K
being worded : * This atone was laid by 

to Forrest, daughter of A Us Forrest, 
A.. Mayor of Forth. 1W*»." wblto tho 

opposite stoao was lascrtbsd • " This stoaa 
waa laid by Mahal Balm Maasy. nisee of 
Conaeillor Fradanck Moaay, City Tree 
saror. IfiBB." Tho other atones wore sot la 
the batti ssoss. 

The ceremony of blosaiag tho memorial 
atooaa woe poiformsil by tbo Bishop of 
Forth, who woo attended by hu ehoptom. 
tbo Bar. D J. Garland. oad the clergy of 
Forth Tho Dona of Perth acted as 
organist Before tho ooramooy. 

11m Biowor said tboy wsco ast that 
sflsi atsss to lay thn memorial atoara of 
Iks pariah ball for tbo dtotriet. Ho send 
hardly toil thooa ho was dolighted to bo 
•i mat, b see ass they know Tie woo de
lighted at aay progress wssd# la any part 
sf tbo diBBoaa. aad aoprctally thoro because 
ho felt they had had to worship tied to 
that partiealar post under diBraltin* 
Mow. bo was Mgtaia that tboy wore all re-
j•tiring that sob# of their diMcultios aroald 
now ho of the poet. Tboy won Id hare a 

' ho was glad to mo 

aow bo of tho pair—1 aoy woam nmru a 
good pariah holl. aad bo was glad to see 
it waa goiag to bo aroll aad strongly built, 
to t hat it weald bo aaof ol ia tiaM to come, 
whoa tboy cbowld bare a church oa that 
bountiful site. They mast look forward to 
tho time who* tboy woald hare a church 
aa well ao a rector oa tho spot Uses of 
tho diAcalttos they hod tohoarod under 
had boon winoai Thoy would hare 
thoir hall aad their clrrgymne ia tho din-
trict. aad ia that hall they would ha able 
to bars both their church aad Sunday 

Bo was sore ecoryoos moot ro
ot the piugioas made ia tbr 

lately. It wao rather re
markable. hot it waa oaly what oao would 
os poet, that ia tho lima of groat 
prosperity people had rwry little HOB to 
think of God aad nUgiss. All their ooor-

» easing how boot thoy 
rich Row, just as thoy 

alto ia those times had too 
ty of thiakiag about highar 

things, oo ia tho piooont more solid times 
thoy foaad tho eharoh pregmsiag aad pros
pering Lately thoy had had a largo naao-
bor of budldiaga eithat completed or began, 
haildisgo for mimioo halls or church#* 
Oao of tho largoot ia tbo disease bad ban 
opened lately. Hon tboy wore baring 
their own parish boll bail! A little while 
ago bo oouooormtod ooe ia Boatb Forth 
and blmssd a parish bail la ooothor plane 
l/ this ball tboy won m string thoy would 
bare thoir Brricoo aad their Sunday 
school He hoped tho oehool woald boo Largo 
oao. aad that soma of those bo saw before 

i forward to bo touthsi». so 
I ia tbo fotwro thoro might bo a large 

•rod together oad bring-
the malt that tboy woald lad 

tbo ball too small for tbo people of tbo 
I lots int. aad woald bare a eharoh 
Bo hoped before long to bo present at 

of tho hall, aad that 
ly years won ewer ho woald ia 

God's PrwriftsaLO ho present to htom 
i for tho portaaaaot eharoh of 

dtotriet. Bo hoped God'o Mrmoing 
the work thoy wore 

bogiaaiog that day. oad open ororyowe who 
Used ia tho dtotriet. aad that each prrroa 
who lired ia tho dtotriet might bo a lirely 

a firing stuns, aad not merely a 
oao, doing nothing for God or Hie 

Choroh. hat that rroryoao woald bo lirely. 
trying to spread abroad tho lore of God aad 
of Mis Boa Jaons Christ. 

Tho Bishop ha ring concluded bis 
address, thn proceeded With tho service, 
aad tbto* so dad. the manorial stun wete 
laid. Tbo following todies aad gentlemn 

UM stones i The Bishop. Mrs. Hogheo, 
K K. Coartbope. Mrs S Shell. Mrs. 

Mrs. Salt well, Mrs. J. C B trick-
Mrs. Wabater. Miss herder. Miss 
Many, Min Sylrto Forrest. Miss 
Mr. J. W. Beckett, * LC, end 

Mr. O W. Doat. an. Tbo laying of tbo 
•tones woo watched with a good deal of 
bftoomt. which perhaps centred I 
upon little Mabel Mosey, who 
o gear toy far ooeoodiag bar years 

Figure 6: St Mary's Parish Hall - laying of the foundation stone [West Australian 9th March 1899] 
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T H I S  ONE WAS LAID 

M A B : .  H E  M O S E Y  
Nl CE OF" 

COUN FREDERICK MOSEY 
CITY TREASURER 18 99 
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Figure 7: Above the memorial plaques and trowel commemorating the construction of St Mary's Parish 
Hall. The plaques are in the current St Mary's Chapel and the trowel is in private ownership. 
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!J10 CONTBiCTOEl 

TEXDB&8 art Invited until 4 p.® . on 
Wednetday. March 87. f ox tb« ERECTION 
and ComplttioB of fit- lUrr't Pariah Ree-
terj. Colia-ttreet. Weet Povth. for Uit 
V Ktry. 
Flui uf apecificetiom* MI bo urn at 

lb* ofice of the Architect, 
Tbv Unraot o r oar toadcr met aoceuarily 

accepted. 
P. W. HARRISON, F-R.Y.I .A., Archi

tect. Notional Mutual Buildiagi, fit. 
Gccrgo'e- terrace. ' 

Figure 8: Tender for construction of St Mary's Parish Rectory [West Australian 16"1 March 1901] 

CIIUKCU HEWS. 

ANGLICAN. 
The ceremony of eootpcrating tlio 

no* church ol st. Utrj'o, Colin otroot, 
K'nt Perth. *00 performed by Biohop 
Rilry on Sunday morning, in lb* pro
tean* of a crowded congregation,* hich 
included Hi* Eaeolloacy the Governor 
(Sir f'redk. Bedford). 

In churvh circloa, tka ofiort of the 
people *f Wed Perth to provide a 
chnrc-h of auitaUo proportiouo and 
meteniuoni u regarded with Buck 
favour, and tbia view of the matter 
war romrucnted nuon by hm l-ord»hip 
on Sunday. Th* loundatioa-ktoa* wa* 
laid lata ia laot rear, and tho #«p* 
dition ahoea ia the orertieu of tho 
building bat beet regarded aa a mat-
tor ol aurprioo, fouudod ou approha-
t ion. 

In tbo eon ran of the oarvieo. ulticb 
wai the one uoiially followed on ouch 
ocroaiooo, apectol proven were oferad 
and bymno tung. The petition for 
roaocciation woo rood, end later the 
deed of conoecrnlion via pronounced 
by tb« Regittrar (Dr. J W. Hackett, 
M L.(.'.)• aiidfollo* I UK t hio t he declare-
tioa naa read by bio Lortlabip Ilia Itioa na 
Hi t)i op 

Figure 9: The opening and consecration of St Mary's Church [Western Mail 12th May 1906] 

Oirla" School La Wert Paith.-Tbe ne« 
("honk uf l.njrlaod Oir la* School at Ht. 
Mary'a. Co liq-»treet. Weet Parfb. after a 
oiort auccraafnl U iot term , it letting out to 
tiiaintaia a h igh ot andard o f cScicdct lor 
the fut ure. The puri*h vea trr a re adding 
11 tho ball a large (wo-etorovod block, 
nbiub will roolain rig rla eo-rouma a nd a 
biological Inboralorv. The eouel ruction ot 
tbcoo t oo mo, whioh are to bo r cadv ia K a>t-
ruorv pert. i< w ell ad vanced, and it i t al
ii ad > ei ideat tha t tbev e ra larr* aad alrv , 
r.nd ike U rce-d it tot atl de for tho bte of 
the bin dergartca. nki-h will next roar be 
run on tbo br*i Momcroori RfiMb A rrange-
i.wnf i bate nuw b een rompl'trd for mut ie 
la be tau ght during boor* at tbo tcfcoul, 
and adrqii-itc p ro>i !on it b>'icg m od-- for 
: ports aliich btlp to math ia tcbool life. 

Figure 10: Article on the new St Mary's Girls' School and the plans for additions to the original Parish 
Hall underway [Daily News 16th December 1921] 
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Figure 11: The original church design by architect Percy William Harrison showing the bell tower and 
colonnade that were not included in the final construction. 
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Figure 12: The Governors, staff and school on opening day of St Mary's Girls' School, 14th September 
1921 showing the original facade of the 1899 Parish Hall designed by architect Sir Joseph John Talbot 

Hobbs [Source St Mary's Archives] 

Figure 13: Above - showing the front and back of the Parish Hall in 1922 after alterations and additional 
classrooms had been built [Source St Mary's Archives] 
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Figure 14: St Mary's West Perth Boys' Choir c1920s [Source St Mary's Archives] 

Figure 15: Hamilton House, 40 Colin Street, c1930s, next door to St Mary's School, serving as the 
Kindergarten, offices, classrooms and boarding facilities [Source St Mary's Archives] 

Church oi England Girls' School 
INC 

Figure 16: Advertisement for St Mary's Girls' School now in its prime [Daily News 1st January 1938], 
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I 

Figure 17 (a) 

Figure 17 (a) and (b) A c1959 wedding at St Mary's Church West Perth with the St Mary's girls in 
attendance, wearing their formal church dresses, hats and gloves. The sign for the School and the Parish 
Hall are in the background. [Source St Mary's Archives] 

24 
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Figure 18: St Mary's Anglican Church and Girls' School c1950s [Source St Mary's Archives] 

Figure 19: St Mary's Anglican Church c1960s [Source St Mary's Archives] 
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Fight lo save 
old church 

By C ATHERINE MARTIN 
The coufiTfatloo o f S t Miry'j Church In 

WeM P erth ts fi ghting to s sve Its h istoric 
church f rom demolition. 
The (fiuirti, where (tn Mr P layle saM: "It wm frat: in* of H ale School o nly when w e st arted end S4 Mary's Girt* a *klng then School studenU here Marvfc last ij'pcd. Is be p olled d own to make * «T fo e a muTIl storey o ffice b inrk a nd underground ear perk. 
A p rotestinc g roup I n the r onfrefstlon c laim* thai plana to buSdnss the church went a head with out reference to • Worshippers. 
The diocesan council of the Anglican Church will • fa a* 
The of fice Work and csr perk la p art of a 

"We are not o pposed (o the re drvelcpment pro xramme but w # want to save SI Mary's We want 
tbr c hurch.' 

NCXTING 
The Natl told the that the S _ but th at th ere lecialetkm to pr» old btdlSiixs a nd urcb will not allow 

by th e it owns with Colin Street Terrace. 
A n ew c hapel coating between 970.000 and $10*000 la planned. 

IN THIS DAHK' 
Mi hlrhard P tajl#. a spokesman for a protest "irt g roup of t he congre cation, said yesterday that (he cxmfT* gallon had been left In the dark and it wa* only by chance •hat t hey discovered thai there wa* n o future for St Moo# In the ro development p cugramme 
They had wanted aorne r> rujvatii>n« made and had intpilted how much money « «* avails hie and what autWelty wa* need r-1 |o yet t he week dene. 

hishop of" P erth. Moat Rev C iaoffvey S hell, M id last n ight 1 he had - ' ot nrts would dUcuas the matter with them 
!(« declined to m ake further c omment. 
St Mary's has a history daline buck to the end ol th# lW h c entury, w hen the parMt was first form cd T he church was buill In 1905. 
Members of some of the Slate's oldest families have w orshipped th ere IT»c> In clude th e lef mya, C T. OConnors. Lea Steers, Riieys. IVltb-nuorna, Levin»ons. 

8k John Northmcrc and Lady J ames. 

Figure 20: West Australian 24th January 1980 

A PLEA FOR ST MARY'S 
ROSALIND J. DENNY. 

Mount Street, Wr»t 
Perth: May I. am a w or
shipper at the historic 
West Perth church, St 
Mary's s upport th e p ies 
of members of the 
congregation to p reserve 
•he ch urch an d sa ve It 
from d emolition (r eport
ed January Ml. 
Your journalist Catherine Martin ts to be commended fo r drawing a t tent ion to p lans to erect on this site a multi-aturey office bl ock and un der ground ca r park. 
St Mary's Is a co nse crated building, dedicated to generations of worshippers w ho s ince 1 906 have comprised leglsls-tora, administrators, public s ervants, p rofessional people, an d th eir families. who contributed materially to the bu ilding of the State. 

It Is I ronical tn t he e xtreme t hat s uch a proposition should emerge, and seek p ublic support, at S ti me w hen, fol low ing the 150th anniversary activities, our minds have so ught to e xplore our beginnings an d d iscover the ro ots of our sustenance, w hich s urely risldid in the re ligious beliefs of the pioneer set tiers. 
If we H ave l earnt any thing el all from the lee sons o f this e xploration Into our past f t Is that s i-many of our of historical 

5 been razed and replaced by meaningless. characterless con arte monolith v The ch urches. In addition to b eing p laces e ncapsulating history, have expressed human beings' eternal str iving for b ar tPOSy with th e C reator as a Source of strength to enable th em to s urvive. 

After the tents to shelter people, th e fi rst bu ilding erected w as f requently a rush church 
It Would b e aacrOege. than, to c onsider de mol church s uch a s fhlag a O St Mary 's 
Will It come to this, that thoae individuals who wish to find a p lace to worship, will have to took at the within the 

J to their feat the Christian sy mbol of th e sign of the fish, as In Ro-

bulldings a bove saek at 1 

Today's text 
// your goal. pood, yo u unUl b o r» 

ifiWM, but if you art looking tor trouhlr, th ai U U '&Of 
you mil get PRO-VERBS II y XI. tram tin Good Npwi liiblr I l-'roai A t B .btc V.in. 

Figure 21: West Australian 29th January 1980 
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Friends will fight 
to save chi'rch 

SI Mary's Church in Wot Perth will be demolished, according to 
the Anglican Archbishop of Perth, the Most Kev. Geoffrey Sambcll. 

VVMSUIn'.T'f '• tlh"J1, ^ The .. wleveUipment An otto* building I* 
n>M tin), of the (• rlendx ol plan culls for • three- now going up on that 
St Mary S yesterday storey health am! welfare site, \ 
•iftcinoon that hp v*»as h tiildm^' with n n under- •»•« • 
no! prepared to listen to ground carpsik and s . i KyIT ?re.a. 
any suggestion of a mm podiuro t^ns for further tVveU.p 
promise to allow the a- .. . ni+nt o f the aite r.n d tf ie 
church to remain with t .* .. ̂ 1'um extends possibilities of a hospital 
redevelopment of lite site th* %ite ,>n which «nd an office block hav 
around it. 25,1 M4,r> * sanctuary now been discussed. 

Is to be provision Frte^mS?" glw 
ttlS clmrX'fur tl^two for ,"airrla«' ami family Den„y, a,id that the hour mc ctine are deter cou"*,''h*. « conference group wks not opposed 
mined not tn^up the % of the. fight to save the church • * u * coUee •"*-
front the bulldozers. •hop. 

There 
But ft wanted the. 

, There will also be a pod'um moved sick so", 
n»ey signed a petition flat for a resident chap- that the present church? 

In save the historic lain. could remain. 

I iavctiie* matler' l.r'^Lht , pU" ca,U for • «* ***'-"* ,or » Is lore the lVMl fCv , ".",t w"' ** wmiromlse and consld-j 
Council Whit h has an In Ffo?1* In furm and fum em'toil of uatnr tfv 
iced In Oo- or.^rv.tilH, •*""«» *"•' • movable church of 3t Maty". for| 
o7ht*.?rfc bSEhi2?a^3 *IUr- • "nctuary raised a ll the purposes as c ut? 
bierts " movable blocks and lined by the archbishop,' . 
"J*" ' chairs to seat 80 people, she said. I 

JEKuT'ffi? * lm- J-""'1 previously o wned Wise Patricia Church, I 
ftuuch to nr.««l wVth by *"*'*•» « member of the Friends! » «t .Interne ofriterievriots tnisi and iHe »Ule h««rd said Oiat there was an "J? ,i .'-P* ?***}?*•_ of governors with a IrUmalbri of four enr 
"r? fc!l?.h iiS frontage Ui Knwrsld perk toys under the 
ler.lrc but Itolesvs *'• h"" al»u»dy b een p od urn This . 
the present church stsuaT *- demolition o f the : In* and it. future subl«1 er" r >o~ h. 
to review a t a la ter da te. | " 11 1" 

The archbishop aald 
that the plans la re 
develop the church land, 
wlilcli hss fronraphs fa 
Colin and Ord Streets 
and Emerald Terrace. 

I-ailed for uht den,.,|u|on 
of SI Mary's Church and 
could not be postponed 
or deferred 
"*lhat worth! only put 

I lie present hassles off 
I- i five more years ot 

j 10." he salt! 
lie said that yesterday 

mooting I he vestry of St 
Hit] • sdnptad Hie plan 
for the redevelopment of 
the site, 'nils InoliKled 
lire demolition of St 
Mary 's to make wav for 
a heal I h and welfare 
lenlre and a cijipel. 

The vestry is the ego-
colive b>«iy and makes 
the decisions," he said. 
Mr Richard Playle arid 

oiliers on the roll of ilic 
rliurili who atteiMlrd the 
nn lining no-etirig said 
that thi' vestry was sup
posed t» represent the 
congregation. 

Hut in voting for tlie | 
itskveloprnent plan and 
I lie bulldozing of St 
Mary's li was in total 
opposition to the feelings : of I he congregation. 
At Ihe meeting after I 

morning service, the 
archbishop nnrl the archi 
I eel rrsiMinsible for 
ihe rr-rtovrfopment plan j 
had outlined the project, | 
Mr I'iay le said. 
II hod been presented 

as a fait accompli and no 
vote had been taken on 

'the wishes of tlie con 
K regat Ion 
The archbishop had 

then closed the meeting 
ami ad|ourned to meet 
with the vestry, from 
whb-h I he resolution to 
accept the redevelopment 
plan came, Mr I'layle. 
•aid 

fr 
Figure 22: West Australian 18th February 1980 
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Ihree s isters w ho have attended St M ary's tor more th an 50 years 
—^Mrs J ean Young (left). Mrs 01 ve B urnett and Mrs E . Bir ch, oil 

of South Perth—or yesterday's service. 

Nostalgia at 
last service 

The final morning vrvirr >1 the 63-
jMMld St Mary's Anglican Church in 
West Perth was. for most of the 120 who 
attended, a nostalgic occasion. 
Over re cent ye ar*, because of sh ifting population. II lias been t he Average number Attending the morning service, with About eight at the earlier Sum MI viae. 
The church will make 

way for the headquar
ter* of the Anglican 
health and welfare ner
vier*. 
A chapel incorporat

ing the stained-gUt** 
window* and memor 
lal* In the old church. 
Will be part of the new 
structure. 
In hi* sermon yester 

day. a former rector of 
the phuHi Car^n W 
Painter, aaid thai pari 
•h toners of St Mary*a 
should he looking for-
ward. 
The real church U 

not a building. It ** 
people,** he said. 
"There must he rr-

arct at the passing of 
the building and Ihe 
parlfchloneiv will have 
to put up with a few 
I n c o n v e n i e n c e * ,  b u t  
thia does not matter 11* 
long a* the church, 

mranirg 
exist*." 

people, »t 111 

Among the people at 
the chur«" u <l 
who had come from a 
number of suburb* to 
attend the last service, 
were three sister* who 
grew up near the old 
church, spending their 
early year* at IB Colin 
Street 
The three slater*, 

daughters of a WA en 
filneer surveyor, Mr 
John Talbot lUirnctf. 
who founded the east-
west telegraph line, re 
called days when tl»ere 
WAS a big Sunday 
school and a ritmr 
within the church. 
The jtm&ggst Dt the 

three slaters, Mr* Flu 
nice (Muffy i Birch 
who sang in llie choir, 
said tlial she and her 
slater. Mrs Jean 
Young, both of South 
Perth, married at St 
Mary's Church and 
hod their babin* chris
tened tliere. 
Gradually the big old 

houses In West Perth, 
ma known »* Snob 
Ilil), had made way for 
business and medical 
offices. 

The scene iniide St Mqry'i yesterday. 

Figure 23: West Australian 17th March 1980 
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Figure 24: St Mary's Church just prior to demolition [Source St Mary's Archives] 

Figure 25: The old St Mary's Parish Hall and school buildings being demolished, 1980 [Source St 
Mary's Archives] 
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Pieces of history ^n-^U^'n 
CTiwfcTi, l« P«lh, yRtlVTMl)!, nftfn 1>ify |*yro lc r^m<v»XT tK? 
Sl^cd 3 011 W lltdOwr 01 llw liOi'J o i lh» f>itjrr.h fcocK pif(( >»cr« 
core'uHy to< cr» ou t ord preserved for usi in the now Angiipon 
I *\illh one welfore bui dins »fcich wi'I sdco be bull: o* the olc olwth I '  

Figure 26: The removal of the original stained-glass rose window of the 1906 St Mary's Church for 
salvaging prior to demolition of church [West Australian, 12th April 1980] 

Figure 27: St Mary's Anglican Chapel, showing the original rose window salvaged from the 1906 St 
Mary's Church. 
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Figure 28: St Mary's Anglican Chapel: (left) the original foundation stone from St Mary's Church laid 1905 
and (right) the dedication stone of the current St Mary's Anglican Chapel laid 1980. Both located outside 
the front entry door. 

Figure 29: St Mary's Anglican Chapel, showing an original stained-glass window from the 1906 St 
Mary's Church. 
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Figure 30: St Mary's Anglican Chapel, rear elevation from Emerald Terrace with the original marble St 
Mary's Parish Honour Roll installed on the back wall. 

Figure 31: St Mary's Anglican Chapel, St Mary's Girl Rose Bush planted in 2016 for the 95th 
anniversary of the School's establishment. 
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Level 5, 3 Pier Street, Perth.  GPO Box W2067, Perth, Western Australia, 6846 
T: (08) 9425 7200  E: kstephens@perth.anglican.org  W:  www.perth.anglican.org   ABN 59 962 540 635 

Ref: 20210728 - 285-122-Houwen 

28 July 2021 

To Whom It May Concern, 

Re: St Mary’s Anglican Girls’ School Commemorative Centenary Footpath Plaque 

The Perth Diocesan Trustees are delighted to support the application of St Mary’s Anglican 
Girls’ School (St Mary’s) to have a commemorative bronze tablet placed in the footpath 
outside 42-46 Colin Street, West Perth.  

As outlined in the application St Mary’s began its operations from this site in 1921 through to 
1970. The Anglican Diocese of Perth continue to occupy part of the site with the Parish Church 
of St Mary’s. 

The placement of the proposed commemorative tablet would be a fitting tribute to mark the 
centenary of St Mary’s and we are pleased to support the application. 

Yours sincerely 

Keith Stephens 
Diocesan Secretary and Executive Officer 

Attachment 12.2B



Detailed Assessment of Commemorative Works Request under Council Policy 4.9 Commemorative Works – St Mary’s Anglican 
Girls’ School Centenary Plaque 

1 

Assessment criteria/requirements for 
commemorative works (as per CP4.9) 

Assessment notes (references to CP4.9 provided in brackets) 

3.1 Cultural significance A new commemorative work must meet one cultural significance criteria. This requested work meets two 
criteria:  
Historic significance (3.1, b, i):  
• This work proposes to be a tangible marker for the historic former presence of St Mary’s Anglican Girls’

School at the site (including the former St Mary’s Parish Hall and original St Mary’s Church) since all
original buildings have been demolished and no other markers for the school are at the site. The school
occupied the site for 49 years (1921-1970), changing the course of history of the site.

• The work proposes to raise awareness of St Mary’s Anglican Girls’ School and other small private schools
that were established in the West Perth area in the late 1800s and early 1900s and the contribution of
these schools to the development of the suburb.

Social significance (3.1, b, iv): 
• This work proposes to embody the traditions, associations, and stories that contribute to the St Mary’s

Anglican Girls’ School and broader community’s sense of ownership and identification with the site.
• This work proposes to be a focus for commemorative events and activities that relate to the historic

former presence of St Mary’s Anglican Girls’ School.

The work proposes to reinstate a dimension of cultural significance for the St Mary’s Anglican Girls’ School 
and broader community that no longer physically exists, being the school buildings, former St Mary’s Parish 
Hall and original St Mary’s Church (3.1, c).  

3.2 Subjects The work meets the subject requirements as it acknowledges: 
• The role of St Mary’s Anglican Girls’ School as an educational institution in the developing suburb of West

Perth in the late 1800s and early 1900s (3.2, a, i).
• The use of the site by St Mary’s Anglican Girls’ School and that this use changed the course of history of

the site (3.2, a, ii).
• St Mary’s Anglican Girls’ School and the broader community’s sense of ownership and identification with

the site (3.2, a, iii).

Attachm
ent 12.2C



Detailed Assessment of Commemorative Works Request under Council Policy 4.9 Commemorative Works – St Mary’s Anglican 
Girls’ School Centenary Plaque  

2 
 

 

• The cultural values and shared histories of St Mary’s Anglican Girls’ School and the broader community 
(3.2, a, iv). 

The school’s centenary has not been commemorated elsewhere in the Perth metropolitan region (3.2, d).  

3.3 Sites  The work meets the site requirements as:  
• It is site specific, with the proposed installation site for the plaque being the approximate location of the 

former entry to the school grounds (3.3, a);  
• Will not impact on the existing use of the space as a footpath (3.3, b); 
• Does not have implications for any known approved plans for the proposed site (3.3, c)  

3.4 Design, construction and 
maintenance  

The applicant has provided details of the requested work’s design, materiality, fabricator and proposed 
installation (3.4, a). Refer to Attachment 12.2CA for details. 

3.5 Community engagement  The applicant has provided a: 
• Letter of support from the property owners, the Perth Diocesan Trustees, who support the installation of 

the centenary plaque in the footpath outside 42-46 Colin Street, West Perth (Attachment 12.2B). 
• Statement of consultation with past and present St Mary’s Anglican Girls’ School community regarding 

the centenary celebrations, including the commemorative centenary plaque, is provided in Attachment 
12.2A - St Mary’s Anglican Girls’ School – Application to City of Perth – CP1.6 Commemorative Works. 

3.6 Funding of commemorative works  The applicant agrees that they will meet all expenses relating to the fabrication and installation of the plaque, 
consultant and the services of a professional heritage consultant (3.6) 
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13. Infrastructure and Operations Alliance Reports  

 Variation to Contract 00052-20/21 Tree Installation  

Responsible Officer Allan Mason - General Manager Infrastructure and Operations  
Voting Requirement Simple Majority 
Attachments Nil 

 

Purpose 
To seek Council approval to vary Contract 00052-20/21 Tree Installation by increasing the total contract value 
from $600,000 to $1,200,000. 

Recommendation 
That Council APPROVES a variation to Contract 00052-20/21 Tree Installation by increasing the total contract 
value from $600,000 to $1,200,000. 
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Background 
1. At its meeting held 23 February 2021, Council resolved to accelerate the City’s tree planting program 

and approved additional budget of $475,000 to complement the existing budget of $200,000 allocated 
for tree planting in 2020/21. A further $495,000 was allocated to the program in the 2021/22 annual 
budget. 

2. The City's tree planting Contract 00052-20/21 (the Contract) with Pave WA was awarded for an initial 
period of one year with two optional one year extensions, at an estimated value of $600,000 over three 
years.  

3. The total expenditure to date is $518,395.75, with a balance of $81,604.25 remaining before the 
contract value is reached. 

 

Discussion 
4. Regulation 21A of the Local Government (Functions & General) Regulations 1996 prescribes ‘If a local 

government has entered into a contract for the supply of goods or services with a successful tenderer, 
the contract must not be varied unless the variation is necessary in order for the goods or services to be 
supplied and does not change the scope of the contract’. 

5. In order for the accelerated tree planting program to be completed, a variation to increase the value of 
the Contract is required.   

6. In accordance with Delegation 2.11, the CEO is delegated authority to vary contracts pursuant to 
Regulation 21A with a condition that the variation does not exceed 20% of the original contract value.  

7. The accelerated tree planting program requires an increase in the total contract value from $600,000 
to $1,200,000 which exceeds 20% and therefore requires a Council decision. 

8. The proposed variation does not represent a change to the Contract’s scope or schedule of rates. 

 

Stakeholder Engagement 
Nil. 

 

Decision Implications 
9. If Council does not support the recommendation, the Urban Forest infill planting program for the 

2021/22 financial year will be put on hold while a new tender process is initiated. 
 

Strategic, Legislative and Policy Implications 
Strategy 
Pillar (Outcome) Sustainable  
Issue Specific Strategies and 
Plans:  

Urban Forest Plan 2016 which includes a goal to increase tree canopy 
cover within the public realm from 19% to 30% by the year 2036. 
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Legislation, Delegation of Authority and Policy 
Legislation: Regulation 21A of the Local Government (Functions & General) 

Regulations 1996 –prescribes: 
If a local government has entered into a contract for the supply of 
goods or services with a successful tenderer, the contract must not be 
varied unless —  

(a) the variation is necessary in order for the goods or services to 
be supplied and does not change the scope of the contract 

Authority of Council/CEO: A condition of Delegation 2.11 Varying and Extending Tender 
Contracts, is that a variation to a contract cannot be more than 20% 
of the contract value. As the variation sought in this report is greater 
than 20%, a decision of Council is required. 

Policy: 2.2 Purchasing 
  

Financial Implications 
10. There are no financial implications to existing budget at this time however if Council does not approve 

the proposed variation, there will be costs associated with undertaking a new tender process. 
 

Relevant Documents 
Nil. 
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Further Information 
Following the Agenda Briefing Session held on 24 August 2021, further information is provided: 

11. It was queried whether current year’s budget of $495,000 was sufficient. The 2021/22 budget includes 
$210,000 carry forward from 2020/21. This was from additional budget allocated at mid-year review in 
2020/21 and was unable to be spent in that financial year, due to the constraints and difficulties of 
working in the CBD area (traffic management, permits, conflicting projects, etc). Any additional budget 
needs to consider contractor capacity to deliver and maintain the trees in following years, in addition to 
the ability to secure sufficient quality tree stock.  

12. This could be revisited mid-year to consider softscape planting in outer neighbourhoods only. Planting 
in CBD locations requires longer lead-times for onsite investigations, traffic management, permits and 
extensive stakeholder engagement. 

13. Regarding tree planting for next year, 47 trees proposed for St Georges Terrace and three trees 
proposed for Wellington Street. Final tree numbers are dependent on onsite investigations. 

14. The planting season for 2022/23 is between July - September 2022 and April - June 2023. Exact timing 
will depend on coordination with other projects and traffic management. Planting season for 2022/23 
is between July - September 2022 and April - June 2023. Exact timing will depend on coordination with 
other projects and traffic management. An interactive GIS map of the Urban Forest infill planting 
program is available which shows proposed tree locations for 2021/22. This will be updated to show 
proposed tree locations for in 2022/23 in the coming months. 

 
  

https://perth.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=3a7264f1ae354497ab9c45db83d4d572
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 Parking Infringement Enforcement  

Responsible Officer Allan Mason - General Manager Infrastructure and Operations 
Voting Requirement Simple Majority 

Attachments Attachment 13.2A – Beat Amendment 
 

Purpose 
To provide a report on parking infringement enforcement as required by a Council Resolution from its meeting 
held on 30 March 2021.  

Recommendation 
That Council: 

1. RECEIVES the report outlining the investigation relating to the City’s practices relating to parking 
infringement enforcement. 

2. NOTES the following actions undertaken by the City to achieve the outcomes, outlined in Council’s 
resolution, as follows: 

a. Revision of the parking officer beat plan to prioritise commercial areas over residential. 

b. Identification and prioritisation of high risk and high traffic areas for regular patrols. 

c. Implementation of a 10-minute grace period on a consistent basis across the city. 
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Background 
1. At its meeting held on 30 March, Council resolved the following:  

That Council REQUESTS the Chief Executive Officer:  

1. INVESTIGATES how the following outcomes can be achieved within the City's existing regulatory 
framework (which may include, but is not limited to the City's Parking Local Law 2017, and any 
relevant policies, guidelines and plans): 

a. Differentiation between the management of parking in residential and commercial areas. 

b. Prioritisation of parking enforcement in high risk and high traffic areas. 

c. Provision of clear guidance on how discretion may be exercised in administering the Parking 
Local Law 2017 and any other relevant policies and guidelines. 

2. PROVIDES a further report back to Council by the August 2021 Ordinary Council Meeting to present 
any changes required to achieve the outcomes of point 1. 

2.   There are approximately 6,000 on-street parking bays within the City. Parking Information Officers issue 
approximately 300 infringement notices per day and Main Roads tow on average, 20 vehicles from 
clearways each day. 

3.  There are 21 full time and eight part time Parking Information Officers (reduced from 36 full time since 
December 2020) providing 100% coverage across the City.  

4.  The diagram below summarises, based on infringement notices, parking infringement hot spots (red 
lines) across the City. 
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5.  Interrogation of the past 5 years’ parking infringement data shows the majority of infringements are 
issued within the core of the city, followed by Northbridge. The least number of infringements issued 
are in East Perth and Claisebrook, even though this locale has the greatest number of on-street parking 
bays. The below pie charts summarise this data. 
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Discussion 
7.  The summary table below sets out the actions taken, and the results achieved in response to Point 1 of 

the resolution: 

Motion Action Result 

Differentiation between the 
management of parking in 
residential and commercial 
areas. 

  

A new patrolling plan has been 
rolled out with a focus on 
commercial areas. The 22 
patrolling beats have been revised 
down to 17 – see beat maps in 
Attachment 13.2A. This offers 
heightened daily focus within 
commercial areas while still having 
the flexibility to respond to 
complaints from residential areas. 

Since enactment of the revised 
patrolling plan, parking 
infringements in residential areas 
have halved from an average of 
80 infringements down to 40 
infringements per day.  

Prioritisation of parking 
enforcement in high risk and 
high traffic areas. 

The revised beat patrol plan 
focusses predominantly on high 
risk and highly traffic corridors 
within commercial areas, 
including: 

• High pedestrian traffic areas – 
schools, day care centres. 

• Bus zones. 
• Loading zones. 
• Emergency services.  
• Entertainment precincts,  
• Businesses precincts. 
• High volume traffic 

thoroughfares and clearways. 
• High volume pedestrian zones. 

This approach should lead to 
improved traffic flow during peak 
hours along highly trafficked 
corridors and clearways, 
supporting effective bus 
movement and safer roads for all 
road users. 

Provision of clear guidance on 
how discretion may be 
exercised in administering the 
Parking Local Law 2017 and 
any other relevant policies 
and guidelines. 

  

A discretionary grace period of 10 
minutes is applied to all time 
restricted parking. 

Maintaining clearways during peak 
periods is critical. The 10-minute 
grace period does not apply, but 
the City has revised its approach. If 

Parking officers treat every 
vehicle they approach in the 
same manner. Inaction will lead 
to selective enforcement and 
bring in to account the City’s 
integrity when applying the City 
of Perth Parking Local Law 2017.  
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a vehicle was towed by Main 
Roads, ahead of a City Parking 
Information Officer being in 
attendance, a City fine of $200 was 
issued in addition to the MRWA 
towing fee of $368.50. The City will 
now only infringe if it attends to a 
vehicle blocking a clearway ahead 
of a MRWA tow truck arriving on 
site. Approximately 20 clearway 
infringements occur each 
weekday.  

Discretion is applied when the 
vehicle is attended, and the 
driver can be asked to move on 
or cautioned. 

 

 

Stakeholder Engagement 
8.  Parking Services operate a specific phone number 9461 3888 where Customer Experience and members 

of the public call directly to register parking issues across the City. Calls made to this number are 
recorded and reports produced monthly covering nature of the parking issue and location, which in turn 
has informed revised beat planning and a focus on infringement hotspots.  

 

Decision Implications 
9.  Parking infringement will focus on Commercial areas and consequently, there will be less attendance by 

Officers to Residential areas. This can produce parking behaviour changes, which may impact negatively 
on Residential communities. 

10.  Infringements in residential areas will rely to some extent on community feedback. Complaints will be 
investigated, and infringements issued. 

 

Strategic, Legislative and Policy Implications 
Strategy 
Pillar (Outcome) Liveable 
Issue Specific Strategies and 
Plans:  

A community that is safe and activated. 

 
Legislation, Delegation of Authority and Policy 
Legislation: 
 
 
 
 

Road Traffic Act 1974 and Road Traffic Code 2000 
Sets the general requirements for driving and use of vehicles 
including parking throughout the state.  The Parking Local Law is 
considered supplementary to provisions of the Code. 
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Road Traffic (Administration) Act 2008 
Provides for administration and enforcement of the Road Traffic Act 
1974 and the Road Traffic Code 2000.  Certain definitions are used 
within the Parking Local Law. 
 
Local Government Act 1995 
Enables the creation of the Parking Local Law and provides for the 
enforcement of offences under local laws such as provisions relating 
to vehicle offences and infringements. 
 
Local Government (Parking for People with Disabilities) Regulation 
2014 
Sets the manner for identifying permit parking areas for people with 
a disability and offences related to unauthorised use of these areas. 
 
Local Government (Functions) and General Regulations 1996 
Specifies certain procedure and forms for infringements issued in 
relation to local laws. 
 

Authority of Council/CEO: This report is for noting only. 
Policy: 
 

Perth Parking Management Act 1999, Perth Parking Management 
Regulations 1999 and Perth parking Management Policy (State) 
Under this legislation and policy, all non-residential bays within the 
Perth Parking Management Area are required to be licensed and an 
annual fee is payable.  This includes provision for special events 
parking. 

  

Financial Implications 
Nil. 

 

Relevant Documents 
Nil. 
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Further Information 
Following the Agenda Briefing Session held on 24 August 2021, further information is provided: 

11.   The Officer Recommendation was revised following feedback at the Agenda Briefing Session to highlight 
the actions taken by the City, and the administration’s intent for Council to receive the report on parking 
infringement enforcement.  



BEAT AMENDMENT Attachm
ent 13.2A
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14. Corporate Services Alliance Reports  

 Monthly Financial Report for June 2021  

 Responsible Officer Michael Kent - Project Director Strategic Finance (CFO) 

Voting Requirement Simple Majority 

Attachments Attachment 14.1A(1) - Financial Activity Statement (June 21) 

Attachment 14.1A(2) - Notes to Financial Activity Statement (June 21) 

Attachment 14.1A(3) - Net Current Position (June 21) 

Attachment 14.1B - Investment Report (June 21) 

Attachment 14.1C - Statement of Rates Debtors (June 21) 
 

Purpose 
This suite of reports provides Council with timely and meaningful financial insights regarding the City’s 
operating activities, financial performance, and financial position at month end - noting that the June financials 
are still subject to year-end and audit adjustments up until at least 30 September. 

Recommendation 
That Council RECEIVES the following (Interim) financial reports for the period ended 30 June 2021: 

1. Financial Activity Statement by Nature & Type - Attachment 14.1A(1) 
2. Notes to the Financial Activity Statement by Nature & Type - Attachment 14.1A(2) 
3. Net Current Position – Attachment 14.1(A3) 
4. Investment Report - Attachment 14.1B 
5. Statement of Rates Debtors - Attachment 14.1C. 
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Background 
1. Presentation of a monthly financial report to Council is both a statutory obligation and good financial 

management practice that: 

a.  Demonstrates the City’s commitment to managing its operations in a financially responsible and 
sustainable manner. 

b.  Provides timely identification of variances from budget expectations for revenues and 
expenditures and identification of emerging opportunities or changes in economic conditions. 

c. Ensures proper accountability to the community for the use of financial resources. 

2. Preparation of a monthly Financial Activity Statement (FAS) is the minimal statutory requirement of the 
Local Government Act 1995 and regulation 34 of the Local Government (Financial Management) 
Regulations 1996. It is also a responsible financial management practice to allow Council to effectively 
execute their financial management responsibilities. 

3. Financial information that is required to be reported directly to Council monthly includes: 

a.  Operational financial performance against budget expectations. 

b.  Explanations for identified variances from expectations. 

c.  Financial position of the City at each given month end. 

4. This statutory financial information is supported by additional information including investments 
performance and reports on rates and general debtors. 

5. For the month of June, a modified suite of reports is provided. The figures contained in the reports also 
reflect interim balances, as the year-end figures continue to be updated to reflect the required year-
end adjustments up until the accounts are finalised for audit post 30 September. 

 

Understanding the Financial Reports 
6. When reading the financial information provided in this report, ‘variances’ (deviations from budget 

expectations) are classified as being either: 

a.  Favourable variance   

b.  Unfavourable variance  

c. Timing variance. 

7. A timing variance relates to a budgeted revenue or expense that has not occurred at the time it was 
expected, but which is still expected to occur within the budget year. That is, the financial transaction 
will still occur - but just in a different month. There should be no impact on the projected budget surplus 
by year end. This type of variance is not relevant for the June accounts 

8. A realised favourable or unfavourable variance is different to a timing variance. It represents a genuine 
difference between the actual and budgeted revenue or expenditure item. 

9. A realised favourable year to date variance on a revenue item is a positive outcome for the City as it 
increases the projected budget surplus. An unfavourable variance on a revenue item has the opposite 
effect, resulting a decrease to the projected budget surplus. 
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10. A realised favourable variance on an expenditure item may have either of two causes - one being a 
saving because the outcome was achieved for a lesser cost, which has the effect of increasing the 
projected budget surplus. The other cause may be that the proposed expenditure may not have been 
undertaken and is not expected to be incurred in that financial year. Whilst this may seem positive from 
the financial position perspective, it may not be a positive outcome for the community if the service or 
project is not delivered.    

11. A realised unfavourable year to date variance on an expenditure item (over-expenditure) results in a 
decrease to the projected budget surplus. 

12. The Schedule of Variances (Attachment 14.1A(1) & Attachment 14.1A(2) provide commentary on the 
nature of the variance. 

  

Discussion 
13. The Financial Activity Statement by Nature & Type (June 2021) - Attachment 14.1A(1) presents a whole 

of organisation perspective on the attainment of revenue and expenditure targets overall - classified by 
nature and type. 

14. The headline data from the Financial Activity Statement is shown in Table 1 below. 

Table 1: 

Item Details YTD Budget YTD Actual Variance F/ U 

Operating Revenue - Excluding Rates $   94.086 M $   97.429 M $   3.343 M F 

Rates Revenue $   98.013 M $   97.955 M ($        58 K) U 

Operating Expenditure $ 202.173 M $ 194.994 M $  7.179 M F 

Non-Operating Revenue $      5.849 M $   10.210 M $    4.361M F 

Capital - Infrastructure $    45.974 M $   39.621 M $   6.173 M F  

Capital - Property, Plant & Equipment $    14.191 M $   11.115 M $  3.076 M F 

 

15. Material operating revenue and expenditure variances from Attachment 14.1A(1) are detailed (with 
explanatory comments) in the Notes to the Financial Activity Statement - Attachment 14.1A(2). 

16. Delivery of the capital program is discussed in summary program at paragraph 21 of this report and in 
more detail in the Capital Program 2020/21 Report in this agenda. 

17. Each line item listed in the Financial Activity Statement by Nature & Type Attachment 14.1A(1) can be 
cross referenced (using the Note number) to the relevant note in Attachment 14.1A(2) for explanations 
of variances. 

18. The standard Attachment 14.1B report which provides an alternative view showing how the 
organisation is tracking against budget by Alliance - and then disaggregating those figures by Service is 
not presented at this time until all year-end adjustments, internal charges and internal recoveries are 
finalised. 
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19.  Examining the Financial Activity Statement - Attachment 14.1A(1) in more detail; the aggregation of 
operating revenues and operating expenses reflects a Net Cash Deficit from Operations of ($58.9M) 
compared to a year to date budget of ($68.8M). This is a favourable variance of $9.9M at the end of 
June. 

20. Investing activities reflect a result of ($40.3M) compared to a year to date budget of ($52.7M). This is a 
favourable variance of $12.7M is largely attributable to the initial recognition of $4.1M of contributed 
assets at Perth City link ($4.1M) and the ($8.5M) budget allocation for carry forward works for 
construction of infrastructure and acquisition of property, plant and equipment. 

21. A summary of overall capital program delivery for 2020/21 showing what was achieved and how the 
balance will be addressed is presented in Table 2 below: 

Table 2: 

Description Amount $ 

Capital Program - Revised Budget 62.986 M 
Less:   
Infrastructure Projects Completed (39.622 m) 
Property, Plant & Equipment Acquired (11.115 M) 
Roe St Project - carry forward deferred to 2022/23 to match delivery capacity (  2.000 M) 
East Perth Foreshore Shared Path - now part funded in 21/22 from City Deal (    1.00 M) 
Carry Forward Projects as per Provisional List (  8.331 M) 
Residual Costs & Late Invoice Allowance ( 0.418 M ) 
Potential Program Saving ( 0.500 M ) 
Sub Total - Capital Program Balance 0 

 

22. Construction of infrastructure to 30 June 2021 is at 81% of budget expectations at $39.6M, against a 
$45.8M budget. This is an encouraging result in terms of program delivery attainment. Acquisition of 
non-infrastructure to 30 June 2021 represents 78% of budget expectations at $11.2M against $ 14.2M.   

23. A more granular analysis of the 2020/21 capital program is being prepared and will be presented to 
Council in September.  

24. Adjusting for opening funds (Net Current Position), generates the Budget Deficiency before Rates. This 
then indicates the Amount Required to be Raised from Rates. The difference between the Rates amount 
and the Deficiency before Rates is the Closing Position.  

25. The Financial Activity Statement for the period to 30 June shows that a rate yield of $97.9M has been 
levied compared to the $98.0M budget - which was reduced by $0.85M as the Heritage Land Rates 
changes were recognised in the accounts in March and April before being boosted by late interim 
adjustments. 

26. The disclosed year to date Closing Position of $29.6M compares favourably to the year to date budgeted 
closing position of $3.1M - reflecting the combined impact of the favourable variances noted in this 
report for revenues, expenses, financing activity and investing activity. 

27. The Net Current Position Report (Attachment 14.1A(3)) indicates an Interim year-end adjusted Net 
Current Position value of $24.4M versus the adopted budget of $4.2M.  
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28. This is primarily attributable to a less than anticipated draw down of municipal investments due to lower 
cash demand for capital programs ($8.5M in carry forward projects and $3.0M in project deferrals), 
some $7.2M savings on operational costs and an additional $3.3M revenues from prepaid grants, fees 
and charges and investment distributions). 

29. Headline data from this month’s Net Current Position report is shown in Table 3 below. Comparative 
figures are provided for the 30 June 2020 year-end figures. 

Table 3: 

Item Details June 2020 June 2021 

Current Assets $  172.756 M $  179.441 M 

Current Liabilities ($  31.951 M)  ($  44.020 M) 

Unadjusted Net Assets $  140.805 M $  135.421 M 

Less Restricted Items ( $101.130M) ($ 114.833 M) 

Adjusted Net Current Position $   39.675 M  $    24.441 M 

 

30. Attachment 14.1B - Investment Report as at June 2021 presents detail of the City’s cash investment 
portfolio in terms of performance, percentage exposure of total portfolio by credit risk, counterparty 
exposure and maturity profile.  

31. The report indicates the City has adequate cash flow to meet its financial obligations as and when they 
will fall due; and it has achieved compliance with the various Investment Policy limits.  

32. The Monthly Rates Debtors Report for June 2021 (Attachment 14.1C) shows that the City has collected 
98.7% of all outstanding rates (current year rates plus arrears) by 30 June 2021. This is again a strong 
collection result improving upon the previous year’s good rates collection profile (as presented 
graphically in the attachment). 

33. Concerns relating to how COVID-19 impact would affect the wider community’s ability to meet their 
community obligation through payment of rates have been shown to be unfounded. For the small 
portion of the community who have been financially challenged in these times, City officers have worked 
collaboratively to reach mutually acceptable payment arrangements with affected ratepayers.  

34. Attachment 14.1C - Rates Debtors provides an analysis of rates collections by differential property rating 
category and overall. It also contains some brief commentary regarding payment arrangements and 
financial hard-ship cases. 

 

Stakeholder Engagement 
Nil. 

 

Decision Implications 
35. Council’s acknowledgement of receiving the Financial Activity Statement and supporting documents will 

meet its statutory obligation in respect of oversighting the City’s financial resources. 
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Strategic, Legislative and Policy Implications  
Strategy 
Pillar (Outcome) Prosperous 

Issue Specific Strategies and 
Plans:  

Nil. 

 
Legislation, Delegation of Authority and Policy  
Legislation: Section 6.4(1) and (2) of the Local Government Act 1995 

Regulation 34(1) of the Local Government (Financial Management) 
Regulations 1996 
This section of the Act and the related Financial Management 
Regulation prescribe the requirement to prepare and present to Council 
(monthly), a Financial Activity Statement (FAS).  
That FAS should contain: 
• Annual Budget estimates, and approved revisions to these for 

comparison purposes. 
• Actual amounts of income and expenditure to the end of the 

month of the FAS. 
• Material variances between the comparable amounts and 

commentary on reasons for these variances. 
• The net current assets at the end of the month to which the FAS 

relates. 
• An explanation of the composition of the net current assets at 

the end of the month to which the FAS relates. 
• Any other information which the local government deems 

relevant. 
Authority of Council/CEO:  The above legislation prescribes that this report be presented to 

Council on a monthly basis. 
Policy: Policy 2.1 - Management of Investments 

 

Financial Implications 
36. There are no direct financial implications of receiving this report as it reflects a historical accounting of 

financial transactions. When material variances were noted, appropriate remedial action was initiated 
by the administration in a timely and prudent manner.  

37. The 2020/21 Budget Closing Position does become the Opening Position for 2021/22. The Opening 
Position used for the preparation of the 2021/22 Budget was estimated at $23.55M which compares 
well with the Interim year-end position of $24.44M. This suggests that there may be potential for a small 
favourable impact on the budget, although this cannot be known with certainty until the year end 
accounts are finalised. 

 

http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/wa/consol_act/lga1995182/s6.4.html
http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/wa/consol_reg/lgmr1996434/s34.html
http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/wa/consol_reg/lgmr1996434/s34.html
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Relevant Documents 
Nil.  
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Further information 
Following the Agenda Briefing Session held on 24 August 2021, further information is provided: 

38. Regarding Note 15 Insurance, $13K of the amount referred relates to a number of small claim excesses. 
The remaining $25K expense was incorrectly coded to insurance rather than maintenance. Only $5K of 
the total invoice ($30K) was an excess attributed to lift repair maintenance. 

39. To clarify points paragraphs 19 – 27 in the report (specifically paragraph 23), these note the City 
receiving an additional $3.3M in unanticipated prepaid grant funds, additional parking revenues and 
contributed assets. There were operational savings of $9.8M largely relating to staff cost savings, plant 
and fleet operations and other expenses. 

Paragraph 23 specifically relates to an analysis of the City’s financial performance in respect of the 
capital program. The analysis of the 2020/21 program was completed on 20 August and a historical 
trend comparison is currently being undertaken. The results of the full analysis will be distributed to 
elected members in early September. 

The reference to the Budget Closing Position in the report alludes to an estimate only and as noted 
cannot be confirmed until all year-end adjustments are finalised and audited. When the final outcome 
is known with certainty, it will be reported back to Council and adjusted through the statutory budget 
review in accordance with the Financial Management Regulations. 

  



City of Perth Financial Activity Statement ‐ Nature and Type Jun ‐ 2021 Attachment A(1)

Detail Note Revised Annual 

Budget

YTD Budget  YTD Actual   YTD Budget 

Variance $ 

YTD Budget 

Variance % 

Budget 

Impact

Revenue from Operating Activities

Operating Grants 1 2,735,042 2,735,042 3,496,104 761,063 27.8%

Contributions and Donations 2 934,530 934,530 879,189 (55,341) (5.9%)

Fees and Charges ‐ Waste 3 10,083,090 10,083,090 9,908,784 (174,306) (1.7%)

Fees and Charges ‐ Community Services 4 4,184,048 4,184,048 4,102,978 (81,070) (1.9%)

Rental and Hire Revenue 5 3,858,056 3,858,056 3,645,170 (212,886) (5.5%)

Parking Fees 6 58,404,557 58,404,557 59,692,781 1,288,224 2.2%

Fines and Costs 7 9,371,827 9,371,827 9,815,511 443,684 4.7%

Interest Earned 8 2,204,143 2,204,143 1,744,226 (459,918) (20.9%)

Profit on Disposal of Assets* 9 483,342 483,342 1,628,725 1,145,383 237.0%

Distribution from Investments* 10 737,221 737,221 1,143,115 405,893 55.1%

Other Revenue 11 1,091,024 1,091,024 1,373,237 282,213 25.9%

Subtotal  94,086,880 94,086,880 97,429,819 3,342,939 3.6%

Expenses

Employee Costs 12 (75,656,712) (75,656,712) (69,815,103) 5,841,609 7.7%

Advertising 13 (1,974,481) (1,974,481) (1,904,774) 69,708 3.5%

Contractors and Consultants 14 (36,897,522) (36,897,522) (36,705,684) 191,838 0.5%

Insurance 15 (1,072,407) (1,072,407) (1,110,527) (38,120) (3.6%)

Waste Tipping Charges 16 (3,729,296) (3,729,296) (3,670,234) 59,062 1.6%

Other Charges 17 (4,323,495) (4,323,495) (4,101,919) 221,576 5.1%

Materials 18 (3,375,177) (3,375,177) (2,954,782) 420,395 12.5%

IT Support and Maintenance 19 (4,213,985) (4,213,985) (4,008,689) 205,296 4.9%

Plant and Fleet Costs 20 (1,031,954) (1,031,954) (566,439) 465,515 45.1%

Utilities 21 (3,482,455) (3,482,455) (3,398,974) 83,481 2.4%

Depreciation* 22 (37,541,567) (37,541,567) (37,842,092) (300,525) (0.8%)

Interest Expenses 23 (273,621) (273,621) (419,040) (145,419) (53.1%)

Loss on Asset Disposal* 24 (2,958,594) (2,958,594) (2,024,996) 933,598 31.6%

Change in valuation of Disposal* 25 0 0 0 0 0.0%

Work in Progress not Capitalised* 26 0 0 (1,550,369) (1,550,369) 0.0%

Parking Bay Levy 27 (17,404,186) (17,404,186) (17,445,109) (40,923) (0.2%)

Other Expenses 28 (8,238,275) (8,238,275) (7,475,359) 762,916 9.3%

Subtotal (202,173,727) (202,173,727) (194,994,090) 7,179,637 3.6%

Total ‐ Operating Activities (108,086,847) (108,086,847) (97,564,271) 10,522,577 9.7%

Add Back Non Cash Items* 39,279,598 39,279,598 38,645,617 (633,980) (1.6%)

Net Surplus / (Deficit) from Operations (68,807,249) (68,807,249) (58,918,653) 9,888,596 14.4%

Investing Activities

Non Operating Grants 29a 5,849,093 5,849,093 6,161,859 312,766 5.3%

Initial recognition/Contributed Assets 29b 0 0 4,048,548 4,048,548 0.0%

Purchase of Property, Plant & Equipment 30 (14,191,676) (14,191,676) (11,115,080) 3,076,596 (21.7%)

Construction of Infrastructure 30 (48,794,766) (48,794,766) (39,621,622) 9,173,144 (18.8%)

Proceeds from Sale of Plant & Equipment 31 1,354,679 1,354,679 188,115 (1,166,564) (86.1%)

Sub Total ‐ Investing Activities (55,782,670) (55,782,670) (40,338,180) 15,444,490 27.7%

Financing Activities

New Loan Proceeds 32 0 0 0 0 0.0%

Repayment of Borrowings 33 (3,840,500) (3,840,500) (3,566,021) 274,479 7.1%

Lease Principal Payments 34 0 0 0 0 0.0%

Transfers to Reserves 35 (75,497,890) (75,497,890) (74,509,731) 988,159 1.3%

Transfers from Reserves 36 69,143,574 69,143,574 69,143,574 0 0.0%

Sub Total ‐ Financing Activities (10,194,816) (10,194,816) (8,932,178) 1,262,638 (12.4%)

Budget Deficiency before Rates (134,784,735) (134,784,735) (108,189,011) 26,595,723 19.7%

Opening Position at 1 July 37 39,844,237 39,844,237 39,844,237 0 0.0%

Amount Raised from Rates 38 98,013,434 98,013,434 97,954,951 (58,483) (0.1%)

Closing Position Surplus (Deficit) 3,072,937 3,072,937 29,610,177 26,537,240 863.6%

Legend

Favourable impact on Budget Surplus Unfavourable impact on Budget Surplus

Attachment 14.1A(1)



Notes to Financial Activity Statement ‐ June 2021           Attachment A (2)

The Note reference and descriptor in each summary box below link back to the relevant line item on the 
Financial Activity Statement. The variance  is then expressed as both a dollar value and a percentage.  
Letter F or U refers to the impact of the variance on the budget surplus (favourable / unfavourable). 

Notes to Accompany FAS ‐ Operating Revenues 

Comments on the 3.6% favourable variances in Operating Revenues are provided below.  

Note 1  Operating Grants  Variance $  Variance %  Type 

  Increase Actual Surplus  $761K  27.8%  F 

The variance is mainly related to prepayment of Local Government Assistance Grant ($360K) and Federal 
Grant  Road  Funding  ($261K). As  per  the  accounting  standards  financial  assistance  grants  are  to  be 
recognized  in  the  year  of  receipt.  Goderich  Street  Affordable  Housing  Federal  and  State  Subsidies 
accounts for $83K of the favourable variance and subsidies are dependent on tenants’ availabilities. 

Note 2  Contributions & Donations  Variance $  Variance %  Type 

  Decrease Actual Surplus  $55K  5.9%  U 

A budgeted Art Activations contribution to secure a naming rights sponsor didn’t eventuate ($50K). 

Note 3  Fees & Charges ‐ Waste  Variance $  Variance %  Type 

  Decrease Actual Surplus  ($174K)  (1.7%)  U 

The waste collection fees are slightly below budget expectations. 

Note 4  Fees & Charges ‐ Community Services  Variance $  Variance %  Type 

  Increase Actual Surplus  $81K   1.9%  U 

There was an anticipated large volume of building and permit applications submitted prior to building 
regulation changes taking effect from 1st of May 21 that resulted  in  increased revenue of $334K. This 
variance is offset by reduced fees related to children’s, visitors’ and seniors’ services adversely impacted 
by Covid shutdowns and community support initiatives that resulted in forfeiture of some revenues.   

Note 5  Rental & Hire Revenue  Variance $  Variance %  Type 

  Decrease Actual Surplus  ($213K)  (5.5%)  U 

Rental  revenue  is  lower  than anticipated due  to  rental  vacancies, Covid  relief,  rent  free period  and 
market rental revaluation. 

Attachment 14.1A(2)



 

 
Note 6  Parking Fees  Variance $  Variance %  Type 

  Increase Actual Surplus  $1,288K  2.2%  F 

Parking revenues are slightly higher than budget expectation as approved in the statutory budget review. 
This continued post the review – reflecting the conservative nature of the budget target. 

 
Note 7  Fines & Costs  Variance $  Variance %  Type 

  Increase Actual Surplus  $444K  4.7%  F 

An extremely conservative budget was set for fines (infringements) in the original 2020/21 budget due 
to the uncertainty of the post Covid rebound. Reality has proven to be less significant than the predicted 
downturn  impact.  The  positive  variance  has  been  recognized  in  the  statutory  budget  review  and 
continues to increase through to the end of the financial year. 
 
Note 8  Interest Earned  Variance $  Variance %  Type 

  Decrease Actual Surplus  ($460K)  (20.9%)  U 

Interest revenues are below budget expectations with the interest rates having dropped several times 
since  the budget was prepared. A change  in accounting  treatment  for  investment distributions  from 
Colonial Mutual has also had an impact on this line item (see note 10).  

The annual  interest revenue budget was adjusted downwards  in the statutory budget review ‐ with a 
partial offset for the unbudgeted investment distribution shown below.  

Net difference is currently only $54K. 
 
Note 9  Profit on Disposal of Assets  Variance $  Variance %  Type 

  Increase Actual Surplus  $1,145K  237%  F 

Proceeds from sale of land at Tamala Park ($1,444K) are offset by delays in the disposals of plant and 
equipment that can only occur after the replacement plant arrives. The primary cause of this is Covid 
related shipping delays. 
 

Note 10  Distribution from Investments  Variance $  Variance %  Type 

  Increase Actual Surplus  $406K  55.1%  F 

This  gain  in  distribution  from  investments  results  from  a  change  in  the  accounting  treatment  for 
distributions from the City’s Colonial First State Investment which is marked to the ASX share index. 
 
 



 

Note 11  Other Revenue  Variance $  Variance %  Type 

  Increase Actual Surplus  $282K  26%  F 

The  Container  Deposit  Scheme  has  generated  $129K  more  revenue  than  budgeted. Most  of  the 
remaining variance  is related to insurance claim receipts for Library damage to glass, poles  in Murray 
Street, damage to an air conditioning condenser, Forrest Chase escalator and artwork ($74K).  

 

Notes to Accompany FAS ‐ Operating Expenses 

Comments on the 3.6% favourable variance in Operating Expenses are provided below. 
 
Note 12  Employee Costs  Variance $  Variance %  Type 

  Increase Actual Surplus  $5,849K  7.7%  F 

The savings in employee expenses are a result from vacancies whilst positions where in the process of 
recruitment. In addition to this, an allowance was included in the budget for the yet to be resolved EBA 
process. Staff  leave  taken  to  reduce  liabilities  in excess of 4 weeks per year,  is allocated against  the 
balance sheet provision rather than as an operating expense.  

 
Note 13  Advertising  Variance $  Variance %  Type 

  Increase Actual Surplus  $70K  3.5%  F 

Favourable variance is mainly related to the project Branding for Perth, which is currently on hold as per 
Council Direction. 

 
Note 14  Contractors & Consultants  Variance $  Variance %  Type 

  Increase Actual Surplus Overall  $191K  0.5%  F 

The second payment instalment of $4,255K for the City of Perth Inquiry has been recognized in 20/21 
year as per auditors’ advice as  it’s  related  to a  ‘service’ provided  in  that  financial  year. The  second 
instalment wasn’t budgeted in 20/21, thus creating an unfavorable variance to budget. 

 However,  this unfavorable  variance  is  fully offset by  a  favourable  variance  in expenditure  that  is  a 
combination of savings and delay of projects or other initiatives. Disclosed by service, the main variances 
are listed below: 

 Parks and Environment Operations ‐ $868K is a combination of timing variance due to delayed 
invoicing  by  suppliers  and  savings  in  maintenance  expenses  related  to  ground,  bed  and 
reticulation, water features, pumps and bores, pruning, playgrounds, natural areas and turf. 

 Waste and Cleaning ‐ $624K favourable variance is related to savings in maintenance expenses 
and deferred expenditure. 



 

 Community Support Services  ‐ $184K favourable related to a combination of savings  invoicing 
across children’s, visitors’, seniors’ and homelessness services and $386K  is a  timing variance 
related to various operating projects (mainly in the homelessness response area).  

 Parking  Services  ‐  $561K  favourable  variance  relating  to  reduced  requirement  for  security, 
agency  staff and  contractors’  services at events and  carparks due  to  reduced events activity 
impacted by Covid. 

 Asset and Facility Maintenance $257K favourable variance is caused by resource capacity issues 
for planned and reactive maintenance as well as delayed invoicing from suppliers. 

 Transport and Urban Design ‐ $124K favourable variance due Riverfront Masterplan. In addition 
to this, $117K variance is related to transport modelling and virtual city modelling initiatives that 
have incurred minimal contractors’ expenses to date and timing variance of $63K to the Light it 
Up Part 2 project. 

 Events and Activation ‐ $108K timing variance from delays  in invoicing by suppliers for various 
events and activations.  In addition to this, the Christmas Light Trail project was completed with 
$124K savings.  

 Culture and Arts Management – Favourable variance $136K  relating  to activation and screen 
curation  and  cultural  exchange  program  postponed  due  to  Covid  and  $92K  variance  across 
various operating projects. 

 Economic Development  ‐ $216K  favourable variance  related  to a combination of  savings and 
delayed invoicing by suppliers for workshops, sector development and international relations. 

 Library Services – $135K is related library glass damage, the actual expenses are in Infrastructure 
and Assets area and will be recovered through an insurance reimbursement.  

 Customer  Experience  –  $159K  reduced  requirement  for  agency  staff,  banners  contractor 
expenses and delays with Neighbourhood & Strategic Community Plan. 

 ICT  Services  ‐  $156K  favourable  variance  related  to  a  combination  of  savings  and  delayed 
invoicing by suppliers. 

 Property Management ‐ $132K is related to Property Performance Investment & Disposal Policy  
 Public Health ‐ $151K savings mainly related to outsourced health inspections. 
 City Planning – 116K relates to the City Planning Schemes and UWA QEII Precinct plan which are 

underway but minimal costs have been incurred to date. 
 

Note 15  Insurance  Variance $  Variance %  Type 

  Decrease Actual Surplus  ($38K)  (3.6%)  F 

This variance reflects a claims excess applied by the City’s insurer to the City’s insurance claims related 
to lift maintenance issues. 

 
Note 16  Waste Tipping Charges  Variance $  Variance %  Type 

  Increase Actual Surplus  $59K  1.6%  F 

The waste tipping charges are in line with budget expectations. 



 

 
Note 17  Other Charges  Variance $  Variance %  Type 

  Increase Actual Surplus  $222K  5.1%  F 

Favourable variance in cash collection and subscriptions and memberships across the city. 

 
Note 18  Materials  Variance $  Variance %  Type 

  Increase Actual Surplus  $420K  12.5%  F 

Savings for purchase of signage, bins, minor equipment, printing, stationary and other materials across 
the city. 

 
Note 19  IT Support & Maintenance  Variance $  Variance %  Type 

  Timing Difference  $205K  4.9%  F 

Timing variance mainly related to ICT network hardware, ICT system software and licenses. 
 
Note 20  Plant & Fleet Costs  Variance $  Variance %  Type 

  Increase Actual Surplus  $466K  45.1%  F 

Motor vehicle and fleet repair costs are now allocated in note 14 (contractors and consultancy), there is 
also a $95K saving in fuel expenses. 
 
Note 21  Utilities  Variance $  Variance %  Type 

  Increase Actual Surplus  $84K  2.4%  F 

This relates primarily to lower actual expenses relative to budget due to a combination of savings across 
power, gas and telecommunication charges and some delayed invoicing. 
 
Note 22  Depreciation (Non‐Cash)  Variance $  Variance %  Type 

  Decrease Actual Surplus  ($301K)  (0.8%)  U 

Depreciation is now in line with adjusted budget expectation as approved in the statutory budget review. 
 
Note 23  Interest Expenses  Variance $  Variance %  Type 

Nil  No cash impact on Actual Surplus  ($146K)  (53.1%)  ‐ 

A newly imposed accounting treatment has required the City to recognise right of use assets as interest 
expenses and lease liability. This is a book entry only and does not result in any outflow of cash. The City 
questions the value of this accounting standard ‐ but is required to comply with it, nonetheless. 



 

 
Note 24  Loss on Asset Disposal (Non‐Cash)  Variance $  Variance %  Type 

Nil  No cash impact on Actual Surplus  $934K  31.6%  F 

Anticipated losses on disposal of vans, road sweepers and trucks and minor plant have not been fully 
realised due to shipping delays with replacement vehicles. 
 
Note 25  Loss on Revaluation of Asset (Non‐Cash)  Variance $  Variance %  Type 

Nil  No cash impact on Actual Surplus  $0  ‐  ‐ 

This  is part of  the  ‘mark  to market’  treatment of  the City’s Colonial Fund  investment. Any negative 
revaluations are offset against the gains identified in Note 10 at year end. 
 
Note 26  Work in Progress not Capitalised  Variance $  Variance %  Type 

Nil  No cash impact on Actual Surplus  ($1,550K)  ‐  ‐ 

Some costs incurred in previous years and transferred to the Work in Progress Account previously are 
now required to be expensed. This is an accounting entry only with no cash impact to this financial year 
as the invoices were processed and paid in a previous year. 

 
Note 27  Parking Levy  Variance $  Variance %  Type 

  Decrease Actual Surplus  ($41K)  (0.2%)  U 

The parking levy expenses are in line with budget expectations. Each year, the City prepays (in July and 
August) approximately $17.5M in levies in advance for the parking bays used to generate our anticipated 
parking revenues. The prepayment  is  then expensed month by month to the City’s accounts. Where 
parking bays are temporarily out of action, the City seeks an adjustment (refund) for the levy prepaid to 
state government. 

 
Note 28  Other Expenses  Variance $  Variance %  Type 

  Timing Difference  $763K  9.3%  F 

This variance is mainly related to the timing of funding rounds for the sponsorship, precinct development 
and business grants because the expenditure profile is not known with certainty at budget time. 
 

Notes to Accompany FAS ‐ Investing Activities 

Investing Activities include sources grants for capital projects, sale of assets, acquisition  and construction 
of assets. Comments on the 5.8% overall favourable variance are made below. 
 



 

Note 29a  Non‐Operating Grants  Variance $  Variance %  Type 

  Timing Difference  $313K  5.3%  F 

The  favourable variance  is  related  to  the Roads  to Recovery and Metropolitan Regional Road Group 
grants for capital projects. 
 
Note 29b  Initial Recognition/Contributed Assets  Variance $  Variance %  Type 

Nil  No cash impact on Actual Surplus  $4,049K  0%  ‐ 

 
Contribution of Perth City Link assets of $3M, and recognition of additional assets across the city $1.1M 
 
Note 30  Purchase of Property Plant & Equipment  Variance $  Variance %  Type 

         Timing Difference  $3,076K  21.7%  F 

 
The favourable variance in expenditure is a combination of project savings and legitimate delays in some 
capital  projects.    The main  variance  in  terms  of materiality  is  related  to  Subsidence  Renewal  PCEC 
Carpark and replacement of rubbish trucks, surveillance equipment carparks, and pavement sweepers. 
 $3,4M has been carried forward in the category Purchase of Property Plant & Equipment for projects to 
be completed in next financial year. 
 
Note 30  Construction of Infrastructure  Variance $  Variance %  Type 

  Timing Difference  ($9,173K)  (18.8%)  F 

 
The favourable variance in expenditure is a combination of savings and legitimate delays in some capital 
projects that are being carried forward to 2021/22.  
 
The main variances in terms of materiality are related to Roe Street & Wellington Square enhancements, 
East Perth Foreshore PSP, East End Revitalisation and Container Deposit Scheme. $4.6M has been carried 
forward in the category Construction of Infrastructure for projects to be completed in this financial year 
and another $3.0M has been re‐budgeted in the 2021/22 or 2022/23 years. 
 
Note 31  Proceeds from Sale of Equipment  Variance $  Variance %  Type 

Nil  No impact on Actual Surplus  $0  0%  F 

The actual figures for this line item are currently being prepared as plant items are traded. This is a book 
entry only and has no direct impact on the actual surplus. 

 

   



 

Notes to Accompany FAS ‐ Financing Activities 

Financing activities include borrowing, debt repayment and management if cash reserve funds. At year 
end these activities reflect a 12.4% unfavourable variance. Comments on the  individual variances are 
detailed below. 
 
Note 32  New Loan Proceeds  Variance $  Variance %  Type 

Nil  No impact on Actual Surplus  $0K  0%  ‐ 

Although the City’s budget provided for borrowings, they have not been required and the borrowing 
requirement was removed in the statutory budget review. 
 
 Note 33  Repayment of Borrowings  Variance $  Variance %  Type 

Nil  No impact on Actual Surplus  $274K  0%  F 

Repayment of principal on current  loan borrowings are broadly  in  line with budget expectations. The 
statutory budget review included the removal of loan principal repayments for the proposed borrowings 
which will now not proceed. 
 
Note 34  Lease Principal Repayments  Variance $  Variance %  Type 

Nil  No impact on Actual Surplus  $0K  0%  F 

This is a year‐end transaction for financial disclosure purposes and does not have a cash impact in the 
current year. 

 

Note 35  Transfer to Reserves  Variance $  Variance %  Type 

  Decrease Actual Surplus  $988K  1.3%  U 

The difference between budget and actual  in  transfers  to  reserves  is  largely  related  to  reserve  fund 
interest due to continuing lower interest rates. 
 
Note 36  Transfers from Reserves  Variance $  Variance %  Type 

Nil  Decrease Actual Surplus  ($0K)  (0%)  ‐ 

Transfers from reserve funds were in line with the reserve transfers adjusted in the statutory budget review. The adjustment 
was made because reserves that were ear‐marked to support major capital projects such as the Roe Street Enhancement are 
not required to be drawn down until next year. 

   



 

 
Note 37  Opening Budget Position  Variance $  Variance %  Type 

Nil  No impact on Actual Surplus  $0K  0%  F 

To  allow  local  governments  to  adopt  their  budgets  before  previous  year  accounting  accruals  are 
completed, they are allowed to conservatively estimate what the final year‐end balance (which becomes 
the opening position for the next year) is.  

The City’s estimated opening position was $36.8M  for  the purposes of adopting  the budget.  It was 
subsequently determined to be $2.99M higher after the final audited accounts. This was adjusted in the 
statutory budget review as required under the appropriate local government guidelines. 

 

Note 38  Amount raised from Rates  Variance $  Variance %  Type 

  Decrease Actual Surplus   ($58K)  0.1%  U 

The Amount  raised  from Rates at  rates‐strike date was  in  line with budget expectations at $98.3M. 
However, the City was subsequently advised by the Valuer General that recent changes to the Heritage 
Lands Act (applying retrospectively) have resulted in the City having to refund approximately $850K for 
rates levied on heritage lands (including vacant sites at Elizabeth Quay. This was adjusted in the statutory 
budget review. 

Following additional interim rates advice from Landgate Valuation Services, the final amount levied by 
year end was $97.9M. 



            City of Perth ‐ Net Current Position

Detail Adopted Budget Revised Budget Draft Actual Budget

2020/21 2020/21 2020/21 $ % Impact

Current Assets

Cash & Cash Equivalents ‐ Unrestricted 6,309,233 14,809,233 11,628,893 (3,180,340) (21%)

Cash & Cash Equivalents ‐ Restricted 9,090,824 9,090,824 14,502,288 5,411,464 60%

Investments ‐ Municipal Fund 20,000,000 36,500,000 50,398,642 13,898,642 38%

Investments ‐ Reserves 90,000,000 105,000,000 92,000,000 (13,000,000) (12%)

Receivables ‐ Rates 2,400,691 2,400,691 1,598,980 (801,711) (33%)

Receivables ‐ Trade & Other Receivables 8,204,618 8,204,618 7,019,494 (1,185,124) (14%)

Inventories 903,909 903,909 801,068 (102,841) (11%)

Deposits & Prepayments 1,152,689 1,152,689 1,492,209 339,520 29%

Prepaid Parking Levy 0 0 0 0 0%

Sub Total 138,061,964 178,061,964 179,441,574 1,379,610 1%

Current Liabilities

Trade & Other Payables (22,516,806) (26,516,806) (28,896,282) (2,379,476) (9%)

Borrowings (4,233,037) (3,840,500) (3,566,021) 274,479 7%

Lease Liabilities (261,229) (261,229) (288,224) (26,995) (10%)

Provisions 0 0 0 0 0%

Employee Entitlements (12,065,755) (12,065,755) (11,270,145) 795,610 7%

Sub Total (39,076,827) (42,684,290) (44,020,672) (1,336,382) 3%

Unadjusted Net Assets 98,985,137 135,377,674 135,420,902 43,228 0%

Less:

Restricted Cash ‐ Reserves (99,090,824) (114,090,824) (106,502,288) 7,588,536 7%

Quarantined for Carry Forward Capital Works (8,500,000) (8,331,247) 168,753 0%

Add:

Current Portion of Borrowings 4,233,037 3,840,500 3,566,021 (274,479) (7%)

Lease Liabilities 0 261,229 288,224 26,995 10%

Adjusted Net Current Assets 4,127,350 16,888,579 24,441,612 7,553,033 45%

Net Cash Position

Cash on Hand ‐ Unrestricted 6,309,233 6,309,233 3,297,646 (3,011,587) (48%)

Money Market Instruments ‐ Unrestricted 20,000,000 36,500,000 50,398,642 13,898,642 38%

Unrestricted Cash 26,309,233 42,809,233 53,696,288 10,887,055

Cash on Hand ‐ Restricted 9,090,824 9,090,824 14,502,288 5,411,464 60%

Money Market Instruments Restricted 90,000,000 105,000,000 92,000,000 (13,000,000) (12%)

Restricted Cash 99,090,824 114,090,824 106,502,288 (7,588,536)

Net Cash 125,400,057 156,900,057 160,198,576 3,298,519 2%

Jun ‐ 2021 Attachment A (3)

Variance

Attachment 14.1A(3)



City of Perth  Investment Report

Cash Investments

Investment Portfolio Based on Credit Rating

A‐1 71,758,542$                48% 100% 
A‐2 77,004,504$                52% 60% 
Total 148,763,046$             100%

* A‐1 also includes A‐1+

Investment Portfolio Based on Institution

S&P Short Term Credit Rating of A‐1 ‐ individual maximum limit 45%
S&P Short Term Credit Rating of A‐2 ‐ individual maximum limit 30%

AMP 4,504  0% 30% 
CBA 48,758,542  33% 45% 
BOQ 32,000,000  22% 30% 
ME 45,000,000  30% 30% 
Macquarie ‐  0% 45% 
NAB 23,000,000  15% 45% 
Suncorp ‐  0% 45% 

148,763,046                100%

Investment Portfolio Based on Term to Maturity

Term of investment is based on restrictions per Investment policy and cashflow requirements. 

Term Value $

< 3 months 35,763,046$      
4 months 11,000,000$      
5 months 3,000,000$         
6 months 12,000,000$      
7 months 18,000,000$      
8 months 11,000,000$      
9 months 19,000,000$      
10 months 12,000,000$      
11 months 5,000,000$         
12 months 22,000,000$      

148,763,046$    

Attachment B

Exposure of the investment portfolio is controlled by restricting the overall investments based on their Credit Rating. 

Credit 

Rating

Total Invested Actual Exposure 

%

Policy Limit Compliance

Exposure to an individual Australian deposit taking Institution or government will be restricted by their credit rating so that 

single entity exposure is limited.

Institution Total Invested Actual Exposure 

%

Policy Limit Compliance

A‐1
48%

A‐2
52%

Portfolio based on Credit Rating

AMP, 0%

CBA, 33%

BOQ, 22%

ME, 30%

Macquarie, 
0%

NAB, 15%

Suncorp, 
0%

Investment Portfolio Based on 
Institution

Attachment 14.1B



City of Perth Investment Report

Cash Investments

Investment in Managed Funds ‐ (Colonial First State Share Index Fund)

Opening Units Closing Units Movement

Value Held Value Held in Value

1‐Jul‐20 1‐Jul‐20 30‐Jun‐21 30‐Jun‐21 $

CFS Wsale Index Aust Share 5,479,198         5,132,200        6,660,917          5,178,354   1,181,720        

Total 5,479,198         5,132,200        6,660,917          5,178,354   1,181,720       

Short Term Investments

Funds Held in OnCall Accounts:

S & P Amount Interest Term Maturity Earnings

Credit  Invested Rate (Days) Date YTD

Rating $ % $

Municipal Fund

AMP Notice 4,504                0.55% OnCall 11am 49,748          
A‐2 4,504                49,748          

CBA Online Saver 8,733,221        0.20% OnCall 11am 61,825          
A‐1 8,733,221        61,825          

Total ‐ Municipal Fund 8,737,725        111,573        

Reserve Fund

CBA Online Saver 5,025,321        0.20% OnCall 11am 103,627        
A‐1 5,025,321        103,627        

ME Bank 8,000,000        0.40% 84 15‐Jul‐21 7,364            
A‐2 8,000,000       

Total ‐ Reserve Fund 13,025,321      107,309        

Total 21,763,046      218,882        

In 2008, the City invested in managed funds via Colonial First State Share Index Fund. Clause 44 (Local Government Act 1995, 

Transitional provisions, allow Local Governments to continue to hold any existing investments made prior to insertion of 

regulation 19C under grandfathering arrangements.

Following is a list of investments categorised as Cash and Cash Equivalents due to their short term maturity (being less than 3 

months) from date of purchase.



City of Perth  Investment Report

Cash Investments

Longer Term Investments

Term Deposits:

This line reports funds held in Term Deposits with a maturity of greater than 3 months

S & P Amount Interest Term Maturity Projected 

Credit  Invested Rate (Days) Date Earnings

Rating $ % $

Municipal Fund

NAB 5,000,000        0.30% 127 29‐Jul‐21 5,219            
4,000,000        0.30% 118 15‐Jul‐21 3,879            

A‐1 9,000,000        9,099            

Bank of Queensland 6,000,000        0.35% 125 22‐Jul‐21 7,192            
A‐2 6,000,000        7,192            

CBA 8,000,000        0.43% 275 16‐Dec‐21 25,918          
CBA 5,000,000        0.43% 266 15‐Dec‐21 15,668          
CBA 7,000,000        0.49% 365 15‐Mar‐22 34,300          

A‐1 20,000,000      75,886          

Total ‐ Municipal Fund 35,000,000      92,177          

Reserve Fund

Bank of Queensland 3,000,000        0.40% 365 18‐Feb‐22 12,000          
Bank of Queensland 7,000,000        0.40% 189 30‐Sep‐21 14,499          
Bank of Queensland 1,000,000        0.55% 365 05‐Nov‐21 5,500            
Bank of Queensland 3,000,000        0.45% 180 17‐Nov‐21 6,658            
Bank of Queensland 6,000,000        0.45% 235 11‐Feb‐22 17,384          
Bank of Queensland 6,000,000        0.65% 280 15‐Jul‐21 29,918          

A‐2 26,000,000      85,958          

ME Bank 7,000,000        0.45% 237 15‐Dec‐21 20,453          
ME Bank 7,000,000        0.40% 105 18‐Aug‐21 8,055            
ME Bank 5,000,000        0.45% 231 22‐Dec‐21 14,240          
ME Bank 6,000,000        0.45% 259 19‐Jan‐22 19,159          
ME Bank 7,000,000        0.45% 315 16‐Mar‐22 27,185          
ME Bank 5,000,000        0.50% 357 14‐Apr‐22 24,452          

A‐2 37,000,000      113,544        

CBA 5,000,000        0.39% 208 15‐Dec‐21 11,112          
CBA 5,000,000        0.42% 299 16‐Mar‐22 17,203          
CBA 5,000,000        0.42% 328 14‐Apr‐22 18,871          

A‐1 15,000,000      47,186          

NAB 3,000,000        0.35% 365 18‐Feb‐22 10,500          
NAB 3,000,000        0.30% 90 14‐Jul‐21 2,219            
NAB 8,000,000        0.55% 365 17‐Nov‐21 44,000          

A‐1 14,000,000      56,719          

Total ‐ Reserve Fund 92,000,000      303,407        

Total Funds Invested > 3 months 127,000,000   395,584        



                City of Perth Rates Debtors Report  Jun‐21

Rates Collection Profile

Differential Rating Category Number of 

Properties

Rates 

Collectible

Amounts    

Collected

Rates 

Uncollected

 Percentage 

Collected 

Target 

Attained
(inc Arrears)

Office  2,392 $53,803,975.31 $53,612,400.73 191,575               99.6%
Residential 15,713 $21,118,472.93 $20,732,020.75 386,452               98.2%
Retail 532 $8,388,052.56 $8,364,317.11 23,735                 99.7%
Hotel 1,367 $8,268,682.56 $7,729,622.88 539,060               93.5%
Commercial  714 $7,781,278.99 $7,726,564.79 54,714                 99.3%
Vacant Land 78 $973,663.01 $911,097.85 62,565                 93.6%
Bin Service Only 1 $245.00 $245.00 ‐  100.0%

Grand Total 20,797                100,334,370       99,076,269         1,258,101            98.7%

Graph 1:            Graph 2:

Rates Instalment Due Date Collections Payment Arrangements
Installment Date % Collected ‐ 

All Categories

Rates Debt Status No of 

Properties
1st Installment ‐ 44.0% Paid in Full 1096
2nd Installment ‐ 79.2% Payment Arrangement Approved 100
3rd Installment ‐ 86.2% Contact Made ‐ Arrangement Pending  7
4th Installment ‐  97.3% Contact Attempted ‐ No Response 0
Rates Collected ‐ 30 June 98.7% Tracing Owner for final instalment 23

Awaiting Property Settlement 27
Could be referred for Legal Action 38

Financial Hardship Applications 1291

Differential Rates Category
No of 

Properties 10
Office  3 7
Residential 8 21
Retail 2 38
Hotel 1
Commercial  3
Vacant Land 0

17

Attachment C

Note:  Graph 2 above indicates very consistent collection profiles across both the 2020/21 financial year and 2019/20 year for the Jul ‐ Apr period. From May 21 
onwards, collections were better than in 19/20, with a total of 98.7% collected by 30 June 2021.

1st Time on Legal Action List
2nd Time on Legal Action List
Repeated GPC orders served

These are the Rates Collections by Differential Property Category after the Due Date for all Rates Installments has passed

4 applicants representing $39K are outstanding ‐ 87% of this is one ratepayer.

17 ratepayers, representing $166K in rates have completed 
applications for financial hardship support through the City's 
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 Schedule of Accounts Paid – June 2021 
Responsible Officer Michael Kent - Project Director Strategic Finance (CFO) 

Voting Requirement Simple Majority 

Attachments Attachment 14.2A - Schedule of Accounts Paid, June 2021 
 

Purpose 
The purpose of this report is to note details of payments made under delegated authority for the month of 
June 2021. 

Recommendation 
That Council RECEIVES the following (Interim) financial reports for the period ended 30 June 2021: 

1. RECEIVES the Schedule of Accounts Paid under Delegated Authority 1.2.10, for the period ended 30 June 
2021 (Attachment 14.2A) 

2. RECORDS in the Ordinary Council Meeting minutes the summary of accounts paid being:  

Total Accounts Paid 

Municipal Fund $19,131,278.64 

Trust Fund $0 

Total - All Funds $19,131,278.64 
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Background 
1. In accordance with Regulation 13(2) and 13(3) of the Local Government (Financial Management) 

Regulations 1996, where this power has been delegated, a list of payments for each month is to be 
compiled and presented to the Council. The Chief Executive Officer is delegated this authority under 
Delegation 1.2.10. 

2. This authority has then been subdelegated to the General Manager Corporate Services and Project 
Director Strategic Finance (CFO).  

3. The listing of payments with full disclosure of all required information, is presented as Attachment 
14.2A.  

4. The listing of payments was made available to the Elected Members via the Council Hub ahead of the 
agenda distribution, to provide additional time for review. 

5. This summary report then facilitates the acknowledgement of the listing having been received. 

 

Discussion 
6. The Schedule of Accounts Paid (Attachment 14.2A) contains the following payments made under 

Delegated Authority 1.2.10 - Payments from the Municipal & Trust Fund:  

Schedule of Accounts Paid - June 2021 

Municipal Fund     
EFT & Cheque Payments Direct Creditor Payments 15,597,116.15 
Sub Total - EFT & Cheques   15,597,116.15 
Direct Debits Bank Charges and Merchant Fees 61,830.89 
Sub Total - Direct Debits   61,830.89 
Payroll  04/06/21 1,770,882.14 
 18/06/21 1,683,906.05 
Sub Total - Payroll   3,454,788.19 
Corporate Cards June 2021 17,543.41 
Sub Total - Cards   17,543.41 
Total per Attachment 14.2A 19,131,278.64 

  
Total Payments from Municipal Fund  
   
New Investments (Not Rollover Investments) 6,000,000 
   
Trust Fund     
Trust EFT & Cheques                             0 
Total - Trust Funds                           0 
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Stakeholder Engagement 
Nil. 

 

Decision Implications 
7. Council’s acknowledgement of receiving the Schedule of Accounts Paid will meet its statutory obligation 

under regulation 13(1) of the Local Government (Financial Management) Regulations 1996.  

 

Strategic, Legislative and Policy Implications 
Strategy 

Pillar (Outcome) Prosperous 

Issue Specific Strategies and 
Plans:  

Nil  

 

Legislation, Delegation of Authority and Policy 

Legislation: Section 6.10 of the Local Government Act 1995 

Regulation 13 (1) of the Local Government (Financial Management) 
Regulations 1996 

This section of the Act and the related regulation prescribes the 
requirement to prepare a list of all payments made for each month 
and to present them to Council. The Schedule of Accounts Paid (the 
‘list’) should contain, for each payment: 

• Payee Name. 

• Amount of the Payment. 

• Date of the Payment. 

• Sufficient information to identify the transaction. 

Authority of Council/CEO: In accordance with Regulation 13(2) and 13(3) of the Local 
Government (Financial Management) Regulations 1996, where this 
power has been delegated, a list of payments for each month is to be 
compiled and presented to the Council.  

Delegated Authority 1.2.10 has been granted to the Chief Executive 
Officer to make payments from the Municipal and Trust Funds. 

This authority has then been subdelegated to the General Manager 
Corporate Services and Project Director Strategic Finance (CFO).  

Policy: Nil. 

 

http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/wa/consol_act/lga1995182/s6.10.html
http://www8.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/viewdoc/au/legis/wa/consol_reg/lgmr1996434/s13.html
http://www8.austlii.edu.au/cgi-bin/viewdoc/au/legis/wa/consol_reg/lgmr1996434/s13.html
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Financial Implications 
8. There are no direct financial implications of receiving this report as it reflects a historical accounting of 

financial transactions that were provided for in the adopted budget (as amended). 
 

Relevant Documents 
Nil.  
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Further information 
Following the Agenda Briefing Session held on 24 August 2021, further information is provided: 

9. Regarding corporate credit card use, the ICT service unit’s card has a $15K limit. The card transactions 
must be signed off by the card holder and ICT Manager and have an independent (monthly) check by 
the Accounts Payable Officer and Financial Controller. The combined limit of all credit cards held by the 
City is $80K - but in any given month typically a combined total spend is no more than $12K -$15K. There 
are strict procedures and accountabilities imposed on all card holders and independent checks to detect 
any out-of-range transactions.  

  



Schedule of Accounts Paid ‐ Municipal Fund

For the Period: 01/06/2021‐30/06/2021

Payment Date Document  Invoice Number Payee Payment Details Payment Amount

Cheque/EFT FNumber 003409 D R KIBBLE 99.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE EV202186 D R KIBBLE APP DECLINED‐EV‐2021/86 99.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 003410 WATER CORPORATION 6,710.99

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 9012119018 WATER CORPORATION Garden at Newcastle St Northbridge 432.76
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 9011704696 WATER CORPORATION Drinking tap opp 103 Lake St 1,330.17
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001936848 WATER CORPORATION Shops at shop 1‐5/84‐96 Murray St 363.37
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001909030 WATER CORPORATION Amenities opp 127 Hill Street 4,584.69

Cheque/EFT FNumber 003411 ALEXIS ESPINOSA 60.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 01062021 ALEXIS ESPINOSA RFD EXEMPTED INFRINGEMENT 100225354 60.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 003412 CITY OF FREMANTLE 24,733.55

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 112190 CITY OF FREMANTLE Long service leave 24,733.55
Cheque/EFT FNumber 003413 WATER CORPORATION 27,092.31

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9015559051 WATER CORPORATION Road verge cnr Harvest/Murray Sts 18.07
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9015599432 WATER CORPORATION Reserve at 20 Aberdeen Street 28.39
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9015559051 WATER CORPORATION Road verge cnr Harvest/Murray Sts 18.07
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9015559051 WATER CORPORATION Road verge cnr Harvest/Murray Sts 36.13
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9015080745 WATER CORPORATION Road reserve opp 2 Mounts Bay Road 25.81
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9014951828 WATER CORPORATION Road verge cnr Fielder/Kensington Sts 38.72
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9014601836 WATER CORPORATION Road verge opp Spring/Mount Sts 103.29
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9014601799 WATER CORPORATION Road verge opp 58 Mounts Bay Road 756.23
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9013146659 WATER CORPORATION Reserve at Arden St East Perth 2.58
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9012445817 WATER CORPORATION Fountain at Mounts Ba Road Crawley 10.32
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9012293286 WATER CORPORATION Road verge near Wolf Lane 18.64
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9012270922 WATER CORPORATION Road verge at Hay St opp Lot 30 2.58
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9015733806 WATER CORPORATION Road verge opp 76 Newcastle Street 110.98
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9015733814 WATER CORPORATION Road verge opp 133 Newcastle Street 38.72
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9017985353 WATER CORPORATION Playground at Adelaide Tce 141.00
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9022554849 WATER CORPORATION Garden svce at King/Wellington Streets 77.43
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9023118870 WATER CORPORATION Amenities at Moore Street East Perth 80.01
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9021520073 WATER CORPORATION Drinking tap cnr Riverside Dve/William 730.84
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9009476954 WATER CORPORATION Road verge at Murray Street Perth 12.91
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9009379783 WATER CORPORATION Road verge cnr Hay St/Harvest Tce 23.23
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9009024093 WATER CORPORATION Roundabout at cnr Outram/Ord Streets 15.49
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9009024093 WATER CORPORATION Roundabout at cnr Outram/Ord Streets 33.55
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9008856779 WATER CORPORATION Garden at 10 Victoria Square Perth 61.67
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9008856744 WATER CORPORATION Reserve at Riverside Dve Perth 2.58
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9008845658 WATER CORPORATION Car Park 81 Royal St East Perth 965.84
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9008845631 WATER CORPORATION Park at L220 Regal Place East Perth 228.78
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9008536898 WATER CORPORATION Toilets at Royal Street East Perth 491.58
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9008534358 WATER CORPORATION Car Park at Roe Street Perth 1,025.35
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9008534331 WATER CORPORATION Drinking tap at R 1 Murray Street Perth 2.58
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9021045583 WATER CORPORATION Road reserve at Telethon Ave Perth 222.61
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9008518366 WATER CORPORATION Road verge at 1297 Hay St West Perth 18.07
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001945269 WATER CORPORATION Store at 18 Stirling Street Perth 239.47
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001943802 WATER CORPORATION Road verge at R 1 Pier Street Perth 5.16
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001943343 WATER CORPORATION Car Park at 87‐9 Pier Street Perth 32.63
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001940775 WATER CORPORATION Car Park at 47 Newcastle Street 196.67
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001939811 WATER CORPORATION Car Park at James Street 716.16
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001939010 WATER CORPORATION Car Park at 376 Wellington Street 3,661.85
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001938982 WATER CORPORATION Garden at 376 Wellington Street 645.84
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001938931 WATER CORPORATION Garden at 320 Wellington Street Perth 225.33
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001938683 WATER CORPORATION Office/Shop 337 Wellington Street 1,105.69
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001938341 WATER CORPORATION Median Strip at R 1 Wellington Street 246.89
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001937015 WATER CORPORATION Garden at R1 Murray St Perth 91.91
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001935116 WATER CORPORATION Car Park at 848 Hay Street Perth 1,256.34
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001933962 WATER CORPORATION Car Park at 462 Hay Street Perth 67.11
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001931158 WATER CORPORATION Garden at R R St George's Tce Perth 122.98
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001931051 WATER CORPORATION Offices at 27 St George's Tce Perth 6,252.94
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001931027 WATER CORPORATION Garden at R1150 Barrack Street 49.58
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001931019 WATER CORPORATION Garden at R1150 St George's Tce 96.61
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001928581 WATER CORPORATION Toilets at Mounts Bay Road Perth 94.00
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001928565 WATER CORPORATION Reserve at 2 Barrack Street Perth 625.29
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001928557 WATER CORPORATION Garden at R10887 Riverside Dve Perth 853.38
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001928549 WATER CORPORATION Car Park at 165 Terrace Road Perth 300.82
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001927722 WATER CORPORATION Car Park at 68A Roe St Northbridge 679.75
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001865445 WATER CORPORATION Reserve at St George's Tce Perth 43.88
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001925815 WATER CORPORATION CP 104 FRANCIA ST NRTHBDGE 49.58

Attachment 14.2A



Schedule of Accounts Paid ‐ Municipal Fund

For the Period: 01/06/2021‐30/06/2021

Payment Date Document  Invoice Number Payee Payment Details Payment Amount

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001918164 WATER CORPORATION CP 115 ABERDEEN ST PERTH 107.45
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001917284 WATER CORPORATION RD VERGE 999 TRAFALGAR RD EP 5.16
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001916556 WATER CORPORATION RD VERGE 1 GLYDE ST EP 154.86
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001912328 WATER CORPORATION RD VERGE 1 ROYAL ST EP 10.32
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001907609 WATER CORPORATION GARDEN R WHITTENOOM ST EP 5.16
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001888356 WATER CORPORATION DRINKING TAP‐21 RIVERSIDE DR EP 59.36
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001888292 WATER CORPORATION GARDEN R CAUSEWAU EAST PERTH 43.88
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001888284 WATER CORPORATION AMENITIES‐CAUSEWAY EP 61.94
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001888276 WATER CORPORATION GARDEN OPP 67 MILLIGAN ST PERTH 88.16
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001885024 WATER CORPORATION RD VERGE MOUNT ST PTH 72.27
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001874181 WATER CORPORATION RD VERGE CNR RICHARDSON/VENTNOR AVE WP 10.32
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001874181 WATER CORPORATION RD VERGE CNR RICHARDSON/VENTNOR AVE WP 20.65
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001874165 WATER CORPORATION ROUNDABOUT CNR VENTNOR AV WP 10.32
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001874165 WATER CORPORATION ROUNDABOURT ORD VENTNOR AVE WP 23.23
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001871976 WATER CORPORATION GARDEN 707 WELLINGTON ST PERTH 33.55
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001869550 WATER CORPORATION CP 490 MURRAY ST PERTH 93.60
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001860628 WATER CORPORATION GARDEN OPP 40 KINGS PARK RD WEST PERTH 2.58
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001856514 WATER CORPORATION RESERVE R MOUNTS BAY RD PERTH 38.72
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001854762 WATER CORPORATION GARDEN 1 WINGFIELD AVE CRAWLEY 242.61
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001919909 WATER CORPORATION Office 227 Newscastle St, Northbridge 593.02
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001919909 WATER CORPORATION Office 227 Newscastle St, Northbridge 480.34
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001938480 WATER CORPORATION Grounds at Forrest Place Perth 1,689.31
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001927423 WATER CORPORATION Garden at R 1 Lake Street Northbridge 129.05
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001927327 WATER CORPORATION Road verge opp 35 Lake Street 114.54

Cheque/EFT FNumber 003419 WESTERN DIAGNOSTIC PATHOLOGY 140.80

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 33523840 WESTERN DIAGNOSTIC PATHOLOGY BEANEY, Mark (Referred on 23/02/21) 140.80
Cheque/EFT FNumber 003420 CLOVER CAFE AND RESTAURANT 7.30

18/06/2021 $APINVCE SEC4020195 CLOVER CAFE AND RESTAURANT RFD APPLICATION FEE SEC40‐2019/5231 7.30
Cheque/EFT FNumber 003421 KIMBERLEY SHAHAR FLANDERS 1,331.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐8472 KIMBERLEY SHAHAR FLANDERS Autumn School Holidays‐ Forrest Place La 1,100.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐8662 KIMBERLEY SHAHAR FLANDERS Labour to move equipment from THM in Yag 231.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 003422 WATER CORPORATION 6,492.92

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9016512466 WATER CORPORATION Centre at 142 James St Northbridge 1,185.94
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9021409682 WATER CORPORATION Toilets at James Street Northbridge 47.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9012383599 WATER CORPORATION Road verge at cnr Bennett/Hay Sts 36.13
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9010951353 WATER CORPORATION Garden at Aberdeen St Northbridge 325.21
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9010423059 WATER CORPORATION Road verge at Aberdeen Street 240.03
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9010362110 WATER CORPORATION Road verge at Victoria Ave Perth 12.91
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9009625665 WATER CORPORATION Road verge at Forrest Avenue Perth 7.74
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9009590597 WATER CORPORATION Road verge at Adelaide Tce Perth 198.74
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9008754123 WATER CORPORATION Road verge opp 69 Mount Street 113.57
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9008754115 WATER CORPORATION Road verge nr Mount/Cliff Streets 322.63
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9008518358 WATER CORPORATION Road verge at R 999 Hay Street Perth 12.91
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001934615 WATER CORPORATION Garden at Hay Street Perth 672.48
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001933380 WATER CORPORATION Hall at 601 Hay Street Perth 835.52
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001933233 WATER CORPORATION Drinking tap at 1 Hay Street 138.87
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001933110 WATER CORPORATION Drinking tap at 1 Hay Street 2.58
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001927124 WATER CORPORATION Toilets at 101 Melbourne Street 382.53
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001922876 WATER CORPORATION Park at 200 James St Northbridge 182.35
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001898060 WATER CORPORATION Drinking tap at R R Victoria Ave 36.13
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001895951 WATER CORPORATION Centre at 160 Hay Street East  Perth 423.95
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001895935 WATER CORPORATION Park at Hale St East Perth 56.91
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001888348 WATER CORPORATION Drinking tap at R12510 Terrace Road 560.08
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001881031 WATER CORPORATION Toilets at H900 Havelock Street 208.18
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001879871 WATER CORPORATION Roundabout opp 26 Colin Street 15.49
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001879871 WATER CORPORATION Roundabout opp 26 Colin Street 18.07
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001872637 WATER CORPORATION Park at L 5 Arthur Street 38.72
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001872063 WATER CORPORATION Car Park at 980 Wellington Street 56.78
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001868320 WATER CORPORATION Car Park at 27 Mayfair Street 351.15
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9010144025 WATER CORPORATION Road Verge At Goderich St, East Perth 10.32

Cheque/EFT FNumber 003426 GARY LYNN 200.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE ADJ2145858 GARY LYNN Tuesday Morning Show 22 June G Lynn 200.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 003427 WATER CORPORATION 4,585.05

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 9002384977 WATER CORPORATION 24 Roberts St Osborne Park 2,416.35
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 9009035163 WATER CORPORATION Reserve at Royal St East Perth 131.80
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001497945 WATER CORPORATION Toilets at Hackett Drive Crawley 315.54
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001888321 WATER CORPORATION Amenities R12510 Terrace Rd, East Perth 1,316.14



Schedule of Accounts Paid ‐ Municipal Fund

For the Period: 01/06/2021‐30/06/2021

Payment Date Document  Invoice Number Payee Payment Details Payment Amount

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 9001895943 WATER CORPORATION Park at Hay St, East Perth Lot 1233 405.22
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215312 Kapinkoff Nominees Pty Ltd ‐99.00

3/06/2021 $CANCHQ 215312 Kapinkoff Nominees Pty Ltd RFD EVENT CANCELLED‐EV‐2020/262 ‐99.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215323 Nursery & Garden Industry WA (Inc) 22,000.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE IV00000000899 Nursery & Garden Industry WA (Inc) Event Sponsorship ‐ Perth Garden and Out 22,000.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215324 ABLE WESTCHEM(BORVEK PTY LTD) 442.38

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 544431 ABLE WESTCHEM(BORVEK PTY LTD) Stores Stock 442.38
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215325 HBF HEALTH LTD 556.90

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 008566 HBF HEALTH LTD HBF wellness services 556.90
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215326 BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD 648.13

3/06/2021 $APINVCE I52461088.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 648.13
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215327 ADVANCED TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT 3,743.30

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 00146239 ADVANCED TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT Supply of Traffic Management ‐ Parks 425.70
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 00146148 ADVANCED TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT Supply of Traffic Management ‐ Parks 3,317.60

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215328 ADVANCED AUTOLOGIC 168.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 00100524 ADVANCED AUTOLOGIC Hand Pump for WAC Bio Clean 205Lt Drum 168.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215329 ROSMECH SALES AND SERVICE PTY LTD 404.91

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 109788 ROSMECH SALES AND SERVICE PTY LTD New Replacement Seat Covers for large Ro 404.91
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215330 WESTBOOKS 1,328.67

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 321516 WESTBOOKS Assorted children's Library Stock 1,160.83
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 321517 WESTBOOKS Assorted children's Library Stock 167.84

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215331 MAJESTIC PLUMBING 1,435.01

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 240160 MAJESTIC PLUMBING VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 112.04
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 240158 MAJESTIC PLUMBING VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 87.40
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 240128 MAJESTIC PLUMBING VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 342.27
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 240104 MAJESTIC PLUMBING VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 112.04
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 239932 MAJESTIC PLUMBING VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 277.04
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 240281 MAJESTIC PLUMBING VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 154.62
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 240077 MAJESTIC PLUMBING VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 87.40
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 240033 MAJESTIC PLUMBING VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 87.40
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 239960 MAJESTIC PLUMBING VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 87.40
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 239896 MAJESTIC PLUMBING VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 87.40

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215332 ENVIROPATH PTY LTD T/ AS SPOT'S ALL SURFACE CLEANING 807.40

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 2951 ENVIROPATH PTY LTD T/ AS SPOT'S ALL SURFACE CLEANING Rubber Skirting for Pavement Cleaner 807.40
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215333 ATOM SUPPLY 1,478.40

3/06/2021 $APINVCE P2177667 ATOM SUPPLY Stores stock 1,478.40
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215334 ACCESS BRICKPAVING CO 24,774.53

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 00170524 ACCESS BRICKPAVING CO 10522 Urban Forest infill planting progr 19,995.14
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 00170523 ACCESS BRICKPAVING CO Repairs to CoP retaining wall that was d 4,779.39

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215335 SOUTH EAST REGIONAL CENTRE FOR URBAN LANDCARE INC 1,595.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 00003990 SOUTH EAST REGIONAL CENTRE FOR URBAN LANDCARE INC Weed Control Pt Fraser Wetland 1,595.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215336 EOS ELECTRICAL 969.65

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 00014802 EOS ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance of street lights 326.70
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 00014722 EOS ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance of street lights 440.00
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 00014803 EOS ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance of street lights 202.95

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215337 JAMES BENNETT PTY LTD 694.82

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 4748649 JAMES BENNETT PTY LTD Library Stock purchases of assorted Book 85.06
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 4748647 JAMES BENNETT PTY LTD Library Stock purchases of assorted Book 215.63
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 4748648 JAMES BENNETT PTY LTD Library Stock purchases of assorted Book 209.26
3/06/2021 $APINVCE PSO428945 JAMES BENNETT PTY LTD Library Stock purchases of assorted Book 184.87

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215338 FORCH AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 237.48

3/06/2021 $APINVCE SI90994 FORCH AUSTRALIA PTY LTD Workshop Consumables for May 16.83
3/06/2021 $APINVCE SI90973 FORCH AUSTRALIA PTY LTD Workshop Consumables for May 220.65

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215339 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL 5,095.48

3/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13633 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 64.99
3/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13632 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 135.59
3/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13573 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 55.00
3/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13560 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 438.11
3/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13559 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 184.97
3/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13631 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 1,421.82
3/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐11997 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 139.39
3/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐11996 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 84.80
3/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13790 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 135.90
3/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13771 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 82.50
3/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13770 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 55.00
3/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13769 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 183.23
3/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13764 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 157.95
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3/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13761 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 197.33
3/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13773 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 164.33
3/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13794 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 186.75
3/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13767 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 164.33
3/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13766 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 164.33
3/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13765 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 157.95
3/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13763 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 112.42
3/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13762 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 116.96
3/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13778 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 106.91
3/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13777 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 106.91
3/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13776 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 164.33
3/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13775 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 57.42
3/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13774 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 256.26

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215340 MINTER ELLISON 9,120.87

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 10785741 MINTER ELLISON Review of lease agreement by Connor Tayl 3,620.87
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 10797181 MINTER ELLISON Relates to P1040099: LEGAL SERVICES ‐ AD 5,500.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215341 Joshua Lloyd Webb t/as JLW Studio 550.01

3/06/2021 $APINVCE COP_2021_001 Joshua Lloyd Webb t/as JLW Studio Artist Concept Fees ‐ Light it up Progra 550.01
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215342 D.B CUNNINGHAM PTY LTD T/AS ADVANTEERING CIVIL ENGINEERS 101,678.57

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 00002168 D.B CUNNINGHAM PTY LTD T/AS ADVANTEERING CIVIL ENGINEE Wellington Square Playground constructio 101,678.57
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215343 IMAGE SOURCE DIGITAL SOLUTIONS 199.10

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 457117 IMAGE SOURCE DIGITAL SOLUTIONS Reserved parking bay signage 199.10
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215344 WINDCAVE PTY LTD  T/AS PAYMENT EXPRESS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 41,790.28

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 1703621 WINDCAVE PTY LTD  T/AS PAYMENT EXPRESS AUSTRALIA PTY LTDCard Transaction Fee 2020‐21 41,790.28
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215345 JAPANESE TRUCK & BUS SPARES PTY LTD 1,494.65

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 405375 JAPANESE TRUCK & BUS SPARES PTY LTD Replacement Drivers Side Seat Belt for W 1,440.25
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 405356 JAPANESE TRUCK & BUS SPARES PTY LTD Replacement Drivers Side Seat Belt for W 54.40

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215346 MASTEC AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 2,039.33

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 00080351 MASTEC AUSTRALIA PTY LTD Stores Stock 2,039.33
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215347 SCANIA AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 75.15

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 60622 SCANIA AUSTRALIA PTY LTD Wiper Blade Kit for Large Gully Drain  75.15
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215348 PARKING AUSTRALIA 2,200.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 01770 PARKING AUSTRALIA Parking Australia Conference 2021 ‐ 2 2,200.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215349 The Trustee for ATIM, Enterprise, Tauranga t/as ATI‐Mirage 369.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 00041007 The Trustee for ATIM, Enterprise, Tauranga t/as ATI‐Mirage Intermediate Excel 18.05.21: 369.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215350 SOIL'N SAND PTY LTD 790.02

3/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐8668 SOIL'N SAND PTY LTD Stores Stock 790.02
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215351 AUSTRALIAN HVAC SERVICES 32,549.35

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 61128 AUSTRALIAN HVAC SERVICES HVAC Reactive Maintenance/ Quoted Works 25,663.90
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 60887 AUSTRALIAN HVAC SERVICES HVAC Planned Maintenance for 2020/2021 F 6,885.45

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215352 MULTI FIX WA 273.55

3/06/2021 $APINVCE S783946 MULTI FIX WA Supply of: 1 x  box chipboard screws 8 x 273.55
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215353 ALLPEST WA 356.60

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 6280815 ALLPEST WA VARIOUS SITES ‐ PEST CONTROL ‐ 2020/21 F 202.60
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 6269117 ALLPEST WA VARIOUS SITES ‐ PEST CONTROL ‐ 2020/21 F 154.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215354 WA VENUES & EVENTS PTY LTD 3,958.82

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 502667 WA VENUES & EVENTS PTY LTD Power Charges ‐ Perth Concert Hall Car P 3,958.82
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215355 QUANTUM BUILDING SERVICES 2,811.60

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 00003894 QUANTUM BUILDING SERVICES Installation of banners in car parks wit 2,811.60
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215356 BROWNES FOODS OPERATIONS PTY LTD 98.56

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 15985020 BROWNES FOODS OPERATIONS PTY LTD Depot Weekly Milk Delivery 1 July 2020 ‐ 98.56
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215357 CULTURE COUNTS(AUSTRALIA)PTY LTD 1,650.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐1029 CULTURE COUNTS(AUSTRALIA)PTY LTD Culture Counts Annual Subscription 2021 1,650.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215358 ICONIC PROPERTY SERVICES 37,933.59

3/06/2021 $APINVCE PSI014799 ICONIC PROPERTY SERVICES VARIOUS BUILDINGS ‐ AD HOC CLEANING SERV 182.99
3/06/2021 $APINVCE PSI014443 ICONIC PROPERTY SERVICES BATHROOM CONSUMABLES VARIOUS SITES 2,930.98
3/06/2021 $APINVCE PSI014639 ICONIC PROPERTY SERVICES BATHROOM CONSUMABLES VARIOUS SITES 1,859.10
3/06/2021 $APINVCE PSI014693 ICONIC PROPERTY SERVICES VARIOUS BUILDINGS ‐ AD HOC CLEANING SERV 2,086.13
3/06/2021 $APINVCE PSI014634 ICONIC PROPERTY SERVICES BATHROOM CONSUMABLES VARIOUS SITES 102.21
3/06/2021 $APINVCE PSI014628 ICONIC PROPERTY SERVICES BATHROOM CONSUMABLES VARIOUS SITES 387.22
3/06/2021 $APINVCE PSI014581 ICONIC PROPERTY SERVICES CLEANING AND LOCK UP SERVICES VARIOUS PR 1,169.00
3/06/2021 $APINVCE PSI014585 ICONIC PROPERTY SERVICES CLEANING AND LOCK UP SERVICES VARIOUS PR 15,509.84
3/06/2021 $APINVCE PSI014582 ICONIC PROPERTY SERVICES CLEANING AND LOCK UP SERVICES VARIOUS PR 11,362.66
3/06/2021 $APINVCE PSI014580 ICONIC PROPERTY SERVICES CLEANING AND LOCK UP SERVICES VARIOUS PR 2,343.46

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215359 A E HOSKINS & SONS 1,759.12

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 447078 A E HOSKINS & SONS VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED MAINTENANCE ‐ 1,759.12
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215360 CSE CROSSCOM PTY LTD 3,905.00
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3/06/2021 $APINVCE 431989 CSE CROSSCOM PTY LTD Fire Wardens and PPM Radio units ongoing 385.00
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 431978 CSE CROSSCOM PTY LTD Surveillance Two Way Air Time 20‐21 962.50
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 431979 CSE CROSSCOM PTY LTD Provision of Two‐Way Radios ‐ WAC Day an 1,787.50
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 431983 CSE CROSSCOM PTY LTD Annual Radio Hire Charge For both EH and 110.00
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 431982 CSE CROSSCOM PTY LTD CSE Crosscom Two Way Radio Fees ‐ CPP Op 577.50
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 431985 CSE CROSSCOM PTY LTD Crosscom ‐ 3 x Radio Rentals ‐ iCity Kio 82.50

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215361 ALL4CYCLING PTY LTD 347.60

3/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐2110 ALL4CYCLING PTY LTD Quarterly service for four bike repair s 347.60
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215362 BSA LIMITED 342.10

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 2969610 BSA LIMITED Unplanned Mechanical Ventilation works f 342.10
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215363 THE BRAND AGENCY 9,179.50

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 248924 THE BRAND AGENCY Web Dev Q1 9,179.50
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215364 FARQUHAR & FARQUHAR PTY LTD T/AS KWIK KOPY PRINTING CENTRE O 2,009.50

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 49980 FARQUHAR & FARQUHAR PTY LTD T/AS KWIK KOPY PRINTING CENew Pre‐Start Check List Books for Parks 985.60
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 50173 FARQUHAR & FARQUHAR PTY LTD T/AS KWIK KOPY PRINTING CENew Pre‐Start Books Made for Parks Utili 511.95
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 50129 FARQUHAR & FARQUHAR PTY LTD T/AS KWIK KOPY PRINTING CENew Pre‐Start Books Made for Parks Tract 511.95

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215365 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST 435.28

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 11033 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 435.28
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215366 WESTERN SUBURBS BUSINESS ASSOCIATION 654.50

3/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐1929 WESTERN SUBURBS BUSINESS ASSOCIATION Annual WSBA Gold Membership Fees 654.50
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215367 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD 361.04

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 9035619592 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD 20/21 Stationery and Office Supplies ‐ G 97.31
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036003564 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Stationary 227.53
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036029879 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD CPP Operations Winc 2020/2021 36.20

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215368 ACE SECURITY AND EVENTS SERVICES 89,799.19

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 00007285 ACE SECURITY AND EVENTS SERVICES New Ace Security PO for RFT 00026 Supply 71,762.90
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 00007287 ACE SECURITY AND EVENTS SERVICES This price is for the coordination of th 4,845.09
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 00007219 ACE SECURITY AND EVENTS SERVICES Security for Library during opening hour 12,848.24
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 00007348 ACE SECURITY AND EVENTS SERVICES Security for Town Hall events ‐ Ordered 342.96

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215369 GMF CONTRACTORS 16,637.18

3/06/2021 $APINVCE JINV627481 GMF CONTRACTORS In‐situ kerb installation at various loc 10,083.27
3/06/2021 $APINVCE JNV627479 GMF CONTRACTORS In‐situ kerb installation at various loc 6,553.91

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215370 WINDOW WIPERS 2,799.50

3/06/2021 $APINVCE WW24657 WINDOW WIPERS VARIOUS SITES ‐WINDOW CLEANING ‐ 2020/21 2,799.50
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215371 International Association for Public Participation Australasia Limited 850.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE I1246765 International Association for Public Participation Australasia Limi Engagement Essentials  850.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215372 BARONESS HOLDINGS PTY LTD T/AS TREE PLANTING AND WATERING 50,940.99

3/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐1012 BARONESS HOLDINGS PTY LTD T/AS TREE PLANTING AND WATERStreet Tree Watering 23,576.27
3/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐1011 BARONESS HOLDINGS PTY LTD T/AS TREE PLANTING AND WATERStreet Tree Watering 27,364.72

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215373 ESSENTIAL FIRE SERVICES PTY LTD 7,907.16

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 78030SM ESSENTIAL FIRE SERVICES PTY LTD FIRE SERVICES PLANNED MAINTENANCE 20/21 7,907.16
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215374 TALENT INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD(WA) 1,891.31

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 813386 TALENT INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD(WA)  Natalie Laffin  ‐ Relief Applicatio Off 1,891.31
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215375 BARNETTS (WA)PTY LTD 707.61

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 7456 BARNETTS (WA)PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED MAINTENANCE ‐ 707.61
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215376 NOEL NANNUP 250.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 27052021 NOEL NANNUP ABORIGINAL ADVISORY GRP‐LM WELLINGTN SQ 250.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215377 OCTAGON LIFTS PTY LTD 1,592.96

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 00021829 OCTAGON LIFTS PTY LTD TOWN HALL ‐ PLANNED LIFT MAINTENANCE TO 1,592.96
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215378 ENVIRO INFRASTRUCTURE PTY LTD 523.45

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 7375 ENVIRO INFRASTRUCTURE PTY LTD Weld Repairs to Compactor on Hino Rubbis 523.45
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215379 VOCUS PTY LTD 11,511.50

3/06/2021 $APINVCE P688259 VOCUS PTY LTD Year 2 of Vocus Internet Services Contra 11,511.50
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215380 DRY CLEANING EXPRESS PTY LTD T/AS DRYCLEAN & LAUNDRY EXPRESS 46.20

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 2208 DRY CLEANING EXPRESS PTY LTD T/AS DRYCLEAN & LAUNDRY EX Dry cleaning express : COP catering Laun 46.20
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215381 BAKER & MCAULIFFE HOLDINGS PTY LTD T/AS JSB LIGHTING 11,831.03

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 111723 BAKER & MCAULIFFE HOLDINGS PTY LTD T/AS JSB LIGHTING Supply and deliver 4 luminaires for SKS 11,831.03
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215382 The Trustee for Olman & Sharna Walley Family Trust t/as Boorloo Aboriginal Cultu 385.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 00782 The Trustee for Olman & Sharna Walley Family Trust t/as BoorlooStorytelling Through Artefacts, Boorloo 385.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215383 THE TRUSTEE FOR EDGAR PITTER FAMILY TRUST T/AS HIRE SOCIETY 159.98

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 161357 THE TRUSTEE FOR EDGAR PITTER FAMILY TRUST T/AS HIRE SOCIEDry Bar Cocktail Tables white fitted clo 159.98
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215384 GPC ASIA PACIFIC PTY LTD  T/AS NAPA 71.70

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 1870082262 GPC ASIA PACIFIC PTY LTD  T/AS NAPA Lockable Fuel Cap for Ranger Utes 71.70
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215385 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE RICKY NETO FAMILY TRUST T/AS NETO GRAPHI 400.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐2785 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE RICKY NETO FAMILY TRUST T/AS NETO GRUnwrap replaced vehicle to be sent  400.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215386 J.H. FLUID TRANSFER SOLUTIONS PTY LTD T/AS PIRTEK MALAGA 669.49

3/06/2021 $APINVCE ML‐T00041158 J.H. FLUID TRANSFER SOLUTIONS PTY LTD T/AS PIRTEK MALAGA Replacement Hydraulic Hoses Needed for 2 455.37
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3/06/2021 $APINVCE ML‐T00041030 J.H. FLUID TRANSFER SOLUTIONS PTY LTD T/AS PIRTEK MALAGA Call Out to Replace Blown Leaking Tube A 214.12
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215387 THE GRIFFITH FAMILY TRUST T/AS SUPERSTOCK SERVICES SUPERSTOCK FOOD SERVICES 330.75

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 40449829 THE GRIFFITH FAMILY TRUST T/AS SUPERSTOCK SERVICES SUPER Fruit juice and dairy products 200.82
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 40453519 THE GRIFFITH FAMILY TRUST T/AS SUPERSTOCK SERVICES SUPERMilk for Child Care 79.53
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 40453520 THE GRIFFITH FAMILY TRUST T/AS SUPERSTOCK SERVICES SUPER Fruit juice and dairy products 50.40

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215388 BIG ISSUE IN AUSTRALIA LIMITED T/AS THE BIG ISSUE 1,426.50

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 00023024 BIG ISSUE IN AUSTRALIA LIMITED T/AS THE BIG ISSUE The Community Centre sells the Big Issue 1,426.50
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215389 SELECT FRESH PTY LTD 249.77

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 293823 SELECT FRESH PTY LTD Fruit and Vegetables 76.13
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 293723 SELECT FRESH PTY LTD Fruit and Veg for Child Care 173.64

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215390 ACCESS ICON PTY LTD T/AS CASCADA GROUP 4,007.19

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 12103 ACCESS ICON PTY LTD T/AS CASCADA GROUP Stores Stock 4,007.19
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215391 Rooforce Facility Services Pty Ltd 3,245.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE IV00000001083 Rooforce Facility Services Pty Ltd Roo Force Facility Services 3,245.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215392 Focus Consulting WA Pty Ltd 13,255.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 2021‐128‐2 Focus Consulting WA Pty Ltd Consultancy Services for COP Carpark  13,255.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215393 BERNARD CARNEY 960.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 231 BERNARD CARNEY Coordinator and Compere Tuesday Morning 960.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215394 L.P AIKEN & D J BEER & OTHERS T/AS THOMSON GEER 5,692.50

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 959530 L.P AIKEN & D J BEER & OTHERS T/AS THOMSON GEER Preferred use advice approved by Michell 5,692.50
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215395 OPTUS NETWORKS PTY LTD 1,870.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 1800003318 OPTUS NETWORKS PTY LTD Trustwave Web App Testing 1,870.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215397 Hoban Recruitment Pty Ltd 22,629.72

3/06/2021 $APINVCE HPL9200 Hoban Recruitment Pty Ltd Christmas Concerts‐ Ticketing and Cleani 308.23
3/06/2021 $APINVCE HPL17223 Hoban Recruitment Pty Ltd CPP Ops Hoban PO ‐ Replaces PO 241944 du 1,787.35
3/06/2021 $APINVCE HPL16602 Hoban Recruitment Pty Ltd CPP Ops Hoban PO ‐ Replaces PO 241944 du 3,706.32
3/06/2021 $APINVCE HPL18906 Hoban Recruitment Pty Ltd CPP Ops Hoban PO ‐ Replaces PO 241944 du 2,335.19
3/06/2021 $APINVCE HPL18345 Hoban Recruitment Pty Ltd CPP Ops Hoban PO ‐ Replaces PO 241944 du 800.99
3/06/2021 $APINVCE HPL8990 Hoban Recruitment Pty Ltd Australia Day Festival‐ Cleaning Staff 4,565.08
3/06/2021 $APINVCE HPL8049 Hoban Recruitment Pty Ltd CAatherine Meredith, Support Officer (En 1,503.36
3/06/2021 $APINVCE HPL18905 Hoban Recruitment Pty Ltd G Avent ‐ Replacement for J Mathieson ‐ 3,818.61
3/06/2021 $APINVCE HPL20209 Hoban Recruitment Pty Ltd Electrical Engineer temp 2,792.63
3/06/2021 $APINVCE HPL20207 Hoban Recruitment Pty Ltd CPP Ops Hoban PO ‐ Replaces PO 241944 du 1,011.96

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215398 The Trustee for Flora FaunaTrust T/AS  Flora and Fauna Cafe 5,500.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 30 The Trustee for Flora FaunaTrust T/AS  Flora and Fauna Cafe Small Business Grant 2020 21 ‐ Flora and 5,500.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215399 Absolute Stone Paving P/L 6,930.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 19023‐12B Absolute Stone Paving P/L Procurement of granite kerbs 6,930.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215400 The Futures Group Pty Ltd  t/as The Futures Group 682.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 03369 The Futures Group Pty Ltd  t/as The Futures Group PRINT Reports and PRINT Debrief ‐ SEARCY 682.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215401 Aboriginal United Services Pty Ltd 6,387.11

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 00004141 Aboriginal United Services Pty Ltd CDS Depot at 8 Aberdeen St 6,387.11
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215402 GO DOORS PTY LTD  t/as GO DOORS 214.50

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 92672 GO DOORS PTY LTD  t/as GO DOORS City Of Perth Auto Doors reactive mainte 214.50
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215403 Animal Rights Advocates (Inc.) 5,000.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE PVE001 Animal Rights Advocates (Inc.) Events QRG ‐ Perth Vegan Expo, Animal RI 5,000.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215404 Azolla Holdings Pty Ltd 5,500.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE COP01 Azolla Holdings Pty Ltd Economic dev sponsorship ‐ SingularityU 5,500.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215405 Jack Rowan Wansbrough 2,326.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 19052021 Jack Rowan Wansbrough Arts QRG ‐ Slackening of the Soul, Jack 2,326.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215406 Stay Sharp Program Incorporated 15,000.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 2 Stay Sharp Program Incorporated Community Wellbeing Sponsorship ‐ Stay S 7,500.00
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 1 Stay Sharp Program Incorporated Community Wellbeing Sponsorship ‐ Stay S 7,500.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215407 The Trustee for Miglani Sons Family Trust t/as Arena Convenience 5,202.60

3/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐0001 The Trustee for Miglani Sons Family Trust t/as Arena Convenienc Small Business Grant 2020 21 Arena Conve 5,202.60
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215408 Cheyne Malcolm Beetham 2,926.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 00000131 Cheyne Malcolm Beetham Advice from Cheyne Beetham (Francis Burt 2,926.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215409 BLUE COLLAR PEOPLE 2,916.48

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 00150695 BLUE COLLAR PEOPLE Labour Hire Nightshift WE 16/5/21 2,916.48
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215410 BOFFINS BOOKSHOP PTY LTD 647.80

3/06/2021 $APINVCE INV0149122 BOFFINS BOOKSHOP PTY LTD Library Stock ‐ Assorted Junior Books 35.98
3/06/2021 $APINVCE INV0149098 BOFFINS BOOKSHOP PTY LTD Assorted Library Stock 611.82

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215411 CABCHARGE AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 173.68

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 25079536P2105 CABCHARGE AUSTRALIA PTY LTD CabchargeAcc. 25079536 Citizenship ‐ saf 173.68
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215412 CLASSIC TREE SERVICES 7,346.61

3/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐33950 CLASSIC TREE SERVICES Street Tree Pruning, Removal and Arboric 6,638.37
3/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐34075 CLASSIC TREE SERVICES Street Tree Pruning, Removal and Arboric 708.24

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215413 COLLIERS INTERNATIONAL 2,808.74
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3/06/2021 $APINVCE V128324 COLLIERS INTERNATIONAL Valuation ‐ 18 Stirling Street 2,808.74
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215414 DARDANUP BUTCHERING UNIT TRUST T/AS DARDANUP BUTCHERING CO DARDANUP BUTCHERING C 1,414.32

3/06/2021 $APINVCE BL570603 DARDANUP BUTCHERING UNIT TRUST T/AS DARDANUP BUTCHERDardanup Meats 875.95
3/06/2021 $APINVCE BL570300 DARDANUP BUTCHERING UNIT TRUST T/AS DARDANUP BUTCHERDardanup Meats 387.89
3/06/2021 $APINVCE BL568069 DARDANUP BUTCHERING UNIT TRUST T/AS DARDANUP BUTCHERMeat delivery for Child Care 150.48

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215415 LANDGATE 373.80

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 1094065 LANDGATE Landgate Enquiries 2020/2021 373.80
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215416 WORKPOWER INC T/A ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT SERVICES 1,908.50

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 15452 WORKPOWER INC T/A ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT SERVICES Narrows Banksia Grove ‐ Fi (nursery) 731.50
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 15453 WORKPOWER INC T/A ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT SERVICES Narrows Median Planting ‐ Fi (nursery) 1,177.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215417 ELLIOTTS IRRIGATION PTY LTD 1,529.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE B27795 ELLIOTTS IRRIGATION PTY LTD Replace corroded post filter at Ozone Re 1,529.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215418 FARINOSI & SONS PTY LTD 457.66

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 11007324 FARINOSI & SONS PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED MAINTENANCE ‐ 432.00
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 11001949 FARINOSI & SONS PTY LTD Supply of: 1 x duramax spray can satin b 25.66

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215419 STRATAGREEN 72.13

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 132779 STRATAGREEN Solo Seal Kit 72.13
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215420 HAYS PERSONNEL SERVICES (AUST) PTY LTD 6,770.98

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 10285970 HAYS PERSONNEL SERVICES (AUST) PTY LTD Supply of MTC worker Marc Ford from 2/04 6,770.98
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215421 INST OF PUBLIC WORKS ENGINEERING AUST LTD 1,718.75

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 83656‐SP0421 INST OF PUBLIC WORKS ENGINEERING AUST LTD IPWEA subscription 1,718.75
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215422 JONES LANG LASALLE (WA)PTY LTD 57,366.42

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 6350854 JONES LANG LASALLE (WA)PTY LTD Enex 100 Rent Loading Dock 14 ‐2020/2021 57,366.42
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215423 SMC CORPORATION (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD 969.87

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 431835 SMC CORPORATION (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD Seal Repair Kits for Road Sweeper Brush 127.27
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 10110493 SMC CORPORATION (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD Brush Arm Cylinder RAM for Sweeper Arm o 842.60

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215424 RSEA PTY LTD 443.26

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 11166870 RSEA PTY LTD Safety Boots for Depot Mechanic ‐ Keith 108.90
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 10946921A RSEA PTY LTD SCN Annual Uniform Order 72.60
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 10946886A RSEA PTY LTD SCN Annual Uniform Order 121.00
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 11512016 RSEA PTY LTD Steel Cap Boots for FM team 140.76

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215425 CSP GROUP PTY LTD T/AS STIHL SHOP OSBORNE PARK 1,135.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 67696 CSP GROUP PTY LTD T/AS STIHL SHOP OSBORNE PARK Repairs + General Servicing for Minor Pl 191.70
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 67646 CSP GROUP PTY LTD T/AS STIHL SHOP OSBORNE PARK Parks and Construction Repairs + General 279.30
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 67821 #7 CSP GROUP PTY LTD T/AS STIHL SHOP OSBORNE PARK Repairs + Report Fees for Parks Minor Pl 664.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215426 T QUIP 225.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 101152 #5 T QUIP Repair Parts for 3 Parks Mowers 20.20
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 101208#5 T QUIP Replacement Pulleys for Deck Belt on Lar 204.80

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215427 TURF CARE WA PTY LTD 1,738.20

3/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐3017 TURF CARE WA PTY LTD Turf treatment for black beetle at Welli 66.20
3/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐3018 TURF CARE WA PTY LTD Supply & Apply Primo Maxx 6Lt/Ha Narrows 1,672.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215428 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD 1,071.95

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 00411927 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 242.00
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 00411925 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 223.30
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 00411923 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 209.00
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 00411922 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 316.25
3/06/2021 $APINVCE 00411919 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 81.40

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215429 UES (INT'L) PTY LTD T/AS UES INTERNATIONAL 102.37

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 21034 UES (INT'L) PTY LTD T/AS UES INTERNATIONAL Rear Door seal for Small Street/ Pavemen 102.37
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215430 THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN DEAF SOCIETY INC T/AS ACCESS PLUS WA 1,325.91

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 67964A THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN DEAF SOCIETY INC T/AS ACCESS PLUSAuslan interpretation for 5 public talks 1,325.91
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215431 W.C. CONVENIENCE MANAGEMENT PTY LTD 87,059.87

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 00012291 W.C. CONVENIENCE MANAGEMENT PTY LTD Supply, Install And Maintain Unisex Auto 87,059.87
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215432 STEFNA FAMILY TRUST T/AS WEST TIP WASTE MANAGEMENT 16,854.60

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 00054102 STEFNA FAMILY TRUST T/AS WEST TIP WASTE MANAGEMENT Street Sweeping Collection & Waste Tippi 16,854.60
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215434 SOMPORN NEWTON 99.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE PT20215 SOMPORN NEWTON RFD INCORRECT APPLICATION‐PT‐2021/5 99.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215435 HEYDER & SHEARS CATERING 515.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE FPH1812 HEYDER & SHEARS CATERING APP INCORRECT FEE‐FPH/1812 515.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215436 BECKY BREW PTY LTD 97.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE FP1864 BECKY BREW PTY LTD RFD INCORRECT APP‐FP/1864 97.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215437 CAROLINE JAMES EVENTS PTY LTD 98.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE EV2019207 CAROLINE JAMES EVENTS PTY LTD RFD APP CANCELLED‐EV‐2019/207 98.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215438 CAROLINE JAMES EVENTS PTY LTD 99.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE EV202065 CAROLINE JAMES EVENTS PTY LTD RFD CNACELLED APP‐EV‐2020/65 99.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215439 TANESHA BENNELL 104.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE EV2020158 TANESHA BENNELL RFD OVERPAYMENT‐EV‐2020/158 104.00
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Cheque/EFT FNumber 215440 DALAL LAARAJ 95.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE FVA2400 DALAL LAARAJ RFD APPLICATION NOT REQUIRED ‐FVA/2400 95.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215441 HELEN LOUISE DAVIES 257.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE EV2019211 HELEN LOUISE DAVIES RFD WEDDING APPLICATION‐EV‐2019/211 257.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215442 FRIENDS OF PALESTINE WA INC 99.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE EV2021169 FRIENDS OF PALESTINE WA INC RFD APPLICATION‐EV‐2021/169 99.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215443 VALENTINUS MANGUN 99.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE EV2021166 VALENTINUS MANGUN RFD INCORRECT COUNCIL‐EV‐2021/166 99.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215444 MOMENTUM WEALTH PROPERTY PTY LTD 459.75

3/06/2021 $APINVCE A1180850 MOMENTUM WEALTH PROPERTY PTY LTD RFD RATES‐129/181 ADELAIDE TCE PERTH 459.75
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215445 MOMENTUM WEALTH PROPERTY PTY LTD 553.65

3/06/2021 $APINVCE A1218049 MOMENTUM WEALTH PROPERTY PTY LTD RFD RATES‐125/189 ADELAIDE TCE EAST PERT 553.65
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215446 BT FINANCIAL GROUP 166.96

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 25052021 BT FINANCIAL GROUP RFD UNUSED PARKING PERMITS‐22/7‐31/7/20 166.96
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215447 JING WANG 6.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 31052021 JING WANG RFD APPLICATION‐26/8 JAMES ST PERTH 6.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215448 MICHAEL PRINCE 120.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 01062021MP MICHAEL PRINCE HEALTHY LIFESTYLE ‐M PRINCE 120.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215449 CATHERINE MONK 72.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 25052021CM CATHERINE MONK HEALTHY LIFESTYLE ‐C MONK 72.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215450 GURDEEP SINGH 110.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 21052021GS GURDEEP SINGH OPTICAL CLAIM ‐ G SINGH 110.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215451 BROOKE SINCLAIR 120.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 02062021BS BROOKE SINCLAIR HEALTHY LIFESTYLE ‐B SINCLAIR 120.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215452 ASHLEE RUTIGLIANO 120.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 31052021AR ASHLEE RUTIGLIANO HEALTHY LIFESTYLE ‐ASHLEE RUTIGLIANO 120.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215453 HONG YAN (SAMANTHA) 100.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 28052021SY HONG YAN (SAMANTHA) HEALTHY LIFESTYLE ‐S YAN 100.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215454 LIANA FRENCH 120.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 25052021LF LIANA FRENCH HEALTHY LIFESTYLE ‐L FRENCH 120.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215455 MING GHEE KHOO 110.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 28052021MK MING GHEE KHOO OPTICAL ‐MING GHEE KHOO 110.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215456 ARDINI AND JONATHON DAVIDSON 119.60

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 01062021JD ARDINI AND JONATHON DAVIDSON HEALTHY LIFESTYLE ‐J DAVIDSON 119.60
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215457 ROBERTO COLALILLO 120.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 31052021RC ROBERTO COLALILLO HEALTHY LIFESTYLE ‐R COLALILLO 120.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215458 CARL BOWMAN 55.35

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 05032021CB CARL BOWMAN RFD MORNING TEA‐M SNITH FAREWELL. 55.35
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215459 ASHLEE BUCK 251.10

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 05032021AB ASHLEE BUCK RFD MORNING TEA‐M SNITH FAREWELL. 251.10
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215460 BARONESS HOLDINGS PTY LTD T/AS TREE PLANTING AND WATERING 20,869.17

3/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐0888 BARONESS HOLDINGS PTY LTD T/AS TREE PLANTING AND WATERStreet Tree Watering 20,869.17
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215461 Swan Group WA Pty Ltd  t/as Swan Group WA 320,246.86

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 202099 Swan Group WA Pty Ltd  t/as Swan Group WA City of Perth Safe night ‐ Claim 02 320,246.86
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215462 MARTIN COPEMAN 2,700.00

3/06/2021 $APINVCE 04052021MC MARTIN COPEMAN STUDY ASSISTANCE ‐ M COPEMAN 2,700.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215463 EUROPEAN FOODS PTY LTD 364.28

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 256166 EUROPEAN FOODS PTY LTD COP Coffee supplies : European foods 364.28
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215464 LUX EVENTS PTY LTD 36,151.50

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 210406CP LUX EVENTS PTY LTD Street Art Luminism ‐ Winter Fest Murals 36,151.50
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215465 CTI5 PTY LTD 23,408.11

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 01069364 CTI5 PTY LTD Ticket Machine (APM) Audit Fees 2020‐21 2,781.11
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 01069371 CTI5 PTY LTD This item is for cti5 attendance for mai 297.00
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 01069370 CTI5 PTY LTD Coin Collection Fees for citiplace Rest 330.00
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 01069418 CTI5 PTY LTD Container Deposit Scheme Top Up Fund 20,000.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215466 HBF HEALTH LTD 1,070.35

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 008736 HBF HEALTH LTD Work Station Assessment 1 1,070.35
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215467 BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD 109.42

10/06/2021 $APCREDT C5786552.P BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD BIDFOOD WA PTY ‐73.92
10/06/2021 $APINVCE I52534464.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 333.82
10/06/2021 $APCREDT C5800621.P BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD BIDFOOD WA PTY ‐150.48

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215468 GREEN BUILDING COUNCIL OF AUST LTD 2,695.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE MR‐2517 2021/2022 GREEN BUILDING COUNCIL OF AUST LTD Green Building Council Australia : Annua 2,695.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215469 IRON MOUNTAIN AUSTRALIA GROUP PTY LTD 31.15

10/06/2021 $APINVCE AUS791637 IRON MOUNTAIN AUSTRALIA GROUP PTY LTD Secure Bins (HR) FY20/21 20.77
10/06/2021 $APINVCE AUS808663 IRON MOUNTAIN AUSTRALIA GROUP PTY LTD Secure Bins (HR) FY20/21 10.38

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215470 ADVANCED TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT 711.70



Schedule of Accounts Paid ‐ Municipal Fund

For the Period: 01/06/2021‐30/06/2021

Payment Date Document  Invoice Number Payee Payment Details Payment Amount

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00146288 ADVANCED TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT Plain St GPT  TMP PLan 711.70
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215471 NESPRESSO 687.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 38282751 NESPRESSO Coffee Supplies for Level 7 687.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215472 DATA 3 20,170.36

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 02009546 DATA 3 Azure Usage Charges ‐ billed quarterly 20,170.36
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215473 ENVISIONWARE PTY LTD 2,090.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐AU‐5255 ENVISIONWARE PTY LTD PS‐PM‐ A Upgrade and Migration Services, 2,090.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215474 ALINTA SALES PTY LTD 142,142.51

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 70366562 ALINTA SALES PTY LTD Electricity ‐ Multiple sites 142,142.51
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215475 MAJESTIC PLUMBING 496.85

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 239855 MAJESTIC PLUMBING VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 342.23
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 240159 MAJESTIC PLUMBING VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 154.62

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215476 ECOLO WA 250.25

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00015872 ECOLO WA FORREST PLACE LOADING DOCK BIN ROOM ODOU 250.25
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215477 MULTILEC ENGINEERING 308.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 84050 MULTILEC ENGINEERING REGAL PLACE CAR PARK ‐ DOCK HOIST SERVIC 308.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215478 DFP RECRUITMENT SERVICES 1,935.87

10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐0000071931 DFP RECRUITMENT SERVICES Temp Maintenance Support Officer 1,935.87
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215479 ACCESS BRICKPAVING CO 153,943.79

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00240523 ACCESS BRICKPAVING CO 10522 Urban Forest infill planting progr 13,907.30
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00240522 ACCESS BRICKPAVING CO 10522 Urban Forest infill planting progr 113,559.60
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00170525 ACCESS BRICKPAVING CO Qv1 Saint Georges Tce Maintenance Progra 26,476.89

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215480 SUNNY INDUSTRIAL BRUSHWARE 1,464.71

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00023387 SUNNY INDUSTRIAL BRUSHWARE Annual Sweeper Brush Blanket Order for 3 1,464.71
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215481 EOS ELECTRICAL 14,945.68

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00014527A EOS ELECTRICAL WALGA QUOTATION VP211279 – ELECTRICAL LI 897.60
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00014526A EOS ELECTRICAL WALGA QUOTATION VP211279 – ELECTRICAL LI 270.60
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00014525A EOS ELECTRICAL WALGA QUOTATION VP211279 – ELECTRICAL LI 541.20
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00014524A EOS ELECTRICAL WALGA QUOTATION VP211279 – ELECTRICAL LI 811.80
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00014806 EOS ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance of street lights 81.26
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00014805 EOS ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance of street lights 81.26
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00014823 EOS ELECTRICAL Prince Lane power Investigation 135.30
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00014445A EOS ELECTRICAL Relocation of SMSB and Retic cabinet in 2,962.23
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00014787 EOS ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance of street lights 67.65
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00014810 EOS ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance of street lights 244.43
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00014808 EOS ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance of street lights 111.65
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00014811 EOS ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance of street lights 312.08
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00014815 EOS ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance of street lights 125.95
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00014812 EOS ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance of street lights 67.65
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00014737 EOS ELECTRICAL Banner installation and removal costs 8,235.02

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215482 DRAINFLOW SERVICES PTY LTD 148,117.40

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00006954 DRAINFLOW SERVICES PTY LTD March Cleaning of GPT Various Areas 3,822.29
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00007193 DRAINFLOW SERVICES PTY LTD Cleaning of the Mounts Bay Rd Main line 99,701.55
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00007108 DRAINFLOW SERVICES PTY LTD 629 Murray St Manhole replacement 5,701.15
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00006956 DRAINFLOW SERVICES PTY LTD March Cleaning of GPT Various Areas 8,837.53
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00007212 DRAINFLOW SERVICES PTY LTD FORREST PLACE LOADING DOCK ‐ GULLY PIT A 1,592.44
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00007209 DRAINFLOW SERVICES PTY LTD Quote: DFS‐1510 ‐ Drainflow Services ‐ S 24,640.15
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00006953 DRAINFLOW SERVICES PTY LTD March Cleaning of GPT Various Areas 3,822.29

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215483 JAMES BENNETT PTY LTD 16,279.19

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 4749304 JAMES BENNETT PTY LTD Library Stock purchases of assorted Book 270.18
10/06/2021 $APINVCE PSO428943 JAMES BENNETT PTY LTD Library Stock purchases of assorted Book 581.91
10/06/2021 $APINVCE PS0429313 JAMES BENNETT PTY LTD Library Stock purchases of assorted Book 310.92
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 4748946 JAMES BENNETT PTY LTD Renewal of one year subscription of Pres 12,196.80
10/06/2021 $APINVCE PSO428944 JAMES BENNETT PTY LTD Library Stock purchases of assorted Book 375.35
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 4748646 JAMES BENNETT PTY LTD Library Stock purchases of assorted Book 160.36
10/06/2021 $APINVCE PS0429315 JAMES BENNETT PTY LTD Library Stock purchases of assorted Book 256.31
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 4749301 JAMES BENNETT PTY LTD Library Stock purchases of assorted Book 126.71
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 4749303 JAMES BENNETT PTY LTD Library Stock purchases of assorted Book 238.53
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 4749191 JAMES BENNETT PTY LTD Library Stock purchases of assorted Book 28.01
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 4749192 JAMES BENNETT PTY LTD Library Stock purchases of assorted Book 66.84
10/06/2021 $APINVCE PSO429263 JAMES BENNETT PTY LTD Library Stock purchases of assorted Book 511.20
10/06/2021 $APINVCE PSO429265 JAMES BENNETT PTY LTD Library Stock purchases of assorted Book 460.76
10/06/2021 $APINVCE PSO429266 JAMES BENNETT PTY LTD Library Stock purchases of assorted Book 310.21
10/06/2021 $APINVCE PSO429267 JAMES BENNETT PTY LTD Library Stock purchases of assorted Book 385.10

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215484 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL 12,205.60

10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐11930 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 550.00
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐12257 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 268.49
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10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐12256 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 682.77
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐12254 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 98.31
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐12253 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 133.41
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐12251 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 418.11
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐12228 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 550.00
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐11978 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 122.05
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐11976 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 194.00
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐11953 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 654.18
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13067 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 116.05
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐12949 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 307.44
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13636 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 1,377.84
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐12252 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 180.81
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐12066 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 70.81
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐12062 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 525.86
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐11982 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 203.50
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐11981 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 55.00
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐11977 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 337.30
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐1955 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 625.01
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13925 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 55.00
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13924 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 112.42
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13923 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 250.87
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13921 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 57.42
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13847 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 164.33
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13846 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 157.95
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13845 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 164.33
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13844 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 55.00
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13828 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 55.00
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13596 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 57.42
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13462 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 55.00
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13820 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 157.95
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13555 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 251.91
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13647 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Level 1 Monitor relocation works ‐ Coste 760.94
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13882 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 244.97
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13881 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 128.31
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13843 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 55.00
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13827 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 266.76
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13826 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 214.30
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13825 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 164.33
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13824 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 248.54
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13823 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 157.95
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13822 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 184.48
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13821 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 157.95
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13874 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical works for Capital works 10462 499.11
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13815 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 57.42

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215485 JARRAD SENG 5,049.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 814 JARRAD SENG Annual Photo Shoot ‐ Urban Art category 5,049.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215486 MINTER ELLISON 13,803.13

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 10792911 MINTER ELLISON Arup and Turner and Townsend Contract De 1,183.60
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 10772897 MINTER ELLISON Engagement Minter Ellison on WACA matter 5,483.50
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 10786722 MINTER ELLISON Engagement Minter Ellison on WACA matter 7,136.03

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215487 TECHNICAL SERVICES GROUP 355.30

10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐00002140 TECHNICAL SERVICES GROUP Break/fix repairs for City of Perth Publ 264.00
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐00002141 TECHNICAL SERVICES GROUP Break/fix repairs for City of Perth Publ 91.30

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215488 Mohomad A & Audrey M Satar t/as Janelas Verdes Fine Australian Ceramics 550.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 130521 Mohomad A & Audrey M Satar t/as Janelas Verdes Fine AustraliaArtist Concept Fees ‐ Light it up 550.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215489 DAIMLER TRUCKS PERTH 762.95

10/06/2021 $APINVCE DTCSD282886 DAIMLER TRUCKS PERTH Tech Call Out For DPF Muffler Fault on M 762.95
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215490 APACE AID INCORPORATED (APACE WA) 1,832.13

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00012393 APACE AID INCORPORATED (APACE WA) Narrows Median ‐ Front of Convention Cen 915.01
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00012392 APACE AID INCORPORATED (APACE WA) Plants ‐ Narrows Banksia Grove  Joann He 917.12

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215491 GREENLITE ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS PTY LTD 787.52

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 297 GREENLITE ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS PTY LTD Supply & Install fans to prevent VFD ove 787.52
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215492 SILVERSPRING TRUST T/AS TJ DEPIAZZI & SONS 1,515.36

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 114836 SILVERSPRING TRUST T/AS TJ DEPIAZZI & SONS Supply 20m3 Pine Bark Mulch 1,515.36
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215493 O'Hanlons (WA) Pty Ltd  T/AS  The William Street Bird 5,500.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐0255 O'Hanlons (WA) Pty Ltd  T/AS  The William Street Bird Small Business Grant 20/21 William Stree 5,500.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215494 IMAGE SOURCE DIGITAL SOLUTIONS 3,830.75
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10/06/2021 $APINVCE 456878 IMAGE SOURCE DIGITAL SOLUTIONS Window cards for participating retailers 88.00
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 456755 IMAGE SOURCE DIGITAL SOLUTIONS 2 X Ecoflex corlutes and  50 x participa 133.10
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 456749 IMAGE SOURCE DIGITAL SOLUTIONS Heritage framework posters to illustrate 3,278.00
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 457202 IMAGE SOURCE DIGITAL SOLUTIONS Social distancing floor decals 176.55
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 457204 IMAGE SOURCE DIGITAL SOLUTIONS Parking meter decals 155.10

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215495 WINDCAVE PTY LTD  T/AS PAYMENT EXPRESS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 50,208.85

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 1722190 WINDCAVE PTY LTD  T/AS PAYMENT EXPRESS AUSTRALIA PTY LTDCard Transaction Fee 2020‐21 50,112.79
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 172218931 WINDCAVE PTY LTD  T/AS PAYMENT EXPRESS AUSTRALIA PTY LTDMonthly Service Fee for EFTPOS Machine a 96.06

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215496 GJK FACILITY SERVICES 188.10

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 402946 GJK FACILITY SERVICES Car Park Reactive Maintenance for 2020/2 188.10
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215497 JAPANESE TRUCK & BUS SPARES PTY LTD 4,038.90

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 404562 JAPANESE TRUCK & BUS SPARES PTY LTD Air Filter for Lighting Tower Annual Ser 27.90
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 404515 JAPANESE TRUCK & BUS SPARES PTY LTD Air Filter for Lighting Tower Annual Ser 27.90
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 406346 JAPANESE TRUCK & BUS SPARES PTY LTD Special Fuel Filter for CMAR Pavement Cl 169.40
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 406113 JAPANESE TRUCK & BUS SPARES PTY LTD Replacement ECU (Engine Control Unit) fo 3,355.00
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 405949 JAPANESE TRUCK & BUS SPARES PTY LTD New Replacement Fog Lamp LED Assembly fo 458.70

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215498 LIGHTSPEED COMMUNICATIONS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD t/as LIGHTSPEED 67,023.99

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 87291 LIGHTSPEED COMMUNICATIONS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD t/as LIGHTSCommunication and data ‐ Safe night space 8,159.86
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 87311 LIGHTSPEED COMMUNICATIONS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD t/as LIGHTSBreak/fix repairs to City of Perth fibre 546.89
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 87310 LIGHTSPEED COMMUNICATIONS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD t/as LIGHTSBreak/fix repairs to City of Perth fibre 874.15
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 87297 LIGHTSPEED COMMUNICATIONS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD t/as LIGHTSFibre Optic Preventative Maintenance 202 47,306.08
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 87306 LIGHTSPEED COMMUNICATIONS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD t/as LIGHTSFibre Optic Preventative Maintenance 202 10,137.01

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215499 AUSTRALIAN ACADEMY OF TAI CHI (WA) 585.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 21005 AUSTRALIAN ACADEMY OF TAI CHI (WA) Tai Chi classes 585.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215500 THOMSON REUTERS(PROFESSIONAL)AUST LTD 220.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 6141759963 THOMSON REUTERS(PROFESSIONAL)AUST LTD New SEEK Branded Template Set up ‐ Recru 220.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215501 ARTRAGE 70,125.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 000502 ARTRAGE Major Event Grant ‐ Artrage, Fringe Worl 70,125.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215502 GAVIN CHARLES BURGESS 281.60

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 99A GAVIN CHARLES BURGESS Battery, Fluro, printer cartridge and mo 281.60
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215503 DEPARTMENT OF MINES INDUSTRY REGULATION AND SAFETY 590,976.80

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 02062021 DEPARTMENT OF MINES INDUSTRY REGULATION AND SAFETY BUILDING SERVICE LEVY ‐ MAY 2021 590,976.80
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215504 DATALINE VISUAL LINK PTY LTD 21,861.25

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 53933 DATALINE VISUAL LINK PTY LTD Hay Street Revitalization Project‐ Exist 6,686.56
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 53826 DATALINE VISUAL LINK PTY LTD Car Park Camera Replacements Capital Wor 11,087.99
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 53913 DATALINE VISUAL LINK PTY LTD Contract 100385 176.00
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 53917 DATALINE VISUAL LINK PTY LTD Contract 100385 555.50
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 53914 DATALINE VISUAL LINK PTY LTD Contract 100385 1,370.60
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 53916 DATALINE VISUAL LINK PTY LTD Contract 100385 810.62
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 53887 DATALINE VISUAL LINK PTY LTD Quote : 10772, CCTV Supplies ‐ 5 x Repla 511.23
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 53888 DATALINE VISUAL LINK PTY LTD Unplanned Equipment maintenance for 2020 662.75

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215505 AUSTRALIAN SUPER 208,736.17

10/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 4/06/2021 AUSTRALIAN SUPER 5% Council Matched Company Contribution 37,489.76
10/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 4/06/2021 AUSTRALIAN SUPER CC Scheme Employee Contribution ‐ PostTa 4,006.60
10/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 4/06/2021 AUSTRALIAN SUPER CC Scheme Employee Contribution ‐ PreTax 30,570.95
10/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 4/06/2021 AUSTRALIAN SUPER Employee Contribution ‐ Post Tax ($) 239.00
10/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 4/06/2021 AUSTRALIAN SUPER Employee Contribution ‐ Post Tax (%) 218.24
10/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 4/06/2021 AUSTRALIAN SUPER Employee Contribution ‐ PreTax ($) 360.92
10/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 4/06/2021 AUSTRALIAN SUPER Employee Contribution ‐ PreTax (%) 4,994.20
10/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 4/06/2021 AUSTRALIAN SUPER SGC Compulsory ‐ Employer 130,856.50

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215506 McLEODS BARRISTERS AND SOLICITORS 4,372.10

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 118718 McLEODS BARRISTERS AND SOLICITORS New Food Act Prosecution – Arirang 4,372.10
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215507 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION 56,423.89

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 2093243637 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION STREET LIGHTS 41,518.61
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 2093243423 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION UNMETERED TARIFF‐BUS SHELTER/PUBLIC TOIL 14,905.28

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215508 BLACKWOODS ATKINS 52.40

10/06/2021 $APCREDT 242242 BLACKWOODS ATKINS BLACKWOODS ‐129.60
10/06/2021 $APCREDT 242100 BLACKWOODS ATKINS BLACKWOODS ‐2.83
10/06/2021 $APCREDT 242101 BLACKWOODS ATKINS BLACKWOODS ‐4.49
10/06/2021 $APINVCE PE7759AE BLACKWOODS ATKINS Stores  Stock 26.66
10/06/2021 $APINVCE PE4994AE BLACKWOODS ATKINS Stores Stock 91.91
10/06/2021 $APINVCE PE5055AC BLACKWOODS ATKINS Stores Stock 28.58
10/06/2021 $APINVCE PE5304AB BLACKWOODS ATKINS Stores Stock 42.17

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215509 LOCAL GOVERNMENT PROFESSIONALS AUSTRALIA WA 500.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 29778 LOCAL GOVERNMENT PROFESSIONALS AUSTRALIA WA LG Professionals Network Forum 500.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215510 THE PERTH CENTRE FOR PHOTOGRAPHY INC 5,500.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐0264 THE PERTH CENTRE FOR PHOTOGRAPHY INC Art Grant for Perth Centre of Photograph 5,500.00
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Cheque/EFT FNumber 215511 E.P. DRAFFIN MANUFACTURING PTY LTD 18,849.60

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 23432 E.P. DRAFFIN MANUFACTURING PTY LTD Roe St Project Quote 31723 15x Std sub s 18,849.60
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215512 SOIL'N SAND PTY LTD 2,814.42

10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐8669 SOIL'N SAND PTY LTD Stores Stock 671.41
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐8660 SOIL'N SAND PTY LTD Stores Stock 2,143.01

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215513 AUSBIOTECH LTD 3,100.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 65594 AUSBIOTECH LTD AusBiotech Membership Renewal 2021‐2022 3,100.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215514 DE VINE CELLARS 1,325.50

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 437479‐3 DE VINE CELLARS De Vine cellar Catering Beverage supplie 218.00
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 481084‐3 DE VINE CELLARS De Vine cellar Catering Beverage supplie 1,107.50

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215515 EVENT HEALTH MANAGEMENT PTY LTD 787.50

10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐1261 EVENT HEALTH MANAGEMENT PTY LTD Christmas Concerts‐ COVID Safety Marshal 787.50
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215516 The Trustee for Wendy Mead Family Trust & OTH t/as Pinnacle People 691.77

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 619197 The Trustee for Wendy Mead Family Trust & OTH t/as Pinnacle P Staff hire for Coolbaroo Dance Townhall 140.37
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 619347 The Trustee for Wendy Mead Family Trust & OTH t/as Pinnacle P Perth Biodesign Cocktail reception staff 551.40

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215517 JB HI‐FI GROUP PTY LTD T/AS JB HI‐FI COMMERCIAL 13,613.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE BD0449631 JB HI‐FI GROUP PTY LTD T/AS JB HI‐FI COMMERCIAL 16 Mobile phones for corporate use 8,002.00
10/06/2021 $APINVCE BD0448323 JB HI‐FI GROUP PTY LTD T/AS JB HI‐FI COMMERCIAL 16 Mobile phones for corporate use 5,611.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215518 AUSTRALIA DAY COUNCIL OF WA (INC) 650.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐0840 AUSTRALIA DAY COUNCIL OF WA (INC) Auspire ‐ Citizenship of the Year Award 650.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215519 ALLPEST WA 616.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 6268476 ALLPEST WA VARIOUS SITES ‐ PEST CONTROL ‐ 2020/21 F 308.00
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 6262674 ALLPEST WA VARIOUS SITES ‐ PEST CONTROL ‐ 2020/21 F 154.00
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 6299822 ALLPEST WA Rodent control 154.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215520 Network Security Parts Pty Ltd & The Trustee for I C Carden Family Trust 2,865.50

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 16978 Network Security Parts Pty Ltd & The Trustee for I C Carden FamiQuote No: 20210505‐1 Intercom Supply Onl 2,865.50
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215521 BUNGAREE LAUNDRY SERVICES 283.80

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00050952 BUNGAREE LAUNDRY SERVICES Bungaree ‐COP Catering Linen Supply 58.74
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00050913 BUNGAREE LAUNDRY SERVICES Bungaree ‐COP Catering Linen Supply 225.06

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215522 BROWNES FOODS OPERATIONS PTY LTD 98.56

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 15998246 BROWNES FOODS OPERATIONS PTY LTD Depot Weekly Milk Delivery 1 July 2020 ‐ 98.56
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215523 ICONIC PROPERTY SERVICES 93,362.52

10/06/2021 $APINVCE PSI014578 ICONIC PROPERTY SERVICES CLEANING AND LOCK UP SERVICES VARIOUS PR 6,543.50
10/06/2021 $APINVCE PSI014583 ICONIC PROPERTY SERVICES CLEANING AND LOCK UP SERVICES VARIOUS PR 21,387.55
10/06/2021 $APINVCE PSI014579 ICONIC PROPERTY SERVICES CLEANING AND LOCK UP SERVICES VARIOUS PR 28,730.16
10/06/2021 $APINVCE PSI014584 ICONIC PROPERTY SERVICES CLEANING AND LOCK UP SERVICES VARIOUS PR 36,305.31
10/06/2021 $APINVCE PSI014764 ICONIC PROPERTY SERVICES VARIOUS BUILDINGS ‐ AD HOC CLEANING SERV 396.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215524 CHAIN APPLICATIONS PTY LTD T/AS THE RIGGING SHED 41.25

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 111170 CHAIN APPLICATIONS PTY LTD T/AS THE RIGGING SHED Supply of 5 x Shackles 41.25
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215525 CSE CROSSCOM PTY LTD 2,942.50

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 431987 CSE CROSSCOM PTY LTD Ranger two way air time 20‐21 220.00
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 431984 CSE CROSSCOM PTY LTD Ranger two way air time 20‐21 632.50
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 432048 CSE CROSSCOM PTY LTD two way radio monthly fee for Citiplace 27.50
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 432055 CSE CROSSCOM PTY LTD Two‐way Radio ‐ Air time for 20/21 finan 2,062.50

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215526 AUSTRALIAN SERVICES UNION 438.30

10/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 4/06/2021 AUSTRALIAN SERVICES UNION Australian Services Union 412.40
10/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL EF 4/06/2021 AUSTRALIAN SERVICES UNION Australian Services Union 25.90

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215527 NATURAL AREA CONSULTING MANAGEMENT SERVICES 3,763.33

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00015282 NATURAL AREA CONSULTING MANAGEMENT SERVICES Narrows Median Planting 2,408.62
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00015281 NATURAL AREA CONSULTING MANAGEMENT SERVICES Banksia Grove Understory 1,354.71

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215528 BSA LIMITED 259.60

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 2666801 BSA LIMITED Unplanned Mechanical Ventilation works f 259.60
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215529 MARK REISINGER T/AS MFR AUTOELECTRICS 2,488.87

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 2213 MARK REISINGER T/AS MFR AUTOELECTRICS Install two way & Zebra phone handset in 324.53
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 2217 MARK REISINGER T/AS MFR AUTOELECTRICS Call Out To Rectify Faults in Rubbish Tr 1,289.09
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 2215 MARK REISINGER T/AS MFR AUTOELECTRICS Call Out To Rectify Faults in Rubbish Tr 125.45
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 2216 MARK REISINGER T/AS MFR AUTOELECTRICS Call Out To Rectify Faults in Rubbish Tr 119.58
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 2214 MARK REISINGER T/AS MFR AUTOELECTRICS Call Out To Rectify Faults in Rubbish Tr 479.32
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 2218 MARK REISINGER T/AS MFR AUTOELECTRICS Call Out To Rectify Faults in Rubbish Tr 150.90

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215530 PAULL & WARNER ACCIDENT REPAIR CENTRE PERTH PTY LTD 698.50

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 27470 PAULL & WARNER ACCIDENT REPAIR CENTRE PERTH PTY LTD Polish car & brush touch vehicles before 368.50
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 27471 PAULL & WARNER ACCIDENT REPAIR CENTRE PERTH PTY LTD Polish car & brush touch vehicles before 330.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215531 WESTERN METROPOLITAN REGIONAL COUNCIL 47.30

10/06/2021 $APINVCE M‐2105405 WESTERN METROPOLITAN REGIONAL COUNCIL Green Waste Tipping Fees 20/21 47.30
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215532 ML & SN Pty Ltd t/as Snap Northbridge 841.07

10/06/2021 $APINVCE F040‐327923 ML & SN Pty Ltd t/as Snap Northbridge Menu boards Dining Room 841.07
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215533 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST 40,507.43
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10/06/2021 $APINVCE 12000 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 4,280.05
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11306 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 338.54
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11889 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 132.61
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11885 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 126.83
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 12001 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 265.21
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 12007 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 485.10
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 12005 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 314.44
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 12002 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 454.23
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 12003 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 783.65
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11888 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 132.61
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11883 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 126.83
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11882 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 92.25
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11881 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 92.25
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11879 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 92.25
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11877 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 132.61
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11887 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 374.31
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11886 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 418.91
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11878 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 222.73
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11607 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 126.83
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11604 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 253.66
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11601 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 424.77
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11600 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 92.25
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11493 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 200.85
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11489 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 253.66
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11488 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 224.90
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11487 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 750.61
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11485 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 256.16
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11482 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 253.66
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11481 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 437.47
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11494 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 169.75
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11484 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 126.83
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11131 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 343.57
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11483 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 126.83
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11611 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 92.25
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11613 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 253.66
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11615 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 253.66
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11772 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 92.25
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11777 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 126.83
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11779 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 126.83
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11301 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 4,021.52
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11770 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 5,505.21
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11480 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 1,493.38
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11492 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 2,035.17
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11134 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 1,114.14
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11610 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 138.37
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11311 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 338.54
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11304 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 375.61
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11609 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 520.91
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11300 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 647.25
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11299 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 375.61
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11298 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 867.87
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11297 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 386.53
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11307 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 338.54
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11133 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 218.94
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11136 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 338.54
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11132 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 830.53
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11606 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 287.30
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11605 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 498.85
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11603 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 604.42
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11602 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 195.60
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11598 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 718.40
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11495 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 607.12
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11490 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 190.25
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11486 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 368.98
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11776 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 184.49
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11780 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 1,313.62
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11614 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 435.84
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10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11612 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 275.59
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11608 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 138.37
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11310 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 125.20
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11309 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 110.64
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11308 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 95.76
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11137 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 187.80
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11135 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 180.20
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11139 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 189.13
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11036 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 400.52

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215534 ALLMAKES PTY LTD T/AS BRANDWORX AUSTRALIA 5,324.52

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 738454 ALLMAKES PTY LTD T/AS BRANDWORX AUSTRALIA Uniform replacement 146.09
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 738497 ALLMAKES PTY LTD T/AS BRANDWORX AUSTRALIA Citiplace Rest Centre staff uniform 5,178.43

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215535 TREVOR WALLEY 500.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 10042021 TREVOR WALLEY Wellington Square Launch Event Smoking C 500.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215536 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD 1,157.37

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036047949 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Stationary 20x Boxes of Envelopes for Cu 336.95
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036073923 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Catering Supplies and Beverages for Comm 134.04
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036055799 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Depot Catering, Cleaning & Stationery Su 101.62
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036047129 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Parks Teams Coffee, Tea and Drinking Cho 584.76

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215537 ACE SECURITY AND EVENTS SERVICES 2,992.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00006174 ACE SECURITY AND EVENTS SERVICES Northbridge Piazza ‐ World Cinema Film S 2,992.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215538 TALENT INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD(WA) 11,946.76

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 811054 TALENT INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD(WA)  Natalie Laffin  ‐ Relief Applicatio Off 1,513.05
10/06/2021 $APCREDT 804085B TALENT INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD(WA) TALENT INTERNAT ‐2,418.14
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 814188 TALENT INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD(WA) Casual information Management Analyst 1,650.00
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 817369 TALENT INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD(WA) Temp employment AGeorgianis, PA to Gener 2,176.13
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 817367 TALENT INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD(WA) Casual information Management Analyst 1,650.00
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 817366 TALENT INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD(WA) Temp personnel Martin Hoang for Josh Joh 2,012.55
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 814189 TALENT INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD(WA) Gerard Ng (Risk Consultant) 2,805.00
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 814187 TALENT INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD(WA) Temp personnel Martin Hoang for Josh Joh 2,558.17

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215539 JOELZ PTY LTD T/AS BAX SERVICES 9,845.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00000279 JOELZ PTY LTD T/AS BAX SERVICES Claisebrook Channel Cleaning Service 9,845.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215540 Bling Trio 120.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 26052021 Bling Trio Tuesday Morning Show Bling Trio 11 May 2 120.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215541 PLANT FORCE INVESTMENTS PTY LTD T/AS PLANTRITE 4,955.09

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00037040 PLANT FORCE INVESTMENTS PTY LTD T/AS PLANTRITE City wide plant order as per WALGA e‐quo 2,176.49
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00037087 PLANT FORCE INVESTMENTS PTY LTD T/AS PLANTRITE City wide plant order as per WALGA e‐quo 352.00
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00037039 PLANT FORCE INVESTMENTS PTY LTD T/AS PLANTRITE City wide plant order as per WALGA e‐quo 748.00
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00037042 PLANT FORCE INVESTMENTS PTY LTD T/AS PLANTRITE City wide plant order as per WALGA e‐quo 556.60
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00037076 PLANT FORCE INVESTMENTS PTY LTD T/AS PLANTRITE City wide plant order as per WALGA e‐quo 173.25
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00037041 PLANT FORCE INVESTMENTS PTY LTD T/AS PLANTRITE City wide plant order as per WALGA e‐quo 948.75

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215542 ENVIRO INFRASTRUCTURE PTY LTD 1,729.95

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 7339 ENVIRO INFRASTRUCTURE PTY LTD Stirling gardens water feature pit lid r 1,729.95
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215543 GRENSHED PTY LTD  T/AS LIVING TURF 357.50

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 67719/01 GRENSHED PTY LTD  T/AS LIVING TURF Soil amendment product for drainage impr 357.50
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215544 VOCUS PTY LTD 11,511.50

10/06/2021 $APINVCE P700947 VOCUS PTY LTD Year 2 of Vocus Internet Services Contra 11,511.50
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215545 CORPORATE GOVERNANCE RISK PTY LTD 5,500.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE IV00002656 CORPORATE GOVERNANCE RISK PTY LTD Monthly Hosting Fees for Corporate Gover 5,500.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215546 BATTERIES PLUS 863.50

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 653186 BATTERIES PLUS New Batteries + Charger for Hoist Contro 116.60
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 653062 BATTERIES PLUS New Battery for SPM Ute and 2 x New Batt 567.60
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 652955 BATTERIES PLUS New Battery for Parks Ute 179.30

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215547 ACCENT WEST PTY LTD 2,530.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11131001 ACCENT WEST PTY LTD Public Speaking ‐ May 2021 2,530.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215548 Clyde & Co Australia 689.15

10/06/2021 $APINVCE AU01‐0028189 Clyde & Co Australia Asbestos Response ‐ McDonald 689.15
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215549 NEVERFAIL SPRINGWATER LIMITED 126.72

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 454463 NEVERFAIL SPRINGWATER LIMITED Drinking water for Parks crib rooms 126.72
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215550 THE TRUSTEE FOR EDGAR PITTER FAMILY TRUST T/AS HIRE SOCIETY 361.02

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 166178 THE TRUSTEE FOR EDGAR PITTER FAMILY TRUST T/AS HIRE SOCIERound Table hire for Asialink buisness l 361.02
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215551 Eat The Kids Pty Ltd t/as Donnie Taco 5,500.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐0304 Eat The Kids Pty Ltd t/as Donnie Taco Small Business Grant 2020/21 Donnie Taco 5,500.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215552 DULUXGROUP(AUSTRALIA)PTY LTD T/AS DULUX AUSTRALIA 220.34

10/06/2021 $APINVCE WC04‐0329964 DULUXGROUP(AUSTRALIA)PTY LTD T/AS DULUX AUSTRALIA Paint and Hardware Supplies for Use in G 113.33
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 488776496 DULUXGROUP(AUSTRALIA)PTY LTD T/AS DULUX AUSTRALIA Paint and Hardware Supplies for Use in G 107.01

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215553 GPC ASIA PACIFIC PTY LTD  T/AS NAPA 330.00
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10/06/2021 $APINVCE 1870083646 GPC ASIA PACIFIC PTY LTD  T/AS NAPA Mechanics Creeper (Trolley for working u 330.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215554  JUSTIN ROBERT MARTIN T/AS Djurandi Dreaming 495.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 16421.2  JUSTIN ROBERT MARTIN T/AS Djurandi Dreaming Description: Heritage Days Family Day  E 495.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215555 John Charles Foskett 150.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 1 John Charles Foskett Tuesday Morning Show John Foskett 25 May 150.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215556 J.H. FLUID TRANSFER SOLUTIONS PTY LTD T/AS PIRTEK MALAGA 895.99

10/06/2021 $APINVCE ML‐T00040617 J.H. FLUID TRANSFER SOLUTIONS PTY LTD T/AS PIRTEK MALAGA Repairs to Depot Water Treatment Pressur 126.72
10/06/2021 $APINVCE ML‐T00041159 J.H. FLUID TRANSFER SOLUTIONS PTY LTD T/AS PIRTEK MALAGA Replacement Hydraulic Hoses Needed for 2 386.69
10/06/2021 $APINVCE ML‐T00041031 J.H. FLUID TRANSFER SOLUTIONS PTY LTD T/AS PIRTEK MALAGA Call Out to Replace Blown Leaking Tube A 382.58

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215557 Moore Stephens (WA) Pty Ltd as agent t/as Moore Stephens 792.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 2141 Moore Stephens (WA) Pty Ltd as agent t/as Moore Stephens Moore Australia ‐ Template 792.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215558 HERITAGE WAY PTY LTD (DOMUS NURSERY) 3,405.89

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 152538 HERITAGE WAY PTY LTD (DOMUS NURSERY) City wide plant order as per WAGA e‐quot 3,405.89
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215559 RICOH AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 1,564.11

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 13821951 RICOH AUSTRALIA PTY LTD Print Room ‐ Ricoh Printer Financial Yea 1,564.11
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215560 PENSKE POWER SYSTEMS PTY LTD T/AS PENSKE POWER SYSTEMS 825.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE M‐MTR12853 PENSKE POWER SYSTEMS PTY LTD T/AS PENSKE POWER SYSTEMSAllison Truck Transmission Training 825.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215561 THE GRIFFITH FAMILY TRUST T/AS SUPERSTOCK SERVICES SUPERSTOCK FOOD SERVICES 133.38

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 40454385 THE GRIFFITH FAMILY TRUST T/AS SUPERSTOCK SERVICES SUPER Fruit juice and dairy products for the C 52.20
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 40454384 THE GRIFFITH FAMILY TRUST T/AS SUPERSTOCK SERVICES SUPERMilk for Child Care 81.18

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215562 BIG ISSUE IN AUSTRALIA LIMITED T/AS THE BIG ISSUE 1,057.50

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00023115 BIG ISSUE IN AUSTRALIA LIMITED T/AS THE BIG ISSUE The Community Centre sells the Big Issue 1,057.50
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215563 SELECT FRESH PTY LTD 352.94

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 294290 SELECT FRESH PTY LTD Fruit and Vegetables 96.71
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 294134 SELECT FRESH PTY LTD Fruit and Veg for Child Care 141.81
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 2941041 SELECT FRESH PTY LTD Fruit and Vegetables 114.42

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215564 Rooforce Facility Services Pty Ltd 3,245.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE IV00000001088 Rooforce Facility Services Pty Ltd Roo Force Facility Services 3,245.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215565 Mission Bay Enterprises Pty Ltd  t/as Crush 1,980.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐51440 Mission Bay Enterprises Pty Ltd  t/as Crush Graphic Design ‐ CEO Powerpoint Presenta 1,540.00
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐51521 Mission Bay Enterprises Pty Ltd  t/as Crush Design 21‐181 Infrastructure and Operati 440.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215566 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE GLADWELL FAMILY TRUST T/AS  TRAFFIC LOGI 6,440.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 01310 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE GLADWELL FAMILY TRUST T/AS  TRAFFIC LPMacherla ‐ Cordon Traffic Counts  6,440.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215567 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE QUITO PTY LTD T/AS BENARA NURSERIES 5,043.78

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 299306 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE QUITO PTY LTD T/AS BENARA NURSERIES Plants for the Malls, Council House etc 5,043.78
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215568 STANTEC AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 1,892.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 1865936 STANTEC AUSTRALIA PTY LTD Structural consultancy works Perth  1,892.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215569 Pennant House Pty Ltd  t/as Pennant House 2,654.02

10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐1404 Pennant House Pty Ltd  t/as Pennant House Council House outdoor Flag order 2,654.02
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215570 THE TRUSTEE FOR PAM FAMILY TRUST T/AS  PROFESSIONAL ARTS MANAGEMENT 45,431.74

10/06/2021 $APINVCE PAM0114 THE TRUSTEE FOR PAM FAMILY TRUST T/AS  PROFESSIONAL ART Cultural Collections Technician tender ‐ 1,737.00
10/06/2021 $APINVCE PAM0126 THE TRUSTEE FOR PAM FAMILY TRUST T/AS  PROFESSIONAL ART Cultural Collections Technician tender ‐ 2,288.00
10/06/2021 $APINVCE PAM0125 THE TRUSTEE FOR PAM FAMILY TRUST T/AS  PROFESSIONAL ART Cultural Collections Technician tender ‐ 14,274.34
10/06/2021 $APINVCE PAM0124 THE TRUSTEE FOR PAM FAMILY TRUST T/AS  PROFESSIONAL ART Budget review funding for Claisebrook 27,132.40

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215571 DANIELA DOMENIQUE RUSSO 300.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 35 DANIELA DOMENIQUE RUSSO Chair yoga 75.00
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 36 DANIELA DOMENIQUE RUSSO Chair yoga 225.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215572 LEE BROTHERS INTERNATIONAL TRADE PTY LTD t/as LBIT 135.43

10/06/2021 $APINVCE C008885 LEE BROTHERS INTERNATIONAL TRADE PTY LTD t/as LBIT Invoice 003323748 ‐17.36
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00323748 LEE BROTHERS INTERNATIONAL TRADE PTY LTD t/as LBIT Stores Stock 152.79

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215573 THE TRUSTEE FOR Yespar Family Trust T/AS Media on Mars 6,237.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐0077043 THE TRUSTEE FOR Yespar Family Trust T/AS Media on Mars Interpretive Signage Content ‐ 57 Murray 6,237.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215574 The Trustee for Aware Super 84,450.54

10/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 4/06/2021 The Trustee for Aware Super 5% Council Matched Company Contribution 10,165.64
10/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 4/06/2021 The Trustee for Aware Super CC Scheme Employee Contribution ‐ PostTa 2,067.31
10/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 4/06/2021 The Trustee for Aware Super CC Scheme Employee Contribution ‐ PreTax 9,527.41
10/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 4/06/2021 The Trustee for Aware Super Employee Contribution ‐ PreTax ($) 796.01
10/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 4/06/2021 The Trustee for Aware Super Employee Contribution ‐ PreTax (%) 2,437.68
10/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 4/06/2021 The Trustee for Aware Super SGC Compulsory ‐ Employer 59,456.49

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215575 THE TRUSTEE FOR JAMES FAMILY TRUST T/AS S&S POWDER COATERS 1,059.30

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00019564 THE TRUSTEE FOR JAMES FAMILY TRUST T/AS S&S POWDER COA Supply contract works: 3 x Sand blast & 1,059.30
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215576 DIANNE BAIN 5,879.06

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 04062021 DIANNE BAIN ELECTED MEMBER PAYMENTS 01/04/21‐31/5/21 5,879.06
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215577 CLYDE BEVAN 5,879.06

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 04062021 CLYDE BEVAN ELECTED MEMBER PAYMENT‐01/04/21‐31/5/21 5,879.06
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215578 BRENT FLEETON 5,879.06

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 04062021 BRENT FLEETON ELECTED MEMBER PAYMENTS 01/04/21‐31/5/21 5,879.06
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Cheque/EFT FNumber 215579 LIAM GOBBERT 5,879.06

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 04062021 LIAM GOBBERT ELECTED MEMBER PAYMENTS 01/04/21‐31/5/21 5,879.06
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215580 Quick Super Fund 2,195.96

10/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 4/06/2021 Quick Super Fund SGC Compulsory ‐ Employer 2,195.96
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215581 Hoban Recruitment Pty Ltd 732.86

10/06/2021 $APINVCE HPL16604 Hoban Recruitment Pty Ltd Wellington Square Launch ‐ Cleaning up c 732.86
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215582 VIKTOR KO 5,879.06

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 04062021 VIKTOR KO ELECTED MEMBER PAYMENTS 01/04/21‐31/5/21 5,879.06
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215583 CATHERINE LEZER 5,879.06

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 04062021 CATHERINE LEZER ELECTED MEMBER PAYMENTS 01/04/21‐31/5/21 5,879.06
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215584 BASIL ZEMPILAS 31,466.64

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 31052021 BASIL ZEMPILAS ELECTED MEMBER PAYMENTS 01/04/21‐31/5/21 31,466.64
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215585 REBECCA GORDON 5,879.06

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 04062021 REBECCA GORDON ELECTED MEMBER PAYMENTS 01/04/21‐31/5/21 5,879.06
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215586 SANDY ANGHIE 11,614.23

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 04062021 SANDY ANGHIE ELECTED MEMBER PAYMENTS 01/04/21‐31/5/21 11,614.23
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215587 Aboriginal United Services Pty Ltd 6,228.46

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00004245 Aboriginal United Services Pty Ltd CDS Depot at 8 Aberdeen St 6,228.46
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215588 THE TRUSTEE FOR BACKSAFE AUSTRALIA TRUST T/AS BACKSAFE AUST 514.80

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 32144 THE TRUSTEE FOR BACKSAFE AUSTRALIA TRUST T/AS BACKSAFE AClax trolley for event use. 514.80
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215589 GO DOORS PTY LTD  t/as GO DOORS 21,255.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 92815 GO DOORS PTY LTD  t/as GO DOORS Elder Street car park Auto Door Replacem 21,255.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215590 IDOM Maddington Pty Ltd 252.25

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 8003248 IDOM Maddington Pty Ltd Licensing costs for SS6450 charged at co 134.35
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 8002747 IDOM Maddington Pty Ltd Licensing as part of the Capital works r 117.90

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215591 P&G Body Builders Pty Ltd 19,778.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00019399 P&G Body Builders Pty Ltd Re‐purpose under‐utilised truck for cont 19,778.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215592 Optimus Gaming Pty Ltd 4,939.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 108 Optimus Gaming Pty Ltd Autumn School Holidays Event‐ Virtual Re 4,939.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215593 David Paul Petale 360.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 26052021 David Paul Petale Presentation Fee for Emma Young on the L 360.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215594 Vangor Enterprises Pty Ltd t/as Integrated Fuel Services and Solutions 4,847.70

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00043368 Vangor Enterprises Pty Ltd t/as Integrated Fuel Services and Solu Inspection and Maintenance of Depot Fuel 4,847.70
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215595 SRA Pty Ltd  t/as AMK Convenience Store 4,119.50

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 20052021 SRA Pty Ltd  t/as AMK Convenience Store Small Business Grant 20/21 AMK Convenien 4,119.50
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215596 Emma Jeanne Young 360.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐00002 Emma Jeanne Young Presentation Fee for Emma Young on the L 360.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215597 West Australian Stolen Generations Aboriginal Corporation t/as Yokai Healing Our 1,500.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐0027 West Australian Stolen Generations Aboriginal Corporation t/as YPublic talks and guided walks Yokai Heal 1,500.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215598 Adam Duncan Cruickshank 550.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE COPLIU 01 Adam Duncan Cruickshank Artist Concept Fees ‐ Light it up ‐ Adam 550.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215599 BLUE COLLAR PEOPLE 6,852.14

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00150796 BLUE COLLAR PEOPLE Labour Hire Nightshift WE 23/5/21 1,357.99
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00150797 BLUE COLLAR PEOPLE Blue Collar Contract costs 17/05/21 ‐ 23 5,494.15

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215600 Blyth Enterprises Pty Ltd 328.65

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 141752 Blyth Enterprises Pty Ltd Snorkel Wheel + Bearings for Road Sweepe 328.65
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215601 BOFFINS BOOKSHOP PTY LTD 438.95

10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV0149678 BOFFINS BOOKSHOP PTY LTD Library Stock ‐ Assorted Junior Books 366.99
10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV0149156 BOFFINS BOOKSHOP PTY LTD Library Stock ‐ Assorted Junior Books 71.96

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215602 BG & E PTY LTD 5,390.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE A01000019231 BG & E PTY LTD Citiplace Concourse Consultancy Remedial 5,390.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215603 BUNNINGS BUILDING SUPPLIES P/L 4,652.61

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 2406/01802286 BUNNINGS BUILDING SUPPLIES P/L Consumables & Sundries for workshop 236.63
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 2404/01350958 BUNNINGS BUILDING SUPPLIES P/L Stores Stock 249.40
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 2404/99851464 BUNNINGS BUILDING SUPPLIES P/L Supply of: 126 x JARRAH 40X30MM @ 1.8M 4 4,166.58

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215604 CFMEU MINING & ENERGY DIVISION 400.00

10/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 4/06/2021 CFMEU MINING & ENERGY DIVISION CFMEU 40.00
10/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL EF 4/06/2021 CFMEU MINING & ENERGY DIVISION CFMEU 360.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215605 Child Support Agency 1,602.69

10/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 4/06/2021 Child Support Agency ATO Child Support Agency 1,086.89
10/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL EF 4/06/2021 Child Support Agency ATO Child Support Agency 515.80

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215606 CITY OF PERTH STAFF SOCIAL CLUB 805.00

10/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 4/06/2021 CITY OF PERTH STAFF SOCIAL CLUB Social Club 7.00
10/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL EF 4/06/2021 CITY OF PERTH STAFF SOCIAL CLUB Social Club 63.00
10/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 4/06/2021 CITY OF PERTH STAFF SOCIAL CLUB Social Club 735.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215607 DARDANUP BUTCHERING UNIT TRUST T/AS DARDANUP BUTCHERING CO DARDANUP BUTCHERING C 549.24

10/06/2021 $APINVCE BL571510 DARDANUP BUTCHERING UNIT TRUST T/AS DARDANUP BUTCHERDardanup Meats 549.24
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Cheque/EFT FNumber 215608 DAVID GRAY & CO PTY LTD 915.03

10/06/2021 $APINVCE I573538 DAVID GRAY & CO PTY LTD 2 x 18kg bags of Vectobac G from David G 305.01
10/06/2021 $APINVCE I574003 DAVID GRAY & CO PTY LTD 4 bags of Vectobac G Requested by Scott 610.02

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215609 DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF TAXATION 624,837.00

10/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 4/06/2021 DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF TAXATION ETP Tax (Code O) 25,849.00
10/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 4/06/2021 DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF TAXATION Withholding Tax (PAYG) 27,505.00
10/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 4/06/2021 DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF TAXATION SFSS 482.00
10/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 4/06/2021 DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF TAXATION HELP 14,190.00
10/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 4/06/2021 DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF TAXATION Extra Tax 1,647.00
10/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 4/06/2021 DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF TAXATION Withholding Tax (PAYG) 447,272.00
10/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL EF 4/06/2021 DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF TAXATION HELP 1,078.00
10/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL EF 4/06/2021 DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF TAXATION Extra Tax 550.00
10/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL EF 4/06/2021 DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF TAXATION Withholding Tax (PAYG) 106,264.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215610 FARINOSI & SONS PTY LTD 19.95

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11006797 FARINOSI & SONS PTY LTD Tamper Proof Wrench Set 8PCE Kincrome 19.95
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215611 The Trustee for the Hansen Family Trust t/as Forpark Australia 625.35

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 47814 The Trustee for the Hansen Family Trust t/as Forpark Australia Playground parts for Langley and Pt Fras 625.35
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215612 GALLERIA MOTORS PTY LTD  T/AS GALLERIA TOYOTA 294.95

10/06/2021 $APINVCE RI11106053 GALLERIA MOTORS PTY LTD  T/AS GALLERIA TOYOTA Licensing and registration for the repla 294.95
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215613 HAYS PERSONNEL SERVICES (AUST) PTY LTD 33,905.17

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 10285967 HAYS PERSONNEL SERVICES (AUST) PTY LTD Hays recruitment ‐ temp personnel for wa 5,349.96
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 50060231 HAYS PERSONNEL SERVICES (AUST) PTY LTD Michael Gomm 30/04/2021 to 25/06/2021 7,177.15
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 50060224 HAYS PERSONNEL SERVICES (AUST) PTY LTD SCR Contractor Kevan Sercombe 1,859.37
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 50060233 HAYS PERSONNEL SERVICES (AUST) PTY LTD David Kay 7/5/2021 to 25/06/2021 6,364.82
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 50060225 HAYS PERSONNEL SERVICES (AUST) PTY LTD PO increased for contractor based on: $6 10,242.85
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 50060227 HAYS PERSONNEL SERVICES (AUST) PTY LTD Payroll Officer: CEHMAJSTER, Violet 2,911.02

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215614 Health Insurance Fund Of Wa 226.10

10/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 4/06/2021 Health Insurance Fund Of Wa Health Insurance Fund 226.10
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215615 HOSPITAL BENEFIT FUND OF WA 388.71

10/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 4/06/2021 HOSPITAL BENEFIT FUND OF WA Hospital Benefit Fund 122.96
10/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL EF 4/06/2021 HOSPITAL BENEFIT FUND OF WA Hospital Benefit Fund 265.75

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215616 CHANDLER MACLEOD LTD 7,953.08

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 93529233 CHANDLER MACLEOD LTD COP Catering staff hire. 881.17
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 93516325 CHANDLER MACLEOD LTD COP Catering staff hire. 1,647.66
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 93512293 CHANDLER MACLEOD LTD COP Catering staff hire. 3,603.68
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 93508145 CHANDLER MACLEOD LTD COP Catering staff hire. 1,054.36
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 93472741 CHANDLER MACLEOD LTD COP Catering staff hire. 766.21

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215617 HYDROQUIP PUMPS 236.50

10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐42373 HYDROQUIP PUMPS Southern Cross Fountain ‐ Electrical Fau 236.50
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215618 INST OF PUBLIC WORKS ENGINEERING AUST LTD 600.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE R45003 INST OF PUBLIC WORKS ENGINEERING AUST LTD 2021 Online Fleet Management Training 600.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215619 JASON SIGNMAKERS 53.08

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 219438 JASON SIGNMAKERS Replacement of damaged signage 53.08
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215620 Light Applications 1,113.74

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 83524 Light Applications Forrest Place ‐ Supply, and install Phil 1,113.74
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215621 BUCHER MUNICIPAL PTY LTD 470.80

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 1002587 BUCHER MUNICIPAL PTY LTD Annual Hydraulic Oil Filters for Small S 470.80
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215622 MAJOR MOTORS PTY LTD 64.58

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 1050008 MAJOR MOTORS PTY LTD Replacement Drivers Side Indicator Lamp 64.58
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215623 MARKETFORCE  LTD 627.90

10/06/2021 $APCREDT 36864 MARKETFORCE  LTD Early Settlement Discount Mar 2021 ‐73.28
10/06/2021 $APCREDT 37096 MARKETFORCE  LTD Early Settlement Discount Apr 2021 ‐69.92
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 38914 MARKETFORCE  LTD Weed Control Notices ‐ Newspaper 771.10

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215624 MERCURY 179.10

10/06/2021 $APINVCE CIMM4407078/1 MERCURY Council House Couriers 179.10
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215625 Metro Filters 20.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00169509 Metro Filters CHILD CARE ‐ CANOPY AND FILTER CLEAN 20.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215626 MINDARIE REGIONAL COUNCIL 55,146.15

10/06/2021 $APINVCE SINV‐043588 MINDARIE REGIONAL COUNCIL Provision of landfill tipping ‐ 20/21 55,146.15
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215627 LGRCEU 1,189.02

10/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 4/06/2021 LGRCEU LGRCEU 164.00
10/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL EF 4/06/2021 LGRCEU LGRCEU 1,025.02

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215628 LAUNDRY  EXPRESS 465.83

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00018256 LAUNDRY  EXPRESS Delivery and laundry for cloth nappies a 465.83
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215629 REINO INTERNATIONAL 1,718.75

10/06/2021 $APINVCE R0019243 REINO INTERNATIONAL standing order for 2020/2021 SLA per con 1,718.75
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215630 PERROTT PAINTING 88.53
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10/06/2021 $APINVCE SINV17201 PERROTT PAINTING Unplanned Graffiti Removal & Painting Se 88.53
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215631 PLANNING INSTITUTE OF AUSTRALIA 3,900.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE PIA21‐817‐821 PLANNING INSTITUTE OF AUSTRALIA Planning Festival 2021 by PIA Attendance 3,900.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215632 QUALITY PRESS 627.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV046965 QUALITY PRESS Small car only decals 627.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215633 RSEA PTY LTD 1,666.74

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11602849 RSEA PTY LTD Steel Cap Boots for FM team 137.50
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11505742 RSEA PTY LTD New starter uniform order ‐ John Barron 418.28
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11611121 RSEA PTY LTD Gum Boots 39.56
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11616126 RSEA PTY LTD Jonathan Sicope 137.50
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11602870 RSEA PTY LTD Safety work boots for S Reynolds 137.50
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11602884 RSEA PTY LTD Safety work boots for N Lindermann 149.60
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 11543961 RSEA PTY LTD Stores Stock 646.80

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215634 FUJI XEROX BUSINESSFORCE PTY LTD 1,155.20

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 662092419 FUJI XEROX BUSINESSFORCE PTY LTD Postage for Infringement Notices Under n 1,155.20
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215635 Schindler Lifts Pty Ltd 7,210.78

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 4678803522 Schindler Lifts Pty Ltd COUNCIL HOUSE ‐ PLANNED LIFT MAINTENANCE 7,210.78
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215636 SCOPE SPORTSWEAR 1,056.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐5212 SCOPE SPORTSWEAR Uniform (caps) for parking officers 1,056.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215637 CSP GROUP PTY LTD T/AS STIHL SHOP OSBORNE PARK 118.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 67861 #7 CSP GROUP PTY LTD T/AS STIHL SHOP OSBORNE PARK Repairs + Report Fees for Parks Minor Pl 118.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215638 Taylor & Burrell Unit Trust t/as Taylor Burrell Barnett 89,132.23

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 27549 Taylor & Burrell Unit Trust t/as Taylor Burrell Barnett Procurement of Taylor Burrell Barnett ‐ 89,132.23
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215639 TELSTRA 29,756.16

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 2769413700 TELSTRA DATA CHARGES FOR 16 April‐15 May 2021 8,655.22
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 2769413700 TELSTRA DATA CHARGES FOR 16 March‐15 April 2021 8,210.11
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 4681945053 TELSTRA DATA CHARGES FOR 16 April‐15 May 2021 12,890.83

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215640 T QUIP 1,165.60

10/06/2021 $APCREDT 101157#12 T QUIP Invoice 101157#12 ‐120.35
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 101157 #12 T QUIP Mower Blades and Replacement Caster Whee 151.60
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 101482 #12 T QUIP Mower Blades and Replacement Caster Whee 581.40
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 101477 #12 T QUIP Mower Blades and Replacement Caster Whee 373.10
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 101299 #12 T QUIP Inner Distributor Chute for Parks Smalle 179.85

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215641 TURF CARE WA PTY LTD 4,374.73

10/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐3083 TURF CARE WA PTY LTD Solid Tine Aeration Langley Pk 12.0516Ha 4,374.73
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215642 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD 4,160.70

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00411926 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 1,731.40
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00412000 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 1,375.06
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00412004 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 124.74
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00412003 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 264.55
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00412002 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 95.70
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00412001 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 169.95
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00411889 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 97.90
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00411853 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 97.90
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00411852 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 105.60
10/06/2021 $APINVCE 00411921 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 97.90

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215643 WA HINO SALES & SERVICES 1,323.75

10/06/2021 $APINVCE HTFS137216 WA HINO SALES & SERVICES New SCV (Valve) and Programming of ECU ‐ 1,323.75
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215644 KAPINKOFF NOMINEES PTY LTD ATF 99.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE EV2020262 KAPINKOFF NOMINEES PTY LTD ATF RFD EVENT CANCELLED‐EV‐2020/262 99.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215645 BROOKFIELD EQ 5 LANDOWNER PTY LTD 147,549.20

10/06/2021 $APINVCE A1223544 BROOKFIELD EQ 5 LANDOWNER PTY LTD RFD RATES‐15 THE ESPLANADE PERTH 147,549.20
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215646 BROOKFIELD EQ 6 LANDOWNER PTY LTD 80,952.70

10/06/2021 $APINVCE A1223536 BROOKFIELD EQ 6 LANDOWNER PTY LTD RFD RATES‐9 THE ESPLANADE PERTH 80,952.70
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215647 BROOKFIELD EQ 7 LANDOWNER PTY LTD 200,826.40

10/06/2021 $APINVCE A1184407 BROOKFIELD EQ 7 LANDOWNER PTY LTD RFD RATES 1 THE ESPLANADE PERTH 200,826.40
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215648 CHARMAINE JEFFEES 120.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 08062021 CHARMAINE JEFFEES healthy lifestyle ‐ c jeffees 120.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215649 DEREK WAKEFIELD 120.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 31052021 DEREK WAKEFIELD HEALTHY LIFESTYLE ‐D WAKEFIELD 120.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215650 IMMUNISATION COALITION 3,023.50

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 31889 IMMUNISATION COALITION RFD EVENT FEE‐PERTH TOWN HALL 3,023.50
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215651 KARL M KJAERHEIM 120.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 03062021 KARL M KJAERHEIM HEALTHY LIFESTYLE ‐KARL M KJAERHEIM 120.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215652 MARK VARANI 93.98

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 09042021 MARK VARANI HEALTHY LIFESTYLE ‐M VARANI 93.98
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215653 MONIKA CHOPRA 1,140.00
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10/06/2021 $APINVCE 04062021 MONIKA CHOPRA STUDY ASSISTANCE ‐ M CHOPRA 1,140.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215654 PETER AND COMNIOOS 15.86

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 02062021 PETER AND COMNIOOS RFD CANCELATION PARKING CARD‐01117255 15.86
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215655 NATASHA CHAUDRI 342.86

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 02062021 NATASHA CHAUDRI RFD PARKING MAY 2020 342.86
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215656 RAJIV SHARMA 120.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 08062021 RAJIV SHARMA HEALTHY LIFESTYLE ‐R SHARMA 120.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215657 SAMAN MAJROUH 1,000.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 29167SM SAMAN MAJROUH RFD BOND HIRE‐PERTH TWN HALL 1,000.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215658 STRETFORD END PTY LTD TS AS RUBIX HOMES 700.00

10/06/2021 $APINVCE BPC2021311 STRETFORD END PTY LTD TS AS RUBIX HOMES RFD CTF &BCITF‐BPC 2021/311‐102 OUTRAM S 700.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215659 BRONWYN ROSE 828.35

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 05062021BR BRONWYN ROSE RFD TRAVEL ‐ LG AWARD ‐ B ROSE 828.35
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215660 BROOKE ODONOGHUE 449.34

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 03062021 BROOKE ODONOGHUE RFD SUSTAINABILITY MASTER CLASS‐B ODONOG 449.34
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215661 SURINDAR SINGH 183.07

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 31052021SS SURINDAR SINGH RFD HARVARDX ONLINE LEADERSHIP‐S SINGH 183.07
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215662 COSIMO LUCA 157.53

10/06/2021 $APINVCE 26052021LC COSIMO LUCA FOOTCARE MANAGEMENT ‐ C LUCA 157.53
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215663 The University of Western Australia 600.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 0157000570 The University of Western Australia Library Event ‐ Falling into a Black Hol 600.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215664 TAMALA PARK REGIONAL COUNCIL 7,410.59

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 1764 TAMALA PARK REGIONAL COUNCIL Tamala Park Regional Council Development 393.15
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 1750 TAMALA PARK REGIONAL COUNCIL Tamala Park Regional Council Development 7,017.44

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215665 CTI5 PTY LTD 5,391.69

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 01069420 CTI5 PTY LTD Coin Collection from Ticket Machines 202 5,391.69
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215666 STILES ELECTRICAL SERVICES 6,633.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 8061 STILES ELECTRICAL SERVICES WALGA QUOTATION VP211279 – ELECTRICAL LI 6,633.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215667 REWARD DISTRIBUTION 265.11

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 97945116 REWARD DISTRIBUTION 2nd Hot Water Urn for Perth Town Hall ‐ 265.11
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215668 BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD 13,294.22

18/06/2021 $APINVCE I52656333.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 642.43
18/06/2021 $APINVCE I52398245.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 338.38
18/06/2021 $APCREDT C52573066. BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD BIDFOOD WA PTY ‐13.80
18/06/2021 $APINVCE I52357824.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 627.48
18/06/2021 $APINVCE I52534465.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 50.08
18/06/2021 $APINVCE I52277588.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Bidfood : Dry goods Tea,sugar,cups etc 455.83
18/06/2021 $APINVCE I51336445.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 944.71
18/06/2021 $APINVCE I52585119.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 412.86
18/06/2021 $APINVCE I52472922.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 458.46
18/06/2021 $APINVCE I52449584.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 422.53
18/06/2021 $APINVCE I52485884.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 366.09
18/06/2021 $APINVCE I52511367.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 554.62
18/06/2021 $APINVCE I52372462.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 372.95
18/06/2021 $APINVCE I52408991.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 993.77
18/06/2021 $APINVCE I52609887.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 522.17
18/06/2021 $APINVCE I52595256.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 314.85
18/06/2021 $APINVCE I52143756.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 284.92
18/06/2021 $APINVCE I52385427.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Delivery of groceries to Child Care 200.89
18/06/2021 $APINVCE I52499780.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 306.76
18/06/2021 $APINVCE I52523742.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 431.33
18/06/2021 $APINVCE I52423907.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 267.63
18/06/2021 $APINVCE I52307099.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 206.80
18/06/2021 $APINVCE I52372460.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 129.90
18/06/2021 $APINVCE I52385426.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 179.88
18/06/2021 $APINVCE I52372461.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 107.80
18/06/2021 $APINVCE I52408990.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 126.06
18/06/2021 $APINVCE I52623228.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 67.59
18/06/2021 $APCREDT C5790291.P BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD BIDFOOD WA PTY ‐76.32
18/06/2021 $APINVCE I52170431.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 865.50
18/06/2021 $APINVCE I52343569.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 749.24
18/06/2021 $APINVCE I52292316.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 571.20
18/06/2021 $APINVCE I52242584.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 853.43
18/06/2021 $APINVCE I52573066.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Delivery of groceries to Child Care 558.20

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215669 CITY TOYOTA 699.66

18/06/2021 $APINVCE RI21104545 CITY TOYOTA Registration fees for replacement vehicl 699.66
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215670 RORIE SPARE 1,189.25
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18/06/2021 $APINVCE 184 RORIE SPARE CSA and Parking Service Annual Camera Cl 1,189.25
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215671 AVELING 550.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE I0052212 AVELING Safety & Health Representatives Refreshe 550.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215672 ILLION AUSTRALIA PTY LTD T/AS TENDERLINK.COM 1,375.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE AU‐407608 ILLION AUSTRALIA PTY LTD T/AS TENDERLINK.COM Tenderlink Subscription 2020/21 687.50
18/06/2021 $APINVCE AU‐414497 ILLION AUSTRALIA PTY LTD T/AS TENDERLINK.COM Tenderlink Subscription 2020/21 687.50

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215673 SOUTHERN METROPOLITAN REGIONAL COUNCIL 1,370.16

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 15642 SOUTHERN METROPOLITAN REGIONAL COUNCIL Provision of Waste disposal for Food Org 1,370.16
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215674 PERTH BRAKE PARTS 471.90

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00094634 PERTH BRAKE PARTS Rebuild of Front Brake Cylinders on Smal 471.90
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215675 TNT 65.86

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 61195067 TNT TNT Courier Services  from Reino to Tech 13.43
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 61247668 TNT TNT Courier Services for delivery of spa 52.43

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215676 IRON MOUNTAIN AUSTRALIA GROUP PTY LTD 5,568.81

18/06/2021 $APINVCE AUS874844 IRON MOUNTAIN AUSTRALIA GROUP PTY LTD Offsite Storage for History Centre items 15.21
18/06/2021 $APINVCE AUS875914 IRON MOUNTAIN AUSTRALIA GROUP PTY LTD General ‐ RR 502540 ‐ Storage and Retrie 3,135.95
18/06/2021 $APINVCE AUS867054 IRON MOUNTAIN AUSTRALIA GROUP PTY LTD Iron Mountain ‐ Recycled Waste Bin Order 10.38
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 109007239 IRON MOUNTAIN AUSTRALIA GROUP PTY LTD Monthly ICT Backup Tape Collection/Stora 638.31
18/06/2021 $APINVCE AUS874845 IRON MOUNTAIN AUSTRALIA GROUP PTY LTD NAV General storage Split into storage & 1,756.12
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 109007165 IRON MOUNTAIN AUSTRALIA GROUP PTY LTD Cold Storage at Iron Mountain 6YQN accou 2.46
18/06/2021 $APINVCE AUS867239 IRON MOUNTAIN AUSTRALIA GROUP PTY LTD Secure shredding bin Lower Ground floor 10.38

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215677 ADVANCED TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT 5,982.08

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00146805 ADVANCED TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT EM Response Horseshoe Bridge 30/05/21 1,493.80
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00145563 ADVANCED TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT Supply contract works: Emergency traffic 1,558.70
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00145808 ADVANCED TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT Supply contract works: Emergency traffic 82.50
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00145469 ADVANCED TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT Supply contract works: Emergency traffic 616.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00146614 ADVANCED TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT Supply of Traffic Management ‐ Parks 1,195.43
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00146470 ADVANCED TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT Supply of Traffic Management ‐ Parks 1,035.65

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215678 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AUSTRALIA(WA)INC 2,280.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 29926 ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AUSTRALIA(WA)INC EHA membership for 12 members Requested 2,280.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215679 NESPRESSO 1,074.30

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 38092364 NESPRESSO Level 8 Nespresso 895.50
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 38042097 NESPRESSO Nespresso for iCity Kiosk ‐ Financial ye 178.80

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215680 DATA 3 24,993.42

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 02006692 DATA 3 Azure Usage Charges ‐ billed quarterly 24,993.42
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215681 INTERNATIONAL ART SERVICES 1,969.68

18/06/2021 $APINVCE A‐157406 INTERNATIONAL ART SERVICES 16.3 cubic metres of climate & non‐clima 1,969.68
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215682 Douglas Sheerer  T/AS Galerie Dusseldorf 21,925.20

18/06/2021 $APINVCE G000552 Douglas Sheerer  T/AS Galerie Dusseldorf Valuation of City of Perth Art Collectio 21,925.20
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215683 Air & Power Pty Ltd 557.98

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 67565 Air & Power Pty Ltd Half Year Service to Depot / Work Shop M 557.98
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215684 ROSMECH SALES AND SERVICE PTY LTD 656.80

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 110062 ROSMECH SALES AND SERVICE PTY LTD Suction Hose Cylinder RAM 513.59
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 110075 ROSMECH SALES AND SERVICE PTY LTD Sensor for Header Tank on Road Sweeper 143.21

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215685 WESTBOOKS 1,175.96

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 321986 WESTBOOKS Assorted children's Library Stock 1,175.96
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215686 TK Elevator Australia Pty Ltd 11,814.20

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 8060005482 TK Elevator Australia Pty Ltd REACTIVE LIFT MAINTENANCE 20/21 7,324.90
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 8067129174 TK Elevator Australia Pty Ltd FORREST CHASE ‐ LIFTS/ESCALATOR SERVICE 1,540.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 8067134552 TK Elevator Australia Pty Ltd REACTIVE LIFT AND ESCALATOR MAINTENANCE 444.40
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 8067134618 TK Elevator Australia Pty Ltd REACTIVE LIFT AND ESCALATOR MAINTENANCE 444.40
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 8067134189 TK Elevator Australia Pty Ltd REACTIVE LIFT MAINTENANCE 20/21 232.90
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 8067134231 TK Elevator Australia Pty Ltd REACTIVE LIFT AND ESCALATOR MAINTENANCE 745.80
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 8067134665 TK Elevator Australia Pty Ltd FORREST CHASE ‐ LIFTS/ESCALATOR SERVICE 616.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 8067134620 TK Elevator Australia Pty Ltd REACTIVE LIFT MAINTENANCE 20/21 232.90
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 8067134619 TK Elevator Australia Pty Ltd REACTIVE LIFT MAINTENANCE 20/21 232.90

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215687 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE DAVID LOOKE FAMILY TRUST T/A MICROWAY 3,184.37

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00110906 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE DAVID LOOKE FAMILY TRUST T/A MICROWRenewal (12 months) : Articulate & Vyond 3,184.37
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215688 ALINTA SALES PTY LTD 1,724.40

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 804003079 ALINTA SALES PTY LTD 567 Hay St, Perth 1,724.40
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215689 MAJESTIC PLUMBING 1,081.08

18/06/2021 $APCREDT 239445 MAJESTIC PLUMBING MAJESTIC PLUMBI ‐210.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 239993 MAJESTIC PLUMBING VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 87.40
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 240280 MAJESTIC PLUMBING VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 123.70
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 239992 MAJESTIC PLUMBING VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 113.80
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 239616 MAJESTIC PLUMBING VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 116.44
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 240232 MAJESTIC PLUMBING VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 211.09
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18/06/2021 $APINVCE 239885 MAJESTIC PLUMBING VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 87.40
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 240282 MAJESTIC PLUMBING VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 154.62
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 240105 MAJESTIC PLUMBING VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 87.40
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 240370 MAJESTIC PLUMBING VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 309.23

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215690 FOXTEL SUBSCRIBER PAYMENTS 155.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 392818235 FOXTEL SUBSCRIBER PAYMENTS Foxtel for City Arts Space (a/c 6449301) 155.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215691 FOR TABLE DELIGHTS 232.43

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00107452 FOR TABLE DELIGHTS Coffee table delights ‐Cookies supplies 232.43
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215692 DFP RECRUITMENT SERVICES 1,935.87

18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐0000074692 DFP RECRUITMENT SERVICES Temp Maintenance Support Officer 1,935.87
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215693 COLGAN INDUSTRIES PTY LTD 6,820.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00002767 COLGAN INDUSTRIES PTY LTD Events QRG ‐ Ultimate backyard cricket, 5,500.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00002666 COLGAN INDUSTRIES PTY LTD To prepare a quote for restoration of Or 1,320.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215694 ENVIROPATH PTY LTD T/ AS SPOT'S ALL SURFACE CLEANING 41,789.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2963 ENVIROPATH PTY LTD T/ AS SPOT'S ALL SURFACE CLEANING Planned Car Park Degreasing for Nov 2020 18,541.60
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2955 ENVIROPATH PTY LTD T/ AS SPOT'S ALL SURFACE CLEANING High Pressure Cleaning to Shared Paths 23,247.40

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215695 NS PROJECTS PTY LTD 19,464.50

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 20‐136:08 NS PROJECTS PTY LTD Roe St Enhancement Temporary Project Man 19,464.50
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215696 BOTANICAL BLOOMS 693.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00000858 BOTANICAL BLOOMS Flowers for Civic Events ‐  6x – small d 693.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215697 TRUCK CENTRE (WA) PTY LTD 639.61

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 1632577 ‐ 000001 TRUCK CENTRE (WA) PTY LTD Volvo Rear Axle Brake Pad Kit for WAC Ru 639.61
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215698 ACCESS BRICKPAVING CO 5,883.35

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00270424 ACCESS BRICKPAVING CO CITIPLACE CARPARK CONCRETE SURROUND WORK 3,147.76
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00270428 ACCESS BRICKPAVING CO Hackett Dr Car Bay Repair 2,735.59

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215699 SUNNY INDUSTRIAL BRUSHWARE 823.79

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00023424 SUNNY INDUSTRIAL BRUSHWARE Annual Sweeper Brush Blanket Order for 3 247.14
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00023414 SUNNY INDUSTRIAL BRUSHWARE Annual Sweeper Brush Blanket Order for 3 576.65

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215700 SONIC HEALTHPLUS PTY LTD 4,032.60

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2330443 SONIC HEALTHPLUS PTY LTD 3 Pre‐employment medicals for Sanitation 517.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2329484 SONIC HEALTHPLUS PTY LTD 3 Pre‐employment medicals for Sanitation 353.10
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2346378 SONIC HEALTHPLUS PTY LTD Sonic Health ‐ OSH ‐ Drug & Alcohol Test 3,162.50

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215701 EOS ELECTRICAL 12,801.43

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00014809 EOS ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance of street lights 215.60
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00014841 EOS ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance of street lights 67.65
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00014845 EOS ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance of street lights 67.65
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00014851 EOS ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance of street lights 673.05
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00014850 EOS ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance of street lights 67.65
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00014849 EOS ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance of street lights 67.65
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00014848 EOS ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance of street lights 67.65
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00014844 EOS ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance of street lights 480.91
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00014843 EOS ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance of street lights 196.19
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00014842 EOS ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance of street lights 198.18
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00014840 EOS ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance of street lights 116.55
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00014839 EOS ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance of street lights 117.72
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00014838 EOS ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance of street lights 153.80
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00014561 EOS ELECTRICAL Riverside drive, replacement of 20  boll 10,311.18

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215702 MANHEIM PTY LTD 242.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 5508314430 MANHEIM PTY LTD Car towing and auction services 20‐21 242.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215703 JAMES BENNETT PTY LTD 37.40

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 4748615 JAMES BENNETT PTY LTD Library Stock purchases of assorted Book 37.40
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215704 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL 22,072.62

18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐12258 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 174.66
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐11967 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 4,340.57
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13995 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 55.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐12255 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 134.41
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14071 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 616.76
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐12611 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL urgent electrical/cabling jobs 192.50
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13768 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL urgent electrical/cabling jobs 635.53
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14044 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 594.22
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐12328 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 414.99
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV14070 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 344.91
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13812 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 663.69
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13648 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 137.50
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13875 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 177.16
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13877 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 129.78
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13878 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 129.78
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18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13883 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 247.50
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13944 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 164.91
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13945 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 388.27
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14067 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 157.95
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14066 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 256.26
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13946 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 199.06
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13994 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 195.35
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13947 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 204.91
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐11984 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 297.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐2021 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 38.50
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐12438 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 411.53
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐12250 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 216.91
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐11959 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 267.24
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13993 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 55.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13992 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 197.33
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13990 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 748.50
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13989 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 57.42
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13988 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 157.95
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14035 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 55.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13948 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrician Required to Update Isolator 304.16
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14038 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 1,180.08
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14045 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 110.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13872 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 90.41
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13987 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 716.46
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13649 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 392.66
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14033 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 61.10
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14034 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 258.34
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14036 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 237.90
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13996 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 55.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14056 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 419.21
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13552 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 156.70
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13641 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 164.33
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13533 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 197.33
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐12947 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 167.96
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐12377 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 274.58
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐12302 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 167.96
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐12067 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 70.81
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐12064 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 150.46
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐12048 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 288.06
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐11975 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 189.04
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐11964 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 186.87
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐11931 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 110.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14039 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 55.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐12501 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 517.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐12063 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 55.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐12052 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 348.56
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐12050 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 288.06
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐2021 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 288.06
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐11980 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 110.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐11979 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 180.81
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐11974 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 160.33
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐11963 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 166.96
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐11961 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 358.44
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐11960 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 55.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐11957 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 184.93
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14019 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL QU‐12348 State Library Car Park 297.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215705 IMPERIAL GLASS 19,041.96

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00201721 IMPERIAL GLASS GLAZING MAINTENANCE ‐ VARIOUS SITES ‐ 20 1,618.96
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00201860 IMPERIAL GLASS GLAZING MAINTENANCE ‐ VARIOUS SITES ‐ 20 8,382.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00201787 IMPERIAL GLASS GLAZING MAINTENANCE ‐ VARIOUS SITES ‐ 20 921.09
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00201827 IMPERIAL GLASS GLAZING MAINTENANCE ‐ VARIOUS SITES ‐ 20 761.28
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00201817 IMPERIAL GLASS GLAZING MAINTENANCE ‐ VARIOUS SITES ‐ 20 617.13
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00201763 IMPERIAL GLASS GLAZING MAINTENANCE ‐ VARIOUS SITES ‐ 20 717.22
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00201867 IMPERIAL GLASS GLAZING MAINTENANCE ‐ VARIOUS SITES ‐ 20 606.78
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00201811 IMPERIAL GLASS GLAZING MAINTENANCE ‐ VARIOUS SITES ‐ 20 2,541.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00201855 IMPERIAL GLASS GLAZING MAINTENANCE ‐ VARIOUS SITES ‐ 20 2,876.50

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215706 ALANA HALL 4,250.15
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18/06/2021 $APINVCE 48A ALANA HALL Podiatrist 4,250.15
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215707 DAIMLER TRUCKS PERTH 103.80

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 6221904D DAIMLER TRUCKS PERTH Yellow Safety Step Rail for Large Merced 103.80
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215708 BICYCLE VICTORIA 5,494.50

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 8103 BICYCLE VICTORIA Super Tuesday Bike Count 2021 CM# 030703 5,494.50
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215709 MFP SYSTEMS PTY LTD 3,448.50

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 754 MFP SYSTEMS PTY LTD Street signs kits ‐ MFP systems ‐ Supply 3,448.50
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215710 J&E Trott Trust, Matthew Trott Trust and Trott Family TrustT 950.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 18665 J&E Trott Trust, Matthew Trott Trust and Trott Family TrustT Safety Rep Course ‐ GRAY, Murray 950.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215711 IMAGE SOURCE DIGITAL SOLUTIONS 264.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 457433 IMAGE SOURCE DIGITAL SOLUTIONS State Library entry statement damage 264.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215712 MESSAGENET PTY LTD 254.45

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 1212244 MESSAGENET PTY LTD Order for Monthly Messagenet Billing for 254.45
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215713 JAPANESE TRUCK & BUS SPARES PTY LTD 4,902.30

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 404136 JAPANESE TRUCK & BUS SPARES PTY LTD Depot May Filter Order for Depot Fleet. 1,364.75
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 407147 JAPANESE TRUCK & BUS SPARES PTY LTD Set of Rear Brake Shoes Lined for Large 1,590.40
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 406960 JAPANESE TRUCK & BUS SPARES PTY LTD Set of Rear Brake Shoes Lined for Large 1,492.30
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 407051 JAPANESE TRUCK & BUS SPARES PTY LTD June Servicing Filters 454.85

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215714 LIGHTSPEED COMMUNICATIONS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD t/as LIGHTSPEED 15,172.52

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 87298 LIGHTSPEED COMMUNICATIONS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD t/as LIGHTSRemove and reinstall CCTV on Murray st 1,397.41
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 87333 LIGHTSPEED COMMUNICATIONS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD t/as LIGHTSFibre Optic Preventative Maintenance 202 10,137.01
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 87336 LIGHTSPEED COMMUNICATIONS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD t/as LIGHTSQuote: 24492 ‐ Supply and delivery of pa 911.30
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 87337 LIGHTSPEED COMMUNICATIONS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD t/as LIGHTSQ24498 ‐ Additional CCTV Camera Cabling 1,999.22
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 87340 LIGHTSPEED COMMUNICATIONS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD t/as LIGHTSCCTV cable for smoking area Rod Evans re 727.58

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215715 LINFOX ARMAGUARD PTY LTD  T/AS ARMAGUARD 527.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 06659455 LINFOX ARMAGUARD PTY LTD  T/AS ARMAGUARD Coin and Cheques Collection for Finance 527.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215716 Y RESEARCH PTY LTD 5,500.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 169 Y RESEARCH PTY LTD City of Perth Retail Tenant Identificati 5,500.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215717 ARUP 20,733.24

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 39‐210613 ARUP Roe St Enhancement Project ‐ Detailed De 20,733.24
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215718 MAIN ROADS WESTERN AUSTRALIA 5,471.49

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 8020242 MAIN ROADS WESTERN AUSTRALIA Installation of Signage & Pavement marki 3,752.63
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 8020241 MAIN ROADS WESTERN AUSTRALIA Installation of Signage & Pavement marki 1,718.86

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215719 SWAN EVENT HIRE 2,521.41

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 15518 SWAN EVENT HIRE 4x Stallholder marquees, furniture, equi 2,521.41
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215720 DATALINE VISUAL LINK PTY LTD 177,136.75

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 53919 DATALINE VISUAL LINK PTY LTD City Library Access Control System React 687.50
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 53930 DATALINE VISUAL LINK PTY LTD Unplanned Equipment maintenance for 2020 1,241.63
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 53938 DATALINE VISUAL LINK PTY LTD 160 Hay Street, Safe Night Space duress 2,854.09
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 53940 DATALINE VISUAL LINK PTY LTD Q10893 ROD EVANS ADDITIONAL CAMERAS 9,925.06
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 53920 DATALINE VISUAL LINK PTY LTD Contract 100385 349.25
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 53943 DATALINE VISUAL LINK PTY LTD Contract 100521 ‐ CM 54061/21 42,701.09
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 53946 DATALINE VISUAL LINK PTY LTD Contract 100385 650.38
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 53945 DATALINE VISUAL LINK PTY LTD Contract 100385 3,872.01
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 53939 DATALINE VISUAL LINK PTY LTD CCTV Installation at Safe Night Spaces, 21,934.24
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 53932 DATALINE VISUAL LINK PTY LTD Genetec SMA Licence ‐ Annual renewal FY 92,921.50

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215721 LATERAL(W.A)PTY LTD 1,134.38

18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐8338 LATERAL(W.A)PTY LTD CPAMS SUPPORT JAN‐ MAR 2021 1,134.38
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215722 CIVCON CIVIL & PROJECT MANAGEMENT PTY LTD 136,109.83

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 6688 CIVCON CIVIL & PROJECT MANAGEMENT PTY LTD WELLINGTON ST STAGE 2B SEPARABLE PORTION 136,109.83
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215723 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION 10,836.36

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2093250908 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION Electricity ‐ 4 Royal Street East Perth 520.84
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2041250383 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION Electricity ‐ 339 Wellington Street 136.87
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2017259469 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION Electricity ‐ Lot 8003 U Cs Wellington 661.93
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2069250261 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION Electricity  ‐ Lot 0 Mount St West Perth 171.91
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2097238577 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION Lot 650 Mounts Bay Road Kings Park 117.94
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2049256558 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION Lot 0 Coolgardie St, West Perth 249.70
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2021259018 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION 1249 Hay St, West Perth 915.52
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2073249073 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION 1333 Hay St, West Perth 136.47
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2025259255 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION 3 Themla St, West Perth 198.03
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2069248705 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION 1326 Hay St, West Perth 150.67
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2073248781 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION Colin Place, West Perth 137.05
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2005255935 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION Kings Park Road, West Perth 116.50
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2029255955 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION Lot 8000 Telethon Ave, Perth 635.99
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2017258030 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION Wellington St, West Perth 128.56
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2089248941 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION 700 Wellington St, Perth 1,099.44
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2073249649 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION Lot 200 Mount St, Perth 283.17
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18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2069249374 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION Lot 1720 U Kings Park Road, West Perth 243.39
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2021255789 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION 700 Wellington St, Perth 611.69
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2025256872 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION 102 Railway St, West Perth 294.62
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2077250203 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION 16 Mount St, Perth 260.27
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2065249403 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION 986 Wellington St, West Perth 287.35
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2069247118 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION 13 King St, Perth 256.74
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2061243882 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION Sutherland St, West Perth 126.59
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2061244369 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION U2 110 Wellington St, East Perth 575.10
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2061244370 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION U1 110 Wellington St, East Perth 801.83
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2093222628 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION 13 St Georges Tec, Perth 1,281.13
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2061244685 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION Lot 10 Arthur St, West Perth 200.94
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2001281734 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION U2/110 WILLIAM ST PERTH 118.06
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2093245304 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION 7 BARRACK ST PERTH 118.06

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215724 LOCAL GOVERNMENT PROFESSIONALS AUSTRALIA WA 1,700.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 29730 LOCAL GOVERNMENT PROFESSIONALS AUSTRALIA WA CCTV Training  850.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 29721 LOCAL GOVERNMENT PROFESSIONALS AUSTRALIA WA CCTV Training  850.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215725 E.P. DRAFFIN MANUFACTURING PTY LTD 89,971.20

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 23487 E.P. DRAFFIN MANUFACTURING PTY LTD Roe St Project Quote 31723 15x Std sub s 89,971.20
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215726 The Trustee for ATIM, Enterprise, Tauranga t/as ATI‐Mirage 3,950.10

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00041165 The Trustee for ATIM, Enterprise, Tauranga t/as ATI‐Mirage Excel training for Parking staff 369.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00040945 The Trustee for ATIM, Enterprise, Tauranga t/as ATI‐Mirage MS Power BI ‐ The Essentials  training c 1,125.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00040813 The Trustee for ATIM, Enterprise, Tauranga t/as ATI‐Mirage MS Excel Introduction April/May 2021 738.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00040947 The Trustee for ATIM, Enterprise, Tauranga t/as ATI‐Mirage Managing People and Performance x2 980.10
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00041167 The Trustee for ATIM, Enterprise, Tauranga t/as ATI‐Mirage MS Excel Intro: ARNOLD, Terry 10.06.2021 369.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00041164 The Trustee for ATIM, Enterprise, Tauranga t/as ATI‐Mirage Excel Training for Parking staff 369.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215727 BORAL RESOURCES (WA) LTD 1,097.06

18/06/2021 $APINVCE WQ15929958 BORAL RESOURCES (WA) LTD Depot Stock 1,097.06
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215728 EVENT HEALTH MANAGEMENT PTY LTD 2,190.87

18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐1183 EVENT HEALTH MANAGEMENT PTY LTD Autumn School Holiday Event‐ First Aid 2,190.87
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215729 Blue Force Pty Ltd 3,193.30

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 126820 Blue Force Pty Ltd Access and Security Works ‐ 160 Hay Stre 3,193.30
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215730 HISCONFE 398.97

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 1192971 HISCONFE 100 x Alton Stackable Tea Cups & 100 Alt 398.97
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215731 WSP AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 2,849.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 64089473 WSP AUSTRALIA PTY LTD WSP Australia ‐ Bollard Replacement Proj 2,849.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215732 MULTI FIX WA 360.49

18/06/2021 $APINVCE S783945 MULTI FIX WA supply of: 2 x self tapper12g 25mm 304 ( 360.49
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215733 AUSTRALIA‐INDONESIA BUSINESS COUNCIL LTD 1,250.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐3076 AUSTRALIA‐INDONESIA BUSINESS COUNCIL LTD AIBC Corporate Membership Renewal 21/22 1,250.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215734 ALLPEST WA 1,080.95

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 6269392 ALLPEST WA VARIOUS SITES ‐ PEST CONTROL ‐ 2020/21 F 458.82
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 6300579 ALLPEST WA Invoice 6300579 ‐ Call out made as per W 198.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 6287379 ALLPEST WA VARIOUS SITES ‐ PEST CONTROL ‐ 2020/21 F 154.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 6263314 ALLPEST WA VARIOUS SITES ‐ PEST CONTROL ‐ 2020/21 F 270.13

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215735 AUSTRALIA POST(604917) 11.46

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 1010630141 AUSTRALIA POST(604917) Postage cost 11.46
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215736 AUSTRALIAN TOURISM EXPORT COUNCIL LTD 100.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00064448 AUSTRALIAN TOURISM EXPORT COUNCIL LTD JAPAN HOST WORKSHOP X 2 (TIJAH COLLERAN/ 100.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215737 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE PROPERTY AUSTRALIA MANAGEMENT TRUST 455.60

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 571 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE PROPERTY AUSTRALIA MANAGEMENT TR 565 Hay Street (Library) ‐ 2020/2021 455.60
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215738 THE CHAMBER OF ARTS AND CULTURE WA INCORPORATED 22,000.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐1339 THE CHAMBER OF ARTS AND CULTURE WA INCORPORATED Key Sector Dev Spon ‐ Keystone Partnersh 22,000.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215739 THE TRUSTEE FOR PT TRUST T/AS PUKUNUI TECHNOLOGY 4,935.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐212796 THE TRUSTEE FOR PT TRUST T/AS PUKUNUI TECHNOLOGY Moodle (CityLearn) Hosting: Prod and UAT 4,935.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215740 BUNGAREE LAUNDRY SERVICES 633.38

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00051505 BUNGAREE LAUNDRY SERVICES Bungaree ‐COP Catering Linen Supply 164.34
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00051544 BUNGAREE LAUNDRY SERVICES Bungaree ‐COP Catering Linen Supply 35.75
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00051520 BUNGAREE LAUNDRY SERVICES Bungaree ‐COP Catering Linen Supply 433.29

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215741 BROWNES FOODS OPERATIONS PTY LTD 98.56

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 16010621 BROWNES FOODS OPERATIONS PTY LTD Depot Weekly Milk Delivery 1 July 2020 ‐ 98.56
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215742 AUSTRALIAN LIBRARY & INFORMATION ASSOC 1,245.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 43631 AUSTRALIAN LIBRARY & INFORMATION ASSOC Australian Library and Information Assoc 1,245.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215743 CULTURE COUNTS(AUSTRALIA)PTY LTD 5,324.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐1075 CULTURE COUNTS(AUSTRALIA)PTY LTD Autumn School Holiday‐ Event Impact Anal 5,324.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215744 ICONIC PROPERTY SERVICES 6,091.51

18/06/2021 $APINVCE PSI014818 ICONIC PROPERTY SERVICES COUNCIL HOUSE ‐ ADDITIONAL CLEANER 6,091.51
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215745 A E HOSKINS & SONS 25,551.85
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18/06/2021 $APINVCE 449280 A E HOSKINS & SONS Tram Shelter Rectification Works 25,551.85
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215746 CSE CROSSCOM PTY LTD 315.70

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 432047 CSE CROSSCOM PTY LTD CSE Crosscom monthly network fees. Perth 55.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 432113 CSE CROSSCOM PTY LTD Repair of 2‐Way Radio 260.70

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215747 COLLEAGUES NAGELS PTY LTD 241.20

18/06/2021 $APINVCE R47753 COLLEAGUES NAGELS PTY LTD Datapark Magstripe  printed locally at C 241.20
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215748 AUSTRALIA POST 1,670.57

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 1010611123 AUSTRALIA POST Australia Post Over the Counter Infringe 1,670.57
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215749 ALL4CYCLING PTY LTD 206.65

18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐2137 ALL4CYCLING PTY LTD Replacement of 1x torx and 1x hex assemb 132.45
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐2136 ALL4CYCLING PTY LTD Replacement tool at East Perth bike repa 74.20

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215750 BSA LIMITED 7,678.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 3231937 BSA LIMITED GLAZING MAINTENANCE ‐ VARIOUS SITES ‐ 20 7,678.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215751 MARK REISINGER T/AS MFR AUTOELECTRICS 1,401.13

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2236 MARK REISINGER T/AS MFR AUTOELECTRICS Call Out To Rectify Fault for CCTV Trail 1,401.13
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215752 WESTERN METROPOLITAN REGIONAL COUNCIL 39.27

18/06/2021 $APINVCE M‐2106105 WESTERN METROPOLITAN REGIONAL COUNCIL Green Waste Tipping Fees 20/21 39.27
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215753 WRC MECHANICAL WA 291.50

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 4478 WRC MECHANICAL WA Wheel Alignment Needed for Parks Kubota 291.50
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215754 FLEETCARE PTY LTD 24,859.62

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 677253 FLEETCARE PTY LTD Novated Lease Purchase Order 2020/21 10,522.12
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 677252 FLEETCARE PTY LTD Management fees for May 2021 14,337.50

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215755 ELEMENT ADVISORY PTY LTD T/AS THE PLANNING GROUP WA PTY LTD 2,576.05

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 53622 ELEMENT ADVISORY PTY LTD T/AS THE PLANNING GROUP WA PTHigh priority as affecting next FY budge 2,576.05
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215756 PROQUEST LLC 666.25

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 70669237 PROQUEST LLC Library Thing for Libraries Book Cover W 666.25
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215757 TCE Services Ptd Ltd T/AS Training Course Experts 920.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE X118134 TCE Services Ptd Ltd T/AS Training Course Experts Forklift Course (April 2021) x3 for CLEM 920.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215758 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST 7,281.36

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 11884 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 541.68
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 12004 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 344.68
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 12006 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 314.44
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 11769 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST URILIFT ‐ PLANNED MAINTENANCE ‐ 2020/21 182.12
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 11773 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST URILIFT ‐ PLANNED MAINTENANCE ‐ 2020/21 182.12
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 11876 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 5,716.32

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215759 ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD 39,455.64

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 819591 ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 504.14
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 820040 ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 3,346.62
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 819955 ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 188.22
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 820018 ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 299.13
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 819248 ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 623.94
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 820017 ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 191.38
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 819533 ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 323.02
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 819492 ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 221.58
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 819792 ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 533.69
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 820016 ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 1,131.34
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 819551 ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 504.14
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 819594 ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 410.05
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 819945 ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 431.05
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 819592 ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 615.05
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 819583 ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 289.28
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 819489 ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 742.79
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 819491 ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 504.14
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 819999 ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 188.22
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 819956 ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 414.22
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 819895 ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 299.13
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 819582 ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 160.49
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 819488 ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 520.96
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 819996 ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 243.68
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 819998 ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 410.05
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 819459 ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 253.62
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 819461 ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 280.95
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 819462 ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 212.60
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 820236 ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 520.96
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 820190 ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 504.14
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 820179 ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 215.95
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 820122 ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 414.50
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18/06/2021 $APINVCE 820121 ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 529.41
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 820275 ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 520.96
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 820251 ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 762.15
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 820237 ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 299.13
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 820276 ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 492.48
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 820258 ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD Murray St Mall , Hay St Mall Forrest Cha 21,352.48

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215760 JOHN FRANK HARMAN 3,520.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 4166 JOHN FRANK HARMAN Business Writing March and May 2021 3,520.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215761 ROADS CORPORATION T/AS VICROADS 113.10

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00712086 ROADS CORPORATION T/AS VICROADS Vehicle Registration Searches (Victoria) 113.10
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215762 NETSTAR AUSTRALIA PL T/AS PINPOINT COMMUNICATIONS PTY LTD 3,565.10

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 117737 NETSTAR AUSTRALIA PL T/AS PINPOINT COMMUNICATIONS PTY  In vehicle monitoring system with employ 3,565.10
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215763 TIM DAVIES LANDSCAPING PTY LTD 1,930.50

18/06/2021 $APINVCE SI‐107170 TIM DAVIES LANDSCAPING PTY LTD Northbridge Piazza Greenwall Maintanence 1,072.50
18/06/2021 $APINVCE SI‐107171 TIM DAVIES LANDSCAPING PTY LTD Library Greenwall Maintenance 858.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215764 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD 13,001.63

18/06/2021 $APCREDT 9035250496 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD WINC AUSTRALIA ‐20.41
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9035132348 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Kitchen, Catering, Stationery & Cleaning 13.55
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036112792 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD CPP Operations Winc 2020/2021 423.47
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9034796183 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD City Records Stationery Order 89.19
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9035642408 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD CPP Operations Winc 2020/2021 606.87
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036223747 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Kitchen, Catering, Stationery & Cleaning 11.11
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9035720360 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Stationery ‐ Level 7 13.86
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9034670296 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Amendment created on 11‐Aug‐2020 Amount 473.26
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9034807788 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Stationery and paper supplies for level 358.42
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036077871 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD TOILET PAPER HOLDERS ‐ PUBLIC TOILETS PI 3,167.54
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036079088 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD TOILET CONSUMABLES ‐ SAFE NIGHT SPACE ‐ 1,314.87
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036082816 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD CLEANING CONSUMABLES ‐ SAFE NIGHT SPACE 247.98
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036073412 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD TOILET PAPER HOLDERS ‐ PUBLIC TOILETS PI 256.21
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036071768 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD TOILET CONSUMABLES ‐ SAFE NIGHT SPACE ‐ 775.24
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9035880535 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD LEVEL 4 STATIONERY 160 HAY ST ‐ KEY CABI 223.56
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9035899495 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD LEVEL 4 STATIONER ‐ RECTRACTABLE REELS A 39.71
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9035850287 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD LEVEL 4 STATIONER ‐ RECTRACTABLE REELS A 747.23
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036135333 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD 20/21 Stationery and Office Supplies ‐ G 167.40
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9035867477 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Catering Supplies and Beverages for Comm 88.68
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9035022706 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Stationery & Kitchen Supplier Lvl 7 53.37
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9034639920 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Stationery & Kitchen Supplier Lvl 7 96.36
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9035654557 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Stationery and kitchen supplies 93.33
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9034874900 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Amendment created on 11‐Aug‐2020 Amount 148.71
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9035495825 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Amendment created on 11‐Aug‐2020 Amount 627.09
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9035665472 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Catering Supplies and Beverages for Citi 6.50
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9035636521 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Catering Supplies and Beverages for Citi 137.50
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9035847165 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Level 2 Stationery and Paper Supplies 143.35
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9035846787 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Level 2 Stationery and Paper Supplies 114.91
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9035837109 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Level 2 Stationery and Paper Supplies 46.57
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9035862798 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Stationery & Kitchen Supplier Lvl 7 63.33
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9035859047 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Stationery & Kitchen Supplier Lvl 7 209.15
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9035644642 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Level 2 Kitchen Supplies (no GST) 296.80
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9035962698 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Level 2 Kitchen Supplies (no GST) 37.96
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036044211 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD CPP Operations Winc 2020/2021 373.66
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036047525 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Human Resources Stationery Order May 202 282.58
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9035991581 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Depot Catering, Cleaning & Stationery Su 237.54
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036061821 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Depot Catering, Cleaning & Stationery Su 84.61
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036160186 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Catering Supplies and Beverages for Comm 138.03
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036150379 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Depot Catering, Cleaning & Stationery Su 400.91
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036122695 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD 20/21 Stationery and Office Supplies ‐ G 365.39
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036112347 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Parks Teams Coffee, Tea and Drinking Cho 46.24

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215765 Myall Yoga Centre Pty Ltd t/as Myall Yoga & Wellbeing studio 4,125.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐0250 Myall Yoga Centre Pty Ltd t/as Myall Yoga & Wellbeing studio Small Business Grant 20/21 Myall Yoga Ce 4,125.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215766 TOTAL GREEN RECYCLING PTY LTD 4,088.40

18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV9684 TOTAL GREEN RECYCLING PTY LTD Removal/Collection & Recycling of obsole 4,088.40
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215767 FOOD TECHNOLOGY SERVICES PTY LTD 25,506.53

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00004685 FOOD TECHNOLOGY SERVICES PTY LTD Environmental Health inspections for Feb 25,506.53
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215768 ACE SECURITY AND EVENTS SERVICES 25,471.40

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00007395 ACE SECURITY AND EVENTS SERVICES Security Moore Street Accreditation Site 11,871.27
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00007394 ACE SECURITY AND EVENTS SERVICES Security for Library during opening hour 13,600.13

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215769 WINDOW WIPERS 440.00
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18/06/2021 $APINVCE WW24575 WINDOW WIPERS VARIOUS SITES ‐WINDOW CLEANING ‐ 2020/21 440.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215770 Austral Masonry Holdings Pty Ltd t/as Urbanstone 1,441.44

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 15787260 Austral Masonry Holdings Pty Ltd t/as Urbanstone Stores Stock 1,441.44
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215771 ESSENTIAL FIRE SERVICES PTY LTD 22,705.52

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 78731SM ESSENTIAL FIRE SERVICES PTY LTD FIRE SERVICES PLANNED MAINTENANCE 20/21 7,907.16
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 71989SM ESSENTIAL FIRE SERVICES PTY LTD FIGURES ARE AN ESTIMATE ONLY, BASED ON A 2,151.60
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 76806SM ESSENTIAL FIRE SERVICES PTY LTD FIGURES ARE AN ESTIMATE ONLY, BASED ON A 5,438.35
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 72093SM ESSENTIAL FIRE SERVICES PTY LTD FIGURES ARE AN ESTIMATE ONLY, BASED ON A 673.86
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 76891SM ESSENTIAL FIRE SERVICES PTY LTD FIRE SERVICES PLANNED MAINTENANCE 20/21 1,978.35
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 77236SM ESSENTIAL FIRE SERVICES PTY LTD FIGURES ARE AN ESTIMATE ONLY, BASED ON A 955.90
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 74411SM ESSENTIAL FIRE SERVICES PTY LTD FIGURES ARE AN ESTIMATE ONLY, BASED ON A 605.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 78746SM ESSENTIAL FIRE SERVICES PTY LTD FIGURES ARE AN ESTIMATE ONLY, BASED ON A 435.60
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 77777SM ESSENTIAL FIRE SERVICES PTY LTD FIGURES ARE AN ESTIMATE ONLY, BASED ON A 641.30
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 74791SM ESSENTIAL FIRE SERVICES PTY LTD FIGURES ARE AN ESTIMATE ONLY, BASED ON A 411.40
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 78739SM ESSENTIAL FIRE SERVICES PTY LTD FIGURES ARE AN ESTIMATE ONLY, BASED ON A 242.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 78849SM ESSENTIAL FIRE SERVICES PTY LTD Development of evacuation plans for Safe 1,265.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215772 TALENT INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD(WA) 21,323.34

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 805138 TALENT INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD(WA) Temp personnel Martin Hoang for Josh Joh 4,299.62
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 809034 TALENT INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD(WA) Natalie Laffin  ‐ Relief Applicatio Off 756.53
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 801505 TALENT INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD(WA) Placement Fee (Balpreet Singh ‐ Customer 6,048.90
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 820389 TALENT INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD(WA) Temp personnel Martin Hoang for Josh Joh 2,545.79
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 820390 TALENT INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD(WA) Gerard Ng (Risk Consultant) 5,610.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 820391 TALENT INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD(WA) Casual information Management Analyst 2,062.50

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215773 LE TOBOGGAN 156.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE LT‐108208 LE TOBOGGAN Library Stock ‐ Foreign Language Books 156.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215774 AURA LIGHTING PTY LTD T/AS Aura Lighting 9,504.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE D18229 AURA LIGHTING PTY LTD T/AS Aura Lighting Haig park Circle ‐ Order 32 x wall light 9,504.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215775 OCTAGON LIFTS PTY LTD 3,557.75

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 51536 OCTAGON LIFTS PTY LTD Invoice: 51536 Site attendance on 09/04/ 3,557.75
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215776 SUEZ RECYCLING & RECOVERY PTY LTD 7,545.12

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 43149622 SUEZ RECYCLING & RECOVERY PTY LTD Parks Refuse & Greenwaste Disposal 7,545.12
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215777 GRENSHED PTY LTD  T/AS LIVING TURF 1,589.50

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 67356/01 GRENSHED PTY LTD  T/AS LIVING TURF 6 x 25 kg bags of turf seed 1,589.50
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215778 VOCUS PTY LTD 11,511.50

18/06/2021 $APINVCE P725838 VOCUS PTY LTD Year 2 of Vocus Internet Services Contra 11,511.50
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215779 INLOGIK PTY LIMITED 436.29

18/06/2021 $APINVCE IN000050074 INLOGIK PTY LIMITED ProMaster credit card transaction manage 436.29
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215780 LENARA NOMINEES PTY LTD T/AS PERTH NEWS DELIVERY 74.90

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 30806 LENARA NOMINEES PTY LTD T/AS PERTH NEWS DELIVERY West Australian for the Lord Mayor (Mon‐ 74.90
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215781 DRY CLEANING EXPRESS PTY LTD T/AS DRYCLEAN & LAUNDRY EXPRESS 161.70

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2246 DRY CLEANING EXPRESS PTY LTD T/AS DRYCLEAN & LAUNDRY EX Dry cleaning express : COP catering Laun 8.80
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2242 DRY CLEANING EXPRESS PTY LTD T/AS DRYCLEAN & LAUNDRY EX Ranger and Surveillance Dry Cleaning 20‐ 39.60
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2215 DRY CLEANING EXPRESS PTY LTD T/AS DRYCLEAN & LAUNDRY EX Ranger and Surveillance Dry Cleaning 20‐ 73.70
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2216 DRY CLEANING EXPRESS PTY LTD T/AS DRYCLEAN & LAUNDRY EX CPP Ops Drycleaning 39.60

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215782 ANTHONY BENCH T/AS KLEEN WEST DISTRIBUTORS 517.77

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00057823 ANTHONY BENCH T/AS KLEEN WEST DISTRIBUTORS Bio Gold Degreaser To Clean Heavy Duty O 517.77
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215783 EASY ACCESS SCAFFOLDING PTY LTD T/AS THE HOSE MECHANIC 3,237.28

18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐0969 EASY ACCESS SCAFFOLDING PTY LTD T/AS THE HOSE MECHANIC H/P Water Hoses To Clean Perth City Stre 3,237.28
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215784 SPECIALIZED CLEANING GROUP PTY LTD 30,378.25

18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐8669 SPECIALIZED CLEANING GROUP PTY LTD Planned Car Park Sweeping for November 2 18,409.24
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐9509 SPECIALIZED CLEANING GROUP PTY LTD Planned Car Park Sweeping for November 2 11,969.01

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215785 Expo Signage & Digital Pty Ltd T/as ExBo Visual 140.80

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 507023 Expo Signage & Digital Pty Ltd T/as ExBo Visual Printing of 500 X Workshop Stock Cards D 140.80
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215786 GO INDUSTRIAL PTY LTD 1,023.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE GO3589‐7 GO INDUSTRIAL PTY LTD Annual Fee for Ozone Diesel Tank Cloud S 1,023.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215787 HUNTER COMMUNICATIONS PTY LTD 6,050.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐1724 HUNTER COMMUNICATIONS PTY LTD Hunter Communications engagement to deli 6,050.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215788 TSTEE GREEN F/TRUST & TSTEE HOOD F/TRUST T/A OFFICE MILK SUP 2,439.50

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 149449 TSTEE GREEN F/TRUST & TSTEE HOOD F/TRUST T/A OFFICE MILK iCity Kiosk Milk Supply 21.12
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 149451 TSTEE GREEN F/TRUST & TSTEE HOOD F/TRUST T/A OFFICE MILK Catering Milk supplies 117.92
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 149442 TSTEE GREEN F/TRUST & TSTEE HOOD F/TRUST T/A OFFICE MILK Level one Milk order ‐ July 2020 onward 225.28
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 150505 TSTEE GREEN F/TRUST & TSTEE HOOD F/TRUST T/A OFFICE MILK Level one Milk order ‐ July 2020 onward 204.16
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 150515 TSTEE GREEN F/TRUST & TSTEE HOOD F/TRUST T/A OFFICE MILK Surveillance milk supplies 20‐21 153.36
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 150588 TSTEE GREEN F/TRUST & TSTEE HOOD F/TRUST T/A OFFICE MILK Milk supply for Citiplace Rest Centre 47.52
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 150514 TSTEE GREEN F/TRUST & TSTEE HOOD F/TRUST T/A OFFICE MILK Milk 2020/21 for Parking crib rooms and 190.98
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 150563 TSTEE GREEN F/TRUST & TSTEE HOOD F/TRUST T/A OFFICE MILK Operations Milk 20/21 293.04
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 150509 TSTEE GREEN F/TRUST & TSTEE HOOD F/TRUST T/A OFFICE MILK Milk Supplies Level 6 Kitchen 165.80
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18/06/2021 $APINVCE 150497 TSTEE GREEN F/TRUST & TSTEE HOOD F/TRUST T/A OFFICE MILK Milk order Level 6 145.20
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 150507 TSTEE GREEN F/TRUST & TSTEE HOOD F/TRUST T/A OFFICE MILK Red Room and Level 4 Milk 2020‐21 259.56
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 150504 TSTEE GREEN F/TRUST & TSTEE HOOD F/TRUST T/A OFFICE MILK Milk Supplies for LG Hub 2020/21 ‐ ICT a 266.86
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 150512 TSTEE GREEN F/TRUST & TSTEE HOOD F/TRUST T/A OFFICE MILK Level 8 Milk Supplies 113.74
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 150506 TSTEE GREEN F/TRUST & TSTEE HOOD F/TRUST T/A OFFICE MILK Milk Supply for Level 5 213.84
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 150511 TSTEE GREEN F/TRUST & TSTEE HOOD F/TRUST T/A OFFICE MILK iCity Kiosk Milk Supply 21.12

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215789 GPC ASIA PACIFIC PTY LTD  T/AS NAPA 196.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 1870084793 GPC ASIA PACIFIC PTY LTD  T/AS NAPA Wheel Clamps Required by Rangers for New 196.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215790 The Trustee for the Astuta Trust t/asZenien 8,382.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE I8627 The Trustee for the Astuta Trust t/asZenien Fuel Cartridges for TR0060 & TR0070 8,382.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215791 Thomas Murray Allum 4,680.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐0341 Thomas Murray Allum Documentation to support new public art 4,680.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215792 J.H. FLUID TRANSFER SOLUTIONS PTY LTD T/AS PIRTEK MALAGA 2,160.78

18/06/2021 $APINVCE ML‐T00041321 J.H. FLUID TRANSFER SOLUTIONS PTY LTD T/AS PIRTEK MALAGA Repairs and Replacement Hydraulic Hoses 416.50
18/06/2021 $APINVCE ML‐T00040535 J.H. FLUID TRANSFER SOLUTIONS PTY LTD T/AS PIRTEK MALAGA Repairs to Depot Water Treatment Pressur 230.58
18/06/2021 $APINVCE ML‐T00041160 J.H. FLUID TRANSFER SOLUTIONS PTY LTD T/AS PIRTEK MALAGA Replacement Hydraulic Hoses Needed for 2 1,513.70

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215793 HERITAGE WAY PTY LTD (DOMUS NURSERY) 2,656.50

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 152539 HERITAGE WAY PTY LTD (DOMUS NURSERY) City wide plant order as per WAGA e‐quot 2,656.50
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215794 RICOH AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 5,398.26

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 13832980 RICOH AUSTRALIA PTY LTD Blanket order for 2020/21 COP Ricoh Cont 5,398.26
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215795 AQUAMONIX PTY LTD 82.50

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 67176 AQUAMONIX PTY LTD Irrigation Central Control Reconfigurati 82.50
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215796 THE GRIFFITH FAMILY TRUST T/AS SUPERSTOCK SERVICES SUPERSTOCK FOOD SERVICES 133.38

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 40455140 THE GRIFFITH FAMILY TRUST T/AS SUPERSTOCK SERVICES SUPER Fruit juice and dairy products for the C 52.20
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 40455139 THE GRIFFITH FAMILY TRUST T/AS SUPERSTOCK SERVICES SUPERMilk for Child Care 81.18

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215797 SELECT FRESH PTY LTD 451.53

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 292078 SELECT FRESH PTY LTD Fruit and Vegetables 41.37
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 292983 SELECT FRESH PTY LTD Fruit and Veg for Child Care 75.44
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 294338 SELECT FRESH PTY LTD Fruit and Vegetables 67.07
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 294686 SELECT FRESH PTY LTD Fruit and Vegetables 87.48
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 294514 SELECT FRESH PTY LTD Fruit and Veg for Child Care 180.17

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215798 303 MULLENLOWE AUSTRALIA PTY LTD T/AS 303 MULLENLOWE 24,156.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 5000844903 303 MULLENLOWE AUSTRALIA PTY LTD T/AS 303 MULLENLOWE Development of Winter Festival identity 12,056.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 5000844904 303 MULLENLOWE AUSTRALIA PTY LTD T/AS 303 MULLENLOWE Winter Campaign ‐ Creation of Mini‐Style 3,212.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 5000848188 303 MULLENLOWE AUSTRALIA PTY LTD T/AS 303 MULLENLOWE Winter Campaign ‐ Concept refinement and 8,888.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215799 ACCESS ICON PTY LTD T/AS CASCADA GROUP 589.60

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 12226 ACCESS ICON PTY LTD T/AS CASCADA GROUP Supply 1 X 413W1313  Cover Wave Grate 13 589.60
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215800 SURJTEC PTY LTD T/AS HUGHANS SAW SERVICE 72.60

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 732507 SURJTEC PTY LTD T/AS HUGHANS SAW SERVICE Cutting Oil for Large Cold Saw in Depot 72.60
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215801 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE BRANKSOME TRUST THE BUSS GROUP 50,039.45

18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐4276 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE BRANKSOME TRUST THE BUSS GROUP Regal Place Car Park ‐ Concrete Remediat 50,039.45
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215802 Rooforce Facility Services Pty Ltd 3,245.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE IV00000001101 Rooforce Facility Services Pty Ltd Roo Force Facility Services 3,245.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215803 THE TRUSTEE FOR GRANO UNIT TRUST T/AS GRANO DIRECT 811.80

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 119089 THE TRUSTEE FOR GRANO UNIT TRUST T/AS GRANO DIRECT Supply of 10 bags of MasterEmaco ‐ T545 811.80
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215804 WITH ARCHITECTURE STUDIO PTY LTD 17,024.15

18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐2223 WITH ARCHITECTURE STUDIO PTY LTD CSmith ‐ Forrest Place Masterplan ‐ Impr 17,024.15
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215805 PAOLA MAZZELLA T/AS MAZZELLA MUSIC 150.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 310521 PAOLA MAZZELLA T/AS MAZZELLA MUSIC Tuesday Morning Show 23 March K Mazzella 150.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215806 StarmixHoldings Pty Ltd  t/as Image Bollards 1,749.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐2429 StarmixHoldings Pty Ltd  t/as Image Bollards Supply Of Dugite 114mm x  900mm Stainles 1,749.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215807 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE QUITO PTY LTD T/AS BENARA NURSERIES 1,367.19

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 303749 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE QUITO PTY LTD T/AS BENARA NURSERIES Plants for Parks Central neighbourhood. 1,367.19
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215808 Servco Australia Melville Pty Ltd (Melville Toyota) 282.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE RI11226912 Servco Australia Melville Pty Ltd (Melville Toyota) registration for a replacement vehicle a 282.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215809 JOONDALUP WINDSCREENS PTY LTD 220.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00048995 JOONDALUP WINDSCREENS PTY LTD Fit New Replacement Windscreen Only for 220.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215810 STANTEC AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 5,280.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 1867007 STANTEC AUSTRALIA PTY LTD Project: PL832036 , Proposal dated 31/03 5,280.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215811 CONTENTKEEPER TECHNOLOGIES PTY LTD 9,240.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE CKPL1907032 CONTENTKEEPER TECHNOLOGIES PTY LTD Contentkeeper renewal 01/07/21 ‐ 30/06/2 9,240.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215812 AUSTART PTY LTD 1,607.10

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 02062021 AUSTART PTY LTD  iCity volunteer uniforms ‐ Top up order 1,607.10
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215813 OCLC (UK) Limited 5,404.58

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 7000001561 OCLC (UK) Limited Renewal of EZproxy Hosted software to au 5,404.58
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215814 DAVID YEUNG T/AS CAR CARE(WA)KEWDALE 280.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2440 DAVID YEUNG T/AS CAR CARE(WA)KEWDALE CLEANING OF POOL CARS AT COUNCIL HOUSE L 280.00
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Cheque/EFT FNumber 215815 Equilibrium Interactive Pty Ltd 15,873.97

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 8996 Equilibrium Interactive Pty Ltd CoP Sitecore Retainer May 2021 5,689.73
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 8943 Equilibrium Interactive Pty Ltd Forms and Payments UX work 9,020.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 8912 Equilibrium Interactive Pty Ltd Data and Analytics contract ‐ EQU 1,164.24

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215816 THE TRUSTEE FOR PAM FAMILY TRUST T/AS  PROFESSIONAL ARTS MANAGEMENT 2,546.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE PAM0123 THE TRUSTEE FOR PAM FAMILY TRUST T/AS  PROFESSIONAL ART Cultural Collections Technician tender ‐ 2,546.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215817 CyberCX Pty Ltd 1,760.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE SIN003046 CyberCX Pty Ltd Checkpoint 6200 Appliance configuration. 1,760.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215818 Tyres 4U Pty Limited 3,953.90

18/06/2021 $APINVCE XX823455 Tyres 4U Pty Limited New Tyres for Rubbish Trucks, Small Stre 430.38
18/06/2021 $APINVCE XX823465 Tyres 4U Pty Limited New Tyres for Rubbish Trucks, Small Stre 1,645.60
18/06/2021 $APINVCE XX823463 Tyres 4U Pty Limited New Tyres for Rubbish Trucks, Small Stre 1,645.60
18/06/2021 $APINVCE XX829595 Tyres 4U Pty Limited New Tyres For Parks Van 232.32

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215819 JEMMA VANNE KING T/AS Jemma King Productions 3,000.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2021010 JEMMA VANNE KING T/AS Jemma King Productions Elders oral history project Jemma King P 1,500.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2021011 JEMMA VANNE KING T/AS Jemma King Productions Elders oral history project Jemma King P 1,500.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215820 Angiulis Pty Ltd t/as Miky's Italian Fusion 8,800.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐0007 Angiulis Pty Ltd t/as Miky's Italian Fusion Business Improvement Grant 20/21 Miky's 8,800.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215821 Consolidated Protective Coatings Pty Ltd  t/as Conspar 6,413.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐9297 Consolidated Protective Coatings Pty Ltd  t/as Conspar PERTH TOWN HALL ‐ FLOOR INVESTIGATION ‐ 6,413.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215822 Hoban Recruitment Pty Ltd 20,026.74

18/06/2021 $APINVCE HPL16600 Hoban Recruitment Pty Ltd Autumn School Holidays‐ Customer Service 1,686.77
18/06/2021 $APINVCE HPL15463 Hoban Recruitment Pty Ltd Temporary employment of NDickinson whils 4,822.62
18/06/2021 $APINVCE HPL20816 Hoban Recruitment Pty Ltd CPP Ops Hoban PO ‐ Replaces PO 241944 du 2,604.24
18/06/2021 $APINVCE HPL18904 Hoban Recruitment Pty Ltd Electrical Engineer temp 5,026.73
18/06/2021 $APINVCE HPL19533 Hoban Recruitment Pty Ltd Electrical Engineer temp 2,457.51
18/06/2021 $APINVCE HPL20817 Hoban Recruitment Pty Ltd Electrical Engineer temp 2,792.63
18/06/2021 $APINVCE HPL19347 Hoban Recruitment Pty Ltd CaAtherine Meredith Contract amendment f 636.24

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215823 Absolute Stone Paving P/L 196,652.06

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 24500‐05 Absolute Stone Paving P/L Roe Street ‐ Granite Kerbs & Pavers 196,652.06
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215824 Aboriginal United Services Pty Ltd 6,057.22

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00004277 Aboriginal United Services Pty Ltd CDS Depot at 8 Aberdeen St 6,057.22
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215825 THE TRUSTEE FOR R&S CAMPBELL FAMILY TRUST T/AS CMS EVENTS 8,250.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE CMS00618 THE TRUSTEE FOR R&S CAMPBELL FAMILY TRUST T/AS CMS EVENEvent Sponsorship ‐ City Wine 2021, CMS 8,250.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215826 PERTH INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCE GROUP T/AS PERTH INTERNATIONAL DANCE 120.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 21033001 PERTH INTERNATIONAL FOLK DANCE GROUP T/AS PERTH INTERNTuesday Morning Show 30 March Pam Gunn 120.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215827 BELL TRADING TRUST  T/AS NORTH STAR SECURITY 2,165.70

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 27670 BELL TRADING TRUST  T/AS NORTH STAR SECURITY REACTIVE CALLOUTS ‐ 2020/21 FIN YEAR 206.25
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 27793 BELL TRADING TRUST  T/AS NORTH STAR SECURITY REACTIVE CALLOUTS ‐ 2020/21 FIN YEAR 137.50
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 27744 BELL TRADING TRUST  T/AS NORTH STAR SECURITY REACTIVE CALLOUTS ‐ 2020/21 FIN YEAR 220.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 27669 BELL TRADING TRUST  T/AS NORTH STAR SECURITY REACTIVE CALLOUTS ‐ 2020/21 FIN YEAR 206.25
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 27621 BELL TRADING TRUST  T/AS NORTH STAR SECURITY REACTIVE CALLOUTS ‐ 2020/21 FIN YEAR 137.50
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 27564 BELL TRADING TRUST  T/AS NORTH STAR SECURITY REACTIVE CALLOUTS ‐ 2020/21 FIN YEAR 110.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 27135 BELL TRADING TRUST  T/AS NORTH STAR SECURITY VARIOUS SITES ‐ PLANNED MAINTENANCE ‐ 20 1,038.20
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 27009 BELL TRADING TRUST  T/AS NORTH STAR SECURITY REACTIVE CALLOUTS ‐ 2020/21 FIN YEAR 110.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215828 GO DOORS PTY LTD  t/as GO DOORS 903.38

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 91068 GO DOORS PTY LTD  t/as GO DOORS CPP Pier St ‐ Call out on 26/02/2021to c 259.88
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 92889 GO DOORS PTY LTD  t/as GO DOORS City Of Perth Auto Doors reactive mainte 214.50
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 92890 GO DOORS PTY LTD  t/as GO DOORS City Of Perth Auto Doors reactive mainte 214.50
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 92866 GO DOORS PTY LTD  t/as GO DOORS City Of Perth Auto Doors reactive mainte 214.50

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215829 IDOM Maddington Pty Ltd 43,508.11

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 8002747 IDOM Maddington Pty Ltd Procure 2 Rangers utilities as per the C 43,508.11
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215830 The Trustee for B & M Bergsma Family Trust t/as Coastline Mower World 116.45

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 27929#10 The Trustee for B & M Bergsma Family Trust t/as Coastline MoweReplacement Lower Front Grille Cover for 116.45
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215831 Simply Headsets Pty Ltd 975.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐48893 Simply Headsets Pty Ltd 2 X WIRELESS HEADSET AND CABLE FOR CORPO 975.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215832 Sage Consulting Engineers Pty Ltd 1,650.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐0206 Sage Consulting Engineers Pty Ltd Development of a technical performance s 1,650.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215833 JB Legal Partners Pty Ltd 19,800.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2662 JB Legal Partners Pty Ltd Secondment of lawyer from JB Legal to pr 19,800.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215834 Diamond Locksmiths Pty Ltd t/as Diamond Lock & Security 5,569.82

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 261718 Diamond Locksmiths Pty Ltd t/as Diamond Lock & Security VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED MAINTENANCE ‐ 3,083.23
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 261034 Diamond Locksmiths Pty Ltd t/as Diamond Lock & Security VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED MAINTENANCE ‐ 194.75
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 261593 Diamond Locksmiths Pty Ltd t/as Diamond Lock & Security VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED MAINTENANCE ‐ 323.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 261595 Diamond Locksmiths Pty Ltd t/as Diamond Lock & Security VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED MAINTENANCE ‐ 176.32
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 261195 Diamond Locksmiths Pty Ltd t/as Diamond Lock & Security VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED MAINTENANCE ‐ 73.59
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 261788 Diamond Locksmiths Pty Ltd t/as Diamond Lock & Security VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED MAINTENANCE ‐ 536.18
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18/06/2021 $APINVCE 262121 Diamond Locksmiths Pty Ltd t/as Diamond Lock & Security VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED MAINTENANCE ‐ 1,182.75
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215835 Deborah Anne Ralph 5,000.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 010621 Deborah Anne Ralph Arts & Culture QRG ‐ Deborah Ralph ‐ Str 5,000.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215836 Pamela Mary Gaunt 550.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE LIU01. Pamela Mary Gaunt Artist Concept Fees ‐ Light it up 550.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215837 Karen Lee Hollingsworth 700.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 1244333 Karen Lee Hollingsworth 4 charcoal table runners 50cm  2 x light 700.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215838 LK Advisory Pty Ltd 2,750.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 18‐0298 LK Advisory Pty Ltd Code of Conduct consulting 2,750.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215839 Limpet Holdings Pty Ltd t/as Minuteman Press East Perth 1,226.50

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 5982 Limpet Holdings Pty Ltd t/as Minuteman Press East Perth Printing of Draft Planning Strategy 1,226.50
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215840 Keely Grace O'Brien 375.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 74 Keely Grace O'Brien Singer and Guitarist for 2 June Citizens 375.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215841 Go Smart Pty Ltd t/as Ceo Skylounge 910.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐2600 Go Smart Pty Ltd t/as Ceo Skylounge Venue hire for the Economic Development 910.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215842 Digital Signs Western Australia Pty Ltd t/as Led Sign Screen Delivered 3,168.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00000156 Digital Signs Western Australia Pty Ltd t/as Led Sign Screen DeliveLED digital screen trailers for Fire Sta 3,168.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215843 BLUE COLLAR PEOPLE 6,411.90

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00150860 BLUE COLLAR PEOPLE Contract Labour costs from 24/05/21 to 3 5,076.70
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00150859 BLUE COLLAR PEOPLE Labour Hire Nightshift WE 30/5/21 1,335.20

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215844 Boc Gases Australia  Ltd 145.85

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 4028525480 Boc Gases Australia  Ltd Hire Of Gases Bottles for Depot 50.86
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 4028513770 Boc Gases Australia  Ltd Hire Of Gases Bottles for Depot 94.99

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215845 BG & E PTY LTD 1,237.50

18/06/2021 $APINVCE A01000019203 BG & E PTY LTD Structural Engineering Services ‐ 1.8 Ja 1,237.50
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215846 BUILDING & CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY TRAININ 117,408.62

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 31052021 BUILDING & CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY TRAININ RECONCILLIATION BCITF AS AT 31 MAY 2021 117,408.62
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215847 BUNNINGS BUILDING SUPPLIES P/L 471.49

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2404/01350665 BUNNINGS BUILDING SUPPLIES P/L Supply of: Formply stock/Webbing grommet 245.49
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2404/01140894 BUNNINGS BUILDING SUPPLIES P/L Supply of: 1 x Makita 18V Cordless Rotar 226.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215848 CABCHARGE AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 688.09

18/06/2021 $APCREDT 25079624P2 CABCHARGE AUSTRALIA PTY LTD CABCHARGE AUSTR ‐86.68
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 25079624P2105 CABCHARGE AUSTRALIA PTY LTD Access & Inclusion  Aboriginal Engagemen 774.77

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215849 AMPOL AUSTRALIA PETROLEUM PTY LTD 16,170.25

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 9425640268 AMPOL AUSTRALIA PETROLEUM PTY LTD Depot Fuel 16,170.25
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215850 CENTRECARE CORPORATE 2,310.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 24908 CENTRECARE CORPORATE CENTRECARE CORPORATE EAP PROGRAM STANDIN 2,310.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215851 PROSEGUR AUSTRALIA PTY LTD T/AS CHUBB SECURITY SERVICES 15,569.90

18/06/2021 $APCREDT 2831243 PROSEGUR AUSTRALIA PTY LTD T/AS CHUBB SECURITY SERVICES PROSEGUR AUSTRA ‐723.58
18/06/2021 $APINVCE M2820991 PROSEGUR AUSTRALIA PTY LTD T/AS CHUBB SECURITY SERVICES Parking ticket machine  cash counting an 7,983.83
18/06/2021 $APINVCE M2831242 PROSEGUR AUSTRALIA PTY LTD T/AS CHUBB SECURITY SERVICES Parking ticket machine  cash counting an 8,309.65

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215852 CITY OF SOUTH PERTH 33.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 189476 CITY OF SOUTH PERTH Animal Care Facility 20‐21 33.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215853 DARDANUP BUTCHERING UNIT TRUST T/AS DARDANUP BUTCHERING CO DARDANUP BUTCHERING C 638.97

18/06/2021 $APINVCE BL572118 DARDANUP BUTCHERING UNIT TRUST T/AS DARDANUP BUTCHERDardanup Meats 638.97
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215854 FAAC AUSTRALIA T/AS HUB PARKING TECHNOLOGY 5,727.59

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 22704 FAAC AUSTRALIA T/AS HUB PARKING TECHNOLOGY Datapark SLA 20/21 5,727.59
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215855 LANDGATE 2,233.07

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 1101065 LANDGATE Landgate Enquiries 2020/2021 672.72
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 365069 ‐ 10000427 LANDGATE Landgate ‐ Valuations, Title Searches & 1,560.35

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215856 DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF TAXATION  (BAS) 32,391.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 46431345649 DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF TAXATION  (BAS) BAS MAY 2021‐COP 46431345649 32,391.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215857 THE TRUSTEE FOR ILLION AUSTRALIA UNIT TRUST T/AS MILTON GRAH MILTON GRAHAM 117.68

18/06/2021 $APCREDT RTN096851 THE TRUSTEE FOR ILLION AUSTRALIA UNIT TRUST T/AS MILTON GInvoice 944357 ‐0.06
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 951134 THE TRUSTEE FOR ILLION AUSTRALIA UNIT TRUST T/AS MILTON GDebt Collection Service to retrieve over 122.90
18/06/2021 $APCREDT RTN0086704 THE TRUSTEE FOR ILLION AUSTRALIA UNIT TRUST T/AS MILTON GInvoice 941133 ‐5.16

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215858 ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY CONSULTANTS ‐ ETC 497.92

18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV10533 ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY CONSULTANTS ‐ ETC Reimbursement to ETC for application to 497.92
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215859 ELLENBY TREE FARM 8,690.52

18/06/2021 $APCREDT 11132 ELLENBY TREE FARM Invoice 27976 ‐429.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 28134/1 ELLENBY TREE FARM 10522 Urban Forest Infill Program Purcha 71.50
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 28134 ELLENBY TREE FARM 10522 Urban Forest Infill Program Purcha 9,048.02

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215860 ELGAS SWAP AND GO 47.23

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 0364504257 ELGAS SWAP AND GO Gas Bottle exchange for Vic Gardens BBQs 47.23
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215861 HAYS PERSONNEL SERVICES (AUST) PTY LTD 28,727.71

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 50060230 HAYS PERSONNEL SERVICES (AUST) PTY LTD Solomon Maint Worker from 26/03/2021 to 4,375.89
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 50060229 HAYS PERSONNEL SERVICES (AUST) PTY LTD Mark Ford 30/05/2021 To 25/06/2021 6,770.98
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18/06/2021 $APINVCE 50060232 HAYS PERSONNEL SERVICES (AUST) PTY LTD Temp personnel ‐Alice See‐Hoo for Julie 11,148.52
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 50060228 HAYS PERSONNEL SERVICES (AUST) PTY LTD Daniel craig 14/05/2021 to 25/06/2021 6,432.32

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215862 CHALLENGE CHEMICALS AUST 281.60

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 108512 CHALLENGE CHEMICALS AUST Laundry Powder for the Child Care Centre 281.60
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215863 CHANDLER MACLEOD LTD 1,345.69

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 93533427 CHANDLER MACLEOD LTD COP Catering staff hire. 869.77
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 93537572 CHANDLER MACLEOD LTD COP Catering staff hire. 475.92

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215864 HYDROQUIP PUMPS 4,312.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐42319 HYDROQUIP PUMPS Claisebrook Lake ‐ Aerator Fault 4,312.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215865 JOHN TIERNEY 2,240.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00001779 JOHN TIERNEY Vehicle Cleaning 20‐21 540.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00001778 JOHN TIERNEY Ranger car cleaning services 20‐21 400.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00001777 JOHN TIERNEY Vehicle Cleaning 20‐21 1,300.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215866 KENNARDS HIRE NORTH PERTH 1,940.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 22629668 KENNARDS HIRE NORTH PERTH Hire of VMS Board East Perth 1,940.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215867 BUCHER MUNICIPAL PTY LTD 240.13

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 1003239 BUCHER MUNICIPAL PTY LTD Replacement Compactor Switches for Stock 240.13
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215868 MARKETFORCE  LTD 1,359.02

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 37416 MARKETFORCE  LTD Amend No. 41 Extension of Advertising 485.21
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 38915 MARKETFORCE  LTD Weed Control Notices ‐ Newspaper 364.51
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 36661 MARKETFORCE  LTD Amend No 3 Haig Park Circle advertising 509.30

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215869 ISENTIA PTY LTD T/AS MEDIA MONITORS AUST PTY LTD 3,410.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE MN0821110 ISENTIA PTY LTD T/AS MEDIA MONITORS AUST PTY LTD iSentia Media Monitoring Services 1,705.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE MN0819387 ISENTIA PTY LTD T/AS MEDIA MONITORS AUST PTY LTD iSentia Media Monitoring Services 1,705.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215870 MINDARIE REGIONAL COUNCIL 80,772.67

18/06/2021 $APCREDT SCR‐03605 MINDARIE REGIONAL COUNCIL MINDARIE REGION ‐1,580.76
18/06/2021 $APCREDT SCR‐03610 MINDARIE REGIONAL COUNCIL MINDARIE REGION ‐1,686.74
18/06/2021 $APCREDT SCR‐03604 MINDARIE REGIONAL COUNCIL MINDARIE REGION ‐2,508.78
18/06/2021 $APINVCE SINV‐043672 MINDARIE REGIONAL COUNCIL Green Waste Tipping Fees 20/21 761.82
18/06/2021 $APINVCE SINV‐043652 MINDARIE REGIONAL COUNCIL Provision of landfill tipping ‐ 20/21 30,307.25
18/06/2021 $APINVCE SINV‐043617 MINDARIE REGIONAL COUNCIL Provision of landfill tipping ‐ 20/21 55,479.88

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215871 M P ROGERS & ASSOCIATES PTY LTD 675.65

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 21608 M P ROGERS & ASSOCIATES PTY LTD Claisebrook Cove Jetties ‐Superintendent 675.65
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215872 SMC CORPORATION (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD 609.51

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 10113815 SMC CORPORATION (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD Air Cylinder Rams for Road Sweeper Brush 609.51
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215873 LAUNDRY  EXPRESS 416.02

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00018360 LAUNDRY  EXPRESS Delivery and laundry for cloth nappies a 416.02
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215874 NOVA NEWSAGENCY 776.24

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2372 NOVA NEWSAGENCY Magazine, Local & Interstate Newspapers 776.24
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215875 REINO INTERNATIONAL 18,460.20

18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV0060764 REINO INTERNATIONAL Purchase of Modem Interface Board U Bloc 4,449.50
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV0060763 REINO INTERNATIONAL Purchase of U Bloc lisa modem and TVX/TT 5,111.70
18/06/2021 $APINVCE INV0060793 REINO INTERNATIONAL Purchase of U Bloc lisa modem and TVX/TT 8,899.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215876 PERROTT PAINTING 31,167.18

18/06/2021 $APINVCE SINV17216 PERROTT PAINTING Unplanned Graffiti Removal & Painting Se 231.90
18/06/2021 $APINVCE SINV17212 PERROTT PAINTING Unplanned Graffiti Removal & Painting Se 20,642.60
18/06/2021 $APINVCE SINV17235 PERROTT PAINTING Unplanned Graffiti Removal & Painting Se 354.11
18/06/2021 $APINVCE SINV17213 PERROTT PAINTING Unplanned Graffiti Removal & Painting Se 88.53
18/06/2021 $APINVCE SINV17209 PERROTT PAINTING Painting Of 102 Bollards 9,850.04

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215877 Business Events Perth t/as Business Events Perth 55,000.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 000016 Business Events Perth t/as Business Events Perth Economic Dev Sponsorship ‐ Business Even 55,000.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215878 RENTOKIL INIRIAL PTY LTD T/AS AMBIUS 8,675.24

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 21471949 RENTOKIL INIRIAL PTY LTD T/AS AMBIUS VARIOUS SITES ‐ INDOOR PLANT HIRE & MAIN 4,337.62
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 21468231 RENTOKIL INIRIAL PTY LTD T/AS AMBIUS VARIOUS SITES ‐ INDOOR PLANT HIRE & MAIN 4,337.62

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215879 RECORDS AND INFORMATION MGNT PROFESSIONALS  AUSTRALASIA 175.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 299713 RECORDS AND INFORMATION MGNT PROFESSIONALS  AUSTRALAInformation Awareness Month 2021 Webinar 175.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215880 THE ROYAL LIFE SAVING SOCIETY WA INC 10,533.59

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 140126 THE ROYAL LIFE SAVING SOCIETY WA INC VARIOUS SITES ‐WATER FEATURE PLANNED MAI 2,835.67
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 140127 THE ROYAL LIFE SAVING SOCIETY WA INC VARIOUS SITES ‐WATER FEATURE PLANNED MAI 5,121.62
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 140124 THE ROYAL LIFE SAVING SOCIETY WA INC Call out made on 25/05/21 by Melissa Man 132.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 140125 THE ROYAL LIFE SAVING SOCIETY WA INC Water Feature Maintenance ‐ Lake St , Fl 2,444.30

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215881 RSEA PTY LTD 1,397.57

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 11068914 RSEA PTY LTD New Employee Uniforms‐ WAC Dayshift Matt 483.95
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 11182232 RSEA PTY LTD Depot Store Stock 156.82
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 11446615 RSEA PTY LTD Safety work boots for Wil Horstman. 165.00
18/06/2021 $APCREDT 11418328 RSEA PTY LTD Invoice 10946972 ‐41.80
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 11418339 RSEA PTY LTD SNN Annual Uniform Order 41.80
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18/06/2021 $APINVCE 10947005A RSEA PTY LTD SNN Annual Uniform Order 28.60
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 11602893 RSEA PTY LTD Safety work boots for B Turner 165.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 11629980 RSEA PTY LTD Employee Safety Boots ‐ Travis Dearle 151.80
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 11629839 RSEA PTY LTD Employee Safety Boots ‐ Brett Morgan 108.90
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 11630238 RSEA PTY LTD Safety Boots Nightshift ‐ J. Barron 137.50

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215882 St John Ambulance Australia 160.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE FAINV00816795 St John Ambulance Australia Provide First Aid ‐ LAY, Donna 160.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215883 FUJI XEROX BUSINESSFORCE PTY LTD 4,368.71

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 662092421 FUJI XEROX BUSINESSFORCE PTY LTD Postage for Infringement Notices Under n 1,042.49
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 662092420 FUJI XEROX BUSINESSFORCE PTY LTD Postage for Infringement Notices Under n 2,297.72
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 661092421 FUJI XEROX BUSINESSFORCE PTY LTD Postage for Infringement Notices Under n 258.75
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 661092420 FUJI XEROX BUSINESSFORCE PTY LTD Postage for Infringement Notices Under n 431.55
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 661092501 FUJI XEROX BUSINESSFORCE PTY LTD Postage for Infringement Notices Under n 338.20

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215884 Schindler Lifts Pty Ltd 21,428.57

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 4678806909 Schindler Lifts Pty Ltd COUNCIL HOUSE ‐ PLANNED LIFT MAINTENANCE 14,531.29
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 4678803534 Schindler Lifts Pty Ltd COUNCIL HOUSE ‐ PLANNED LIFT MAINTENANCE 6,897.28

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215885 STATEWIDE CLEANING SUPPLIES 983.15

18/06/2021 $APCREDT SC27531 STATEWIDE CLEANING SUPPLIES Invoice SI419343 ‐55.98
18/06/2021 $APINVCE S1419343 STATEWIDE CLEANING SUPPLIES Stores and Materials 786.14
18/06/2021 $APINVCE SI419533 STATEWIDE CLEANING SUPPLIES Stores and Materials 252.99

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215886 WATERLOGIC AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 62.70

18/06/2021 $APINVCE CD‐3127757 WATERLOGIC AUSTRALIA PTY LTD Water cooler rental for Community Centre 62.70
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215887 Toolmart Australia Pty Ltd 119.45

18/06/2021 $APINVCE OP‐170221 Toolmart Australia Pty Ltd Supply of: 1 x hose clamp 13‐20mm 1 x sd 31.45
18/06/2021 $APINVCE OP‐169794 Toolmart Australia Pty Ltd Water Proof Pre‐start Document Holder fo 88.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215888 TOTAL EDEN  PTY LTD T/AS Nutrien Water 504.19

18/06/2021 $APCREDT 411568942 TOTAL EDEN  PTY LTD T/AS Nutrien Water Invoice 411450611 ‐74.80
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 411544328 TOTAL EDEN  PTY LTD T/AS Nutrien Water Supply 4  x Controller battery nodes 578.99

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215889 T QUIP 1,846.65

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 100798 #7 T QUIP Repair Parts for 3 Parks Mowers 984.45
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 100773 #7 T QUIP Mower Blades for Parks Assets x 3 862.20

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215890 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD 4,024.98

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00412005 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 81.40
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00412037 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 467.50
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00412036 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 264.55
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00412008 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 393.88
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00412038 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 470.25
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00412039 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 314.60
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00412041 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 143.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00412040 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 136.40
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00412043 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 161.70
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00412042 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 225.50
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00411924 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 1,260.60
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00411768 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 105.60

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215891 THE DEPARTMENT OF FIRE & EMERGENCY SERVICES(DFES) 2,336,125.52

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 152257 THE DEPARTMENT OF FIRE & EMERGENCY SERVICES(DFES) State Government Charges LG's required t 2,336,125.52
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215892 WARP PTY LTD 2,180.75

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 116697 WARP PTY LTD Traffic Management Plan ‐ Hay St Pedestr 2,180.75
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215893 W.C. CONVENIENCE MANAGEMENT PTY LTD 14,275.47

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00012365 W.C. CONVENIENCE MANAGEMENT PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ APT CLEANING & MAINTENAN 2,392.39
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00012211 W.C. CONVENIENCE MANAGEMENT PTY LTD WELLINGTON SQUARE APT ‐ CLEANING & MAINT 2,392.39
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00012210 W.C. CONVENIENCE MANAGEMENT PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ APT CLEANING & MAINTENAN 7,098.30
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00011984 W.C. CONVENIENCE MANAGEMENT PTY LTD WELLINGTON SQUARE APT ‐ CLEANING & MAINT 2,392.39

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215894 WEST COAST TURF 3,109.48

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 95274023 WEST COAST TURF Turf replacement. 3,109.48
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215895 WESTERN RESOURCE RECOVERY PTY LTD 702.24

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 81727 WESTERN RESOURCE RECOVERY PTY LTD GREASE TRAP ‐ PLANNED MAINTENANCE ‐ 2020 396.00
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 83334 WESTERN RESOURCE RECOVERY PTY LTD GREASE TRAP ‐ PLANNED MAINTENANCE ‐ 2020 153.12
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 82035 WESTERN RESOURCE RECOVERY PTY LTD GREASE TRAP ‐ PLANNED MAINTENANCE ‐ 2020 153.12

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215896 STEFNA FAMILY TRUST T/AS WEST TIP WASTE MANAGEMENT 80,531.23

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00054877 STEFNA FAMILY TRUST T/AS WEST TIP WASTE MANAGEMENT Storage of 5 x skip bins of Heritage cob 68,285.80
18/06/2021 $APINVCE 00055007 STEFNA FAMILY TRUST T/AS WEST TIP WASTE MANAGEMENT Street Sweeping Collection & Waste Tippi 12,245.43

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215897 TANIA OCONNOR 67.64

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 26052021TO TANIA OCONNOR REFUND PARKING TICKET 67.64
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215898 Y ALZIYADAT 930.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 32704 Y ALZIYADAT RFD BOND ‐ PERTH TOWN HALL 930.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215899 DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE 1,000.00
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18/06/2021 $APINVCE 31052021 DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE RFD BOND‐PERTH TOWN HALL 1,000.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215900 WORLDWIDE MISSIONARY MOVEMENT CHURCH 168.50

18/06/2021 $APINVCE EV202052 WORLDWIDE MISSIONARY MOVEMENT CHURCH RFD OVERPAYMENT ‐ EV‐2020/52 168.50
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215901 R SOLOMON 99.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE EV2021179 R SOLOMON RFD DUPLICATION APPLICATION EV‐2021/179 99.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215902 AHMAD YANI AND HUSNA NASUTION 99.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE EV2019475 AHMAD YANI AND HUSNA NASUTION RFD EVENT APPLICATION‐EV‐2019/475 99.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215903 L LUU 97.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE FP1908 L LUU RFD APPLICATION FP/1908 97.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215904 HENSCHEL INVESTMENTS PTY LTD 95.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE FVA2532 HENSCHEL INVESTMENTS PTY LTD RFD APPLICATION WITHDRAWN FVA/2532 95.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215905 KERRY S MANES 99.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE EV2021177 KERRY S MANES RFD WEDDING BOOKING EV‐2021/177 99.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215906 PILKADARIS HOLDINGS PTY LTD 14,300.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE BPC2020186 PILKADARIS HOLDINGS PTY LTD RFD WORK BOND BPC‐2020/186 14,300.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215907 MINCHIN & SIMS PTY LTD 550.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE BPC2020498 MINCHIN & SIMS PTY LTD RFD WORKBOND BPC‐2020/498 550.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215908 BCA CONSULTANTS 191.80

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 2021103 BCA CONSULTANTS RFD APPLICATION 2021/103‐28 BARRACK ST 191.80
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215909 BRAJKOVICH DEMOLITION & SALVAGE WA PTY L 630.20

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 20191019 BRAJKOVICH DEMOLITION & SALVAGE WA PTY L RFD APP 2019/1019 469‐471 MILLIGAN ST 630.20
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215910 GRAHAM MACGREGOR 1,301.20

18/06/2021 $APINVCE A1165877 GRAHAM MACGREGOR RFD RATES‐18/33 MALCOLM ST WEST PTH 1,301.20
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215911 STYLESET ENTERPRISES PTY LTD 423.25

18/06/2021 $APINVCE A1172766 STYLESET ENTERPRISES PTY LTD RFD RATES 75/101 MURRAY ST PERTH 423.25
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215912 FAIRWAY BUILDING PTY LTD 277.86

18/06/2021 $APINVCE BPC2021304 FAIRWAY BUILDING PTY LTD RFD APP BPC‐2021/304 105‐113 ABERDEEN ST 277.86
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215913 S SUBIH 99.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE EV2021186 S SUBIH RFD APPLICATION EV‐2021/186 99.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215914 NATIONAL TRUST AUSTRALIA (WA) 1,000.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 32412 NATIONAL TRUST AUSTRALIA (WA) RFD BOND‐PERTH TOWN HALL 1,000.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215915 STUART B WATKINS 1,000.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 32428 STUART B WATKINS RFD BOND‐PERTH TOWN HALL 1,000.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215916 HELLENIC COMMUNITY OF WA INC 1,022.05

18/06/2021 $APINVCE A1034214 HELLENIC COMMUNITY OF WA INC RFD RATES 20‐24 PARKER ST NRTHBDGE 1,022.05
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215917 VISION EQUITY PTY LTD 502.50

18/06/2021 $APINVCE A1155308 VISION EQUITY PTY LTD RFD RATES 98/22 ST GEORGES TCE PERTH 502.50
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215918 NI KETUT UMI KARTINI 120.00

18/06/2021 $APINVCE 08062021UK NI KETUT UMI KARTINI HEALTHY LIFESTYLE ‐U KARTINI 120.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215920 MARGARET CULBONG 1,000.00

21/06/2021 $APINVCE 20052021 MARGARET CULBONG FIRESIDE YARNING ON MATTA GERUP‐19/6/21 1,000.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215921 BEN TAYLOR 1,300.00

21/06/2021 $APINVCE 20052021 BEN TAYLOR FIRESIDE YARNING ON MATTA GERUP‐19/6/21 1,300.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215922 Albert McNamara 1,000.00

21/06/2021 $APINVCE 20052021 Albert McNamara FIRESIDE YARNING ON MATTA GERUP‐19/6/21 1,000.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215923 Irene McNamara 1,000.00

21/06/2021 $APINVCE 20052021 Irene McNamara FIRESIDE YARNING ON MATTA GERUP‐19/6/21 1,000.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215924 FARLEY STEWART GARLETT 1,000.00

21/06/2021 $APINVCE 20052021 FARLEY STEWART GARLETT FIRESIDE YARNING ON MATTA GERUP‐19/6/21 1,000.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215925 MURIEL BOWIE 1,000.00

21/06/2021 $APINVCE 20052021 MURIEL BOWIE FIRESIDE YARNING ON MATTA GERUP‐19/6/21 1,000.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215926 TELSTRA 5,057.37

21/06/2021 $APINVCE 4681944502 TELSTRA DATA CHARGES FOR 16 April‐15 May 2021 2,892.70
21/06/2021 $APINVCE 4681945129 TELSTRA Data charges 17/5‐16/6/21 1,079.48
21/06/2021 $APINVCE 4681945129 TELSTRA Data charges 15/4 ‐ 16/5/2021 1,085.19

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215927 INSTITUTE OF WEIGHT AND LIFE MANAGEMENT 3,685.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00001080 INSTITUTE OF WEIGHT AND LIFE MANAGEMENT Communicable Disease Awareness (6x Sessi 3,685.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215928 CTI5 PTY LTD 20,000.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 01069424 CTI5 PTY LTD Container Deposit Scheme Top Up Fund 20,000.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215929 BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD 2,898.69

24/06/2021 $APINVCE I52523743.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 582.14
24/06/2021 $APINVCE I52437373.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 331.06
24/06/2021 $APINVCE I52656334.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 61.57
24/06/2021 $APINVCE I52548273.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 599.17
24/06/2021 $APINVCE I52623198.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Bidfood : Dry goods Tea,sugar,cups etc 262.61
24/06/2021 $APINVCE I52644176.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 488.09
24/06/2021 $APINVCE I52623227.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 203.63
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24/06/2021 $APINVCE I52630696.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 370.42
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215930 TNT 17.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 61300050 TNT TNT courier service delivery of Reino sp 17.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215931 IRON MOUNTAIN AUSTRALIA GROUP PTY LTD 647.08

24/06/2021 $APINVCE AUS874825 IRON MOUNTAIN AUSTRALIA GROUP PTY LTD Iron Mountain account NDT Storage of Rat 332.45
24/06/2021 $APCREDT AUS739424C IRON MOUNTAIN AUSTRALIA GROUP PTY LTD IRON MOUNTAIN ‐41.49
24/06/2021 $APINVCE AUS867055 IRON MOUNTAIN AUSTRALIA GROUP PTY LTD Secure destruction including hire of 4 b 41.54
24/06/2021 $APINVCE AUS874824 IRON MOUNTAIN AUSTRALIA GROUP PTY LTD VAULT ‐ PT ‐ 502670 ‐ Archive Storage an 314.58

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215932 ADVANCED TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT 1,478.95

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00146838 ADVANCED TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT Supply of Traffic Management ‐ Parks 1,478.95
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215933 ARC Holdings (WA) Pty Ltd t/as ARC Switchboards 55,004.40

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00024802 ARC Holdings (WA) Pty Ltd t/as ARC Switchboards Purchasing of Royal street, Adelaide tce 11,526.90
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00024800 ARC Holdings (WA) Pty Ltd t/as ARC Switchboards Purchasing of Royal street, Adelaide tce 11,983.88
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00024803 ARC Holdings (WA) Pty Ltd t/as ARC Switchboards Purchasing of Royal street, Adelaide tce 11,694.54
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00024804 ARC Holdings (WA) Pty Ltd t/as ARC Switchboards Purchasing of Royal street, Adelaide tce 8,084.08
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00024818 ARC Holdings (WA) Pty Ltd t/as ARC Switchboards Purchasing of Royal street, Adelaide tce 188.10
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00024801 ARC Holdings (WA) Pty Ltd t/as ARC Switchboards Purchasing of Royal street, Adelaide tce 11,526.90

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215934 NESPRESSO 1,152.50

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 37942810 NESPRESSO Coffee Supplies ‐ Level 8 687.00
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 38385817 NESPRESSO Level 4 coffee machine consumables 465.50

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215935 DATA 3 183,414.23

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 02015082 DATA 3 Year 2 Microsoft Enterprise Agreement 183,414.23
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215936 Air & Power Pty Ltd 1,254.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 68410 Air & Power Pty Ltd Hire Of Large Air Compressor for Depot W 1,254.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215937 DESIGN EDGE 1,083.50

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 13415 DESIGN EDGE  •Supply and cu ng of fi y 450 x 450 1,083.50
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215938 RP DATA PTY LTD 204.39

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 2814474 RP DATA PTY LTD RP Data ‐ Cityscope 204.39
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215939 TEE‐BALL ASSOCIATION OF W.A. (INC) 5,000.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 11786 TEE‐BALL ASSOCIATION OF W.A. (INC) Events and Activation Quick response gra 5,000.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215940 TK Elevator Australia Pty Ltd 1,804.20

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 8067131748 TK Elevator Australia Pty Ltd REACTIVE LIFT AND ESCALATOR MAINTENANCE 444.40
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 8067136355 TK Elevator Australia Pty Ltd REACTIVE LIFT MAINTENANCE 20/21 1,359.80

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215941 PERTH EDUCATION CITY 49,500.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐0016 PERTH EDUCATION CITY Econ Dev Sponsorship ‐ Study Perth Inter 49,500.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215942 QED ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES 9,201.50

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00248516 QED ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES ASBESTOS REGISTERS ‐ VARIOUS SITES 9,201.50
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215943 GLOBAL AUTOCOAT PTY LTD 711.46

24/06/2021 $APINVCE SINV409243 GLOBAL AUTOCOAT PTY LTD Supply Product: Street name plates 1 x D 711.46
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215944 ALINTA SALES PTY LTD 1,016.75

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 654999411 ALINTA SALES PTY LTD Unit 0 420 Wellington Street Perth 978.20
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 541999465 ALINTA SALES PTY LTD 142 James Street Northbridge 38.55

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215945 ATOM SUPPLY 240.77

24/06/2021 $APINVCE P2182482 ATOM SUPPLY Stores Stock 86.77
24/06/2021 $APINVCE P2182486 ATOM SUPPLY Stores Stock 154.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215946 AUTOMOTIVE DATA SERVICES  PTY LTD T/AS THE REDBOOK 1,727.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE CI_204987 AUTOMOTIVE DATA SERVICES  PTY LTD T/AS THE REDBOOK Redbook annual subscription 1,727.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215947 TRUCK CENTRE (WA) PTY LTD 948.70

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 163045 ‐ 000001 TRUCK CENTRE (WA) PTY LTD Servicing Filters Plus Wiper Blades for 948.70
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215948 ACCESS BRICKPAVING CO 133,110.12

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00070529 ACCESS BRICKPAVING CO Lime St Footpath, pram ramp works 72,855.64
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00270438 ACCESS BRICKPAVING CO Blanket order for Access brick paving as 29,386.39
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00270435 ACCESS BRICKPAVING CO Blanket order for Access brick paving as 19,391.90
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00070536 ACCESS BRICKPAVING CO Blanket order for Access brick paving as 2,308.90
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00280524 ACCESS BRICKPAVING CO 46‐88 Broadway Ave Nedlands 9,167.29

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215949 SUNNY INDUSTRIAL BRUSHWARE 2,288.50

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00023459 SUNNY INDUSTRIAL BRUSHWARE Annual Sweeper Brush Blanket Order for 3 1,329.30
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00023448 SUNNY INDUSTRIAL BRUSHWARE Annual Sweeper Brush Blanket Order for 3 959.20

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215950 DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT 13,031.50

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 8002339 DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT Vehicle Registration Searches (WA) 13,031.50
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215951 SONIC HEALTHPLUS PTY LTD 498.30

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 2352168 SONIC HEALTHPLUS PTY LTD Pre‐employment medical ‐Child Care Educa 498.30
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215952 EOS ELECTRICAL 10,655.70

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00014846 EOS ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance of street lights 67.65
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00014804 EOS ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance of street lights 440.00
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00014888 EOS ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance of street lights 654.03
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00014469 EOS ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance of street lights 481.59
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24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00014847 EOS ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance of street lights 67.65
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00014816 EOS ELECTRICAL Banner installation and removal costs 8,472.61
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00014807 EOS ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance of street lights 472.17

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215953 TELSTRA NETWORK INTEGRITY SERVICES‐WA 982.06

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 2288396800 TELSTRA NETWORK INTEGRITY SERVICES‐WA Telstra Pit adjustment 130 Mounts Bay Rd 982.06
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215954 DRAINFLOW SERVICES PTY LTD 10,531.96

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00006879 DRAINFLOW SERVICES PTY LTD Mounts Bay Rd Manhole Reconstruction   D 10,531.96
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215955 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL 17,926.73

24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13312 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 357.50
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14037 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 28.11
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13634 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 1,226.03
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13650 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 201.63
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13687 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 184.57
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13811 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 55.00
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13814 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 692.74
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13943 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 689.08
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14057 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 38.50
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14145 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 115.50
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14153 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 110.00
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14154 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 343.90
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14152 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 407.00
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13651 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 55.00
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13816 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 64.99
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13813 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 365.02
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13879 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 55.00
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13323 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Tenancy Switchboard Inspection 412.50
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13311 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Tenancy Switchboard Inspection 577.50
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13324 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Tenancy Switchboard Inspection 357.50
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13321 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Tenancy Switchboard Inspection 357.50
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13313 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Tenancy Switchboard Inspection 220.00
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13322 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Tenancy Switchboard Inspection 385.00
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13213 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Tenancy Switchboard Inspection 412.50
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13211 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Tenancy Switchboard Inspection 412.50
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13317 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Tenancy Switchboard Inspection 412.50
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13320 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Tenancy Switchboard Inspection 495.00
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13318 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Tenancy Switchboard Inspection 467.50
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13212 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Tenancy Switchboard Inspection 385.00
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13407 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Tenancy Switchboard Inspection 385.00
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13295 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Tenancy Switchboard Inspection 247.50
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13405 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Tenancy Switchboard Inspection 412.50
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13403 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Tenancy Switchboard Inspection 412.50
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13275 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Tenancy Switchboard Inspection 385.00
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13276 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Tenancy Switchboard Inspection 357.50
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13289 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Tenancy Switchboard Inspection 357.50
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13291 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Tenancy Switchboard Inspection 192.50
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13314 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Tenancy Switchboard Inspection 192.50
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13316 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Tenancy Switchboard Inspection 357.50
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13292 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 385.00
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13290 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 385.00
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13293 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 467.50
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13408 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 357.50
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13404 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 357.50
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13406 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 385.00
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13319 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Tenancy Switchboard Inspection only  Con 357.50
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14129 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Installation of 1 x 15amp GPO to Light P 220.93
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14046 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 799.09
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14118 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 297.00
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV14155 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL urgent electrical/cabling jobs 231.00
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14058 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical Works for CW10467 249.57
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14059 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical works for Capital works 10462 249.57

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215956 IMPERIAL GLASS 1,617.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00201874 IMPERIAL GLASS GLAZING MAINTENANCE ‐ VARIOUS SITES ‐ 20 1,617.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215957 MINTER ELLISON 13,673.44

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 10803314 MINTER ELLISON Arup and Turner and Townsend Contract De 2,673.44
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 10815072 MINTER ELLISON Review of Library Plaza Dispute 11,000.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215958 BUSINESS FOUNDATION INC 15,840.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00407438 BUSINESS FOUNDATION INC Business Foundations ‐  Business Advisor 2,200.00
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24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00407434 BUSINESS FOUNDATION INC Business Foundations ‐  Business Advisor 440.00
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00407436 BUSINESS FOUNDATION INC Business Foundations ‐  Business Advisor 2,200.00
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00407437 BUSINESS FOUNDATION INC Business Foundations ‐  Business Advisor 5,500.00
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00407435 BUSINESS FOUNDATION INC Business Foundations ‐  Business Advisor 5,500.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215959 DAIMLER TRUCKS PERTH 406.51

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 6224164D DAIMLER TRUCKS PERTH Yellow Safety Step Strip for Mercedes La 86.45
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 6224241D DAIMLER TRUCKS PERTH Rear Brake Pads Required for Large Merce 320.06

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215960 WINDCAVE PTY LTD  T/AS PAYMENT EXPRESS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 198.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 1646437 WINDCAVE PTY LTD  T/AS PAYMENT EXPRESS AUSTRALIA PTY LTDCard Transaction Fee 2020‐21 198.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215961 GJK FACILITY SERVICES 75,648.49

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 403074 GJK FACILITY SERVICES Planned Car Park Cleaning as per contrac 75,488.44
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 403968 GJK FACILITY SERVICES Car Park Reactive Maintenance for 2020/2 160.05

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215962 JAPANESE TRUCK & BUS SPARES PTY LTD 827.35

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 407675 JAPANESE TRUCK & BUS SPARES PTY LTD Annual Hydraulic Filters for Hino / Garw 152.50
24/06/2021 $APCREDT 48451 JAPANESE TRUCK & BUS SPARES PTY LTD Invoice 407252 ‐206.65
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 407252 JAPANESE TRUCK & BUS SPARES PTY LTD Shock Absorbers needed for Hino Rubbish 424.25
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 407298 JAPANESE TRUCK & BUS SPARES PTY LTD Shock Absorbers needed for Hino Rubbish 275.00
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 407294 JAPANESE TRUCK & BUS SPARES PTY LTD June Servicing Filters 182.25

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215963 LIGHTSPEED COMMUNICATIONS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD t/as LIGHTSPEED 79,685.42

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 87347 LIGHTSPEED COMMUNICATIONS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD t/as LIGHTSQ24505 Patch additional WAPOL fibre opti 621.68
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 87346 LIGHTSPEED COMMUNICATIONS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD t/as LIGHTSLightspeed Quote 24497 3,033.16
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 87343 LIGHTSPEED COMMUNICATIONS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD t/as LIGHTSQ24000 Moore St CCTV Infrastructure 68,240.64
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 87344 LIGHTSPEED COMMUNICATIONS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD t/as LIGHTSQ24431 ‐ Ozone Reserve lay down area CCT 7,789.94

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215964 METRIX CONSULTING PTY LTD 6,059.15

24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐1402 METRIX CONSULTING PTY LTD Marketing impact evaluation and insights 6,059.15
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215965 ARTRAGE 110,000.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 000541 ARTRAGE Strategic Winter Partnership 2021 ‐ Year 110,000.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215966 WHEN ADAM MET EVE 1,980.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐0107 WHEN ADAM MET EVE Existing contract 100374 applies for sup 1,980.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215967 DATALINE VISUAL LINK PTY LTD 4,420.19

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 53952 DATALINE VISUAL LINK PTY LTD Installation of CCTV including sensor, h 4,420.19
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215968 LATERAL(W.A)PTY LTD 1,089.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐8473 LATERAL(W.A)PTY LTD CPAMS SUPPORT JAN‐ MAR 2021 1,089.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215969 AUSTRALIAN SUPER 0.00

30/06/2021 $CANCHQ 215969 AUSTRALIAN SUPER Supernnaution 199,154.13
30/06/2021 $FTP 215969 AUSTRALIAN SUPER Supernnaution ‐199,154.13

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215970 MASTEC AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 5,280.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00080788 MASTEC AUSTRALIA PTY LTD Stores stock 5,280.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215971 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION 828.09

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 2021263324 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION Electricity ‐ Unit A 44 Lake Street 124.51
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 2021262872 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION Electricity ‐ 171 St George's Tce Perth 567.89
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 2037258301 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION Electricity ‐ Terrace Road Perth 5.91
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 2021261469 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION Electricity ‐ Lot 483 U2 Terrace Road 74.44
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 2021260964 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION Electricity ‐ U 3 81 Royal Street 55.34

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215972 BLACKWOODS ATKINS 68.94

24/06/2021 $APCREDT 241630 BLACKWOODS ATKINS Invoice PE2005ZM ‐1,094.50
24/06/2021 $APCREDT 243070 BLACKWOODS ATKINS Invoice PE4023ZW ‐16.50
24/06/2021 $APINVCE PE0162AG BLACKWOODS ATKINS Stores Stock 196.59
24/06/2021 $APINVCE PE5391AE BLACKWOODS ATKINS Stores Stock 145.30
24/06/2021 $APINVCE PE7276AF BLACKWOODS ATKINS Stores Stock 605.00
24/06/2021 $APINVCE PE9597AG BLACKWOODS ATKINS Stores Stock 233.05

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215973 The Trustee for ATIM, Enterprise, Tauranga t/as ATI‐Mirage 2,250.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00041228 The Trustee for ATIM, Enterprise, Tauranga t/as ATI‐Mirage MS Power BI Training 1,125.00
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00041227 The Trustee for ATIM, Enterprise, Tauranga t/as ATI‐Mirage Power BI training 1,125.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215974 PERTH STITCHINGS 1,072.50

24/06/2021 $APINVCE PS9193 PERTH STITCHINGS Hi Vis Vest Stock for CPP Operations. 1,072.50
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215975 SOIL'N SAND PTY LTD 1,382.32

24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐8671 SOIL'N SAND PTY LTD Depot Stock 697.74
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐8670 SOIL'N SAND PTY LTD Stores Stock 684.58

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215976 Headex Australia Pty Ltd t/as Headex Exchange 3,278.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00119743 Headex Australia Pty Ltd t/as Headex Exchange Small Business Grant 20/21 Headex Austra 3,278.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215977 AUSTRALIAN HVAC SERVICES 13,363.89

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 61686 AUSTRALIAN HVAC SERVICES HVAC Reactive Maintenance/ Quoted Works 12,125.84
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 61245 AUSTRALIAN HVAC SERVICES HVAC Planned Maintenance for 2020/2021 F 633.05
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 61312 AUSTRALIAN HVAC SERVICES HVAC Planned Maintenance for 2020/2021 F 605.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215978 EVENT HEALTH MANAGEMENT PTY LTD 29,427.20

24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐1177 EVENT HEALTH MANAGEMENT PTY LTD Australia Day Festival ‐ COVID Plans dev 29,427.20
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Cheque/EFT FNumber 215979 The Trustee for Wendy Mead Family Trust & OTH t/as Pinnacle People 1,001.03

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 619504 The Trustee for Wendy Mead Family Trust & OTH t/as Pinnacle P Staff hire for Citizenship Ceremony Even 1,001.03
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215980 MOW MASTER TURF EQUIPMENT 818.30

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00061755 MOW MASTER TURF EQUIPMENT General Servicing + Sharpening and Set o 818.30
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215981 HISCONFE 817.70

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 1186539 HISCONFE Catering crockery purchase. 817.70
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215982 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE PROPERTY AUSTRALIA MANAGEMENT TRUST 5,456.90

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 589 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE PROPERTY AUSTRALIA MANAGEMENT TR 565 Hay Street (Library) ‐ 2020/2021 201.75
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 592 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE PROPERTY AUSTRALIA MANAGEMENT TR 565 Hay Street (Library) ‐ 2020/2021 5,255.15

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215983 ABS Marketing Pty Ltd 101.75

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 233832 ABS Marketing Pty Ltd Face mask 101.75
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215984 BROWNES FOODS OPERATIONS PTY LTD 98.56

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 75119 BROWNES FOODS OPERATIONS PTY LTD Depot Weekly Milk Delivery 1 July 2020 ‐ 98.56
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215985 AUSTRALIAN INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT 1,370.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 7130222 AUSTRALIAN INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT AIMWA Leading Self course for Christina 1,370.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215986 GLOBAL SPILL CONTROL PTY LTD 116.05

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 145942 GLOBAL SPILL CONTROL PTY LTD Warning Signs for Depot Bower 116.05
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215987 ICONIC PROPERTY SERVICES 4,074.11

24/06/2021 $APINVCE PSI015036 ICONIC PROPERTY SERVICES BATHROOM CONSUMABLES VARIOUS SITES 1,769.57
24/06/2021 $APINVCE PSI015052 ICONIC PROPERTY SERVICES BATHROOM CONSUMABLES VARIOUS SITES 2,304.54

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215988 AUSTRALIAN SERVICES UNION 438.30

24/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL EF 18/06/2021 AUSTRALIAN SERVICES UNION Australian Services Union 25.90
24/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 18/06/2021 AUSTRALIAN SERVICES UNION Australian Services Union 412.40

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215989 NATURAL AREA CONSULTING MANAGEMENT SERVICES 9,335.87

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00015376 NATURAL AREA CONSULTING MANAGEMENT SERVICES JH Abrahams Reserve Riverwall Repairs 9,335.87
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215990 BSA LIMITED 393.25

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 3257490 BSA LIMITED Unplanned Mechanical Ventilation works f 393.25
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215991 MARK REISINGER T/AS MFR AUTOELECTRICS 2,111.43

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 2246 MARK REISINGER T/AS MFR AUTOELECTRICS Call Out To Rectify Faults For Rubbish T 152.00
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 2244 MARK REISINGER T/AS MFR AUTOELECTRICS Call Out To Rectify Faults For Rubbish T 352.09
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 2252 MARK REISINGER T/AS MFR AUTOELECTRICS Call Out To Rectify Faults For Rubbish T 252.59
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 2251 MARK REISINGER T/AS MFR AUTOELECTRICS Call Out To Rectify Faults For Rubbish T 312.54
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 2250 MARK REISINGER T/AS MFR AUTOELECTRICS Call Out To Rectify Faults For Rubbish T 156.40
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 2248 MARK REISINGER T/AS MFR AUTOELECTRICS Call Out To Rectify Faults For Rubbish T 307.29
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 2249 MARK REISINGER T/AS MFR AUTOELECTRICS Call Out To Rectify Faults For Rubbish T 100.60
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 2245 MARK REISINGER T/AS MFR AUTOELECTRICS Call Out To Rectify Faults For Rubbish T 100.60
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 2247 MARK REISINGER T/AS MFR AUTOELECTRICS Call Out To Rectify Faults For Rubbish T 120.68
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 2243 MARK REISINGER T/AS MFR AUTOELECTRICS Call Out To Rectify Faults For Rubbish T 256.64

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215992 ELEMENT ADVISORY PTY LTD T/AS THE PLANNING GROUP WA PTY LTD 6,151.75

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 53631 ELEMENT ADVISORY PTY LTD T/AS THE PLANNING GROUP WA PTLocal Heritage Survey 2021 Consultancy S 6,151.75
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215993 CARAT AUSTRALIA MEDIA SERVICES PTY LTD 5,651.25

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 597461 CARAT AUSTRALIA MEDIA SERVICES PTY LTD Always on social media advertising ‐ Oct 2,190.01
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 597328 CARAT AUSTRALIA MEDIA SERVICES PTY LTD Always on social media advertising ‐ Nov 2,190.01
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 588732 CARAT AUSTRALIA MEDIA SERVICES PTY LTD Always On Marketing ‐ Dec‐digital media 1,271.23

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215994 ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD 504.14

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 819633 ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 504.14
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215995 ALLMAKES PTY LTD T/AS BRANDWORX AUSTRALIA 569.11

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 739100 ALLMAKES PTY LTD T/AS BRANDWORX AUSTRALIA Uniform for Parking Information Officers 77.40
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 739102 ALLMAKES PTY LTD T/AS BRANDWORX AUSTRALIA Uniform for Parking Information Officers 342.01
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 739728 ALLMAKES PTY LTD T/AS BRANDWORX AUSTRALIA Ranger Uniform Order T Levitt 41.90
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 739726 ALLMAKES PTY LTD T/AS BRANDWORX AUSTRALIA CSA Citywatch Uniform Order C O'Shea 107.80

Cheque/EFT FNumber 215996 DIVERSUS 65,296.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 7652 DIVERSUS CRM Record Keeping development 65,296.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215997 REBECCA LOUISE KRAWCZUK 260.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 262 REBECCA LOUISE KRAWCZUK Fitness classes for Citiplace Community 260.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215998 PERTH TEMPORARY FENCING 330.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00001295 PERTH TEMPORARY FENCING Piazza 3 months fencing hire 330.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 215999 THE AUSTRALIAN ARAB CHAMBER OF COMMERCE & INDUSTRY 1,650.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 22379 THE AUSTRALIAN ARAB CHAMBER OF COMMERCE & INDUSTRY Australia Arab Chamber of Commerce and I 1,650.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216000 DDLS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 3,135.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE DDLS0002843 DDLS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD Agile Project Management Foundation and 1,738.00
24/06/2021 $APINVCE DDLS0002844 DDLS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD Agile Project Management Foundation and 1,397.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216001 ENVIRODRY TOWELS PTY LTD 484.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 601676 ENVIRODRY TOWELS PTY LTD Towel supply for Rest Centre 484.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216002 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD 2,355.29

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 9034685674 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Catering Supplies and Beverages for Comm 93.94
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036198973 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Stationary and Consumables for CDS Depot 26.35
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24/06/2021 $APINVCE 9035871189 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Amendment created on 11‐Aug‐2020 Amount 585.06
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036108376 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Stationery and office supplies 175.43
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 90346111700 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD 20/21 Stationery and Office Supplies ‐ G 246.60
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036196308 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD 20/21 Stationery and Office Supplies ‐ G 36.99
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036057058 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD 20/21 Stationery and Office Supplies ‐ G 59.91
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 9034727739 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Depot Catering, Cleaning & Stationery Su 89.17
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 9034892877 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Stationary and Consumable Items 118.35
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 9028814854 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD 20/21 Stationery and Office Supplies ‐ G 10.41
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 9035923778 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Stationery supplies, Non GST food suppli 173.58
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036135437 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Level 2 Stationery and Paper Supplies 78.82
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 9035269139 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD iCity Kiosk ‐ Stationary and supplies 64.02
24/06/2021 $APCREDT 9036042937 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Invoice 9035748338 ‐8.82
24/06/2021 $APCREDT 9036056201 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Invoice 9035899495 ‐39.71
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036178450 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Catering Supplies and Beverages for Comm 51.14
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036191547 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD 20/21 Stationery and Office Supplies ‐ G 165.99
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036192976 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Level 4 & Red Room stationery, kitchen c 154.41
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036216037 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD CPP Operations Winc 2020/2021 50.95
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036233661 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD 20/21 Stationery and Office Supplies ‐ G 76.14
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036218953 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Catering Supplies and Beverages for Comm 55.59
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036178271 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Stationery Commercial Properties 90.97

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216003 SEW UNIQUE CLOTHING ALTERATIONS 130.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 241856 SEW UNIQUE CLOTHING ALTERATIONS Uniform Alterations Parking Officers & P 45.00
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 03062021 SEW UNIQUE CLOTHING ALTERATIONS Alterations done on Library  Staff Unifo 85.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216004 ACE SECURITY AND EVENTS SERVICES 403,682.33

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00007290 ACE SECURITY AND EVENTS SERVICES Variation to contract 054‐17/18 143,553.72
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00007289 ACE SECURITY AND EVENTS SERVICES Variation to contract 054‐17/18 118,253.58
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00007288 ACE SECURITY AND EVENTS SERVICES Variation to contract 054‐17/18 131,350.23
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00006547 ACE SECURITY AND EVENTS SERVICES Security Moore Street Accreditation Site 10,524.80

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216005 WINDOW WIPERS 275.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE WW24687 WINDOW WIPERS VARIOUS SITES ‐WINDOW CLEANING ‐ 2020/21 275.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216006 ESSENTIAL FIRE SERVICES PTY LTD 14,271.07

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 69415SM ESSENTIAL FIRE SERVICES PTY LTD FIGURES ARE AN ESTIMATE ONLY, BASED ON A 7,293.00
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 76390SM ESSENTIAL FIRE SERVICES PTY LTD FIGURES ARE AN ESTIMATE ONLY, BASED ON A 868.67
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 76168SM ESSENTIAL FIRE SERVICES PTY LTD FIGURES ARE AN ESTIMATE ONLY, BASED ON A 3,161.40
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 70639SM ESSENTIAL FIRE SERVICES PTY LTD FIGURES ARE AN ESTIMATE ONLY, BASED ON A 2,156.00
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 78754SM ESSENTIAL FIRE SERVICES PTY LTD FIGURES ARE AN ESTIMATE ONLY, BASED ON A 242.00
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 78071SM ESSENTIAL FIRE SERVICES PTY LTD Aberdeen Garage Evacuation Diagram & Eme 550.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216007 TALENT INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD(WA) 17,984.48

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 805137 TALENT INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD(WA)  Natalie Laffin  ‐ Relief Application Of 1,134.79
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 821600 TALENT INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD(WA) Temp employment AGeorgianis, PA to Gener 4,301.91
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 821598 TALENT INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD(WA) Casual information Management Analyst 2,062.50
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 821596 TALENT INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD(WA) Temp personnel Martin Hoang for Josh Joh 2,006.35
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 821597 TALENT INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD(WA) Gerard Ng (Risk Consultant) 2,805.00
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 821599 TALENT INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD(WA)  Natalie Laffin  ‐ Relief Applicatio Off 1,891.31
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 814190 TALENT INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD(WA)  Natalie Laffin  ‐ Relief Application Of 1,891.31
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 820392 TALENT INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD(WA)  Natalie Laffin  ‐ Relief Application Of 1,891.31

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216008 THE TRUSTEE FOR WALLIS FAMILY TRUST T/AS PLAYCE PTY LTD 550.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 19802_CA8 THE TRUSTEE FOR WALLIS FAMILY TRUST T/AS PLAYCE PTY LTD Wellington Square Playground Design 550.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216009 RODNEY PATTISON CHRISTIAN (RODMUSIC PRODUCTIONS) 150.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 315 RODNEY PATTISON CHRISTIAN (RODMUSIC PRODUCTIONS) Tuesday Morning Show‐ Rod Christian   (R 150.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216010 ASSEMBLY & CO PTY LTD 23,567.50

24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐1303 ASSEMBLY & CO PTY LTD Cathedral Square ‐ Placemaking Managemen 4,499.00
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐1304 ASSEMBLY & CO PTY LTD Cathedral Square ‐ Precinct Partner Work 5,318.50
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐1302 ASSEMBLY & CO PTY LTD Cathedral Square ‐ Placemaking Implement 13,750.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216011 SUEZ RECYCLING & RECOVERY PTY LTD 19,980.16

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 43105857 SUEZ RECYCLING & RECOVERY PTY LTD Provision of Waste Disposal Commingle Ti 15,052.16
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 165651 SUEZ RECYCLING & RECOVERY PTY LTD SIDELIFT OPERATIONS OF CRAWLEY/NEDLANDS 4,928.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216012 CENTRAL CITY HEALTH PROFESSIONALS 85.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 0091094 CENTRAL CITY HEALTH PROFESSIONALS Parking Officer Podiatry 20/21 85.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216013 SMART WASTE SOLUTIONS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 1,156.76

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 21053 SMART WASTE SOLUTIONS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD ANNUAL COMPACTOR SAFETY SERVICE 1,156.76
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216014 T.J GREEN & D.A PARISH T/AS THE HYBRID MINDS 1,033.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 10237 T.J GREEN & D.A PARISH T/AS THE HYBRID MINDS Perth Garden Festival Video + quick turn 1,033.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216015 GOLD CORPORATION T/AS THE PERTH MINT 907.50

24/06/2021 $APINVCE SI‐1574467 GOLD CORPORATION T/AS THE PERTH MINT 2021 Citizenship $1coin in Presentation 907.50
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216016 DULUXGROUP(AUSTRALIA)PTY LTD T/AS DULUX AUSTRALIA 83.33

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 489033208 DULUXGROUP(AUSTRALIA)PTY LTD T/AS DULUX AUSTRALIA Paint and Hardware Supplies for Use in G 83.33
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Cheque/EFT FNumber 216017 GPC ASIA PACIFIC PTY LTD  T/AS NAPA 600.61

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 1870085911 GPC ASIA PACIFIC PTY LTD  T/AS NAPA Testing new small beacon for light vehic 378.40
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 1870085975 GPC ASIA PACIFIC PTY LTD  T/AS NAPA Testing new small beacon for light vehic 24.86
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 1870085933 GPC ASIA PACIFIC PTY LTD  T/AS NAPA Testing new small beacon for light vehic 197.35

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216018 Lionel Samson Packaging Unit Trust t/asSadleirs Packaging AU 323.40

24/06/2021 $APINVCE SNV017562 Lionel Samson Packaging Unit Trust t/asSadleirs Packaging AU Stores Stock 323.40
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216019 ASPERMONT LIMITED 1,100.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐04506 ASPERMONT LIMITED Energy News Magazine.  3 x Advertisement 1,100.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216020 Trustee for the Chelmsford Trust t/as St Anne's Florists & G St Anne's Florists 117.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00090766 Trustee for the Chelmsford Trust t/as St Anne's Florists & G St AnFloral Wreath for Lord Mayor to lay a wr 117.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216021 ORIX Australia Corporation Ltd 470.10

24/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 18/06/2021 ORIX Australia Corporation Ltd Orix Novated Lease Before Tax 282.55
24/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 18/06/2021 ORIX Australia Corporation Ltd Orix Novated Lease After Tax 693.18
24/06/2021 $ARJNL J232324 ORIX Australia Corporation Ltd Orix Novated Lease ‐348.89
24/06/2021 $ARJNL J232326 ORIX Australia Corporation Ltd Orix Novated Lease ‐156.74

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216022 J.H. FLUID TRANSFER SOLUTIONS PTY LTD T/AS PIRTEK MALAGA 967.37

24/06/2021 $APINVCE ML‐T00041322 J.H. FLUID TRANSFER SOLUTIONS PTY LTD T/AS PIRTEK MALAGA Repairs and Replacement Hydraulic Hoses 782.18
24/06/2021 $APINVCE ML‐T00041323 J.H. FLUID TRANSFER SOLUTIONS PTY LTD T/AS PIRTEK MALAGA Repairs and Replacement Hydraulic Hoses 185.19

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216023 THE GRIFFITH FAMILY TRUST T/AS SUPERSTOCK SERVICES SUPERSTOCK FOOD SERVICES 133.38

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 40456036 THE GRIFFITH FAMILY TRUST T/AS SUPERSTOCK SERVICES SUPER Fruit juice and dairy products for the C 52.20
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 40456035 THE GRIFFITH FAMILY TRUST T/AS SUPERSTOCK SERVICES SUPERMilk for Child Care 81.18

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216024 SELECT FRESH PTY LTD 329.78

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 294917 SELECT FRESH PTY LTD Fruit and Veg for Child Care 163.04
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 294907 SELECT FRESH PTY LTD Fruit and Vegetables 166.74

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216025 303 MULLENLOWE AUSTRALIA PTY LTD T/AS 303 MULLENLOWE 66,579.15

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 5000848190 303 MULLENLOWE AUSTRALIA PTY LTD T/AS 303 MULLENLOWE Winter Campaign ‐ Social Carousel Video 6,820.00
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 5000848189 303 MULLENLOWE AUSTRALIA PTY LTD T/AS 303 MULLENLOWE Winter Campaign ‐ Press Booklet Covers d 8,250.00
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 5000845568 303 MULLENLOWE AUSTRALIA PTY LTD T/AS 303 MULLENLOWE Winter Campaign ‐ Video Production for ' 45,833.15
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 5000848191 303 MULLENLOWE AUSTRALIA PTY LTD T/AS 303 MULLENLOWE Out of home costs for the winter campaig 5,676.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216026 OFFICEASY PTY LTD T/AS BUSINESS BASE 3,545.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14219 OFFICEASY PTY LTD T/AS BUSINESS BASE Quote QU‐16123 ‐ Supply and delivery of 3,545.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216027 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE CHISHOLM FAMILY TRUST T/AS BIRDS EYE MED 8,747.75

24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐0812 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE CHISHOLM FAMILY TRUST T/AS BIRDS EYEAnnual Photo Shoot ‐ Waterways and Natur 8,747.75
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216028 Rooforce Facility Services Pty Ltd 3,245.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE IV00000001114 Rooforce Facility Services Pty Ltd Roo Force Facility Services 3,245.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216029 HTR ELECTRICAL AND INSPECTION SERVICES PTY LTD 2,746.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐0104 HTR ELECTRICAL AND INSPECTION SERVICES PTY LTD Electrical set up and compliance check d 1,373.00
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐0098 HTR ELECTRICAL AND INSPECTION SERVICES PTY LTD Electrical set up and compliance check d 1,373.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216030 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE QUITO PTY LTD T/AS BENARA NURSERIES 4,982.92

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 284983 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE QUITO PTY LTD T/AS BENARA NURSERIES Supply plants as per quote 16867 5,082.58
24/06/2021 $APCREDT 685190 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE QUITO PTY LTD T/AS BENARA NURSERIES IHE TRUSTEE FOR ‐99.66

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216031 Focus Consulting WA Pty Ltd 5,830.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 2021‐128‐3 Focus Consulting WA Pty Ltd Consultancy Services for COP Carpark Eme 5,830.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216032 THE TRUSTEE FOR PAM FAMILY TRUST T/AS  PROFESSIONAL ARTS MANAGEMENT 1,342.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE PAM0130 THE TRUSTEE FOR PAM FAMILY TRUST T/AS  PROFESSIONAL ART Cultural Collections Technician tender ‐ 1,342.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216033 ACIL Allen Consulting Pty Ltd  t/as ACIL Allen Consulting 70,659.50

24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐1352 ACIL Allen Consulting Pty Ltd  t/as ACIL Allen Consulting Project Fee ( Review City of Perth Parki 70,659.50
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216034 Trade West Industrial Supplies Pty Ltd 913.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 84712 Trade West Industrial Supplies Pty Ltd Grease Tubs For Greasing Lines to Rubbis 913.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216035 The Trustee for Aware Super 0.00

30/06/2021 $CANCHQ 216035 The Trustee for Aware Super Superannuation 77,923.70
30/06/2021 $FTP 216035 The Trustee for Aware Super Superannuation ‐77,923.70

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216036 CAPITARY NO.3 PTY LTD T/AS MIDLAND BRICK 488.07

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 1832249 CAPITARY NO.3 PTY LTD T/AS MIDLAND BRICK Stores Stock 488.07
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216037 THE TRUSTEE FOR JAMES FAMILY TRUST T/AS S&S POWDER COATERS 2,057.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00019670 THE TRUSTEE FOR JAMES FAMILY TRUST T/AS S&S POWDER COA Supply contract works: 38 x bench compon 2,057.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216038 Business  Law  WA  Pty  Ltd 9,603.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 101164 Business  Law  WA  Pty  Ltd 2021 Agreement Renewals 6,509.25
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 101161 Business  Law  WA  Pty  Ltd 2021 Agreement Renewals 3,093.75

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216039 Quick Super Fund 0.00

30/06/2021 $CANCHQ 216039 Quick Super Fund Superannuation 2,195.97
30/06/2021 $FTP 216039 Quick Super Fund Superannuation ‐2,195.97

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216040 Hoban Recruitment Pty Ltd 8,700.73

24/06/2021 $APINVCE HPL19534 Hoban Recruitment Pty Ltd G Avent ‐ Replacement for J Mathieson ‐ 2,196.85
24/06/2021 $APINVCE HPL21252 Hoban Recruitment Pty Ltd CaAtherine Meredith Contract amendment f 636.24
24/06/2021 $APINVCE HPL21438 Hoban Recruitment Pty Ltd Electrical Engineer temp 2,792.63
24/06/2021 $APINVCE HPL21439 Hoban Recruitment Pty Ltd CPP Ops Hoban PO ‐ Replaces PO 241944 du 3,075.01
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Cheque/EFT FNumber 216041 Absolute Stone Paving P/L 4,596.90

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 1902312 Absolute Stone Paving P/L Granite Kerb ‐ Hay St PPP 4,596.90
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216042 MM Plastics Pty Ltd 1,560.77

24/06/2021 $APINVCE SINV744681 MM Plastics Pty Ltd Supply of: 3 x Arlon DPF510GT Gloss Whit 1,734.74
24/06/2021 $APCREDT SCR023666 MM Plastics Pty Ltd MM Plastics Pty ‐173.97

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216043 Aboriginal United Services Pty Ltd 5,391.98

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00004332 Aboriginal United Services Pty Ltd CDS Depot at 8 Aberdeen St 5,391.98
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216044 MYSMART PTY LTD 15,508.90

24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV59925 MYSMART PTY LTD Perth City Library KNX Lighting Control 15,508.90
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216045 BELL TRADING TRUST  T/AS NORTH STAR SECURITY 275.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 27156 BELL TRADING TRUST  T/AS NORTH STAR SECURITY REACTIVE CALLOUTS ‐ 2020/21 FIN YEAR 275.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216046 IDOM Maddington Pty Ltd 1,208.35

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 8002747 IDOM Maddington Pty Ltd As part of the capital works replacement 1,208.35
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216047 KPMG 4,607.19

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 821368526 KPMG Audit and Risk Training 4,607.19
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216048 Alice May Dolphin 1,000.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 002 Alice May Dolphin Visit Perth content writer 1,000.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216049 The Trustee for KA Winmar Family Trust t/as Nyungar Tours 715.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐0028 The Trustee for KA Winmar Family Trust t/as Nyungar Tours Welcome to Country ‐ Local Heritage Surv 715.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216050 Joshua Andrew McAuliffe t/as Outer Body 0.00

30/06/2021 $CANCHQ 216050 Joshua Andrew McAuliffe t/as Outer Body Light it up ‐ concept fees 550.00
30/06/2021 $FTP 216050 Joshua Andrew McAuliffe t/as Outer Body Light it up ‐ concept fees ‐ cancelled ‐550.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216051 Owners of Strata Company 18096 5,500.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐1133 Owners of Strata Company 18096 Small Business Grant 20/21 Owners of Str 5,500.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216052 James Stephen Elliott 150.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 01062021 James Stephen Elliott Tuesday Morning Show 1st June Jim Elliot 150.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216053 The Trustee for Dominic Trim's Family Trust t/a Pedders Suspension & Brakes Osbo 3,500.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 55179 The Trustee for Dominic Trim's Family Trust t/a Pedders Suspens GVM upgrade to replacement vehicle as e 3,500.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216054 Intlang Corporate Consulting Pty Ltd 572.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 0000655A Intlang Corporate Consulting Pty Ltd Simultaneous interpretation and text tra 572.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216055 Western Australian Gates Pty Ltd 2,123.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 91 Western Australian Gates Pty Ltd Repairs to Gates ‐ 111‐133 Goderich St 2,123.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216056 BLUE COLLAR PEOPLE 12,035.70

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00150730 BLUE COLLAR PEOPLE WAC Dayshift Blue Collar Labour Costs ‐ 5,437.23
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00150926 BLUE COLLAR PEOPLE Labour Hire Nightshift WE 6/6/21 1,335.20
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00150927 BLUE COLLAR PEOPLE CONTRACT LABOUR COSTS FOR WEEK ENDING 06 5,263.27

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216057 BOFFINS BOOKSHOP PTY LTD 85.48

24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV0149719 BOFFINS BOOKSHOP PTY LTD Assorted Library Stock 85.48
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216058 BUNNINGS BUILDING SUPPLIES P/L 2,448.86

24/06/2021 $APCREDT 2404/01650 BUNNINGS BUILDING SUPPLIES P/L Invoice 2404/99849900 ‐99.00
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 2404/99849900 BUNNINGS BUILDING SUPPLIES P/L Replacement Hose Reel for Construction T 109.00
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 2708/00343262 BUNNINGS BUILDING SUPPLIES P/L High Pressure Pump Spare Parts for Graff 34.29
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 2404/01149792 BUNNINGS BUILDING SUPPLIES P/L Various tools for 3500 reel master ride‐ 151.51
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 2260/00574472 BUNNINGS BUILDING SUPPLIES P/L 5 x Key Cuts 14.75
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 2404/99853145 BUNNINGS BUILDING SUPPLIES P/L Supply of materials: 48 x JARRAH DAR PRI 1,920.00
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 2404/01357910 BUNNINGS BUILDING SUPPLIES P/L Key lock box for Ozone compound. 28.44
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 2404/01536892 BUNNINGS BUILDING SUPPLIES P/L One half moon edger tool. 37.98
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 2404/99853280 BUNNINGS BUILDING SUPPLIES P/L Stores Stock 210.38
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 2404/01685293 BUNNINGS BUILDING SUPPLIES P/L Workshop Consumables 41.51

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216059 HOLCIM(AUSTRALIA)PTY LTD 546.26

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 9407565873 HOLCIM(AUSTRALIA)PTY LTD Langley Park and Aberdeen St Concrete wo 546.26
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216060 CENTRECARE CORPORATE 1,672.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 22883 CENTRECARE CORPORATE CENTRECARE CORPORATE EAP PROGRAM STANDIN 1,672.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216061 CFMEU MINING & ENERGY DIVISION 400.00

24/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL EF 18/06/2021 CFMEU MINING & ENERGY DIVISION CFMEU 360.00
24/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 18/06/2021 CFMEU MINING & ENERGY DIVISION CFMEU 40.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216062 Child Support Agency 1,659.26

24/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL EF 18/06/2021 Child Support Agency ATO Child Support Agency 515.80
24/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 18/06/2021 Child Support Agency ATO Child Support Agency 1,143.46

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216063 CITY OF PERTH STAFF SOCIAL CLUB 798.00

24/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL EF 18/06/2021 CITY OF PERTH STAFF SOCIAL CLUB Social Club 63.00
24/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 18/06/2021 CITY OF PERTH STAFF SOCIAL CLUB Social Club 735.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216064 CITY OF STIRLING 2,917.20

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 2325 CITY OF STIRLING Waste Disposal ‐ Tipping fees 20/21 2,917.20
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216065 DARDANUP BUTCHERING UNIT TRUST T/AS DARDANUP BUTCHERING CO DARDANUP BUTCHERING C 853.42

24/06/2021 $APINVCE BL572480 DARDANUP BUTCHERING UNIT TRUST T/AS DARDANUP BUTCHERMeat delivery for Child Care 190.99
24/06/2021 $APINVCE BL572881 DARDANUP BUTCHERING UNIT TRUST T/AS DARDANUP BUTCHERDardanup Meats 249.22
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24/06/2021 $APINVCE BL572727 DARDANUP BUTCHERING UNIT TRUST T/AS DARDANUP BUTCHERDardanup Meats 413.21
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216066 DILENA METAL SALES 390.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 151753 DILENA METAL SALES Supply of materials: 10 x lengths 20 x 2 390.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216067 ELLENBY TREE FARM 2,145.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 28152 ELLENBY TREE FARM Irwin St Plaza Planters –Tree Pre‐procur 2,145.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216068 GEORGIOU GROUP PTY LTD 843,338.43

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 21CS1039 GEORGIOU GROUP PTY LTD East End Revitalisation ‐ civil, electri 843,338.43
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216069 HAYS PERSONNEL SERVICES (AUST) PTY LTD 4,458.30

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 50060226 HAYS PERSONNEL SERVICES (AUST) PTY LTD Hays recruitment ‐ temp personnel for wa 4,458.30
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216070 Health Insurance Fund Of Wa 226.10

24/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 18/06/2021 Health Insurance Fund Of Wa Health Insurance Fund 226.10
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216071 HEAVY AUTOMATICS 129.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE WI635232 HEAVY AUTOMATICS Parts needed for gasket needed for fill 129.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216072 HOSPITAL BENEFIT FUND OF WA 388.71

24/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL EF 18/06/2021 HOSPITAL BENEFIT FUND OF WA Hospital Benefit Fund 265.75
24/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 18/06/2021 HOSPITAL BENEFIT FUND OF WA Hospital Benefit Fund 122.96

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216073 CHANDLER MACLEOD LTD 195.16

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 93539641 CHANDLER MACLEOD LTD COP Catering staff hire. 195.16
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216074 HYDROJET 3,168.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 8396 HYDROJET Stores Stock 3,168.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216075 MAGNETIC AUTOMATION PTY LTD 7,040.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 151055 MAGNETIC AUTOMATION PTY LTD Boomgate MHTM Pro LA03500 fr Magnetic Qu 7,040.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216076 MARKETFORCE  LTD 1,158.40

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 37420 MARKETFORCE  LTD Police Check for Recruitment 1,760.00
24/06/2021 $APCREDT 36406 MARKETFORCE  LTD MARKETFORCE LTD ‐601.60

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216077 MINDARIE REGIONAL COUNCIL 76,897.95

24/06/2021 $APINVCE SINV‐043704 MINDARIE REGIONAL COUNCIL Provision of landfill tipping ‐ 20/21 54,090.81
24/06/2021 $APINVCE SINV‐043676 MINDARIE REGIONAL COUNCIL Provision of landfill tipping ‐ 20/21 22,807.14

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216078 LGRCEU 1,189.02

24/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL EF 18/06/2021 LGRCEU LGRCEU 1,025.02
24/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 18/06/2021 LGRCEU LGRCEU 164.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216079 SMC CORPORATION (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD 552.64

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 10115208 SMC CORPORATION (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD Brush Arm Cylinder RAM for Sweeper Arm o 552.64
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216080 NVMS PTY LTD 1,265.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 1000‐1896‐2021 NVMS PTY LTD Learning and Development NVMS Solutions 1,265.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216081 REINO INTERNATIONAL 1,718.75

24/06/2021 $APINVCE R0019426 REINO INTERNATIONAL standing order for 2020/2021 SLA per con 1,718.75
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216082 RENTOKIL INIRIAL PTY LTD T/AS AMBIUS 4,337.62

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 21475550 RENTOKIL INIRIAL PTY LTD T/AS AMBIUS VARIOUS SITES ‐ INDOOR PLANT HIRE & MAIN 4,337.62
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216083 Property Council of Australia 495.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 425586 Property Council of Australia Three tickets to attend the Perth's Big, 495.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216084 RSEA PTY LTD 1,176.07

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 11638694 RSEA PTY LTD Safety work boots for S Matthews 165.01
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 11676772 RSEA PTY LTD 6 pairs of Blundstone B025 safety gumboo 51.70
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 11679862 RSEA PTY LTD Safety Boots Nightshift ‐ J.Davidson 151.80
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 11673965 RSEA PTY LTD Safety Boots Nightshift ‐ Y.Shahrudin 154.95
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 11640511 RSEA PTY LTD SNN Annual Uniform Order 54.45
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 11657349 RSEA PTY LTD Safety Boots Kevin Fretwell (2118) 161.46
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 11667777 RSEA PTY LTD Safety Boots for Adam Wray (9212) 160.60
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 11658784 RSEA PTY LTD Safety Boots Nightshift ‐ B OSullivan 138.60
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 11649154 RSEA PTY LTD Wayne Rushworth Safety Boots 137.50

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216085 St John Ambulance Australia 360.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE FAINV00824703 St John Ambulance Australia Provide First Aid ‐ KINCH, Daniel 120.00
24/06/2021 $APINVCE FAINV00824737 St John Ambulance Australia Provide First Aid ‐ Parking Services 120.00
24/06/2021 $APINVCE FAINV00823774 St John Ambulance Australia Provide First Aid ‐ Parking Services 120.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216086 FUJI XEROX BUSINESSFORCE PTY LTD 1,421.48

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 662092681 FUJI XEROX BUSINESSFORCE PTY LTD Postage for Infringement Notices Under n 1,149.67
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 661092681 FUJI XEROX BUSINESSFORCE PTY LTD Postage for Infringement Notices Under n 271.81

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216087 RANDSTAD PTY LTD 5,059.67

24/06/2021 $APINVCE RA4159126 RANDSTAD PTY LTD Agency Staff 309.79
24/06/2021 $APINVCE RA4150173 RANDSTAD PTY LTD Agency Staff 338.45
24/06/2021 $APINVCE RA4157345 RANDSTAD PTY LTD Agency Staff 371.75
24/06/2021 $APINVCE RA4177658 RANDSTAD PTY LTD Agency Staff 1,115.25
24/06/2021 $APINVCE RA4185087 RANDSTAD PTY LTD Agency Staff 359.36
24/06/2021 $APINVCE RA4186706 RANDSTAD PTY LTD Agency Staff 359.36
24/06/2021 $APINVCE RA4185055 RANDSTAD PTY LTD Agency Staff 346.96
24/06/2021 $APINVCE RA4167061 RANDSTAD PTY LTD Agency Staff 743.50
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24/06/2021 $APINVCE RA4131954 RANDSTAD PTY LTD Agency Staff 371.75
24/06/2021 $APINVCE RA4132450 RANDSTAD PTY LTD Agency Staff 371.75
24/06/2021 $APINVCE RA4132989 RANDSTAD PTY LTD Agency Staff 371.75

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216088 STATEWIDE CLEANING SUPPLIES 2,522.83

24/06/2021 $APINVCE SI1418305 STATEWIDE CLEANING SUPPLIES Blanket Order for Statewide Cleaning Pro 632.45
24/06/2021 $APINVCE S1421210 STATEWIDE CLEANING SUPPLIES cleaning chemical and stores supply for 834.31
24/06/2021 $APINVCE S1421212 STATEWIDE CLEANING SUPPLIES Stores and Materials 740.95
24/06/2021 $APINVCE S1421213 STATEWIDE CLEANING SUPPLIES Stores and Materials 315.12

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216089 TECHNOLOGY ONE LTD 3,960.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 199558 TECHNOLOGY ONE LTD TechnologyOne Phase 2 Core Systems Conso 3,960.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216090 Toolmart Australia Pty Ltd 239.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE OP‐168255 Toolmart Australia Pty Ltd New 12V Air Compressor for Park Ute ‐ Re 239.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216091 TOTAL EDEN  PTY LTD T/AS Nutrien Water 4,018.81

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 411562150 TOTAL EDEN  PTY LTD T/AS Nutrien Water Reticulation parts for Supreme Court Gar 372.64
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 411557599 TOTAL EDEN  PTY LTD T/AS Nutrien Water Stores Stock 568.37
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 411536698 TOTAL EDEN  PTY LTD T/AS Nutrien Water Clearbore X‐FE Forte SL 133.98
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 411310366 TOTAL EDEN  PTY LTD T/AS Nutrien Water Reticulation parts for Supreme Court Gar 248.82
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 1800021537 TOTAL EDEN  PTY LTD T/AS Nutrien Water Irrigation design fee to Roe Street Enha 2,695.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216092 T QUIP 242.80

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 101791#10 T QUIP Deck Lift RAM for Park Mower 242.80
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216093 TOURISM COUNCIL WA 500.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE TCW‐I‐00003196 TOURISM COUNCIL WA WA Tourism ‐ iCity Tour Guide Training 500.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216094 TRACKSIDE BAKERY 1,651.80

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00002503 TRACKSIDE BAKERY Bread for Community Centre 1,651.80
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216095 TURF CARE WA PTY LTD 5,593.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐3038 TURF CARE WA PTY LTD Supply & Apply Kelpro to Langley Park 20 4,572.97
24/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐3150 TURF CARE WA PTY LTD Solid Tine Turf Coring ‐ Supreme Court G 1,020.03

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216096 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD 3,551.90

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00412098 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 1,027.40
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00412127 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 207.35
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00412134 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 101.86
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00412099 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 119.90
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00412097 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 149.60
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00412096 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 357.06
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00412095 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 143.00
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00411818 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 108.02
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00412124 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 174.90
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00412125 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 231.66
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00412126 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 306.90
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00412130 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 104.50
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00412131 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 519.75

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216097 VALVOLINE (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD 2,520.74

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 3870750 VALVOLINE (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD Engine and Hydraulic Oil for the Fleet V 1,817.53
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 3870663 VALVOLINE (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD Engine and Hydraulic Oil for the Fleet V 703.21

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216098 WA HINO SALES & SERVICES 333.03

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 273897 WA HINO SALES & SERVICES Front Wheel Hub Not for Road Sweeper 79.93
24/06/2021 $APINVCE 274897 WA HINO SALES & SERVICES Filter Service Kit for WAC Rubbish Truck 253.10

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216099 WA POLICE SERVICE 317.30

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 127083372 WA POLICE SERVICE Police clearances from Western Australia 317.30
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216100 W.C. CONVENIENCE MANAGEMENT PTY LTD 7,098.30

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00012364 W.C. CONVENIENCE MANAGEMENT PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ APT CLEANING & MAINTENAN 7,098.30
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216101 WEST COAST TURF 455.40

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 95273936 WEST COAST TURF Returfing works at Ozone Reserve Dog Agi 455.40
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216102 WEST AUSTRALIAN LOCAL GOVERNMENT ASSOC ASSOCIATION 300.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE I3087348 WEST AUSTRALIAN LOCAL GOVERNMENT ASSOC ASSOCIATION L&D ‐ Towards Net Zero Emissions by WALG 150.00
24/06/2021 $APINVCE I3087347 WEST AUSTRALIAN LOCAL GOVERNMENT ASSOC ASSOCIATION L&D ‐ Towards Net Zero Emissions by WALG 150.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216103 STEFNA FAMILY TRUST T/AS WEST TIP WASTE MANAGEMENT 20,021.41

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 00055006 STEFNA FAMILY TRUST T/AS WEST TIP WASTE MANAGEMENT Bulk inert waste May 20,021.41
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216104 WURTH AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 164.47

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 4307606638 WURTH AUSTRALIA PTY LTD Stores Stock 164.47
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216106 HOW GROUP PTY LTD 76.70

24/06/2021 $APINVCE SIGN202021 HOW GROUP PTY LTD RFD APP SIGN‐2021/31 233 WILLIAM ST 76.70
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216107 STYLESET ENTERPRISES PTY LTD 334.55

24/06/2021 $APINVCE A1090943 STYLESET ENTERPRISES PTY LTD RFD RATES 3F/811 HAY ST PERTH 334.55
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216108 KYLIE HOWARTH 120.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 28052021KH KYLIE HOWARTH HEALTHY LIFESTYLE ‐K HOWARTH 120.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216109 Ndirangu Muhoro 99.99
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24/06/2021 $APINVCE 07062021NM Ndirangu Muhoro HEALTHY LIFESTYLE ‐N MUHORO 99.99
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216110 COLIN MOK 30.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 09062021CM COLIN MOK EVENT RGISTRATION‐C MOK 30.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216111 WELINK GROUP ATF WELINK FUNDS 3,000.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 2431171 WELINK GROUP ATF WELINK FUNDS RFD WORKBOND‐PLAN/5279/2018/DA‐89 FAIRWA 3,000.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216112 MICHELLE HOUGHTON 120.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 09062021MH MICHELLE HOUGHTON HEALTHY LIFESTYLE ‐M HOUGHTON 120.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216113 JOHN HYLAND 120.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 10062021JH JOHN HYLAND HEALTHY LIFESTYLE ‐J HYLAND 120.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216114 STEVEN DAVIS 120.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 01062021SD STEVEN DAVIS HEALTHY LIFESTYLE ‐S DAVIES 120.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216115 ANDREW CARR 119.95

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 08062021AC ANDREW CARR HEALTHY LIFESTYLE ‐A CARR 119.95
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216116 COLIN DE BONI 120.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 10062021CD COLIN DE BONI HEALTHY LIFESTYLE ‐D DE BONI 120.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216117 MA & T BEANEY 120.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 14062021MB MA & T BEANEY HEALTHY LIFESTYLE ‐M BEANEY 120.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216118 JOHN HOLLAND GROUP 1,501.50

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 32628 JOHN HOLLAND GROUP RFD PARKING BAY RESERVATION 32628 1,501.50
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216119 HARNEK SINGH 410.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 34511 HARNEK SINGH RFD UNUSED PARKING 410.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216120 MIKE MERENDA 165.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 15062021MM MIKE MERENDA FOOTCARE MANAGEMENT ‐‐ M MERENDA 165.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216121 ALEX TASESKI 33.50

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 10062021AT ALEX TASESKI UNIFORM GUMBOOTS‐A TASESKI 33.50
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216122 STEVE TASESKI 22.50

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 10062021ST STEVE TASESKI UNIFORM GUMBOOTS‐S TASESKI 22.50
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216123 RIZALINA HAYS 120.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 10062021RH RIZALINA HAYS HEALTHY LIFESTYLE ‐R HAYS 120.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216124 VINOD SHARMA 120.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 10062021VS VINOD SHARMA HEALTHY LIFESTYLE ‐V SHARMA 120.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216125 JOANNA M ANDREW 115.97

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 29052021JA JOANNA M ANDREW HEALTHY LIFESTYLE ‐J ANDREW 115.97
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216126 J K BANDY 120.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 15062021JB J K BANDY HEALTHY LIFESTYLE ‐J BANDY 120.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216127 MARAWAR PTY LTD 147.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 17062021 MARAWAR PTY LTD DEVELOPMENT APP RFD‐32 MOORE ST EP 147.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216128 ROSARIA SARINA CUTTONE 95.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 17062021SC ROSARIA SARINA CUTTONE HEALTHY LIFESTYLE ‐S CUTTONE 95.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216129 BROOKE HUNTER 120.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 18062021BH BROOKE HUNTER HEALTHY LIFESTYLE ‐B HUNTER 120.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216130 CLINT & LISA AITKEN 120.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 18062021CA CLINT & LISA AITKEN HEALTHY LIFESTYLE ‐C AITKEN 120.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216131 ADRIANA FAIM CONROY 96.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 20062021AC ADRIANA FAIM CONROY HEALTHY LIFESTYLE ‐A CONROY 96.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216132 SAE INSTITUTE PTY LTD 124.79

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 22062021 SAE INSTITUTE PTY LTD RFD 3 X EVENT TICKETS‐CONVENTION CNTRE 124.79
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216133 BCA CONSULTANTS (WA) PTY LTD 166.65

24/06/2021 $APINVCE OCCP202132 BCA CONSULTANTS (WA) PTY LTD RFD APP FEE OCCP‐2021/322 28 BARRACK ST 166.65
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216134 LUCY ZUPAN 120.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 27052021LZ LUCY ZUPAN HEALTHY LIFESTYLE ‐L ZUPAN 120.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216135 DEVI IV 120.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 07062021DE DEVI IV HEALTHY LIFESTYLE ‐DEVI IV 120.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216137 DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY 2,000.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 258549 DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY RFD BOND PRTH TWN HALL‐263068/258549 2,000.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216138 JACINTA JENNINGS 99.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE EV2021190 JACINTA JENNINGS RFD INCORRECT APP‐EV‐2021/190 99.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216139 RUICHAO LU 99.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE EV2021189 RUICHAO LU RFD PERMIT EV‐2021/189 99.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216140 BINYAM HIYAW KIROS 500.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 32610 BINYAM HIYAW KIROS RFD BOND HIRE PTH TWN HALL‐32610 500.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216141 AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL AUSTRALIA 1,000.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 32964 AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL AUSTRALIA RFD BOND HIRE PTH TOWN HALL‐32964 1,000.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216142 THE CONSULATE OF ITALY 1,000.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 32593 THE CONSULATE OF ITALY rfd bond pth town hall‐32593 1,000.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216143 SUZANNE FARMER 50.00

24/06/2021 $APINVCE 11062021SF SUZANNE FARMER RFD SHOP RIDER DEPOSIT 50.00
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Cheque/EFT FNumber 216144 AUSTRALIA POST(677495) 7,601.12

29/06/2021 $APINVCE 1010631310 AUSTRALIA POST(677495) POSTAGE ‐ P/E 30/5/2021 7,601.12
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216145 THE TRUSTEE FOR CORNERSTONE LEGAL TRUST T/AS CORNERSTONE LEG 28,396.72

29/06/2021 $APINVCE 18103/1 THE TRUSTEE FOR CORNERSTONE LEGAL TRUST T/AS CORNERSTOCornerstones invoices 18024, 18103 and 1 11,217.97
29/06/2021 $APINVCE 18024/1 THE TRUSTEE FOR CORNERSTONE LEGAL TRUST T/AS CORNERSTOCornerstones invoices 18024, 18103 and 1 9,305.06
29/06/2021 $APINVCE 18275/1 THE TRUSTEE FOR CORNERSTONE LEGAL TRUST T/AS CORNERSTOCornerstones invoices 18024, 18103 and 1 7,873.69

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216146 CITY OF PERTH (PETTY CASH) 1,129.45

29/06/2021 $APINVCE 22062021 CITY OF PERTH (PETTY CASH) reimbursement petty cash as at 22/6/21 1,129.45
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216147 EUROPEAN FOODS PTY LTD 399.02

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 263348 EUROPEAN FOODS PTY LTD COP Coffee supplies : European foods 399.02
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216148 BROOK & MARSH PTY LTD 605.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 30009579 BROOK & MARSH PTY LTD Survey Plan ‐ Shop 5A City Station Conco 605.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216149 CTI5 PTY LTD 5,332.18

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 01069429 CTI5 PTY LTD Coin Collection from Ticket Machines 202 5,332.18
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216150 HASSELL LTD 33,614.14

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 23130 HASSELL LTD Develop 3 x Ideas Plan and Vision for Ri 33,614.14
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216151 STILES ELECTRICAL SERVICES 77,940.86

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 8079 STILES ELECTRICAL SERVICES WALGA QUOTATION VP211279 – ELECTRICAL LI 77,940.86
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216152 BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD 3,161.38

30/06/2021 $APCREDT C5824731.P BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD BIDFOOD WA PTY ‐5.30
30/06/2021 $APINVCE I52721054PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 247.72
30/06/2021 $APINVCE I52736007.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 246.56
30/06/2021 $APINVCE I52623026.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Tuesday Morning show ‐ Tea and coffee se 193.51
30/06/2021 $APINVCE I52697629.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 766.37
30/06/2021 $APINVCE I52684957.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Delivery of groceries to Child Care 587.81
30/06/2021 $APINVCE I52709305.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 472.33
30/06/2021 $APINVCE I52672732.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 387.89
30/06/2021 $APINVCE I52721055.PER BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD Catering supplies for Citiplace Communit 264.49

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216153 ARCHIVAL SURVIVAL 570.74

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00054698 ARCHIVAL SURVIVAL Archival Survival ‐ materials for artwor 570.74
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216154 ADVANCED TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT 3,612.40

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00147095 ADVANCED TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT Emergency callout traffic management Hay 822.80
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00146913 ADVANCED TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT Emergency Works  Railway St and Loftus S 431.20
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00146918 ADVANCED TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT Supply of Traffic Management ‐ Parks 1,039.50
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00147135 ADVANCED TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT Supply of Traffic Management ‐ Parks 1,318.90

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216155 ADVANCED AUTOLOGIC 3,750.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00100723 ADVANCED AUTOLOGIC Water Softener for CMAR Paver Cleaning M 3,750.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216156 NESPRESSO 2,275.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 38524317 NESPRESSO Depot Nespresso Coffee Pods 2,275.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216157 DATA 3 458,211.86

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 02017011 DATA 3 Year 2 Microsoft Enterprise Agreement 458,211.86
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216158 INTERFLOW PTY LTD 3,253.36

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 000000022398A INTERFLOW PTY LTD Drainage pipe relining at Plain St 3,253.36
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216159 RUAH COMMUNITY SERVICES 94,038.32

30/06/2021 $APINVCE PSI000804 RUAH COMMUNITY SERVICES Ruah Community Services Safe Night Space 94,038.32
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216160 TK Elevator Australia Pty Ltd 28,438.72

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 8067132277 TK Elevator Australia Pty Ltd LIFT AND ESCALATOR MAINTENANCE SERVICES 1,575.08
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 8067134833 TK Elevator Australia Pty Ltd LIFT AND ESCALATOR MAINTENANCE SERVICES 2,137.42
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 8067134834 TK Elevator Australia Pty Ltd LIFT AND ESCALATOR MAINTENANCE SERVICES 1,289.29
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 8067134835 TK Elevator Australia Pty Ltd LIFT AND ESCALATOR MAINTENANCE SERVICES 1,715.31
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 8067134836 TK Elevator Australia Pty Ltd LIFT AND ESCALATOR MAINTENANCE SERVICES 1,261.70
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 8067134837 TK Elevator Australia Pty Ltd LIFT AND ESCALATOR MAINTENANCE SERVICES 1,719.82
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 8067134838 TK Elevator Australia Pty Ltd LIFT AND ESCALATOR MAINTENANCE SERVICES 1,068.71
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 8067134839 TK Elevator Australia Pty Ltd LIFT AND ESCALATOR MAINTENANCE SERVICES 1,575.08
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 8067132212 TK Elevator Australia Pty Ltd LIFT AND ESCALATOR MAINTENANCE SERVICES 996.90
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 8067132266 TK Elevator Australia Pty Ltd LIFT AND ESCALATOR MAINTENANCE SERVICES 1,715.31
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 8067132274 TK Elevator Australia Pty Ltd LIFT AND ESCALATOR MAINTENANCE SERVICES 1,068.71
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 8067134831 TK Elevator Australia Pty Ltd LIFT AND ESCALATOR MAINTENANCE SERVICES 996.90
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 8067134832 TK Elevator Australia Pty Ltd LIFT AND ESCALATOR MAINTENANCE SERVICES 2,455.13
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 8067132240 TK Elevator Australia Pty Ltd LIFT AND ESCALATOR MAINTENANCE SERVICES 2,455.13
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 8067132271 TK Elevator Australia Pty Ltd LIFT AND ESCALATOR MAINTENANCE SERVICES 1,719.82
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 8067132260 TK Elevator Australia Pty Ltd LIFT AND ESCALATOR MAINTENANCE SERVICES 1,261.70
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 8067132253 TK Elevator Australia Pty Ltd LIFT AND ESCALATOR MAINTENANCE SERVICES 1,289.29
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 8067132249 TK Elevator Australia Pty Ltd LIFT AND ESCALATOR MAINTENANCE SERVICES 2,137.42

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216161 CLARK EQUIPMENT SALES PTY LTD 41.95

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 08229942 CLARK EQUIPMENT SALES PTY LTD Replacement Side Mirror for Parks Toro M 41.95
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216162 DFP RECRUITMENT SERVICES 2,994.13
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30/06/2021 $APINVCE 0000076117 DFP RECRUITMENT SERVICES Temp Maintenance Support Officer 1,445.44
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 0000076787 DFP RECRUITMENT SERVICES Temp Maintenance Support Officer 1,548.69

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216163 ATOM SUPPLY 593.14

30/06/2021 $APINVCE P2184502 ATOM SUPPLY Stores Stock 332.18
30/06/2021 $APINVCE P2184736 ATOM SUPPLY Stores Stock 260.96

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216164 ZENITH INTERIORS  PTY LTD 4,070.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 306187 ZENITH INTERIORS  PTY LTD Loose furniture for Council House Level 4,070.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216165 CANON PRODUCTION PRINTING AUSTRALIA PTY LTD T/AS  OCE‐AUSTRALIA 142.93

30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐2523 CANON PRODUCTION PRINTING AUSTRALIA PTY LTD T/AS  OCE‐AMaintenance TCS4SA Standalone Scanner ‐ 142.93
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216166 ACCESS BRICKPAVING CO 35,033.57

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00280530 ACCESS BRICKPAVING CO Mount st (Spring ‐ St George's Tce) Inst 11,599.50
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00280531 ACCESS BRICKPAVING CO Traffic Management for Mount St Bicycle 6,660.39
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00280529 ACCESS BRICKPAVING CO Minor Kerbing works at Richardson St and 744.70
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00080623 ACCESS BRICKPAVING CO 48 ‐ 52 Outram St Lift and Relay Paving 2,174.59
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00070535 ACCESS BRICKPAVING CO Perth Concert Hall Paving Works 13,854.39

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216167 DRAINFLOW SERVICES PTY LTD 82,727.04

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00007357 DRAINFLOW SERVICES PTY LTD Cleaning of the Mounts Bay Rd Main line 81,134.60
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00007322 DRAINFLOW SERVICES PTY LTD FORREST PLACE LOADING DOCK ‐ GULLY PIT A 1,592.44

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216168 JAMES BENNETT PTY LTD 1,782.06

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 4751031 JAMES BENNETT PTY LTD Library Stock purchases of assorted Book 179.94
30/06/2021 $APINVCE PSO430053 JAMES BENNETT PTY LTD Library Stock purchases of assorted Book 471.26
30/06/2021 $APINVCE PSO430054 JAMES BENNETT PTY LTD Library Stock purchases of assorted Book 426.45
30/06/2021 $APINVCE PSO430056 JAMES BENNETT PTY LTD Library Stock purchases of assorted Book 217.77
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 4751396 JAMES BENNETT PTY LTD Library Stock purchases of assorted Book 130.61
30/06/2021 $APINVCE PSO430235 JAMES BENNETT PTY LTD Library Stock purchases of assorted Book 294.81
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 4751026 JAMES BENNETT PTY LTD Library Stock purchases of assorted Book 54.62
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 4750918 JAMES BENNETT PTY LTD Library Stock purchases of assorted Book 6.60

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216169 HILARY NORMA EVERARD 150.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 150621 HILARY NORMA EVERARD Tuesday Morning Show 15 June H Everard 150.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216170 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL 8,576.84

30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14125 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 420.97
30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14122 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 55.00
30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14121 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 270.15
30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14120 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 149.96
30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14119 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 55.00
30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13561 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Quote to relocate 3x power outlets, 3x d 334.41
30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14277 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 283.29
30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14175 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 30.53
30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐12564 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 3,272.50
30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐13880 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 265.86
30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14116 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 149.96
30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14126 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 156.70
30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14179 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 58.67
30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14178 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 55.00
30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14177 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 55.00
30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14176 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 550.00
30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14069 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 157.95
30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14068 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Electrical maintenance for street lighti 157.95
30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14240 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Wellington square Power relocation for C 188.78
30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14180 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL Renew 1 x faulty lockable isolator to LE 274.45
30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14243 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 1,181.40
30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14181 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 110.00
30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14231 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 117.59
30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14244 GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED ELECTRICAL MAI 225.72

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216171 MINTER ELLISON 473.44

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 10807848 MINTER ELLISON Approved by General Counsel 9/6/21 473.44
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216172 D.B CUNNINGHAM PTY LTD T/AS ADVANTEERING CIVIL ENGINEERS 23,105.68

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00002181 D.B CUNNINGHAM PTY LTD T/AS ADVANTEERING CIVIL ENGINEE Wellington Square Playground constructio 23,105.68
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216173 ATCO GAS AUSTRALIA 20,175.96

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 1800014775 ATCO GAS AUSTRALIA Proposed to install 7 light poles in the 20,175.96
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216174 TRUGRADE PTY LTD 1,980.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE SI‐00024285 TRUGRADE PTY LTD Stores Stock 1,980.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216175 JAPANESE TRUCK & BUS SPARES PTY LTD 1,411.60

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 406265 JAPANESE TRUCK & BUS SPARES PTY LTD Special Fuel Filter for CMAR Pavement Cl 677.60
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 408371 JAPANESE TRUCK & BUS SPARES PTY LTD Shock Absorbers for 2 x Hino 500 Series 734.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216176 LIGHTSPEED COMMUNICATIONS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD t/as LIGHTSPEED 20,668.01

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 87354 LIGHTSPEED COMMUNICATIONS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD t/as LIGHTSLightspeed Quote 24497 4,429.94
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30/06/2021 $APINVCE 87353 LIGHTSPEED COMMUNICATIONS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD t/as LIGHTSCM 059116/21 ‐ Quote 24407 16,238.07
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216177 MAIN ROADS WESTERN AUSTRALIA 8,647.14

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 8009568 MAIN ROADS WESTERN AUSTRALIA Credit note 8009801 was incorrectly allo 8,647.14
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216178 AUSTRALIAN SUPER 199,941.98

30/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 18/06/2021 AUSTRALIAN SUPER 5% Council Matched Company Contribution 35,261.74
30/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 18/06/2021 AUSTRALIAN SUPER CC Scheme Employee Contribution ‐ PostTa 4,382.38
30/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 18/06/2021 AUSTRALIAN SUPER CC Scheme Employee Contribution ‐ PreTax 27,921.29
30/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 18/06/2021 AUSTRALIAN SUPER Employee Contribution ‐ Post Tax ($) 239.00
30/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 18/06/2021 AUSTRALIAN SUPER Employee Contribution ‐ Post Tax (%) 218.24
30/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 18/06/2021 AUSTRALIAN SUPER Employee Contribution ‐ PreTax ($) 360.92
30/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 18/06/2021 AUSTRALIAN SUPER Employee Contribution ‐ PreTax (%) 5,046.78
30/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 18/06/2021 AUSTRALIAN SUPER SGC Compulsory ‐ Employer 126,511.63

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216179 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION 752.78

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 2081262734 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION  UA1 Wingfield Ave, Crawley 150.62
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 2073258712 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION 351 Wellington St, Perth 265.94
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 2029261789 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION Electricity ‐ Unit A 44 Lake Street 211.99
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 2033271247 ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION Electricity ‐ Unit 6 420 Wellington St 124.23

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216180 BLACKWOODS ATKINS 26.48

30/06/2021 $APINVCE PE9618AH BLACKWOODS ATKINS Document Holder for Pre Start Book + Reg 26.48
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216181 The Trustee for Hand Made Hospitality Unit Trust t/as Lot 20 5,500.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 165 The Trustee for Hand Made Hospitality Unit Trust t/as Lot 20 Small Business Grant 20/21 Lot 20 (Gary 5,500.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216182 SOIL'N SAND PTY LTD 697.74

30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐8673 SOIL'N SAND PTY LTD Stores Stock 697.74
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216183 AUSTRALIAN HVAC SERVICES 7,518.50

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 61653 AUSTRALIAN HVAC SERVICES HVAC Planned Maintenance for 2020/2021 F 6,885.45
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 61652 AUSTRALIAN HVAC SERVICES HVAC Planned Maintenance for 2020/2021 F 633.05

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216184 WEST COAST SPRING WATER PTY LTD T/AS AUSSIE NATURAL SPRING W 528.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 1928470 WEST COAST SPRING WATER PTY LTD T/AS AUSSIE NATURAL SPRCOUNCIL HOUSE ‐ PLANNED MAINTENANCE ‐ 20 88.00
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 1928469 WEST COAST SPRING WATER PTY LTD T/AS AUSSIE NATURAL SPRCOUNCIL HOUSE ‐ PLANNED MAINTENANCE ‐ 20 88.00
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 1899596 WEST COAST SPRING WATER PTY LTD T/AS AUSSIE NATURAL SPRCar Park Drinking Water for September 20 132.00
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 1977645 WEST COAST SPRING WATER PTY LTD T/AS AUSSIE NATURAL SPRCOUNCIL HOUSE ‐ PLANNED MAINTENANCE ‐ 20 88.00
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 1977644 WEST COAST SPRING WATER PTY LTD T/AS AUSSIE NATURAL SPRCOUNCIL HOUSE ‐ PLANNED MAINTENANCE ‐ 20 88.00
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 1977563 WEST COAST SPRING WATER PTY LTD T/AS AUSSIE NATURAL SPRCar Park Drinking Water for September 20 44.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216185 WSP AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 550.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 64087238/1 WSP AUSTRALIA PTY LTD WSP Australia ‐ Bollard Replacement Proj 550.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216186 MULTI FIX WA 122.54

30/06/2021 $APINVCE S784601 MULTI FIX WA Supply of materials: Workshop 2 x nylon 61.27
30/06/2021 $APINVCE S784701 MULTI FIX WA Supply materials: Thelma St 12 x sec tor 61.27

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216187 ALLPEST WA 732.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 6302408 ALLPEST WA Depot Termite Inspection 462.00
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 6302372 ALLPEST WA Call out to attend State Library CP as t 135.00
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 6302334 ALLPEST WA Call out to attend Council House as ther 135.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216188 DORMAKABA  AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 5,324.66

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 35WA872973 DORMAKABA  AUSTRALIA PTY LTD Urgent works related to WO618186.   Issu 5,324.66
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216189 IBC DIGITAL 1,036.76

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 15950 IBC DIGITAL CPP website and app support 1,036.76
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216190 BROWNES FOODS OPERATIONS PTY LTD 98.56

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 16033970 BROWNES FOODS OPERATIONS PTY LTD Depot Weekly Milk Delivery 1 July 2020 ‐ 98.56
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216191 CULTURE COUNTS(AUSTRALIA)PTY LTD 5,324.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐1109 CULTURE COUNTS(AUSTRALIA)PTY LTD Culture Counts Impact Report for Twiligh 5,324.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216192 ICONIC PROPERTY SERVICES 21,418.62

30/06/2021 $APINVCE PSI015004 ICONIC PROPERTY SERVICES CLEANING AND LOCK UP SERVICES VARIOUS PR 11,362.66
30/06/2021 $APINVCE PSI015002 ICONIC PROPERTY SERVICES CLEANING AND LOCK UP SERVICES VARIOUS PR 2,343.46
30/06/2021 $APINVCE PSI015003 ICONIC PROPERTY SERVICES CLEANING AND LOCK UP SERVICES VARIOUS PR 1,169.00
30/06/2021 $APINVCE PSI01500015000 ICONIC PROPERTY SERVICES CLEANING AND LOCK UP SERVICES VARIOUS PR 6,543.50

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216193 A E HOSKINS & SONS 18,223.43

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 449726 A E HOSKINS & SONS Safe Night Space ‐ Security Mesh 7,246.80
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 449686 A E HOSKINS & SONS Child Care Centre Masonry Wall Repair 10,976.63

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216194 CSE CROSSCOM PTY LTD 4,522.10

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 432200 CSE CROSSCOM PTY LTD Fire Wardens and PPM Radio units ongoing 385.00
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 432208 CSE CROSSCOM PTY LTD Provision of Two‐Way Radios ‐ WAC Day an 1,787.50
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 432202 CSE CROSSCOM PTY LTD Ranger two way air time 20‐21 220.00
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 432209 CSE CROSSCOM PTY LTD Surveillance Two Way Air Time 20‐21 962.50
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 432205 CSE CROSSCOM PTY LTD Ranger two way air time 20‐21 632.50
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 432204 CSE CROSSCOM PTY LTD Crosscom ‐ 3 x Radio Rentals ‐ iCity Kio 82.50
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 432215 CSE CROSSCOM PTY LTD Transfer two way into replacement vehicl 452.10

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216195 COLLEAGUES NAGELS PTY LTD 18,334.29
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30/06/2021 $APINVCE R47818 COLLEAGUES NAGELS PTY LTD Datapark Tickets from Colleagues 18,334.29
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216196 C&M COMMUNICATIONS MAINTENANCE 3,157.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00003155 C&M COMMUNICATIONS MAINTENANCE Raising Optus pit at Lime St. 3,157.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216197 NATURAL AREA CONSULTING MANAGEMENT SERVICES 22,090.75

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00015505 NATURAL AREA CONSULTING MANAGEMENT SERVICES Nursery stock ‐ National Tree Day 2021 14,872.00
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00015565 NATURAL AREA CONSULTING MANAGEMENT SERVICES JH Abrahams Reserve Riverwall Repairs 7,218.75

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216198 MARK REISINGER T/AS MFR AUTOELECTRICS 942.89

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 2253 MARK REISINGER T/AS MFR AUTOELECTRICS Call Out To Rectify Faults in Rubbish Tr 373.10
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 2257 MARK REISINGER T/AS MFR AUTOELECTRICS Call Out To Rectify Faults in Rubbish Tr 50.30
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 2256 MARK REISINGER T/AS MFR AUTOELECTRICS Call Out To Rectify Faults in Rubbish Tr 156.40
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 2255 MARK REISINGER T/AS MFR AUTOELECTRICS Call Out To Rectify Faults in Rubbish Tr 161.90
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 2254 MARK REISINGER T/AS MFR AUTOELECTRICS Call Out To Rectify Faults in Rubbish Tr 201.19

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216199 ECOSPILL PTY LTD 259.60

30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV00781193E ECOSPILL PTY LTD Replenishment of Spill Kits + Absorbent 259.60
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216200 Mills Corporation Pty Ltd t/as Mills Recruitment 16,016.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00017002 Mills Corporation Pty Ltd t/as Mills Recruitment Executive Recruitment Proposal June 2021 16,016.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216201 CASE INVESTMENTS PTY LTD T/AS SOS MARINE 2,442.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00015851 CASE INVESTMENTS PTY LTD T/AS SOS MARINE Safety vests for Parking Information Off 2,442.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216202 CENTRAL REGIONAL TAFE 834.90

30/06/2021 $APINVCE I0014653 CENTRAL REGIONAL TAFE Regulatory Officer Compliance Skills 1 & 834.90
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216203 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST 2,464.67

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 12110 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 218.52
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 12107 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 132.61
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 12108 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 92.25
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 12109 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 184.49
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 12111 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 397.82
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 12116 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 367.40
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 12117 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 278.83
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 12114 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 184.49
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 12115 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 132.61
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 12119 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 92.25
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 12120 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 198.91
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 12112 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST URILIFT ‐ PLANNED MAINTENANCE ‐ 2020/21 184.49

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216204 ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD 188.22

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 819886 ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ UNPLANNED PLUMBING MAINT 188.22
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216205 THE TRUSTEE FOR  EAGLE ROCK LOBSTER TRUST T/AS BADLANDS BAR 11,000.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐1503 THE TRUSTEE FOR  EAGLE ROCK LOBSTER TRUST T/AS BADLANDSBusiness Improvement Grant 2020/21 FY ‐ 11,000.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216206 MCDOWALL AFFLECK PTY LTD 498.66

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 611655 MCDOWALL AFFLECK PTY LTD Superintendent services Trafalgar Bridge 498.66
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216207 ALLMAKES PTY LTD T/AS BRANDWORX AUSTRALIA 1,475.84

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 739090 ALLMAKES PTY LTD T/AS BRANDWORX AUSTRALIA Perth Town Hall ‐ Uniform Order  Replace 1,475.84
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216208 TALIS CONSULTANTS PTY LTD ATF THE TALIS TRUST 7,501.26

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 22902 TALIS CONSULTANTS PTY LTD ATF THE TALIS TRUST Traffic Modelling and Detailed Engineeri 7,501.26
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216209 NETSTAR AUSTRALIA PL T/AS PINPOINT COMMUNICATIONS PTY LTD 1,386.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 117891 NETSTAR AUSTRALIA PL T/AS PINPOINT COMMUNICATIONS PTY  Removal of suspected faulty Tracker in U 396.00
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 117892 NETSTAR AUSTRALIA PL T/AS PINPOINT COMMUNICATIONS PTY  Removal of suspected faulty Tracker in U 165.00
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 117888 NETSTAR AUSTRALIA PL T/AS PINPOINT COMMUNICATIONS PTY  Remove & install in vehicle monitoring s 132.00
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 117889 NETSTAR AUSTRALIA PL T/AS PINPOINT COMMUNICATIONS PTY  Remove & install in vehicle monitoring s 132.00
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 117894 NETSTAR AUSTRALIA PL T/AS PINPOINT COMMUNICATIONS PTY  Transfer in vehicle monitoring system fr 396.00
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 117893 NETSTAR AUSTRALIA PL T/AS PINPOINT COMMUNICATIONS PTY  Removal of suspected faulty Tracker in U 165.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216210 RAC Facades Pty Ltd 2,237.34

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 100498 RAC Facades Pty Ltd LIBRARY ‐ WINDOW REPAIRS ‐ QUOTE 10197 ‐ 2,237.34
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216211 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD 3,703.89

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036233255 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD CLEANING CONSUMABLES ‐ SAFE NIGHT SPACE 92.00
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036265224 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Stationery & Kitchen Supplier Lvl 7 71.72
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 9035962985 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Stationery & Kitchen Supplier Lvl 7 722.01
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036290803 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Amendment created on 11‐Aug‐2020 Amount 251.94
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036286945 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Level 2 Kitchen Supplies (no GST) 144.18
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 9034747739 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD 20/21 Stationery and Office Supplies ‐ G 63.07
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036265252 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Stationery & Kitchen Supplier Lvl 7 350.16
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 9035212329 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Level 2 Stationery and Paper Supplies 408.25
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036247812 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Catering Supplies and Beverages for Comm 6.00
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036267098 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Depot Catering, Cleaning & Stationery Su 15.06
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036290585 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Stationery Supplied for City Records 84.76
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036304298 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Catering Supplies and Beverages for Comm 3.83
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036303734 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Catering & Beverages for Citiplace Rest 16.72
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036290799 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Catering Supplies and Beverages for Comm 109.45
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30/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036287730 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Depot Catering, Cleaning & Stationery Su 432.25
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036259450 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Winc Order 268.47
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036247307 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Catering & Beverages for Citiplace Rest 63.84
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036248257 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Catering & Beverages for Citiplace Rest 113.18
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036259317 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Level 2 Kitchen Supplies (no GST) 86.34
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036248701 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Catering & Beverages for Citiplace Rest 19.87
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036250946 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Catering & Beverages for Citiplace Rest 56.89
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036246899 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD 20/21 Stationery and Office Supplies ‐ G 12.08
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036245921 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD 20/21 Stationery and Office Supplies ‐ G 24.16
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036259461 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Stationery supplies, Non GST food suppli 274.89
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 9036247615 WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD Level 4 & Red Room stationery, kitchen c 12.77

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216212 ACE SECURITY AND EVENTS SERVICES 361,162.19

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00007434 ACE SECURITY AND EVENTS SERVICES Variation to contract 054‐17/18 137,521.48
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00007427 ACE SECURITY AND EVENTS SERVICES New Ace Security PO for RFT 00026 Supply 5,011.60
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00007426 ACE SECURITY AND EVENTS SERVICES New Ace Security PO for RFT 00026 Supply 69,974.30
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00007291 ACE SECURITY AND EVENTS SERVICES Variation to contract 054‐17/18 797.09
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00007131 ACE SECURITY AND EVENTS SERVICES Variation to contract 054‐17/18 1,176.41
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00007428 ACE SECURITY AND EVENTS SERVICES New Ace Security PO for RFT 00026 Supply 4,933.14
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00007415 ACE SECURITY AND EVENTS SERVICES Security for Town Hall events ‐ Ordered 391.95
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00007433 ACE SECURITY AND EVENTS SERVICES Variation to contract 054‐17/18 137,420.93
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00007432 ACE SECURITY AND EVENTS SERVICES Security service Concert Hall 2,889.03
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00007431 ACE SECURITY AND EVENTS SERVICES Security service Newcastle St 404.80
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00007416 ACE SECURITY AND EVENTS SERVICES Security for citizenship ceremony 2 June 641.46

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216213 EDUCA LIMITED 114.40

30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐21272 EDUCA LIMITED Online portfolios only company with it's 114.40
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216214 OPM(2012)PTY LTD T/AS OSBORNE PARK MAZDA 377.55

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 27668J OPM(2012)PTY LTD T/AS OSBORNE PARK MAZDA Replacement Rear Wheel Rim for Rangers M 377.55
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216215 PERTH CITY FARM INC 48,500.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐3419 PERTH CITY FARM INC Small Business Grant 20/21 Perth City Fa 4,500.00
30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐3398 PERTH CITY FARM INC Community Wellbeing Grant ‐ City Farm Co 44,000.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216216 Koori Kids Pty Limited 500.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE NI56/21 Koori Kids Pty Limited Naidoc Week School Initiatives Memo: 849 500.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216217 ESSENTIAL FIRE SERVICES PTY LTD 13,516.80

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 79176SM ESSENTIAL FIRE SERVICES PTY LTD Assist Go Doors with fire signal to comp 363.00
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 72552SM ESSENTIAL FIRE SERVICES PTY LTD FIGURES ARE AN ESTIMATE ONLY, BASED ON A 564.30
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 70737SM ESSENTIAL FIRE SERVICES PTY LTD FIGURES ARE AN ESTIMATE ONLY, BASED ON A 2,750.00
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 71134SM ESSENTIAL FIRE SERVICES PTY LTD FIGURES ARE AN ESTIMATE ONLY, BASED ON A 4,389.00
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 69416SM ESSENTIAL FIRE SERVICES PTY LTD FIGURES ARE AN ESTIMATE ONLY, BASED ON A 2,750.00
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 68825SM ESSENTIAL FIRE SERVICES PTY LTD FIGURES ARE AN ESTIMATE ONLY, BASED ON A 121.00
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 77907SM ESSENTIAL FIRE SERVICES PTY LTD FIGURES ARE AN ESTIMATE ONLY, BASED ON A 2,016.30
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 79195SM ESSENTIAL FIRE SERVICES PTY LTD FIGURES ARE AN ESTIMATE ONLY, BASED ON A 425.70
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 79174SM ESSENTIAL FIRE SERVICES PTY LTD FIGURES ARE AN ESTIMATE ONLY, BASED ON A 137.50

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216218 TALENT INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD(WA) 1,891.31

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 817368 TALENT INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD(WA)  Natalie Laffin  ‐ Relief Application Of 1,891.31
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216219 METAL ARTWORK CREATIONS 152.90

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 83055 METAL ARTWORK CREATIONS Name Badges and postage for City of Pert 152.90
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216220 WEST COAST FEVER  NETBALL CLUB LIMITED 22,000.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE INWCF00787 WEST COAST FEVER  NETBALL CLUB LIMITED Event Sponsorship ‐ West Coast Fever '21 22,000.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216221 OCTAGON LIFTS PTY LTD 612.92

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 51575 OCTAGON LIFTS PTY LTD Request to attend site as the Ground but 612.92
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216222 PLANT FORCE INVESTMENTS PTY LTD T/AS PLANTRITE 6,063.76

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00037463 PLANT FORCE INVESTMENTS PTY LTD T/AS PLANTRITE City wide plant order as per WALGA e‐quo 2,884.84
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00037641 PLANT FORCE INVESTMENTS PTY LTD T/AS PLANTRITE Plant order for Parks Central neighbourh 179.30
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00037657 PLANT FORCE INVESTMENTS PTY LTD T/AS PLANTRITE City wide plant order as per WALGA e‐quo 2,999.62

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216223 CORPORATE GOVERNANCE RISK PTY LTD 5,500.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE IV00002703 CORPORATE GOVERNANCE RISK PTY LTD Monthly Hosting Fees for Corporate Gover 5,500.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216224 CENTRAL CITY HEALTH PROFESSIONALS 327.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 0086153 CENTRAL CITY HEALTH PROFESSIONALS Podiatry CPP Ops 177.00
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 0086159 CENTRAL CITY HEALTH PROFESSIONALS Parking Officer Podiatry 20/21 150.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216225 BATTERIES PLUS 178.20

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 653868 BATTERIES PLUS New Battery for Parks Ute 178.20
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216226 INNOVATE AUSTRALIA LTD 11,000.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐0030 INNOVATE AUSTRALIA LTD Economic Dev Spons ‐ 2021 Innovation Eve 11,000.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216227 AUSTRALIAN PARKING AND REVENUE CONTROL PTY LTD 22,809.60

30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐00058399 AUSTRALIAN PARKING AND REVENUE CONTROL PTY LTD PDA enforcement system hosting and licen 7,603.20
30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐00058550 AUSTRALIAN PARKING AND REVENUE CONTROL PTY LTD PDA enforcement system hosting and licen 7,603.20
30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐00058708 AUSTRALIAN PARKING AND REVENUE CONTROL PTY LTD PDA enforcement system hosting and licen 7,603.20
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Cheque/EFT FNumber 216228 SIMPLYCITY PTY LTD 2,376.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 1171 SIMPLYCITY PTY LTD SimplyCity. Repair and support for 8 lib 2,376.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216229 DULUXGROUP(AUSTRALIA)PTY LTD T/AS DULUX AUSTRALIA 156.22

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 489096236 DULUXGROUP(AUSTRALIA)PTY LTD T/AS DULUX AUSTRALIA Paint and Hardware Supplies for Use in G 156.22
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216230 Gioiosa Papillon t/as Papillonmusic 120.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 68 Gioiosa Papillon t/as Papillonmusic Tuesday Morning Show 8 June Papillon Mus 120.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216231 GPC ASIA PACIFIC PTY LTD  T/AS NAPA 665.94

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 1870087220 GPC ASIA PACIFIC PTY LTD  T/AS NAPA Servicing Filters for Fleet Utes + Works 561.44
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 1870087226 GPC ASIA PACIFIC PTY LTD  T/AS NAPA Servicing Filters for Fleet Utes + Works 104.50

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216232 EAST PERTH COMMUNITY SAFETY GROUP T/AS EAST PERTH COMMUNITY 2,000.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 2021_1 EAST PERTH COMMUNITY SAFETY GROUP T/AS EAST PERTH COMEvents QRG ‐ City Sessions ‐ Fairlanes A 2,000.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216233 THE TRUSTEE FOR S&A WILLIAMSON TRUST T/A SHOREWATER MARINE P T/AS SHOREWATER MAR 19,828.44

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00045120 THE TRUSTEE FOR S&A WILLIAMSON TRUST T/A SHOREWATER MJetty Maintenance 2020/21 ‐ Jetty Compon 19,828.44
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216234 J.H. FLUID TRANSFER SOLUTIONS PTY LTD T/AS PIRTEK MALAGA 725.06

30/06/2021 $APINVCE ML‐T00041382 J.H. FLUID TRANSFER SOLUTIONS PTY LTD T/AS PIRTEK MALAGA New Air Blow Hose for Undercroft for WAC 531.15
30/06/2021 $APINVCE ML‐T00041451 J.H. FLUID TRANSFER SOLUTIONS PTY LTD T/AS PIRTEK MALAGA Coupling Fittings for High Pressure Clea 193.91

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216235 HERITAGE WAY PTY LTD (DOMUS NURSERY) 640.39

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 153134 HERITAGE WAY PTY LTD (DOMUS NURSERY) Plants for Parks Central Neighbourhood. 640.39
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216236 RICOH AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 341.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 13809120 RICOH AUSTRALIA PTY LTD RICOH ONSITE SERVICEDS 341.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216237 THE GRIFFITH FAMILY TRUST T/AS SUPERSTOCK SERVICES SUPERSTOCK FOOD SERVICES 133.38

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 40456689 THE GRIFFITH FAMILY TRUST T/AS SUPERSTOCK SERVICES SUPER Fruit juice and dairy products for the C 52.20
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 40456688 THE GRIFFITH FAMILY TRUST T/AS SUPERSTOCK SERVICES SUPERMilk for Child Care 81.18

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216238 SELECT FRESH PTY LTD 422.31

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 295555 SELECT FRESH PTY LTD Fruit and Vegetables 49.06
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 295188 SELECT FRESH PTY LTD Fruit and Vegetables 39.16
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 295406 SELECT FRESH PTY LTD Fruit and Vegetables 149.40
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 295213 SELECT FRESH PTY LTD Fruit and Veg for Child Care 106.53
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 295150 SELECT FRESH PTY LTD Fruit and Vegetables 78.16

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216239 R1I PTY LTD T/AS R1I TECHNOLOGY 72,248.02

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 38168 R1I PTY LTD T/AS R1I TECHNOLOGY Cisco 9500 network switches 72,248.02
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216240 303 MULLENLOWE AUSTRALIA PTY LTD T/AS 303 MULLENLOWE 19,250.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 5000861201 303 MULLENLOWE AUSTRALIA PTY LTD T/AS 303 MULLENLOWE IPMC Media Bookings  Summer Lunar Easter 19,250.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216241 SURJTEC PTY LTD T/AS HUGHANS SAW SERVICE 74.80

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 735231 SURJTEC PTY LTD T/AS HUGHANS SAW SERVICE Supply contract works: Sharpening blades 74.80
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216242 OFFICEASY PTY LTD T/AS BUSINESS BASE 5,226.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14192 OFFICEASY PTY LTD T/AS BUSINESS BASE 160 Hay Street ‐ Office Furniture & Outd 1,471.00
30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐14294 OFFICEASY PTY LTD T/AS BUSINESS BASE Purchase of lockers for Safe Night Space 3,755.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216243 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE QUITO PTY LTD T/AS BENARA NURSERIES 1,716.09

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 304010 THE TRUSTEE FOR THE QUITO PTY LTD T/AS BENARA NURSERIES Plants for Queens Gardens and Rod Evans 1,716.09
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216244 Servco Australia Melville Pty Ltd (Melville Toyota) 29,140.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE RI11227058 Servco Australia Melville Pty Ltd (Melville Toyota) Procure 11 operational vehicle's that ar 29,140.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216245 JAKE CORMACK GRIFFIN 1,260.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 202039 JAKE CORMACK GRIFFIN 21‐153 Events Strategy 2025 graphic desi 720.00
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 202038 JAKE CORMACK GRIFFIN 21‐151 Events Plan 2021‐22 graphic desig 540.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216246 Tyres 4U Pty Limited 3,018.21

30/06/2021 $APINVCE XX833838 Tyres 4U Pty Limited New Tyres for Rubbish Trucks, Road Sweep 223.17
30/06/2021 $APINVCE XX833802 Tyres 4U Pty Limited New Tyres for Rubbish Trucks, Road Sweep 48.18
30/06/2021 $APINVCE XX834205 Tyres 4U Pty Limited New Tyres for Rubbish Trucks, Road Sweep 12.10
30/06/2021 $APINVCE XX833940 Tyres 4U Pty Limited New Tyres for Rubbish Trucks, Road Sweep 720.50
30/06/2021 $APINVCE XX833919 Tyres 4U Pty Limited New Tyres for Rubbish Trucks, Road Sweep 301.27
30/06/2021 $APINVCE XX833908 Tyres 4U Pty Limited New Tyres for Rubbish Trucks, Road Sweep 1,441.00
30/06/2021 $APINVCE XX833769 Tyres 4U Pty Limited New Tyres for Rubbish Trucks, Road Sweep 271.99

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216247 Matter IO Pty Ltd 3,730.50

30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐9527 Matter IO Pty Ltd 15 x Bin level sensors.  Supply, install 3,730.50
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216248 The Trustee for Aware Super 77,923.70

30/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 18/06/2021 The Trustee for Aware Super 5% Council Matched Company Contribution 10,021.30
30/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 18/06/2021 The Trustee for Aware Super CC Scheme Employee Contribution ‐ PostTa 2,033.24
30/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 18/06/2021 The Trustee for Aware Super CC Scheme Employee Contribution ‐ PreTax 9,397.63
30/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 18/06/2021 The Trustee for Aware Super Employee Contribution ‐ PreTax ($) 796.01
30/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 18/06/2021 The Trustee for Aware Super Employee Contribution ‐ PreTax (%) 2,352.97
30/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 18/06/2021 The Trustee for Aware Super SGC Compulsory ‐ Employer 53,322.55

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216249 THE TRUSTEE FOR VOLKOW TRUST T/AS The Heritage Wine Bar 5,500.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐0013 THE TRUSTEE FOR VOLKOW TRUST T/AS The Heritage Wine Bar Small Business Grant 2020 21 The Heritag 5,500.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216250 STRATEGIC CAREER MANAGEMENT PTY LTD T/AS STRATEGIC CAREER MANAGEMENT 4,125.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 1659 STRATEGIC CAREER MANAGEMENT PTY LTD T/AS STRATEGIC CARSmall Business grant 2020 21 Strategic C 4,125.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216251 DIANNE BAIN 2,891.34
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30/06/2021 $APINVCE 01062021 DIANNE BAIN ELECTED MEMBER PAYMENT ‐JUNE 2021 2,891.34
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216252 CLYDE BEVAN 2,891.34

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 01062021 CLYDE BEVAN ELECTED MEMBER PAYMENT ‐JUNE 2021 2,891.34
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216253 BRENT FLEETON 2,891.34

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 01062021 BRENT FLEETON ELECTED MEMBER PAYMENT ‐JUNE 2021 2,891.34
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216254 LIAM GOBBERT 2,891.34

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 01062021 LIAM GOBBERT ELECTED MEMBER PAYMENT ‐JUNE 2021 2,891.34
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216255 Quick Super Fund 2,195.97

30/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 18/06/2021 Quick Super Fund SGC Compulsory ‐ Employer 292.31
30/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 18/06/2021 Quick Super Fund SGC Compulsory ‐ Employer 122.04
30/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 18/06/2021 Quick Super Fund SGC Compulsory ‐ Employer 244.08
30/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 18/06/2021 Quick Super Fund SGC Compulsory ‐ Employer 292.30
30/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 18/06/2021 Quick Super Fund SGC Compulsory ‐ Employer 244.08
30/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 18/06/2021 Quick Super Fund SGC Compulsory ‐ Employer 1,001.16

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216256 Hoban Recruitment Pty Ltd 20,002.10

30/06/2021 $APINVCE HPL21203 Hoban Recruitment Pty Ltd CaAtherine Meredith Contract amendment f 4,276.94
30/06/2021 $APINVCE HPL22637 Hoban Recruitment Pty Ltd CPP Ops Hoban PO ‐ Replaces PO 241944 du 3,322.52
30/06/2021 $APINVCE HPL20814 Hoban Recruitment Pty Ltd G Avent ‐ Replacement for J Mathieson ‐ 3,878.87
30/06/2021 $APINVCE HPL21253 Hoban Recruitment Pty Ltd G Avent ‐ Replacement for J Mathieson ‐ 1,321.52
30/06/2021 $APINVCE HPL22017 Hoban Recruitment Pty Ltd Electrical Engineer temp 2,234.10
30/06/2021 $APINVCE HPL22016 Hoban Recruitment Pty Ltd CPP Ops Hoban PO ‐ Replaces PO 241944 du 4,968.15

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216257 VIKTOR KO 2,891.34

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 01062021 VIKTOR KO ELECTED MEMBER PAYMENT ‐JUNE 2021 2,891.34
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216258 CATHERINE LEZER 2,891.34

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 01062021 CATHERINE LEZER ELECTED MEMBER PAYMENT ‐JUNE 2021 2,891.34
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216259 BASIL ZEMPILAS 15,475.39

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 30062021 BASIL ZEMPILAS ELECTED MEMBER PAYMENT ‐JUNE 2021 15,475.39
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216260 REBECCA GORDON 2,891.34

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 01062021 REBECCA GORDON ELECTED MEMBER PAYMENT ‐JUNE 2021 2,891.34
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216261 TRANSFOLK OF WA INCORPORATED 1,452.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 21 TRANSFOLK OF WA INCORPORATED Trans 101 Workshop for Staff: 22.04.2021 1,452.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216262 SANDY ANGHIE 5,711.92

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 01062021 SANDY ANGHIE ELECTED MEMBER PAYMENT ‐JUNE 2021 5,711.92
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216263 THE TRUSTEE FOR B and M Flegg Family Trust  T/AS Watt the Flegg Electrical Servi 5,992.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV0190 THE TRUSTEE FOR B and M Flegg Family Trust  T/AS Watt the FlegB.Flegg electrician.  City Activation. 5,992.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216264 Aboriginal United Services Pty Ltd 5,988.27

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00004404 Aboriginal United Services Pty Ltd CDS Depot at 8 Aberdeen St 5,988.27
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216265 Ink Strategy 19,318.75

30/06/2021 $APINVCE COP‐0004/2021 Ink Strategy Neighbourhood Place Planning and Engagem 19,318.75
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216266 BELL TRADING TRUST  T/AS NORTH STAR SECURITY 2,433.75

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 28101 BELL TRADING TRUST  T/AS NORTH STAR SECURITY VARIOUS SITES ‐ PLANNED MAINTENANCE ‐ 20 1,819.43
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 28118 BELL TRADING TRUST  T/AS NORTH STAR SECURITY VARIOUS SITES ‐ PLANNED MAINTENANCE ‐ 20 614.32

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216267 GO DOORS PTY LTD  t/as GO DOORS 2,665.30

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 93157 GO DOORS PTY LTD  t/as GO DOORS City Of Perth Auto Doors reactive mainte 214.50
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 93155 GO DOORS PTY LTD  t/as GO DOORS City Of Perth Auto Doors reactive mainte 214.50
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 93196 GO DOORS PTY LTD  t/as GO DOORS City Of Perth Auto Doors reactive mainte 2,236.30

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216268 PERTH CITY GLASS PTY LTD 1,709.40

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00078861 PERTH CITY GLASS PTY LTD Supply of contract works: Replace Glass 1,709.40
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216269 Simply Headsets Pty Ltd 1,421.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐50859 Simply Headsets Pty Ltd 3 X WIRELESS HEADSET FOR CISCO DESK PHON 1,421.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216270 Azuhr Consulting Pty Ltd t/as Azuhr Consulting 2,871.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐0028 Azuhr Consulting Pty Ltd t/as Azuhr Consulting HR consultant engaged at request of CEO 2,871.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216271 Ciara Geraldine Thiedeman  t/ as Sustainably Stylish 500.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 1003 Ciara Geraldine Thiedeman  t/ as Sustainably Stylish Sustainably Stylish Talk at the Library 500.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216272 Bark Environmental Pty Ltd 2,420.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE IV102 Bark Environmental Pty Ltd Dieback Training Operations 2,420.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216273 Marcus Callum 2,750.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 0121 Marcus Callum Small Business Grant 20/21 Marcus Callum 2,750.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216274 Vertiv (Australia) Pty Ltd 1,046.10

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 15158464 Vertiv (Australia) Pty Ltd Service Callout for UPS Servicing for Ve 1,046.10
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216275 Onsite Engineering Pty Ltd t/as OSE Riggers 4,961.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00010353 Onsite Engineering Pty Ltd t/as OSE Riggers safety inspection for Connectus public a 4,961.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216276 Deborah Frances Hunn 360.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 08/05/2021 Deborah Frances Hunn Presentation  Fee for How to be an Autho 360.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216277 The One Box Group Limited 6,000.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 2907786 The One Box Group Limited Community Wellbeing Grant ‐ One Box Fres 6,000.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216278 Cleargard Australia Pty Ltd 1,017.50
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30/06/2021 $APINVCE 10869 Cleargard Australia Pty Ltd Security film to be installed onto glazi 1,017.50
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216279 Jeff L & Jelena Hillman t/as Allserve Process Servers 110.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 5848 Jeff L & Jelena Hillman t/as Allserve Process Servers Process Serving Tenancy 110.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216280 Smart Cities Council Australia New Zealand Pty Ltd 1,650.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 244 Smart Cities Council Australia New Zealand Pty Ltd Silver membership to the Smart Cities Co 1,650.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216281 Bolinda Digital Pty Ltd 6,600.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 31522 Bolinda Digital Pty Ltd Mixed formats of Digital items 6,600.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216282 Reclink Australia 15,873.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00006590 Reclink Australia Community Wellbeing Grant ‐ Womens Healt 15,873.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216283 Realestate.com.au Pty Ltd 942.52

30/06/2021 $APINVCE INRE001731598 Realestate.com.au Pty Ltd Real Commercial Standard Subscription 20 942.52
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216284 BOFFINS BOOKSHOP PTY LTD 1,087.81

30/06/2021 $APCREDT CRN0001657 BOFFINS BOOKSHOP PTY LTD Invoice INV0150046 ‐83.68
30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV0150046 BOFFINS BOOKSHOP PTY LTD Assorted Library Stock 1,171.49

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216285 BUNNINGS BUILDING SUPPLIES P/L 895.27

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 2404/01364296 BUNNINGS BUILDING SUPPLIES P/L Supply of product: 2 x sikaflex pro 2 x 392.13
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 2404/01363161 BUNNINGS BUILDING SUPPLIES P/L Supply of materials: David Carr sign 1 x 26.74
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 2404/01360818 BUNNINGS BUILDING SUPPLIES P/L Supply product: City farm enclosure 1 x 189.11
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 2260/00861224 BUNNINGS BUILDING SUPPLIES P/L 20 x Bags Of Cream Cement  6 x Sabco Ind 37.89
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 2404/99853671 BUNNINGS BUILDING SUPPLIES P/L Stores Stock 249.40

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216286 CABCHARGE AUSTRALIA PTY LTD 744.06

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 25079624P2106 CABCHARGE AUSTRALIA PTY LTD Access & Inclusion  Aboriginal Engagemen 744.06
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216287 AMPOL AUSTRALIA PETROLEUM PTY LTD 36,259.18

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 9425739452 AMPOL AUSTRALIA PETROLEUM PTY LTD Depot Fuel 18,537.94
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 9425706647 AMPOL AUSTRALIA PETROLEUM PTY LTD Depot Fuel 17,721.24

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216288 CAPITAL APPLIANCES PTY LTD T/AS CITY RETRAVISION 3,135.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 60065716 CAPITAL APPLIANCES PTY LTD T/AS CITY RETRAVISION 160 Hay Street, Safe Night Space ‐ White 3,135.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216289 DARDANUP BUTCHERING UNIT TRUST T/AS DARDANUP BUTCHERING CO DARDANUP BUTCHERING C 1,030.08

30/06/2021 $APINVCE BL573488 DARDANUP BUTCHERING UNIT TRUST T/AS DARDANUP BUTCHERDardanup Meats 581.00
30/06/2021 $APINVCE BL573116 DARDANUP BUTCHERING UNIT TRUST T/AS DARDANUP BUTCHERDardanup Meats 449.08

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216290 FAAC AUSTRALIA T/AS HUB PARKING TECHNOLOGY 4,973.18

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 23153 FAAC AUSTRALIA T/AS HUB PARKING TECHNOLOGY Spare Parts  from HUB/FAAC Technology pe 4,973.18
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216291 LANDGATE 69.20

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 365504‐100000427 LANDGATE Landgate ‐ Valuations, Title Searches & 69.20
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216292 DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF TAXATION 578,389.00

30/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 18/06/2021 DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF TAXATION ETP Tax (Code O) 1,546.00
30/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL EF 18/06/2021 DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF TAXATION ETP Tax (Code R) 0.00
30/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL EF 18/06/2021 DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF TAXATION Extra Tax 2,197.00
30/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL EF 18/06/2021 DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF TAXATION HELP 16,598.00
30/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 18/06/2021 DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF TAXATION SFSS 482.00
30/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL F 18/06/2021 DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF TAXATION Withholding Tax (PAYG) 557,566.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216293 ELLENBY TREE FARM 1,106.28

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 28261 ELLENBY TREE FARM 12276 Hackett Drive crossover  1,106.28
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216294 FARINOSI & SONS PTY LTD 42.94

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 11008424 FARINOSI & SONS PTY LTD Supply of product:  6 x galv bolt 170 42.94
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216295 HAYS PERSONNEL SERVICES (AUST) PTY LTD 10,310.14

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 30003282 HAYS PERSONNEL SERVICES (AUST) PTY LTD Agency Fee AS‐Hoo 10,310.14
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216296 INST OF PUBLIC WORKS ENGINEERING AUST LTD 938.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 30064 INST OF PUBLIC WORKS ENGINEERING AUST LTD Balance Fleet Mgt Cert N Walker 938.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216297 JASON SIGNMAKERS 2,189.52

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 219883 JASON SIGNMAKERS Minor Urban ‐ Thelma St  Fence safety si 2,189.52
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216298 KELYN TRAINING SERVICES 4,550.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00030076 KELYN TRAINING SERVICES Basic Worksite Traffic Management 4,550.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216299 STATE LIBRARY OF WA 1,100.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE RI028626 STATE LIBRARY OF WA 200 x Better Beginnings Baby packs Bags 1,100.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216300 BUCHER MUNICIPAL PTY LTD 600.05

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 1004602 BUCHER MUNICIPAL PTY LTD Front Steering Parts for Small Street Sw 600.05
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216301 MINDARIE REGIONAL COUNCIL 3,594.48

30/06/2021 $APINVCE SCR03532 MINDARIE REGIONAL COUNCIL Credit note adjustment 3,594.48
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216302 Rivonia Nominees Pty Ltd 1,234.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00022250 Rivonia Nominees Pty Ltd Hi PO is for replacement safe at CP46. C 1,234.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216303 PERROTT PAINTING 6,272.97

30/06/2021 $APINVCE SINV17219 PERROTT PAINTING Unplanned Graffiti Removal & Painting Se 3,372.71
30/06/2021 $APINVCE SINV17243 PERROTT PAINTING Unplanned Graffiti Removal & Painting Se 2,900.26

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216304 THE TRUSTEE FOR PERTH THEATRE   T/AS PERTH THEATRE  TRU 2,200.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00000281 THE TRUSTEE FOR PERTH THEATRE   T/AS PERTH THEATRE  TRU Heritage Perth Weekend Family Day 2021, 2,200.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216305 RSEA PTY LTD 1,227.16
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30/06/2021 $APINVCE 11364199 RSEA PTY LTD Safety Boots Tyson Anderson 160.60
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 11419810 RSEA PTY LTD Parks Uniform ‐ Sean Hobbs 428.01
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 11658814 RSEA PTY LTD Raincoat 3m Reflective NS  ‐ B OSullivan 90.75
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 10819009A RSEA PTY LTD 2020 Parks outside staff uniform order f 79.20
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 10818998A RSEA PTY LTD 2020 Parks outside staff uniform order f 79.20
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 11684046 RSEA PTY LTD Safety work boots for S Hill 137.50
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 10793061A RSEA PTY LTD Safety PPE for WAC Dayshift. 41.80
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 11684030 RSEA PTY LTD 6 pairs of Blundstone B025 safety gumboo 51.70
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 10895704B RSEA PTY LTD 2020 uniform order for Sam Fraser 37.40
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 11117838A RSEA PTY LTD Supply of Uniform for John Creswell 2021 41.80
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 11068914A RSEA PTY LTD New Employee Uniforms‐ WAC Dayshift Matt 41.80
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 10837944A RSEA PTY LTD Employee Annual Uniform Order 37.40

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216306 St John Ambulance Australia 149.25

30/06/2021 $APINVCE FAINV00826658 St John Ambulance Australia First Aid training for Nisrina Alfie 149.25
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216307 FUJI XEROX BUSINESSFORCE PTY LTD 1,875.19

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 662092501 FUJI XEROX BUSINESSFORCE PTY LTD Postage for Infringement Notices Under n 1,599.74
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 661092419 FUJI XEROX BUSINESSFORCE PTY LTD Postage for Infringement Notices Under n 275.45

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216308 DEPARTMENT PREMIER & CABINET ‐ STATE LAW PUBLISHER 226.20

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 1000792 DEPARTMENT PREMIER & CABINET ‐ STATE LAW PUBLISHER Gazettal of City Planning Scheme No. 2 S 226.20
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216309 STATEWIDE CLEANING SUPPLIES 242.29

30/06/2021 $APINVCE SI421696 STATEWIDE CLEANING SUPPLIES Stores and Materials 230.74
30/06/2021 $APINVCE SI421697 STATEWIDE CLEANING SUPPLIES cleaning chemical and stores supply for 11.55

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216310 CSP GROUP PTY LTD T/AS STIHL SHOP OSBORNE PARK 747.50

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 68364 CSP GROUP PTY LTD T/AS STIHL SHOP OSBORNE PARK Parks Minor Plant Repairs to Blowers and 142.00
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 68228 CSP GROUP PTY LTD T/AS STIHL SHOP OSBORNE PARK Mower Blades, Deck Rollers, Grease Bolt, 167.00
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 68144 CSP GROUP PTY LTD T/AS STIHL SHOP OSBORNE PARK Repairs + Report Fees for Parks Minor Pl 40.00
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 68232 CSP GROUP PTY LTD T/AS STIHL SHOP OSBORNE PARK Mower Blades, Deck Rollers, Grease Bolt, 112.50
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 68230 CSP GROUP PTY LTD T/AS STIHL SHOP OSBORNE PARK Mower Blades, Deck Rollers, Grease Bolt, 48.00
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 68231 CSP GROUP PTY LTD T/AS STIHL SHOP OSBORNE PARK Mower Blades, Deck Rollers, Grease Bolt, 85.50
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 68229 CSP GROUP PTY LTD T/AS STIHL SHOP OSBORNE PARK Mower Blades, Deck Rollers, Grease Bolt, 152.50

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216311 Taylor & Burrell Unit Trust t/as Taylor Burrell Barnett 21,709.20

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 27621 Taylor & Burrell Unit Trust t/as Taylor Burrell Barnett Procurement of Taylor Burrell Barnett 21,709.20
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216312 Toolmart Australia Pty Ltd 176.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE OP‐169250 Toolmart Australia Pty Ltd Water Proof Pre‐start Document Holder fo 176.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216313 TOTAL EDEN  PTY LTD T/AS Nutrien Water 1,032.42

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 411574893 TOTAL EDEN  PTY LTD T/AS Nutrien Water Supply Irrigation Parts quote 211792744 405.69
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 411568576 TOTAL EDEN  PTY LTD T/AS Nutrien Water Supply of irrigation parts 553.03
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 411568918 TOTAL EDEN  PTY LTD T/AS Nutrien Water Stores Stock 73.70

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216314 T QUIP 1,130.50

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 101936#12 T QUIP Deck Rollers for Parks x 2 Toro Mowers 1,130.50
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216315 TRACKSIDE BAKERY 983.40

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00002504 TRACKSIDE BAKERY Bread for Community Centre 983.40
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216316 TURF CARE WA PTY LTD 327.70

30/06/2021 $APINVCE INV‐3215 TURF CARE WA PTY LTD Barmac Kelpro application to Russel Squa 327.70
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216317 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD 2,629.58

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00412167 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 1,118.70
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00412235 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 147.40
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00412189 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 525.50
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00412188 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 149.38
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00412186 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 110.00
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00412236 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 146.30
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00412168 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 327.80
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00412187 ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD COP Catering Supplies 104.50

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216318 UES (INT'L) PTY LTD T/AS UES INTERNATIONAL 39.20

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 35434 UES (INT'L) PTY LTD T/AS UES INTERNATIONAL Replacement Rubber Seal for Tool Box on 39.20
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216319 WA HINO SALES & SERVICES 983.82

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 275009 WA HINO SALES & SERVICES Relay Assembly for Road Sweeper and Head 983.82
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216320 WA POLICE SERVICE 16.70

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 127083496 WA POLICE SERVICE Police clearances from Western Australia 16.70
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216321 W.C. CONVENIENCE MANAGEMENT PTY LTD 9,490.69

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00012481 W.C. CONVENIENCE MANAGEMENT PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ APT CLEANING & MAINTENAN 7,098.30
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 00012482 W.C. CONVENIENCE MANAGEMENT PTY LTD VARIOUS SITES ‐ APT CLEANING & MAINTENAN 2,392.39

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216322 PUBLIC TRANSPORT AUTHORITY OF WA 378.20

30/06/2021 $APINVCE I5099518 PUBLIC TRANSPORT AUTHORITY OF WA iCity Kiosk Public Transport Authority ‐ 378.20
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216323 WEST AUSTRALIAN NEWSPAPERS LIMITED 22,000.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 1029689220210630 WEST AUSTRALIAN NEWSPAPERS LIMITED Econ Dev Spon ‐ Resources Technology Sho 22,000.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216324 WEST COAST TURF 2,697.20
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30/06/2021 $APINVCE 95274055 WEST COAST TURF Site leveling and returfing works at Ozo 820.60
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 95274064 WEST COAST TURF Turf cutting, removal, replacement to en 1,876.60

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216325 WEST AUSTRALIAN LOCAL GOVERNMENT ASSOC ASSOCIATION 4,345.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE I3087430 WEST AUSTRALIAN LOCAL GOVERNMENT ASSOC ASSOCIATION Two LG Act Essentials courses November 2 4,345.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216326 WESTERN AUSTRALIAN TREASURY 277,239.05

30/06/2021 $APINVCE LOAN166 WESTERN AUSTRALIAN TREASURY LOAN REPAYMETN 166 CAPITAL/INT‐0621 32,774.82
30/06/2021 $APINVCE LOAN165 WESTERN AUSTRALIAN TREASURY LOAN REPAYMETN 165 CAPITAL/INTEREST 244,464.23

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216327 WESTERN RESOURCE RECOVERY PTY LTD 549.12

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 84603 WESTERN RESOURCE RECOVERY PTY LTD GREASE TRAP ‐ PLANNED MAINTENANCE ‐ 2020 153.12
30/06/2021 $APINVCE 84309 WESTERN RESOURCE RECOVERY PTY LTD GREASE TRAP ‐ PLANNED MAINTENANCE ‐ 2020 396.00

Cheque/EFT FNumber 216328 JOSHUA & CLAIRE IHLEIN 120.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 170620JOSH JOSHUA & CLAIRE IHLEIN HEALTHY LIFESTYLE ‐J IHLEIN 120.00
Cheque/EFT FNumber 216329 BRIAN CORK 120.00

30/06/2021 $APINVCE 22062021BC BRIAN CORK HEALTHY LIFESTYLE ‐B CORK 120.00

MERCER (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD 41,349.38

4/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL EF 4/06/2021 MERCER (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD 14.5% Mercer Super ‐82,530.43
4/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL EF 4/06/2021 MERCER (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD 5% Council Matched Company Contribution 29,946.04
4/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL EF 4/06/2021 MERCER (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD CC Scheme Employee Contribution ‐ PostTa 11,789.52
4/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL EF 4/06/2021 MERCER (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD CC Scheme Employee Contribution ‐ PreTax 14,314.42
4/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL EF 4/06/2021 MERCER (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD Employee Contribution ‐ Post Tax ($) 100.00
4/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL EF 4/06/2021 MERCER (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD Employee Contribution ‐ Post Tax (%) 771.83
4/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL EF 4/06/2021 MERCER (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD Employee Contribution ‐ PreTax ($) 924.10
4/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL EF 4/06/2021 MERCER (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD Employee Contribution ‐ PreTax (%) 8,595.05
4/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL EF 4/06/2021 MERCER (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD SGC Compulsory ‐ Employer 3,367.23
4/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL EF 4/06/2021 MERCER (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD SGC Compulsory Defined Benefit >9% 2,845.88
4/06/2021 $HRPAYJNL EF 4/06/2021 MERCER (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD SGC Compulsory Defined Benefit 9% 51,225.74

THE TRUSTEE FOR AWARE SUPER 24,695.67

31/05/2021 $JOURNAL J233873 THE TRUSTEE FOR AWARE SUPER Receipt 2702397 Quick Super Refund 15/02/2021 Tfr fro 2,175.20
31/05/2021 $JOURNAL J233873 THE TRUSTEE FOR AWARE SUPER Receipt 2676403 Quick Super Refund 02/02/2021 Tfr fro 3,084.49
31/05/2021 $JOURNAL J233873 THE TRUSTEE FOR AWARE SUPER Receipt 2670488 Quick Super Super Refund 18/01/2021 3,095.36
31/05/2021 $JOURNAL J233873 THE TRUSTEE FOR AWARE SUPER Receipt 2670487 Quick Super Super Refund 07/01/2021 2,898.08
31/05/2021 $JOURNAL J233873 THE TRUSTEE FOR AWARE SUPER Receipt 2661340 Quick Super Super Refund 23/12/2021 4,549.55
31/05/2021 $JOURNAL J233873 THE TRUSTEE FOR AWARE SUPER Receipt 2712740 QuickSuper Super Refund B/S 16/03/2 1,837.41
31/05/2021 $JOURNAL J233873 THE TRUSTEE FOR AWARE SUPER Receipt 2719116 Quick Super Super Refund Tfr from 100 2,103.98
31/05/2021 $JOURNAL J233873 THE TRUSTEE FOR AWARE SUPER Receipt 2734032 QuickSuper Super Refund Tfr from 100 977.97
31/05/2021 $JOURNAL J233873 THE TRUSTEE FOR AWARE SUPER Receipt 2709264 QuickSuper Super Refund B/S 1/03/20 1,793.11
31/05/2021 $JOURNAL J233873 THE TRUSTEE FOR AWARE SUPER Receipt 2726932 QuickSuper Super Refund Tfr from 100 2,180.52

JANET ECHELMAN INC 51,468.57

8/06/2021 $APINVCE 599 JANET ECHELMAN INC Winter Fest Art Installation  1.8 Janet Echelman Sculptu 51,468.57

Total 15,597,116.15

Payments ‐ Municipal Fund 15,597,116.15
COP‐Payroll ‐ June 2021 3,454,788.19
Bank Charges ‐ June 2021 61,830.89
Credit Card Charges ‐ June 2021                 17,543.41 

Total 19,131,278.64
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                                         From  01/06/2021 to 30/06/2021 [ Period 12 ] 

Payee
 Payment 

Amount 

THE DEPARTMENT OF FIRE & EMERGENCY SERVICES(DFES)  2,336,125.52
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF TAXATION  1,203,226.00
ACE SECURITY AND EVENTS SERVICES  883,107.11
GEORGIOU GROUP PTY LTD  843,338.43
DATA 3  686,789.87
DEPARTMENT OF MINES INDUSTRY REGULATION AND SAFETY  590,976.80
AUSTRALIAN SUPER  408,678.15
ACCESS BRICKPAVING CO  352,745.36
Swan Group WA Pty Ltd  t/as Swan Group WA  320,246.86
WESTERN AUSTRALIAN TREASURY  277,239.05
DRAINFLOW SERVICES PTY LTD  241,376.40
MINDARIE REGIONAL COUNCIL  216,411.25
Absolute Stone Paving P/L  208,178.96
DATALINE VISUAL LINK PTY LTD  203,418.19
BROOKFIELD EQ 7 LANDOWNER PTY LTD  200,826.40
The Trustee for Aware Super  187,069.91
LIGHTSPEED COMMUNICATIONS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD t/as LIGHTSPEED  182,549.94
ARTRAGE  180,125.00
ICONIC PROPERTY SERVICES  162,880.35
BROOKFIELD EQ 5 LANDOWNER PTY LTD  147,549.20
ALINTA SALES PTY LTD  144,883.66
CIVCON CIVIL & PROJECT MANAGEMENT PTY LTD  136,109.83
D.B CUNNINGHAM PTY LTD T/AS ADVANTEERING CIVIL ENGINEERS  124,784.25
W.C. CONVENIENCE MANAGEMENT PTY LTD  117,924.33
BUILDING & CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY TRAININ  117,408.62
STEFNA FAMILY TRUST T/AS WEST TIP WASTE MANAGEMENT  117,407.24
Taylor & Burrell Unit Trust t/as Taylor Burrell Barnett  110,841.43
303 MULLENLOWE AUSTRALIA PTY LTD T/AS 303 MULLENLOWE  109,985.15
E.P. DRAFFIN MANUFACTURING PTY LTD  108,820.80
RUAH COMMUNITY SERVICES  94,038.32
WINDCAVE PTY LTD  T/AS PAYMENT EXPRESS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD  92,197.13
STILES ELECTRICAL SERVICES  84,573.86
HAYS PERSONNEL SERVICES (AUST) PTY LTD  84,172.30
BROOKFIELD EQ 6 LANDOWNER PTY LTD  80,952.70
GJK FACILITY SERVICES  75,836.59
R1I PTY LTD T/AS R1I TECHNOLOGY  72,248.02
Hoban Recruitment Pty Ltd  72,092.15
BARONESS HOLDINGS PTY LTD T/AS TREE PLANTING AND WATERING  71,810.16
ACIL Allen Consulting Pty Ltd  t/as ACIL Allen Consulting  70,659.50
ELECTRICITY GENERATION AND RETAIL CORPORATION  68,841.12
GILMOUR & JOOSTE ELECTRICAL  65,877.27
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DIVERSUS  65,296.00
ESSENTIAL FIRE SERVICES PTY LTD  58,400.55
JONES LANG LASALLE (WA)PTY LTD  57,366.42
TALENT INTERNATIONAL PTY LTD(WA)  55,037.20
ARC Holdings (WA) Pty Ltd t/as ARC Switchboards  55,004.40
Business Events Perth t/as Business Events Perth  55,000.00
CTI5 PTY LTD  54,131.98
AUSTRALIAN HVAC SERVICES  53,431.74
AMPOL AUSTRALIA PETROLEUM PTY LTD  52,429.43
JANET ECHELMAN INC  51,468.57
THE TRUSTEE FOR THE SWIFT FLOW UNIT TRUST  50,688.74
THE TRUSTEE FOR THE BRANKSOME TRUST THE BUSS GROUP  50,039.45
PERTH EDUCATION CITY  49,500.00
THE TRUSTEE FOR PAM FAMILY TRUST T/AS  PROFESSIONAL ARTS MANAGEMENT  49,319.74
PERTH CITY FARM INC  48,500.00
BASIL ZEMPILAS  46,942.03
A E HOSKINS & SONS  45,534.40
IDOM Maddington Pty Ltd  44,968.71
WATER CORPORATION  44,881.27
ENVIROPATH PTY LTD T/ AS SPOT'S ALL SURFACE CLEANING  42,596.40
TK Elevator Australia Pty Ltd  42,057.12
MERCER (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD  41,349.38
ROWSON'S PLUMBING SERVICES PTY LTD  40,148.00
EOS ELECTRICAL  39,372.46
PERROTT PAINTING  37,528.68
MINTER ELLISON  37,070.88
LUX EVENTS PTY LTD  36,151.50
NATURAL AREA CONSULTING MANAGEMENT SERVICES  35,189.95
TELSTRA  34,813.53
VOCUS PTY LTD  34,534.50
HASSELL LTD  33,614.14
EVENT HEALTH MANAGEMENT PTY LTD  32,405.57
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER OF TAXATION  (BAS)  32,391.00
SPECIALIZED CLEANING GROUP PTY LTD  30,378.25
Aboriginal United Services Pty Ltd  30,053.04
Servco Australia Melville Pty Ltd (Melville Toyota)  29,422.00
Schindler Lifts Pty Ltd  28,639.35
THE TRUSTEE FOR CORNERSTONE LEGAL TRUST T/AS CORNERSTONE LEG  28,396.72
BLUE COLLAR PEOPLE  28,216.22
SUEZ RECYCLING & RECOVERY PTY LTD  27,525.28
FOOD TECHNOLOGY SERVICES PTY LTD  25,506.53
GO DOORS PTY LTD  t/as GO DOORS  25,038.18
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FLEETCARE PTY LTD  24,859.62
CITY OF FREMANTLE  24,733.55
ASSEMBLY & CO PTY LTD  23,567.50
AUSTRALIAN PARKING AND REVENUE CONTROL PTY LTD  22,809.60
Nursery & Garden Industry WA (Inc)  22,000.00
THE CHAMBER OF ARTS AND CULTURE WA INCORPORATED  22,000.00
WEST AUSTRALIAN NEWSPAPERS LIMITED  22,000.00
WEST COAST FEVER  NETBALL CLUB LIMITED  22,000.00
Douglas Sheerer  T/AS Galerie Dusseldorf  21,925.20
REINO INTERNATIONAL  21,897.70
ARUP  20,733.24
IMPERIAL GLASS  20,658.96
WINC AUSTRALIA PTY PTD  20,579.22
ATCO GAS AUSTRALIA  20,175.96
BIDFOOD WA PTY LTD  20,111.84
THE TRUSTEE FOR S&A WILLIAMSON TRUST T/A SHOREWATER MARINE P T/AS SHOREWATER MAR  19,828.44
JB Legal Partners Pty Ltd  19,800.00
P&G Body Builders Pty Ltd  19,778.00
NS PROJECTS PTY LTD  19,464.50
Ink Strategy  19,318.75
Focus Consulting WA Pty Ltd  19,085.00
JAMES BENNETT PTY LTD  18,793.47
COLLEAGUES NAGELS PTY LTD  18,575.49
SANDY ANGHIE  17,326.15
WITH ARCHITECTURE STUDIO PTY LTD  17,024.15
GMF CONTRACTORS  16,637.18
Mills Corporation Pty Ltd t/as Mills Recruitment  16,016.00
Equilibrium Interactive Pty Ltd  15,873.97
Reclink Australia  15,873.00
BUSINESS FOUNDATION INC  15,840.00
PROSEGUR AUSTRALIA PTY LTD T/AS CHUBB SECURITY SERVICES  15,569.90
ADVANCED TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT  15,528.43
MYSMART PTY LTD  15,508.90
ULTIMO CATERING & EVENTS PTY LTD  15,439.11
Stay Sharp Program Incorporated  15,000.00
PILKADARIS HOLDINGS PTY LTD  14,300.00
MAIN ROADS WESTERN AUSTRALIA  14,118.63
JB HI‐FI GROUP PTY LTD T/AS JB HI‐FI COMMERCIAL  13,613.00
THE TRUSTEE FOR THE QUITO PTY LTD T/AS BENARA NURSERIES  13,109.98
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORT  13,031.50
RENTOKIL INIRIAL PTY LTD T/AS AMBIUS  13,012.86
Rooforce Facility Services Pty Ltd  12,980.00
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JAPANESE TRUCK & BUS SPARES PTY LTD  12,674.80
CULTURE COUNTS(AUSTRALIA)PTY LTD  12,298.00
TURF CARE WA PTY LTD  12,033.63
ELLENBY TREE FARM  11,941.80
BAKER & MCAULIFFE HOLDINGS PTY LTD T/AS JSB LIGHTING  11,831.03
CSE CROSSCOM PTY LTD  11,685.30
PLANT FORCE INVESTMENTS PTY LTD T/AS PLANTRITE  11,018.85
CORPORATE GOVERNANCE RISK PTY LTD  11,000.00
INNOVATE AUSTRALIA LTD  11,000.00
THE TRUSTEE FOR  EAGLE ROCK LOBSTER TRUST T/AS BADLANDS BAR  11,000.00
FAAC AUSTRALIA T/AS HUB PARKING TECHNOLOGY  10,700.77
THE ROYAL LIFE SAVING SOCIETY WA INC  10,533.59
JOELZ PTY LTD T/AS BAX SERVICES  9,845.00
Business  Law  WA  Pty  Ltd  9,603.00
AURA LIGHTING PTY LTD T/AS Aura Lighting  9,504.00
CHANDLER MACLEOD LTD  9,493.93
CONTENTKEEPER TECHNOLOGIES PTY LTD  9,240.00
QED ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES  9,201.50
THE BRAND AGENCY  9,179.50
FUJI XEROX BUSINESSFORCE PTY LTD  8,820.58
Angiulis Pty Ltd t/as Miky's Italian Fusion  8,800.00
OFFICEASY PTY LTD T/AS BUSINESS BASE  8,771.00
BRENT FLEETON  8,770.40
CATHERINE LEZER  8,770.40
CLYDE BEVAN  8,770.40
DIANNE BAIN  8,770.40
LIAM GOBBERT  8,770.40
REBECCA GORDON  8,770.40
VIKTOR KO  8,770.40
THE TRUSTEE FOR THE CHISHOLM FAMILY TRUST T/AS BIRDS EYE MED  8,747.75
ELEMENT ADVISORY PTY LTD T/AS THE PLANNING GROUP WA PTY LTD  8,727.80
BSA LIMITED  8,672.95
BUNNINGS BUILDING SUPPLIES P/L  8,468.23
The Trustee for the Astuta Trust t/asZenien  8,382.00
THE TRUSTEE FOR R&S CAMPBELL FAMILY TRUST T/AS CMS EVENTS  8,250.00
AUSTRALIA POST(677495)  7,601.12
TALIS CONSULTANTS PTY LTD ATF THE TALIS TRUST  7,501.26
TAMALA PARK REGIONAL COUNCIL  7,410.59
ALLMAKES PTY LTD T/AS BRANDWORX AUSTRALIA  7,369.47
CLASSIC TREE SERVICES  7,346.61
MASTEC AUSTRALIA PTY LTD  7,319.33
RICOH AUSTRALIA PTY LTD  7,303.37
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STANTEC AUSTRALIA PTY LTD  7,172.00
MAGNETIC AUTOMATION PTY LTD  7,040.00
Tyres 4U Pty Limited  6,972.11
MARK REISINGER T/AS MFR AUTOELECTRICS  6,944.32
DFP RECRUITMENT SERVICES  6,865.87
COLGAN INDUSTRIES PTY LTD  6,820.00
HERITAGE WAY PTY LTD (DOMUS NURSERY)  6,702.78
BG & E PTY LTD  6,627.50
Bolinda Digital Pty Ltd  6,600.00
The Trustee for ATIM, Enterprise, Tauranga t/as ATI‐Mirage  6,569.10
THE TRUSTEE FOR THE GLADWELL FAMILY TRUST T/AS  TRAFFIC LOGI  6,440.00
Consolidated Protective Coatings Pty Ltd  t/as Conspar  6,413.00
WEST COAST TURF  6,262.08
IRON MOUNTAIN AUSTRALIA GROUP PTY LTD  6,247.04
THE TRUSTEE FOR Yespar Family Trust T/AS Media on Mars  6,237.00
METRIX CONSULTING PTY LTD  6,059.15
HUNTER COMMUNICATIONS PTY LTD  6,050.00
The One Box Group Limited  6,000.00
THE TRUSTEE FOR B and M Flegg Family Trust  T/AS Watt the Flegg Electrical Servi  5,992.00
THE TRUSTEE FOR THE PROPERTY AUSTRALIA MANAGEMENT TRUST  5,912.50
RSEA PTY LTD  5,910.80
OCTAGON LIFTS PTY LTD  5,763.63
L.P AIKEN & D J BEER & OTHERS T/AS THOMSON GEER  5,692.50
SOIL'N SAND PTY LTD  5,684.50
CARAT AUSTRALIA MEDIA SERVICES PTY LTD  5,651.25
Diamond Locksmiths Pty Ltd t/as Diamond Lock & Security  5,569.82
 EDEN  PTY LTD T/AS Nutrien Water  5,555.42
Azolla Holdings Pty Ltd  5,500.00
Eat The Kids Pty Ltd t/as Donnie Taco  5,500.00
O'Hanlons (WA) Pty Ltd  T/AS  The William Street Bird  5,500.00
Owners of Strata Company 18096  5,500.00
THE PERTH CENTRE FOR PHOTOGRAPHY INC  5,500.00
The Trustee for Flora FaunaTrust T/AS  Flora and Fauna Cafe  5,500.00
The Trustee for Hand Made Hospitality Unit Trust t/as Lot 20  5,500.00
THE TRUSTEE FOR VOLKOW TRUST T/AS The Heritage Wine Bar  5,500.00
Y RESEARCH PTY LTD  5,500.00
BICYCLE VICTORIA  5,494.50
J.H. FLUID TRANSFER SOLUTIONS PTY LTD T/AS PIRTEK MALAGA  5,418.69
OCLC (UK) Limited  5,404.58
DORMAKABA  AUSTRALIA PTY LTD  5,324.66
The Trustee for Miglani Sons Family Trust t/as Arena Convenience  5,202.60
NESPRESSO  5,188.80
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RANDSTAD PTY LTD  5,059.67
JARRAD SENG  5,049.00
Animal Rights Advocates (Inc.)  5,000.00
Deborah Anne Ralph  5,000.00
TEE‐BALL ASSOCIATION OF W.A. (INC)  5,000.00
Onsite Engineering Pty Ltd t/as OSE Riggers  4,961.00
NETSTAR AUSTRALIA PL T/AS PINPOINT COMMUNICATIONS PTY LTD  4,951.10
Optimus Gaming Pty Ltd  4,939.00
THE TRUSTEE FOR PT TRUST T/AS PUKUNUI TECHNOLOGY  4,935.00
BELL TRADING TRUST  T/AS NORTH STAR SECURITY  4,874.45
Vangor Enterprises Pty Ltd t/as Integrated Fuel Services and Solutions  4,847.70
Thomas Murray Allum  4,680.00
WEST AUSTRALIAN LOCAL GOVERNMENT ASSOC ASSOCIATION  4,645.00
T QUIP  4,610.55
KPMG  4,607.19
ACCESS ICON PTY LTD T/AS CASCADA GROUP  4,596.79
SUNNY INDUSTRIAL BRUSHWARE  4,577.00
KELYN TRAINING SERVICES  4,550.00
HYDROQUIP PUMPS  4,548.50
SONIC HEALTHPLUS PTY LTD  4,530.90
DARDANUP BUTCHERING UNIT TRUST T/AS DARDANUP BUTCHERING CO DARDANUP BUTCHERING C  4,486.03
Quick Super Fund  4,391.93
McLEODS BARRISTERS AND SOLICITORS  4,372.10
IMAGE SOURCE DIGITAL SOLUTIONS  4,293.85
ALANA HALL  4,250.15
Myall Yoga Centre Pty Ltd t/as Myall Yoga & Wellbeing studio  4,125.00
STRATEGIC CAREER MANAGEMENT PTY LTD T/AS STRATEGIC CAREER MANAGEMENT  4,125.00
SRA Pty Ltd  t/as AMK Convenience Store  4,119.50
 GREEN RECYCLING PTY LTD  4,088.40
ZENITH INTERIORS  PTY LTD  4,070.00
CENTRECARE CORPORATE  3,982.00
TECHNOLOGY ONE LTD  3,960.00
WA VENUES & EVENTS PTY LTD  3,958.82
ADVANCED AUTOLOGIC  3,918.00
PLANNING INSTITUTE OF AUSTRALIA  3,900.00
STATEWIDE CLEANING SUPPLIES  3,748.27
Matter IO Pty Ltd  3,730.50
INSTITUTE OF WEIGHT AND LIFE MANAGEMENT  3,685.00
JOHN FRANK HARMAN  3,520.00
WINDOW WIPERS  3,514.50
The Trustee for Dominic Trim's Family Trust t/a Pedders Suspension & Brakes Osbo  3,500.00
MFP SYSTEMS PTY LTD  3,448.50
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ISENTIA PTY LTD T/AS MEDIA MONITORS AUST PTY LTD  3,410.00
WSP AUSTRALIA PTY LTD  3,399.00
Headex Australia Pty Ltd t/as Headex Exchange  3,278.00
Child Support Agency  3,261.95
INST OF PUBLIC WORKS ENGINEERING AUST LTD  3,256.75
INTERFLOW PTY LTD  3,253.36
EASY ACCESS SCAFFOLDING PTY LTD T/AS THE HOSE MECHANIC  3,237.28
Blue Force Pty Ltd  3,193.30
THE TRUSTEE FOR THE DAVID LOOKE FAMILY TRUST T/A MICROWAY  3,184.37
Digital Signs Western Australia Pty Ltd t/as Led Sign Screen Delivered  3,168.00
HYDROJET  3,168.00
C&M COMMUNICATIONS MAINTENANCE  3,157.00
MARKETFORCE  LTD  3,145.32
CAPITAL APPLIANCES PTY LTD T/AS CITY RETRAVISION  3,135.00
DDLS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD  3,135.00
THE TRUSTEE FOR JAMES FAMILY TRUST T/AS S&S POWDER COATERS  3,116.30
AUSBIOTECH LTD  3,100.00
IMMUNISATION COALITION  3,023.50
MAJESTIC PLUMBING  3,012.94
JEMMA VANNE KING T/AS Jemma King Productions  3,000.00
WELINK GROUP ATF WELINK FUNDS  3,000.00
Cheyne Malcolm Beetham  2,926.00
CITY OF STIRLING  2,917.20
Azuhr Consulting Pty Ltd t/as Azuhr Consulting  2,871.00
Network Security Parts Pty Ltd & The Trustee for I C Carden Family Trust  2,865.50
QUANTUM BUILDING SERVICES  2,811.60
COLLIERS INTERNATIONAL  2,808.74
ALLPEST WA  2,785.55
LK Advisory Pty Ltd  2,750.00
Marcus Callum  2,750.00
HTR ELECTRICAL AND INSPECTION SERVICES PTY LTD  2,746.00
MARTIN COPEMAN  2,700.00
GREEN BUILDING COUNCIL OF AUST LTD  2,695.00
LANDGATE  2,676.07
Pennant House Pty Ltd  t/as Pennant House  2,654.02
WA HINO SALES & SERVICES  2,640.60
TRACKSIDE BAKERY  2,635.20
ACCENT WEST PTY LTD  2,530.00
SWAN EVENT HIRE  2,521.41
VALVOLINE (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD  2,520.74
WESTBOOKS  2,504.63
BIG ISSUE IN AUSTRALIA LIMITED T/AS THE BIG ISSUE  2,484.00
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CASE INVESTMENTS PTY LTD T/AS SOS MARINE  2,442.00
TSTEE GREEN F/TRUST & TSTEE HOOD F/TRUST T/A OFFICE MILK SUP  2,439.50
Bark Environmental Pty Ltd  2,420.00
Simply Headsets Pty Ltd  2,396.00
LGRCEU  2,378.04
SIMPLYCITY PTY LTD  2,376.00
Jack Rowan Wansbrough  2,326.00
ATOM SUPPLY  2,312.31
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AUSTRALIA(WA)INC  2,280.00
BOFFINS BOOKSHOP PTY LTD  2,260.04
ENVIRO INFRASTRUCTURE PTY LTD  2,253.40
JASON SIGNMAKERS  2,242.60
JOHN TIERNEY  2,240.00
RAC Facades Pty Ltd  2,237.34
LATERAL(W.A)PTY LTD  2,223.38
LOCAL GOVERNMENT PROFESSIONALS AUSTRALIA WA  2,200.00
PARKING AUSTRALIA  2,200.00
THE TRUSTEE FOR PERTH THEATRE   T/AS PERTH THEATRE  TRU  2,200.00
WARP PTY LTD  2,180.75
SMC CORPORATION (AUSTRALIA) PTY LTD  2,132.02
Western Australian Gates Pty Ltd  2,123.00
ENVISIONWARE PTY LTD  2,090.00
FARQUHAR & FARQUHAR PTY LTD T/AS KWIK KOPY PRINTING CENTRE O  2,009.50
CSP GROUP PTY LTD T/AS STIHL SHOP OSBORNE PARK  2,000.50
DEPARTMENT OF TREASURY  2,000.00
EAST PERTH COMMUNITY SAFETY GROUP T/AS EAST PERTH COMMUNITY  2,000.00
Mission Bay Enterprises Pty Ltd  t/as Crush  1,980.00
TRUGRADE PTY LTD  1,980.00
WHEN ADAM MET EVE  1,980.00
INTERNATIONAL ART SERVICES  1,969.68
GRENSHED PTY LTD  T/AS LIVING TURF  1,947.00
KENNARDS HIRE NORTH PERTH  1,940.00
TIM DAVIES LANDSCAPING PTY LTD  1,930.50
WORKPOWER INC T/A ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT SERVICES  1,908.50
OPTUS NETWORKS PTY LTD  1,870.00
GPC ASIA PACIFIC PTY LTD  T/AS NAPA  1,864.25
APACE AID INCORPORATED (APACE WA)  1,832.13
Air & Power Pty Ltd  1,811.98
SELECT FRESH PTY LTD  1,806.33
CyberCX Pty Ltd  1,760.00
StarmixHoldings Pty Ltd  t/as Image Bollards  1,749.00
AUTOMOTIVE DATA SERVICES  PTY LTD T/AS THE REDBOOK  1,727.00
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PERTH CITY GLASS PTY LTD  1,709.40
The Trustee for Wendy Mead Family Trust & OTH t/as Pinnacle People  1,692.80
AUSTRALIA POST  1,670.57
Sage Consulting Engineers Pty Ltd  1,650.00
Smart Cities Council Australia New Zealand Pty Ltd  1,650.00
THE AUSTRALIAN ARAB CHAMBER OF COMMERCE & INDUSTRY  1,650.00
HBF HEALTH LTD  1,627.25
AUSTART PTY LTD  1,607.10
CABCHARGE AUSTRALIA PTY LTD  1,605.83
CITY OF PERTH STAFF SOCIAL CLUB  1,603.00
SOUTH EAST REGIONAL CENTRE FOR URBAN LANDCARE INC  1,595.00
TRUCK CENTRE (WA) PTY LTD  1,588.31
MM Plastics Pty Ltd  1,560.77
ELLIOTTS IRRIGATION PTY LTD  1,529.00
SILVERSPRING TRUST T/AS TJ DEPIAZZI & SONS  1,515.36
JOHN HOLLAND GROUP  1,501.50
West Australian Stolen Generations Aboriginal Corporation t/as Yokai Healing Our  1,500.00
TRANSFOLK OF WA INCORPORATED  1,452.00
Austral Masonry Holdings Pty Ltd t/as Urbanstone  1,441.44
ILLION AUSTRALIA PTY LTD T/AS TENDERLINK.COM  1,375.00
SOUTHERN METROPOLITAN REGIONAL COUNCIL  1,370.16
AUSTRALIAN INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT  1,370.00
KIMBERLEY SHAHAR FLANDERS  1,331.00
THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN DEAF SOCIETY INC T/AS ACCESS PLUS WA  1,325.91
DE VINE CELLARS  1,325.50
BUCHER MUNICIPAL PTY LTD  1,310.98
GRAHAM MACGREGOR  1,301.20
BEN TAYLOR  1,300.00
DAIMLER TRUCKS PERTH  1,273.26
NVMS PTY LTD  1,265.00
JAKE CORMACK GRIFFIN  1,260.00
WESTERN RESOURCE RECOVERY PTY LTD  1,251.36
AUSTRALIA‐INDONESIA BUSINESS COUNCIL LTD  1,250.00
AUSTRALIAN LIBRARY & INFORMATION ASSOC  1,245.00
Rivonia Nominees Pty Ltd  1,234.00
Limpet Holdings Pty Ltd t/as Minuteman Press East Perth  1,226.50
HISCONFE  1,216.67
RORIE SPARE  1,189.25
SMART WASTE SOLUTIONS AUSTRALIA PTY LTD  1,156.76
MONIKA CHOPRA  1,140.00
CITY OF PERTH (PETTY CASH)  1,129.45
Light Applications  1,113.74
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ASPERMONT LIMITED  1,100.00
STATE LIBRARY OF WA  1,100.00
BORAL RESOURCES (WA) LTD  1,097.06
DESIGN EDGE  1,083.50
PERTH STITCHINGS  1,072.50
ROSMECH SALES AND SERVICE PTY LTD  1,061.71
SCOPE SPORTSWEAR  1,056.00
Vertiv (Australia) Pty Ltd  1,046.10
BATTERIES PLUS  1,041.70
IBC DIGITAL  1,036.76
T.J GREEN & D.A PARISH T/AS THE HYBRID MINDS  1,033.00
GO INDUSTRIAL PTY LTD  1,023.00
HELLENIC COMMUNITY OF WA INC  1,022.05
Cleargard Australia Pty Ltd  1,017.50
MOMENTUM WEALTH PROPERTY PTY LTD  1,013.40
Albert McNamara  1,000.00
Alice May Dolphin  1,000.00
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL AUSTRALIA  1,000.00
DEPARTMENT OF FINANCE  1,000.00
FARLEY STEWART GARLETT  1,000.00
Irene McNamara  1,000.00
MARGARET CULBONG  1,000.00
MURIEL BOWIE  1,000.00
NATIONAL TRUST AUSTRALIA (WA)  1,000.00
SAMAN MAJROUH  1,000.00
STUART B WATKINS  1,000.00
THE CONSULATE OF ITALY  1,000.00
TELSTRA NETWORK INTEGRITY SERVICES‐WA  982.06
BERNARD CARNEY  960.00
J&E Trott Trust, Matthew Trott Trust and Trott Family TrustT  950.00
Realestate.com.au Pty Ltd  942.52
Y ALZIYADAT  930.00
TCE Services Ptd Ltd T/AS Training Course Experts  920.00
BUNGAREE LAUNDRY SERVICES  917.18
DAVID GRAY & CO PTY LTD  915.03
Trade West Industrial Supplies Pty Ltd  913.00
Go Smart Pty Ltd t/as Ceo Skylounge  910.00
GOLD CORPORATION T/AS THE PERTH MINT  907.50
LAUNDRY  EXPRESS  881.85
AUSTRALIAN SERVICES UNION  876.60
THE GRIFFITH FAMILY TRUST T/AS SUPERSTOCK SERVICES SUPERSTOCK FOOD SERVICES  864.27
International Association for Public Participation Australasia Limited  850.00
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ML & SN Pty Ltd t/as Snap Northbridge  841.07
CENTRAL REGIONAL TAFE  834.90
BRONWYN ROSE  828.35
PENSKE POWER SYSTEMS PTY LTD T/AS PENSKE POWER SYSTEMS  825.00
MOW MASTER TURF EQUIPMENT  818.30
THE TRUSTEE FOR GRANO UNIT TRUST T/AS GRANO DIRECT  811.80
CFMEU MINING & ENERGY DIVISION  800.00
Moore Stephens (WA) Pty Ltd as agent t/as Moore Stephens  792.00
GREENLITE ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS PTY LTD  787.52
HOSPITAL BENEFIT FUND OF WA  777.42
NOVA NEWSAGENCY  776.24
EUROPEAN FOODS PTY LTD  763.30
STYLESET ENTERPRISES PTY LTD  757.80
MULTI FIX WA  756.58
The Trustee for KA Winmar Family Trust t/as Nyungar Tours  715.00
GLOBAL AUTOCOAT PTY LTD  711.46
BARNETTS (WA)PTY LTD  707.61
Karen Lee Hollingsworth  700.00
STRETFORD END PTY LTD TS AS RUBIX HOMES  700.00
CITY TOYOTA  699.66
PAULL & WARNER ACCIDENT REPAIR CENTRE PERTH PTY LTD  698.50
BOTANICAL BLOOMS  693.00
Clyde & Co Australia  689.15
The Futures Group Pty Ltd  t/as The Futures Group  682.00
M P ROGERS & ASSOCIATES PTY LTD  675.65
St John Ambulance Australia  669.25
PROQUEST LLC  666.25
WESTERN SUBURBS BUSINESS ASSOCIATION  654.50
AUSTRALIA DAY COUNCIL OF WA (INC)  650.00
BRAJKOVICH DEMOLITION & SALVAGE WA PTY L  630.20
QUALITY PRESS  627.00
The Trustee for the Hansen Family Trust t/as Forpark Australia  625.35
BROOK & MARSH PTY LTD  605.00
The University of Western Australia  600.00
AUSTRALIAN ACADEMY OF TAI CHI (WA)  585.00
Intlang Corporate Consulting Pty Ltd  572.00
ARCHIVAL SURVIVAL  570.74
ALL4CYCLING PTY LTD  554.25
Joshua Lloyd Webb t/as JLW Studio  550.01
Adam Duncan Cruickshank  550.00
AVELING  550.00
MINCHIN & SIMS PTY LTD  550.00
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Mohomad A & Audrey M Satar t/as Janelas Verdes Fine Australian Ceramics  550.00
Pamela Mary Gaunt  550.00
THE TRUSTEE FOR WALLIS FAMILY TRUST T/AS PLAYCE PTY LTD  550.00
HOLCIM(AUSTRALIA)PTY LTD  546.26
Toolmart Australia Pty Ltd  534.45
WEST COAST SPRING WATER PTY LTD T/AS AUSSIE NATURAL SPRING W  528.00
LINFOX ARMAGUARD PTY LTD  T/AS ARMAGUARD  527.00
THE TRUSTEE FOR EDGAR PITTER FAMILY TRUST T/AS HIRE SOCIETY  521.00
FARINOSI & SONS PTY LTD  520.55
ANTHONY BENCH T/AS KLEEN WEST DISTRIBUTORS  517.77
HEYDER & SHEARS CATERING  515.00
THE TRUSTEE FOR BACKSAFE AUSTRALIA TRUST T/AS BACKSAFE AUST  514.80
VISION EQUITY PTY LTD  502.50
BINYAM HIYAW KIROS  500.00
Ciara Geraldine Thiedeman  t/ as Sustainably Stylish  500.00
Koori Kids Pty Limited  500.00
TOURISM COUNCIL WA  500.00
TREVOR WALLEY  500.00
MCDOWALL AFFLECK PTY LTD  498.66
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY CONSULTANTS ‐ ETC  497.92
 JUSTIN ROBERT MARTIN T/AS Djurandi Dreaming  495.00
Property Council of Australia  495.00
BROWNES FOODS OPERATIONS PTY LTD  492.80
CAPITARY NO.3 PTY LTD T/AS MIDLAND BRICK  488.07
ENVIRODRY TOWELS PTY LTD  484.00
PERTH BRAKE PARTS  471.90
ORIX Australia Corporation Ltd  470.10
DULUXGROUP(AUSTRALIA)PTY LTD T/AS DULUX AUSTRALIA  459.89
Health Insurance Fund Of Wa  452.20
BROOKE ODONOGHUE  449.34
ABLE WESTCHEM(BORVEK PTY LTD)  442.38
INLOGIK PTY LIMITED  436.29
CENTRAL CITY HEALTH PROFESSIONALS  412.00
HARNEK SINGH  410.00
THE TRUSTEE FOR THE RICKY NETO FAMILY TRUST T/AS NETO GRAPHI  400.00
DILENA METAL SALES  390.00
The Trustee for Olman & Sharna Walley Family Trust t/as Boorloo Aboriginal Cultu  385.00
PUBLIC TRANSPORT AUTHORITY OF WA  378.20
OPM(2012)PTY LTD T/AS OSBORNE PARK MAZDA  377.55
Keely Grace O'Brien  375.00
David Paul Petale  360.00
Deborah Frances Hunn  360.00
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Emma Jeanne Young  360.00
TECHNICAL SERVICES GROUP  355.30
NATASHA CHAUDRI  342.86
WA POLICE SERVICE  334.00
PERTH TEMPORARY FENCING  330.00
Blyth Enterprises Pty Ltd  328.65
Lionel Samson Packaging Unit Trust t/asSadleirs Packaging AU  323.40
MULTILEC ENGINEERING  308.00
DANIELA DOMENIQUE RUSSO  300.00
GALLERIA MOTORS PTY LTD  T/AS GALLERIA TOYOTA  294.95
WRC MECHANICAL WA  291.50
CHALLENGE CHEMICALS AUST  281.60
GAVIN CHARLES BURGESS  281.60
DAVID YEUNG T/AS CAR CARE(WA)KEWDALE  280.00
FAIRWAY BUILDING PTY LTD  277.86
REWARD DISTRIBUTION  265.11
REBECCA LOUISE KRAWCZUK  260.00
ECOSPILL PTY LTD  259.60
HELEN LOUISE DAVIES  257.00
MESSAGENET PTY LTD  254.45
ASHLEE BUCK  251.10
ECOLO WA  250.25
NOEL NANNUP  250.00
MANHEIM PTY LTD  242.00
FORCH AUSTRALIA PTY LTD  237.48
FOR TABLE DELIGHTS  232.43
DEPARTMENT PREMIER & CABINET ‐ STATE LAW PUBLISHER  226.20
JOONDALUP WINDSCREENS PTY LTD  220.00
THOMSON REUTERS(PROFESSIONAL)AUST LTD  220.00
DRY CLEANING EXPRESS PTY LTD T/AS DRYCLEAN & LAUNDRY EXPRESS  207.90
RP DATA PTY LTD  204.39
GARY LYNN  200.00
CAROLINE JAMES EVENTS PTY LTD  197.00
BCA CONSULTANTS  191.80
SURINDAR SINGH  183.07
MERCURY  179.10
RECORDS AND INFORMATION MGNT PROFESSIONALS  AUSTRALASIA  175.00
WORLDWIDE MISSIONARY MOVEMENT CHURCH  168.50
BT FINANCIAL GROUP  166.96
BCA CONSULTANTS (WA) PTY LTD  166.65
MIKE MERENDA  165.00
WURTH AUSTRALIA PTY LTD  164.47
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COSIMO LUCA  157.53
LE TOBOGGAN  156.00
FOXTEL SUBSCRIBER PAYMENTS  155.00
METAL ARTWORK CREATIONS  152.90
HILARY NORMA EVERARD  150.00
James Stephen Elliott  150.00
John Charles Foskett  150.00
PAOLA MAZZELLA T/AS MAZZELLA MUSIC  150.00
RODNEY PATTISON CHRISTIAN (RODMUSIC PRODUCTIONS)  150.00
BLACKWOODS ATKINS  147.82
SURJTEC PTY LTD T/AS HUGHANS SAW SERVICE  147.40
MARAWAR PTY LTD  147.00
Boc Gases Australia  Ltd  145.85
CANON PRODUCTION PRINTING AUSTRALIA PTY LTD T/AS  OCE‐AUSTRALIA  142.93
UES (INT'L) PTY LTD T/AS UES INTERNATIONAL  141.57
Expo Signage & Digital Pty Ltd T/as ExBo Visual  140.80
WESTERN DIAGNOSTIC PATHOLOGY  140.80
LEE BROTHERS INTERNATIONAL TRADE PTY LTD t/as LBIT  135.43
SEW UNIQUE CLOTHING ALTERATIONS  130.00
HEAVY AUTOMATICS  129.00
NEVERFAIL SPRINGWATER LIMITED  126.72
SAE INSTITUTE PTY LTD  124.79
ASHLEE RUTIGLIANO  120.00
Bling Trio  120.00
BRIAN CORK  120.00
BROOKE HUNTER  120.00
BROOKE SINCLAIR  120.00
CHARMAINE JEFFEES  120.00
CLINT & LISA AITKEN  120.00
COLIN DE BONI  120.00
DEREK WAKEFIELD  120.00
DEVI IV  120.00
Gioiosa Papillon t/as Papillonmusic  120.00
J K BANDY  120.00
JOHN HYLAND  120.00
JOSHUA & CLAIRE IHLEIN  120.00



City of Perth ‐ Corporate Credit Card Transactions
Statement Period 25/05/2021 to 23/06/2021

Name Date  Amount  Merchant Name  Transactions Description 
Anne‐Marie Connolly 27/05/2021 317.00$         DEPARTMENT OF COMMUN DEPARTMENT OF COMMUN PERTH UNK AUS
Anne‐Marie Connolly 7/06/2021 323.44$         GOOGLE  ADS1985536547 GOOGLE  ADS1985536547 Sydney AUS AUS
Anne‐Marie Connolly Total 640.44$        

Child Care Coordinator

Alyce Higgins 14/06/2021 13.00$           CALENDLY CALENDLY 8009799850 GA USA
Alyce Higgins 14/06/2021 0.33$             INTNL TRANSACTION FEE INTNL TRANSACTION FEE   
Alyce Higgins Total 13.33$          

Alliance Manager Customer Experience

Ben Fitzpatrick 25/05/2021 15.08$           FAIRFAX SUBSCRIPTIONS FAIRFAX SUBSCRIPTIONS PYRMONT UNK AUS
Ben Fitzpatrick 23/06/2021 15.08$           FAIRFAX SUBSCRIPTIONS FAIRFAX SUBSCRIPTIONS PYRMONT UNK AUS
Ben Fitzpatrick Total 30.16$          

Alliance Manager Marketing and Communications

Bonny Litchfield 23/06/2021 154.15$         THE REJECT SHOP 602 THE REJECT SHOP 602 PERTH WA AUS
Bonny Litchfield Total 154.15$        

Supervisor Citiplace Community Centre

Charli Nguyen 4/06/2021 49.75$           MYOB AUSTRALIA MYOB AUSTRALIA BURWOOD EAST UNK AUS
Charli Nguyen 4/06/2021 49.75$           MYOB AUSTRALIA MYOB AUSTRALIA BURWOOD EAST UNK AUS
Charli Nguyen Total 99.50$          

Executive Services Coordinator

Joanna Andrew 3/06/2021 789.99$         JBHiFi.com.au JBHiFi.com.au 0395777000 VIC AUS
Joanna Andrew Total 789.99$        

Coordinator Library Services

Jy Molloy 25/05/2021 105.48$         BUNNINGS 392000 BUNNINGS 392000 EAST VICTORIA UNK AUS
Jy Molloy 26/05/2021 198.00$         CAPITALRETRAVISION CAPITALRETRAVISION OSBORNE PARK WA AUS
Jy Molloy 27/05/2021 485.35$         BUNNINGS 454000 BUNNINGS 454000 INNALOO UNK AUS
Jy Molloy 1/06/2021 218.24$         OFFICEWORKS 0601 OFFICEWORKS 0601 E VICTORIA PK AUS AUS
Jy Molloy Total 1,007.07$    

Property Maintenance Officer

Kerry Chadfield 18/06/2021 9.64$             WOOLWORTHS      4301 WOOLWORTHS      4301 PERTH WA AUS
Kerry Chadfield Total 9.64$            

Personal Assistant ‐ Community Development

Kate Parker 26/05/2021 111.25$         PAYPAL *NEXLES PAYPAL *NEXLES 4029357733 AUS AUS
Kate Parker 31/05/2021 34.34$           The Island The Island Perth WA AUS
Kate Parker 9/06/2021 57.28‐$           PERTH THEATRE TRUST PERTH THEATRE TRUST PERTH UNK AUS
Kate Parker 9/06/2021 5.73‐$             PERTH THEATRE TRUST PERTH THEATRE TRUST PERTH UNK AUS
Kate Parker 21/06/2021 164.97$         SITEGROUND HOSTING SITEGROUND HOSTING 442071839093 GBR GBR
Kate Parker 22/06/2021 29.00$           OMNY STUDIO OMNY STUDIO MELBOURNE NSW AUS
Kate Parker Total 276.55$        

Coordinator Cultural Collections

Kate Sossi 1/06/2021 324.35$         SPROUT SOCIAL, INC SPROUT SOCIAL, INC 8668783231 IL USA
Kate Sossi 1/06/2021 8.11$             INTNL TRANSACTION FEE INTNL TRANSACTION FEE   
Kate Sossi 4/06/2021 7.78$             LINKTREE* LINKTREE LINKTREE* LINKTREE COLLINGWOOD VIC AUS
Kate Sossi 4/06/2021 0.19$             INTNL TRANSACTION FEE INTNL TRANSACTION FEE   
Kate Sossi 17/06/2021 120.00$         166Pin* Schedugram Ske 166Pin* Schedugram Ske Windsor UNK AUS
Kate Sossi 18/06/2021 13.03$           TEAMUP CALENDAR TEAMUP CALENDAR ZURICH DUB CHE
Kate Sossi 18/06/2021 0.33$             INTNL TRANSACTION FEE INTNL TRANSACTION FEE   
Kate Sossi 21/06/2021 236.88$         QR‐CODE‐GENERATOR.COM QR‐CODE‐GENERATOR.COM BIELEFELD BE DEU
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Name Date  Amount  Merchant Name  Transactions Description 
Kate Sossi 21/06/2021 5.92$             INTNL TRANSACTION FEE INTNL TRANSACTION FEE   
Kate Sossi 21/06/2021 8.02$             LINKTREE* LINKTREE LINKTREE* LINKTREE COLLINGWOOD VIC AUS
Kate Sossi 21/06/2021 0.20$             INTNL TRANSACTION FEE INTNL TRANSACTION FEE   
Kate Sossi Total 724.81$        

Digital Channels Lead

Karen Wrigglesworth 27/05/2021 22.40$           QUEENSLAND GOVT 2 QUEENSLAND GOVT 2 BRISBANE UNK AUS
Karen Wrigglesworth 27/05/2021 10.00$           DIT ‐ EZYREG DIT ‐ EZYREG ADELAIDE UNK AUS
Karen Wrigglesworth 1/06/2021 78.40$           QUEENSLAND GOVT 2 QUEENSLAND GOVT 2 BRISBANE UNK AUS
Karen Wrigglesworth 1/06/2021 10.00$           DIT ‐ EZYREG DIT ‐ EZYREG ADELAIDE UNK AUS
Karen Wrigglesworth 9/06/2021 67.20$           QUEENSLAND GOVT 2 QUEENSLAND GOVT 2 BRISBANE UNK AUS
Karen Wrigglesworth 9/06/2021 20.00$           DIT ‐ EZYREG DIT ‐ EZYREG ADELAIDE UNK AUS
Karen Wrigglesworth 10/06/2021 60.00$           MOTOR VEHICLE REG MOTOR VEHICLE REG PARAP NT AUS
Karen Wrigglesworth 11/06/2021 53.40$           ACCESS CBR REGO ACT ACCESS CBR REGO ACT PHILLIP UNK AUS
Karen Wrigglesworth 16/06/2021 123.20$         QUEENSLAND GOVT 2 QUEENSLAND GOVT 2 BRISBANE UNK AUS
Karen Wrigglesworth 17/06/2021 7.50$             QUEENSLAND GOVT 2 QUEENSLAND GOVT 2 BRISBANE UNK AUS
Karen Wrigglesworth Total 452.10$        

Supervisor Legal Compliance and Infringements

Louise Vescovo 22/06/2021 215.66$         MailChimp MailChimp Atlanta GA USA
Louise Vescovo Total 215.66$        

Alliance Manager City Events

Natalie Langoulant 23/06/2021 24.95$           JB HI FI ST GEORGES JB HI FI ST GEORGES PERTH WA AUS
Natalie Langoulant 23/06/2021 78.90$           JB HI FI ST GEORGES JB HI FI ST GEORGES PERTH WA AUS
Natalie Langoulant Total 103.85$        

Service Support Analyst

Rachel Eaton 27/05/2021 8.73$             REV.COM REV.COM 8883690701 CA USA
Rachel Eaton 27/05/2021 0.22$             INTNL TRANSACTION FEE INTNL TRANSACTION FEE   
Rachel Eaton 28/05/2021 72.00$           NEWS LIMITED NEWS LIMITED SURRY HILLS UNK AUS
Rachel Eaton 31/05/2021 5.83$             REV.COM REV.COM 8883690701 CA USA
Rachel Eaton 31/05/2021 0.15$             INTNL TRANSACTION FEE INTNL TRANSACTION FEE   
Rachel Eaton 2/06/2021 1.62$             REV.COM REV.COM 8883690701 CA USA
Rachel Eaton 2/06/2021 1.62$             REV.COM REV.COM 8883690701 CA USA
Rachel Eaton 2/06/2021 0.04$             INTNL TRANSACTION FEE INTNL TRANSACTION FEE   
Rachel Eaton 2/06/2021 0.04$             INTNL TRANSACTION FEE INTNL TRANSACTION FEE   
Rachel Eaton 4/06/2021 6.48$             REV.COM REV.COM 8883690701 CA USA
Rachel Eaton 4/06/2021 3.24$             REV.COM REV.COM 8883690701 CA USA
Rachel Eaton 4/06/2021 0.16$             INTNL TRANSACTION FEE INTNL TRANSACTION FEE   
Rachel Eaton 4/06/2021 0.08$             INTNL TRANSACTION FEE INTNL TRANSACTION FEE   
Rachel Eaton 7/06/2021 181.20$         WANEWSDTI WANEWSDTI Osborne Park WA AUS
Rachel Eaton 9/06/2021 63.45$           Epidemic Sound AB Epidemic Sound AB Stockholm SWE SWE
Rachel Eaton 9/06/2021 3.24$             REV.COM REV.COM 8883690701 CA USA
Rachel Eaton 9/06/2021 1.59$             INTNL TRANSACTION FEE INTNL TRANSACTION FEE   
Rachel Eaton 9/06/2021 0.08$             INTNL TRANSACTION FEE INTNL TRANSACTION FEE   
Rachel Eaton 10/06/2021 84.08$           REV.COM REV.COM 8883690701 CA USA
Rachel Eaton 10/06/2021 2.10$             INTNL TRANSACTION FEE INTNL TRANSACTION FEE   
Rachel Eaton 21/06/2021 5.96$             REV.COM REV.COM 8883690701 CA USA
Rachel Eaton 21/06/2021 0.15$             INTNL TRANSACTION FEE INTNL TRANSACTION FEE   
Rachel Eaton 21/06/2021 49.00$           STK*Shutterstock STK*Shutterstock 8666633954 NY USA
Rachel Eaton Total 491.06$        

Creative Services Lead

Siobhan Glynn 31/05/2021 17.70$           CBD IGA PLUS LIQUORQPS CBD IGA PLUS LIQUORQPS PERTH UNK AUS
Siobhan Glynn 31/05/2021 63.83$           SKEDDA PREMIUM SKEDDA PREMIUM RICHMOND VIC AUS



City of Perth ‐ Corporate Credit Card Transactions
Statement Period 25/05/2021 to 23/06/2021

Name Date  Amount  Merchant Name  Transactions Description 
Siobhan Glynn 31/05/2021 1.60$             INTNL TRANSACTION FEE INTNL TRANSACTION FEE   
Siobhan Glynn 31/05/2021 74.90$           OFFICEWORKS OFFICEWORKS BENTLEIGH EAS UNK AUS
Siobhan Glynn 1/06/2021 34.95$           FACEBK *F3EE55T9M2 FACEBK *F3EE55T9M2 fb.me/ads IRL IRL
Siobhan Glynn 2/06/2021 19.95$           JB HI FI ST GEORGES JB HI FI ST GEORGES PERTH WA AUS
Siobhan Glynn 4/06/2021 22.60$           CBD IGA PLUS LIQUORQPS CBD IGA PLUS LIQUORQPS PERTH UNK AUS
Siobhan Glynn 7/06/2021 5.50$             Woolworths Online Woolworths Online BELLA VISTA NS AUS
Siobhan Glynn 7/06/2021 71.05$           Woolworths Online Woolworths Online BELLA VISTA NS AUS
Siobhan Glynn 10/06/2021 79.00$           ISUBSCRIBE PTY LTD ISUBSCRIBE PTY LTD SYDNEY AUS AUS
Siobhan Glynn 16/06/2021 731.50$         EZI*MYALL YOGA CENTRE EZI*MYALL YOGA CENTRE Fortitude Val AUS AUS
Siobhan Glynn 17/06/2021 107.34$         Hisco Pty Ltd Hisco Pty Ltd West Perth UNK AUS
Siobhan Glynn 22/06/2021 141.90$         CAMPAIGNMONITOR CAMPAIGNMONITOR SYDNEY NSW AUS
Siobhan Glynn 23/06/2021 198.75$         REFACE INDUSTRIES PTY REFACE INDUSTRIES PTY WELSHPOOL WA AUS
Siobhan Glynn Total 1,570.57$    

Governance Coordinator

Steven McDougall 28/05/2021 12.18$           SPOTLESS FACILITY SERV SPOTLESS FACILITY SERV MELBOURNE VIC AUS
Steven McDougall 4/06/2021 15.08$           FAIRFAX SUBSCRIPTIONS FAIRFAX SUBSCRIPTIONS PYRMONT UNK AUS
Steven McDougall 11/06/2021 40.00$           NEWS LIMITED NEWS LIMITED SURRY HILLS UNK AUS
Steven McDougall 14/06/2021 203.00$         The Ritz Carlton Perth The Ritz Carlton Perth Perth WA AUS
Steven McDougall 15/06/2021 100.00$         EB *Caterlink Chefs Cl EB *Caterlink Chefs Cl 801‐413‐7200 VIC AUS
Steven McDougall 16/06/2021 200.00$         DT By Hilton Perth Wat DT By Hilton Perth Wat Perth WA AUS
Steven McDougall 17/06/2021 84.00$           WANEWSDTI WANEWSDTI Osborne Park WA AUS
Steven McDougall Total 654.26$        

Principal Economic Development Officer

Surindar Singh 18/06/2021 4.14$             CITY OF PERTH PARKING‐ CITY OF PERTH PARKING‐ PERTH WA AUS
Surindar Singh Total 4.14$            

Coordinator Technical Services

Simon Tsen 27/05/2021 647.60$         PROGRESS SOFTWARE PROGRESS SOFTWARE 7812804000 MA USA
Simon Tsen 27/05/2021 16.19$           INTNL TRANSACTION FEE INTNL TRANSACTION FEE   
Simon Tsen 31/05/2021 62.09$           Live Chat Live Chat 617‐275‐2400 MA USA
Simon Tsen 31/05/2021 1.55$             INTNL TRANSACTION FEE INTNL TRANSACTION FEE   
Simon Tsen 2/06/2021 397.92$         OFFICEWORKS OFFICEWORKS BENTLEIGH EAS UNK AUS
Simon Tsen 3/06/2021 207.00$         PLE Computers PLE Computers Wangara AUS AUS
Simon Tsen 9/06/2021 6.47$             Live Chat Live Chat 617‐275‐2400 MA USA
Simon Tsen 9/06/2021 0.16$             INTNL TRANSACTION FEE INTNL TRANSACTION FEE   
Simon Tsen 10/06/2021 207.00‐$         PLE Computers PLE Computers Wangara AUS AUS
Simon Tsen 11/06/2021 260.69$         MAILCHIMP   *MONTHLY MAILCHIMP   *MONTHLY MAILCHIMP.COM GA USA
Simon Tsen 11/06/2021 79.20$           JB HI FI SHEFFIELD H JB HI FI SHEFFIELD H PERTH WA AUS
Simon Tsen 10/06/2021 68.58$           OFFICEWORKS OFFICEWORKS BENTLEIGH EAS UNK AUS
Simon Tsen 11/06/2021 4,000.00$     HP STORE/INGRAM MICRO HP STORE/INGRAM MICRO ROSEBERY NSW AUS
Simon Tsen 11/06/2021 2,465.00$     HP STORE/INGRAM MICRO HP STORE/INGRAM MICRO ROSEBERY NSW AUS
Simon Tsen 14/06/2021 87.40$           MAILCHIMP   *MONTHLY MAILCHIMP   *MONTHLY MAILCHIMP.COM GA USA
Simon Tsen 14/06/2021 47.00$           MAILCHIMP   *MONTHLY MAILCHIMP   *MONTHLY MAILCHIMP.COM GA USA
Simon Tsen 14/06/2021 2.70$             BOTENGINE.AI BOTENGINE.AI 617‐275‐2400 MA USA
Simon Tsen 14/06/2021 64.79$           BOTENGINE.AI BOTENGINE.AI 617‐275‐2400 MA USA
Simon Tsen 14/06/2021 0.07$             INTNL TRANSACTION FEE INTNL TRANSACTION FEE   
Simon Tsen 14/06/2021 1.62$             INTNL TRANSACTION FEE INTNL TRANSACTION FEE   
Simon Tsen 16/06/2021 688.00$         CLARIS AUD CLARIS AUD 855‐612‐9249 CA USA
Simon Tsen 16/06/2021 50.05$           Mega Office Supplies Mega Office Supplies 0755243888 NSW AUS
Simon Tsen 17/06/2021 179.41$         CHEAPSSLSECURITY COM CHEAPSSLSECURITY COM 307‐2789490 WY USA
Simon Tsen 17/06/2021 26.00$           TWILIO INC TWILIO INC SAN FRANCISCO CA USA
Simon Tsen 17/06/2021 50.05‐$           Mega Office Supplies Mega Office Supplies 0755243888 NSW AUS
Simon Tsen 17/06/2021 4.49$             INTNL TRANSACTION FEE INTNL TRANSACTION FEE   
Simon Tsen 17/06/2021 0.65$             INTNL TRANSACTION FEE INTNL TRANSACTION FEE   
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Simon Tsen 21/06/2021 384.46$         Live Chat Live Chat 617‐275‐2400 MA USA
Simon Tsen 21/06/2021 9.61$             INTNL TRANSACTION FEE INTNL TRANSACTION FEE   
Simon Tsen 21/06/2021 14.71$           ATLASSIAN ATLASSIAN SAN FRANCISCO CA USA
Simon Tsen 21/06/2021 0.37$             INTNL TRANSACTION FEE INTNL TRANSACTION FEE   
Simon Tsen 22/06/2021 577.60$         EXTENSIS EXTENSIS 503‐274‐2020 OR USA
Simon Tsen 22/06/2021 14.44$           INTNL TRANSACTION FEE INTNL TRANSACTION FEE   
Simon Tsen 21/06/2021 151.86$         OFFICEWORKS OFFICEWORKS BENTLEIGH EAS UNK AUS
Simon Tsen Total 10,260.63$  

Service Support Analyst

Samantha Yan 17/06/2021 45.50$           TRYBOOKING* DIEBACK WO TRYBOOKING* DIEBACK WO ONLINE PURCHA NSW AUS
Samantha Yan Total 45.50$          

Strategic Management Accountant

Grand Total 17,543.41$  
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15. Chief Executive Officer Alliance Reports

Perth City Deal Contribution Request

Responsible Officer Michelle Reynolds – Chief Executive Officer 
Voting Requirement Absolute Majority 
Attachments Attachment 15.1A - Perth City Deal Funding Summary 

Attachment 15.1B – Local Government Contributions to City Deals by 
State 

Purpose 
To present, for Council’s consideration, the State Government’s request for a $35 million contribution from 
the City of Perth towards the Perth City Deal for a one-off $25 million contribution towards the aquatic facility 
as part of the WACA Redevelopment and $10 million towards other smaller CBD transport initiatives not yet 
identified.  

Recommendation 
That Council: 

1. Consistent with its resolution made on 17 September 2020, COMMITS $25 million in-principle  to the 
State Government towards the Perth City Deal, subject to a tripartite funding agreement being entered 
into by the City, State Government and the WACA on terms acceptable to the City within 6-months. 
Without limitation, such agreement must include the following terms:

a. That the $25 million from the City is used as a one-off capital contribution to the development of 
an aquatic facility as part of the WACA Redevelopment under the Perth City Deal.

b. That the City’s capital contribution, outlined in 1(a), is capped at a maximum of $25 million 
regardless of the total project cost for the development of an aquatic facility at the WACA and 
does not include any future contribution towards its ongoing maintenance, management and 
operation.

c. The City must be satisfied that the design, specification and quality of the aquatic facility is 
commensurate with its $25 million capital contribution.

d. The City will not own or operate the aquatic facility at the WACA at any time and will not be 
required to fund or subsidise its management, maintenance and operation.

e. That the aquatic facility at the WACA is made available for public use on such terms (including 
entry fees) and at such times so as to provide a benefit to the district, the City's ratepayers and 
other visitors, and for a term acceptable to the City.

2. Further to the State Government’s request for an additional $10 million, AUTHORISES the Lord Mayor 
to commence discussions with both the Federal and State Governments on the potential for alternative 
initiatives that are of benefit to the district.
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Background 
1. At a Special Council Meeting held on 17 September 2020, the Commissioners resolved the following: 

That Council: 

AGREES to the City of Perth contributing $35m towards the Perth City Deal for the WACA Aquatic Facility 
($25m) and Roe Street Upgrades ($10m) subject to: 

a. Council’s future consideration and endorsement of a business case for the WACA Aquatic Facility 
which would include the City of Perth and the WACA reaching a satisfactory agreement of income 
and expenditure, roles and responsibilities, and operating costs and ongoing capital relating to the 
facility 

b. The contributions for the WACA Aquatic Facility and Roe Street Upgrades being included in the 
applicable annual budget 

2. At its Ordinary Meeting held 30 March 2021, Council resolved to authorise the Chief Executive Officer 
to prepare a business plan for the aquatic facility as part of the WACA redevelopment, in line with 
Council’s 17 September 2020 resolution and in accordance with section 3.59(3) of the Local Government 
Act 1995 (the Act). 

3. Following Council’s decision, the City appointed an external consultant, ACIL Allen, to develop a business 
plan consistent with the Act. Some of the key findings of that business plan were:   

a. The total lifecycle cost of the aquatic facility at the WACA was projected to be $151.5 million over 
40 years, as the City would need to provide an operating subsidy of $3.01 million per annum in 
addition to an estimated capital contribution of $31.2 million. 

b. The projected operating subsidy associated with the facility would reduce the City’s capacity to 
operate and maintain its existing community facilities, and would have negative impact on the 
City’s financial position as outlined in its Long-Term Financial Plan 2021/22-2030/31 

4. Based on the findings outlined in the business plan, Council resolved at its Ordinary Council Meeting 
held 6 July 2021 to not enter into a major trading undertaking as per section 3.59(3) of the Act in relation 
to the development of an aquatic facility as part of the WACA redevelopment. 

5. On 5 August 2021, the City received correspondence from the State Government requesting the City to 
make a $35 million contribution towards the City Deal, considering its decision not to proceed with the 
aquatic facility at the WACA. This $35 million request is in addition to the $10 million contribution 
towards the Roe Street Enhancement Project previously agreed to by the City. The $35 million is made 
up of two components:  

a. $25 million one-off capital contribution to the aquatic facility at the WACA   

b. $10 million capital contribution towards “some of the smaller CBD transport initiatives” 

 

Discussion 
6. The Perth City Deal includes a total combined investment of $1.5 billion from Commonwealth, State and 

the City. In line with the City’s commitment to the Perth City Deal, in September 2020, the City 
committed to making a financial contribution of $35 million. That amount consisted of a $10 million 
contribution towards the Roe Street Enhancement Project (which is currently underway) and a $25 

https://www.infrastructure.gov.au/cities/city-deals/perth/files/perth-city-deal.pdf
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million contribution towards an aquatic facility as part of the WACA redevelopment, subject to Council’s 
consideration of a business plan consistent with section 3.59(3) of the Act.  

7. Following Council’s decision not to proceed with the aquatic facility due to the financial implication of 
its on-going operation along with design limitations, the State Government has now requested that the 
City provide a one-off capital contribution of $25 million towards the development of the aquatic facility. 
In addition, the State Government has requested a further $10 million capital contribution be made 
towards smaller CBD transport initiatives not yet identified. Should Council agree to both elements in 
the request, this would bring the City’s total contribution to the Perth City Deal to over $45 million – 
noting that the Roe Street Enhancement Project is currently forecasted to cost the City $12.5 million 
which is $2.5 million above the City’s original funding commitment.  

8. In line with City’s ongoing commitment to the Perth City Deal, it is recommended that Council agree to 
the request for a $25 million contribution towards the aquatic facility as part of the WACA 
redevelopment for the following reasons: 

a. This is consistent with the Council resolution made in September 2020 to contribute $25 million 
toward the development of the aquatic facility at WACA as part of the Perth City Deal.  Council’s 
decision not to proceed with the major trading undertaking was due to the financial implications 
relating to its ongoing operating costs for the 40-year lease term. As identified by ACIL Allen, this 
was projected to cost the City $3.01 million each year for 40 years totalling over $120 million in 
operating expenses in addition to its capital contribution.  This contrasts with the current request 
for a one-off capital contribution of $25 million. 

b. The $25 million capital contribution toward the aquatic facility at the WACA is accommodated 
within the Long-Term Financial Plan 2021/22-2030/31 adopted by Council on 6 July 2021, as per 
the City’s original commitment to the Perth City Deal.  

c. As demonstrated by Council’s decision on 6 July 2021 to request the Chief Executive Officer to 
prepare a business case for an ‘iconic aquatic facility’, Council has indicated in-principle support 
for the development of an aquatic facility within the district. Revoking that previous decision to, 
instead, contribute $25 million to the aquatic facility is likely to result in a more timely outcome 
as that project is already underway.  

9. Notwithstanding the recommendation above, it is critical that any such contribution made by Council 
aligns with its role, under the Act, to make decisions that provide for the good government of the district.  

10. Based on the information available, the requested additional contribution of $10 million for unspecified 
CBD transport initiatives is not supported at this time given: 

a. The lack of clarity as to what transport initiatives the City’s contribution would be used for and its 
benefits for the district. 

b. The proposed CBD transport initiatives may be more appropriately funded through the State 
Government’s Perth Parking Levy, which exists to raise funding for transport initiatives within the 
central city area. As at July 2020, the balance of the Perth Parking fund was $95.5 million 
(excluding amounts already allocated for Perth City Deal transport projects). 

11. It is proposed that Council, through the Lord Mayor, engages in further discussions with both the Federal 
and State Governments, as parties to the Perth City Deal, to identify potential alternative initiatives that 
will be of benefit to the district before any further commitments are made. 
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Stakeholder Engagement 
Nil.  

 

Decision Implications 
12. If Council supports the recommendations in full, it will enable the City to: 

a. Provide an amenity to the district by way of an aquatic facility  

b. Ensure responsible financial management as the requested $25 million contribution is already 
accommodated within the Long-Term Financial Plan  

13. Should Council commit to the one-off capital contribution to the development of an aquatic facility as 
part of the WACA redevelopment, a business plan for an ‘iconic aquatic facility’ would not be prepared 
as this would effectively deliver an aquatic facility as per Council’s resolution.  

14. If Council does not support the recommendation, the City falls short of its initial in-principle funding 
contribution to the Perth City Deal. 

 

Strategic, Legislative and Policy Implications 
Strategy 
Pillar (Outcome) Prosperous 
Issue Specific Strategies and 
Plans:  

Long-Term Financial Plan 2021/22-2030/31 

 
Legislation, Delegation of Authority and Policy 
Legislation: Part 3 of Local Government (Functions and General) Regulations 1996 

The proposed recommendation is not a major land transaction or 
major trading undertaking as the City is not developing, acquiring or 
disposing of the land or operating the facility. 

Authority of Council/CEO: Only Council can authorise the allocation of funds and/or payment 
from the municipal fund, where it is not within the current Annual 
Budget adopted by Council.  

Policy: Nil.  
  

Financial Implications 
15. The Long-Term Financial Plan 2021/22-2030/31 provides for a capped contribution of $25 million 

towards an aquatic facility. This has been allocated across multiple financial years in line with an 
anticipated construction timeline of 20% ($5 million) in 2021/22, a further 60% ($15 million) in 2022/23 
and the remaining 20% ($5 million) in 2023/24. It is preferred that the City’s contribution to the State 
Government is consistent with its Long-Term Financial Plan.  

16. The Long-Term Financial Plan funding mix is comprised of $10 million from cash reserves, $5 million in 
municipal funds and $10 million in borrowings repayable over a ten-year period. Whilst using borrowings 

https://rgcopcorpweb920-cdn-endpoint.azureedge.net/-/media/Project/COP/COP/COP/Documents-and-Forms/Council/Documents/Reports-and-Important-Documents/Long-Term-Financial-Plan-2021-22-to-2030-31-v2.pdf?rev=f04feaa091ab4b6fb56fc193e4e15977&modified=20210712073147
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to support a City asset (as per the original proposal) is considered appropriate, borrowing for a one-off 
capital contribution that does not result in a City-owned asset may not be the preferred approach. 

17. To accommodate the portion of the payment that was initially proposed to be sourced from borrowings, 
it is now proposed that the Long-Term Financial Plan funding mix is modified to use funds from the Asset 
Enhancement Reserve towards the WACA contribution and the future year funding mix between reserve 
funds and borrowings be rebalanced in the appropriate year. This will ensure that the overall funding 
model retains its integrity.  

18. It should also be noted that the $25 million contribution will now be treated as an operating expenditure 
item rather than a capital expense, which will reflect a deficit operating position in the years the 
payment is made - notwithstanding that the budget will still be balanced overall (by the reserve and 
borrowings contribution) 

19. With regards to the Roe Street Enhancement Project, the Long-Term Financial Plan allocates $22.2 
million which is partially offset by the $10 million State Government contribution as part of the Perth 
City Deal. The remaining $12.2 million for this project is to be paid by the City. It is to be noted that the 
City already expended $2.5 million on the Roe Street project in late 2021/22. As such, this brings the 
City’s total direct commitment to the project to $14.7 million. 

 

Relevant Documents 
Nil. 
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Further Information 
Following the Agenda Briefing Session held on 24 August 2021, further information is provided: 

20. A summary of the Perth City Deal funding is at Attachment 15.1A.

21. Regarding the State by State breakdown of local government contributions to City deals, there is no
published breakdown of local government contributions to City deals. A high-level assessment (using
published City Deal documents) is included as at Attachment 15.1B in Table 1 ‘Local Government
contributions to City Deals by State’. The information provided is the City’s best estimate using the
information available.

22. Projects other local governments contribute to is included as at Attachment 15.1B in Table 2 ‘City Deal
projects contributed to by local governments by State’. It is to be noted that the information provided
is from published City Deal documents.

23. The total funding allocated to the CBD Transport Plan, under the Perth City Deal, is $95M. This comes
from a combined funding from Commonwealth, State and the City, as follows:

a. Commonwealth - $47.5M

b. State Government - $47.5M (comprised of $12M from the State’s COVID Recovery Fund and
$35.5M from the Perth Parking Levy*)

c. City of Perth - $10M (as listed in the Perth City Deal Implementation Plan)

Note: The Perth Parking Levy generates approximately $58 million per annum of which $17M (29%) is 
generated from City of Perth car parking. 

24. The City undertook a desktop review of parking levy arrangements and allocations from City deals in the
following Cities:

a. Adelaide

b. Darwin

c. Geelong

d. Hobart

An equivalent State Government parking or congestion levy arrangement does not appear to be in place 
for those Cities. 

Without direct enquiry with the relevant agency in each State, it is difficult to determine the funding mix 
of each State Government’s contribution to their respective City Deals. 

The report recommendation has been revised to reflect the tripartite funding agreement between the 
City of Perth, the State Government of Western Australia and the WACA, and further conditions have 
been added to ensure that any contribution will result in benefit back to the district. 

25.



Perth City Deal - Projects/ Cost Allocations1 

No. Initiatives Responsible for Delivery  Funding Partners $m 
Total Cost  

$m 

1 Edith Cowan University CBD Campus ECU University Australian Govt 245 695 

WA Govt 150 

ECU 300 

2 Murdoch University's Vertical Inner City 
Campus 

Murdoch University WA Govt 50 250 

Murdoch Uni 200 

3 Curtin University's Historical Heart 
Cluster 

Curtin University WA Govt 50 50 

Curtin Uni TBC 

4 Australian Space Automation AI and 
Robotics Control Complex 

Fugro Australia Marine Australian Govt 4.5 18 

WA Govt 3.5 

Fugro 10 

5 A 21st Century Digital Enviromental 
Approvals Regime for Major Projects 

Australian Government & WA 
Government 

Australian Govt 24.7 53.9 

WA Govt 29.2 

6 Perth Cultural Centre Rejuvenation WA Government Australian Govt 10 20 

WA Govt 10 

7 Perth Concert Hall Redvelopment WA Government Australian Govt 12 42 

WA Govt 30 

8 Perth Aboriginal Cultural Centre Pre 
feasibility study 

WA Government Australian Govt 2 4 

WA Govt 2 

9 Unlocking East Perth Power Station 
Redevelopment 

WA Government WA Govt 20 20 

10 Homeless Housing Projects WA Government Australian Govt 8 36 

WA Govt 25 

City of Perth  32 

11 WA Indigenous Business and 
Employment Hub (Wirra Hub) 

Australian Government Australian Govt 10 10 

12 WACA Redevelopment WACA Australian Govt 30 100 

WA Govt 30 

City of Perth 253 

Cricket Aust 4 

WACA 11 

13 Recycling Infrastructure WA Government Australian Govt 20 60 

WA Govt 20 

Industry  20 

14 City of Perth Strategic Plan WA Government & City of 
Perth 

WA Govt & City of 
Perth 

N/A 

15 CBD Transport Plan WA Government Australian Govt 47.5 105 

WA Govt 47.5 

City of Perth 104 

Total (excluding No. 3 Curtin Uni contribution - TBC) 1463.9 

1 Source document – ‘Perth City Deal Implementation Plan – December 2020’ 
2 Council has given in-principle support to providing $3 million towards the Perth City Deal Homelessness Package in April 2021. In discussions with State Government, and as outlined in 
the letter, the City will, instead, retain this $3 million for use towards the City’s homelessness initiatives like the Safe Night Spaces for Women and Safe Shelter for Men.
3 This was committed to by Commissioners in September 2021, subject to a business plan. At its July Ordinary Council Meeting, Council decided not to proceed with the aquatic facility at 

the WACA based on findings within the business plan.  
4 This relates to the Roe Street Enhancement Project.  
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Table 1: Local Government contributions to City Deals by State 

Funding 
Source 

Adelaide Darwin Geelong Hobart Perth 

Total % Total % Total % Total % Total % 

Federal  174 24.9%  107 29.1%  184 48.1%  1,212 68.1%  414 28.3% 

State  462 66.1%  199 54.1%  172 45.0%  490 27.5%  467 31.9% 

Local  13 1.8%  60 16.3%  14 3.8%  25 1.4%  38 2.6% 

Other - 0.0%  2 0.6%  12 3.2%  52 2.9%  545 37.2% 

 699  368  382  1,780  1,464 

ⱡThis table has been developed using the City’s best assessment of the information available. Due to the complexity of City Deal arrangements, it is difficult to provide a completely accurate funding breakdown. This does not include 
information from all City Deals.   

Table 2: City Deal projects contributed to by local governments by State 

Adelaide Darwin Geelong Hobart Perth 

• Investment in the former
Adelaide Hospital site for
research, innovation, and
entrepreneurialism in
technology and the arts

• Establishment of the Australian
Space Agency within the
precinct

• Establishment of the Aboriginal
Art and Culture Centre

• Investment in Smart City
technology and infrastructure
to improve connectivity and
safety in the city centre.

• New education and civic
precinct in Charles Darwin
University city campus

• Redeveloped and greener State
Square to cool the city

• Innovations to cool and green
the city

• Support of the Larrakia people
and traditional owners and

• Activation of Darwin’s harbour
foreshore and unlocking the
dormant sites.

• Tourism infrastructure
projects along the Great
Ocean Road

• Construction of the Geelong
Convention and Exhibition 
Centre and public realm
improvements

• New ferry terminal
at Queenscliff

• Road upgrades at Deakin
University’s future economy
precinct to unlock new jobs and
businesses and

• Completion of the Geelong
Waterfront Safe Harbour
project

• Tasmanian Polar Network
support

• Transport initiatives

• Precinct planning for strategic
urban renewal

• Activation of Northern
Suburbs Transit Corridor

• Development of a Smart City
Strategy

• Implementation of the Greater
Hobart Act

• WACA aquatic facility (TBC)

• CBD Transport initiatives (Roe
Street Enhancement Project)

• Homelessness initiatives

ⱡThis table lists projects to which local governments (in some City Deals there are contributions from multiple local governments) have allocated funding. It is to be noted that where there are projects where no funding is contribution by the 
local government, albeit the local government may be responsible for the initiative, it has not been included. This does not include information from all City Deals.   
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16. Committee Reports  

Audit and Risk Committee meeting held on 17 August 2021 

 Risk Management Policy  

Responsible Officer Michelle Reynolds – Chief Executive Officer 

Voting Requirement Simple Majority 

Attachments Attachment 16.1A – Proposed Council Policy 2.14 Risk Management  

Attachment 16.1B – Current Council Policy 19.1 Risk Management  

 

Purpose 
To consider adoption of the proposed Risk Management Policy. 

Recommendation from the Audit and Risk Committee 
That Council: 

1. REVOKES Council Policy 19.1 Risk Management as contained in Attachment 16.1B. 

2. ADOPTS Council Policy 2.14 Risk Management as contained in Attachment 16.1A. 
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Background 
1. The current Risk Management Policy (Attachment 16.1B) was last revised in August 2020 under the 

former Commissioners.  

2. The current Risk Management Framework (‘RMF’) was developed in 2020. 

3. Following the appointment of the Internal Audit and Risk Manager in late 2020, all informing audit and 
risk documents are being reviewed. 

 

Discussion 
4. A review of the City of Perth’s (the City’s) Risk Management Policy is needed with particular focus on 

risk appetite, to ensure it aligns to the Elected Member’s values. 

5. A review of the City’s RMF found improvements could be made by having all the elements supporting 
its RMF in one document, with a focus on the ownership of risks, risk appetite and risk governance. The 
ultimate objective of this effort is to evolve and mature risk management practice at the City so that it 
adds value and supports the City’s culture and values in terms of expected behaviours from a risk 
management perspective.  

6. The outcome of this review is that the following two documents are being updated: 

a. Risk Management Policy – sets out Council’s intention and direction for risk management at the 
City.  Key changes are in the risk appetite statement and include the following: 

i. Adjustments to the definitions for risk acceptance; and 

ii. Addition of People, Information Security and Fraud and Corruption as risk appetite 
categories. 

b. Risk Management Framework  

i. The RMF is the document set by management that operationalises the Risk Management 
Policy. 

ii. It describes the City’s framework for managing risks, and includes roles and responsibilities, 
how risk management will be governed, how the Council’s risk appetite will be 
operationalised, how risk culture is expressed, how the risk management information 
system (CGR) will be used to support the RMF, and how the framework will be reviewed, 
monitored and reported on.   

iii. The RMF also includes a manual that details each step of the City’s risk management process.   

iv. The RMF has been revised and is currently subject to consultation with the City’s leadership 
team. On endorsement by the Executive Leadership Team, it will be presented to the Audit 
and Risk Committee for information. 

 

Stakeholder Engagement 
Nil. 
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Decision Implications 
7. The revocation of the existing Risk Management Policy and endorsement of the reviewed policy will 

ensure that Council’s intentions for managing risk and maintaining an appropriate risk appetite for the 
City is captured and adhered to. 

 

Strategic, Legislative and Policy Implications 
Strategy 

Pillar (Outcome) Prosperous  

Issue Specific Strategies and 
Plans:  

Nil. 

 

Legislation, Delegation of Authority and Policy 

Legislation: Regulation 17 of the Local Government (Audit) Regulations 1996  

Authority of Council/CEO: Council - The WA Auditor General’s lines of defence model 
recommends the Council as the accountable authority for risk 
governance. 

Policy: Risk Management Policy 

  

Financial Implications 
Nil. 

 

Relevant Documents 
ISO 31000:2018 Risk Management - Guidelines  

 

Further Information 
The following the Audit and Risk Committee held on 17 August 2021, further information is provided:  

8. The words ‘Elected Members, Committee Members and Advisory Group Members’ have been added to 
the Policy Scope.  

9. In the Risk Appetite Statement table, Information Security and Technology have been split into separate 
categories and setting the willingness to accept risk at Low for Information Security, and Moderate for 
Technology. 

10. A typographical error on line 14 of the Proposed Council Policy 2.14 has been corrected, replacing ‘and 
organisation’ with ‘an organisation’.  

  

https://www.legislation.wa.gov.au/legislation/prod/filestore.nsf/FileURL/mrdoc_43668.pdf/$FILE/Local%20Government%20(Audit)%20Regulations%201996%20-%20%5B02-i0-00%5D.pdf?OpenElement
https://www.iso.org/obp/ui#iso:std:iso:31000:ed-2:v1:en
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CP2.14| Risk Management 1 

Policy Objective 2 

The Council is committed to ensure that effective risk management is central to the City’s activities and is a core 3 
management competency.  The objective of the Council’s Risk Management Policy is for risk management to be 4 
embedded in the City’s processes and culture, thus contributing to the achievement of its core strategic and 5 
operational goals.  In doing so, the City follows accepted standards and guidelines for managing risks, particularly the 6 
ISO 31000:2018 Risk Management - Guidelines. 7 

Policy Scope 8 

This policy applies to all staff, suppliers, contractors, Elected Members, Committee Members and Advisory Group 9 
Members. 10 

Policy Statement 11 

Definitions 12 

13 

14 

Risk: Effect of uncertainty on objectives  

Risk Management: Coordinated activities to direct and control an organisation with regard to risk. 

Risk Appetite: The amount of risk an entity is willing to accept or retain in order to achieve its objective(s). 15 

Introduction 16 

1. The City identifies, assesses and manages risk at both an enterprise (‘top-down’) and a business (‘bottom-up’)17 

level.  This process covers the full spectrum of risks including strategic, operational and project risks.  This18 

Policy aims to ensure effective identification and oversight of all the risks the City faces.19 

20 

2. The CEO will establish a Risk Management Framework to implement this Policy.21 

Risk Governance 22 

3. The Council has ultimate responsibility for risk management at the City.  This includes oversight of its23 
implementation by management, setting and articulating the City’s risk appetite, and facilitating an24 
appropriate risk culture that supports the City’s ability to operate within its risk appetite whilst achieving25 
strategic objectives.26 

27 
4. The City has customised the Institute of Internal Auditors of Australia’s Three Lines Model as its approach to28 

risk governance and oversight.  The first line, risk owners (Executive Leadership Team and Alliance Managers),29 
are individuals with ownership and accountability for the management of operations and risk; and ensuring30 
compliance with legal, regulatory and ethical expectations.  The second line, risk management function,31 
provides oversight, support and challenge related to the management of risks.  The third line, audit, provides32 
external independent assurance to the Audit and Risk Committee on the implementation and overall33 
effectiveness of the City’s risk management framework.34 

Attachment 16.1A
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35 

Risk Appetite 36 

5. A clearly articulated statement of risk appetite is a fundamental component of the City’s approach to risk37 
management.  The risk appetite statement describes the amount of risk Council is willing to accept in pursuit38 
of its strategic and business objectives.  The Council’s risk appetite guides the City’s decision-making to find39 
the optimal balance between risk and return and to nurture a strong risk culture to support the achievement40 
of objectives.41 

42 
6. In developing the risk appetite statement, the interests of the City’s stakeholders – ratepayers, regulators,43 

key service providers, Council members and employees – were considered.  The risk appetite statement44 
provides these stakeholders with a reference point to benchmark the City’s risk acceptance and mitigation45 
activity, and defines boundaries for risk-based decision-making to occur.46 

47 
7. The Council expresses its appetite for risk across key risk categories, with each graded on a continuum of the48 

its willingness to accept risk.  The tables below set out the Council’s willingness to accept risk for each key risk49 
category:50 

Degree of 

Appetite 
Definition 

1 Zero This means that every reasonable practical measure will be taken to prevent the 

occurrence of an adverse event 

2 Low Minimise / reduce risk as much as possible 

3 Moderate Take a balanced approach to risk and controls 

4 High Willing to pursue (seek and take risk) 

51 

Risk Category 

Willingness to 

accept risk Appetite Statement 

1 2 3 4 

1. Health and Safety

Ze
ro

 

Council has a ZERO risk appetite for injury to members of the 

public and staff. 

2. Financial

Lo
w

 

Council has a LOW risk appetite for financial risks impacting 

on the City’s long-term financial sustainability. 

3. Business Disruption

Lo
w

 

Council has a LOW risk appetite for business disruption in 

ensuring that the City has a robust business continuity 

framework to perform critical business functions. 
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4. Legal and Regulatory 
/ Ethical 

Ze
ro

 

   

Council has a ZERO risk appetite for non-compliance with 

legislation, regulations and professional standards. 

5. Reputation and 
External 
Stakeholders 

 

Lo
w

 

  

Council has a LOW risk appetite for reputational risk.  Council 

notes at times it is necessary to make the “right” decision and 

not the “most popular” decision. 

6. Environmental 

 

Lo
w

 

  
Council has a LOW risk appetite for environmental and 

sustainability risks.  It recognises its operations have an 

environmental impact and seeks to minimise these impacts. 

7. Project 

 

 

M
o

d
er

at
e 

 

Council has a MODERATE risk appetite for project risks in the 

City’s pursuit to progress its strategic direction.  It recognises 

trade-offs may be needed to deliver effective project 

outcomes. 

8. People 

  

M
o

d
er

at
e 

 

Council is prepared to accept a MODERATE level of people risk 

to adequately support the achievement of its strategic 

objectives.  People and recruitment strategies are designed to 

ensure continuity, flexibility, talent development and the 

overall return on people investment. 

9. Information Security  

 

Lo
w

 

  

Council has a LOW risk appetite for information security risks.  

This relates to the protection of the City’s information assets. 

10. Technology 

 

 

 

M
o

d
er

at
e 

 

Council has a MODERATE risk appetite for technology risks.  

This relates to the adequacy of the City’s technological 

resources to effectively deliver on strategic outcomes. 

 

11. Fraud and 
Corruption 

Ze
ro

 

   

Council has a ZERO risk appetite for fraud and corruption risks 

 52 

 53 

Document Control 54 

Other relevant/related documents  55 

Legislation: Regulation 17 of the Local Government (Audit) Regulations 1996 

City Policies:  
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City Procedures 
and Processes: 

Risk Management Framework 

 56 

Document responsibilities 57 

Custodian: Internal Audit and Risk 
Manager 

Custodian Unit: Internal Audit 
and Risk 

Decision Maker: Council 

 58 

Review management 59 

Next review due:  August 2023 Document Management Ref: EDRMS-263377276-8EDRMS-
1336483316-665 

 60 

Document management 61 

Version  Decision reference Synopsis of changes 

1.0 OCM 31 August 2021 Initial policy submitted for approval 
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1 

Risk Management 19.1 

Policy Objective 
To define Council’s commitment to an integrated and effective risk management approach across all 
strategic and operational functions of the City. 

Policy Scope 
This policy applies to all staff, suppliers and contractors. 

Definitions 
Risk: Effect of uncertainty on objectives  
Risk Management: Coordinated activities to direct and control and organisation with regard to risk. 
Risk Appetite: The amount of risk an entity is willing to accept or retain in order to achieve its objective(s). 

Policy Statement 
The City of Perth is committed to organisation-wide risk management principles, systems and processes that 
ensure consistent, efficient and effective assessment of risk in all planning, decision making and operational 
processes. Council acknowledges that having a mature risk management culture is key to assisting in the 
achievement of organisational goals and objectives. The following key areas are to be adopted in the City’s 
ongoing efforts to embed enterprise wide risk management: 

• Maintaining compliance with Regulation 17 of the Local Government (Audit) Regulations 1996.
• Utilising and aligning risk management to the principles and guidelines outlined in the ISO

standard(s).
• Promoting a risk awareness and active management culture.
• Providing regular education to its staff in risk management practices.
• Integrating risk management into the planning and decision-making processes.
• Continuously improve the City’s approach to Risk Management.

Risk Appetite 
The City of Perth’s risk appetite statement is set within the context of its vision, mission and values. To 
guide the City’s monitoring processes all risk domains have been assigned a risk appetite based on the 
below definitions: 

 Zero Avoidance of risk and uncertainty in all circumstances. 

 Balanced Accept the possibility of underachievement in some circumstances, despite lower 
potential rewards. 

 Elevated Accept opportunities presenting a risk if benefits are greater than potential losses. 

 High Choose to innovate and lead change, regardless of the associated level of risk. 

Curre
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2 
 

The below table sets out the City of Perth’s attitude toward trade off within its risk portfolio and is 
operationalised through the Risk Management Framework. 
 

Risk Domain Appetite Statement Appetite 

People Council has a ZERO risk appetite for injury to members of the 
public and staff.  

Financial Council has a BALANCED risk appetite for financial risks impacting 
on the City’s long term financial sustainability.  

Service Delivery / 
Strategic Objectives 

Council has an ELEVATED risk appetite for business disruption in 
its pursuit to progress its strategic objectives.  

Legal and Regulatory / 
Ethical 

Council has a ZERO risk appetite for non-compliance with 
legislation, regulations and professional standards.  

Reputation and 
External Stakeholders 

Council has a BALANCED risk appetite for reputational risk. 
Council notes at times it is necessary to make the “right” decision 
and not the “most popular” decision. 

 

Environmental 
Council has a BALANCED risk appetite for environmental and 
sustainability risks. It recognises its operations have an 
environmental impact and seeks to minimise these impacts.  

 

Project 
Council has a BALANCED risk appetite for project risks. It 
recognises trade-offs may be needed to deliver effective project 
outcomes. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Document Control Box 
Document Responsibilities: 
Custodian: Corporate Strategy and Risk Advisor Custodian Unit: Strategy and Recovery 
Decision Maker: Council 
Strategic Alignment: 
Aspiration: Performance 

Objective: 5.1 An integrated strategic framework with clear line of sight between community vision and 
operational outcome. 

Compliance Requirements: 
Legislation: Regulation 17 of the Local Government (Audit) Regulations 1996 
Industry: ISO 31000:2018 Risk Management - Guidelines. 
Organisational: Risk Management Framework, Risk Management Manual  
Document Management: 
Risk Rating: Medium Review Frequency: Two years Next Due: 2022 CM Ref: 129894/20 
Version # Decision Reference: Synopsis: 

1.  OCM 04/06/13 (278/13) New Policy - Previous Policy 19.1 Risk Management Revoked 
2.  OCM 22/11/16 (453/16) Amended - Previously Enterprise Risk Management Policy 19.1 
3.  OCM 25/08/20 (13.12) Amended - Risk Management Policy 19.1 
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 Fraud and Corruption Policy  

Responsible Officer Michelle Reynolds – Chief Executive Officer 

Voting Requirement Simple Majority 

Attachments Attachment 16.2A – Proposed Council Policy 2.15 Fraud and 
Corruption  

Attachment 16.2B – Current Council Policy Fraud and Corruption 
Control 

 

Purpose 
To consider adoption of the proposed Fraud and Corruption Policy. 

Recommendation from the Audit and Risk Committee 
That Council: 

1. REVOKES Council Policy Fraud and Corruption Control as contained in Attachment 16.2B. 

2. ADOPTS Council Policy 2.15 Fraud and Corruption as contained in Attachment 16.2A. 
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Background 
1. The current Fraud and Corruption Policy (Attachment 16.2B) was last revised in August 2020. 

2. Following the appointment of the Internal Audit and Risk Manager in late 2020, all informing audit and 
risk documents are being reviewed. 

 

Discussion 
3. The City of Perth (the City) is committed to taking every reasonable practical measure to prevent the 

occurrence fraudulent or corrupt conduct.  

4. A review of the City’s Fraud and Corruption Policy is needed with focus on risk appetite, to ensure it 
aligns to the Elected Member’s values. The risk appetite reference has been integrated into the policy, 
which has been clarified to create a clear position of Council, being that Council has a zero risk appetite 
for fraud and corruption risks.  

5. The revised Fraud and Corruption Policy (Attachment 16.2A) is a minor review, however provides a 
stronger statement by moving from ‘minimising’ instances of fraud and corruption to 'eradicating’ fraud 
and corruption.  

 

Stakeholder Engagement 
6. Deloitte, as the consultants engaged to undertake the review of the Internal Audit and Risk functions in 

2020, recommended the review of the Fraud and Corruption Policy and indicated a need to clearly state 
the position of Council with regards to the management of fraud and corruption. 

 

Decision Implications 
7. The revocation of the existing Fraud and Corruption Policy and endorsement of the reviewed policy will 

ensure that Council’s intentions for managing fraudulent or corrupt conduct at the City is captured and 
adhered to. 

 

Strategic, Legislative and Policy Implications 
Strategy 

Pillar (Outcome) Prosperous  

Issue Specific Strategies and 
Plans:  

Nil. 

 

Legislation, Delegation of Authority and Policy 

Legislation: Corruption, Crime and Misconduct Act 2003 

Parts 2 and 3 of the Public Interest Disclosure Act 2003 

Authority of Council/CEO: Council 

Policy: Fraud and Corruption Policy 

https://www.legislation.wa.gov.au/legislation/prod/filestore.nsf/FileURL/mrdoc_43936.pdf/$FILE/Corruption%20Crime%20and%20Misconduct%20Act%202003%20-%20%5B07-b0-00%5D.pdf?OpenElement
https://www.legislation.wa.gov.au/legislation/statutes.nsf/law_a6372_currencies.html&view=consolidated#:%7E:text=%28Where%20available%20versions%20as%20previously%20in%20force%29%20,%20%2002-b0-02%20%2015%20more%20rows%20
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Financial Implications 
Nil. 

 

Relevant Documents 
Nil. 
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Further Information 
The following the Audit and Risk Committee held on 17 August 2021, further information is provided:  

8. The words ‘Elected Members, Committee Members and Advisory Group Members’ have been added to 
the Policy Scope.  

Following the Agenda Briefing Session held on 24 August 2021, further information is provided: 

9. A statement has been added to line 3 of the proposed Council Policy to ensure it is clear the policy 
applies to the City’s supply chain. 
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CP2.15| Fraud and Corruption Control 1 

Policy Objective 2 

This Policy seeks to eradicate fraud or corrupt conduct at the City of Perth, and within its supply chain. 3 
4 

Council recognises that fraud and corruption have the potential to cause significant financial and 5 
non-financial harm and that the preventing, detecting and responding to fraud and corruption should feature 6 
predominantly within the systems and procedures of Council. 7 

Policy Scope 8 

The prevention and detection of Fraud and Corruption is a collective responsibility of all persons engaged, or closely 9 
associated, with the City of Perth (the City) in any capacity. This policy applies to all staff, suppliers, contractors, 10 
Elected Members, Committee Members and Advisory Group Members. 11 

Policy Statement 12 

1. Acts of Fraud and Corruption can damage the City’s capacity to serve the community through loss of financial13 
capacity, loss of assets, loss of community trust and reputational damage. 14 

2. The Council’s Risk Appetite Statement states the City has a zero tolerance for Fraud and Corruption. This means15 
that every reasonable practical measure will be taken to prevent the occurrence of an adverse event 16 

3. Elected members will lead an ethical organisational culture through compliance with the:17 
a) Local Government (Rules of Conduct) Regulations 2007;18 
b) City’s Code of Conduct; and19 
c) City’s Statement of Business Ethics.20 

4. The City will offer multiple ways for people to report suspected acts of Fraud and Corruption.21 
5. The City will protect people, who report suspected acts of Fraud and Corruption, from retaliation, consistent with 22 

the requirements of the Public Interest Disclosure Act 2003. 23 
6. The City will handle investigations into Fraud and Corruption confidentially and consistently.24 
7. The City will report all acts of Fraud and Corruption to the appropriate authority.25 
8. The City will seek to recover all losses suffered through acts of Fraud and Corruption.26 
9. The Council will appropriately resource the City to implement Fraud and Corruption prevention, detection and27 

response strategies. 28 
10. The Chief Executive Officer will develop and implement a Fraud and Corruption Control Plan to deliver the policy29 

objective. 30 
11. The Audit and Risk Committee will review the performance of the Fraud and Corruption Control Plan and report31 

the results to Council annually. 32 
33 

Document Control 34 

Other relevant/related documents 35 
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Legislation: Corruption, Crime and Misconduct Act 2003 
Public Interest Disclosure Act 2003 

City Policies:  
City Procedures 
and Processes: 

Fraud and Corruption Control Plan  
Risk Management Framework  
Risk Management Policy 
Code of Conduct 

 36 

Document responsibilities 37 

Custodian: Internal Audit and Risk 
Manager 

Custodian Unit: Internal Audit 
and Risk 

Decision Maker: Council 

 38 

Review management 39 

Next review due:  August 2023 Document Management Ref: EDRMS-1336483316-665 
 40 

Document management 41 

Version  Decision reference Synopsis of changes 

1.0 OCM 31 August 2021 Initial policy submitted for approval 

 42 
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1 

Fraud and Corruption Control Policy 

Policy Objective 

To state the Council of the City of Perth’s (the Council) commitment to: 

• minimising instances of fraud, misconduct, bribery and corruption (Fraud and Misconduct); and

• the implementation of strategies to prevent, detect and respond to Fraud and Corruption.

Policy Scope 
The prevention and detection of Fraud and Corruption is a collective responsibility of all persons engaged, or 

closely associated, with the City of Perth (the City) in any capacity. This includes elected members, 

employees, proponents, suppliers and service providers. 

Policy Statement 
1) Acts of Fraud and Corruption can damage the City’s capacity to serve the community through loss of

financial capacity, loss of assets, loss of community trust and reputational damage.

2) The Council, therefore, has no tolerance for acts of Fraud and Corruption.

3) Elected members will lead an ethical organisational culture through compliance with the:

a) Local Government (Rules of Conduct) Regulations 2007;

b) City’s Code of Conduct; and

c) City’s Statement of Business Ethics.

4) The City will offer multiple ways for people to report suspected acts of Fraud and Corruption.

5) The City will protect people, who report suspected acts of Fraud and Corruption, from retaliation.

6) The City will handle investigations into Fraud and Corruption confidentially.

7) The City will report acts of Fraud and Corruption to the appropriate authority.

8) The City will seek to recover losses suffered through acts of Fraud and Corruption.

9) The Council will appropriately resource the City’s Administration to implement Fraud and Corruption

prevention, detection and response strategies.

10) The Chief Executive Officer will develop and implement a Fraud and Corruption Control Plan to deliver

the policy objective.

11) The Audit and Risk Committee will review the performance of the Fraud and Corruption Control Plan

and report the results to Council annually.Curre
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Document Control Box 
Document Responsibilities: 
Custodian: Alliance Manager Governance Custodian Unit: Governance 

Decision Maker:  

Compliance Requirements: 
Legislation: Corruption, Crime and Misconduct Act 2003 

Public Interest Disclosure Act 2003 
Industry: Australian Standard for Fraud and Corruption Control (AS8001:2008) 
Organisational: Code of Conduct 

Risk Management Policy 

Document Management: 
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 Internal Audit Reports 2020/21 

Responsible Officer Michelle Reynolds – Chief Executive Officer 

Voting Requirement Simple Majority 

Attachments Attachment 16.3A – Payroll Internal Audit Report 

Attachment 16.3B – Compliance with NSW DRIVES24 Agreement 
Internal Audit Report 

Attachment 16.3C – Compliance with VicRoads Confidentiality 
Agreement Internal Audit Report 

Attachment 16.3D – Owners and Occupiers Electoral Roll Internal 
Audit Report 

 

Purpose 
To provide the Internal Audit Reports for 2020/21. 

Recommendation from the Audit and Risk Committee 
That Council NOTES the Internal Audit Reports for 2020/21, including:  

1. Payroll Internal Audit Report – July 2021 as at Attachment 16.3A 

2. Compliance with NSW DRIVES24 Agreement – July 2021 as at Attachment 16.3B 

3. Compliance with VicRoads Confidentiality Agreement – July 2021 as at Attachment 16.3C 

4. Owners and Occupiers Electoral Roll Internal Audit Report – July 2021 as at Attachment 16.3D. 
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Background 
1. The following internal audits were included within the Internal Audit Plan 2020/21: 

a. Payroll 

b. NSW DRIVES24 

c. VicRoads 

d. Project Management 

e. Complaints and Grievances 

f. ICT Governance 

g. Procurement and Contracting 

2. This plan was subsequently revised to include, amongst others, an audit of the Owners and Occupiers 
Electoral Roll following recommendations from the Report of the Inquiry into the City of Perth. 

 

Discussion 
3. The results of the completed 2020/21 internal audits are detailed in their respective attachments and 

include: 

a. Payroll (Attachment 16.3A) 

b. NSW DRIVES24 (Attachment 16.3B) 

c. VicRoads (Attachment 16.3C) 

d. Owners and Occupiers Electoral Roll (Attachment 16.3D) 

4. The following 2020/21 internal audits are nearing completion and will be submitted to the next Audit 
and Risk Committee meeting, taking place on Tuesday, 16 November 2021: 

a. Project Management 

b. Complaints and Grievances 

c. ICT Governance 

d. Procurement and contracting 
 

Stakeholder Engagement 
5. KPMG, as the internal auditors for 2020/21, conducted the Payroll and Owners and Occupiers Electoral 

Roll audits provided in this report. They are also conducting all the audits listed as nearing completion. 
 

Decision Implications 
6. If Council does not adopt the recommendation of these reports, there will be no formal acceptance by 

Council of findings and recommendations contained within the reports. As a result, management would 
lack direction on process improvement. 
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Strategic, Legislative and Policy Implications 
Strategy 

Pillar (Outcome) Prosperous  

Issue Specific Strategies and 
Plans:  

Nil. 

 

Legislation, Delegation of Authority and Policy 

Legislation: Local Government (Audit) Regulations 1996 

Authority of Council/CEO: This report is for noting only. 

Policy: Nil. 

  

Financial Implications 
Nil. 

 

Relevant Documents 
Nil. 

 

Further Information 
The following the Audit and Risk Committee held on 17 August 2021, further information is provided:  

7. Improvements to the electoral enrolment and application technology will be included for consideration 
in the next budget process, as a result of the findings in the Owners and Occupiers Electoral Roll audit. 

 

  

https://www.legislation.wa.gov.au/legislation/prod/filestore.nsf/FileURL/mrdoc_43668.pdf/$FILE/Local%20Government%20(Audit)%20Regulations%201996%20-%20%5B02-i0-00%5D.pdf?OpenElement


Internal Audit Report 

Payroll Review 

July 2021 

Internal Audit Report prepared by 

Name Position Signature Date 

Adriana Marques Senior Consultant, KPMG AM 11 June 2021 

Chris Sparks Associate Director, KPMG CS 15 June 2021 

Caron Sugars Partner, KPMG CS 18 June 2021 

Internal Audit Report endorsed by 

Name Position Signature Date 

Bronwyn Rose Internal Audit and Risk Manager, City of 
Perth 

Michelle Reynolds Chief Executive Officer 

Attachment 16.3A



 

Internal Audit Report – Payroll:  July 2021 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Introduction 

The City of Perth’s (‘CoP’) Payroll function consists of 3.2 FTE Payroll Officers and 1.0 FTE Senior Business 
Analyst, and resides within the Human Resources (“HR”) area. Three separate fortnightly payrolls are run 
(Standard Fortnightly, EmpLive and Termination Pay) through the payroll system (Technology One), 
which integrates with third-party software (Emplive) for the purpose of interpreting EBA rules).  

Objectives 

The objective of this audit was to determine the design and operating effectiveness of internal controls 

supporting the payroll function ensuring the accurate, efficient and timely payment of staff.   

Findings 

Strengths noted 

Payroll processes and controls are generally well designed, despite being manual in nature; and have 
been comprehensively documented, providing guidance and supporting continuity of payroll process 
and controls. The internal audit procedures performed did not identify any significant non-compliances 
or errors, indicating that the Payroll team have strong accountability; and are highly committed to 
consistently performing activities in accordance with process and control requirements. We also noted a 
strong commitment displayed by the Payroll team and wider HR function, to continuously improve 
payroll related processes and practices.  

Areas for Improvement 

Four low risk findings were identified during the review.  

The areas for improvement noted are as follows:  

• Manual process to manage timesheets for Emplive pay run employees, leading to input errors; 

• No documented procedure in place for managing excessive leave hours;  

• Delays in receiving payroll master data from the business, leading to disruption in payroll process; 

• Lack of review of changes made by super users in the payroll system; and 

In addition, one area for improvement was identified during this review in relation to the roles and 
responsibilities of Payroll officers within the Emplive and Fortnightly pay run procedures (refer to section 
9.1 for further details).   

The classification of internal audit findings is detailed in Appendix 1 to this report. 

Number of Internal Audit Recommendations 

Extreme High Medium Low 

0 0 0 4 
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Conclusion 

This internal audit found that CoP’s Payroll processes and controls are generally well designed, despite 
being manual in nature. Internal audit procedures performed did not identify any significant 
process/control non-compliances or payroll errors; and where issues were identified these were minor in 
nature, and not systemic or indicative or the wider control environment. 

Four minor rated findings have however been noted, in relation to the accuracy of timesheet hours input 
from paper based timesheets into the payroll system for Emplive employees; the lack of procedural 
documentation supporting the management of excessive leave hours; the timeliness in which the 
business provide information and supporting documentation to the Payroll team for new starters and 
existing employee changes; and the detective controls over unauthorised changes by super users within 
the payroll system.  
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Confidentiality 

The findings of this review are confidential. The final report, along with soft and hard copies of all associated working papers 
will not be distributed to any party other than the City of Perth and persons/agencies authorised by the Chief Executive Officer.  

Inherent Limitations 

The services provided in connection with this engagement comprise an advisory engagement which is not subject to assurance 
or other standards issued by the Australian Auditing and Assurance Standards Board and consequently no conclusions intended 
to convey assurance will be expressed.  

Due to the inherent limitations of any control structure, it is possible that fraud, error or non-compliance with laws and 
regulations may occur and not be detected. Further the internal control structure within which the control procedures that are 
to be subject to the internal audit will not be reviewed in their entirety and therefore no opinion or view will be expressed as to 
the effectiveness of the broader control structure.  

The procedures to be performed are not designed to detect all weakness in the control framework as they are performed on a 
sample basis only.  

No warranty of completeness, accuracy or reliability can be given in relation to the statements and representations made by, 
and the information and documentation provided by the City of Perth management or personnel. We shall seek to 
independently verify those sources unless otherwise noted within the report.  
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1 Introduction and background 

The CoP Payroll function was moved to the HR area during 2020 (previously managed within Finance). 

As at May 2021 the Payroll function includes 2.6 FTE, made up of three Payroll Officers  

In June 2019, CoP implemented the TechnologyOne’s OneCouncil payroll functionality which integrates 

with the FinanceOne module. A third-party software, Emplive was also implemented for the purpose of 

interpretation of the EBA rules. EBA employee’s master data and timesheet data is migrated to Emplive 

for interpretation. Subsequent to the implementation of TechnologyOne and Emplive, the Payroll team 

encountered various challenges including repeat pay errors, entitlement errors, incorrect leave 

assignments due to heavy manual intervention and system configuration issues. These issues caused 

approximately $108,059 of backpay and $85,530 of overpayments during the period August 2019 to 

September 2020.  

During 2020, a payroll analysis and improvement project was commissioned with the objective of 

producing accurate and timely payroll supporting the requirements of employment contracts; reduced 

manual data entry and re-work; the development of an effective system configuration change 

management process; and to streamline and standardise payroll processes. The project was coordinated 

by the Senior Business Analyst and included an ICT resource completing the analysis and documenting 

the requirements for the payroll improvements.   

Payroll is processed fortnightly and there are three different types of pay runs in place: 

• Standard Fortnightly: includes salaried officers that work standard hours i.e. 75 hours fortnightly 

from Monday to Friday. 

• Emplive: includes the ‘outside workforce’ that typically works in rosters/shifts, that may include out 

of hours work i.e. weekends and public holidays.  

• Termination Pay: considers employees with a termination date defined in Technology One and to be 

processed during the fortnightly period of the pay run. 

2 Objectives 

The objective of this audit was to determine the design and operating effectiveness of internal controls 

supporting the payroll function ensuring the accurate, efficient and timely payment of staff.   

3 Scope 

The scope of the audit covered the period 1 May 2020 – 30 April 2021. We reviewed the CoP’s key 

processes and controls supporting the Payroll function, including the following areas: 

• Clarity and understanding of roles and responsibilities. 

• Clarity of payroll related procedural documentation and understanding of these.  

• Management of payroll master data (such as employment type, start/end dates, pay/salary 

rate/level, super, personal details etc) for staff, including additions (new starters), amendments 

and terminations. 
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• System user access and functionality controls that ensure: 

o Adequate restrictions to confidential data through appropriate payroll system 

functionality; 

o Adequate restriction and segregation of duties; and 

o Processes to monitor super user access and activities.  

• Time recording processes and input into the payroll including the submission and review of 

timesheets for site and office-based staff.  

• Processing and payment of payroll, including: 

o Capture of all relevant inputs (master data, timesheets, leave data, ad hoc payments i.e 

benefits, allowances and/or termination payments); 

o Processes in place to ensure the accuracy of payroll calculations, such as the review of 

variations and amendments, including segregation of duties between input and review, 

and checks back to adequate supporting documentation; 

o Processes in place to ensure the accuracy of ATO deduction payments, such as PAYG, 

superannuation and garnishees; 

o Accurate generation of the draft payroll / draft payroll reports; 

o Review and approval of the final payroll with considerations of the adequacy of checks 

and segregation of duties; and 

o Timely creation of bank files and submission to Finance/treasury for payment.  

• High level consideration of processing supporting management of excessive leave balances, with 

consideration to the recent OAG finding.  

4 Approach 

The approach adopted for this internal audit was as follows: 

• Performance of data analytics routines over payroll data for the period 1 May 2020 – 30 April 2021 

(including employee master data, pay-run transactions listings, payroll system activity/change logs 

and leave history).  

• Consideration of relevant policies and procedures and discussion with management and staff 

responsible for the relevant scope areas. 

• Walkthrough and consideration of key controls and determining whether control design adequately 

supports in scope payroll processes. 
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• Based on the outcomes of the data analytics determine high risk areas of focus and prioritise further 

audit procedures/tests.  

• Identification of any control weaknesses, discrepancies or deviations from policy, procedure or 

legislation and discuss these with relevant staff members. 

• Development of a report identifying any weaknesses or issues and making relevant 

recommendations on the areas under the scope of our engagement.  

5 Stakeholder Consultations  

Management and staff consulted as part of this review included: 

▪ Ben Searcy, HR Manager; 

▪ Suzette Bredell, Senior Business Analyst; 

▪ Kamla Pillay, Senior Payroll Officer; and 

▪ Tarren Mastalerz, Payroll Officer. 

6 Positive Findings 

We identified the following areas of good practice during our review:  

▪ Extensive procedures with step-by-step information to process the three pay runs and to manage 

payroll system information; 

▪ Manual controls in place are effective and consistently performed, demonstrating strong 

commitment and accountability of Payroll team members; no significant non-compliances or 

errors were not through testing of new starters, changes and terminations; 

▪ A HR tracker spreadsheet is used to record and track information and changes;  

▪ Content Manager is used to retain supporting documentation;  

▪ All steps throughout the payroll process are prepared and reviewed by different payroll officers, 

ensuring adequate segregation of duties and reducing likelihood of error or fraud; and 

▪ Technology One has the capability to provide numerous reports to support the Payroll team in pay 

run processing and to assess changes applied to payroll details. 
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7 Risk Assessment 

The following table includes a comparison of the preliminary risks assessed by internal audit during the 
planning phase and the final assessment.  

The internal audit found that Payroll controls were generally well designed and operating effectively, 

which is reflected in the low residual risk ratings assigned in the table above.  

8 Areas for Improvement 

Four low risk rated findings were identified during this review. A detailed description of the findings and 

recommendations made are included in sections 8.1 to 8.4 of this report.  

One area for improvement was also identified during this review (refer to section 9.1 of this report for 

further details).  

It is noted that data analytics identified what was considered to be an usually high amount of overtime 

being worked by waste management workers, which is leading to significant gross pay amounts being 

paid to these employees. Notwithstanding the impact this has on the City’s finances, high levels of 

overtime could pose an employee wellbeing risk. Management are aware of this and are currently 

considering whether any further action is required. As this matter is not reflective of the design and 

operating effectiveness of payroll processes and controls, it has not been included as a risk rated finding 

in this internal audit report.  

Ref 
No. 

Risk Description 
Preliminary 

Risk 
Assessment 

Final Internal 
Audit Control 

Rating 

Final Internal 
Audit Risk 

Assessment 

1 Inadequately trained staff (ID: 0267) Medium Effective Low 

2 

Incorrect or non-completion timesheet 
or managers not reviewing and 
approving timesheets in a timely 
manner (ID: 0653) 

Medium Effective Low 

3 
Lack of knowledge and understanding 
of superannuation legislation and 
requirements (ID: 0814) 

Medium Effective Low 

4 
Payroll fraud and/or error resulting in 
incorrect payment of staff (risk not in 
CRG) 

Medium Effective Low 
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8.1 Manual process to manage timesheets for Emplive pay run employees, leading to input 
errors 

Risk 

Identified Risk Consequence Likelihood Risk Rating 
Risk Acceptance 

Timeframe 

Incorrect or non-completion timesheet or managers 
not reviewing and approving timesheets in a timely 
manner (ID: 0653) 

Insignificant Likely Low 12 months 

Issue 

The 185 staff covered by the Emplive pay run process are required to complete hard copy (paper) daily 
timesheets, that require approval by their direct manager or supervisor. The timesheet data is manually input 
from the paper copy timesheets into the ‘F1 Timesheet Load’ spreadsheet by an Administrator (who is not 
within the Payroll team). This spreadsheet is then used as an input into the pay run process.  

Based on consultation with key stakeholders and sample testing, we noted the following observations: 

• One employee had 18 additional minutes recorded in the F1 Timesheet Load spreadsheet, in comparison 
to the paper timesheet; 

• Three employees had 1 less minute recorded in the F1 Timesheet Load spreadsheet, in comparison to the 
paper timesheet; 

• One employee had one full day of work (22 March 2021) that had not been input into the F1 Timesheet 
Load spreadsheet; and 

• Four employees had meal breaks recorded into ‘F1 Timesheet Load’ spreadsheet for different hours, in 
comparison with paper timesheet. 

It is noted that where an employee’s timesheet is not entered into the payroll system for their full contractual 
amount of hours in any given pay period, the system will default to recording their standard contractual 
working hours (e.g. 75 hours). The impact of timesheet input errors is therefore limited to the non-payment 
of overtime hours worked and the failure to accurately capture leave hours taken; rather than non-payments 
of an employee’s standard contractual hours. Incorrect hours also impacts the accuracy of the activity based 
costing which is understood to be the main reason why timesheets are utilised. 

Implication 

• There is an increased risk of human error while inputting timesheet data into the F1 Timesheet Load 
spreadsheet, which may result in inaccurate inputs into the pay run process, leading to the potential to 
underpay overtime worked or failure to record leave hours taken.  

• Errors in the times recorded impacts the accuracy of the activity-based costing. 

Recommendation 

It is recommended that management: 

1. Review the F1 Timesheet Load spreadsheet template to make the input of paper copy timesheet data 
easier and to improve the identification of errors. This could include using formulas to identify 
employees with missing standard hours for a given pay period. 

2. In partnership with IT, undertake a cost/benefit assessment of implementing an electronic application 
to capture timesheets for Emplive employee’s time. This assessment should consider the 
practicalities of these employees using a digital mechanism for recording time and the likelihood of 
successful adoption by the workforce.  
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Management Comment 

Agreed and support proposed inclusion in the internal audit log as detailed below. 

For inclusion in the Internal Audit Log 

The following action has been agreed by management for inclusion in the Internal Audit Log. 

# Risk Issue Action agreed by 
Management 

Action Owner Target Date 

1 Low Timesheet data is manually input 
into the F1 Timesheet Load 
spreadsheet, which may result in 
inaccurate inputs into the pay run 
process.  

a. Review the F1 Timesheet 
Load spreadsheet template 
to make the input of paper 
copy timesheet data easier 
and to improve the 
identification of errors. 

b. In partnership with IT, 
undertake a cost/benefit 
assessment of 
implementing an electronic 
application to capture 
timesheets for Emplive 
employee’s time 

Alliance 
Manager 
Human 
Resources, 
Alliance 
Manager ICT 
and Alliance 
Manager 
Operations 

30 June 2022 
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8.2 No documented procedure in place for managing excessive leave hours 

Risk 

Identified Risk Consequence Likelihood Risk Rating 
Risk Acceptance 

Timeframe 

Excessive leave liability (financial, operational) Insignificant Likely Low 12 months 

Issue 

In December 2020 CoP commenced active monitoring and management of excessive leave, due to the 
significant financial liability and findings from a recent Office of the Auditor General (‘OAG’) Report. On a 
fortnightly basis, the Payroll team extract an excessive leave report from TechnologyOne, share the report 
with line managers and request all line managers to decrease the number of excessive leave hours within their 
teams.  

Line managers have the responsibility to define and implement leave plans for every employee with excessive 
leave hours. Between December 2020 and February of 2021, the number of hours of excessive leave 
decreased by over 1,000 hours. 

There is no documented procedure in place to provide guidance to line managers on how to manage excessive 
leave hours, for example: 

• Defining excessive leave for annual leave and long service leave within CoP; and in accordance with 
the employees EBA and the Fair Work Act. 

• Defining CoP expected timeframes for a line manager to reduce excessive leave within their teams. 

• The circumstances in which line managers can/cannot a request an employee to take annual leave 
and long service leave in accordance with CoP preferences; and in accordance with the employees 
EBA and the Fair Work Act. 

• The circumstances in which line managers can/cannot request an employee receive payment in place 
of taking annual leave and long service leave in accordance with CoP preferences; and in accordance 
with the employees EBA and the Fair Work Act. 

• Escalation protocols and mitigations to be followed where the employees excessive leave balances 
cannot be reduced in a timely manner.  

We note that management are aware of this and have commenced drafting an excessive leave management 
procedure.  

In addition, it was noted that Alliance Managers and above are excluded from the process for monitoring and 
managing excessive leave.  

Implication 

• Without a documented procedure for managing excessive leave, there is an increased risk that 
excessive leave will not be effectively monitored and reduced, ultimately failing to reduce financial 
liabilities created by excessive leave balances.  

• In addition, failure to follow consistent leave management processes for Alliance Managers and 
above, may create a cultural misalignment between management and the rest of the workforce (e.g. 
the perception of “one set of rules for us, one set of rules for them”) and a lack of effective role 
modelling.  
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• There is a greater risk of fraud not being detected where individuals do not take leave. 

Recommendation 

It is recommended that management: 

1. Draft and finalise a leave procedure with key principles and rules for managing excessive leaves across 
CoP. The procedure should outline definitions and requirements of key roles, responsibilities and 
activities, in addition to providing guidance on the specific items identified above. This procedure 
should apply to all CoP’s employees (including Alliance Managers and above). 

2. Communicate the new leave procedure with all relevant staff and embed it into staff management. 

Management Comment 

Agreed and support proposed inclusion in the internal audit log as detailed below. 

For inclusion in the Internal Audit Log 

The following action has been agreed by management for inclusion in the Internal Audit Log. 

# Risk Issue Action agreed by 
Management 

Action Owner Target Date 

2 Low There is no documented 
procedure in place to provide 
guidance to line managers on 
how to manage excessive leave 
hours, resulting in increased risk 
that excessive leave will not be 
effectively monitored and 
reduced; and an increased risk of 
fraud not being detected. 

Alliance Managers and above are 
currently excluded from the 
process for monitoring and 
managing excessive leave which 
may create a cultural 
misalignment between 
management and the rest of the 
workforce; and a lack of effective 
role modelling. 

a. Draft and finalise a leave 
procedure with key 
principles and rules for 
managing excessive leaves 
across CoP. 

b. Communicate the new 
leave procedure with all 
relevant staff and embed it 
into staff management 

Alliance 
Manager 
Human 
Resources 

31 December 
2021 
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8.3 Delays in receiving payroll master data from the business, leading to disruption in payroll 
process 

Risk 

Identified Risk 
Consequence Likelihood Risk Rating 

Risk Acceptance 
Timeframe 

Inadequately trained staff (ID: 0267) Insignificant Likely Low 12 months 

Issue 

In 2018 the Payroll team created extensive procedures to manage payroll master data, including the 
processes for new hires, amendments to existing employees (e.g. higher duties, position changes, 
employment type changes) and terminations. Employee payroll master data is recorded in TechnologyOne 
by the HR or Payroll team, supported by documentation provided by the business via the relevant form, 
employment contract or emails. Information and supporting documentation are also stored in the employees 
file. All changes performed by a Payroll Officer are reviewed by a separate team member (by checking back 
to supporting documentation) to ensure the change is valid and input correctly. 

Based on sample testing of these processes, we noted the following observations: 

• New hires: For one employee, the Payroll team did not receive the employee’s personal details until 17 
days after the start date, affecting the pay run payment cycle. Based on the ‘Adding a new employee’ 
procedure, new hires should be recorded in the payroll system only after the acceptance of the contract 
and documentation are sent to HR. 

• Amendments: For two employees who had a change in their employment type (i.e. moving from a part-
time to a full-time position), the new contract was signed two and nine days after the employee’s record 
was updated in TechnologyOne, Emplive and the HR tracker spreadsheet. Based on the ‘Changing 
Employee Types’ procedure, these changes should not be made in the payroll system until a signed 
contract is sent to HR. 

We note that these exceptions were caused by the business not providing Payroll/HR with the required 
documentation in a timely manner. Where this occurs the Payroll team follow up with the business to ensure 
that the employee is paid correctly to the best of their knowledge.  

Implication 

• There is an increased risk of process inefficiencies, leading to delays in pay run processing.  

• Despite the efforts of Payroll to follow up and confirm information with the business ahead of processing 
the payroll, there is also a risk that new hires, amendments and terminations could be paid incorrectly as 
a result of the delays in receiving this information (e.g. new hires not being made on time, payment of 
higher duties / other pay changes being made prior to the employee accepting the position, processing a 
termination using the wrong date, incorrect calculations due to the Payroll team being rushed).  

Recommendation 

It is recommended that management: 

1. Re-iterate to staff the importance of providing information and supporting documentation to Payroll/HR 
in a timely manner; and provide any necessary re-training to staff on a needs basis to ensure awareness 
of relevant protocols and deadlines. Consistent non-compliance by an area of the business should be 
escalated to senior management.  
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2. Consider whether any enhancements can be made to new starter and termination forms to establish and 
remind staff of the required timeframes for submitting information to Payroll/HR.  

Management Comment 

Agreed and support proposed inclusion in the internal audit log as detailed below. 

For inclusion in the Internal Audit Log 

The following action has been agreed by management for inclusion in the Internal Audit Log. 

# Risk Issue Action agreed by 
Management 

Action Owner Target Date 

3 Low Instances noted where delays in 
receiving payroll master data 
from the business, were 
experienced leading to disruption 
in payroll process, and the 
increased risk of payroll 
processing delays or errors.  

a. Re-iterate to staff the 
importance of providing 
information and supporting 
documentation to 
Payroll/HR in a timely 
manner; and provide any 
necessary re-training to 
staff on a needs basis. 

b. Consider whether any 
enhancements can be 
made to new starter and 
termination forms. 

Alliance 
Manager 
Human 
Resources 

31 December 
2021 
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8.4 Lack of review of changes made by super users in the payroll system 

Risk 

Identified Risk Consequence Likelihood Risk Rating 
Risk 

Acceptance 
Timeframe 

Payroll fraud and/or error resulting in incorrect 
payment of staff (risk not in CRG) 

Moderate Rare Low 12 months 

Issue 

The Payroll team and ICT super users are the only staff with access to perform changes in TechnologyOne, 
although it is noted that Emplive pay run employees update their own personal details through the 
TechnologyOne self-service portal. All changes performed by the four super users require an approval by the 
Senior Payroll Analyst or HR Manager, however super users have access and can update payroll master data 
without receiving the respective approval (i.e. the approval is not a system driven control).   

Based on consultation with key stakeholders we noted that changes performed within TechnologyOne are 
not reviewed by the Payroll team (i.e. through a review of the system changes audit trail log) to confirm that 
all changes performed by super users were appropriate and approved.  

It is noted that Data Analytic routines performed did not identify any super users who had made changes to 
their own payroll records during the audit period.  

Implication 

• There is an increased risk of super users making inaccurate and/or unauthorised changes within 
TechnologyOne without being detected.   

Recommendation 

It is recommended that management: 

1. Implement a quarterly review of TechnologyOne’s audit trail log to confirm that all changes made by 
super users are appropriate and were approved. 

Management Comment 

Agreed and support proposed inclusion in the internal audit log as detailed below. 

For inclusion in the Internal Audit Log 

The following action has been agreed by management for inclusion in the Internal Audit Log. 

# Risk Issue Action agreed by 
Management 

Action Owner Target Date 

4 Low There is lack of review of changes 
made by super users in the payroll 
system increasing the risk of 
super users making inaccurate 
and/or unauthorised changes 
within TechnologyOne without 
being detected. 

Implement a quarterly review of 
TechnologyOne’s audit trail log 
to confirm that all changes 
made by super users are 
appropriate and were approved 

Alliance 
Manager ICT 

30 June 2022 
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9 Enhancement Opportunities 

9.1 Opportunity to improve clarity of roles and responsibilities within Emplive and Fortnightly 
payrun procedures  

Issue 

In 2020, the Payroll team created extensive procedures to provide step-by-step processing information for 
the three current pay run processes (Emplive, Standard Fortnightly and Terminations). 

The Termination procedure includes sections outlining purpose, scope, key responsibilities, a process flow 
diagram, and the process flow steps for terminating an employee in TechnologyOne. However, for the 
Emplive and Fortnightly procedures we noted that the documents did not include key information such as 
the roles and responsibilities of each staff member involved in pay run, process flow diagram and process flow 
steps of both processes.  

Opportunity  

• There is an opportunity to increase the clarity of roles, responsibilities and expectations of Payroll team 
members. 

Recommendation 

It is recommended that management: 

1. Document the roles, responsibilities, expectations of each staff member involved in the Emplive and 
Fortnightly pay runs, in addition to the respective process flows and steps. 
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Measure of Consequence Table 

A consequence is the outcome of an event that influences objectives. A single event can generate a range of 
consequences which can have both positive and negative effects. The below is the City’s Measure of 
Consequence Table: 
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Measure of Likelihood Table 

Likelihood is the chance that an event might happen and is impacted by the things we already do and have in 
place to minimise those chances. The below is the City’s Measure of Likelihood Table 

 

Risk Evaluation Matrix 

A Risk Matrix is a tool that is used during the assessment process to combine the impact of the risk 
(consequence table) and the likelihood of it happening (likelihood table) to determine a risk rating or level. 
The point on the matrix where the impact and likelihood cross, equals the risk rating of that situation. 

 

Risk Acceptance 

The City will accept a risk (no further action required) if it meets a set of criteria, based on the overall risk 
rating. The table below identifies the criteria for the risk to be accepted. Should the risk fall outside the 
acceptance criteria, it is required that treatments are implemented within the timeframe identified below. 
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The table below outlines the data analytics routines that were performed as part of the internal audit and a summary of 
the results of those routines. These results were used to inform further audit procedures (e.g. targeted process 
walkthroughs, stakeholder consultations and sample testing), performed on a risk basis as described in the comments 
column, and do not indicate a specific risk or control deficiency unless otherwise noted in the findings section of this 
report.  

Routines tested Population 
# of 

potential 
exception 

% of 
potential 
exception 

Comments 

1 Employees with missing or invalid 
employee details (e.g. employee ID, 
name, address, superannuation details, 
bank etc.) 

803 2 0.25% 

The two instances were reviewed, and we found 
that the staff had been hired recently (3 May 
2021, which is after our audit/data period end 
date of 30 April 2021 ) and some details were yet 
to be added to the system – no issues noted.    

2 Employees with same first and surname 803 0 0% No further action taken. 

3 Employees with same bank account 803 2 0.25% 

The two instances were reviewed, and we found 
that the two individuals were partners (shared 
surname) and had a shared bank account – no 
issues noted.   

4 Employees with start date after their 
first pay run date 

803 7 0.87% 

Three samples were reviewed and we found 
that the employees had changed contract and 
were already employed by CoP prior to the start 
date of their current contract – no issues noted.  

5 Employees receiving payslips in more 
than two pay periods after termination 

803 2 0.25% 

The two instances were reviewed, and we found 
that (based on the information provided) 
payments were valid and accurate – no issues 
noted.   

6 Employees marked as active after 
termination 

803 0 0% No further action taken. 

7 Payslip issued to inactive employees or 
employees not on employee master data 
listing 

803 4 0.5% 
Three samples were reviewed, and we found 
that a settlement was agreed (and paid) after 
the employees leave date – no issues noted.   

8 Employees on multiple pay cycles 232,339 30 0.01% 
Three samples were reviewed, and we found all 
employees were moved from the Emplive to the 
Termination pay run due to system changes. 
Follow up found that (based on the information 
provided) payments were accurate and valid – 
no issues noted.  

9 Employees on multiple pay cycles 
(Detail) 

232,339 53,531 23.04% 

10 Employees with more than one payslip 
for the same pay period 

232,339 36,147 15.56% 

Six samples were reviewed and we found that 
staff was included in both the Emplive and 
Standard Fortnightly pay runs due to late 
adjustments made to their timesheets. Follow 
up found that (based on the information 
provided) payments were accurate and valid – 
no issues noted.  

11 Wage employees who have had >10% 
increase in pay with no increase in hours 
worked 

803 0 0% No further action taken  

12 Wage employees who have had a 
decrease in hours worked with no 
decrease in pay by pay run 

803 0 0% No further action taken  

13 Employees with a >25% increase in the 
base rate from one pay slip to the next 
(wage employees) 

803 0 0% No further action taken  

14 Employees with an increase in the base 
rate from one pay slip to the next (salary 
employees) 

232,339 1,202 0.52% 

Three samples were reviewed, and we found 
that (based on the information provided) the 
payments were valid and accurate. Negative 
hours were also identified in the data, which 
were related to an overpayment adjustment. 
Management noted that the majority of the 
results are false positives due to the way in 
which the payroll system rounds hours which 
are used to calculate the base rates. – no issues 
noted.   

15 Employees with an increase in the base 
rate from one pay slip to the next (salary 
employees) – Detail 

232,339 7,090 3.05% 

16 Employees only present in a single pay 
run 

803 5 0.62% 
The five instances were reviewed, and we found 
these were due to timing errors with the audit 
period (i.e. the employee left CoP during the 
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Routines tested Population 
# of 

potential 
exception 

% of 
potential 
exception 

Comments 

first week of out audit period and therefore was 
only present in a single pay run_ - no issues 
noted.  

17 Employees with overtime in more than 
90% of payslips 

803 39 4.86% 
39 waste management employees identified 
with overtime in more than 90% of payslips. 
Follow up identified that this relates to a 
deliberate decision by management in relation 
to the organisation and allocation of waste 
management work. 

18 Employees with overtime in more than 
90% of payslips (detail) 

232,339 13,968 6.01% 

19 Users changing own hourly rate (or 
'entitlement amount') 

2,929,945 95 0% 

The whole population was reviewed, and we 
found that all changes were performed by either 
Payroll team members or super users (note: refer 
to section 8.4 in relation to the low risk rated 
finding regarding changes made by super users) – 
no issues noted.  

20 Employee records with multiple bank 
account related same day changes 

2,929,944 158 0.01% 

The whole population was reviewed, and we 
found that all changes were performed by the 
employee via the self-service portal and were 
therefore valid – no issues noted.  

21 Ad Hoc super users’ changes listing for 
selected super users 

2,929,946 2,305 0.08% 

Three samples were reviewed and we found all 
changes appeared to have been performed 
based on authorised/known system changes 
(note: refer to section 8.4 in relation to the low 
risk rated finding regarding changes made by 
super users) – no issues noted. 

22 Employees with no annual leave taken 803 159 19.80% 

We were not able to extract leave balance data 
for each employee, so we were not able to 
determine if there were material issues.  
Refer to the low rated finding noted in section 8.2 
of this report.   
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Introduction 

The City is required by the Transport for NSW Authority to have a review undertaken each financial year 

by 30 June with respect to its compliance with the DRIVES24 Terms of Access Agreement.  

Objective 

The objective of this audit was to ascertain whether the City complies with the requirements of the 

DRIVES24 Terms of Access Agreement. 

Findings 

Strengths noted 

▪ Controls related to parking compliance this this Agreement are generally well designed and operating 
effectively. 

Areas for improvement 

▪ No areas for improvement were noted. 

Conclusion 

The City’s controls in place to support compliance with the DRIVES24 Terms of Access Agreement for the 
year ended 30 June 2021 are effective. 
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Confidentiality 

The findings of this review are confidential where matters identified in the report fall under section 5.23(2) of the Local 
Government Act 1995. Where this is the case, the final report will not be distributed to any party other than the City of Perth and 
persons/agencies authorised by the Chief Executive Officer.  

Inherent Limitations 

The services provided in connection with this engagement comprise an advisory engagement which is not subject to assurance 
or other standards issued by the Australian Auditing and Assurance Standards Board and consequently no conclusions intended 
to convey assurance will be expressed.  

Due to the inherent limitations of any control structure, it is possible that fraud, error or non-compliance with laws and 
regulations may occur and not be detected. Further the internal control structure within which the control procedures that are 
to be subject to the internal audit will not be reviewed in their entirety and therefore no opinion or view will be expressed as to 
the effectiveness of the broader control structure.  

The procedures to be performed are not designed to detect all weakness in the control framework as they are performed on a 
sample basis only.  
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1 Introduction 

As part of the delivery of internal audits in 2020-21 at the City of Perth, an internal audit Compliance with 
NSW DRIVES24 Agreement was conducted. 

2 Background 

The City is required by the Transport for NSW Authority to have a review undertaken each financial year 
by 30 June with respect to its compliance with the DRIVES24 Terms of Access Agreement.  

Failure to carry out this audit by the due date may result in access to vehicle registration detail 
information being suspended by the relevant government authority which in turn affects the ability of 
the City to enforce and collect revenue from parking infringements incurred by NSW vehicle 
owners/drivers. 

Parking infringements are managed by the Infringement Support Services team within the Parking 
Services Unit. Approximately 150 searches are conducted each year. 

3 Objectives 

The objective of this audit was to ascertain whether the City complies with the requirements of the 

DRIVES24 Terms of Access Agreement. 

4 Scope 

The scope of the audit covered the period 1 July 2020 to 31 May 2021. We reviewed the City’s processes 
to comply with the requirements of the DRIVES24 Terms of Access Agreement. The audit addressed the 
compliance requirements as follows: 

▪ Security arrangements for the equipment, systems and networks used by it to access DRIVES24 and 
to use DRIVES information are adequate; and 

▪ Nominated Authorised User’s access to DRIVES24 and DRIVES information complies with Transport 
for NSW requirements. 

5 Approach 

The approach adopted for this internal audit was as follows: 

▪ Consideration of relevant policies, procedures and agreements and discussion with management and 
staff responsible for the relevant scope areas. 

▪ Consideration of controls and determining whether these ensure the processes covered by the scope 
of the review are managed in a controlled and structured way. 

▪ Analyses of a sample of access attempts to ensure controls have been applied consistently and are 
effective.  

▪ Identification of any control weaknesses, discrepancies or deviations from policy, procedure or 
agreement and discussing these with relevant staff members. 

▪ Provision of an audit report in the format required by Transport for NSW. 

▪ Development of a report identifying any weaknesses or issues and making relevant recommendations 
on the areas under the scope of our engagement.  

6 Positive Findings 

▪ The City was deemed to be compliant with the requirements of the DRIVES24 Terms of Access 
Agreement. 
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7 Risk Assessment 

The following table includes a comparison of the preliminary risks assessed by internal audit during the 

planning phase and the final assessment.  

 

The internal audit found that: 

▪ Controls related to parking compliance with external agreements were generally well designed and 
operating effectively, which is reflected in the low residual risk ratings assigned in the table above.  

▪ Controls related to ICT Security were effective in relation to this Agreement, however the inherent 
risk in this area must be considered when addressing overall risk. 

 

Risk Reference Tables are included at Appendix I. 

8 Areas for Improvement 

No areas for improvement were noted. 

 

Ref 
No. 

Risk Description 
Preliminary 

Risk 
Assessment 

Final Internal 
Audit Control 

Rating 

Final Internal 
Audit Risk 

Assessment 

1 Parking compliance Medium Effective Low 

2 ICT Security Medium Adequate Medium 
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Appendix 1: Risk Reference Tables 

Measure of Consequence Table: 

A consequence is the outcome of an event that influences objectives. A single event can generate a range of 
consequences which can have both positive and negative effects. The below is the City’s Measure of 
Consequence Table: 
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Measure of Likelihood Table:  

Likelihood is the chance that an event might happen and is impacted by the things we already do and have in 
place to minimise those chances. The below is the City’s Measure of Likelihood Table 

 

Risk Evaluation Matrix:  

A Risk Matrix is a tool that is used during the assessment process to combine the impact of the risk 
(consequence table) and the likelihood of it happening (likelihood table) to determine a risk rating or level. 
The point on the matrix where the impact and likelihood cross, equals the risk rating of that situation. 

 

Risk Acceptance 

The City will accept a risk (no further action required) if it meets a set of criteria, based on the overall risk 
rating. The table below identifies the criteria for the risk to be accepted. Should the risk fall outside the 
acceptance criteria, it is required that treatments are implemented within the timeframe identified below. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Introduction 

The City is required by the Roads Corporation (VicRoads) to have a review undertaken each financial year 
by 30 June with respect to its compliance with the Confidentiality Agreement. 

Objective 

The objective of this audit was to ascertain whether the City complies with the requirements of the 

VicRoads Confidentiality Agreement. 

Findings 

Strengths noted 

▪ Controls related to parking compliance this this Agreement are generally well designed and operating 
effectively. 

Areas for improvement 

▪ No areas for improvement were noted. 

Conclusion 

The City’s controls in place to support compliance with the VicRoads Confidentiality Agreement for the 
year ended 30 June 2021 are effective. 
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Confidentiality 

The findings of this review are confidential where matters identified in the report fall under section 5.23(2) of the Local 
Government Act 1995. Where this is the case, the final report will not be distributed to any party other than the City of Perth and 
persons/agencies authorised by the Chief Executive Officer.  

Inherent Limitations 

The services provided in connection with this engagement comprise an advisory engagement which is not subject to assurance 
or other standards issued by the Australian Auditing and Assurance Standards Board and consequently no conclusions intended 
to convey assurance will be expressed.  

Due to the inherent limitations of any control structure, it is possible that fraud, error or non-compliance with laws and 
regulations may occur and not be detected. Further the internal control structure within which the control procedures that are 
to be subject to the internal audit will not be reviewed in their entirety and therefore no opinion or view will be expressed as to 
the effectiveness of the broader control structure.  

The procedures to be performed are not designed to detect all weakness in the control framework as they are performed on a 
sample basis only.  
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1 Introduction 

As part of the delivery of internal audits in 2020-21 at the City of Perth, an internal audit Compliance with 
NSW DRIVES24 Agreement was conducted. 

2 Background 

The City is required by the Roads Corporation (VicRoads) to have a review undertaken each financial year 
by 30 June with respect to its compliance with the Confidentiality Agreement.  

Failure to carry out this audit by the due date may result in access to vehicle registration detail 
information being suspended by the relevant government authority which in turn affects the ability of 
the City to enforce and collect revenue from parking infringements incurred by Victorian vehicle 
owners/drivers. 

Parking infringements are managed by the Infringement Support Services team within the Parking 
Services Unit. Approximately 150 searches are conducted each year. 

3 Objectives 

The objective of this audit was to ascertain whether the City complies with the requirements of the 

VicRoads Confidentiality Agreement. 

4 Scope 

The scope of the audit covered the period 1 July 2020 to 30 June 2021. We reviewed the City’s processes 
to comply with the requirements of the VicRoads Confidentiality Agreement. The audit addressed the 
compliance requirements as follows: 

▪ Privacy and data security arrangements, breach management processes, working from home data 
controls and controls over subcontractor access in relation to the VicRoads system and use of 
VicRoads information are adequate; and 

▪ Nominated Authorised User’s access to VicRoads system and information complies with VicRoads 
requirements. 

5 Approach 

The approach adopted for this internal audit was as follows: 

▪ Consideration of relevant policies, procedures and agreements and discussion with management and 
staff responsible for the relevant scope areas. 

▪ Consideration of controls and determining whether these ensure the processes covered by the scope 
of the review are managed in a controlled and structured way. 

▪ Analyses of a sample of access attempts to ensure controls have been applied consistently and are 
effective.  

▪ Identification of any control weaknesses, discrepancies or deviations from policy, procedure or 
agreement and discussing these with relevant staff members. 

▪ Provision of an audit report in the format required by VicRoads. 

▪ Development of a report identifying any weaknesses or issues and making relevant recommendations 
on the areas under the scope of our engagement.  

6 Positive Findings 

▪ The City was deemed to be compliant with the requirements of the VicRoads Confidentiality 
Agreement. 
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7 Risk Assessment 

The following table includes a comparison of the preliminary risks assessed by internal audit during the 

planning phase and the final assessment.  

 

The internal audit found that: 

▪ Controls related to parking compliance with external agreements were generally well designed and 
operating effectively, which is reflected in the low residual risk ratings assigned in the table above.  

▪ Controls related to ICT Security were effective in relation to this Agreement, however the inherent 
risk in this area must be considered when addressing overall risk. 

Risk Reference Tables are included at Appendix I. 

8 Areas for Improvement 

No areas for improvement were noted. 

 

Ref 
No. 

Risk Description 
Preliminary 

Risk 
Assessment 

Final Internal 
Audit Control 

Rating 

Final Internal 
Audit Risk 

Assessment 

1 Parking compliance Medium Effective Low 

2 ICT Security Medium Adequate Medium 
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Appendix 1: Risk Reference Tables 

Measure of Consequence Table: 

A consequence is the outcome of an event that influences objectives. A single event can generate a range of 
consequences which can have both positive and negative effects. The below is the City’s Measure of 
Consequence Table: 
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Measure of Likelihood Table:  

Likelihood is the chance that an event might happen and is impacted by the things we already do and have in 
place to minimise those chances. The below is the City’s Measure of Likelihood Table 

 

Risk Evaluation Matrix:  

A Risk Matrix is a tool that is used during the assessment process to combine the impact of the risk 
(consequence table) and the likelihood of it happening (likelihood table) to determine a risk rating or level. 
The point on the matrix where the impact and likelihood cross, equals the risk rating of that situation. 

 

Risk Acceptance 

The City will accept a risk (no further action required) if it meets a set of criteria, based on the overall risk 
rating. The table below identifies the criteria for the risk to be accepted. Should the risk fall outside the 
acceptance criteria, it is required that treatments are implemented within the timeframe identified below. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Introduction 

The Owner and Occupiers Roll is an Electoral Roll for local government election where people who own 
or occupy property within a local government district and are enrolled to vote at another address, can 
apply to their local government to be included on the roll as an owner or occupier. The City of Perth (City) 
is responsible for the Owners and Occupiers Electoral Roll (“Owners and Occupiers Roll”) and is required 
to maintain a robust control framework to manage processes relating to this function.  

Objective 

The objective of this audit was to consider and report on the design and operating effectiveness of the 
processes and controls regarding the management of the owners and occupiers roll so as to determine 
whether these are fit-for-purpose.  

Findings 

Strengths noted 

Overall, progress has been made by the City since the Inquiry with regard to increasing the rigour in the 
processes followed. Further, there is a clear focus on continuous improvement and an understanding of 
the need for discipline in this key area. Where required, external support and advice has been sought to 
good effect. 

Areas for Improvement 

Four high and one medium risk areas for improvement were identified during the review.  

Number of Internal Audit Recommendations 

Extreme High Medium Low 

- 4 1 - 

 

The areas for improvement noted are as follows: 

▪ Lack of clearly defined Processes and Frameworks for the management of the Owners and Occupiers 
Roll; 

▪ High volume of last-minute roll applications may not be able to be effectively managed due to 
resource constraints and limited forward planning;  

▪ Limited liaison with the Western Australia Electoral Commission;  

▪ Pathway system controls pertaining to the Owners and Occupiers Roll require greater rigour; and  

▪ Lack of structured training to facilitate the application process and management of the Owners 
and Occupiers Roll   
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Conclusion 

There are several future focused activities underway to improve the overall design and operating 
effectiveness of the processes and controls regarding the management of the Owners and Occupiers 
Roll, some of which are covered in our recommendations. Given the key learnings identified and 
challenges that the City has overcome since the last election, we note that there is a strong commitment 
displayed to improve the internal processes, provide greater education to staff, enhance the City’s liaison 
with the WAEC, and  provide greater resourcing during the election to better manage the typically large 
influx of last-minute applications. These improvements, captured in the recommendations within this 
report, will ensure greater guidance is given in relation to the management of the Owners and Occupiers 
Roll, resulting in staff feeling more supported and accountable for their actions and a better overall 
outcome from the management of the Owners and Occupiers Roll. 
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Confidentiality 

The findings of this review are confidential. The final report, along with soft and hard copies of all associated working papers 
will not be distributed to any party other than the City of Perth and persons/agencies authorised by the Chief Executive Officer.  

Inherent Limitations 

The services provided in connection with this engagement comprise an advisory engagement which is not subject to assurance 
or other standards issued by the Australian Auditing and Assurance Standards Board and consequently no conclusions intended 
to convey assurance will be expressed.  

Due to the inherent limitations of any control structure, it is possible that fraud, error or non-compliance with laws and 
regulations may occur and not be detected. Further the internal control structure within which the control procedures that are 
to be subject to the internal audit will not be reviewed in their entirety and therefore no opinion or view will be expressed as to 
the effectiveness of the broader control structure.  

The procedures to be performed are not designed to detect all weakness in the control framework as they are performed on a 
sample basis only.  

No warranty of completeness, accuracy or reliability can be given in relation to the statements and representations made by, 
and the information and documentation provided by the City of Perth management or personnel. We shall seek to 
independently verify those sources unless otherwise noted within the report.  
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1 Introduction and background 

There are two types of electors eligible to vote in elections for Council: 

1) People who are enrolled in elections in the WA Legislative Assembly in relation to a property in 
the City, who are on the “resident’s roll”; and 

2) People who do not meet the criteria above but who “own or occupy” rateable property within the 
City, who are eligible to be included on the “owners and occupiers roll” maintained by the City. 

Whilst within the City of Perth it is ultimately the City CEO who determines whether people are eligible 
to be included on the owners and occupiers roll (applying the guidance criteria within  the Local 
Government Act 1995 to determine eligibility) , applicants have the right under the Act to appeal to the 
WAEC who are empowered to overturn eligibility decisions without needing to provide a reason 

The Inquiry into the City of Perth identified a number of findings and hence recommendations regarding 
the management of, and processes regarding, the owners and occupiers roll. To this end, an audit of the 
roll and the processes was conducted internally during 2020 with actions taken to address findings 
therefrom.  

With elections once again occurring in October 2021, management wish for Internal Audit to confirm 
that the processes regarding assessing eligibility for inclusion within the owners and occupiers roll are 
fit-for-purpose. 

2 Objectives 

The objective of the audit was to consider and report on the design and operating effectiveness of the 

processes and controls regarding the management of the owners and occupiers roll so as to determine 

whether these were fit-for-purpose. 

3 Scope 

The scope of the audit considered the design and operating effectiveness of the processes and controls 
pertaining to: 

▪ Assessing applications by individuals seeking to be included on the owners and occupiers roll; 

▪ Ongoing management of the owners and occupiers roll; 

▪ Release of information concerning the owners and occupiers roll to parties including Council 
Members; and  

▪ Liaison with WAEC.  

4 Approach 

The approach adopted for this internal audit was as follows: 

▪ Consideration of relevant policies, procedures and legislation and discussion with management and 
staff responsible for the relevant scope areas. 

▪ Identification of control weaknesses through analysis by internal audit. 

▪ Identification of any discrepancies or deviations from policy, procedure or legislation. 

▪ Discussion on control weaknesses, deviations from policy with relevant staff members. 

▪ Development of a report identifying any weaknesses or issues and making relevant 
recommendations on the areas under the scope of our engagement.  
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5 Stakeholder Consultations  

Management and staff consulted as part of this review included: 

▪ Siobhan Rippington (Acting Alliance Manager Governance)  

▪ Sophie Morrison (Senior Policy and Research Officer)  

▪ Liam O’Neill (Project Officer)  

▪ Laura Playle (Human Resources Projects Officer)  

▪ Brian Cork (Business Systems Administrator – ICT Services)  

6 Positive Findings 

We identified the following areas of good practice during our review:  

▪ There is a strong understanding within the City regarding the potential risks that exist in relation to 

the management of the Owners and Occupiers Roll, their potential impacts, and improvements that 

can be made to better manage and mitigate these risks;   

▪ Work instructions have been formalised and implemented to assist in managing the Owners and 

Occupiers Roll within the Pathway system;  

▪ The City sought independent legal advice on complex enrolment eligibility claims relating to leases 

from an independent Law Firm; and 

▪ The City solicited an independent Law Firm to develop a comprehensive ‘Lease Assessment 

Checklist’ to assist assessors in determining if a lease is both valid and enforceable. Training was also 

provided by the Law firm on the assessment of leases.  

7 Risk Assessment 

The following table includes a comparison of the preliminary risks assessed by internal audit during the 
planning phase and the final assessment, including commentary where a difference exists. 

Ref No. Risk Description 
Preliminary 

Control Rating 

Preliminary 

Risk 
Assessment 

Final Internal Audit 
Control Rating 

Final Internal 
Audit 

Risk Assessment 

1 
Inadequate systems (ID: 0302) Inadequate  Medium Inadequate High  

2 
Inadequate electoral processes 

including checking of eligibility 

requirements (ID: 0303) 

Adequate  Medium Inadequate High  

3 Inadequate staff training (ID: 

0304) 

Adequate  Medium Inadequate Medium   
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Ref No. Risk Description 
Preliminary 

Control Rating 

Preliminary 

Risk 
Assessment 

Final Internal Audit 
Control Rating 

Final Internal 
Audit 

Risk Assessment 

4 High volume of last-minute roll 

applications (ID: 0305)  

Adequate  Medium Inadequate High  

During our review, we have identified gaps in the City’s processes which effect the City’s ability to 

efficiently and effectively manage the Owners and Occupiers Roll. Robust processes need to be further 

developed and implemented to assist in the mitigation of these risks given the importance of this process 

to the City. 

8 Areas for Improvement 

Areas for Improvement were identified during this review. These are documented in detail from section 

8.1 to 8.5 of the report.   
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8.1 Lack of clearly defined Processes and Frameworks for the management of the Owners and 
Occupiers Roll  

Risk 

Identified Risk Consequence Likelihood Risk Rating Risk 
Acceptance 
Timeframe 

Inadequate electoral processes including 
checking of eligibility requirements (ID: 0303) 

4 4 High  2 months*  

* Note: the risk acceptance timeframe as per the Risk Management Framework is 9 months, however given the proximity of 
the upcoming election, a shorter timeframe has been stipulated 

Issue 

There are a lack of internal policies and procedures to assist existing and new staff with their roles 
pertaining to the management of the Owners and Occupiers Roll. We note that whilst there are 
comprehensive system-based work instructions that have been formally developed and implemented, 
these do not assist staff in navigating the nuances and intricacies of the Act when determining key 
decisions (i.e. an applicant’s eligibility).  Further, the system-based work instructions do not provide 
guidance on the interpretation of key terms within the act (i.e. schedule 9.3) and the evidence required 
to prove eligibility. They also do not extend to rules regarding system access, managing silent electors 
and removing electors from the roll.  

The City has no compliance or enforcement framework for the management of the Owners and 
Occupiers Roll. Hence, staff may not be aware of the risk and consequence associated with releasing the 
Owners and Occupiers Roll to parties including Council members prior to submission to the WAEC for 
finalisation.  

Through consultation with stakeholders and review of key documentation we note that roles and 
responsibilities for the Electoral roll process have not been defined or embedded.  We note that there is 
a Delegated Authority Register for 2020/2021 for the Electoral Roll Eligibility Claims and Electoral Roll, 
however this document doesn’t specially define the roles and responsibilities specific to the 
management of the Owners and Occupiers Roll (i.e. definition of ‘assessor’ and ‘approver’ and the 
individual responsible for performing these duties).  

Implication 

• In the absence of clearly defined Processes and Frameworks for the management of the Owners and 
Occupiers Roll, staff may not have the knowledge and understanding of the criteria to be compliant 
with the Act when assessing and approving applications for the Owners and Occupiers Roll.  

• In the absence of an escalation framework, staff lack the understanding and clarity regarding follow-
ups, warnings, investigations. or potential prosecutions in accordance with the Act.  

• In the absence of clearly articulated roles and responsibilities throughout the Electoral process, there 
is potential for a lack ownership, accountability, and segregation of duties throughout the City’s 
Governance team.   

Recommendation 

1. Develop and implement an Owners and Occupiers Roll Framework for the enforcement of 
compliance with the Act. This should include education for the Electoral team on the developed 
framework and workflows for practical implementation of the framework, such as, decision trees, 
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standard wording on requests for additional information for applications, and escalation processes 
for non-compliance to the Act.  

2. Develop a defined Owners and Occupiers workflow process and calendar which includes the 
following:  

•  a clear outline of the Electoral process;  

• defined roles and responsibilities for all members of the Electoral team and other teams as 
required (i.e. Legal counsel, IT); 

•  required timelines and sign offs; 

• follow up activities and publication calendar; and  

• Clear escalation points for staff to voice questions or concerns to their respective Manager. 

 The workflow and calendar should be defined for the upcoming 2021 Election to ensure the team can 
be strategic and forward looking, rather than reactive.  

3. Develop and implenment policies and procedures for the Owners and Occupiers Electoral Roll in 
accordance with the Act. These should be tailored for the Act’s requirements, processes, and 
workflows. The policies and procedures should include documentation of key Electoral decisions 
such as the interpretation of ‘eligibility’ and defined examples, compliance checks, and evidence 
required on this matter.  

Management Comment 

New risk mitigation measures were quickly introduced to address the findings and recommendations 
detailed in the Report of the Inquiry into the City of Perth. The measures targeted high risks to the 
integrity of the electoral roll. External solicitors were engaged to train staff and create a lease assessment 
checklist. Appropriately qualified senior staff (Alliance Manager Governance, Governance Coordinators 
and the City’s Paralegal) were the only officers with delegated authority to make decisions related to the 
electoral roll. The work of temporary staff was reviewed by officers with delegated authority before a 
decision on the outcome of an enrolment application was made. It is acknowledged that the processes 
and procedures rapidly introduced in August 2020 were not formally documented; however, this has now 
been rectified.     

Enrolment guidelines have been developed for all officers involved in the processing of enrolment 
eligibility claims. The guidelines include: 

- Detailed information on each specific eligibility check required, based upon the type of enrolment 
claim made. 

- The roles and responsibilities of each person in the enrolment process (entry officer, assessing 
officer, decision maker, finalising officer, technical support, legal support).  

- Process maps  

- Standardised wording for requests for further information and reasons for claims being rejected. 

- Escalation points 

All relevant staff will be provided training on their respective roles and responsibilities, as part of the 
implementation of the guidelines. 
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A project plan has been developed which outlines the timelines and escalation of resourcing to 
successfully deliver the 2021 election. The project plan will be reviewed post-election and used for future 
elections. 

For inclusion in the Internal Audit Log 

The following action has been agreed by management for inclusion in the Internal Audit Log. 

# Risk Issue Action agreed by Management Action Owner Target Date 

1 High Lack of clearly defined Processes, 
Frameworks and roles and 
responsibilities for the management 
of the Owners and Occupiers Roll, 
decisions regarding the owners and 
occupiers role may not be compliant 
with the Act. 

a. Develop and implement an 
Owners and Occupiers Roll 
Framework for the 
enforcement of compliance 
with the Act.  

b. Develop a defined Owners and 
Occupiers workflow process 
and calendar. 

c. Develop and implement 
policies and procedures for the 
Owners and Occupiers 
Electoral Roll in accordance 
with the Act. 

Alliance 
Manager 
Governance 

August 2021 
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8.2 High volume of last-minute roll applications may not be able to be effectively managed 
due to resource constraints and limited forward planning  

Risk 

Identified Risk Consequence Likelihood Risk Rating Risk Acceptance 
Timeframe 

High volume of last-minute roll applications (ID: 
0305) 

4 4 High  2 months  

* Note: the risk acceptance timeframe as per the Risk Management Framework is 9 months, however given the proximity of 
the upcoming election, a shorter timeframe has been stipulated 

Issue 

Resourcing for the upcoming election has not been formalised and a project plan has not been   
developed in preparation for the high influx of last-minute applications that is typically experienced.  

We note that the applications for the Owners and Electoral roll closes on Friday, 27 August 2021 at 5 pm. 
The City has approximately two weeks from this date to submit the final Owners and Occupiers Roll to 
the WAEC. Feedback from process stakeholders highlighted that the last election saw over 80% of 
applications received in the final week prior to the roll cut-off. During this time, the City was apparently 
inadequately resourced to deal with the last-minute influx of roll applications and staff were working 
weekends in order to submit the Owners and Occupiers Roll to the WAEC prior to the deadline.  

Lessons learned from the last election highlights the need for the City to strategically plan in order to 
achieve an efficient and accurate election process. We noted through consultation with stakeholders 
that resourcing for the upcoming election has not been formalised and there is no project plan or timeline 
in place to mitigate the risk of last-minute applications not being effectively managed and processed in 
accordance with the Act.  

We note that the comments regarding under-resourcing should be considered in conjunction with the 
ability to implement and upskill the team on effectively assessing and approving applications for the 
Owners and Occupiers Roll in a high-pressure environment.  

Implication 

• Applications are inconsistently and/or incorrectly assessed resulting in errors and potentially non-
compliance with the Act. 

• Staff feel unsupported and there is a lack of empowerment and accountability resulting in a risk to 
well-being and potentially increasing staff turnover. 

Recommendation 

1. Develop and formalise a Project Plan which clearly articulates an approach for resourcing as well as 
roles and responsibilities for the upcoming election. Within the articulation of resourcing, consider 
whether a “leave ban” is necessary during the period in which applications will be assessed and 
approved. 

2. Once the Project Plan is formalised and approved, develop a roll-out communication strategy and 
plan to facilitate communication with all relevant staff prior to the commencement of the electoral 
process.  
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Management Comment 

An Election Coordinator has been employed, effective from July 1 until October 31. A resourcing plan has 
been developed including resource scaling based on application numbers. A three week leave ban for 
Governance staff has been implemented from Monday 23 August to Friday 10 September 2021. A 
Communications Plan has been developed to encourage early enrolment.  

For inclusion in the Internal Audit Log 

The following action has been agreed by management for inclusion in the Internal Audit Log. 

# Risk Issue Action agreed by Management Action Owner Target Date 

2 High Resourcing for the upcoming election 
has not been formalised and a project 
plan has not been   developed in 
preparation for the high influx of last-
minute applications that is typically 
experienced 

a. Develop and formalise a 
Project Plan which clearly 
articulates an approach for 
resourcing as well as roles and 
responsibilities for the 
upcoming election. 

b. Develop a roll-out 
communication strategy and 
plan to facilitate 
communication with all 
relevant staff prior to the 
commencement of the 
electoral process. 

Alliance 
Manager 
Governance 

August 2021 
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8.3 Limited liaison with the Western Australia Electoral Commission  

Risk 

Identified Risk Consequence Likelihood Risk Rating Risk Acceptance 
Timeframe 

Inadequate electoral processes including checking of 
eligibility requirements (ID: 0303) 

4 4 High 2 months  

* Note: the risk acceptance timeframe as per the Risk Management Framework is 9 months, however given the proximity of 
the upcoming election, a shorter timeframe has been stipulated 

Issue 

Included in the Western Australia Electoral Commission’s (WAEC) provision of services is conducting 
local government elections and promoting community awareness of the electoral process. However, we 
noted that communication between the WAEC and the City has been largely ineffective in understanding 
why applications are overturned and the complaints handling process. 

We noted the following observations through stakeholder consultations and document review: 

• Roles and responsibilities between the City and the WAEC have not been established in a Service 
Level Agreement. As per the ‘Inquiry into the City of Perth Recommendation Implementation 
Plan’, the City liaised with the WAEC regarding a Service Level Agreement during the October 
2020 Local Government Election. A draft Service Level Agreement was drafted by the City and 
sent to the WAEC for review, however the two bodies were unable to agree on two points:  

1. The City requested all the WAEC’s reasons for rejection and vice versa; and  

2. The WAEC requested the City to exhaust all avenues prior to rejecting an individual. 

• Communication with the WAEC is currently reactive, and not proactively strategic. At the time 
of our audit, we were advised that no communications had been provided to the City regarding 
overturned applications in the last election. 

• There has been a lack of educational interaction with the WAEC, such as workshops, case 
studies, webinars, and worked examples to assist in streamlining the Electoral Roll process. 
Aligned to this, the WAEC has not been engaged to provide adequate training to the City’s staff 
assisting with the 2021 local government elections commensurate with their roles and 
responsibilities.  

Implication 

Reasons for the WAEC overturning the City’s determinations are not being sought such that they may 
be learnt from to both improve the processes in place and to better understand the WAEC view.  

Recommendation 

1. Ahead of the 2021 election, the City work with the WAEC to put in place a Service Level Agreement 
wherein all terms are agreed upon. As part of the Service Level Agreement, confirm the 
responsibility of the WAEC to communicate the reasoning for overturned application outcomes so 
the City can implement these lessons into their Electoral Framework. 

2. Develop templates and standardised rejection reasons to provide the WAEC during the Electoral 
process.  
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3. Implement a lessons learned register to capture, share, and apply WAEC feedback for future 
elections.  

Management Comment 

The City has now met multiple times with the WAEC (including meetings with the Deputy Electoral 

Commissioner and the Director Enrolment and Community Education). The meetings have been 

productive in redefining the City’s relationship with the WAEC. Both parties are currently negotiating a 

service level agreement for the upcoming election. 

The enrolment guidelines set out standardised reasons for each enrolment eligibility claim that is 

rejected. The reasons will ensure more comprehensive responses are provided to applicants and the 

WAEC. 

At this stage the WAEC has yet to provide reasons for overturning the City’s decisions. Once provided    

the information will be incorporated into a register, to capture lessons learned. 

For inclusion in the Internal Audit Log 

The following action has been agreed by management for inclusion in the Internal Audit Log. 

# Risk Issue Action agreed by Management Action Owner Target Date 

3 High Communication between the WAEC 
and the City has been largely 
ineffective in understanding why 
applications are overturned and the 
complaints handling process. 

a. Ahead of the 2021 election, 
the City work with the WAEC 
to put in place a Service Level 
Agreement wherein all terms 
are agreed upon. 

b. Develop templates and 
standardised rejection reasons 
to provide the WAEC during 
the Electoral process. 

c. Implement a lessons learned 
register to capture, share, and 
apply WAEC feedback for 
future elections. 

Alliance 
Manager 
Governance 

August 2021 
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8.4 Pathway system controls pertaining to the Owners and Occupiers Roll require greater rigour  

Risk 

Identified Risk Consequence Likelihood Risk Rating Risk Acceptance 
Timeframe 

Inadequate systems (ID: 0302) 4 4 High 2 months  

* Note: the risk acceptance timeframe as per the Risk Management Framework is 9 months, however given the proximity of 
the upcoming election, a shorter timeframe has been stipulated 

Issue 

Pathway is the City’s rates system and is utilised for storing applicant information and the Owners and 
Occupiers Roll. We noted the following observations in relation to the management of the Owners and 
Occupiers Roll within Pathway:  

• When considering the individuals with access to Pathways, it was noted that there are currently 
multiple users with Pathway Electoral Access across the ICT, Governance Records, and Strategy 
business units. The current team structure is not reflected in the user access granted in Pathways, 
that is, multiple staff members who have worked in the Governance team (permanently or on 
secondment to the team for prior elections) still have Owners and Occupiers Roll permission and edit 
access. Further, the only Governance Officer with processing permissions is currently not working 
within the Electoral Team. The individual who replaced the Governance Officer is currently on Long 
Service Leave and is not included in Electoral Roll processing permissions nor is their current 
replacement.  

• Segregation of duties have not been applied within Pathways and any Governance Officer can make 
changes to the roll without approval in the system being needed. 

• There is a single dependency risk in relation to managing the Owners and Occupiers Roll within 
Pathway as only one individual (Governance Officer) within the Governance team is across the 
nuances and complexities of the system. It was noted that despite this level of responsibility, this role 
is not listed in the Delegated Authority Register discussed in 8.1 earlier in this report. 

• We note that whilst work instructions for using Pathway are in place (as discussed in 8.1), it was 
observed that: 

• The following work instructions obtained are overdue for the stipulated annual review and 
update:  

- ‘Monthly Roll Audit’ (created in January 2019); 
-  ‘Updating Decisions / Removing Electors from Roll’ (created in July 2019); and 
- ‘Silent Electors on the Owner and Occupier Register and Roll’ (created in July 2019). 

• Pathway allows a roll to be generated whenever requested but does not have functionality to show 
the difference between a draft and a final roll which could result in version control issues. Further, 
without the ability to “lock” the final roll until the election is completed, changes may be made to the 
final roll which may not be detected based on the limitations in change management and monitoring 
controls noted above. 

Implication 

• The large volume of changes along with the number of individuals with editing access to the roll 
increases the risk of error or possibly election fraud occurring which may not be detected.  
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• Staff aren’t provided with accurate or up-to-date guidance on how processes are performed in 
relation to the management of the Owners and Occupiers Roll in the Pathway system. In turn, 
this could result in an inconsistent approach being adopted and ineligible electors being included 
on the Roll.   

• City staff may have inappropriate levels of access to the Owners and Occupiers Roll  

Recommendations 

1. In conjunction with the development of overarching processes (per 8.1) the work instructions should 
be checked for completeness and accuracy and updated accordingly. Thereafter the annual review 
dates should be adhered to and monitored by management. 

2. The Owners and Occupiers Roll information should only be available to appropriately authorised 
staff. User access to this information and user access controls in the Pathway system should be 
reviewed immediately and amended to required staff only with duties also being segregated so that 
only authorised individuals can change records. 

3. A backup for the Governance Officer should be identified and trained up to reduce key person 
dependency with regard to Pathway. 

4. System functionality to demonstrate when a roll is draft compared to final should be investigated. 
This would enable an extract of the roll to be shown as “draft” and watermarked as such until such 
time that the roll is final and “locked” for changes in the system. At this antime a final roll should be 
able to be produced. 

Management Comment 

The ‘Core Systems Consolidation’ report presented to 11 May 2021 Audit and Risk Committee, describes 
Pathway is a ‘problematic technology solution’ intended to be decommissioned and migrated to the 
TechnologyOne Enterprise Resources Planning (ERP) solution OneCouncil. The Governance Officer 
referred to is a former Business Systems Coordinator and Pathway Administrator. Members of the 
Governance team without an ICT background have consistently been unable to navigate the 
complexities of Pathway without assistance from ICT support staff. 

The enrolment guidelines will include updated work instructions, as well as a process map for ease of 

reference. User access will be reviewed and updated accordingly. 

Pathway produces electoral rolls in a spreadsheet.  In future the spreadsheet will be locked and only a 

PDF version will be available for others to use. 
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For inclusion in the Internal Audit Log 

The following action has been agreed by management for inclusion in the Internal Audit Log. 

# Risk Issue Action agreed by Management Action Owner Target Date 

4 High Governance risks arise with the 
current use of the Pathway system in 
relation to owners and occupiers, 
including: 

• Multiple users with ill-defined 
access levels 

• No segregation of duties or 
approval process within the 
system 

• single dependency risk 

• Lack of version control 
documentation on lists 
generated. 

• Work instructions overdue for 
review 

a. Work instructions should be 
checked for completeness and 
accuracy and updated 
accordingly. 

b. User access to this information 
and user access controls in the 
Pathway system should be 
reviewed immediately. 

c. A backup for the Governance 
Officer should be identified 
and trained up. 

d. System functionality to 
demonstrate when a roll is 
draft compared to final should 
be investigated. 

Alliance 
Manager 
Governance 

August 2021 
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8.5 Lack of structured training to facilitate the application process and management of the 
Owners and Occupiers Roll  

Risk 

Identified Risk Consequence Likelihood Risk Rating Risk Acceptance 
Timeframe 

Inadequate staff training (ID: 0304) 3 3 Medium  2 months  

* Note: the risk acceptance timeframe as per the Risk Management Framework is 12 months, however given the proximity of 
the upcoming election, a shorter timeframe has been stipulated 

Issue 

We note that whilst there have been informative slide decks prepared by the Governance Team in 
relation to the electoral process and the Owners and Occupiers Roll, this training was not formalised for 
presentation at training sessions for current staff and new starters.  

It was noted during stakeholder consultation that external temporary staff have been utilised for 
elections in the past due to the City’s resource constraints. Given that these individuals are new to the 
City with potentially no prior experience in elections, formal training is essential for the effective 
assessment of applications and the management of the Owners and Occupiers Roll. 

Further, it was noted that there are no formal training modules associated with the release of sensitive 
information and the potential implication this has for the City if this type of information was to be leaked. 
If temporary staff are going to be utilised in future elections, consideration needs to be given whether a 
Non-Disclosure Agreement should form part of their onboarding. 

Implication 

• Applications are incorrectly assessed. 

• Sensitive information may be released inappropriately to Councillors, City staff, or the general 
public. 

• Inefficient electoral roll process.  

Recommendation 

1. Provide the City’s Governance team with immediate training pertaining to the Act, the internal 
policies and procedures that form part of the overarching electoral framework, team workflows and 
key dates on the calendar (i.e. closing date for application submission). This should be delivered to 
new staff as soon as possible when commencing in the team. 

2. Determine the possibility for the WAEC to provide training to City staff assisting with the City’s local 
government elections (commensurate with their roles and responsibilities)  

3. Form a conclusion as to whether a Non-Disclosure Agreement is needed for temporary staff working 
with the City for election purposes and if determined necessary put this control (or something 
similar) in place.   
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Management Comment 

All Governance staff will attend comprehensive training addressing these matters. New starters will be 
trained as appropriate to their roles, noting that generally only one team within the Governance Unit is 
responsible for the electoral roll with all Unit staff only becoming involved when an election occurs. 

The City has contacted the WAEC to determine the possibility for the agency to provide training, this 
request was declined.   

A Confidentiality Agreement is currently being developed for temporary staff. 

For inclusion in the Internal Audit Log 

The following action has been agreed by management for inclusion in the Internal Audit Log. 

# Risk Issue Action agreed by Management Action Owner Target Date 

  Lack of structured training to facilitate 
the application process and 
management of the Owners and 
Occupiers Roll. 

a. Provide the City’s Governance 
team with immediate training in 
relation to the Owners & 
Occupiers Roll. 

b. Determine the possibility for the 
WAEC to provide training to City 
staff assisting with the City’s local 
government elections. 

c. Form a conclusion as to whether a 
Non-Disclosure Agreement is 
needed for temporary staff 
working with the City for election 
purposes and if determined 
necessary put this control (or 
something similar) in place. 

Alliance 
Manager 
Governance 

August 2021 
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Measure of Consequence Table 

A consequence is the outcome of an event that influences objectives. A single event can generate a range of 
consequences which can have both positive and negative effects. The below is the City’s Measure of 
Consequence Table: 
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Measure of Likelihood Table 

Likelihood is the chance that an event might happen and is impacted by the things we already do and have in 
place to minimise those chances. The below is the City’s Measure of Likelihood Table 

 

Risk Evaluation Matrix 

A Risk Matrix is a tool that is used during the assessment process to combine the impact of the risk 
(consequence table) and the likelihood of it happening (likelihood table) to determine a risk rating or level. 
The point on the matrix where the impact and likelihood cross, equals the risk rating of that situation. 

 

Risk Acceptance 

The City will accept a risk (no further action required) if it meets a set of criteria, based on the overall risk 
rating. The table below identifies the criteria for the risk to be accepted. Should the risk fall outside the 
acceptance criteria, it is required that treatments are implemented within the timeframe identified below. 
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 Strategic Internal Audit Plan  

Responsible Officer Michelle Reynolds – Chief Executive Officer 

Voting Requirement Simple Majority 

Attachments Attachment 16.4A –Strategic Internal Audit Plan 

 

Purpose 
To consider approval of the Strategic Internal Audit Plan 2021/22 to 2023/24 and the Annual Internal Audit 
Plan 2021/22. 

Recommendation from the Audit and Risk Committee 
That Council APPROVES the Strategic Internal Audit Plan 2021/22 to 2023/24 and the Annual Internal Audit 
Plan 2021/22 as detailed at Attachment 16.4A. 
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Background  
1. The Institute of Internal Auditors’ International Professional Practices Framework requires the Chief 

Internal Auditor to produce a risk-based plan, which takes into account the organisation’s risk 
management framework, its strategic objectives and priorities, and the views of corporate executive, 
senior managers and the Audit and Risk Committee.  

2. The objective of audit planning is to direct audit resources in the most efficient manner to provide 
sufficient assurance that key risks are being managed effectively and value for money is being achieved.  

3. This document addresses these requirements by setting out a detailed internal audit plan for 2021/22 
in the context of a three-year Strategic Internal Audit Plan for the period 2021/22 to 2023/24.   

4. The Strategic Internal Audit Plan identifies 1400 hours per annum to be resourced by an external 
professional consulting firm with expertise in conducting internal audits. The remainder of the plan is to 
be conducted by in-house resources. 

 

Discussion 
5. The Strategic Internal Audit Plan 2021/22 to 2023/24 and the Annual Internal Audit Plan 2021/22 is 

provided in Attachment 16.4A. 

 

Stakeholder Engagement 
Nil. 

 

Decision Implications 
6. The adoption of the Strategic Internal Audit Plan will ensure the efficient and effective management of 

internal audit and risk activities for the City of Perth. 

 

Strategic, Legislative and Policy Implications 
Strategy 

Pillar (Outcome) Prosperous  

Issue Specific Strategies and 
Plans:  

Nil. 

 

Legislation, Delegation of Authority and Policy 

Legislation: Local Government (Audit) Regulations 1996 

Authority of Council/CEO: Council 

Policy: Nil. 
  

https://www.legislation.wa.gov.au/legislation/prod/filestore.nsf/FileURL/mrdoc_43668.pdf/$FILE/Local%20Government%20(Audit)%20Regulations%201996%20-%20%5B02-i0-00%5D.pdf?OpenElement
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Financial Implications 
7. Cost associated with the outsourced resourcing identified in the Strategic Internal Audit Plan is included 

in the City’s 2021/22 annual budget. 
 

Relevant Documents 
Nil. 

 

Further Information 
Nil. 
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1 Introduction and background 

Internal auditing is an independent, objective assurance and consulting activity designed to add value 

and improve an organisation’s operations. It helps an organisation accomplish its objectives by bringing 

a systematic, disciplined approach to evaluate and improve the effectiveness of risk management, 

internal control and governance processes. The internal audit methodology complies fully with the 

mandatory elements of the Institute of Internal Auditors’ International Professional Practices 

Framework.   

1.1 Internal Audit Plan 

The Institute of Internal Auditors’ International Professional Practices Framework requires the Chief 

Internal Auditor to produce a risk-based plan, which takes into account the organisation’s risk 

management framework, its strategic objectives and priorities, and the views of Corporate Executive, 

Senior Managers and the Audit and Risk Committee.  

The objective of audit planning is to direct audit resources in the most efficient manner to provide 

sufficient assurance that key risks are being managed effectively and value for money is being achieved.  

This document addresses these requirements by setting out a detailed internal audit plan for 2021-22 

in the context of a three-year strategic internal audit plan for the period 2021-22 to 2023-24.   

1.2 Audit and Risk Committee Action 

The Audit and Risk Committee is asked to review and approve the Annual Internal Audit Plan for 2021-

22, within the context of the Strategic Internal Audit Plan for 2021-22 to 2023-24. 

2 Internal audit planning approach 

Our internal audit plan aims to contribute to the overall improvement of governance, risk management, 

and internal control processes using a systematic and disciplined evaluation approach. 

2.1 Risk based internal auditing 

Our internal audit methodology links internal audit activity to the organisation’s risk management 

framework.  The main benefit to the City is a strategic, targeted internal audit function that focuses on 

the key risk areas and provides maximum value for money.  

By focussing on the key risk areas, internal audit should be able to conclude that: 

▪ Management has identified, assessed and responded to the City’s key risks. 

▪ The responses to risks are effective but not excessive. 

▪ Where residual risk is unacceptably high, further action is being taken. 

▪ Risk management processes, including the effectiveness of responses, are being monitored by 

management to ensure they continue to operate effectively. 

▪ Risks, responses and actions are being properly classified and reported. 
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We have reviewed the City’s risk management framework and operational risk register. Whilst 

improvement is to be made to the framework and risk register,  it provides a source of information used 

to inform our audit needs assessment.  

2.2 Audit needs assessment 

Internal audit plans are based on an assessment of audit need. “Audit need” represents the assurance 

required by the Audit Committee from internal audit that the control systems established to manage 

and mitigate the key inherent risks are adequate and operating effectively. The objective of the audit 

needs assessment is to identify key controls systems and determine the internal audit resource required 

to provide assurance on their effectiveness. 

Our audit needs assessment takes both a top-down and bottom-up approach. The top-down approach 

involves identifying the areas of highest inherent risk and the control systems in place to manage those 

risks. The bottom-up approach involves defining the City’s audit universe (potential auditable areas) and 

covering systems on a cyclical basis in line with their relative risk and significance. The reasonableness 

check involves using experience of similar organisations to ensure that all key risk areas and systems 

have been considered and the resulting internal audit plan is appropriate. 

Our audit needs assessment involved the following activities: 

▪ Reviewing the City’s risk register. 

▪ Reviewing the City’s Strategic Community Plan, Corporate Business Plan and Evolution to 

Excellence documents. 

▪ Reviewing previous internal audit reports. 

▪ Reviewing external audit reports and plans. 

▪ Reviewing the City’s website and annual reports. 

▪ Using experience at similar organisations and our understanding of the City; 

▪ Discussions with the Executive Leadership Team 

The audit needs assessment is revised on an on-going basis (at least annually) to take account of any 

changes in the City’s risk profile.  Any changes to the internal audit plan are approved by the Audit and 

Risk Committee. 
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3 Proposed 2021-22 Annual Internal Audit Plan 

Section sets out the internal audit plan for 2021-22 to 2023-24. The three year internal audit plan is 

based on the audit needs assessment completed as part of the planning process conducted in June to 

July 2021. As our internal audit approach is based on risk, the proposed plan is also referenced to the 

operational risk register. 

Internal audit is only one source of assurance for the Audit and Risk Committee. Assurance on the 

management of risk is provided from a number of other sources, including the senior management 

team, external audit, and the risk management framework itself. 

The table below demonstrates how the internal audit hours for 2021-22 are allocated. 

 

The next section provides detailed scope for each audit area identified above. 
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4 Three (3) Year Strategic Internal Audit Plan 

The table below outlines the Three (3) Year Strategic Internal Audit Plan 

Audit Areas Risk Register Proposed Internal Audits 

Alliance Service Unit Sub-Service Unit Risk Rating Control 
Effectiveness 

2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 Reason for 
inclusion 

Scope 

CEO Corporate 
Communications 

Media management High Adequate     120 Risk Media management 
Ensure processes are in place and 
understood to ensure internal and 
external communication is 
managed internally and externally, 
and reputational initiatives with 
staff, residents, media, visitors and 
ratepayers are well planned and 
executed. 

Governance & 
Strategy 

Council and executive 
support 

Medium Adequate 120   120 Inquiry Expenditure, Interests and Gifts 
Register 
Ensure the Elected Member 
Expenditure, Interests and Gifts 
Register is complete and accurate 
and is maintained in compliance 
with Council Policy and relevant 
legislation. 

Council policy Medium Adequate 160   160 Inquiry Decisions of Council, Committee 
and CEO  
Decisions of the Council, 
Committee and CEO are compliant 
with statutory and policy 
requirements and obligations 

Legislative compliance Medium Adequate 80 80 80 Legislative Compliance Audit Return 
To review the City’s compliance 
with the Local Government Act 
1995 and Regulations as per the 
required DLGSC annual submission 
areas of focus. 
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Audit Areas Risk Register Proposed Internal Audits 

Alliance Service Unit Sub-Service Unit Risk Rating Control 
Effectiveness 

2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 Reason for 
inclusion 

Scope 

Council elections Medium Adequate   120   Risk Owners & Occupiers 
Consider the design and operating 
effectiveness of the processes and 
controls regarding the 
management of the owners and 
occupiers roll so as to determine 
whether these are fit-for-purpose. 

Legal Services  Legal advice Medium Adequate   120   Risk Legal Risks 
Ensure policy and procedures 
provide for the efficient and 
effective management of the City's 
legal risks in relation to contracts, 
property and planning. 

Complaints and 
grievances - Elected 
members 

not rated not rated   160   Inquiry Externally Generated Complaints 
and Grievances 
Consider the management of 
externally generated complaints 
and grievances with regard both 
elected members and staff, and 
compliance with policies and 
procedures. 

Internal Audit & 
Risk 

Risk Management Medium Adequate 120   120 Inquiry Misconduct and Fraud 
The City's approach to misconduct 
and fraud will be reviewed to 
ensure risks are apprropriately 
identified and mitigated. 

      120     Legislative Review of Risk Management, 
Internal Control and Legislative 
Compliance (Reg 17) 
Review the appropriateness and 
effectiveness of a local 
government’s systems and 
procedures in relation to risk 
management, internal control, and 
legislative compliance to assist the 
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Audit Areas Risk Register Proposed Internal Audits 

Alliance Service Unit Sub-Service Unit Risk Rating Control 
Effectiveness 

2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 Reason for 
inclusion 

Scope 

CEO discharge responsibilities in 
respect to Regulation 17 of the 
Local Government (Auditing) 
Regulations 1996. 

CSA Finance Financial reporting Medium Effective   160   Legislative Financial Management (Reg 5) 
To review of the appropriateness 
and effectiveness of the City of 
Perth's financial management 
systems and procedures to assist 
the CEO discharge responsibilities 
in respect to Regulation 5(2)(c) of 
the Local Government (Financial 
Management) Regulations 1996.  

Revenue and accounts 
receivable (incl rates) 

Low Adequate     

Investments Low Effective     

Expenditure and 
accounts payable 

Low Effective     

Asset accounting not rated not rated     

Taxation not rated not rated     

Insurance Low Adequate     

Procurement Medium Adequate 80 160 80 Inquiry Procurement and Contracting 
Consider the design and operating 
effectiveness of internal controls 
supporting procurement and 
contracting to ensure the integrity 
and efficiency of the process 
Note: Alternate years to consider 
data analytics only 

ICT Business Systems Medium Adequate   160   Risk Applications Controls Review 
To ensure City systems provide 
systematic, secure processing and 
handling of data. 
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Audit Areas Risk Register Proposed Internal Audits 

Alliance Service Unit Sub-Service Unit Risk Rating Control 
Effectiveness 

2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 Reason for 
inclusion 

Scope 

ICT security Medium Adequate     160 Risk Cyber Security Review 
Ascertain the appropriateness of 
the City's controls to address cyber 
security threat, including effective 
security awareness programs for 
staff. 

Human Resources Recruitment and 
termination 

Medium Adequate 160     Inquiry Human Resouurces Management 
Ensure recruitment, performance 
management and termination of 
employees is effective, and 
decisions are evidentiary based. 

Performance 
management 

Medium Adequate       Inquiry See above 

Employee Relations Medium Adequate 160   160 Inquiry Internal Complaints and 
Grievances 
Consider the management of 
internal complaints and 
grievances, the system data and 
compliance with policies and 
procedures. 

OSH Worker Health and 
Safety 

Medium Adequate       Assurance 
Activity 

OSH Gap Analysis of City's 
Contractor Management System 
To be conducted by Ebsworth: 
Ensure the City's engagement of 
contractors considers OSH 
legislative requirements. 
OSH Management System Audit 
To be conducted by Marsh: To 
review the City's OSH 
Management System to ensure it 
addresses legislative 
responsibilities and supports a safe 
work environment. 
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Audit Areas Risk Register Proposed Internal Audits 

Alliance Service Unit Sub-Service Unit Risk Rating Control 
Effectiveness 

2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 Reason for 
inclusion 

Scope 

Corporate 
Performance 

Project Management High Inadequate     120 Risk Project Management 
Consider the design and 
application of City of Perth's 
Project Management framework 
as it applies to the nature, scale 
and complexity of projects 
managed across the organisation; 
and controls through the project 
lifecycle, including business case 
(or equivalent), benefits 
identification, scoping, execution 
and general project governance. 

CDA City Culture Arts/cultural collection High Inadequate     40 Risk Health Check - Arts/Cultural 
Collection Program 
Assessment of how well the 
arts/cultural collection program is 
performing in accordance with its 
objectives and how well it adheres 
to organisational processes. 

Community Safety 
& Amenity 

Safety and crime 
prevention 

Medium Adequate   40   Risk Health Check - Safety and Crime 
Prevention Program 
Assessment of how well the safety 
and crime prevention program is 
performing in accordance with its 
objectives and how well it adheres 
to organisational processes. 

Community 
Services 

Homelessness Extreme Inadequate 40     Risk Health Check - Homelessness 
Program 
Assessment of how well the 
homelessness program is 
performing in accordance with its 
objectives and how well it adheres 
to organisational processes. 

Customer 
Experience 

Complaints and 
grievances - External 

Not rated Not rated         As above - see legal services 
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Audit Areas Risk Register Proposed Internal Audits 

Alliance Service Unit Sub-Service Unit Risk Rating Control 
Effectiveness 

2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 Reason for 
inclusion 

Scope 

City Activation Grants and 
Sponsorship 

High Adequate 160 80 160 Inquiry Discretionary Grant Funding 
Arrangements 
Consider the policy and 
procedures in relation to grants 
and sponsorship, providing context 
to the complexity of arrangements 
and ensuring better practice 
funding management is in place. 
Note: 2022-23 will be a high level 
review 

I&O Infrastructure & 
Assets 

Asset maintenance High Inadequate   40   Risk Health Check - Facility 
Maintenance Program 
Assessment of how well the 
facilities maintenance program is 
performing in accordance with its 
objectives and how well it adheres 
to organisational processes. 

Operations Waste Medium Adequate   120   Risk Waste Management 
Determine whether the City plans 
and delivers effective waste 
management services to their 
community. 

Parking Commercial parking Medium Adequate   120   Risk Commercial Parking 
Commercial parking (on-street and 
off-street) facilties are operated 
efficiently and effectively. 

Parking enforcement Medium Adequate 80 80 80 Contractual 
Requirement 

Compliance NSW DRIVES24 
Agreement 
Ascertain whether the City 
complies with the requirements of 
the DRIVES24 Terms of Access 
Agreement 
Compliance VicRoads Agreement 
Ascertain whether the City 
complies with the requirements of 
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Audit Areas Risk Register Proposed Internal Audits 

Alliance Service Unit Sub-Service Unit Risk Rating Control 
Effectiveness 

2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 Reason for 
inclusion 

Scope 

the VicRoads Confidentiality 
Agreement. 

PED City Planning Sustainability not rated not rated     40 Risk Health Check - Sustainability 
Program 
Assessment of how well the 
sustainability program is 
performing in accordance with its 
objectives and how well it adheres 
to organisational processes. 

Development 
Approvals 

Development 
assessment and 
compliance 

Medium Adequate 120     Risk Development Approvals 
Ensure development approvals are 
reviewed without bias, and in line 
with City's Local Planning Scheme 
and relevant Policies. 

Economic 
Development 

International 
engagement 

Medium Adequate   40   Risk Health Check - International 
Engagement Program 
Assessment of how well the 
international engagement 
program is performing in 
accordance with its objectives and 
how well it adheres to 
organisational processes. 

Transport & Urban 
Design 

Transport concept 
designs 

High Adequate     40 Risk Health Check - Transport Concept 
Design Program 
Assessment of how well the 
transport concept design program 
is performing in accordance with 
its objectives and how well it 
adheres to organisational 
processes. 
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Audit Areas Risk Register Proposed Internal Audits 

Alliance Service Unit Sub-Service Unit Risk Rating Control 
Effectiveness 

2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 Reason for 
inclusion 

Scope 

   
Total Planned Audit Hours 1400 1480 1480 

  

LEGEND: Resourcing Model 
 

Ad Hoc Reviews 200 200 200 
  

  To be outsourced 
 

TOTAL AUDIT HOURS 1600 1680 1680 
  

  To be conducted 
in-house In-house audit hours 200 280 280 

  

   
Outsourced audit hours 1400 1400 1400 
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5 Audit Universe 

The audit universe includes all Alliances, service units and sub-service units. The table below 

demonstrates the past and proposed audits undertaken in each area. 

Audit Universe Prior Internal Audits Proposed Internal Audits 

Alliance Service Unit Sub-Service Unit 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 

CEO Corporate 
Comms 

Media management           X 

Digital platforms             

Creative content             

Governance & 
Strategy 

Council and executive support       X   X 

Council policy       X   X 

Legislative compliance X X X X X X 

Council elections     X   X   

Civic events             

Strategic planning             

Legal Services Legal advice         X   

Local laws             

Complaints and grievances - 
Elected members 

    X   X   

Misconduct matters             

Internal Audit 
& Risk 

Internal Audit             

Risk Management X     X   X 

Business Continuity Mgt             

CSA Finance Forward financial planning             

Financial reporting   X     X   

Revenue and accounts 
receivable (incl rates) 

        

Investments         

Expenditure and accounts 
payable 

        

Asset accounting         

Taxation         

Insurance         

Procurement     X X X X 

Contract management             

ICT ICT Governance      X       

Infrastructure architecture             

Business Systems         X   

ICT Support             

ICT security   X       X 

Disaster Recovery     X       

Insight and technology 
solutions 

            

Human 
Resources 

Recruitment and termination       X     

Performance management       X     

Employee Relations       X   X 

Payroll     X       

OSH Worker Health and Safety       X     

Records Records management             

Freedom of Information             

Corporate 
Performance 

Corporate reporting             

Project Management     X     X 
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Audit Universe Prior Internal Audits Proposed Internal Audits 

Alliance Service Unit Sub-Service Unit 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 

Procedures             

CDA City Culture Arts/cultural collection           X 

Cultural heritage management             

City Library and Town Hall             

Community 
Safety & 
Amenity 

Rangers             

CCTV             

Safety and crime prevention         X   

Emergency management             

Approvals - Obstruction, 
activities 

            

Public health             

Community 
Services 

Community capability building 
programs 

            

Homelessness       X     

Seniors and youth programs             

Volunteer services             

Community facilities             

Childcare centre             

Customer 
Experience 

Customer service             

Stakeholder engagement             

Complaints and grievances - 
External 

            

City Activation Marketing             

Grants and Sponsorship       X X X 

Events             

I&O Infrastructure 
& Assets 

Strategic assset planning             

Asset maintenance         X   

Engineering and design             

Major projects             

Operations Parks and reserves             

Fleet             

Depot             

Waste         X   

Street cleaning             

Parking Commercial parking         X   

Parking enforcement X X X X X X 

Property Leasing/licensing             

Maintenance of commercial 
buildings 

            

PED City Planning Local Planning Strategy and 
Policy 

            

Local Planning Scheme and 
Policy 

            

Sustainability           X 

Development 
Approvals 

Development assessment and 
compliance 

      X     

Building approvals and 
compliance 

            

Economic 
Development 

Sector development             

Investment attraction             
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Audit Universe Prior Internal Audits Proposed Internal Audits 

Alliance Service Unit Sub-Service Unit 2018-19 2019-20 2020-21 2021-22 2022-23 2023-24 

Business support             

Economic modelling and 
analysis 

            

International engagement         X   

Transport & 
Urban Design 

Transport concept designs           X 

Transport infrastructure             

Traffic management             
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6 Delivering the Strategic Internal Audit Plan 

6.1 Internal Audit Charter 

The City’s Internal Audit Charter details how we will work to deliver the internal audit plan. 

6.2 Internal Audit resourcing 

The delivery of this Strategic Internal Audit Plan will be largely resourced by an external professional 

services firm. Contract management will be the responsibility of the City’s Audit and Risk Manager. 

Certain compliance and health checks will be performed by in-house professionals. 

6.3 Confirmation of independence 

The Internal Audit Standards require us to communicate on a timely basis all facts and matters that may 

have a bearing on our independence.  

2020-21 Annual Internal Audit Plan 

The resources that completed the reviews in the annual plan for 2020-21 were independent and their 

objectivity was not compromised. 

2021-22 Annual Internal Audit Plan 

We can confirm that the planned resourcing identified to complete the reviews in the 2021-22 annual 

plan are independent and their objectivity is not anticipated to be compromised. 
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 Internal Audit Charter  

Responsible Officer Michelle Reynolds – Chief Executive Officer 

Voting Requirement Simple Majority 

Attachments Attachment 16.5A – Reviewed Internal Audit Charter 

Attachment 16.5B – Existing Internal Audit Charter 

 

Purpose 
To seek the endorsement of the reviewed Internal Audit Charter. 

Recommendation from the Audit and Risk Committee 
That Council ENDORSES the reviewed Internal Audit Charter. 
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Background 
1. The current Internal Audit Charter was last reviewed and adopted at the Audit and Risk Committee on 

15 February 2011, with a minor amendment on 23 February 2015. 

2. Following the appointment of the Internal Audit and Risk Manager in late 2020, recommendations for 
better practice from the Office of the Auditor General, and the publication of the Institute of Internal 
Auditors recommended model, all informing audit and risk documents are being reviewed. 

 

Discussion 
3. This Charter provides the framework and authority for the performance of internal audit activities at the 

City. 

4. The vision of Internal Audit is to embrace and operate in line with the relevant and recognised elements 
of ‘world class’ internal audit. 

5. Internal Audit provides independent and objective assurance to: 

a. The Audit and Risk Committee and Council that financial and non-financial controls are operating 
in a compliant, efficient, effective, economical and ethical manner. 

b. Assist management to improve business performance. 

6. Separation of roles and responsibilities and the governance structure for the management of the 
Internal Audit Charter are defined at Attachment 16.5A. 

 

Stakeholder Engagement 
Nil. 
 

Decision Implications 
7. If endorsed, the Internal Audit Charter will govern the future management and operation of internal 

audit at the City of Perth. 
 

Strategic, Legislative and Policy Implications 
Strategy 

Pillar (Outcome) Prosperous 

Issue Specific Strategies and 
Plans:  

Nil. 

 
Legislation, Delegation of Authority and Policy 

Legislation: Local Government (Audit) Regulations 1996 

Authority of Council/CEO: Council 

Policy: Nil. 

https://www.legislation.wa.gov.au/legislation/prod/filestore.nsf/FileURL/mrdoc_43668.pdf/$FILE/Local%20Government%20(Audit)%20Regulations%201996%20-%20%5B02-i0-00%5D.pdf?OpenElement
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Financial Implications 
Nil. 

 

Relevant Documents 
Institute of Internal Auditors – Internal Audit Charter – Recommended Model. 

 

Further Information 
Nil. 

 

  

https://www.iia.org.au/sf_docs/default-source/about-iia/iia-australia-internal-audit-charter.pdf?sfvrsn=2
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1. Introduction 
Internal Audit is established by authority of the City of Perth (City) Council, with its responsibilities defined 
in this Internal Audit Charter (Charter) approved by Council on recommendation of the Audit and Risk 
Committee. 

This Charter provides the framework and authority for the performance of internal audit activities at the 
City. 

Chief audit executive describes the person in the senior position responsible for managing Internal Audit 
of an organisation. At the City, this is the Internal Audit and Risk Manager. 

2. Vision 
The vision of Internal Audit is to embrace and operate in line with the relevant and recognised elements of 
‘world class’ internal audit. 

3. Definition of Internal Auditing 
Internal auditing is an independent, objective assurance and consulting activity designed to add value and 
improve an organisation’s operations. It helps an organisation accomplish its objectives by bringing a 
systematic, disciplined approach to evaluate and improve the effectiveness of risk management, control, 
and governance processes. 

4. Purpose 
The mission of internal audit is to enhance and protect organisational value by providing stakeholders with 
risk-based, objective and reliable assurance, advice and insight. 

Internal Audit provides independent and objective assurance to: 
 
▪ The Audit and Risk Committee and Council that financial and non-financial controls are operating in a 

compliant, efficient, effective, economical and ethical manner. 
▪ Assist management to improve business performance. 

5. Independence 
Internal Audit is required to be independent and objective, with independence essential to its 
effectiveness. Internal Audit has no direct authority or responsibility for the activities it reviews. Internal 
Audit has no responsibility for the management of business activities, or for development or 
implementation of operational systems or procedures. 

The strength of Internal Audit comes from it being independent of management. 

Where the Chief Audit Executive may be responsible for a non-audit activity including risk management 
and business continuity management, there are independence safeguards in place: 

▪ When responsible for non-audit activities, the Chief Audit Executive is not performing internal audit 
duties when managing or performing those activities; and 

▪ Review of non-audit activities must be managed and performed independently of the Chief Audit 
Executive and reported direct to the Audit Committee. 

6. Conflict of Interest 
Conflict of interest is a situation in which an internal auditor, who is in a position of trust, has a competing 
professional or personal interest. Such competing interests can make it difficult to fulfil duties impartially. 
A conflict of interest exists even if no unethical or improper act results. A conflict of interest can create an 
appearance of impropriety that can undermine confidence in the internal auditor, the Internal Audit 
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function, and the profession. A conflict of interest could impair an individual's ability to perform his or her 
duties and responsibilities objectively. 

Internal auditors are not to provide audit services for work for which they may previously have been 
responsible. The Institute of Internal Auditors provides guidance on this point and suggests a period of 
one year, but each instance should be carefully assessed. 

When engaging internal audit service providers, the Chief Audit Executive shall take steps to identify, 
evaluate the significance, and manage any perceived, potential or actual conflict of interest that may 
impinge upon internal audit work. 

Instances of perceived, potential or actual conflict of interest by Internal Audit staff and service providers 
shall immediately be reported it to the Chief Audit Executive and the chair of the Audit and Risk 
Committee. 

7. Internal Audit Positioning 
Internal Audit is positioned within City as follows: 

 

8. Reporting Arrangements 
All Internal Audit staff and service providers report to the Chief Audit Executive, who reports: 
 
▪ Functionally for operations to the Audit and Risk Committee through the chair. 
▪ Administratively to the Chief Executive Officer. 

Functional reporting is in line with the Audit and Risk Committee Terms of Reference. 

Administrative reporting to the Chief Executive Officer includes: 
 
▪ Internal Audit resources and annual budget. 
▪ Provision of corporate services to Internal Audit including office accommodation, computers and 

equipment. 
▪ Human resource administration. 

City of Perth Council

Chief Executive Officer

Administrative reporting

Chief Audit Executive

Internal Audit and Risk Manager

Service Providers Internal Audit Staff

Audit and Risk Commitee

Functional reporting
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The Chief Audit Executive will meet regularly with the Chief Executive Officer. Right of direct access by the 
Chief Audit Executive to the Chief Executive Officer is preserved for any time the Chief Audit Executive 
believes it to be warranted. 

Where a service provider is utilized to support the Internal Audit function, the responsible partner reports 
to the Chief Audit Executive. In exceptional circumstances, such as independence concerns, the service 
provider responsible partner may have direct access to the Audit and Risk Committee chair. 

9. Authority and Confidentiality 
All Internal Audit work is undertaken under the authority of the Audit and Risk Committee. 

Internal Audit staff and service providers are authorised to have full, free and unrestricted access to all 
functions, premises, assets, personnel, records, and other documentation and information necessary to 
enable Internal Audit to fulfil its responsibilities in line with its approved internal audit plan. 

All records, documentation and information accessed in the course of undertaking internal audit work are 
to be used solely for the performance of these activities. Internal Audit staff and service providers are 
responsible and accountable for maintaining the confidentiality of the information they receive during the 
course of their work. 

All internal audit documentation and work papers remain the property of the City, including where 
internal audit services are provided by service providers under an outsourced or co-sourced model. 

10. Role 
In the performance of its activities, Internal Audit will play an active role in: 
 
▪ Developing and maintaining a culture of accountability, integrity and adherence to high ethical 

standards. 
▪ Facilitating the integration of controls and risk management into day-to-day business activities and 

processes. 
▪ Promoting a culture of cost-consciousness and self-assessment. 

Internal Audit will support the City by: 
 
▪ Reviewing achievement of objectives. 
▪ Assessing if decisions are properly authorised. 
▪ Evaluating the reliability and integrity of information. 
▪ Ensuring assets are safeguarded. 
▪ Assessing compliance with laws, regulations, policies and contracts. 
▪ Considering the efficiency, effectiveness, economy and ethics of business activities. 
▪ Reviewing opportunities for fraud and corruption. 
▪ Following-up previous audits to assess if remedial action has been effectively implemented. 
▪ Looking for better ways of doing things, and sharing these insights within the City. 

Management may request internal audit services in response to emerging business issues or risks. Internal 
Audit will attempt to satisfy these requests, subject to the assessed level of risk, availability of resources, 
and endorsement of the Audit and Risk Committee. 

11. Reporting to the Audit and Risk Committee 
The Audit and Risk Committee supports Council in exercising its governance responsibilities. The Chief 
Audit Executive will report to the Audit and Risk Committee on: 
 
▪ Overall performance of Internal Audit. 
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▪ Internal audit work completed. 
▪ Progress implementing the internal audit plan. 
▪ Implementation status of internal audit, external audit, and other relevant external and regulatory 

body recommendations. 
▪ Achievements via an annual report to summarise work and achievements for the year, to 

demonstrate value delivered, and to provide an opinion on the overall state of internal controls and 
any systemic issues identified. 

▪ Annual assertion on the work of Internal Audit and compliance with internal auditing standards. 
▪ Annual statement of assurance. 

12. Nature and Scope of Work 
The scope of internal audit work embraces the wider concept of corporate governance and risk, 
recognising that controls exist in organisations to manage risks and promote effective and efficient 
governance and performance. Internal audit services may include:  
 
▪ Assurance Services – objective examination of evidence for the purpose of providing an independent 

assessment of risk management, control and governance processes. 
▪ Advisory Services – advisory and related client activities, the nature and scope of which are agreed 

upon with the client and which are intended to add value and improve business operations. 
 

Internal Audit will offer a service catalogue with a range of services, including: 
 
▪ Audits with a compliance, financial or operational performance improvement focus. 
▪ Management requested services where business areas may request internal audit services, usually in 

response to an issue or an emerging risk. 
▪ Multi-stage audits at key project milestones. 
▪ Continuous auditing of controls using technology. 

The scope and coverage of Internal Audit work is not limited in any way, and may cover any City activity, 
operations and programs. 

13. Professional Standards 
Internal Audit will govern itself by adherence to mandatory guidance contained in the ‘International 
Professional Practices Framework’ (IPPF) issued by the Institute of Internal Auditors (IIA): 
 
▪ ‘Core Principles for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing’. 
▪ ‘Definition of Internal Auditing’. 
▪ ‘Code of Ethics’. 
▪ ‘International Standards for the Professional Practice of Internal Auditing’. 

This mandatory guidance constitutes the fundamental requirements for the professional practice of 
internal auditing and the principles against which to evaluate the effectiveness of Internal Audit 
performance. The Chief Audit Executive is responsible for maintaining an up-to-date risk-based internal 
audit methodology that aligns with good practices promoted by the internal audit profession. 

Internal Audit, including service providers, will perform their work in accordance with the IPPF. While the 
IPPF will cover the majority of internal audits, technology audits may be performed using ISACA standards 
contained in the ‘Information Technology Assurance Framework’ (ITAF). 

14. Resourcing 
The Audit and Risk Committee will be advised of any resource limitations to the ability of Internal Audit to 
fulfil its responsibilities. Any assessment of the Internal Audit operational budget is to be supported by 
appropriate and objective analysis and benchmarking. 
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Where an internal audit outsourced or co-sourced model is adopted, in consultation with the Audit and 
Risk Committee, the service provider will be selected through periodic market testing that applies good 
practice probity principles focused on competence, skills and knowledge against a set of pre-determined 
criteria that includes independence and objectivity. Service provider appointment will be approved by the 
Audit Committee. 

15. Responsibilities 
Internal Audit responsibilities include, but are not limited to: 

Internal Audit 

▪ Establish a ‘world class’ Internal Audit function. 

Internal Audit Plan 

▪ Develop a risk-based internal audit plan that considers the City’s risks and issues, including those 
identified by management, and submit the plan to the Audit and risk Committee for review and 
recommendation to Council for approval. 

▪ Ensure changes to the internal audit plan are approved by the Audit and Risk Committee. 

Internal Audit Engagements 

▪ Perform internal audit work contained in the approved internal audit plan, and produce a written 
report for each audit containing improvement actions. 

▪ Ensure management action plans to implement improvement actions are obtained from management 
and included in audit reports, including a responsible person and timetable for completion. 

▪ Provide final audit reports to management of the area audited, Chief Executive Officer, and the Audit 
Committee. Copies may be provided to management of other areas where relevant. Copies may be 
provided to the external auditor if requested. 

Improvement Actions 

▪ Establish a system to monitor progress by management to implement internal audit and external audit 
improvement actions, together with recommendations contained in reports by other relevant 
external and regulatory bodies. 

▪ Ensure management provides updates to Internal Audit quarterly on progress to implement 
management action plans. 

▪ Follow-up and obtain evidence that management action plans are effectively implemented by 
management before recommending closure to the Audit and Risk Committee. 

16. Management and Staff Obligations 
An executive sponsor will be nominated for each audit. 

Management and staff are obligated to professionally and constructively contribute to internal audit work, 
and the implementation of management action plans in response to improvement opportunities and 
recommendations contained in internal audit reports. 

Management has maximum of 10 working days from when they receive a draft internal audit report to 
provide their management responses and action plans, which should contain: 
 
▪ Agreed, partially agreed or not agreed. 
▪ If not agreed, why not. 
▪ Action to be taken. 
▪ Responsible person. 
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▪ Timing. 
▪ Interim control arrangements to be relied upon where there is a long lead time, such as waiting to 

close-out an improvement action through implementation of a technology solution. 

Where formal management responses and action plans have not been received within 10 working days, 
recommendations will be provided to the Audit and Risk Committee, with a timetable for implementation 
to be pursued separately through the Chief Executive Officer. 

Where management responses to any audit recommendation are not considered adequate, the Chief 
Audit Executive will consult with management of the area audited and attempt to reach a mutually 
agreeable resolution. If agreement is not reached, the Chief Audit Executive will refer the matter to the 
Chief Executive Officer for resolution. If agreement is still not reached, the final arbiter will be the Audit 
and Risk Committee. 

Each quarter internal audit will request an update from management on progress of implementation for 
every improvement action and recommendation. Timing will align to Audit and Risk Committee meetings. 

There is one opportunity for the executive sponsor to revise the implementation date should this be 
necessary due to unexpected delay. 

Where an original implementation date is passed, whether approved or not, the audit recommendation 
cannot be rated to be on track. 

Where an audit recommendation rated high or above is not implemented and closed-out by its due date, 
the executive sponsor will be required to attend the next Audit and Risk Committee meeting and present 
details on why the management action has not been fully implemented and the audit recommendation 
closed-out, and how the resulting risk is being addressed in the interim. 

17. Quality Assurance and Improvement Program 
The Chief Audit Executive is responsible for developing and maintaining a quality assurance and 
improvement program that includes: 

▪ Ongoing internal assessments. 
▪ Periodic internal assessments to be performed annually. 
▪ Annual assertion to the Audit and Risk Committee on compliance with internal auditing standards.  
▪ Independent external assessments performed at least once every five years by a qualified, 

independent assessor or assessment team from outside the City. 
 

Internal audit is encouraged to develop and maintain mutually beneficial relations with counterparts in 
other organisations, thought leaders, relevant professional bodies and networks with a view to: 

▪ Exchanging information on internal audit good practices.  
▪ Exchanging information on emerging corporate governance, risk management and assurance issues. 

 

18. Evaluation of Performance 
Internal Audit performance will be evaluated and results reported to the Audit Committee. This will 
include: 

▪ Results of the quality assurance and improvement program. 
▪ Feedback from management of areas where internal audit work has been performed. 
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19. Relationship with Other Assurance Activities 
The City uses the 3 lines integrated assurance model to allocate responsibilities for risk management and 
control, recognising that: 

▪ 1st line – Management has ownership, responsibility and accountability for assessing, controlling and 
mitigating risks. 

▪ 2nd line – Risk management facilitates and monitors implementation of effective risk management 
practices by management, and assists risk owners in reporting adequate risk-related information up 
and down the organisation. 

▪ 3rd line – Internal audit will, through a risk-based approach, provide assurance to the Audit and Risk 
Committee and management, on how effectively the City assesses and manages its risks, including the 
manner in which the first and second lines operate. Internal audit does not absolve management and 
staff from any of their risk management and control responsibilities.  
 

Internal Audit will establish and maintain an open relationship with the external auditor and other 
assurance providers. Internal Audit will plan its activities to ensure adequacy of overall assurance 
coverage, and to minimise duplication of assurance effort across the City. 

External audit has full and free access to all internal audit plans, work papers and reports. 

20. Review of the Charter 
This Charter will be reviewed annually, with any changes recommended by the Audit and Risk Committee 
for endorsement by Council. 

21. Approval of the Charter 
Recommended for endorsement: 

Audit and Risk Committee 

<Resolution Number> 

<Date> 

 

Endorsed: 

Council 

<Resolution Number> 

<Date> 
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INTERNAL AUDIT CHARTER 

1. Mission and Scope of Work

1.1. The mission of Internal Audit is to provide independent, objective 
assurance and consulting services designed to add value and improve the 
City of Perth’s operations. It helps the City of Perth accomplish its 
objectives by bringing a systematic, disciplined approach to evaluate and 
improve the effectiveness of risk management, control, and governance 
processes. 

1.2. The scope of work of Internal Audit is to determine whether the City of 
Perth’s network of risk management, control, and governance processes, 
as designed and represented by management, is adequate and 
functioning in a manner to ensure: 

• Risks are appropriately identified and managed.

• Interaction with the various governance groups occurs as needed.

• Significant financial, managerial, and operating information is
accurate, reliable, and timely.

• Employees’ actions are in compliance with policies, standards,
procedures, and applicable laws and regulations.

• Resources are acquired economically, used efficiently, and adequately
protected.

• Programs, plans, and objectives are achieved.

• Quality and continuous improvement are fostered in the City of Perth’s
control process.

• Significant legislative or regulatory issues impacting the City of Perth
are recognised and addressed properly.

1.3. Opportunities for improving management control and accountability may 
be identified during audits. They will be communicated to the appropriate 
level of management. 

2. Accountability

2.1. The Internal Auditor, in the discharge of his/her duties, shall be
accountable to management and the Audit and Risk Committee to: 

• Provide an assessment on the adequacy and effectiveness of the City
of Perth’s processes for controlling its activities and managing its risks
in the areas under the mission and scope of work.

Attachment 16.5B
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• Report significant issues related to the processes for controlling the 
activities of the City of Perth, including potential improvements to 
those processes, and monitor and report on agreed action to 
implement improvements. 

• Provide information periodically on the status and results of the annual 
audit plan and the sufficiency of internal audit resources. 

• Coordinate with and provide oversight of other control and monitoring 
functions (risk management, compliance, security, legal, ethics, 
environmental, external audit). 

 
3. Independence 

 
3.1. To provide for the independence of Internal Audit, its staff and contractors 

report to the Internal Auditor, who reports administratively to the Director 
Corporate Services and functionally to the Council through the Audit and 
Risk Committee in a manner outlined in the above section on 
Accountability.  

 
3.2. Internal audit reports and issues of significance are also reported directly 

to the Chief Executive Officer (CEO). 
  

4. Responsibility 
 
4.1. The Internal Auditor has responsibility to: 

 

• Develop a flexible annual audit plan using appropriate risk-based 
methodology, including any risks or control concerns identified by 
management, and submit that plan to the Audit and Risk Committee 
for review and approval by Council. 

• Implement the annual audit plan, as approved, including, and as 
appropriate, any special tasks or projects requested by the CEO 
and/or the Audit and Risk Committee. 

• Maintain a professional audit staff with sufficient knowledge, skills, 
experience, and professional certifications to meet the requirements of 
this charter. 

• Establish a quality assurance program by which the Internal Auditor 
assures the operation of internal auditing activities. 

• Perform consulting services, beyond Internal Auditing’s assurance 
services, to assist management in meeting its objectives. Examples 
may include facilitation,1 training, and advisory services. 

• Evaluate and assess significant merging/consolidating functions and 
new or changing services, processes, operations, and control 
processes coincident with their development, implementation, and/or 
expansion. 

• Issue periodic reports to the Audit and Risk Committee and 
management summarizing results of audit activities. 

                                            
1 At its meeting held on 23 February 2015, the Audit and Risk Committee agreed to remove the words 
“process design” from this dot point. 
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• Keep the Audit and Risk Committee informed of emerging trends and 
successful practices in internal auditing. 

• Assist in the investigation of significant suspected fraudulent activities 
within the City of Perth and notify management and the Audit and Risk 
Committee of the results. 

• Identify instances of misconduct to the CEO to enable reporting to the 
Corruption and Crime Commission. 

• Report misconduct by the CEO to the Presiding Member of the CEO 
Performance Review Committee and / or the Lord Mayor.2 

• Consider the scope of work of the external auditors, as appropriate, for 
the purpose of providing optimal audit coverage to the City of Perth at 
a reasonable overall cost. 

 
5. Authority 

 
5.1. Internal Audit staff and contractors of Internal Audit are authorised to: 

 

• Have unrestricted access to all functions, records, property, and 
personnel (unless prohibited by legislation). 

• Allocate resources, set frequencies, select subjects, determine scopes 
of work, and apply the techniques required to accomplish audit 
objectives. 

• Obtain the necessary assistance of personnel in business units of the 
City of Perth where they perform audits, as well as other specialized 
services from within or outside the City of Perth. 

 
5.2. Internal Audit staff and contractors of Internal Audit are not authorised to: 

 

• Perform any operational duties for the City of Perth. 

• Initiate or approve accounting transactions external to the Internal 
Audit cost centre. 

• Direct the activities of any City of Perth employee not employed by 
Internal Audit, except to the extent such employees have been 
appropriately assigned to auditing teams or to otherwise assist Internal 
Audit staff. 
 

 
6. Standards of Audit Practice 

 
Internal Audit will meet or exceed the International Standards for the Professional 
Practice of Internal Auditing of The Institute of Internal Auditors.  
 

                                            
2 At its meeting held on 23 February 2015, the Audit and Risk Committee agreed to include this 
additional dot point. 
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 Audit and Risk Committee Terms of Reference  

Responsible Officer Michelle Reynolds – Chief Executive Officer 

Voting Requirement Simple Majority 

Attachments Attachment 16.6A – Current Audit and Risk Committee Terms of 
Reference 

Attachment 16.6B – Proposed Audit and Risk Committee Terms of 
Reference 

 

Purpose 
To seek the approval of the proposed Terms of Reference for the Audit and Risk Committee. 

Recommendation from the Audit and Risk Committee 
That Council APPROVES the proposed Audit and Risk Committee Terms of Reference as detailed in Attachment 
16.6B.  
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Background 
1. The current Terms of Reference for the Audit and Risk Committee was last reviewed and adopted on 28 

August 2018 (as at Attachment 16.6A). 

2. Following the appointment of the Internal Audit and Risk Manager in late 2020, and recommendations 
for better practice from the Office of the Auditor General, all informing audit and risk documents are 
being reviewed. 

 

Discussion 
3. The Audit and Risk Committee will be responsible for overseeing risk management, fraud and internal 

control, internal audits, compliance and ethics, financial and performance reporting, and external 
audits. 

4. The Audit and Risk Committee members are expected to: 

a. understand the legal and regulatory obligations of the Council for governing the entity;  

b. understand the governance arrangements that support achievement of the City’s strategies and 
objectives;  

c. exercise due care, diligence and skill when performing their duties;  

d. adhere to the City’s code of conduct and the code of ethics of any professional body which they 
are a member of;  

e. help to set the right tone in the City by demonstrating behaviours which reflect the City’s desired 
culture;  

f. be aware of contemporary and relevant issues impacting the public sector; and  

g. only use information provided to the Committee to carry out their responsibilities, unless 
expressly agreed by Council. 

 

Stakeholder Engagement 
Nil. 

 

Decision Implications 
5. If endorsed, the Terms of Reference will govern the future management and operation of the Audit and 

Risk Committee. 
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Strategic, Legislative and Policy Implications 
Strategy 

Pillar (Outcome) Prosperous  

Issue Specific Strategies and 
Plans:  

Nil. 

 

Legislation, Delegation of Authority and Policy 

Legislation: Section 7.1A of the Local Government Act 1995 

Regulation 16 of the Local Government (Audit) Regulations 1996. 

Authority of Council/CEO: Council 

Policy: Nil.  

  

Financial Implications 
Nil. 

 

Relevant Documents 
Western Australian Public Sector Audit Committees – Better Practice Guide - Office of the Auditor General. 

 

  

http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/wa/consol_act/lga1995182/s7.1a.html
http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/wa/consol_reg/lgr1996341/s16.html
https://audit.wa.gov.au/reports-and-publications/reports/better-practice-guide/
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Further Information 
The following the Audit and Risk Committee held on 17 August 2021, further information is provided:  

6. The Terms of Reference has been amended to increase the Committee to five members, one of whom 
is an independent member. It was agreed that the Chair was not to be the Lord Mayor. 

  



Terms of Reference 
Adopted: 28 August 2018

The Audit and Risk Committee’s role, in accordance with Regulation 16 of the Local 
Government (Audit) Regulations 1996, is to: 

a. guide and assist the local government in carrying out:
i. its functions under Part 6 of the Act;

ii. its functions relating to other audits and other matters related to financial
management; and

b. functions in relation to audits conducted under Part 7 of the Act. review a report given
to it by the CEO under regulation 17(3) (the CEO’s report) and is to —

i. report to the council the results of that review; and
ii. give a copy of the CEO’s report to the Council.

c. monitor and advise the CEO when the CEO is carrying out functions in relation to a
review under —

i. regulation 17(1); and
ii. the Local Government (Financial Management) Regulations 1996 regulation

5(2)(c);
d. support the auditor of the local government to conduct an audit and carry out the

auditor’s other duties under the Act in respect of the local government;

e. oversee the implementation of any action that the local government —

i. is required to take by section 7.12A(3); and
ii. has stated it has taken or intends to take in a report prepared under section

7.12A(4)(a); and
iii. has accepted should be taken following receipt of a report of a review

conducted under regulation 17(1); and
iv. has accepted should be taken following receipt of a report of a review

conducted under the Local Government (Financial Management) Regulations
1996 regulation 5(2)(c);

v. perform any other function conferred on the audit committee by these
regulations or another written law.

The Committee may provide guidance and assistance to the local government regarding: 

a. other matters to be audited;

b. the scope of audits; and

c. financial, risk and compliance management functions as prescribed in the Local
Government Act 1995; as well as

d. other matters specified in these Terms of Reference.

The Committee may resolve to request the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) to provide any 
information or make arrangements to provide independent expert advice, as appropriate 
and required by the Committee in order to fulfil its duties and responsibilities. 

Attachment 16.6A



 The Committee is to review and make recommendations to the Council regarding: 

a. Financial Management 
i. the annual Financial Statements with a view to being satisfied as to their 

accuracy and timeliness and the inclusion of prescribed disclosures and 
information; 

ii. changes in accounting practices, policies and material changes in accounting 
treatment, providing advice on the appropriateness of implementation 
strategies; and 

iii. the City’s financial status and performance. 

b. Risk Management 
i. the City’s risk management strategies and policies; 

ii. the adequacy of the City’s risk management systems and practices; and  

iii. the management of strategic risks, identifying as appropriate, specific risks for 
more detailed review and response. 

c. Internal Controls 
i. the standard and effectiveness of the City’s corporate governance and ethical 

considerations;  

ii. the integrity, adequacy and effectiveness of the City’s financial and 
administration policies, systems and controls in providing financial and 
governance information which: 

• is accurate and reliable; 

• complies with legislative obligations and requirements; and 

• minimises the risk of error, fraud, misconduct or corruption; and 

iii. the efficiency and effectiveness on achievement of objectives 

d. Legislative Compliance 
i. the integrity, adequacy and effectiveness of the City’s systems and controls for 

legislative compliance; 

ii. the level of compliance with legislative obligations as well as the City’s policies;  

iii. the CEO’s report on the review of the City’s legislative Compliance systems, at 
least once triennially; and 

iv. the annual statutory Compliance Audit. 

e. Internal and External Audit Planning and Reporting 
i. the integrity, adequacy and effectiveness of the City’s Internal Audit Plan and 

External Audit Plan; 

ii. reports, findings and recommendations arising from Internal and External 
Audits; 

iii. the audit of the City’s Annual financial statements;  

iv. the integrity, adequacy and effectiveness of the management response and any 
actions proposed to be taken to address issues raised by the Internal or External 
Auditor; and  

v. the oversight and monitoring of implementation of agreed actions. 

 



CITY OF PERTH 

AUDIT AND RISK COMMITTEE TERMS OF REFERENCE 

Role 

The City of Perth (‘City’) has established the Audit and Risk Committee (‘Committee’) under Section 7.1A of 
the Local Government Act 1995. 

The Committee assists the Council in fulfilling their oversight responsibilities in relation to systems of risk 
management and internal control, the City’s processes for monitoring compliance with laws and regulations, 
including financial and performance reporting and external and internal audit. The Committee is not 
responsible for the management of these functions.  

The Committee will engage with management in a constructive and professional manner to perform its 
oversight responsibilities. The Chair of the Committee is responsible to, and reports to, the accountable 
authority.  

Members of the Committee are expected to: 

▪ understand the legal and regulatory obligations of the Council for governing the entity;

▪ understand the governance arrangements that support achievement of the City’s strategies and
objectives;

▪ exercise due care, diligence and skill when performing their duties;

▪ adhere to the City’s code of conduct and the code of ethics of any professional body which they are a
member of;

▪ help to set the right tone in the City by demonstrating behaviours which reflect the City’s desired culture;

▪ be aware of contemporary and relevant issues impacting the public sector; and

▪ only use information provided to the Committee to carry out their responsibilities, unless expressly agreed
by Council.

To help support the Committee’s role in overseeing the internal audit function, the Internal Audit and Risk 
Manager will functionally report to the Committee.  

The Committee will prepare an annual work plan that outlines when it will perform key activities, in 
consultation with the accountable authority. 

Authority 

The Council authorises the Committee, in accordance with this Terms of Reference, to: 

▪ obtain any information it requires from any official or external party (subject to any legal obligation to
protect information);

▪ discuss any matters with the internal auditors, Office of the Auditor General (OAG), or other external
parties (subject to confidentiality considerations);

▪ request the attendance of any officer or elected members at audit committee meetings; and

▪ obtain legal or other professional advice when necessary to fulfil its role, at the entity’s expense, subject
to approval by Council or delegate.

The Committee may undertake other activities as requested by Council. 
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Membership 

The Committee comprises five (5) members of whom one (1) must be independent, appointed by Council. 
The Committee will be led by a Chair. The Chair and other elected members on the Committee will be 
appointed by Council resolution after every Council election until a subsequent Council election is held or a 
member resigns from the Committee. The Chair shall not be the Lord Mayor. 

Independent Committee Members will be appointed for an initial period of two years as determined by Council.  

To support the skills and experience of Committee Members, the Committee will implement an induction and 
training program for new members. 

The Committee may invite the Chief Executive Officer, Chief Financial Officer, Internal Audit and Risk Manager, 
or other management representatives to present information and participate in the meeting. An officer from 
the Office of the Auditor General (OAG) will be invited to attend committee meetings as an observer.  

The Committee will be administratively supported by a City officer.  

Responsibilities 

The Committee will be responsible for the following: 

Risk management, fraud and internal control 

The Committee oversees the entity’s system of risk management and internal controls. Its responsibilities 
include, but are not limited to: 

• Providing oversight on significant risk exposures and control issues, including fraud risks, governance 
issues and other matters as necessary or requested by senior management and the accountable 
authority. 

• Considering the impact of City’s culture on risk management and internal controls. 

• Annually reviewing the City’s risk management policy. 

• Based on knowledge and understanding of the City’s risks, reviewing whether strategic risks are 
appropriately reflected in the risk profile and reported to the accountable authority. 

• Reviewing and assessing the effectiveness of processes for identifying, managing, treating and 
mitigating the City’s risks and ensuring that remaining risks align with the City’s risk appetite. The 
Committee should prioritise risks involving: 

o significant business risks, including environmental and occupational health and safety risks; 

o potential non-compliance with laws, regulations and standards; and 

o fraud and theft. 

• Considering the adequacy and effectiveness of internal controls and the risk management framework 
by: 

o reviewing reports from management, internal audit, consultants, regulators and the Office of the 
Auditor General (OAG); 

o ensuring strategic risk registers consider risks that may impact whether the entity will achieve its 
strategic objectives; 

o monitoring management responses and ensuring timely correction actions are taken by 
management; 



 

 

o enquiring with management and the OAG regarding their assessment of the risk of material 
misstatement in the financial report due to fraud; 

o enquiring with management, internal auditors and the OAG about whether they are aware of any 
actual, suspected or alleged fraud or corruption affecting the City including the City’s response to 
the matters; and 

o reviewing the business continuity planning process and be assured that material risks are identified 
and appropriate business continuity plans, including disaster recovery plans, are in place. 

• Reviewing summary reports from management on all suspected, alleged and actual frauds, thefts and 
breaches of laws and ensuring these are reported to the accountable authority and/or relevant 
authorities. 

• Reviewing summary reports from management on communication from external parties including 
regulators that indicate problems in the internal control system or inappropriate management actions. 

Internal audit   

The Audit and Risk Committee is responsible for guiding and overseeing the activities, resources and structure 
of the internal audit function. The Audit and Risk Committee’s responsibilities include, but are not limited to: 

• Annually reviewing internal audit’s mission, resources and budget and protecting internal audit’s 
independence from management. 

• Reviewing the internal audit structure, composition, skills and experience, service delivery model, 
independence and access to Council. 

• Advising Council on the adequacy of internal audit resources or budget to perform the approved 
internal audit plan. 

• Ensuring that the internal audit function, through the Internal Audit and Risk Manager, has a direct 
reporting relationship with Committee and Council (functional reporting relationship) and has 
access to all levels of management needed to perform their duties. 

• Monitoring internal audit’s participation in non-assurance roles to assess whether it impacts their 
independence or interferes with the delivery of the internal audit program. 

• Assessing the internal audit plan to ensure that it comprehensively covers material business risks that 
may threaten the achievement of strategic objectives and allows internal audit to assess culture. 

• Reviewing and recommending the approval of the internal audit plan and work program by Council. 

• Communicating the Audit and Risk Committee’s expectations to the Internal Audit and Risk Manager in 
writing through the internal audit charter. 

• Reviewing the internal audit charter annually for Council’s approval. 

• Reviewing the quality and timeliness of internal audit reports. 

• Considering the implications of internal audit findings on the business, its risks and controls. 

• Monitoring management’s implementation of internal audit recommendations. 

• Monitoring the progress of the internal audit plan and work program. 

• Monitoring the quality of internal audit services delivered and compliance with the Institute of Internal 
Auditors’ International Professional Practices Framework. 



 

 

• Ensuring that internal audit has complete and timely access to all accounts, information, documents and 
records of the entity as needed to effectively perform their duties. This also includes discussing whether 
management was cooperative and provided timely responses to internal audit requests. 

• Meeting privately with the Internal Audit and Risk Manager at least once per year. 

Compliance and ethics 

The Audit and Risk Committee oversees the City’s processes to ensure compliance with relevant laws and 
regulations and for promoting a strong governance culture within the entity. This includes, but is not limited 
to: 

• Understanding the City’s compliance framework including its obligations, the officers responsible for 
compliance activities and management oversight and review of these processes. 

• Considering the impact of the City’s culture on compliance processes. 

• Overseeing compliance by reviewing arrangements that monitor the impact of changes in key laws, 
regulations, internal policies and accounting standards affecting the City’s operations. 

• Obtaining updates from management on matters of compliance and ethical matters that may have 
material impact on the City’s financial statements, strategy, operations, health and safety or 
reputation. 

• Reviewing and monitoring related party transactions and conflicts of interest. 

• Enquiring with management, internal audit and the OAG on their assessment of the compliance culture, 
the risk of non-compliance, or whether they have any knowledge of any actual, suspected or alleged 
non-compliance affecting the entity. 

• Meeting with management to discuss regulatory compliance matters the City has considered in the 
preparation of the financial statements, such as compliance with accounting standards. 

Financial and performance reporting  

The Audit and Risk Committee oversees the integrity of financial and performance reporting processes within 
the entity. The committee’s responsibilities include: 

• reviewing the financial statements and providing advice to Council about whether they should be 
endorsed by Council. The review includes assessing: 

o whether the financial statements are consistent with the knowledge of the Audit and Risk 
Committee members; 

o whether the financial statements comply with the Local Government Act 1995 and associated 
regulations; 

o whether the financial statements accurately reflects the entity’s financial position and 
performance, and if not, whether additional disclosures are required; 

o the appropriateness of accounting policies and disclosures, including changes to accounting 
policies; 

o areas of significant judgement, estimation and significant or non-routine transactions; 

o whether appropriate management action has been taken in response to any issues raised by the 
OAG, including financial statement adjustments or revised disclosures; 



 

 

o the quality of the entity’s processes for preparing the financial statements, including how 
management has checked that they comply with relevant requirements; 

o significant issues, errors or discrepancies in the draft financial statements and ensuring members 
understand the reasons why these occurred; and 

o the representation letter to be provided to the OAG to confirm that the assertions, including any 
immaterial errors collated during the audit, are appropriate. 

• Acting as a forum for communication between management and the OAG. 

• Reviewing the entity’s process to ensure the financial information included in the annual report is 
consistent with the audited financial statements. 

External audit  

The Audit and Risk Committee is responsible for communicating and liaising with the OAG. This includes 
understanding the results of financial and performance audits conducted within the entity and overseeing 
whether recommendations are implemented by management. The committee’s responsibilities include, but 
are not limited to: 

• Meeting with the OAG to discuss the audit plan (audit entrance meeting) and the results of the financial 
audit (audit exit meeting). 

• Discussing with the OAG any significant resolved or unresolved disagreements with management. 

• Monitoring and critiquing management’s response to OAG findings and recommendations. 

• Reviewing reports from the OAG including auditor’s reports, closing reports and management letters. 

• Reviewing all representation letters signed by management to assess whether the information appears 
complete and appropriate. 

• Meeting with the OAG at least once per year without management presence. At this meeting, the 
committee will discuss matters relating to the conduct of the audit, including any difficulties 
encountered, restrictions on scope of activities or access to information, significant disagreements with 
management and adequacy of management responses. 

• Reviewing performance audits conducted at the entity and ensuring that agreed recommendations are 
implemented. 

• Monitoring the relationship between internal auditors and the OAG. 

• Reviewing results of relevant OAG audit reports and better practice publications for guidance on good 
practices, including any self-assessment by management. 

• Reviewing the form and content of the proposed auditor’s report on the entity’s financial and 
performance report. This may include any proposed modification, emphasis of matter, key audit 
matters, other matters and uncorrected misstatements in other information. 

Other responsibilities 

Perform other activities related to the role of this charter as requested by Council. 

Administrative responsibilities 

Meetings 

The Audit and Risk Committee will meet at least four (4) times a year or more frequently as necessary.  



 

 

The Chair is required to call a meeting if asked to do so by Council. If a meeting is requested by another Audit 
and Risk Committee member, OAG or Internal Audit and Risk Manager, the Chair will decide whether the 
meeting is necessary. 

The Chair will oversee the planning and conduct of meetings including the agenda and draft minutes, and 
reporting to the accountable authority. 

A quorum will consist of a majority of committee members. The quorum must be in place at all times during 
the meeting.   

Independence and conflicts of interest 

The Audit and Risk Committee must be independent from management of the City.  

Audit and Risk Committee elected members will provide declarations of any actual or perceived conflicts of 
interest as required under the Local Government Act 1995. 

External members, as required under the Code of Conduct for Council Members, Committee Members and 
Candidates, will provide written declarations of any actual or perceived conflicts of interest to the accountable 
authority. These members should consider past employment, consultancy arrangements and related party 
issues when making these declarations to Council. In consultation with the Chair, Council should be satisfied 
that there are sufficient processes in place to manage any actual, perceived or potential conflicts of interest. 

Audit committee performance assessment arrangements 

The Chair of the Audit and Risk Committee, in consultation with Council, will review the performance of the 
Audit and Risk Committee annually, together with the annual review of this charter.  

Reporting 

The Audit and Risk Committee will, as often as necessary, and at least once a year, report to Council on its 
operations and activities during the year and confirm to Council that all functions outlined in this charter have 
been satisfactorily addressed.   

The Audit and Risk Committee may at any time, report to the accountable authority on any other matters it 
deems to be sufficiently important. In addition, any individual Audit and Risk Committee member may request 
a meeting with Council at any time. 

Review of charter 

The Audit and Risk Committee will ensure that this charter complies with relevant legislative and regulatory 
requirements and will propose amendments when necessary to ensure that it accurately reflects the 
committee’s current role and responsibilities. 

The Audit and Risk Committee will review this charter once a year and more frequently if required. The review 
will include consultation with the accountable authority. Any substantive changes to the charter will be 
recommended by the audit committee and formally approved by the accountable authority. 

 

Endorsed:      Approved: 

Audit and Risk Committee Chair   Accountable Authority 

[Signature]      [Signature] 

[Date]       [Date] 
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17. Motions of which notice has been given   

 Notice of Motion – Deputy Lord Mayor Sandy Anghie - Youth Action Plan and 
Establishment of a Youth Advisory Group 

The following Notice of Motion has been submitted in accordance with clause 4.12 of the Standing Orders 
Local Law 2009. 

Councillor Deputy Lord Mayor Sandy Anghie 

Date received 28 July 2021 

Motion That Council:  

1. REQUESTS the Chief Executive Officer develop a Youth Action Plan for 
Council’s consideration by December 2022. 

2. ESTABLISHES a Youth Advisory Group.  

3.  REQUESTS the Chief Executive Officer to develop a Terms of Reference 
for the Youth Advisory Group which includes the following: 

a.  Purpose - to discuss, liaise and collaborate with the City of Perth on 
relevant youth issues and events in the City. 

b. Objective - to assist in the development of a Youth Action Plan. 

c.  Membership comprised people aged 15 to 28 who live, study or 
work in the City. 

Reasons provided With ECU coming to the City, and other universities expending their city 
footprints, now is the time to be embracing youth. Also, the success of the City’s 
LGBTQIA+ and other advisory groups, as illustrated by the deputation by David 
Goncalves at last month's meeting, shows the benefits of this kind of direct and 
genuine engagement with the community. 

Youth Advisory Groups are common throughout Australia. For example, 
Mandurah – link here: Youth advisory group | City of Mandurah 

By being actively engaged in youth-friendly spaces and events, young people 
can feel like they have investment in their city and community, developing a 
strong sense of ownership in these places. 

 

  

https://www.mandurah.wa.gov.au/community/programs-and-activities/Youth/Youth-advisory-group
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Administration Response to Notice of Motion 
Responsible Officer Konrad Seidl – Acting General Manager Community 

Development 

Voting Requirement Simple Majority 

Attachments Nil. 

 

Discussion 
1. In 2016, 20.1% of the population in the City of Perth’s (City) district consisted of people between the 

ages of 12 to 25 years.  

2. The City’s population is forecast to grow to 49,107 by 2041. Between 2016 and 2026, the age structure 
forecasts indicate a 34.9% increase in population under the working age. 

3. Youth Advisory Groups provide young people with: 

a. A means of coming together to generate ideas and make decisions about matters that affect young 
people. 

b. Developmental opportunities through learning about their local community.  

c. A means of engaging with local governments on local matters.   

4. The role of Youth Advisory Groups usually includes: 

a. Representing the views of young people to local government.  

b. Developing and organising services/programs for young people.  

c. Encouraging the interest and participation of young people in local government. 

5. Youth Action Plans aim to ensure that local governments support and enable young people typically 
between 12 to 25 years of age. Youth Action Plans enable young people to contribute in a meaningful 
way to community life and play a key role in shaping the community's development.  

6. The City undertook consultation for the development of the City’s Equity Diversity and Inclusion 
Framework (the Framework). Through the consultation and the development of the Framework, 
opportunities were identified where the City’s services could be strengthened to meet the needs of 
certain cohorts in the community. Youth was identified as one of these cohorts.  

7. The City engaged Fred Consulting in 2019 to undertake a Community Needs Study, to determine the 
needs of the community now and into the future. A recommendation from the Community Needs Study 
was the development of a Youth Advisory Group.  

 

Decision Implications 
8. If Council supports the motion, additional resources would be required to develop and facilitate a Youth 

Advisory Group, undertake community consultation, develop a Youth Action Plan and drive that Plan’s 
objectives.  
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9. Additional funds and resources would need to be allocated in the 2022/23 budget (estimated $70,000) 
to deliver actions outlined in the Youth Action Plan and to facilitate the Youth Advisory Group on an 
ongoing basis.  

10. If Council do not approve additional funds for resourcing, there will be risks to the successful and timely 
delivery of initiatives and programs related to the Equity, Diversity and Inclusion Framework, Rough 
Sleeper Plan and Reconciliation Action Plan would be impacted. 

 

Strategic, Legislative and Policy Implications 
Strategy 

Pillar (Outcome) Liveable 

Issue Specific Strategies and 
Plans:  

Strategic Community Plan 2019 - 2029 

Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion Framework  
 

Legislation, Delegation of Authority and Policy 

Legislation: Local Government Act 1995 

Authority of Council/CEO: Section 6.8 of the Local Government Act 1995 prescribes that a 
local government is not to incur expenditure from its municipal 
fund for an additional purpose unless the expenditure has been 
authorised in advance by an absolute majority resolution of 
Council. 

Policy: Nil. 

  

Financial Implications 
11. The financial implications of the motion require additional annual expenditure: 

Account Number Nil Operating  

Account Description Youth Services  

Current Budget $0 

Amendment to Budget $10,000 - Resources, Material and Overheads; $60,000 for salary 
and related expenditure 

Revised Budget $70,000 

Budget Impact $70,000 

 

Relevant Documents 
Nil. 
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 Notice of Motion – Councillor Liam Gobbert – Rod Evans Community Centre 
The following Notice of Motion has been submitted in accordance with clause 4.12 of the Standing Orders 
Local Law 2009.  

Councillor Councillor Liam Gobbert 

Date received 4 August 2021 

Motion That Council REQUESTS the Chief Executive Officer to: 

1. Investigate options for the expanded use of the Rod Evans Community 
Centre by the general public in tandem with its current use as a safe night 
space. 

2. Report the options, inclusive of budget requirements, to an EMES by 
November 2021. 

Reasons provided The Rod Evans Community Centre is a much-loved asset and is currently in use 
as a safe night space for women between 7pm and 7am. Members of the local 
community have expressed a desire to see the Centre returned for use by local 
groups - considering the hours of operation for the Safe Night Space, there is 
potential to review the current management of the spaces within the Centre to 
understand how the Centre can accommodate broader community use in 
conjunction with the current Safe Night Space. 
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Administration Response to Notice of Motion 
Responsible Officer Konrad Seidl – Acting General Manager Community 

Development 

Voting Requirement Simple Majority 

Attachments Attachment 17.2A – Rod Evans Community Centre Floorplan 

 

Discussion 
1. Referencing Attachment 17.2A, the Rod Evans Community Centre is being used by Ruah for the Safe 

Night Space with the following exclusive use areas (lined area) and common use areas from 5.00pm to 
9.00am – 7 days a week.  The non-shaded areas include an office space which will be vacated from 
October 2021, and a meeting space. 

2. To ensure the successful operation of Safe Night Spaces, it was determined that all other building uses 
would be paused until the end of September 2021 

3. There are two opportunities for further usage of the Centre: 

a. Potential use of the common space during 10.00am-4.00pm; and 

b. Potential use of the office and meeting space. 

4. It is proposed that during the Safe Night Space service (in place until 31 May 2023) further use of the 
Centre remain focussed on community outcomes. This could include use by complementary community 
services that provide connection and support for at risk women who attend the Safe Night Space during 
the evening.  

5. Increased use of the Centre will enhance activation and passive surveillance through the day.  It will also 
increase support to organisations that deliver community outcomes.  

6. It is noted that within the CBD there are other City owned and operated venues available for community 
group hire. These include space at the Citiplace Community Centre and City of Perth Library.  Other 
community venues include: 

a. City Farm – East Perth 

b. Perth Tattersall’s Bowls and Recreation Centre – East Perth (City owned but leased) 

c. The Platform on St Georges Terrace - Perth 

All these venues are looking to build on community partnerships. 

7. Post September 2017, the City is proposing to undertake an Expression of Interest process for two 
separate types of use for 18 months within the Rod Evans Centre: 

a. Type 1 - use from 10am to 4pm daily in common area share by Ruah; and 

b. Type 2 - use that maximises utilisation and community value of the office and meeting spaces. 
Currently the City is undertaking a Strategic Property Review of all buildings owned and managed 
by the City.  A report on this should be received in November 2021. 

8. It is proposed that a transparent Expression of Interest process be undertaken. The criteria would 
include ability to demonstrate community outcomes, and to maximise use of the facility in the number 
of hours on site, which will activate the venue/location during the day. 
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9. The groups who have so far informally expressed an interest in using the centre include: The West 
Australian Aboriginal Leadership Institute; East Perth Community Group; and Reclink – Wellbeing 
Activities for Women. 

10. It should be noted that the kitchen at the Centre has been de-commissioned and is currently unavailable 
for community use/access. 

 

Decision Implications 
11. If Council supports the motion, it would be meeting the objectives of the Council Policy 2.12 Asset 

Management. 

 

Strategic, Legislative and Policy Implications 
Strategy 

Pillar (Outcome) Liveable  

Issue Specific Strategies and 
Plans:  

Strategic Community Plan – 1 People 

Corporate Business Plan – 1 A City for People – Greater 
Liveability 

Public value outcome – sustainable maximum usage of City 
facility. 

 

Legislation, Delegation of Authority and Policy 

Legislation: Section 2.7 of the Local Government Act 1995 

Authority of Council/CEO: In accordance with Section 2.7 of the Local Government Act 
1995, Council governs the City’s affairs and is responsible for 
the performance of its functions. Further, Council is to oversee 
the allocation of the City’s finances and resources and is to 
determine its policies. 

Policy: 2.12 Asset Management 

  

Financial Implications   
12. The license/ hire of the facility by external organisation could bring in further revenue for the City.  

13. Decisions on fees would need to take in consideration of: utilities, insurances, cleaning, along with on-
going maintenance costs.    

14. Costings would need to be undertaken if the kitchen is to be re-commissioned. 

15. Expressions of Interest could be sought from community groups who are willing to pay nominal fees to 
ensure the space is accessed on a cost recovery basis. 
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Relevant Documents 
Nil. 

  



Attachment 17.2A
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 Notice of Motion – Councillor Liam Gobbert – Neighbourhood Identity Signage 
The following Notice of Motion has been submitted in accordance with clause 4.12 of the Standing Orders 
Local Law 2009. 

Councillor Councillor Liam Gobbert 

Date received 4 August 2021 

Motion That Council REQUESTS the Chief Executive Officer to: 

1. Include a provisional sum for the neighbourhood identity opportunities 
for Council’s consideration as part of the 2021/22 mid-year budget review 
to allow for project scoping costs.  

2. Undertake community consultation in 2022 as appropriate to inform 
options for neighbourhood identity opportunities which may include 
signage, physical branding or public art style and locations, should funding 
be committed. 

3. Present a report to an EMES detailing options for ‘Neighbourhood 
Identity Signage’ for each neighbourhood within the City’s district for 
consideration in the 2022/23 annual budget. 

Reasons provided Signage is an important wayfinding element within the public realm and when 
considered as a piece of public art can assist in establishing the identity of an 
area by creating a point of difference for a visitor and their experience of a 
locality - the recent launch of the Northbridge sign spanning William Street 
demonstrates this. 

In progressing with the City of Neighbourhoods approach established within the 
Strategic Community Plan, additional elements which contribute to the identity 
of the City’s individual neighbourhoods are likely to assist in enhancing the local 
amenity. 
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Administration Response to Notice of Motion 
Responsible Officer Konrad Seidl – Acting General Manager Community 

Development 

Voting Requirement Simple Majority 

Attachments Nil. 

 

Discussion 
1. The City regularly engages with neighbourhood groups as part of the Neighbourhood Approach recently 

approved by Council. 

2. The City also engaged with neighbourhood groups in the development of Neighbourhood Place Plans 
which included a participative budget workshop to clarify priorities within each neighbourhood.  

3. Ongoing neighbourhood engagement occurs every six weeks and feedback is gained on current 
aspirations and activities of each neighbourhood through this process. 

4. The Northbridge sign recently installed in William Street was facilitated through a matched funding 
Precinct Improvement Grant which responded to an application by landowners under the criterion of 
this grant program in June 2020. The application included a range of comments/letters of support from 
nearby traders at this time. 

5. To date, broader neighbourhood identity opportunities have not been communicated to the City as a 
current priority, however there are some areas such as Eastbrook Terrace in Claisebrook Cove which 
have requested improved signage to support business and there has been numerous engagements with 
different parts of the City regarding this current lack of directional signage. 

6. The City is currently rolling out a unified form of wayfinding signage to assist residents, visitors, and 
workers to find attractions, transport links and landmarks across the city. To ensure legibility and 
consistency of the navigation system this wayfinding signage is uniform in nature across the entire city 
(i.e. black and red to meet disability and other legibility requirements). 

 

Decision Implications 
7. To respond to community feedback, a budget allocation is proposed to be included in the mid-year 

budget review to ensure wayfinding signage can be installed in the Eastbrook Terrace area allowing 
greater legibility for business in the area.  

8. It is estimated that this will cost $70,000 which is inclusive of a specialist wayfinding consultant, 
development of a wayfinding hierarchy and system like in the central city (i.e. a variety of totems and 
signage) and manufacture and installation of this signage across the wider Claisebrook area inclusive of 
Eastbrook Terrace and major streets such as Royal Street. 

9. It is also proposed that the City use the six weekly catch ups with neighbourhood groups to raise the 
opportunity to develop neighbourhood specific identity opportunities and gauge their interest in this as 
a priority for their neighbourhood. 
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10. As this has not previously been explored, there is likely to be diverse and different views of what would 
constitute neighbourhood identity opportunities from the neighbourhood groups. For instance, some 
neighbourhoods may (or may not) like to look at digital branding and identity, others may prefer murals 
reflective of their neighbourhood identity and others may prefer more physical representation of their 
neighbourhood brand such as signage or public art. 

11. Post preliminary engagement on this topic with neighbourhood groups, the concept of neighbourhood 
branding and identity can be further explored through expanded community consultation in 2022, 
ensuring the wider community in each neighbourhood is engaged on this topic.  

12. The City can then present a report back to an Elected Member Engagement Session with preliminary 
cost estimates for inclusion in the 2022/23 annual budget should this be prioritised through the 
consultation. 

 

Strategic, Legislative and Policy Implications 
Strategy 

Pillar (Outcome) Liveable  

Issue Specific Strategies and 
Plans:  

Neighbourhood Plans 

 

Legislation, Delegation of Authority and Policy 

Legislation: Section 2.7 of the Local Government Act 1995 

Authority of Council/CEO: In accordance with Section 2.7 of the Local Government Act 
1995, Council governs the City’s affairs and is responsible for 
the performance of its functions. Further, Council is to oversee 
the allocation of the City’s finances and resources and is to 
determine its policies. 

Policy: Nil. 

  

Financial Implications 
13. The estimated provisional sum to be included in the mid-year budget review is: 

Account Number Nil Capital 

Account Description Wayfinding signage 

Current Budget $0 

Amendment to Budget  

Revised Budget $20,000 - Consultancy fees 

$50,000 – Manufacture and installation of wayfinding signages 

Budget Impact $70,000 

 

Relevant Documents 
Nil.  
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 Notice of Motion – Deputy Lord Mayor Sandy Anghie – Security and Amenity in 
Totterdell Park 

The following Notice of Motion has been submitted in accordance with clause 4.12 of the Standing Orders 
Local Law 2009. 

Councillor Deputy Lord Mayor 

Date received 6 August 2021 

Motion That Council REQUESTS the Chief Executive Officer to: 

1. Investigate the current situation related to utilisation, amenity and anti-
social / security issues or complaints received related to Totterdell Park.  

2. Subsequently undertake community consultation in the immediate area 
based on the above and present these findings back to an EMES in 
February 2022 to allow relevant data and consultation to inform Council 
decision making on any future capital upgrade and amenity works at 
Totterdell Park. 

3. Ensure this work provides a sound basis for consideration of the identified 
upgrades in the 2022/23 financial year budget. 

Reasons provided The reasons are straightforward:  

Totterdell Park is located in close proximity to a number of apartment buildings 
and is the backyard for a number of our City’s West Perth residents.  

I understand it is also a relatively busy area for pedestrian traffic – day and night. 

Local residents and business owners have raised security issues and concerns 
with me – exacerbated by the fact that there are no CCTV cameras in the park 
or surrounding streets, and there is no lighting in the park.  

I understand there are no immediate plans for Totterdell Park CCTV or lighting.  

Further, while the park is advertised on the City’s website as a place for parties, 
and I understand it is frequently booked for children’s birthday parties, and local 
businesses use the park for work social events, including Christmas picnics - 
there is no BBQ in the area. 

Studies over many years show that an increased inner-city population is the key 
to a more vibrant city. Residents are the ones who will bring our City to life 24/7. 

Targets and quotas for inner city housing aren’t enough. We need people to 
want to live in our City.  

Enhancing our City's neighbourhoods, and providing basic amenity is 
fundamental. 
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Administration Response to Notice of Motion 
Responsible Officer Daniel High - Acting General Manager Planning and Economic 

Development 

Voting Requirement Simple Majority 

Attachments Nil. 

 

Discussion 
1. In 2018, the City’s Open Space Study classified Totterdell Park as a neighbourhood park whose primary 

function is to provide a recreational and social centre to the immediate neighbourhood. 

2. The Open Space Study recommended the City plans for open space strategically, considering the specific 
role and function of each of the City’s green open spaces as part of wider integrated network of green 
space. 

3. In 2019, the City proposed to establish a small off leash dog agility park within Totterdell Park. While the 
proposal received a high level of support from the wider community the local residents overlooking the 
park were strongly opposed, due to concerns with parking, noise and the perception that it would attract 
anti-social behaviour. This amenity was therefore not delivered. 

4. The most recent neighbourhood group budget workshop with West Perth Local identified lighting 
projects to activate the West Perth village area and improve security as priority number one. It is noted 
there is limited lighting of this park at present. Future lighting would need to consider the light spill 
effect on the adjacent residential apartments. 

5. The City is currently preparing an Open Space Framework. This is an approved project in the 2021/22 
Corporate Business Plan. The document will provide key actions required for the improved provision 
and function of the City’s green open spaces (including lighting) based on the community's needs and 
expectations. 

 

Decision Implications 
6. Council should consider aligning the provision of further amenity in Totterdell Park with the outputs and 

recommendations of the Open Space Framework approved as part of the Corporate Business Plan. This 
will identify a hierarchy and priority of work to be undertaken across the city in terms of Public Open 
Space. 

7. Early findings in the development of the Open Space Framework (including those that relate to 
Totterdell Park) will be provided at an Elected member Engagement Session in April 2022. 

8. Based on preliminary costings, the provision of lighting and CCTV within City parks are highly likely to be 
in excess of $300,000 subject to the availability of electrics and other enabling infrastructure. There may 
be other parks within the city that are identified as a higher priority for these funds (the Open Space 
Framework may place more emphasis on security and amenity in Russell Square Northbridge as an 
example)  
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9. The provision of the right type of amenity in Totterdell Park will require community consultation in the 
immediate area as per point two of the notice of motion. This will ensure that there are no unintended 
consequences of this amenity upgrade. For example, barbeques may be a good option for some local 
residents, however, may also create an increase in later night usage of the park which may impact on 
other residents in the immediate area.  

10. Based on this consultation, the preliminary findings of the Open Space Framework and the ongoing 
investigation and monitoring of usage and anti-social behaviour, costings can be considered for 
Totterdell Park within the 2022/23 Financial Year and associated budget process. 

 

Strategic, Legislative and Policy Implications 
Strategy 

Pillar (Outcome) Liveable  

Issue Specific Strategies and 
Plans:  

Neighbourhood Place Plans 

Open Space Study 2018 
 

Legislation, Delegation of Authority and Policy 

Legislation: Section 2.7 of the Local Government Act 1995 

Authority of Council/CEO: In accordance with Section 2.7 of the Local Government Act 
1995, the role of Council is to govern the City’s affairs and 
oversee the allocation of the City’s finances and resources. 

Policy: Nil. 

  

Financial Implications 
11. Nil for 2021/22 financial year however will be considered for incorporation into the 2022/23 annual 

budget. 

 

Relevant Documents 
Nil. 
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 Notice of Motion – Councillor Clyde Bevan – Short-Stay Accommodation 
The following Notice of Motion has been submitted in accordance with clause 4.12 of the Standing Orders 
Local Law 2009. 

Councillor Clyde Bevan 

Date received 20 August 2021 

Motion That Council REQUESTS the Chief Executive to: 

1. Investigate State legislative mechanisms, proposed to be introduced by 
the Parliamentary Inquiry report into Short-Stay Accommodation 
(September 2019) inclusive of the timeframes that these are likely to be 
introduced, to assist the City in the management of short stay 
accommodation in residential buildings.

2. Present the outcome of these investigations to an Elected Member 
Engagement Session no later than February 2022.

3. Note that the above instruments of the State will be used to inform a 
review of the City’s Special Residential (Serviced and Short-Term 
Accommodation) planning policy and land use permissibility’s that will be 
undertaken as part of the preparation of Local Planning Scheme No. 3.

Reasons provided Ratepayers should have quiet enjoyment of their premises. Short-stay 
accommodation should meet requirements that apply to the hospitality 
industry e.g insurance, parking, building safety etc. 
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Administration Response to Notice of Motion 
Responsible Officer Daniel High – Acting General Manager Planning and Economic 

Development 

Voting Requirement Simple Majority 

Attachments Nil. 

 

Discussion 
1. In 2019 the Economics and Industry Standing Committee of the WA Parliament undertook an inquiry 

into short-stay accommodation. The Committee released its report in September 2019  “Levelling the 
Playing Field – Managing the Impact of the Rapid increase of Short Term Rentals in Western Australia”. 

2. The report identified ten recommendations, including: 

a. Amending land use definitions to differentiate between hosted and un-hosted accommodation. 

b. Investigating the introduction of deemed provisions into all planning schemes for hosted 
accommodation to be exempt from local government approval. 

c. Preparing legislation or regulatory mechanisms to require the display of a valid registration 
number for short-term rentals advertised on online platforms. 

d. Updating strata title guidance to include powers and processes open to strata companies to 
manage short-term rentals. 

e. Preparation of an education campaign to ensure owners, property managers and purchasers are 
aware of their obligations regarding short-term rental properties. 

3. It is understood that the State Government has established an inter-agency working group to work with 
local government and accommodation providers to ensure that all short-term rental properties are 
registered and display a valid registration number. 

4. The Department of Planning, Lands and Heritage (DPLH) is currently preparing a draft Planning for 
Tourism Position Statement and guidelines. DPLH have advised it is anticipated that a Position Statement 
will be released for comment within the next four months. 

5. The timing on reporting of these investigations will be dependent on the progress being made by the 
State Government.  Noting that the draft Position Statement (DPLH) may not be released until the end 
of 2021, it is likely that an Elected Member Engagement Session in February 2022, as opposed to 
December 2021, may be needed to ensure this information can inform and be aligned with the 
engagement session. 

 

Decision Implications 
6. As part of the preparation of the new Local Planning Scheme No. 3 the existing Special Residential 

(Serviced and Short-Term Accommodation) policy will be reviewed and updated in accordance with the 
DPLH draft Planning and Tourism Position Statement. 

7. Timing of investigations and any potential policy updates are best aligned to the preparation of the Local 
Planning Scheme No. 3. 

https://www.parliament.wa.gov.au/Parliament/commit.nsf/(Report+Lookup+by+Com+ID)/42EE6EB7C8AF9C454825847E000FDA9D/$file/SSA%20Report%20-%20FINAL%20-%20Online%20version%20with%20cover.pdf
https://www.parliament.wa.gov.au/Parliament/commit.nsf/(Report+Lookup+by+Com+ID)/42EE6EB7C8AF9C454825847E000FDA9D/$file/SSA%20Report%20-%20FINAL%20-%20Online%20version%20with%20cover.pdf
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Strategic, Legislative and Policy Implications 
Strategy 

Pillar (Outcome) Liveable - a community that is safe, socially cohesive, inclusive 
and activated. 

Issue Specific Strategies and 
Plans:  

Draft Local Planning Strategy - a 10 –15 year strategy for the 
planning and development of the city. It provides the strategic 
basis for the preparation of the City of Peth new Local Planning 
Scheme No. 3. 

 

Legislation, Delegation of Authority and Policy 

Legislation: Planning and Development Act 2005 - Part 5 of the Act provides 
for the local government to prepare a local planning scheme for 
all or part of its local government area. 

Authority of Council/CEO: In accordance with Section 2.7 of the Local Government Act 
1995, the role of Council is to determine the local government’s 
policies. 

Policy: City Planning Scheme No. 2 Special Residential (Serviced and 
Short-Term Accommodation) planning policy.  

This policy assists in minimising land use conflict including 
registration requirements, provision of management plans 
(involving noise, disturbances, complaints, security, storage and 
parking etc), and separation of uses and access through the 
design of buildings.  

  

Financial Implications 
Nil. 

 

Relevant Documents 
Nil. 
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 Notice of Motion – Deputy Lord Mayor Sandy Anghie - Statue(s) honouring women in 
the City of Perth 

The following Notice of Motion has been submitted in accordance with clause 4.12 of the Standing Orders 
Local Law 2009. 

Councillor Deputy Lord Mayor Sandy Anghie 

Date received 23 August 2021 

Motion That Council:  

1. REQUESTS the Chief Executive Officer invite submissions for statues to 
commemorate significant women in the history of the City of Perth.  

2. List a provisional sum as part of a future budget for consideration by 
Council at the 2021/22 mid-year financial review, or at the time of the 
2022/23 budget, to allow for project costs. 

Reasons provided “A city is a book we read by wandering its streets, a text that favours one version 
of history and suppresses others, enlarges your identity or reduces it, makes 
you feel important or disposable depending on who you are and what you are.”  

This is a quote from Rebecca Solnit who wrote an article called “The Monument 
Wars” in 2017, which was less about women, but still part of the larger 
discussion on monuments. 

There have been numerous articles and papers published on this topic. 

This month I carried out my own survey of statues in the City (documented on 
social media) and found 20 statues of men, or representing men, on St Georges 
Terrace and Hay Street – and only one woman, and she is a kangaroo. I found 
two children, also kangaroos. 

Beyond St Georges Terrace and Hay Street, with the help of some friends, I 
found the following women in the Perth CBD: 

1. Bessie Rischbieth 

Located on the island at EQ, Bessie is remembered for lobbying for civil rights 
and conservation throughout her lifetime in Perth. 

2. Ursula Frayne 

Located at Victoria Square, Sister of Mercy Ursula arrived in Perth in 1846 and 
opened the first secondary school in WA in 1849. 

3. And Judith 

Located on a window sill in Howard Lane, a naked nine year old sits pondering 
in thought with her head resting on one of her knees. 

The streets of Perth tell the story of our City through built form, art and 
sculpture, but right now our streets don't paint the complete picture. In 
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addition to the lack of women, where is our Indigenous history visible on our 
streets? This also needs to be addressed. 

And it's not just the lack of women statues in the Perth CBD, but also the 
depiction of women in comparison to men. In particular, the stark contrast 
between the diminutive, barefoot Bessie and a young Judith sitting naked on a 
window sill, compared to the larger than life, powerful male figures adorning St 
Georges Terrace. What message does this send to young women, or in fact any 
visitor to our City? 

There is no doubt that there are more pressing problems in our City to be dealt 
with at the moment. But that doesn't mean the current imbalance shouldn't be 
addressed - with a few more women added to our streets. 

Public statues and monuments tell the story of our City for generations to come. 
That's why it's important to honour women and their stories and achievements. 

In relation to cost, I note that, based on my research, existing statues across the 
City have been paid for by a variety of sources - the City and State Government, 
and also the private sector, including property owners, corporates and 
community groups. So I imagine any future projects could be initiated, and paid 
for, by any or all of these three sources. 
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Administration Response to Notice of Motion 
Responsible Officer Konrad Seidl - Acting General Manager Community 

Development 

Voting Requirement Simple Majority 

Attachments Council Policy 4.9 Commemorative Works 

 

Discussion 
1. Executing physical memorials is a complex undertaking, in selecting individuals to commemorate; 

selecting locations; integrating them into the existing urban fabric and accurately forecasting ongoing 
maintenance and renewal budgets. 

2. Council Policy 4.9 Commemorative Works (the Policy) determines the consideration of permanent 
structures which commemorate people and events, and guides decision making for this complex 
exercise. 

3. In 2020 the Elders Advisory Group provided feedback on the review of the Policy. The Elders Advisory 
Group reflected that works need to honor and respect Aboriginal people and culture and assist in truth 
telling, acknowledge and raise awareness of place on Whadjuk country and potentially support truth 
telling through interpretive plaques, rather than the removal of contentious commemorative works.  

4. In 2020 the Culture and Arts Advisory Group provided feedback on the review of the Policy. The Culture 
and Arts Advisory Group supported more ephemeral and alternative commemorative works such as 
memorial lectures and that works should reflect and support truth telling and shared histories. 

5. Within the wider community, statues and memorials are currently a contentious issue within the context 
of the Black Lives Matter movement and discussions about ‘truth-telling’ (telling history from multiple 
perspectives). Any new statues will need to consider commemorating women from the diverse 
communities within the City of Perth. 

6. The process for executing a commemorative work is approximately two years which includes deciding 
who is commemorated and a suitable location for the work to be located, to developing a brief for 
artists, advertising the project to artists, artist selection and contracting, community consultation, 
fabrication and installation.   

7. Currently the annual budget for maintaining public art, plaques and memorials is benchmarked at 2% of 
the value of the collection, approximately $340,000 per annum of a total cultural asset value of $16.9M 
(excluding staff costs).  

8. The last statue installed was the Sir Charles Court memorial in 2011 which consisted of a bronze statue 
mounted on a long concrete platform, commissioned by the State Government. The estimated cost of 
this sculpture was $496,128 and it is now valued at $530,000. 

 

Decision Implications 
9. If Council supports the motion, submissions will be invited to reflect and support truth telling and shared 

histories of the community within the City of Perth. 
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10. A detailed project plan and budget will need to be developed for consideration in the draft 2022/23 
budget process. The process for this initiative, if successful, is outlined in the Commemorative Works 
Policy 4.9 to allow for project costs. The ongoing maintenance costs for the statues depend on the final 
scale, materials and locations, but will be approximately 2% of the final value of the assets. Renewal 
timeframes and costs are dependent on materials selected. 

11. If Council do not support the motion, then a report on alternative ways to commemorate significant 
women in the history of the City of Perth can be submitted to Council. This can include temporary and 
digital commemorations which will be cost effective and allow the City to commemorate a greater 
number of significant women than can be achieved through commissioning statues. 

 

Strategic, Legislative and Policy Implications 
Strategy 

Pillar (Outcome) Liveable 

Issue Specific Strategies and 
Plans:  

Heritage Strategy 2020-2024 

The City works with the community to identify significant 
places and stories that represent the history and diverse 
cultures of Perth and will showcase and celebrate these places 
and stories through initiatives such as commemorative works. 

 

Legislation, Delegation of Authority and Policy 

Legislation: Nil. 

Authority of Council/CEO: Council Policy 4.9 Commemorative Works states that approval 
or decline of commemorative works proposals must be by 
resolution of Council. 

Policy: 4.9 Commemorative Works 

  

Financial Implications 
12. The City does not currently have an acquisition budget for commissioning artwork. The budget will need 

to be developed for consideration in the draft 2022/23 Budget process. 

13. After the installation of a commemorative work, it will become an asset of the City to manage and 
maintain. An annual maintenance cost of 2% of the total value of the artwork, for example if it is 
$500,000 value, the maintenance is about $10,000, which is comprised of 12 inspections, wet clean, dry 
clean, condition report and specific conservation based on materiality and condition. The financial 
implications of the recommendation(s) will require additional expenditure, as an unbudgeted item. 

Account Number 1061-100-10-10040-7268 Operating 

Account Description Conservation Public Art 

Current Budget $240,000 

Amendment to Budget $ to be determined 
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Revised Budget $ to be determined 

Budget Impact 2% of the total value of the artwork 

 

Relevant Documents 
Nil. 
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18. Matters for which the meeting may be closed  

 Request for Tender 000074 - Creative Services  

Responsible Officer Konrad Seidl - Acting General Manager Community Development 

Voting Requirement Simple Majority  

Attachments Confidential Attachment 18.1A – Tender Evaluation Report 
 

Purpose 
To provide creative services panel recommendations to Council, under Part One and Part Two of the Creative 
Marketing Services Request for Tender 000074.  
 

Recommendation 
That Council:  

1. APPROVES the appointment of Block Branding and Nani Creative to form a panel arrangement of two 
creative service suppliers for Part Two of Creative Marketing Services RFT00074  

2. REJECTS Platform Communications for Part One and Part Two of Creative Marketing Services RFT000074 
for reasons detailed in Confidential Attachment 18.1A. 

3. APPROVES under tender exemption the appointment of Block Branding as the City’s creative services 
supplier for Christmas, New Year and Skyworks campaigns under Part One of Creative Marketing 
Services RFT000074. 
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Background 
1. The City’s most recent contract for the supply of Marketing Creative Services expired on 31 January 

2021. The contract was held jointly by The Brand Agency and 303MullenLowe since September 2019. 
Media and creative work were allocated to each agency according to a forward calendar of approved 
projects.  

2. The provision of media booking, buying and planning was separated out of the Marketing Creative 
Services tender and awarded to Initiative Media at the Ordinary Council Meeting on 23 February 2021. 

3. The City requires the provision of Marketing Creative Services as a critical part of the City’s outsourced 
model of marketing operations, to complement and work alongside Initiative Media to deliver against 
the 2025 Events Strategy. 

4. The City advertised the Marketing Creative Services Request for Tender 000027 on 20 November 2020 
and closed on 8 December 2020 at 2.00pm.  

5. At its Special Meeting held 6 April 2021, Council rejected all nine tenderers for the Marketing Creative 
Services (RFT000027) contract and requested that the Chief Executive Officer conduct a new tender 
process under Purchasing Policy 2.2 to enable the establishment of a panel of suppliers. 

6. At its Special Meeting held 13 July 2021, Council adopted the 21/22 Annual Budget, which resulted in a 
$500,000 allocation to marketing services which is $2.5 million less than the previous financial year.  

 

Discussion 
7. The Creative Marketing Services RFT000074 was advertised in The West Australian and released on the 

City’s e-Tendering portal Tenderlink on 30 June 2021 and closed on 20 July 2021 at 2.00pm. 

8. The scope of the Creative Marketing Services RFT000074 included: 

a. Part One  

The City provided a creative brief for the Christmas and New Year’s Eve campaigns and Skyworks 
campaigns (FY2021/22, FY2022/23, FY2023/24) and the criteria gave respondents the opportunity 
to respond with strategic thinking and creative concepts. The tender outlined one respondent was 
to be awarded delivery of both campaigns for the duration of the three year contract.   

b. Part Two  

The City provided generalised selection criteria for respondents and the work awarded would 
include all other marketing campaigns produced by the City. The tender outlined a panel 
arrangement was to be awarded for three agencies.  

9. Tenderers could nominate for Part One and/or Part Two of the Tender.  

10. The tender also outlined that the City could use the contractor awarded for Part One for any 
requirements outlined for Part Two, to make Part One more appealing.  

11. A total of three tenderers were received. One respondent applied for Part One and Part Two, and two 
respondents applied for Part Two only. 

12. The compliance criteria were assessed for all tenders and found to be satisfactory.  
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13. Following an assessment of each response against the relevant Part One/Two selection criteria, the 
procurement panel scored and then ranked the respondents from highest to lowest. Confidential 
Attachment 18.1A includes a detailed evaluation report of all tenderers. 

14. This process identified Block Branding and Nani Creative as suitable tenderers for Part Two, based on 
the qualitative selection criteria, weightings and comparative schedule of rates. The voting panel found 
that Platform Communications was unsuitable for Part Two based on an inadequate response to the 
qualitative selection criteria.  

15. The RFT000074 under Scope Requirements outlined the City will select a panel of three preferred 
suppliers. As only two suitable tenders were received, a minor variation was made to the tender to allow 
the creative services panel to operate with the two preferred suppliers. 

16. The panel recommends awarding Block Branding and Nani Creative a contract for a panel arrangement 
under Creative Marketing Services Part Two. 

17. The voting panel found that Platform Communications was unsuitable for Part One based on the 
inadequate response to the qualitative selection criteria.  

18. The City has complied with requirements by publicly inviting tenders for Christmas and New Year and 
Skyworks campaigns under Part One of this tender. Regulation 11 (2)(c)(i) of the Local Government 
(Functions and General) Regulations 1996 prescribes: 

11.  When tenders have to be publicly invited 

(2)  Tenders do not have to be publicly invited according to the requirements of this Division if — 

(c)  within the last 6 months — (i) the local government has, according to the requirements 
of this Division, publicly invited tenders for the supply of the goods or services but no 
tender was submitted that met the tender specifications or satisfied the value for 
money assessment. 

19. The City recommends rejecting the unsuitable tenderer for Part One and under tender exemption the 
City approached Block Branding (as a suitable respondent to fulfil the requirements of Part One) to 
provide a response for Part One. 

20. Block Branding delivered their response by close of business 4 August 2021 and the panel met to discuss 
Block Branding’s response to Part One; and agreed that Block Brandings’ response was in line with 
creative service expectations. 

21. The evaluation panel recommends Block Branding be the appointed supplier for Part One.  

 

Stakeholder Engagement 
22. The assessment panel consisted of two suitably qualified and experienced staff members from the 

Community Development Alliance and CEO Alliance, and one suitably qualified and experienced external 
panel member. 
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Decision Implications 
23. If Council supports the recommendation, the City will enter into a contract with Block Branding for the 

provision of services as requested in Part One for a period of one year, with the option to extend to a 
maximum total of three years in accordance with their submitted schedule of rates in Confidential 
Attachment 18.1A, commencing as soon as practicable after Council approval. 

24. If Council supports the recommendation, the City will enter into contracts with Nani Creative and Block 
Branding for the provision of services as requested in Part Two of the Marketing Creative Services tender 
for a period of one year, with the option to extend to a maximum total of three years, commencing as 
soon as practicable after Council approval. 

25. If Council does not support the recommendation, a new procurement process will need to be 
conducted.  

 

Strategic, Legislative and Policy Implications 
Strategy 
Pillar (Outcome) Prosperous 
Issue Specific Strategies and 
Plans:  

2025 Event Strategy 
Signature Events Plan 2021-22  

 

Legislation, Delegation of Authority and Policy 
Legislation: Section 3.57 of the Local Government Act 1995  

This section requires a local government to invite tenders before it 
enters into a contract for goods and services of a prescribed kind. 
Part 4 of the Local Government (Functions and General) Regulations 
1996 
This Part prescribes when tenders are required to be invited and sets 
the procedural requirements for a tender process.   

Authority of Council/CEO: Under Regulation 18 of the Local Government (Functions and General) 
Regulations 1996, the local government may accept the tender which 
it thinks will be most advantageous. While this function has been 
delegated to the CEO, given the strategic importance, it has been 
referred to Council for a decision.  

Policy: 2.2 Purchasing 
  

  

http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/wa/consol_act/lga1995182/s3.57.html
http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/wa/consol_reg/lgagr1996474/
http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/wa/consol_reg/lgagr1996474/
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Financial Implications 
26. The financial implications of the recommendations are accommodated within existing budget. 

Account Number 1014-100-50-10027 Operating  

Account Description Christmas and New Year’s Campaign 

Total Budget $400,000 

Budget – This report $100,000 

Remaining Budget $300,000 
 

Account Number 1065-100-50-10189 Operating  

Account Description Australia Day Program 

Total Budget $2,540,000 

Budget – This report $40,000 

Remaining Budget $2,500,000 
 

Account Number 1014-100-50-10031 Operating  

Account Description City of Perth Parking 

Total Budget $100,000 

Budget – This report $15,000 

Remaining Budget $85,000 
  

Account Number 1063-100-50-10269 Operating  

Account Description Heritage Perth Weekend 

Total Budget $90,000 

Budget – This report $30,000* 

Remaining Budget $60,000 
 

Account Number 1065-100-50-10207 Operating  

Account Description Twilight Hawkers Market 

Total Budget $40,000 

Budget – This report $10,000* 

Remaining Budget $30,000 

 
27. *The budget is estimated based on the Schedule of Rates found in Confidential Attachment 18.1A. 
 

 

Relevant Documents 
2025 Events Strategy 

https://perth.wa.gov.au/council/reports-and-important-documents
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Further Information  
Following the Agenda Briefing Session held on 24 August 2021, further information is provided: 

28. It was considered appropriate to negotiate directly with Block Branding for Part One, given that the 
tender received from Platform Communications was deemed unsuitable following the evaluation 
panel’s assessment against the criteria. As Block Branding demonstrated suitable ability to deliver on 
the scope in their response to Part Two they were invited to submit additional information to support 
an assessment for Part One, following which their submission was assessed by the evaluation panel as 
suitable. 

  



 
 
 

 

Confidential Attachment 18.1A 
 

Ordinary Council Meeting 

31 August 2021 
 

Distributed to Elected Members under 
separate cover 
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 Request for Tender 000070 - Skyworks Media Partner  

Responsible Officer Konrad Seidl - Acting General Manager Community Development 

Voting Requirement Simple Majority  

Attachments Confidential Attachment 18.2A - Evaluation Report 

Confidential Attachment 18.2B – Media Schedule Proposal 

Confidential Attachment 18.2C – Probity Plan  
 

Purpose 
To recommend a preferred tenderer to Council, under Part A (radio partner) and Part B (television partner) of 
the Skyworks Media Partner Request for Tender 000070.  

Recommendation 
That Council: 

1. APPROVES the appointment of Perth FM Radio Pty. Ltd. to provide radio broadcast services under Part 
A of Skyworks Media Partners RFT00070, for an initial contract period of one year and a maximum term 
of three years in accordance with their submitted Media Schedule Proposal in Confidential Attachment 
18.2B.  

2. NOTES that no submissions were received for the television broadcast partner of Skyworks under Part 
B of Skyworks Media Partners RFT00070, and a new tender for Part B has been submitted directly to 
preferred suppliers. 
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Background 
1. At its Ordinary Council Meeting held 25 May 2021, Council approved the proposed 2022 Skyworks 

budget for event and campaign delivery as part of the Signature Events Plan 2021-2022. 

2. The City, in conjunction with named sponsors, various contractors, agencies and authorities has 
developed and managed City of Perth Australia Day Skyworks (Skyworks) since 1997.  

3. Skyworks is the largest one-day community event in Western Australia and attracts approximately 
250,000 people into Perth. The event brings together the people of Western Australia to celebrate 
Australia Day as a community. The 2022 event will be the 37th year of the event. 

4. The City requires a TV partner who can deliver live or delayed broadcast of the event, and a radio partner 
to produce the 30-minute soundtrack choreographed to the fireworks display.  

5. The most recent Request for Tender procurement process was conducted in 2018 for a three-year term 
which incorporated the 2019, 2020 and 2021 (COVID cancelled) events. This process awarded the 
tender to Mix94.5 for the radio partner rights, and Channel 9 the TV partner rights.  

6. Prior to the Skyworks Media Partners RFT000070 tender being advertised in market, the panel 
appointed an independent media advisor agency (Sydney-based) and probity advisors to provide 
specialist advice and support the panel throughout the tender process.   

7. The City also appointed two external panel members, one from Tourism WA and one from the City of 
Melbourne to support the City in evaluating the tender submissions.  
 

Discussion 
8. The Skyworks Media Partners RFT000070 was advertised in The West Australian and released on the 

City’s e-Tendering portal Tenderlink on 11 July 2021 and closed on 27 July 2021 at 2.00pm. 

9. The scope of the Skyworks Media Partners RFT000070 included: 

a. Part A Scope: Promotion, Soundtrack and Broadcast by a Radio Station 

The City of Perth requires the creative, supply and management of a music soundtrack and 
narration synchronized to a pyrotechnics display for Skyworks 2022, with a possible extension to 
2023 and 2024. A multi-channel promotion for Australia Day Festival (feat. Skyworks) is also 
required. 

b. Part B Scope: Promotion and Broadcast by a Television Station 

The City of Perth requires a live or delayed television broadcast of Skyworks 2022, with a possible 
extension to 2023 and 2024. A multi-channel promotion (including television, digital, social media 
etc.) for Australia Day Festival (feat. Skyworks) is also required. 

10. Tenderers could nominate for Part A and/or Part B of the Tender.  

11. One tenderer was received for Part A and no tenders were received for Part B.  

12. Following an assessment of the response against the Part A selection criteria, the procurement panel 
scored the respondent (details provided in Confidential Attachment 18.2A). This process identified Perth 
FM Radio Pty Ltd as a suitable respondent for Part A, based on the qualitative selection criteria, 
weightings and submitted Media Proposal Schedule. 
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13. The panel recommends awarding the radio broadcast partner contract under Part A to Perth FM Radio 
Pty Ltd. The Request for Tender indicates a contract period of one year, with the option to extend to a 
maximum total of three years. 

14. The City has complied with requirements by publicly inviting tenders for Part B of the Skyworks Media 
Partners Tender. Regulation 11 (2) (c) (i) of the Local Government (Functions and General) Regulations 
1996: 

11.  When tenders have to be publicly invited 

(2)  Tenders do not have to be publicly invited according to the requirements of this Division if — 

(c)  within the last 6 months — (i) the local government has, according to the requirements 
of this Division, publicly invited tenders for the supply of the goods or services but no 
tender was submitted that met the tender specifications or satisfied the value for 
money assessment. 

15. Under tender exemption, the City re-released Part B of the tender via Tenderlink direct to Channel 7 
and Channel 9.  

16. It is proposed that a recommended supplier for Part B be submitted to Council at its 27 September 
Ordinary Meeting.   

 

Stakeholder Engagement 
17. The evaluation panel consisted of three suitably qualified and experienced staff members from the 

Community Development Alliance, and two suitably qualified and experienced external panel members 
from the City of Melbourne and Tourism WA. The evaluation process was supported by the City’s 
procurement experts.  

18. The City’s evaluation panel received probity advice from Moore Australia throughout the procurement 
process of RFT000070 (Confidential Attachment 18.2C). 

19. The City engaged an independent media assessment agency, Magna International, to develop a Media 
Schedule Proposal template (Confidential Attachment 18.2B) and assisted the panel in reviewing and 
measuring the media value of submissions.  

 

Decision Implications 
20. If Council supports the recommendation, the City will enter into a contract with Perth FM Radio Pty Ltd 

for the provision of services as requested in Part A of the Skyworks Media Partners tender for a period 
of one year, with the option to extend to a maximum total of three years, commencing as soon as 
practicable after Council approval. 

21. If Council does not support the recommendation, the Skyworks display and Australia Day Festival (feat. 
Skyworks) campaign as outlined in the approved Signature Events Plan 2021/22 will be at high risk of 
not proceeding due to the lack of partner benefits from radio suppliers.   
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Strategic, Legislative and Policy Implications 
Strategy 

Strategic Pillar (Objective) Prosperity  

Issue Specific Strategies and 
Plans:  

2025 Events Strategy 

Signature Events Plan 2021-22  
 

Legislation, Delegation of Authority and Policy 

Legislation: Section 3.57 of the Local Government Act 1995  

This section requires a local government to invite tenders before it 
enters into a contract for goods and services of a prescribed kind.  

Part Four of the Local Government (Functions and General) 
Regulations 1996.  

This Part prescribes when tenders are required to be invited and sets 
the procedural requirements for a tender process.   

Authority of Council/CEO: Under Regulation 18 of the Local Government (Functions and General) 
Regulations 1996, the local government may accept the tender which 
it thinks will be most advantageous. While this function has been 
delegated to the CEO, given the strategic importance, it has been 
referred to Council for a decision.  

Policy: 2.2 Purchasing   

  

Financial Implications 
Nil.  

 

Relevant Documents 
2025 Events Strategy 

 

Further Information  
Following the Agenda Briefing Session held on 24 August 2021, further information is provided: 

22. The City engaged a probity advisor at the commencement of the procurement process and will continue 
receiving probity advice throughout the process for Part B where two suppliers have been invited to 
submit a response.   

http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/wa/consol_act/lga1995182/s3.57.html
https://www.legislation.wa.gov.au/legislation/statutes.nsf/main_mrtitle_1753_homepage.html
https://www.legislation.wa.gov.au/legislation/statutes.nsf/main_mrtitle_1753_homepage.html
http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/wa/consol_reg/lgagr1996474/s18.html
http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/wa/consol_reg/lgagr1996474/s18.html
https://perth.wa.gov.au/council/reports-and-important-documents
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 Light It Up – Phase One – West End Location  

Responsible Officer Konrad Seidl - Acting General Manager Community Development  

Voting Requirement Simple Majority 

Attachments Attachment 18.3A – West End location investigation matrix 

Confidential Attachment 18.3B – Proposed Artwork concept from 
Joshua Webb  

 

Purpose 
To seek Council’s endorsement of the preferred West End location and acceptance of the preferred artist for 
the supply of a lighting based public artwork for the Light It Up – Phase 1 program. 

Recommendation 
1. ENDORSES the proposed West End location of central Wolf Lane as indicated on Attachment 18.3A – 

West End location investigation matrix.  

2. APPROVES the delivery of a lighting based public artwork from artist Joshua Webb.  
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Background 
1. At its meeting held 15 December 2020, Council approved the ‘Light It Up’ program to add colour and 

life to City of Perth (the City) streets at night and improve lighting levels in laneways and other suitable 
locations through the installation of permanent light artwork fixtures. 

2. At its meeting held 6 July 2021, Council approved four locations (Northbridge, East End, Retail Core, 
West Perth) and the proposed artworks for each location.   

3. The following table was presented to Council at its meeting held on 6 July 2021, where it was resolved 
that the Chief Executive Officer undertake a further investigation into the West End location and artwork 
proposal and report the results to the August 2021 Ordinary Council Meeting. 

Neighbourhood Priority Location Reason 

West End Laneway adjacent to Fleet 
House (off King St) 

Dimly lit laneway, high incidence of graffiti, opportunity 
to provide surprising intervention and improve sense of 
safety. 

West End Wolf Lane (off Murray 
Street) 

This laneway has recently undergone a redevelopment 
and the area requires illumination 

 

Discussion 
Artwork Location  

4. The investigation of suitable sites considered existing lighting infrastructure, identified safety issues, 
pedestrian use, activation potential and any site-specific installation challenges.  

5. Five location options were shortlisted as possibilities for the West End: 

a. Munster Lane off King Street 

b. Wolf Lane entrance where it meets King Street 

c. Wolf Lane entrance at Murray Street 

d. Central Wolf Lane 

e. Laneway off King Street (next to 64 King Street) 

6. Several limitations were identified across multiple locations, including but not limited to: 

a. Minimum height requirements for installation of artworks to allow adequate clearance for vehicles 
and prevent vandalism. 

b. Ensuring no light spill in certain directions to minimise impact on nearby residents/hotel guests. 

c. Heritage permission required at majority of sites. 

d. Weight loading/anchor point penetration restrictions.  

e. Ensuring no interference with CCTV.  

f. Potential for existing lighting to impact upon visibility of proposed artworks. 
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7. Munster Lane off King Street, and the Wolf Lane entrances where it meets King Street and Murray 
Street, were identified as offering limited benefits in line with the Light It Up stated objectives. These 
locations are not recommended. 

8. Wolf Lane was deemed to provide very good benefits in line with the project intent due to there being 
comparably high pedestrian foot traffic, peaking on Friday and Saturday evenings, measured in the 
central Wolf Lane hospitality area.  

9. The central Wolf Lane location is at the nexus of pedestrian-only and low-traffic laneways and has 
greater potential for visitors to dwell longer.  The artwork at this location will act to draw people into 
the Wolf Lane area to capitalise on its night time hospitality offerings. 

10. The laneway off King St currently has minimal lighting and has a similar level of graffiti incidents as the 
Wolf lane location. However, footfall traffic, particularly at night, is not as high as with the Wolf Lane 
location and thus may not have as strong activation flow on effects.  

11. An investigation matrix including all shortlisted locations (Attachment 18.3A) outlines the assessment 
results, with the preferred location identified as central Wolf Lane.  

 

Artwork Concept 

12. Following a call for expressions of interest, shortlisted artists (tenderers) were invited to submit an initial 
artwork concept and formal quotation. Responses were received and evaluated by a selection panel 
consisting of City officers and a representative from the City’s Cultural Advisory Group – Public Art 
Subgroup.    

13. Images and descriptions of the recommended artwork concept (by Joshua Webb) for the proposed West 
End Location are detailed in Confidential Attachment 18.3B. 

 

Stakeholder Engagement 
14. Stakeholder engagement was undertaken as part of the initial assessment of the Light It Up – Phase 1 

project that was considered by Council at its meeting held on 6 July 2021. 

 

Decision Implications 
15. If Council does not support the concept or location recommendation, the Light It Up Phase 1 project 

may experience delays or fail to proceed.   

 

Strategic, Legislative and Policy Implications 
Strategy 

Strategic Pillar (Objective) Liveable 

Issue Specific Strategies and 
Plans:  

Public Lighting Framework 2019-2029 

Cultural Development Plan - Place 
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Legislation, Delegation of Authority and Policy 

Legislation: Regulation 11A of the Local Government (Functions and General) 
Regulations 1996  

(2) A purchasing policy is to make provision for and in respect of the 
policy to be followed by the local government for, and in respect of, 
entering into contracts referred to in sub regulation (1). 

The Local Government (Functions and General) Regulations 1996 sets 
out the City’s responsibility with regards to procurement of goods and 
services, including the commissioning of public art.  

Authority of Council/CEO: Procurement decisions related to this project are compliant with Part 
4 of the Local Government (Functions and General) Regulations 1996. 

Policy: Council Policy 2.2 Purchasing Policy 

The proposed procurement decisions for public artworks align with 
the principles and values of transparency, probity, fairness, 
accountability, good governance. 

Where the City is acquiring artwork, with the Chief Executive Officer’s 
approval, in accordance with the Council Policy for Cultural 
Collections, an exemption to clause 3 (purchase thresholds) applies. 

  

Financial Implications 
28. The financial implications of the recommendation(s) are accommodated within the existing budget. 

Account Number 1061 100 79 10194 7101 Capital 

Account Description Light it up Program 

Current Budget $280,000 

Budget Impact N/A 

 

29. The approved capital budget of $280,000 includes provision of the following: 

a. $3,500 expended in the 2020/21 financial year for artist concepts. 

b. Artwork commissioning to the value of $197,500 ($39,500 x five artworks; four artworks 
previously approved at the Ordinary Council Meeting held on 6 July 2021). 

c. Provision of power to five sites allocated as $46,800 ($39,000 costs + 20% contingency of $7,800). 

d. A contingency of $32,200 (16% of artwork costs) to allow for possible structural modifications 
required on in depth investigation of proposed sites. 

 

Relevant Documents 
Nil. 

http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/wa/consol_reg/lgagr1996474/s11a.html
http://classic.austlii.edu.au/au/legis/wa/consol_reg/lgagr1996474/s11a.html
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Further Information 
Nil. 
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Location review 

1
2

3

5

4

Munster Lane off King St

Wolf Lane entrance off King St

Wolf Lane entrance off Murray St

Laneway off King St, next to 64 King St 

Wolf Lane (pedestrian) 

1

2

3

4

5

Pedestrian 
 use

Improved 
sense of 

safety

Improved 
 lighting 

levels
Engagement Outcome

Potential  
installation 

issues 
LOCATION

Location 
specific 
 issues

Lacks 
intimacy due 
to wideness 
of lane 

High end 
retail - limited 
night time 
activity 

Limited street 
presence due 
to enclosed 
entrance to  
car park

Multiple 
hospitality 
venues along 
northern end 
of King Street

Multiple 
hospitality 
venues 
further into 
Wolf Lane 

Limited night 
time activity

Safety issues 
not identified

Safety issues 
not identified

Lighting issues 
not identified 

Not  
recommended

Not  
recommended

Not  
recommended

Feasible option 

Preferred option 

Lighting issues 
not identified 

Limited 
pedestrian use 
at this entrance 
point & limited 
night time 
activity

High level of 
pedestrian use in 
the area 

Refer to page 2

High level of 
pedestrian use 
in the area, 
particularly 
weekend evenings 
as measured by 
footfall data 

Refer to page 2

Current graffiti 
hot spot; 
new lighting 
installation may 
have reduction 
in graffiti 
behaviour 

Current levels 
of graffiti 
activity similar 
to location 4. 
New lighting 
installation may 
have reduction 
in graffiti 
behaviour

No current 
lighting in place; 
new lighting 
installation will 
improve ambient 
light levels

Lighting issues 
not identified; 
night time 
visitation 
would ensure 
a new lighting 
installation would 
have impact

Highest ranked 
on Engage 
Perth at 1.58

Not offered 
for public 
feedback on 
Engage Perth

Heritage 
considerations/ 
limitations with 
attachment 
points

Heritage 
considerations/ 
limitations with 
attachment 
points

Heritage 
considerations/ 
limitations with 
attachment 
points

Heritage 
considerations/ 
limitations with 
attachment 
points

Heritage 
considerations/ 
limitations with 
attachment 
points

Pedestrian use 
mostly along 
north-south spine 
of Wolf Lane 
between Murray 
& Hay Street 

Wolf Lane 
currently well-lit 
and well-used, 
new lighting 
installation would 
have little impact 
on safety 

Has recently 
installed wall 
mounted lights, 
new lighting 
installation would 
have little impact 
on lighting levels

Not offered 
for public 
feedback on 
Engage Perth  

Not offered 
for public 
feedback on 
Engage Perth  

Not offered 
for public 
feedback on 
Engage Perth

1

2

3

4

5

Attachm
ent 18.3A
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Footfall per weekActivity per day + hourLocation

• Footfall and activity data indicate limited potential for location 4 as it is primarily used during daylight hours, has less nearby after-hours venues and is more likely to be used by   

 vehicles than foot traffic. 

• Location 5 has higher overall foot traffic and more afterhours use, with the need for increased weekday afterhours foot traffic. 

• Both locations are prone to graffiti. 

• Location 5 is at the nexus of a pedestrian-only laneway and low traffic laneway, indicating increased potential for visitors to dwell longer and for the artwork to be installed lower to  

 viewing level, as it could be placed in a non-traffic area and not require truck clearance. 

4

5
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CEO Performance Review Committee meeting held on 19 August 2021 

In accordance with Section 5.23(2)(a) of the Local Government Act 1995, the following Item 18.4 is confidential. 

 CEO Annual Performance Review – 2020/21 

Responsible Officer Danielle Uniza – Acting Alliance Manager Executive Services 
Voting Requirement Absolute Majority 
Attachments Confidential Attachment 18.4 – CEO Performance Review Report – 

2020/21 
Confidential Attachment 18.4B – CEO Performance Review Evidence – 
2020/21 

In accordance with Section 5.23(2)(a) of the Local Government Act 1995, the following Item 18.5 is confidential. 

 CEO Key Performance Indicators and Performance Review Process – 2021/22 

Responsible Officer Danielle Uniza – Acting Alliance Manager Executive Services 
Voting Requirement Simple Majority 
Attachments Confidential Attachment 18.5A – Proposed CEO Key Performance 

Indicators and Review Process Report – 2021/22 
Confidential Attachment 18.5B – Proposed CEO Key Performance 
Indicators 2021/22 
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19. Urgent Business  
 
20. Closure   
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